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THE MUSICAL QUARTERLY
VOL. VII JANUARY, 1921 NO. I

AGAINST MODERN' 'ISM '

'

By CONSTANTIN vos STERNBERG

MUSICAL criticism in recent years has taken the hyper-
modern or modernistic composers more and more seriously.

Confining itself no longer to an acknowledge men I of thek-

unquestionable ingenuity and their novel contributions to tlie

technic of composition, it seems to have allowed these technical

matters to imdcH.il its judgment so far as to differentiate no
longer between leailhiuite modernity and its frenzied caricature

—

modernism. Some of the usually serious critics of America and
England—not to mention the French and German who speak,

of course, pro domo—when judging some out-and-out modernistic

work, impress one of lute very much like the man who, upon being

told that a live fish was walking in a certain street, laughed very

heartily—at first; but as more and more people rushed by his

window in the direction of that street to see the wonder and some
of them urged him to come along, his laugh gradually abated; he
began to feci uncertain, then shrugged his shoulders, finally put
on his hat and followed the hoaxed throng, saying: "Well

—

maybe—who knows?
"

This altitude of earnest erilies must cause great alarm among
such musicians and music-lovers as demand from the divine art

more than mere "cleverness." They must needs feel dismayed

by seeing high praise bestowed upon eomposil inns which, tech-

nically clever though they are, lack the very fundamentals of art.

Ethos and Sincerity. In the presence or, as it may be, the absence

of these two elements lies the chiefest difference between art and
artifice—in other words, between modernity and modernism. A
perfect analogy to this distinction can be found by comparing

commerce with commercialism where, as with modernism, it is

the "ism" that changes the good into the bad.
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2 The Musical Quarterly

Commerce enriches a nation, ami not only materially, for it

also brings people and knowledge from other lands; il causes

travel, exploration : it broadens a nation's out look upon I he world;

it was traceably, though innocently, the cause of the Renaissance;
and it is—or is supposed to be—based upon the principle of "fair

exchange." In one word, commerce is an excellent human
inxlitution, while commercialism is » reprehensible, greet I-begotten
tendency. Too rapacious tu be content with the proper returns
t)f le;dlini.'i;e comme-re, roiumcrcia lisui lends to sacrifice 'lie

principle of fiiir exchange on the altar of money-getting; it tends
to lurii ever; human ttuie:ivur into inordinate monetary gain and
to sneer at itny effort that is prompted by higher, nobler impulses,
ft readily takes advantage of the unfortunate with a view to en-
slave him; and, if he be of the type that, regards proper monetary
returns as a necessary hut natural incidental, Heaven help him!
Tile "ism" implies the abuse of the legitimate (or monetary gain

bt'iiiiiid proper returns; and it is precisely the same with musical

modernism, as will presenile be seen.

Like the promotors of "get -ricli -quick
1
' schemes, the modern-

ists have armed I li em selves with many arguments which, however,
reveal their speciousness upon the slightest scrutiny. Whenever
the merit, of t lieir work is doubted or drilled I hey say at once that

"all innovators were at firs! antagonized," ami I hen attempt to sup-
port, their argument by quoting Palest rina, Monteverdi, Beethoven,

Wagner, Liszt and others. They carefullv suppress the facts in

those cases. They never mention the sober reality—-I lint Palestrina

was not a modernist in any sense; he was a purifier of church
music, rather the opposite of a modernist. Monteverdi was a

contemporary of just such a type of dilettaulie modernists as

infest our time, lie did use some of their "stunts," but onlv for

musical world wails with fervent hope. The name of Monteverdi's
modernists may be found in books on the history of music; their

works, however, are dead, dead forever", while his own Madrigals
are, when properly performed, s'ill full of life ami show that he
was—for his lime—very modem, indeed, but not modernistic by
any means. True, lie used [he unprepared dissonances, suspen-

sions and other harmonic innovations of his contemporaries,

where they were applicable with good lasle; here and tJiere; as

spiees; bill he supplied, first of all, the substantial musical meal
to which to apply them. He did not make a meal of the

spices. And he was not antagonized by his public. Neither was
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Beethoven until he reached- in his latest works- what might he

designated us the "period of prophesy." From the works of this

period the puhlic—far from antagonizing him—kept only aloof

for a while; which was natural, since prophesies need time fur tlicir

fiilfilboenl. I luiiii;}' (iic time in In.- ease was nol very long. Tho.se

"prophetic" works, however, appeared in I lie Inst quarter of his

life; they were, after all, legitimate extensions of principles under
which he had grown up. They were in no sense "departures" from
them, while our modernists h<yin their musical life with departures.

Monteverdi, loo. did nol adopt the modern style until late in life.

He wrote his first opera "Ariane" al forty. Verdi changed his

style with "Aida" at the age of fifty-seven. That Wagner was
antagonized is true, hut it was a purely personal antagonism partly

called forth by his pugnacious personality and partly by the

—

more or less secret orders from the reigning Cennuti courts because

of his—only too active- participation in the revolution of 18-lS.

The public at large, however, took him to its heart at once, and
such musicians us were not directly or indirectly dependent upon

the Courts (e.g.. Court-conductor?) emu but led the ( 'ourt intrigue

vigorously, often imperiling their livelihood thereby [the present

writer among them;. As for Liszt, the must modest, and self-

ctFaeing of all composers, he was never antagonized by the public:

his wider popularity us a sympliooi-t had to wait but a short lime

until orchestral technic had developed sufficiently to cope with

his works.

selected to shield any new musical monstrosity and to repel any
attack upon it; il might have served this purpose if it did not

happen to be the very argument which whilom "Brother Jasper"

resorted to. This negro parson preached that "the earth am sla lid-

in' still, yeth, stockstill and the sun is movin' roun' an' roun'

it." When he was told that he was being laughed at he consoled

Ids flock and himself by saying: "Thn's all right! Galileo was
laughed at, too, an' he was to'tured to hoot; vcth, my brethren,

to'turcd!" Galileo and—Brother Jasper! Monteverdi, Beet-

hoven, Wagner and—the little modernists! What a parallel!

Would any sincere man take refuge behind such an argument as

have his own style, and the claim is quite just; hut there is a world

of difference between style and mannerism and of this difference

they seem to he quite unaware. "Style" is a person rd. charac-

teristic way of expressing a though!, and it demands dignity and
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distinction. It applies, not to the thought, but to its expression.

It is one feature in the physiognomy of a work, not the work
itself. It is a trait which adapts itself to tiny thought.. Beethoven's

K flat Concerto differs so cntirch from tile ("hopincsquc one in (i

major that, wtrr it not for the stylo, one could scarcely believe

them to have come from the same mind. The same diversity of

thought, unharmed by the sameness of style, prevails in his

Symphonies, Quartets, Sonatas, ete. WM b our inodorni-l s matters

are reversed: instead of dressing llieir t bought lets in liu'ir fuvorite

mariner, they handle only such little ideas as will fit their stereotype

"Eulenspicgel, Don Quixote. Salome, Ideelra" - - .'ire they

images of normal humans swayed by some great passion!' Are

they not, nmsieally, grolcscjiic en riea lures, and v<- their literary

originators not intended some of them to be caricatures? There
is, of course, no reason why a ninsieian should not oeeasionally

indulge in caricature; Wagner did it in the "Mcistorsinger"; bid.

— is caricature a musical life-pursuit? The mannerism of Richard
Strauss makes one suspect that lie aims at the questionable

honor of being called a "musical Hogarth."
Another one of our modernists pussyfoots, like a cat in a

china closet, over all sorts of possible and impossible discords; of

course, pinui.'.-:ii)\i>, feeling quite rightly that, after all, there ace

xnme tilings which should not be said "right out loud." He has

discovered tiie venerable hexai ouie scale — (i>nea»! qua ante nos)

—and with it and the everlasting chords of the ninth and eleventh

he succeeded in producing ivhal may cheerfully be granted to be

a new "color"; but since it blinded him to all other colors his

compositions sound all alike. This is sheer, unmitigated manner-

ism, not style. He, like all the modernists, docs not fit the clothes

to the children of his brain; he selects the children to fit tJie

clothes.

It might be said that without intrinsic merit the works of

Hie modernists could not have acquired the vogue which the

public accords to them. Vogue? Indeed? Vogue, that French

euphemism for "Fad!" Whatever the cause or causes may be,

one cannot help noticing that the restlessness and superficiality

of modern life has grown to a degree so alarming as to make
"vogue" a totally untrustworthy criterion. What dominates our

musical time is. unfortunately, no longer artistic merit', it still

finds its apprcciators, no doubt, in the executive field of music,

but in the creative field it is mere sensational novelty that at-

tracts the public. And as sensationalism (another "ism") is by
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its very nature of but short lived attractiveness, the public change
their fads almost as often as they ilo their garments. They are

either mentally unequipped or too frivolous to take the time ami
interest to satisfy themselves n> to tin- depth or shallowness of a
composition. Ami. really, why .should they? A kind, fatherly

government tells (hem what lu eat and. especially, what to drink;

I In- papers tell them what to wear, what to think, what, to hale,

what to like; and the public's unwavering obedience lo these

dictates lias almost the dignity of military discipline. Hence, as

long as a composition is new—new, above all, pleasantly or

painfully new—makes enough unnecessary noise (we love noise,

don't we?), employs a needlessly huge apparatus, and is much
spoken of in the papers, the public will toy with it for a while,

in utter disregard of the fact that the things in art which were
only new never lived long enough to grow old. Thus to the public

—taking them by and large all music is but a moment musical,

a trifle, soon to be forgotten for the next one.

To preven! this forgetting its long as possible the modernistic

sensation manufacturers employ, beside their specious arguments,

all the brazen methods of commercialism. Not only do they
engage propagandists (some of whom are holding rather high

artistic positions), but they also have their press agents. Many
papers, daily and weekly, keep public attention alive by the sort

of personal gossip which lias nothing whatever to do with art;

they tell the public "what the great A is going to write, when";—
"what the equally great B thinks of writing, some day. possibly,

perhaps";—"what prices Uiey get for their manuscripts; what
private quarrels they have with one another." The pictures of

these musical rk.'nilitrs tl' iiidtt'lric are shown in the papers as

they look on board ship, in a canoe, at the tennis court, at break,

fast, playing with children, sitting in their library with scholarly

pose, in their studio where a photographer caught them purely

by chance, of course—brooding over some deeply problematic

piece of music: on horseback, swimming in the sea or, in fact, in

any attitude which the late Anthony Comstork or the police

would not have objected to.

Our modernists do not stand aside of the whirl and turmoil

of the frivolous world, devoting themselves to their ideals and
letting the passing show wend its silly way—(shade of Brahms!)—
oh, no! They go rigltl into i In very ! hick est of it. straining every

nerve to catch the slangy, "jazzy" slogan of the day and, having

caught it, they turn not away from it with a pitiful smile, but they

chime lustily in.
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"Sensations, is it?" they say, "why, you shall have them!
Just listen, friends, brothers, fellow citizens! Here arc sensations

for yon lliat will make your blood curdle ami give you the creeps!

Hero's an Opera, a drama without action; 'Mealy-Ass and I'alo-

nml-Snndy.' seen through a gauze curtain as in a haze. Every-

thing in it is nebulous: scenery, costumes, characters, music

—

cveryl hing! Tin- whole [hint! as morbid as a morphine dream,

as nerveless as a cocaine victim. Yon need not understand it

—

it must lie 'sensed!' And the music: every harmony an unpre-

pared ninth-chord, every change a jolt lo decent ears. Method-
ically mad. Come one, come all! It's the 'thing!' All the ladies

that go to Paris for their gowns say so. They ought lo know!"
Here's another sensation: "The Bihle dramatized! Ruth?

Magdalene? Deborah!- Not much ! Siiiomc! Pervorseness glori-

fied! You'll shudder physically and morally-- -but morals lie

hanged, wo give you sensations! Isn't that what you want?
The old masters gave you what yon needed- they lifted you to

their height, but mm* t:rtm< rlinnrp Ion! cela. We come nicely

down to you and give you. not what yon need, hut what your
esthetic demoralisation and morbidity craves!''

Nice ethics, that! And why all this to-do? What for?

Only ami exclusively for the laus diets plebeii in terms of coin

which the late Vespasian regarded as "odorless." Modernism

—

romnieiviahsm!

In the opening paragraph of this discussion will be found an
unstinted acknowledgement, of the modernists' ingenuity. Their

orchestral "effects." though mostly without "cause"; their har-
monic twists and kindred hocus prions tricks, are certainly in-

genious; but the first syllabic of "ingenius" declares the absence

of genius. Ingenuity provides new means—genius lias new
purposes. Ingenuity doc* clever things genius does great tilings.

Ingenuity contrives —genius creates. Ingenuity—and this is an

them like Mime over the broken sword, and over their—often
eacopbmiic— harmonies i hey must have worked very hard; so

hard, indeed, thai—from too much sedentary work—they all

contracted Ike musical asthma. They seem to be no longer able

to think a melodic thought out lo Its ualural. logical ending-, they

start it, one measure or two, maybe three, and then—phft—the

breath gives out; they have to take a fresh breath and—start

something else. Their works—like Kipling's "Bandarlog"—seem

dt

seumrig. No
uity, for they
brooded over
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all the time on the verge of achieving some! liing, lull—again like

the llandarlog— lliey never come to anything more substantial

tJiuli noise. There is never any real develr>|ii:ie:it, no real flow

—

only broken scraps of sentence.-, a starveling dribble ot ideas.

Nevertheless it may be cheerfully granted thai some— or even
many—of their innovations are well worth preserving until—well—
until joiiii' real master, some i/eiiins appears who will —tospeak with

Handel—"know vat to tlo mit 'em:" who will use them <i la

^lonteverdi. for purposes bcyuitd themselves; who will handle

them with sovereign mastery, as an architect may employ some
new building material. [

"utii ibis master appears, the modernists

can be regarded only as purveyors or furnishers of just such
material; lirhi/kul material of which the ethical value in the field

of composition is not much higher than

—

mutatis miitnmlum—
that of C/erny's studies in the field of piano playing. The imlus-

triousness of tie modernists deserves credit, no doubt (so did

Czerny's and dementi's); but when their doings begin to affect

young students, causing them to neglect the great masters, as so

many of them do; when Ihese studenls go into raptures over a

little detail like a new chord-success:on ami lose the solid ground

on which the marvelous edifice of music is built, until they get

lost in a mire of cacophony—the time has come for a word of

serious warning.

Our ear is a defenseless and, therefore, a very complaisant

organ. It is in one respect like the stomach. As the latter can

become accustomed to poisons like arsenic or cocaine, so can the

ear (only too easily) become accustomed to any sound, from an
alarm clock to a distonating vocalist. This complaisance of the
car, due principally to its defenselessness, should neither be

abused nor speculated upon; on the contrary, the ear should

be kept so keenly sensitive as to reject any cacophony that is

not justified by musicn-dramatic necessity and sparingly, judi-

ciously used. As (lie medical elTeet of poisonous drugs depends
entirely upon the dosage ami becomes injurious by over-prolonged

use, so do musical discords lose their dramatic eileets altogether

when through their over-frequency our ear becomes accustomed

to them.

As for the plea that our modernists have a new "message to

the world," the reply to it was furnished long ago by a very wise

man who said:

J hear the message trrll enough -
—alas, I don't believe it.



CHAMBER-MUSIC : ITS PAST AND
FUTURE

By CYRIL I. SCOTT

IN the days of "good old father Haydn" as he is often senti-

mentally called—though why not equally "good old father

Handel or Bach"; for, if anybody is entitled to the name of

father, certainly the latter is, considering he had twenty-three chil-

dren—in the days of "fjood old father Haydn," I repeat, the writing

of chamber-music was not the brain-taicing affair it at present is.

If we judge from this old muster's idea of writing a trio, which was
only trio-csque in the sense of having three instruments, but re-

sembled more a duet as far as part-writing was concerned, and if we
then compare it to the Trio of Ravel, we shall see what tremendous

possibilities were latent in that simple form, and what great strides

music has made within the last hundred years or so. Indeed, it

seems thai in those flays Haydn considered he had adequately done

his duty by thai particular form when he contrived that his 'cello

should proceed in unison with, and so reinforce, iiis pianoforte bass,

whereas nowadays this very indolent simplicity certainly does not

satisfy our moderns, who are not content to write a trio by name
but must needs also write :i trio by nature.

But to the subject, of trios we shall return anon, for we shall be

landed in difficulties if we do not, at the outset of our enterprise,

make some clear definition as to what has been meant, in meant and
may be meant in the future by the term chamber-music. It is in

fact evident that the designation is not a very happy one, being used

far too loosely and in a most arbitrary manner. Nor can we fail to

see that much which really is chamber-music is not so termed: for

what could be more suited to a room and less suited to a hall than a

violin solo, yet how often do we hear, for instance, the Chaconne of

Bach, or some unaccompanied piece for 'cello, in a big hall instead

of in its proper place? Thus one would almost like to raise a plea

for keeping types of music (like children) in their proper places—and
demand that what really is chamber-music be termed anil treated

as such without any attempt to stretch it beyond its inherent

capacities. In my country (England), for instance, a singer will'
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appear in the middle of an orchestral concert and sing several songs

with pianoforte accompaniment, the anti-climax—ufter the per-

formance of large orchestral works—being deplorable. But the fact

is that for some perverse and unaccountable reason, voice and piano-

forte in conjunction do not fall into the category of chamber-music;

the result being that such a conjunction finds performance anywhere

from the small dimensions of a duchess' boudoir to the colossal and
ill-sounding dimensions of the Albert Hull. And yet if this inartistic

procedure obtains in connection with singers, it also obtains with a

violinist or 'cellist—who likewise in the middle of a large orchestral

concert (where usually he has played a concerto) comes forward with

an aceuinpanisl and unhhisliiiigly plays a mwctau ilc union to the

tinkling of :i pianoforte. Thi> is iti fact a convention, and one which

has developed largely from mercenary reasons-- i.e., the soloist lias

been engaged, and therefore the audience must have its money's
worth, however inartistic and uncslhetic that money's worth may be.

Now tbere is no gainsaying that a solo-violin or solo-' cello

sounds in itself very thin in a large hall, but when it immediately

follows upon the enormous volume of sound produced by a large

orchestra, the effect is highly detrimental to the very greatest and

most accomplished artists. 'Cello-solos and violin-solos—in fact

all solos excepting those which never take place in serious concerts

(I allude to trombone, comet or bass-tuba solos)—belong to the

domain of chamber-music and only to that, and the sooner this is

realized the more' artistic and esthetic will our concerts become. I

grant that, as regards the voice, there docs exist a certain difference,

in that the vocal cords of a singer like Madame Clara Butt (who
possesses what is termed "a magnificent organ") are capable of pro-

ducing more actual noise, or I ought more politely to say, a greater

volume of sound, than the catgut cords of a violin or 'cello. But
strictly speaking (for Madame Butt is an exception), all songs vHthold

orchestral accompanirurnt are exclusively chamber-music, and even

more so than compositions which demand a greater number of

instruments, and which being termed such, are never introduced

into orchestral concerts. Nay, who has heard of, let us say, a piano-

fortc-i]uintet or a si ring -sextet, being introduced between two choral

works or two symphonies by way of an interlude?

I shall, of course, be saying the obvious when I remark that six

instruments produce more sound thun one, just as two pigs under a

gate (to quote the old riddle) produce more squeals than one; yet

why, as already inferred, music which is more of the chamber order

is not regarded as such, while music which is less so i3 hardly termed

chamber-music at all, is a question I leave open for those "learned
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idlers" who are loud of cinjagini.- in controversy. However, if this

article r< iccccd: in calling attention to tlii_- necessity and esthetic

value of proper categorization, it will not have been written alto-

gether in vain.

II

1 was about to state that at niii' time nearly all music waa
chamber-music, hut on prompt n-(l r< l ion -for certainly the nuisic-

which Urilll^ht down the Walls or Jericho M as not chamber-music—-I

must amend the statement and be content to point out that a large

percentage of what we now have as symphonic music was perforined

in rooms of varying sizes, ami seldom in a hall bigger than one we
should regard as suitable for our present -day chamber concerts. I

am reminded i if this, in fac!
. by certain pictures port ravin;; a musical

evening in the time of Frederick the Great , in which half of the room
is taken up by the musicians (and the chandeliers) and less than half

by the courtiers. As to the instruments, I see a certain number of

strings, wood-wind and a harpsichord, and perhaps a harp—which
after all, is a very tidy little orchestra. But even this melodious

picture portrays comparatively modern times, and if we «o back
further to the days of Shakespeare, it becomes almost as strangely

out of place to imagine people attending a set concert as to imagine

them attending a motor race. Indeed, leaving purely instrumental

music aside, we can only consider madrigals, rounds and idee:; in sic;;

as chamber-music in one sense, even though these did often take

place in the more poetical atmosphere of a garden, or perhaps a vil-

lage green, or in the snow-clad si reel outside "my lady's window."

Yes, well might we say. in those days music was small and choice,

whereas nowadays, music is largely the opposite; we have gone to

the other extreme, and but a few years ago the acme of a musical

treat (to some people which I persona Ih should In- impolite enough

to consider unmusical) was to hear Handel's "Messiah" with a

chorus of three thousand, if not more, and an nrolie.stra. or let ijs

rather say a band, of two hundred and fifty performers. Really it

almost suggests Rabelais in its enormity—or was it a forerunner of

"Big Bertlia," the gun that shot seventy-two (or was it one hundred

and twenty?) miles?

All the same, in considering the probabilities and possibilities

of our subject, it is fairly obvious that in this connection, at any rate,

the reaction has already set in, and one thing strikes us very forcibly:

in chamber-music we are not increasing our number o( instruments,

but rather utilising their fullest capacities instead. Indeed, if you
will have it phrased in a homely way, we are economizing in players

L-'i j I zod !>,' C
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but making them work the harder. . . . And yet, let it not be
thought we moderns are the first to have done this; for I remember
hearing an anecdote about Beethoven, who, after writing a certain

passape and confrouting the players with it, discovered they rebelled

and declared the passage impossible of execution.—whereupon they

were simply told to go home and practise it, which they did, with

the desired result.

At this juncture we may review the past and certain of its

forms—-those forma of chamber-muaic which, although penned by
great masters, have, for reasons which this article may attempt to

explain, not stood the so-called test of time, but have been banished

to that semi-oblivion which constitutes them as of mere liisloric.il

interest and nothing more. And I allude to such forms as trios for

strings only; that simplest of all furms which come under the

arbitrary heading of chamber-music. Now, I am inclined to

think there are two reasons why certain types, of music become so

soon antiquated, the first and obvious that in our modern days of

polyphony, they sound too thin and arc too easily understand-

able, like a Wordsworth poem about a toy boat and a beggar boy.

But if that is the first reason, there is yet a subtler and more
psychological one which has every bit as much, if not more, to do
with the matter. I allude to the fact of the novelty having

worn off—novelty being a far more important sustainer of in-

terest than people are apt to suppose. As I have pointed out

in my book called the Philosophy of Modernism}, however much
we may revere John Keats, and however often the first line of

Endymion may have been on our grandfather's lips, the fact

remains that "a thing of beauty it" not always "a joy forever."

To apply the adjusted adage lo llic case in point, the Inanity

of thin music may fade as a once beautiful photograph may
fade, and for that matter become thinner and more bilious-

looking iuit.il there is nothing left. Hut the nueslion arises, is nil

"I bin" music- doomed to oblivion, both of the pasl and lice present ?

The answer leads one to reilecl, ami is iicsl.niel iee. It. brings, in fad .

lo our notice that if the "thin" music is sufficiently ancient, it

pleases us exceedingly . And why? Because the very qunintneis

of its harmonies and other devices falls upon our ears as novel once

again. How delightful are some very old madrigals, and how
delightful again some old folk-songs with their original accompani-

ments—and not the ones superadded by a later composer (Beet-

hoven, for instance, who set accompaniments suited to his own day

'Kfgiin Pud.
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to many of these old airs). And jet, was not Beethoven a greater

master of music than these old niadriyal compose rs? This ad-

mitted, why have his particular accompaniments Failed to reach a

satisfying immortality, and still more, why have his string-trio^

failed to do so? Because, as we pointed out, some things of

beauty are not always joys forever.

There enters into this whole question what we may term the

element of musical notability, or, perhaps better said, poetical

suitability. To illustrate my point. I may mention, that one day-

long ago when I attended a performance of one of Shakespeare
1

!

plays in the theatre at Frankfort-on-the-Mnin, at a certain juncture

of the play, there struck up the strains of a few mandolins and violas,

a piece of incidental music so poetically notable and so novel in

sound, that both the composer with whom I was at the time and I

were fascinated and charmed. Here was a little "fantasia" of

"chamber-music" or garden music (yes, why not garden music?)

which appealed to us as the very essence of appropriateness, not only

in connection with the play we were witnessing, but in connection

with the actual musical content to which those few violas and
mandolins pive expression

. And yel, charming though this was,

who could conceive of a lengthy and pretentious clumber work com-

posed in sonata form, and containing four movements, and lasting

half an hour, written if you please, for three mandolins and two
violas? (I hear a voice within me saying, Beware! one of your best

friends may be doing this very thing ere long—you never can tell.

True, but nevertheless 1 will not retract my question.)

It is just this lack of poetical appropriateness which 1 feel to be

responsible [or the bad wearing qualities of the string-trio of the

Becthoveiiiiin and pre-Iieelhovciiiun epoch. To be appealing now-
adays, it is not harmonically subtle enough, not poetically pic-

turesque enough, not melodieally quainl enough. I am, of course,

aware that this.statement may shock certain chamber-um-ic enthu-

siasts. This I eamiot help; besides, the capacity to be shocked is mil

a quality tn be encouraged
,
heinj; ralher- a decadent quality tlian

Otherwise. After all, someone must do this dirty work of thinking

and saying for the first time (aye, is it for the first time?) what
hundreds of people are dying to think and nay, if the phrase be not

too paradoxical. When will people have the initiative, for instance,

to put their feet down and say: "We heartily dislike the sound pro-

duced by violin unaccompanied?" The argument is that if such a

genius as Bach thought it beautiful, that is good enough for "us,"

But wait a minute: would not Bach be soulfully distressed if he

heard his chords arpeggioed in that highly disconcerting maimer
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which the modern violin bow forces its handlers to adopt? For I

wonder how many people—indeed, how many violin virtuosos —are
aware ttat the old bow was made in such a way (curved and with a

possibility of slackening the hairs) that the chords did not need to

be broken? Alas, change is not always progress, and when we talk

of "all modern conveniences," we forget to include several modern

But we have digressed for a moment during our little ocuuerie.

To return and add just a few words more uncut the string-trio, the

qnesliou is. will then' come a day when ive shall listen to those old

trios with a renewed pleasure? And why not—since may not the

day come when they, too, will sound so old as to sound new again?

After all. it seems lo be wilh music us it is '.villi pictures; for I hear

that in The London National Gallery, certain pictures are put away
in the cellars for a time and then resuscitated. Thus, what is not

appreciated in one age is appreciated in another; for the prerequisite

to the awakening of appreciation towards a work is, that it must be

very new—or very old. I know of a great painter, for instance, who
loves Cimabue but heartily dislikes RuphneU the latter, forsooth, is

not quaint enough!

ni

I alluded erewhile to the Haydn type of pianoforte-trio as a

form of duct, even though it entailed three instruments; a fact which
every observant student must have noticed for himself. He will

equally have noticed that Beethoven considerably improved on

this, as did also his successor Franz Schubert. But was Haydn
merely careless in his treatment of this form or did he know no
better? It is hard to say; but apropos of carelessness, there is an
anecdote which runs that Beethoven, who was Haydn's pupil,

chided the latter with some asperity for haviin; left a iiii.-dakf in

his 'IScrthoven's) harmony exercise. Did the latter also chide him

for not writing true trios? History does not relate. I think, however,

a good many modern musicians chide him l>y not playing his works;

preferring the trio by nature and not only by name. And yet one

wonders why these ineffective trios exist , when his quartets were up

to his prevailing standard of excellence; so "all that they should be,"

indeed, that they leave us nothing to say on the matter. Nor
would it profit us materially in connection with this content to

scrutinize his followers along this line, the masterpieces of Beethoven

and Schubert; all one might say of the latter in the shupe of friendly

criticism is that he failed to recognize at times that brevity which "is

the soul of wit." As to the quartets of the still later composer
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Robert Schumann, it is curious to note that although he was a poor

hand at writing intrinsically orchestral music, his chamber-works

were singularly effective, and full of a dulcet charm. Strangely so,

because as a rule the composer who lias little sense for orchestra!

color, fails to produce the most effective chamber-music, as may
lie seen by a close and critical scrutiny of the works of Brahms.
That Brahms wrote beautiful and meritfuJ musie as such, few will

deny, but that he always contrived to produce beautiful sounds is

another matter. It is all too obvious that at times he wrote what
has been not ill-described as paper-music—that is, music which when
read by our mental ear looks beautiful of content, but when it comes
to be played sounds hideous. Indeed, could there exist a more XII-

sounding work than the last movement of the Sonata for 'rcllo and
piano in E minor? Xot altogether without reason have I heard this

movement irreverently described as "cats' music" on account of the

grunting and scratching produced by the quick, but ineffective

writing for the 'cello in a totally unsuitable register. Read this work
on paper, however, and musically it will he enjoyable. But , after all,

as music is intended for perforoiance and not for mere perusal, we
must regard Hralims as being lucking in it very essential part of

technique, or in a quality which is highly valuable to the tone-poet.

It is true, 1 have picked out the worst example to be found among his

many works; nevertheless, there is no denying that even when
writing solely for the piano, Brahms indulged in thick bass-chords

which sound far from esthetic. I have also heard it said by string-

players engaged in rendering bis quartets, quintets, etc.. tl ir.Lt it is

only with the greatest ditliculty tlu'y can make these works "come
off." And I think the secret of his deficiency lay in the fact that

his imagination was of that order which rendered him inadequately

able to picture reality lie thought iti music but not in pure sounds.

It is, in fact, curious that one or two (iermans have manifested this

same deficiency, whereas to mv knowledge neter 1ms a Frenchman.
Bizet was an exquisite instrumentalist

,
or, shall I soy, sonnd-colour-

ist; the works of Ambrose Thomas and Counod invariably "come
off." such as they arc; and Berlioz and Cesar Franck. whether
strictly French or not, may be added to the list, while the colour-

latenls of Chaussou and Debussy are too well known for mention,
'the Russians and Ihc inimorla.l I'ole. Chopin, had tliis same capa-

city, for even though the latter eonlincd liiniself almost exclusively

to piano writing, he used that instrument in the most well -,ou ruling

maTiner imaginable, and one previously unknown. To this list we
may add Dvorak and Smetanu, who also undoubtedly possessed a

tone-colour sense in varying degrees.

Digitized by Google
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We have now mentioned a fair number of deceased celebrities

who have been drawn to the chamber-music form, but. ihe list were
nut entirely complete wit hunt Felix Mcudelssohn, for 1. us probably
many others, had almost forgot I en his several works of this order.

Still, in the days of my youth tliey were occasionally performed at

tile Frankfort Conservatoire concerts; those terrifying ordeals mod-
estly termed " Ohuitgg-Ahemh," which means Kxcroise Evenings,
PraH Lce-Kveiiiiigs, or however one would most, euphoniously trans-

l.ile it. Yes, terrifying ordeals. I repeal; for woe unto the student
who really did jmu-t:s.t: on such an v\ cniug. and breaking down h;id

Lo start again. Never has tlie "complete and turned out goods" in

the shape of the fully equipped musician sultered from such ner-

vousness, 1 warrant, as he or she did at I hose old Practice- Fvcuings.

And what an audience for an as yet unripe executant to have to play
before: comprising such celebrities as Madam Schumann, Hugo
Decker. Hugo Heermaon, Professor Stockiiauscn, and on one occa-

sion even Anton Rubinstein.

Hut I have wandered again far afield, and now, after all this

prelude to a few remarks on Mendelssohn as n chamber-music
writer, there is very little to be said. I remember, however, that

our professors, when tbey wished to favour me with a special con-

fidence on the subject . liscil in allude to his rua rinen«rus. especially

certain writing of piano-passages of an arpeggio type, from which
he was unable to free himself. Nevertheless, the Mendelssohn
chamber-works were rail ilclicieii! iii tfiuiiihmj propciisil ies. although,

in these works, he never seems to have invented a novel effect, as lie

did io orchestral writing ft hough with the dost of yt'ars. so to speak,

even his orchestral effects do not strike us as such nowadays). As to
why one hears so little of Mendelssohn's chamber -music at the

present time—well, the secret may lie in the ephemeral results of

facility. Mendelssohn was a most facile writer. I have heard
it ; aiil somewhere that hi could pet a whole work into his head
before he wrote a single note down, and that, while he was actually

engaged in writing it down, he could carry on a conversation. I

admit, this story sounds a little "steep" and hardly credible, but.

as there are Indian pundits or mental gymnasts who can actually

think of twenty-eight different things at once, perhaps Mendelssohn
had also been a bit of a pundit in a previous incarnation! Be that

as it may, at any rate the result of such facility is that nowadays
one hears (in my country), save for the "Elijah" and the ever-

charming and delightful violin-concerto, very little of Mendelssohn,
am! personally I have not heard a single chamber-music work ol his

sine* those old days in the Conservatoire.
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IV

One is apt to imagine that the Russians, including Tchaikovsky,

were the first to introduce "effects in chamber-music," but let us

beware of thia notion, since it may be entirely false. The truth is,

as I already hinted, that an "effect" is only perceptible (with few

exceptions) in the periods in which it is written. When the dust of

years has dimmed its varnish, so to speak, it ceases to appeal to the

listener as an effect at all; in other words, it has become embodied
in tlie musical content. One hears, for instance, a great deal about
the "effects" of the moderns and hyper-modcrns , and when a

critically minded person is itching to pick holes in works, as he
invariably is (strange, how some people like to perform the office of

worms), then he talks of So and so's incorrigible fondness for

"effects," forgetting that every novel-sounding tone-colour cannot

be anything else. It is in fact just this capacity to create new
sound combinations in addition to new matter, which indicates the

difference between the very greatest musical composers and the less

great: the very great invents in all directions, the less great does >tal.

It is true that a man may have a talent for sound-combinations alone,

without the adjunct of true musical inspiration, and I am Inclined

to think that Berlioz furnishes us with an illustration of this sort,

though one feels about his music at times, aa if he had deliberately

set about to think out new effects, irrespective of whether they were

beautiful or not. Thus he give.1
; us the impression of being too much

of an experimentalist. However, let. ti.-i be grateful to him We ov e

him much; we indirectly owe to him some of the Wagnerian sub-

limities. And evidently Wagner in kit day must have sounded full of

effects, (hough nobody talks of his effect-production nowadays, for

the reason already pointed out.

In a word then, w rims.l gti wm-ily when we Filliide to the tune-

colourof the modern and comparatively modern in coiitratlislinrliim

to that of the ancients. How can we be certain that the Mozart
and Haydn quartets did not appeal to their listeners as equally novel

in actual tone-colour as in musical content? Nay, who indeed shall

say, since we can now only regard them with ears incapable of

accurate retrospect?
—

"perverted ears," the old fogies would say,

though as to that there are slight differences of opinion. We may
safely state this much, however, that whereas each musical epoch
has had its special characteristics—polyphony, melody, structure

and soon.—the characteristic of the present age is tone-colour, what
has been termed by Frenchmen the mutupie de simoriti. Perhaps we
may also say that as far as chamber-music goes, the Russians were
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the first to embark on this colourislie adventure. Is there not a. whole
scherzo written in harmonies, by Borodin? And as to the Trios by
Arcnsky and Tehaikovsky, are they not richer in sound than any-
thing invented before them? I think the answer is certainly in the

affirmative. These indeed were epoch-making trios, after which
came an interval, until the record was again broken (to use a sporting

term a la Percv Grainger) bv that highly inventive Frenchman.

Maurice Ravel.

With the mention of this remarkable man, we come to the

chamber-music of the present d;iy. Firstly, I do not hesitate to say

that the Havel Trio is a most astound ingly novel work of art in more
directions than one—nay, in alt directions. No more does he sub-

scribe to the old trio form, but presents us respectively with a

nameless prelude, a pantotm, a jiannnraglin and then a finale. Thus,
to begin with, the form is novel: in addition, the harmony and
polyphony are novel, while most novel of all is the sound-colouring:

with the result that this work is very difficult; I recently heard

an admirable performance of it in London by Miss May and
Beatrice Harrison and Mr. Hamilton Harty. That Ravel must
have a very intimate knowledge of striuged instruments is obvious,

for it would almost seem as if he had drained them of all their

possibilities.

If Ravel has proved himself a master of effects in this Trio, his

string-quartet is equally rich in novel colour. It goes even Debussy

one better in this direction. Indeed, I unhesitatingly say that

tile Ravel quartet sounds more remarkable than any hitherto

penned, with the Debussy quartet not far behind in the running.

And yet both these Frenchmen showed themselves latterly not

content with the usual chamber-music combinations, and before his

death, Debussy had conceived n scheme to write ehamber-works of

an entirely new nature. We have also Ravel's Septrl for strings,

wind, and harp, a moat effective work.

Thus, finally, we come to what may be the future of chamber-

Ninsic, ami its latent possibilities for divers kinds of coinbina'.ious.

How charming, for instance, would a piece for flute, viola and harp

be, or oboe, viola and harp. The harp, in fuct, is not used enough in

chamber- music, par!]}' because of i!s incapacity for quick modula-

tion, and, though this has now been overcome by t he introduction of

the chromatic harp, partly because a certain conservatism prevents

people from using the chromatic harp, their excuse being that its

tone is not as rich as that of the diatonic harp. Still, a very sonorous

tone is not so necessary for chamber purposes, and I, for one, shall

gladly see the day when other composers besides Debussy employ
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tliis valuable new instrument. The clarionet is another instrument

far too little user) in chamber-music, even (hough Brahms tried to

set. the fashion. Our present -day music is highly soiled to its cm-
ploymenl , especially if harp be used instead of piano. Nor must we
forget, the horn, which likewise liraluus employed willioul finding

many followers, in spile of all the great possibilities that offer

I am aware, of course, that then- arc certain jir;u-l iciil reasons

why it will be difficult to "popuhiri/.e" unusual combinations,

although there lie quarlel-part ics who make a liabit of practising

together year in and year out : as soon as a great variety of instru-

ments are required, difficulties immediately arise of a purely prac-

tical kind. An oboist or harpist considers, himself an orchestral

player, and nt any rate in this country (Knglnnd) is seldom available

for any other purpose. Thus, when a chamber-work of an unstereo-

typed order is produced, it is invariably inadequately rehearsed.

Therefore, what we shall require in the future, are wind players who
make a point of being chamber-music performers before everything

else; we need, in fact, more players after the type of Umis b'leury

(flute), who never plays in orchestras al all. And 1 believe il must
come to til at eventually with the drift 1 bill chamber-: nil sic is taking

in the hand of the moderns. For instance, 1 am glad to see that in

America there is the N'cw York Chamber Music Society embodying
a number of wind ins! rnmenls, though, as far as ] know, no harp is

added. I hope Hull there will be more such societies as time goes on

to fulfill one of the demands of the coming age. for, although I do not

contend that the si ring-quarlel is "plavcd out," and iikclv to he laid

aside in the future, from a purely phonetic point of view' it is by no
means the most perfect combination. Looking at it with the most
critical scrutiny, the volume of sound produced by the 'cello is "out

of proportion" to that produced by the violin, with the result that

unless very carefully manipulated it invariably comes too much to

flic fore. I have also noliccd that when string-quartet, pin vers

become very enthusiastic and passionate and "lay in for all they are

worth," the result is apt to cease to be unadulterated music, and
becomes more than lain ted with an ad nurture of sheer noise. There
is likely to be a scratching mid a grunting of vehemently chastised

strings which is anything but pleasant to the ear, and hence exceed-

ingly disconcerting to all. except to the players themselves, who
seem to he thoroughly enjoying the effects of their exertions, I am
also ci ii isl rained to add, that on these occasions the lonaiity becomes

very dubious; which does not add to the beauty of the general effect.

Some may regard what f here say as hypercrilicism, especially
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fitriii^-|il:ijvrs themselves, but. uiy Imiiply con ipt'l^ me to say it

nevertheless.

As lo usiiis thi' voice in. or with, chamber-music, we have some
excellent examples from the pen of Dr. Vuughan Williams, string-

quartet and voice being, indeed, a charming combination. Also,

sut-li a device as voice and Ante jlIoiic, lias most nodical possibilities

,

if the music written be consistent, that is to say, sufficiently atmo-
spheric. In fine, we arc coufroiifcd '.villi u whole new field of effects

wholly or only very partially explored as yet. and well may we cry:

"Composers, be during, go in and win, explore the new regions;

manifest the divine discontent wliicli, though revering the old, ever

seeks the new!"



ERNEST BLOCH
By GUIDO M. GATTT'

Lc temps de la douceur et du dilettantisme est passe. Mainte-
. i] faut des barbares.—Ck.-Lmiii Philippe.

^ROM far-away America there reaches us the voice of a

musician who is virtually unknown to the public of theA old continent; it is u halt wild hardy voice, prominent nuiid

the multitude that swell the contemporaneous musical chorus

—the voice of a man who cannot be classified as belonging to any
given school or any given tendency; who stands by himself in

splendid isolation; whom we feel to be a-quiver with our own
agitation, and who at the same time is not a product of modern
environment.; who is both traditional and venturesome, primitive

and modern. In a word, he is some one with nmuthing to say.

This man, who enpijL'es the a Unitkm of everybody in the

transoceanic world, is a European; he was horn in the heart of

Europe and lived there until some four years past, ignored by
the great majority, esteemed by a few artists and a few sSiidenls.

His musical output, abundant ami estimable reiim ined impuh-

jished until yesterday, when a courageus mid hitji-soulcd North

American publisher brought it to public attention, and also

assumed t lit- initiative for its general introduction.

Ernest Bloch, a French Swiss, an exile from his country,

is about to return to us after a long silence"; but none of his pages

has hist alight of ils fascination during the time of expectancy.

Whether to-day, or yesterday, or to-morrow, the art of Bloch
lays hold on our feelings and insistently claims our attention;

neither a product of fashion nor linked to the destinies of any
faction, representing as it does u man and a race, it has not suffered

in consequence of changes of taste. When listening to Iiloch's

music one seems to hear old echoes from eternity, from something
within us that is revived only with the creation of a favorable

atmosphere of exaltation and sincerity. Visions of majestic

colonnades with statues gigantic and severe, of marble temples

overladen wilh fine gilding and tapestries, of fabulous processions

worthy of the Queen of Slicba, of all the biblical splendors; records

'its courtesy ut the author reprinted from La Crilica il ulUatl, April-May. 1040.
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of sacred tomes and of vanished wisdoms; heartache for times

past; a rapt contemplation of elusive creatures resplendent

as the sun and disdainful as the Sphynx; echoes of sacred dances,

slow and voluptuous, within precincts saturated with the fumes
of incense, of myrrh end cinnamon; fleeting sensations that

leave, none the less, a deep trace and make themselves felt again,

after the sound has died awnv, with tenacious obsession.

Of course, not all of Bloch's compositions with which we
are acquainted are significant and valuable in the same degree;

on the contrary, we can affirm without reserve that the works
by which he ought to be known begin with the three Hebrew
Parui.s, written in 1913— if \fc make an trvcrpthm of Murlit'lh,

certainly more interesting as a specimen of the music-drama
than fur maturity of intrinsically musical expression. (All of

which was noted with particularity by Pizzetti in the first—and
until now unique—study dedicated by Italian critics to the

Genevese musician. But we shall return to Macbeth.) It might
be affirmed, besides, that as Bloch's experience of life went on
gathering new stores of sorrowful impressions, his musical express-

iveness gathered substance and grew more and more robust, and
asserted his rough and impetuous personality against every exter-

nal influence. The years of more onerous physical toil, from 1900

to 1013, were practically void of creative effort; it was as though
all impressions received from tl xierior world were continually

accumulating and condensing in the artist's mind. Years of

harrowing crises, soul-searching smil cleansing, in whose course

then- wen- doubtless ninny attrnipts at sclf-rxprcssion, l.liijn;;li

not one gave full vent to the tempest agitating the musician's

spiritual life. There are certain cliaraclerist ics of hi* maturity

which are fracealile in the earlier works as well; but these are

scattered and inorganic, not integrated to constitute thai positive

estiictic figure which is manifested in full in the works of the

Hebrew Cycle. Who cannot readily recognize, in Schclomo.

melodic traits in common with the culminating scenes of the

Shakespearian drama? Who would not identify, in the instru-

mentation of the Psalms or of Schclomo, the author of the

instrumentation in the poems Nicer and Prinismps, and in the

first symphony? At present, surveying the road along which

Bloch's compositions stand to mark the several stations in the

development of his aistkesLi. there is revealed to us the process

(if we may so express it) by which this latter, while divesting

itself little by little of the traces of foreign influence, raised to

the highest potency and possibly aggravated the individual and
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to recognize that these pages owe nothing to anvbodv. Like

tlieir author, they present a unified and provocative type.

The symphony in C sharp minor is the earliest work of

Bloeh's with which we are familiar (it was pirmk-d hy a sym-
phonic poem, Vivrc-Aimer, and a forgotten Sinfonia orientate);

he wrote it at. Munich between his twenty lirst and 1 wenty-second
liirtlidays. Two movements of it were performed in the year
following its .^position at Basel, ami later tin- entire work n«

Your symphony is one (if the most important creations of the

modern sellout. I lie not know any oilier work in whieh is revealed a
more opulent, a m:>r-' vigorous, a men' imnnf.mmcn' temperament. It

i. marvellous to think thai one has to ,lo will, ;, [irsl work. Had I

known you at that time. I should have said: 'Pay attention to the
hoiltliii.im.!; aiel the praises ami I lie opinion- ol others. You are your

u master. Do nut let. yourself lie turned aside or thrown oil' the
track by anything. Go on expressing yourself in the same way. freely

nnd fully; I guarantee Ilia! ymi will become cone of the n

And. knowing neither the I'salmj

true prophet, even Ihough his cordial enthusif

Inntfuage of a friend rather than of a erilie. This" svmphonv
of Bloeh's really shows the qualities and defects of the youthful

works—among these latter in na;-| icular a tendeney to diseursivo-

ness, besides echoes of oilier personalities. "At. thai time (Hloeli

told us) I was neither completely myself nor completely inde-

pendent"; ami this may he excused in an artist hardly over

twenty years of age. Thus the lienuty of the work resides rather

in the moving power of the formal construction, and in the

ardent force of conviction that guides the composer to an un-

erring truthfulness of expression, than in the originality and
lucidity of the musical ideas.

According to the author's intention, the symphony aims

In delineate his life as a youth, with it- struggles and hopes, its
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joys and disappointments. Tin.' first movement, beginning lcn/a,

put agitato, represents the tragedy of life doubts, labors, hopes;

the second, happiness and faith; the third, rivuciisimo, and of a

dolorous restlessness, portrays the ironies and sarcasms of man-
kind; the Inst interprets the triumph of the will and final serenity

of mood.
Analogy of sentiment led the musician involuntarily to

appropriate here and there celebrated passages of kindred in-

spiration; as when the orchestra is at times attracted by the

fascination of Strauss's instrumentation. But even then the

symphony was far more than a promise; the first movement,
rp particularly. j.s worthy t if a place beside I hi- must dramatic

pages of Brahms, Mahler, and Bruckner.

The conception of Macbeth antedates the lirst repre-eiilalinti

of I'etleax et jSrlivtmlc, and the work was finished the followim;

year. These chronological details are not given to forestall a

possible question with regard to derivation—anyone who has

heard or read the Macbeth of Blocii knows what a disparity of

conception sunders the two works—but to establish the almost

contemporaneous appearance of two musico-dramatic compositions

which I do not hesitate to coordinate, together with Fedra by
Pizzetti, as assertions of a will to innovation in the contemporary
music drama. 1 hasten to explain my idea. Pelttas is, for me,
a perfect work in every respect— in its total conception as a

drama or as a musical realization of characters, of sentiments, and
of scenes. Debussy labored for ten years on this masterwork,

and attained maturity of expression ;ifter a liui«; series <>E experi-

ments, t 'mil rariwise. neither Mtn-lutli nor Frthu is a pel-feel

work. Debussy finished his composition at forty; Bloch wrote

the Shakcsperian drama at the ajjc of twenty-three; and Pi/'.elti

began the creation of his work at twenty-nine anil ended it three

years later. Neither the one nor the other was then capable of

givin:; us what they nave lis in the sequel, especially in these latest

years and in other fields; and what they assuredly will still t'ivc

us to-morrow, the former with Jwild, the latter with Deborah.

Macbeth ought, therefore, in our opinion, to he considered as

a not wholly successful attempt in flic field of musical drama, hut

nevertheless one which will always hold our interest and win a

frequent hearing through the perfection of its dramatic expression.

The work has compelled our consideration since our reading

of it some years ago. Accustomed as we were to all the con-
ventional mekulramatism of the end of the nineteenth century;

nauseated by the everlasting repetition of the forms and formulas
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from "'Ilk'): were wins I.mi- led, alter the fashion of a mechanical

toy, the musical works of the ultimate Verdians, of the vrri/.ti

and llie riicciiii-Masscnot following; irritated by the indolence

of the younger generation, who were incapable of facing—and
still more so of solving—the draraatico-musical problems, while

making instead a great show of chasing after success with an

exploitation of every artistic and inartistic means;—then, after

reading through Btoeh's llacbeih, one felt oneself in thepresence

of something new and beautiful. And one had a feeling of keen

delight, as on finally meeting a beloved and cherished friend

after long and wearisome wandering among unprofitable aud
unsympathetic folk. In Macbeth we have, first and foremost, a

musical drama; nil is subordinated to that; we do not find

—

with one or two exceptions—nn si cnl episodes, that is to say,

fragments, hors-d'auvres which have a life of their own and, in

con set;nenee, possess a ponderable value when detached from

the scene or the act; there are no compositorial self-indulgences

to cause stagnation or deviation, and to distract attention from the

development of the plot Bloch follows the dramatic design

with his every musical faculty; he is in the centre of the action

and moulds the characters, and moves them, and endows them
with sentient life, bearing in mind at every moment the necessi-

ties of the di-iima. leading up lo its climax and denouement with

ever-increasing intensity.

The musical speech of Miirbrlh Is t.f a fascinating simplicity.

If we make exception of the two grand choral scenes which close,

respectively, the first and lust acts.—and in which Bloch dis-

covers in full his wonderful skill us a contrapuntist and constructor

—there is not a page which bus not an appearance of leanness,

beneath which, however, there lies an unsuspected emotional

potency. A rhythmic figuration which repeats itself measure

jiiter measure like an inexorable fate; a harsh chord that gathers

and spreads abroad like a presentiment; and, above them, a grave,

sustained melodic declamation which seems disdainfully void

of acoustic suavity, yet is incisive and expressive, and truly

sympathetic to the word. ThroiJifli these means Bloch creates

atmospheres pregnant with meaning, comparable to those in-

veslinj; llie drama of the two lovers in Debussy's opera, hut

with this difference (which, for the moment, is of chief impor-

tance): that within this at niosphere the personages lead a radically

human life, and comport themselves under the influence of passion

in a manner for which we find a parallel in certain conjunctures

of our own lives, graving themselves in a plastic relief which
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renders them powerfully expressive of their soul-life, Whereas,

with Debussy, the figures sometimes fade away, dissolving in

the atmosphere and appearing, so to speak, like vague phantoms
created by the very movement and color thereof, in Bloch's

opera the dramatis persona;—and here I mean more particularly

that terrible pair. Macbeth and Lady Macbeth—stand out from
their environment and dominate it. themselves at times even

stamps them inefTaccably on the musical material; their bodies

cast ihiist'iiri' and gigantic shadows: their voices have a vast

resonance like the words of a man whom the drama has trans-

ported at a bound into the very heart of creation, and who, though
still a modal, thinks and speaks with the .soul t.f a hen.. Should

I desire to point out the next of kin—in music—to Macbeth and
his tragic spouse, I should have to seek them in the barbarous

and michelangelesque drama of Modest Mussorgsky, in that

primitive figure and—by reason of the complexity of his pathos

—elusive personality. Boris Godounov. Certain scenes in Mac~
belh—for example, that culminating one of Duncan's murder, of

which, though it passes off-stage, we see the living reflection in

the face and the words of Lady Macbeth, with its terrible silences

and the fearsome whisperings of the night, and the duet that

follows agitatedly, by fits and starts, with spectral hallucinations

("Macbeth has murdered sleep!"}—find their counterparts in

certain scenes of the Russian drama, such as those of the convent

and of the Tsar's death. This juxtaposition of Bloch and
Mussorgsky assumes a noteworthy interest and importance, and
we should dwell on it, were we not urged by impatience to enter

upon the mature period of Hindi's work, l'inzetti, however, did

dilate on Murh.;lh in his. essay, which— like everything he writes

—

is acute; but, for obvious reasons, he did not tell us of the affinities'

that subsist between his drama and that of Bloch. Now. these

affinities are numerous and of diverse character; they concern

the man in his rouiiilei.l-oiil conception of art, in his musicianship,

and. in the specific case, in his intuitive grasp of the music-drama.

A comparative study of the works of these two musicians, alike

and unlike, yet born in the same year, though at an interval of

a few days, would not be void of interest and would assume a

character far more profound than that of a pure coincidence; but
we must press on without further delay, though not without

mentioning, in this connection, among the "Mussorgsky" numbers
the Torture Scene and the Death of Fedra—pages which will be
admired for many a long year.
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For lis the most prominent defect in Bloch's score is its

comparative monotony in rlivthm and harmony. The musician

sometimes takes overmuch pleasure in the insistency of certain

agogic figures and certain altered harmonies; to lie .sure, his

intuition almost invariably seizes on the one or the other as an
adequate expression of the momentary dramatic situation; but
then he dwells and insists on il fur Inn long a time; and it happens

that the situation is left behind, while the symphonic com-
mentary which it evoked still lingers. Syncopated figures, and
duple times in triplet-rhythm, abound; the well-nigh continuous

alternation of these two movements, while it may share in lend-

ing to the dramatic action that shade of gloom and depression

which is in keeping with it, finally grows tiresome and develops

a sense of immobility in scenes where the music ought to express

progress. Moreover, the scarcity of vivid contrasts contributes

to the levelling of the successive dramatic episodes; one is con-

scious of the absence of those violent shocks that occur so

frequently in the later compositions—of those fantastic divaga-

tions which threaten at every step to capsize Scketama, for example,

while agitating the hearer with a swift and poignant emotion,

or raising him of a sudden to the loftiest heights of lyricism.

But whatever is lacking in Macbeth, although it may aifect its

musical value, in no wise diminishes its importance in the historv

of the musical drama, wherein Bloch's opera should be recorded

among the two or three— till now— -most significant specimens

of their kind in the twentieth century.

The Palmes d'Auiomne for voice are of decidedly minor
importance; the individuality of Bloch, though sometimes emerg-

ing with its distinguishing features, especially in the vocal line,

often strays into reminiscences of French lyrics, and discovers

a mundane physiognomy hearing nn resemblance to the musician's

own. On the other hand, in the symphonic poems Hirer and
Printcmps, which are phiycd in direct succession for the sake

of contrast, we find the finest characteristics of Bloch the writer

for orchestra—his calculated economy of sonorous power, the

mellowness in Die blending uf timbres, the proneuess lo make
of each instrument a living personality, and the clean-cut con-

tours of the phrases confided to the solo instruments. Bloch's

melody is never undulating, sinuous, pliant of outline (this man
never insinuates himself into your soul by dint of flattery, but
—if he can— overmasters it with violence): it is n melody which,
even when sweet, melancholy and dolorous, is never tender.

Even when (as in the symphonic poem II iter) the principal theme
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of the English horn tends to create an atmosphere °f lifeless

desolation, lo depict a gloomy ;ii]tl [in .1 ivnf ul landscape. Bloch's

sadness of heart is that of his rate, rccallin!; and invoking their

native land iit the Babylonian captivity. It is a fervent longing,

a striving which, however impotent, is resolute, an energetic and
centripetal concentration of s|>irit. It is not. therefore, tin: vague-

ness of a confused dream, or the crepuscular aspiration for the

remote, for the fantastic and unreal. Bloch's instrument a] themes
—the more so because of their strongly vocal type—give us the

impression of pouring from the heart of a priest or prophet, in

whose voice tile people hearken to the eternal verities and recog-

nize the true end of life.

The Hebrew Poem* i'Trois pontics juits") constitute, as the

author himself has stated, the initial opus of a new period, which
consequently begins in 1!>13. This new period, now still running
its course, includes the works of the Hebrew Cycle down to the

I.'nifl symphony and the opera Ji-j-'bd (in preparation), together

with the string-quartet, though this seemingly does not belong

This great cycle claims the appellation "Hebrew," not be-

cause Bloch employs Hr-brai™ -Oriental themes and modes in the

works of which it is constituted, hut for a much profounder reason,

which he himself communicated to us:

[ do not propose or desire to attempt a reconstruction of the music
of the Jews, and to base te.y works on melodies more or less authentic.

write good and sincere music—my^ own music. It is rather the Hebrew

the violenee that finds cH|rre.sioo in tin; luniks of '.he Prophets, the

burning love of justice, (lie desperat ion of the preneher. of Jerusalem,
the sorrow anil grandeur of llie liuok of Job. the sensuality of the Sill)::

of S,n;rs. All this i. in 11.-. all this is in me, an,| i, ! l,»-tter pjsr! of me.
This it is which \ seek to feel within rae and to translate in mv music
the sacred race-emotion that lies dormant in our souls.

And when "Jews" arc spoken of. f would add "ancient."

Bloch seems descended, not from the tribes of Israel dispersed

throughout the world, despised and neglected, ivlio are silently

perfecting their terrible weapons, patience, persistency and astute-

ness, but from the free sons of .Juda.li. Asiatic shepherds, wandering

from pasture to pasture, to-day masters and V-°">rrow slaves,
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joyous voluptuaries of life and adorers of a warrior-god, the
enemy and destroyer of all rival peoples. Nowadays, such a
race is inconceivable; it exists only as a splendid tradition. Of
this tradition, which he has felt reawakening within himself with

the fervency of a live and urgent necessity, Bloch has fashioned

the hero of his cycle; and for this reason he ought to be considered

as the first, and perhaps the sole, Jeiri.ik iitii.iieiun that the history

of music affords us. (Per contra, there exist many mvaicianly

Jews more or less influenced by certain melodico-rhythmic traits of

Hebrew origin; from Mendelssohn to Meyerbeer, from Rubin-
stein to Car! Goldmark, from Ferdinand Hiller to Haider, the

last-named possibly the most characteristic from this point of

view. But none of these reveals so pregnant a racial personality

as that of Bloch; in the artistic line they all appear like descend-

ants of Mendelssohn, ce notaire ilkganX of Debussyan memory.)
lint. now. having established this characteristic of the esthetic

figure ivliich is lilueh, further insistence on it would be ill advised.

For this would tend to establish at the same time, to a certain

slw;'in their broader expression these works stir the heart bv
typically human characteristics, by a universality of path,,,, which

i)on*c—Rile—Cortigl ^unfbrl-tho* are*^* titfea of the

three Hebrew I'ocnis [or orchestra, fn the first there is a great

display (if color™, from the most vivid to the dullest, seen through

a series of reflexes and opalescent veils; the employment of

Oriental modes and of certain muffled sonorities lends now and
again a sense of sensual languor which well expresses the mystico-

voluptuous character of the Hebrew dance, while generating a

dim, mysterious background therefor. The Rile is of a more
emotional character, notwithstanding the presence of "something

solemn and remote, as in ritual ceremonies." In it Bloch in-

corporated scenes of sacerdotal gravity, wherein, as against a

scenario of golden ornaments and richly decorated hangings, the

sacred words of the Celebrant slowly ascend. For in the Rite wc
already find that broad phrasing, full of majesty and meaning,
which later forms one of the finest peculiarities of Hdtelomo.
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To these two preceding compositions, of an eminently decorative

character, is adjoined the dolorous finals of the Funeral Prooestion,

wherein there is only sorrow, an infinite sense of dismnyful grief.

Written on the death of his father, it might bear as epigraph the

biblical sentence, "If there be any sorrow like unto my sorrow."

Here we find another of Bloch's characteristics—the already

noted insistency of a rhythmic figure, as if it were intended to

arouse an impression of the fatality which looms up and runs

its course without heed to the supplications of mankind. The
third Hebrew Poem forms one crescendo from the beginning to

the moment of eternal separation, when sorrow finds expression

in the most despairing and insensate outcries; yet there enters

one ray of light to penetrate the gloom (a tender melody, serene

and chaste) and pour the balm of resignation. Tbe earthly

part dies, but the spirits of our dear ones remain with us; the

more we loved them, the nearer will they be, in silent communica-
tion with our hearts; the greater our despair at their death, the
deeper the consolation they Rive us for all the tears we shed.

This sublime lirieo-evangelical admonishment is set forth ou
the final pages of the t'ortfgn funlbre. with all the warmth of firm

conviction.

The musician drew his inspiration directly from the verses

of the Bible for the three next-following works—three Psalms
for one voice witb orchestra. Kdmond Fleg, the composer's
exrellml and fri.il li f ul ciill:tlnirat.(ii-, adapted (with certain textual

lihi-rt it:.-. I three innsterpieces of Jewish poetry. Psalms CX1V,

exxxvir and xxn. In them all there reverberates the leonine

voice of the people of Israel, and towers the majesty of the race;

the musician reawakens the sensations of vehement expansion

and energetic speech which we have already noted as peculiarly

his own. Bloch's imagination revels in many-figured, animated
frescos, in limitless landscapes teeming with impassioned life.

When he composes for the pianoforte—and this came to pass,

originally, only in the Poemes d'Auiomne and in the Suite for

viola, which he straightway hastened to clothe in a symphonic
vestment—one feels the orchestra; the pianoforte, that most
perfect medium for the creation of an atmosphere of intimacy
and delicate coloring, does not suffice him for portraying the vast
complex of his visions. Consider for a moment the picture repre-

sented by Psalm cxxxvii. The Jewish people, captive in Babylon,

is discovered along the banks of the river; hanging their harps
on the branches, they weep for Jerusalem. And the people of

the oppressor require of them songs of mirth. "How shall we
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sing the Lord's song in n strange land? If I forget thee, 0
Jerusalem, let my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth, if I

prefer not Jerusalem above my chief joy!" And again: the im-

iiictisc assemblage rise suddenly 1 a > t hfir feel, willi amis ii]ir;[iM->l

in frenzied jigital ifm imp I mm:.' and conjuring Ilit'ir (lod
: '"[teincm-

hcr, 0 Lord, the children of Edom in tin- day of Jerusalem, who
said, Rase it, rase it, eren to the foundation thereof. (> daughter (if

Habyioii, ulio jirl to In; destroyed, happy shall lie be. thai re-

warded thee as thou hast served us, thai taketh and dashcth

thy little ones against the stones!"—This scene, of which only
the biblical verges (Tin bring home to us a vivid conception in its

crude realism, and which Michelangelo alone might have depicted

with his terrible artistry , Rloeh's music succeeds in expressing in

admirable relief. Fashioned, Hi it is, of violent tout rasls, of well-

nigh brutal alternations of sonority, fitful olid exclamatory, it

attains a vivid immediacy of dramatic emotion. Its nssymme-
tries, its augulosities. its barbaric simplicities, even its rhythmic
monotony and its insufficient variety of harmonic combinations,

all aid it in matching the power of the hiblical narrative.

And there is still another point on which we should dwell,

[t'och's more recent music is not interesting music, in that

acceptation of the term which is general among us students

of modern music; one does not savor its harmonic subtleties

or instrumental refinements on reading it from the printed page;

t>n bearing it. one is moved by its impetus. Hindi's technic,

are extremely modern; be quite calmly allows himself certain

liberties which neither Schointierg nor Strawinski nor Casella

ever dreamt of taking. Yet his compositions cannot be called

ultra-modern, perhaps because the heterodox elements in his

mode of expression are in themselves not important, but are

founded on those which I will term trodititinuL using the word
without any shade of depreciation. Certain tonal shocks, certain

brusque shifts of tonality, do not surprise us, for they seem quite

natural and logical in music like that of Bloch, barbaric and
refractory. All in all, the exceptionality of his speech—either

with regard to tile harmony or to the rhythmic designs—does not

strike us as provoked (we do not say designed) by an excess of

refinement and intellcctualism, as in many a page by contempo-
raries, but, as it were, by a prhm'gcniai instinct impatient o[ bunds
and conventions. The music of many moderns seems to us

beyond the school; that of Bloch, before it. The former has

no memory of its past and attempts the construction of a future;

tie latter has no past, but is radiant with the youth of uncultured
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and happy peoples without a history. Of those it possesses nil

ihe defects and all the qualities; even the defects are engaging,
fr,r they arc insemious and calculated to set ihe gnod qualities

in a stronger light. Tin.- level monotony of the background, at

times exasperaliiu;. makes the fiery trunseursion of certain melodic

exclamations stanil out in marvellous relief, cmhlazoncd thereon

like arabesques of lightning against nightly skies.

Ulocli lias reached the perfection of hit music with the He-
brew rhapsody for solo violoncello with orchestra, which hears

tlie ii. line .if Un- fjrciit kinj; Schelomo (Solomon). In this, without

lakini; thought for dcvclopiucnl rind formal consistency, without

the fetter* uf a le\t requiring ititer[>rel atiou, lie lias jjiveii free

course to his fancy; the multiplex figure of the founder of the

Great Temple lent itself, after setting it upon a lofty throne and
chiseling its lineaments, to the creation of a phantasmagorical
entourage of persons and scenes in rapid and kaleidoscopic suc-

cession. The violoncello, with its ample breadth of phrasing,

now melodic and with moments of superb lyricism, now declam-

atory and with rohustlv dramatic lights and shades, lends itself

to a reincarnation of Solomon in all his glory, surrounded by his

thousand wives and concubines, with his multitude of slaves and
warriors behind him. His voice resounds in the devotional silence,

and the sen I cores of his wisdom sink into the hearts as the seed

into a fertile soil: "Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher, all is

vanity. What profit hath a man of all his labour which he takelh

under the sun? One generation passeth away, and another
generation Cometh: but the earth abideth for ever. ... He that
increase tli knowledge increase tli sorrow."—The orchestra pal-

pitates in all the colors of the rainbow; from the vigorous and
transparent orchestration there emerge waves of sound that
seem to soar upward in stupendous vortices and fall back in a
shower of myriads of iridescent drops. At times the sonorous
voire of the violoncello is heard predominant amid a breathless

and fateful obscurity throbbing with persistent rhythms; again, it

blends in a pliaiitiisniii|;orical paroxysm of polychromatic tones shot
through with silvery clangors and frenzies of exultation. And
anon one finds oneself in the heart of a dream-world, in an Orient

of fancy, where men and women of every race and tongue are

holding argument or hurling maledictions; and now and again
we hear the mournful accents of Ihe prophetic seer, under the

influence of which all bow down and listen reverently. This
vivid coloration is lost in the passage from the orchestra to the
pianoforte; in the pianistic transcription the designs, the sketches,
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one might say, of this imi

figure still retains features highest interesf

crilab:

dng and emot
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with the Tali

pauses, the repetitions o:

octave, the chromatic p
the Book of Genesis—in

rogres!

s passages, the

lions, all find

discourse of the

that it does not present itself as a simple outpouring of sonority,

rhythms of spoken language or of the emotions—appears to be
contradicted by the advent of a recent quartet, which is indeed

one of the finest things the Gcnevese musician has written. Yet
such is not the case; even in this form, the purest of all, we dis-

cover unmistakable traces of Bloch's aislhesis (nkin to that of

Mussorgski in this respect, as well), magnetically attracted to-

ward the dramatized word and toward that instrumental declama-

tion that we noticed in Sehelomo. Even in this quartet we do

not experience the physical pleasure afforded by the harmonic

coexistence and interpenetrntioii of the parts, or by the brilliant

fusion of the timbres of the several instruments; but we have
tin- M'tiMtliun of hearing voices that appeal to us by diverse charac-

teristics, but are always essentially dramatic and expressive of

emotions. Even in the quartet we are again haunted by this

constant conception of a drama, for the musician never takes

delight in constructing for the pleasure of hearing the four in-

struments sound irell. Blocli carried over into the quartet those

same objectives and those same expressions whieb he employed

in the Psalma and in the musical drama; he did not bend to the

requirements and conventions of the form, but sought to mould

it to his will. In this he was not invariably successful, his already

noted excesses of musical speech being here yet more clearly

revealed. {In this there is, of course, no intention whatever

to depreciate the technical value of the composition, which is
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very great, and once again ilH-nnnistruli's—as though that were

necessary—Block's assured mastery of the means of expression.)

Concerning the emotional content of the quartet tile composer
has disclosed his program, which we present below, without,

however, attaching special importance to it. The complex of

the conception represents fto tell it in his own words), the direct

expression of my feelings, of my riciv of Ike world; it is n -part uf m-y

life, a reflex qf my joys and of my suffering). The first movement
is a lament of purely Hebraic inspiration, a blending of bitterness,

of impassioned violence, and of anguish; the second describes a

vision of human obliquity, the mouthings of perverse passions and
the horrors of a desperate strife; the third movement, of a pastoral

character, represents a reverie amid the sublimities of Nature,

eternally true and consolatory; while the Snale returns to the

visions of strife, and concludes in a resigned pessimism.

The question whether the composition communicates, more or

less, tile .ien.sril.ii ins of these four psydi(.i!(.i>!ie;il phases, in teres Is us up

to a certain point; nowadays it is an admitted fact that in music

every one finds what he is capable of feeling or disposed to feel.

And some find nothing in it— the fault lieiiur sometimes their own,
and sometimes that of the author, who put nothing into it.

—

What is beyond all question is, that Bloch's quartet merits a

place beside Schelomo us constituting one more proof of the musi-

cian's genial creative power, and so makes the ignorance of Euro-
pean audiences with regard to his best work seem the more
deplorable to us—that is, their ignorance of that which, as we
have seen, had its inception in the Hebrew Poems, and whose

latest examples (with which we arc not acquainted) arc the

symphony Israel, the opera Jezebel, on which Bloch has been

working for some years, and the Suite for viola which took the

Coolidge prize and was performed, according to the conditions

of the competition, at last year's Berkshire Festival with most
triumphant success. On the strength of American criticism,

furthermore, we stated that this Suite marks a new orientation

in the composer's art and makes us look forward lo his future with

evcr-inereasini; eontidence. 1

Siven'lbiMt who diiliked the juite could not but admire the niperlafi e

l.i Tl j .-, [i iv,,,,-

bt; IS. 11) [!t. by i:„,il JYmrniid II ir,,],l llim.r » I,,, n-j d f.uui.t tti.ilk f,,r '.:„: K'.'ulid

SVu- Vurk ,„rr„r,:iii:ir,. hrfcir,. lb- Si.ci.t, uf III.' l-ri.-mtn uf Mu.i,' in .T:iii„„ry. liiill.

T-.i. p,-:i,,rr.n uf 111.. i,.]ili. in i'H . -r^i.,n f.,t vt.ilji rim! ,,r,':i, Hf n, Ir.u^ u].,t.

•ilh Lmlia BaiNy ns «o!oi<l nt cr'r.K-rls uf 1]„. Valiminl S;ru|ihuriy Clrclirstm nn.l.™

AHui Bodamkv al Carnegie Hall, New York, od November j tai 7. 19M. The very
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mnkinp distinctions mid ckisiifieittiuiis-- possesses the character

of the man; it is a music practically lacking in suavity and adorn-

ment; it. seems rough-hewn with n chisel from a rude block of

granite. Its lines ni'c not smoothly bent, nor do they stretch

out in soft curves, nor do they voluptuously seduee the sense

by the fascination of grace; lilocli's music grips you and shakes

you; it seizes you like a savage and sways you at will. His
music makes ynii sulFer; it. is tin- e^jii-e-siun of nn intense nature

I panorama o£ the i
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Ernest Bloch

passions clasii and on tilt horizon hovers the dazzling red of a

conflagration continually renewed, that fitfully illumines the fatal

struggle of humankind.
This Hebrew does not see the happenings amidst which

he is living. It seems as though he had lived always, and had
already sung in the reign of the son of David. His art appears

anachronistic, because it is eternal; its idioms may appear em-
phatic and magniloquent if we measure them by the standard

of our social practices, of our conventions, of our mediocre egoisms

and pygmy hypocrisies.

The times in which we live, those of my generation- -that is,

of the generation which Is about to arrive at its thirtieth year

—

have produced a Debussy and a Bloch; and never has a more
striking contrast appeared to one who is familiar with the works

of these two musicians. But Debussy is much more re])resentntive

of his period; if one were to name the musical admirable Crichton

of the vicennium preceding the world-war, he would have to

say, without hesitation, Debussy. A vicennium of bewilderment,

and expectance; anxious, pallid years; an epoch of crises of

volition, and of the weakening (even the negation) of ethical

we venture to do so, so many are the signs and tokens which
present themselves to confirm us in our idea.

Certain it is, that the immensity of the drama whose final

scene has not yet been shown, the primordial grandeur of the

struggle for the hegemony of the world, the revulsion of mankind
to elemental passions goaded to an unheard-of paroxysm, and,

finally, the ostentatious disdain for every acquired habit of a re-

fined and cultivated community, find echoes and utterance in the
most forceful pages of the Genevese musician. In them we
recognize thai musical expression which best succeeds in con-

veying the impressions of the life unfolding al! around us; in

them we descry the lightnings of the tempest, we hear the fierce

voices of men hurled one against the other in furious turmoil;

—

and we listen to the voice of God, that readies us through a rift

in the clouds and renews our faith in life.

To-day it semis to lis thai Wood's creative activity lias

thrown off its shackles; his affirmation of will and of strength
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awakens echoes in our inmost souls, shaken by the tempest;
his musical speech, that yesterday told of the storm, is to-day
an expression of the necessity for our introspective refreshment

at the wcllsprings of all spiritual life, and for the wholesome
development of our spiritual natures and of intellects capable

of sane and fruitful thinking.

If it be indispensable—as it is—to be immersed body and
soul in the life we are living, and at the same time to nourish one's

self on the substance of the past, new senses will be needed for

interpreting the world, a new language free from all trammels
for expounding its ultimate meaning. Yes, in very truth: it nous

fuitt des barbaTes!

BlO-BlBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

The life of this musician is not devoid of interest to any one

who devotes himself to the study of his works; it will, therefore,

be opportune to describe it here at some length.

Ernest Bloch, of Hebrew parentage, was born at Geneva,

July 24, 1880; his father was a clock-merchant. None of his

family hud pursued musical studies or had shown any special

aptitude for the art of tones. The boy began by studying the

violin in his native town, but at the age of eleven he decided to

devote himself entirely to composition. He made a solemn vow
to do so; this vow he wrote down on a sheet of paper which he
burned in the open air on a heap of stones, as if carrying out

a rite of his people. Naturally, lie encountered the opposition

of his parents, but he nevertheless succeeded in repairing to

Brussels (violin with Schorg and Isave, composition with Rassc).

and later to Frankfort, where he entered the school of Ivan Knorr.

He passed something over a year at Munich under Thuitle, then

two at Paris, and returned to Geneva in 1904.

As usually happens—and it would have been a wonder if, in

the case of a musician of Bloch's talent, matters had gone other-

wise no one cared to interest himself in him or his works; orchestra

directors and concert managers equivocally "took under advise-

ment" the scores of the unknown writer, who—it should be added

—was not of a temperament to seek favor insistently or to resort

to indirect mean., for the accomplishment, nl his object. Bloch

was not excessively perturbed, his tenacious will and a character-

istic spirit of fatalism sustained him then and thereafter, even

"ben destiny was still more cruelly opposed. His father's aifairs

were rapidly becoming difficult, a doubtful future was impending
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over the musician and his family. And all at once Bloch begins to

sell cuckoo-clocks; he takes entire charge of the slender paternal

interests, learns in brief space the science of commercial accounts,

and commercial laws and customs, travels in Germany as sales-

man and agent for his goods, is daily ahsorbed in business. Mean-
time he was working on bis Macbelh; in November, 1010, the opera
was produced at the Opera-Comique, and Bloch hastened to

Paris, remaining there for the time required to assist at the re-

hearsals and to attend the representation. Chauvinistic criticism

regarded it askance; it was a public success, but the clans of his

Parisian colleagues consigned the work to the tomb. Bloch
philosophically returned to Geneva and resumed his dual rftle

of administrator and artist.

During this period (1909-10) he conducted the concerts at

Lausanne and Keufchatel; after two years his post was taken
by one of his pupils. Bloch did not wax profane; he assisted

at the new conductor's rehearsals, and aided hini with his advice.

In the foliowing year he was chosen professor of composition

and esthetics at the Conservatory of Geneva, but in 191S he was
dispossessed of that function. He retired without animosity,

and fell back on his work.

His compositions were brought out for the first time in Switzer-

land, but the name of Bloch did not pass the frontiers; for Europe
he is to-day—we repeat it— virtually unknown.

But Bloch clings, above all, to his freedom. He is a man of

fantastic pride; he cannot lie tamed by hunger. If Fortune docs

not come, he will not go in search of her. lie submitted himself

to the most onerous toil to gain a livelihood for himself and his

family; but no one has made him swerve by a hair's breadth from
his path. He knows whither he would go—or, rather, he knows
what he can do, and does it; to hiin nothing else matters.

In America, where his i;eui;is is relebrtiled and his works Eire

continually performed, he arrived as a man unknown, at the head
of the orchestra accompanying Maude Allan, the dancer; from
Ohio he came to New York without a penny, without friends, with

nothing whatever, ami he sought nutliiu;,' of any one. His com-
positions have made their way on their own merits. In America
there exists a cult of such fighters of tough fibre, of such monolithic

men whose mora' stature is of a sort that towers above the crowd.

And when the crowd recognizes them, it perforce bows down
before them and worships them as gods.

Of Bloch's compositions listed below, those with on asterisk have
licit published or will he published shortly by the New York liouse of
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<•. Srliit-Mi'r. Iju'.li in full on-lte-triil .-.corp :unl in [31:1 11 1 b ..ivnv. \faebrtk

alone is the properly of <;. Acinic & Cic and printed bv Enoch & Cic o[

Paris.

ISflfi—Orientate, .symphonic poem.
130(1

—

Viire-A iiner, symphonic poem.
1003-8—Symphony in C sharp minor.
lBOS-fl— -Vurfj rfit, lyric ilrnnia in n Drolo^li' jury! llirce nets. Huok

hv l-Mimmd 1'lef! filler Sl]i.kes|itar.'). t'ir.st performed in Paris, ill the
OpvrilCiHuiqii.- .\„v. :!(!. i'JIO.

]!([>,". -'IIii-rr-l'ri!ii,-uip.i, tivo svimiln.Miii- |)(>ems.

1006—'Poima d'Avtomne i.B. Iiclc;!, for voice and piano:
1. La Vagabonde.
S. Le Declin.

3. L'Abri.

4. Invocation.

1913—Trow Pohmts juih, for orchestra:

1. Uanse.
t. Rite.

3. Cortege funebre.
19ia-I4—'Tira Psalms (adapted from the Hebrew by E. Fleg),

lor soprano and orchestra (or piano):

1. Psalm 114.

5. Psalm 137.

1916—'Sckelomo (Solomon), Hebrew rhapsody for violoncello

and orchestra (or piano).

•Psalm 2* (adapted from the Hebrew by E. Flcg), for

baritone and orchestra (or piano).

String-quartet in B minor.
IDlR-lg— * Israel, symphony in F.

1IIKI- < —Jaehrt. lyric drum;!, \«mV by G. Flr.L.- in preparation).
1018-19—'Suite for viola and piano (or orchestra). Took the

Coolidge prize in 1919 1

country he hta become a DalurBlized citizen. RecoraitioD. sweetened by more or Leu
ilUrlliK^til <>|>|">*.ili<in. limn- lull Imi'n i inl.-r-i]. I. ill ul-i. [In- -lru;];:l.- Lh. nuiU jl living

as l-'i-li. r I i-.,i,.lii.i.,r. It i< (J I,,- l.,.j>.<.l lli.i ill.- n-.rnl r.].|.:j! Hi m i n t i.[ lit t

ITm.Ii :,- (.r^Liim-i n.iii nlir.'i-i. h r .i( II. r nri-- I I.- .-. Liml . • i:,*.t i'.i
I

ill- n ill mil i .]!.: 'i.-
.- .-

i.illi liin , h,.-.i;v,- tvi.rk a cnnjuMfr In - ij ll.ii. ..- in niiii. I ll ipi-rii-nce

i.f ii.iImiI Anri:rii.>n "^•l.ir* "]ki l.i'Liii.m i-.V.I.vv ^ri-i.l..|iK mil uliiin ji.liiiini.slrstiv.i

probleinj compelled to abindon creative wort.— Ed.
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ARE THE CLASSICS DOOMED?
By D. C. PARKER

ARE the classics doomed? If wc ask this question it is because
there is a current of unrest in some quarters which it would
be futile to ignore. The modern .spirit of enquiry is abroad

and no mere sentimental consideration is permit ted to arrest its

activities. Hach, Mozart, lice' lioven and many others oil whose
brows History has sel I lie laurel wreath of wisdom and heroism

are subjected to a close scrutiny by those with new ears and new
eyes. There is nothing alarming in this. Every reasonable
person knows that, the verdict of competent criticism is more to

],.- desired shun tlie fulsome flattery of assumption, and the masters

will leave the hands of the most rigorous expert with plenty of

virtue to their credit. Wc- can understand the man who says in

effect, "I have been told Beethoven is a great composer. I am
not content with what I have been told. I am going to put the

assertion to proof." But we have to face a kind of impatience or

dissatisfaction that is manifesting itself at the present time.

What arc you doing to say to the man who tells you that Bach
is a bore, .Mozart trivial. Schubert suj.'arv, Hcethovcu tedious?

What we must do, I tlnnk, is to search for the cause of this

senseofdissatisfacUon. Is it in the man himself > If it be due to an
obvious inability to rccoyni-c a good thing. I here Is nothing mere
to be said. If it be not, we have Id trace the fueling of disappoint -

nient to its source. Tlu's, I believe, is to be attributed in many
eases to the effect of modern music on certain temperaments.
The music of these times is ubiquitous. Of necessity, criticism is

largely concerned with composers whose works provide ample
texts and are prolific in critical interest. Stravinsky, SchUnbcrg,

Grainger, Strauss, Ravel, Delius, Casella—the commentator finds

a multitude of themes to discuss in connection with their art.

Along with this goes, in various centres, frequency of performance.

Bo some people keenly alive to the value and interest of contem-
porary music are quite naturally influenced by it. What to the

rigid conservative is chaos is not chaos to thein. What seems (tar-

ing to the mandarin is to the explorer the merest common]) Iace.

The quickness of thought, the freedom of form, the tossing aside

of clkhis—-with all of these the eager student of modernism is
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thoroughly at home. The appearance of the unexpected does

not disturb his equanimity, for he expects the unexpected. The
disdain of convention troubles him not at all, for unconventionality

is itself a convention.

We have to imagine one immersed in and much affected by a

study of the modern bards listening to Schubert's C major

Symphony, or the C minor of Beethoven. He may tell us that

Schubert is leisurely. The composer takes a long time to tell his

story. We can often anticipate what is to come. The variety

and attractiveness o£ up-to-date scoring are not present to speed

the work on its way. To get anything out of this situation it is

necessary lo remember that appreciation is a very subtle tiling.

To examine the rationale of appreciation would necessitate a

lengthy excursus which cannot here be permitted. But it may be

assumed that appreciation is of three kinds, intellectual, sensuous,

and intellectual and sensuous. Intellectual appreciation fails

because music is an emotional art and the ultimate test of any
composer is his power of song. If a composer have no wings he

cannot by any reckoning lie railed great. To say this is not by
any mean.' tu say that intellect nal appreciation docs not In-inf:

thrills of its own. Sensuous appreciation is that of people who
are content to allow music to play upon them, to excite or otherwise

affect them; they have no curiosity concernine; it, Co desire to

find out how the effect of this or that is obtained. There remains

that kind of appreciation which is a delicate blend of mind and
soul, the kind of appreciation which neither make.'' of music n

mechanical affair, nor yet regards it as an intoxicant. The diffi-

culty of ton clii this point with advantage is substantially in-

creased by the fact tiiat in appreciation apprehension plays a large

and important part. The artistic nature knows that such and

such a thing is right, and this knowledge is founded on an instinct

and cannot be proved by mathematics.

It is plain, then, that music is largely what we bring into its

presence. The "approach" is always a vital matter and if we
listen to the classics we must listen without vain preoccupation.

It is foolish to expert, the Icnpn of [lie twentieth century from the

nineteenth, the melody of Wagner from Mozart, the mood of the

romanticists from the contrapuntists, the scoring of Liszt or

Rimsky-Korsakoff from Haydn. The literary man knows very

well that the vocabulary of Chaucer is not that of Henry James,

the style of Shakespeare not that of Barrie. But he does not judge

the earlier writers from the standpoint of the later, and one has

no right to judge the classics from the standpoint of the moderns.
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There is a unanimity in all human effort, as Emerson remarked.
Ultimately all good musicians meet on common ground, in that
they seek to express that which is in them. It is the methods of

expression which differ, and allowance ought surely to be made
for this simple fact. One must, consequently, he aware of the

temper of the age, the master-thought of the time, the prevailing

customs, the means at tin* disposal of the composer, if one is to

do him justice. Without the exercise of the historical sense it is

difficult to see how tlie musician can arrive at any accurate
assessment of writers, whether of the past or the present.

Do we compromise when we ask for the exercise of this

historical faculty? I do not think so. What does the intelligent

person expect from Mozart or Beethoven? Obviously what
Mozart or Beethoven has to Rive. If you are not unreasonable

in your demand, you ought to find some grounds for satisfaction.

This notwithstanding, the objection may be put forward that in

spite of all the talk about, environment, and the spirit of the time,

the music of the classicists is. frankly, dull. One must be sure
(hat, in saying this, one has given it the benefit of approaching
it with "a clean slale." There is the larger view which if a man
possess he will not allow himself lo he robbed of many riches by
a conspiracy of circumstance. He will not allow himself to be
robbed of the past because he has penetrated the secret of the
present. He not (inv.i Seviahin at the expense of Mozart,

Stravinsky at that of Bach. The world is a large place. It has
toys for the babe, instruments for strong hands, a store of memories
for the oged. On every side lies untold wealth. Petbfi sings the

freedom of the plains, Scott the land of the mountain and the
flood. Art, bke the world, is a mirror. To the vital and interested

personality every hedgerow proclaims its beauty, every man is a
history, every city a great stage on which is acted daily an un-
ending drama. But one must insist that the reality of all this

beauty and romance and pathos anil interminable interest is

evident only to those with eyes to gaze upon them. In musie
we must take the large anil open view. We must see the blood-
relationship between the past and the present. The sanest

modernism is that which has a strong sense of association, which
makes us conscious of the links in the chain that the centuries

have forged, which recognises the growth of ideas, which subscribes

to the fact that all artists have their ancestry. It is this modernism
which shows us the figures of the past and present rubbing shoul-

ders on the vast tapestry of history. I say this as one intensely

interested in the music of the time, as one aware that the phrase
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"modern music" represents much. Eclecticism is :m admirable
thing, and it is uol an enemy of the right kind of catholicity. He
pays a big price for his nmicrst aiiding of and delight in modern
works who finds the music of the past utterly destitute of interest

and charm.

The plea for the exercise of the historical sense is. therefore,

a thoroughly justifiable one; "the more so liee.nuse to see the classics

as they are is not easy, and to see modern music as it is, decidedly

difficult. The measure of a man's dissatisfaction is not the

measure of his education unless discrimination be enthroned. It

is, surely, an aim of education to give a matt a sense of the real

richness of art. to develop his power of selection, to help him to

derive the greatest possible benefit from all that lias been accom-
plished. One does not need to lie Sold ilia! I lie flood thin;; and I lie

valuable is not to lie found only in one country or it) one period.

The entire world holds up its gifts with both Lands and asks your
acceptance in persuasive accents. The quest ion of praise or blame
is concerned solely with merits or defects, and these can be dealt

with satisfactorily only if we equip ourselves, patiently for the

task. We may meet our fretful modernist friends to the extent

of agreeing that a restatement of our attitude to the classics is

imperatively called for. The musical Homer sometimes nods,

the musical sun is not without its spots, and the classical master

must he neither a superstition nor one of a group of infallible

beings. We sometimes feel that mechanism shouts its triumph
over inspiration, and long for the composer to get into his stride

again; there arc moments when the homage paid to traditional

etiquette seems to us altogether excessive. Tint the recognition

of this gives no sanction for wholoitle eondemnat ton. Our concern

is to hold the balance justly.

It is inevitable that estimates of the music of the past should

change from time to time. In its own way and according to its

own fashion, every generation sets about the business of giving

or withholding marks. New discoveries mean nut only an enlarge-

ment of music's domains, but an alteration in our attitude towards
what is familiar to ear and eye. Monleverde and Gluck, to cite

extreme cases, are not to us what they were to their contem-
poraries. To-day few people are likely to discover in Gluck and
Spontini nil that Berlioz found there. The continual sifting is all to

the good. It has a twofold effect. It tends to make us conscious of

the defects of a man. and of these we ought to be conscious if we are

to see him as he is; it tends to make us conscious of the greatness of

a man whose powers have not hitherto been fully acknowledged.
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A really important matter to recognise is that a distaste for

or impatience with the music of the past advertises a distinct

limitation of sympathies, that it is, in fact, a defect, and not a
proof of superiority. Much could be written against fulsome

adorat ion of tin- classics ami the vain rt'jn'1 ition of (lie items by
which they art: mint widely known. Ami who can measure 1 be

amount of harm done to the cause of classical music by the in-

judicious advocate ami 1 lit* objectionable defender.-
1 How oflen,

alas, does the man whose mind is closed, barred and bolted against,

liberal movements and progressive tendencies pose as the staunch

champion of Bach ami Mozart and Beethoven in a wicked world

running its riotous and unseemly course to the wanton and una-

shamed strains of modernism: how often does lie speak as though

he and he alone had access to their inner secrets and knew the

magic formula which open!; the treasure-cave! Nevertheless, as

I have hinted, the classics can stand the most searching criticism

in that, after all has been said and done, they will yet have some-
thing to say to us. Bach, for example, is full of suggestiveuess.

The vigorous fibre of his music and the vital play incidental to

the contrapuntal style make him far more modern than many
writers of more recent date; and Mozart, whose sense of economy,

balance, and note values has been admired by many composers,

still has an interest for (hose occupied wil li the technique of writing.

There are times when we are impressed by the odyssey of

the art work. At its birth it has much antagonism to face and.

if it survive the encounter, it passes to the slightly less hostile

atmosphere of controversy. This phase is usually succeeded by
that of almost general acceptance. Then comes, perhaps, the

attitude of disparagement. So what commenced its career in

the salon of the rejected may terminate it in the necropolis of art,

the museum. Art is long and life is short, and man, an ephemeral

animal, sees things in terms of his own duration upon the earth.

The hill, ami sea alone are the silent witnesses of the death of

what we call immortality. Are the classics, then, immortal?
Will Beethoven be played a hundred years after this dale? This

latter question wc can safely leave lo posterity. It is for posterity

to set the matter in the right focus according to ils light. What
we are called upon to decide is whether the classics have any

interest for us, whether they touch a responsive note in our

humanity, whether they give us visions that leave us less forlorn.
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Let tie render pronounce judgment according to his temperament
and disposition. But let him not forget that what has meant so

much to so many musical people will not be dealt the death-

blow by the cheap disparagement of egotistical superiority. Than
that of giving the classicists and the modernists their places, few

more urgent critical tasks exist. A thing is not great because it

was written by one whose name is to be found in impressive

volumes; a thing is not small in interest and unworthy of attention

because a man named Smith who lives over (he way penncdjit.

We must concentrate on the essential and bear in mind that true

insight is born of sympathy.
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THE WAGNERIAN CULTURE SYNTHESIS

By WILHELM PETERSON-BERGER 1

PROMINENT historian and Wagner critic, H. S. Chamber-
lain, in his great work "The Foundations of the 19th Cen-
tury," makes a distinction between the words culture and

civilization. The former word he applies to spiritual development,
the latter to material, a distinction which seems to be more and
more generally accepted. At the same time, he includes under the

term culture the threesphcres of religion, science, and art.

If one accepts this distinction and division, then the evolu-

tion of culture must be looked upon, not merely as a parallel move-
ment within each and every one of its three spheres, but rather as

a reciprocal action, and above all as cooperative. For it is clearly

evident, that not one of these three spheres, isolated from the

others, could satisfactorily carry out the idea of culture.

This, then, is the essence of synthetic art. And as, in con-

sequence, all direct cultural development is manifested chiefly in

a struggle for completeness and unity, so the climax and rhythm of

the movement are marked by mora or less comprehensive syn-

Without attempting to set forth in detail the general laws by
which culture syntheses come into being, we shall now try to find

out by what right one may call the artistic result of Richard Wag-
ner's life-work a culture synthesis.

It is peculiar to the idea and nature of art, that the inner-

most being of an art work must always be presented in such a way
as to act upon the sense of comprehension. This action, as we
know, does not need to be direct. It depends upon the inclination,

education, susreptiliilitv, disposition, freedom of form or subjection

to preconceived notions, and other qualities of the person, whether
he must look or listen once or many times, before he apprehends
the .-.pint of the work. But when he does apprehend, it i.s nut his

intelligence, his knowledge, or his will, but it is his sensibility that

is first touched and made to vibrate, and which, at this touch,

instinctively comprehends the essence of the work.

Therefore it would be of great value to our investigation, and
would give us a suitable starting-point, if we could, in a general

Tnmliled from Ihe mthor'i "Richard Wagner iom Kuhur-rureicelse." (Chap-
ter IV; Den Wagntnk* Kultunyntutn.)
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way, determine lie conditions under which a sufficiently interested

and educated, but at the same time sufficiently unprepared and
fairly unprejudiced li-lcncr, receives Ills first, really conscious and
intelligent impression of a Wagner drama.

There are many Wagner admirers to be found tn bear witness

with regard to their experience in this rcspcH, hut before appealing

to them, I shall cite a case which falls within my own field of

observation.

This case dates back to some twenty years or so ago. It con-

cerns a gifted and intelligent man who, born of the peasant class and
brought up in a thinly populated district, found opportunity only

when of mature age to follow his natural bent and devote him-

self to study. Of course, he wanted to be a preacher. His turn of

mind, as well as the devout spirit of the educated people with whom
he had hitherto come in contact, scarcely recognized any other

course o[ study as honorable. For the theatrical art, of which he

knew nothing, he cherished a horror which bail been instilled into

him, and was possessed with the preconceived notion that its

innuencc was something injni inns, if not dangerous, for the spirit-

ual welfare of mankind.
But lie was musically inclined, and was attracted to tile art of

sound. Of worldly music he knew little, but so much the more
of liturgical and church music. His knowledge embraced the

field of oratorio, and he admired both Bach and Handel, and
Mendelssohn as well.

During bis course of study, this man come out into the world
somewhat, and coming in contact with other music lovers, he
often heard Wagner's name mentioned, and his art discussed in

such a way as to arouse his curiosity. Obtaining a closer know-

ledge of this artist's life and work, he found to his great surprise

that there was and had been for a long time a controversy as to

the legitimacy and truth of his work in both art and theory. It

whs something strikingly new to him, and difficult to understand,

that art could be a subject of controversy. And his surprise was
not diminished by the discovery that in some respects this con-

troversy resembled the s;m'[huil eouliiels and passionate out-

bursts connected with the many external difficulties and inner

ruptures and crises o! the early Christian church. His historical

training put him in a position to see the resemblance between the

Wjigner moeemcut and a missionary or religious excitement.

Indeed, it is scarce!.'.' necessary to add that his curiosity was
only increased by this discovery, and that at the earliest opportu-

nity he broke his resolution not to attend the theatre. When a
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Wagner evening was announced at the opera house, he promptly
bought a ticket for the performance which was, as it happened,
"TannhHuser."

Before discussing the effect which this drama had upon hini,

let us consider for :i moment If the case is sufficiently typicnl to be

of value as evidence.

The man was, without doubt, in the matter of esthetic prepara-

tion, a truly ideal Wagner listener. He knew none of the "aims"
of art, and was pledged to no party. But he possessed mi ideal

temperament and a certain simple, general culture. He under-
stood serious music, sunt bad by virtue of his culling acquired some
experience in interpreting the word*, both of song and recitative.

To be sure, lie was governed by an ethical prejudice against all

scenic art; but, as we shall see, this dues mil lessen the geimrid

significance of the case, but. on I he contrary, strengthens it. There-

fore, we may accept this listener as reasonably typical for our

Meanwhile, it remains for us to determine whether or not

"Taiuduiiiscr" was the must suitable druuia fur presenting the

Wagnerian art lo such .1 completely uninitiated, though otherwise

siiilablc listener. The question is not difficult to answer, if we
remember that the erotic life problem, which in varied forms and
acts constitutes the foundation of reality and experience in all oE

Wagner's dramas, here in "Tannhiiuser" Lakes on its most uni-

versally intelligible and, for the majority of people, the most easily

reeugni/.cd form; and lhat Ibis work, fur this and other reasons,

occupies a strikingly centra: position anion!? W agner's productions.

We may say therefore with certainty, that the choice of dramas
which chance made for our curious Wagner novice was the best

that could have been made.
It is hardly probable thai the presentation was a model one.

Nevertheless, the impression received by the listener was to him

entirely unexpected—new, rich, deep, and thrilling. Afterward,

he summed up the details and expressed the key-note in a single

word: icorskip. All the factors in the work, the life problem, the

action, music, characters all fused into something with which he

was familiar in the calling he had chosen—a public religious ex-

ercise, the observance of a cult-

It can not be denied that this characterization is striking.

The ordinary irreverent opera-goer perceives, indeed, the .seriousness

of the Tannha'user drama, and its close connection with Christian

religious views, yet always, as it were, through the veil of worldly

amusement. This unpractised listener, with his prejudice against
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ail forms of theatrical art, discovered at lie first glance the strong-

est, deepest, and most distinguishing characteristic of the Wagner
art, Us serious religious note.

Indeed, it must be admitted that this is especially conspicuous

in "Tannhfiuser," with its many distinctly religious ideas, motifs,

and situations, as sin, repentance, prayer, pardon, condemnation,

holy pilgrims. Madonna pictures. But this has a specifically

Catholic stamp—and the listener was an orthodox Lutheran

—

and we all know how easily, in an ordinary uninspired opera pre-

sentation, one's attention is turned away from the essential and
directed toward distracting details, such as new singers, costumes,

theatre parties, decorations, or scenic arrangement. All these

and similar details are what the superficial, habitual theatre-goer

first notices. Therefore, when this man, totally inexperienced as

he was in this line, first of all perceived something else, it was due
entirely to the fact that liis being was attuned to the key-note of

(lie work, so tluit he instantly vibrated in unison will) the ringing

force which welled up through his consciousness, in spite of a host

of bewildering and half understood details.

Numberless listeners, among them both greater and lesser

critics- -Wolzogen, Cdasei:a])p, fichure, Chamberlain, and others

—

have been affected in a similar w ay, in particular by "Timnha'uscr."

One can, in fact, read this more or less clearly i:i their enunciations

and analyses; and yet, most of them have been so bound by their

esthetic and musical theories that the question which lay so near at

hand, as to whether this religious spirit might not possibly be
common lo ail of Wagner's productions, has never once occurred

to them.
Vet such is the case, l.el us imagine thai a person such as

I have just described, introduced to Wagner in the same way, is

impelled by Ids first strong impression to investigate Wagner's
oilier works. Thin very reasonable assumption will prove to be
particularly significant in ils results. We shall lind support for

our view that ail of Wagner's art is fundamentally a manifest ation

of religious sentiment, and at the same time we shall get a picture

of the culture synthesis which we suggested in the beginning.

After such an initiation, the next work which a yearning

Wagner novice gets lo know, presumably is "Lohengrin." which
follows "Tannhauser" ehronlogi cully. That this work like-

wise strengthens and confirms the previously acquired impression

of religious sentiment, every one who has any conception of its

purport feels. The entire drama is a brilliantly symbolic pre-

sentation of the highest' doctrines of theoretical Christianity, above
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all, the doctrine of faith and its significance in the struggle between
the powers of light and darkness.

Following "Lohengrin," it is probable that our nonce comes to

"The Flying Dutchman" which, together with the two previously

mentioned belongs to the group of Wagner's most often pre-

sented works, all of them being of a popular religious nature.

Here in the "Dutchman" he finds again the well-known theme
taken from the Christian and other religions, that of sacrifice and
redemption, used as the chief dramatic motif.

But at the same time he learns that this theme, on the one
hand incarnated in the ghostly romanticism of the Dutchman tradi-

tion, and on the other appearing in a milieu of idyllic-realistic

commonplaceness, is made up of such scattered and destructive

elements that the religious note does not always sound forth

clearly, although there is plainly an effort in that direction through-

out the work. If our Wagner friend remembers that the "Dutch-
man" is the first real achievement of the music dramatist in this

field, he will find the effort still more interesting, and will see in it

a confirmation of his first Tannhauser impression.

We can now imagine that his interest and enthusiasm have
increased until, along with bis cultivation of the Wagnerian
dramas, he begins the study of their mythical, literary, and folk-

lore sources, the Celto-Germailie and curly Scandinavian sagas,

as well as Wagner's own theories of art and critical writ hips, his

life and spiritual development. Therewith two significant dis-

coveries await him. First, he will learn that Wagner himself, in

his brochure on "Religion and Art," states that these two mani-
festations of the human soul-life are intimately related and mu-
tually dependent one upon the other. Second, he will find that

among the dramas of which Wagner completed the literary part

alone and never composed the music, one treats of Volund the

Smith, a confessedly erotico-artistie. life problem, while in another,

"Jesus of Nazareth," Wagner does not hestitate to present dra-

matically the most religious of all figures in the history of hu-

manity. In general, he will learn that the great founders of reli-

gion, among them Buddha, kept Wagner's imagination busy in a
characteristic way.

Thus prepared, he gncs to see the rive dramas next in order

after "Lohengrin" : the four parts of "The King of the Nibelung,"

and "Tristan and Isolde."

His expectation of perceiving here a religious undertone of the

same sort as that in the preceding works, is disappointed when he
learns that all these works taken together form a single group
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among Wagner's productions, a group which may be designated

as the "philosophical." However, that insight into the nature

in" philosophy which we may assume with liim. makes it possible

for him to discover, differentiated somewhat from this philosophy,

an atmosphere of deep and passionately pulsating religions senti-

ment. Further, lie finds that the purely philosophical element,

not only where it steps naked into the light, but even more per-

haps where the artist succeeds in blending and fusing it with the

whole, impresses upon the work a peculiar stamp of universality,

of something which goes beyond the usual boundaries of art . And
it is this universality which, without direct, religions action, never-

theless elevates and sustains the work within the realm of the
religious mood, and calls forth corresponding aduiirat inn.

Certain it is. that in u closer study of the separate \iliclnng

dramas, he will encounter iinexplainalile contradictions in the

action, and dull passages in both words and music. Bui ho-ides

this, nevertheless, in such fundamental scenes as that of the death
augury in "The Valkyr," the awakening of Brllnnhilde in "Sieg-

fried." and the death march in "The Twilight of the Cods," he

will find that underneath it all the stream of religious feeling runs

unbroken, watering with its flood the roots of this Yggdrasil of

music dramatics. "The King of the iX'ibehmg." This powerful

composition, he perceives, is huilt up on religious myths and sym-
bols, treating not only of the beginning of the world, hut of the

end. and of it- redemption from suffering through love.

By this time, therefore, a fairly complete familiarity with this

great work, and the study of its fundamental spiritual note, are

calculated to awaken within the mind of our investigator a con-

ception ot the entire subject of synthesis in art, and at the same
lime to develop more acutely his comprehension of the religious

element in Wagner's art. He comes now to understand that the

religion which is profiled and enunciated in and through this urt,

is endlessly far above the stiff, scholastic formulas of the usual

dogmas, and is ill itself the (punt csencc of the so-called creed of

common life, by virtue of its high spirituality a confess ion less,

and further -a nameless religion.

The study of "Tristan" will not disturb this view. The
philosophy of this work is that of Schopenhauer, and ils acknowl-

edged pessimism is related both to Buddhism .".rid Christianity.

Likewise, tlie part which the "worhi" plays in its complex of ideas,

reminds one strongly of the position which it occupies in the

scheme of Christianity. But more than all these external forms,

must the unparalleled passionate strength of feeling expressed in
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the Tristan drama lead the thought, into ihc sphere of rt- li.ijion

where alone, up to this time, was such ecstasy known—ecstasy

which in itself is of a religious nature, and which, in its fiery glow,

melts ami transforms into luminous emblems ami metaphysical

symbols all within its circle. And all this in "Tristan" is even
more incapable of lifiiiir formulate.!, still mure inexpressible and
spiritual, than in tin- Nilieluug dramas.

If our Wagner friend is the least liil sharp-sighted psychologi-

cally and lit this respect he ought to have developed hy Ihis time

—then this Study of "Tristan" will surely remind him of a point

so often demonstrated hy psychological investigation, the re-

lation between r.rnticitm and Million. And it is this relation which
Wagner brings mil so clearly in his art. Yes. one may venture the

assertion that Wagner's dramas are as strongly pervaded with a
religious fervor or ecstasy, as the life problems are manifestly

erotic. This is one of the conclusions to which a study of Wagner

Our coining expert has now progressed so far on his way of

initiation that there remain only two dramas, the latest and per-

liap- tile most wonderful of all; "The Meistersi risers of Nurem-
berg," and "Parsifal." We may Imagine thai in order to famil-

iarize himself with these, he sets out for tile festival at Bayreuth,
where "The Meistersingers" likewise ought preferably to be seen

and heard in Its nalional setting. Not one of Wagner's works is

better suited to that stage than this happy, sunshiny comedy
with its mild, conciliatory philosophy of life, its humor and its

triumphant music, giving as a whole a lightly sketched but fairly

historical picture of (.iermau temperament. Herman feeling and
culture. No work cm] ever illustrate more clearly or more bril-

liantly than this, the national thought and cultural significance

o( Bayreuth, in its character of the logical and real conclusion of

the Wagnerian arl proiluel ion.

It is not difficult to (hid the religions clement in this work.

It is wholly and completely embodied in tin- ligure of Hans Sachs

on the one hand in a more general way, in his piety, his under-

standing and fine resignation in the presence of youth, yes, even

in his humor. On the other hand, it is lo be seen in bis specifically

Wagnerian conception of art, which naturally is Wagner's own.

This pervades and controls a principal and integral part of the

action of the drama, but is summarized in a highly characteristic

manner in Sachs' concluding speech by the words "the sacred

German art." His entire view is expressed in that one word
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With Wagner art was a religion, the most generally accepted
expression for his religious feeling—therefore, it was "sacred."

It never occurred to him in any of his many theoretical works to

discuss the raison d'etre of art. So free as he was from every

trace of skepticism or agnosticism, it was impossible for him even
to question this view of art, and he had but little idea of its bio-

logical significance. Art had for him an absolute value. The
word to him meant origin: in the beginning there was art. Viewed
from this standpoint, the personally religious element in the

philosophical dramas of "The Nibelung's Ring" and "Tristan"

stands out still more conspicuously.

But the art that Wagner meant was not a superficial, plebeian

embellishment and decoration of the commonplaceness of everyday

life; it was brought about by the cooperation of all the separate

arts. It was a lifting up of the soul to the spiritualized heights

of religion, to the pure realm of deep, though radiantly happy
seriousness, to a plane the most immaterial possible in this material

world, a plane which presented a picture or interpretation of life so

drenched with the tears of pain and joy, so steeped in the silent

and eternal sunshine of truth, tliat in its presence all other pictures

or interpretations dissolved anil melted away into nothingness.

All this he attained—after years of struggle and effort,

and even mistakes—in clearest and most consummate form in

"Parsifal," that beautiful work of his old age. With tMs "BUhnen-
weihfestspiel" (that is, festival play, intended to consecrate, to

sanctify the theatre) lie sets ihe final uffn.-istl seal of r< litmus feeling

on his entire life-work, and gives us the key to the inmost secret of

his being: lie iras ail artistic reformer and promulgator uf religion.'

But with the experience of "Parsifal," and with the discovery

of its relation to the personality of its originator, our Wagner in-

vestigator has concluded his initiation, and he now emerges a full-

fledged expert. The magic circle of the great dramas closes about
him in a symbolizat ion of the highest, religions sentiment. Here
in "Pjirsnal" lie receives once more his first impression, though
endlessly widened, deepened, and clarified. Here lie finds again

not only flu* Ta: in hit user struggle between elemental eroticism

»nd religin-esthetic romanticism, but also the radiant faith sym-
bolism of "Lohengrin," the redemption theme of "The Flying

Dutch i nan" and "The Ring," Ihe noble gelillenes- of "The Meister-

singers," together with the light and joy of its midsummer mood

f(iiln.li]i^ i [L.-.v E'-.lVh.ii. i> JMturMlk jl.. .•i.i.u.v j lH .
:l Lrn- (he rjv.'l iii-.hh i'I Ijji* ^IjiTo-

nirrjl. aiEii ,- il ij * (juration at wlmt ho did, and nut ot vrhul he thought he »-ju doing.
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here subdued to the Good Friday spirit, and finally, even the in-

tense fervor and passion of the "Tristan" music, now purified of

all wordly desire or earthly dross. "Parsifal" is the essence and
sum total of the entire Wagner dramatic art, the synthesis of

synthesis.

If now we try to get b survey of the store of knowledge which
our Wagner expert, during his analytical investigation, has ac-

cumlated in his memory and in his library, we shall find that it

comprises all the essential results gleamed from Germany's spiritual

evolution up to the middle of the nineteenth eentury, and that it

gives a very complete picture of the cultural and religious history

of the German people, its literary, dramatic, and musical develop-

ment, its philosophical productivity, its legendary treasure, its

race kinships and origin.

On this basis, it becomes dear that Wagner's artistic life

work may be truthfully designated as a culture synthesis. And
this becomes still more evident if wc now follow up the association

of ideals which all our previous reasoning logically requires, and
thus disclose the connection between the religious key-note of the

Wagner art, and its manifest character of a musical culture

When Chamberlain, (he author mentioned in our introduction,

undertook his division of culture into three spheres, it is not im-
possible that he may have had in mind one of Goethe's nni.it re-

markable aphorisms: He "lin lid.- art and science, has likcvi-e

religion; he who has neither of the first two, may have religion.

So runs the great poet's enunciation, remarkable fur the rea-

son that it expresses so clearly the well-known, intensely uni-

versal and synthetic nature of his genius, lie obviously formulated

his thought with intent, to the effect that religion may take on
two entirely different aspects or forms of evolution, and must
not be looked upon merely as a point of departure or hypothesis,

hat also as the final conclusion and. quintessence of development of

science and art. It is clear that to him. as well as to many other

spiritually great minds such as Beethoven or Wagner, that the
word religion did not mean any definite dogma or fixed creed.

Such things, indeed, merely signified an incidental, though per-

haps at times long extended mediary period in the evolution of

religion from simple materialism to tiie highest form of conscious

idealism. No, Goethe's religion, like that of many others before
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and since, undoubtedly may be described as the positive attitude

taken by the willing- filing, and knowing—perhaps still more,
the unknowing—human being, toward the mysteries of reality

and infinity, those mysteries which can never be explained logically,

that is, as to cause.

And this altitude, which is revealed in the lower slaves of de-

velopment in uuo.iiiscioiis my I lis., and in conscious symbols in the

higher singes, is lmt the expression in ils must generally accepted

form, ot the passionate seriousness of life, and the struggle of the

inner heme; to attain, by way of the highest truths and deepest,

fact.-, that completeness which alone constitutes the true value of

all genuine, religious feeling.

But culture as a biological phenomenon is, as we recall, the

highest manifestation and application of a surplus oi life energy

accumulated ill a being capable of development, during centuries of

struggle with environment, anil liberated only when, in some way,

a diminution is brought about in the pressure of the external

hardship* of life. This surplus which also may be called a sort

of siipcrc[iial in'cation or pure animal existence, and which there-

fore distinguishes the primitive people capable of development
from those incapable is the force winch lias impelled (he religion

of the past to lift itself from the simple, materialistic stage of

nature common to all, up '.o the plane of highest spirituality and
idealism. Such an evolution of necessity emerges sooner or later

as a culture synthesis.

Bill if we try to imagine the different phases of this develop-

ment, we must first and foremost admit that Goethe was right

when he conceived religion as the hypothesis and first, source of

science and art. Out. (if the myths, the emotionalism, the doctrines

and theories of the original materialistic religion, gradually evolves

a desire for truth, for investigation and knowledge. In the same
way comes the evolution of art from the practical side of religion,

from the forms of primitive worship, in cspecinl from the ceremon-

ial use of rhythm as a means of exciting emotion, as well as from
externals such as amulets, svmliols, images, or temples.

Science soon splits into many branches and groups, con-
seiiiuslv frees ilself from religion, and often attacks and opposes

her forms of revelation. Likewise, art divides into a number of

individual [onus, nil re or less separate from religion, and en-

deavoring sliil further to develop independently of one another.

Meanwhile, unnoticed and without ceasing, the surplus life

energy is driving the sap of religion up through both of these

shoots from her stem, thus nourishing the process of development.
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And during the course of this upward movement, religion herself

is developed, purified anil transformed, like a gas that is filtered

arid rarefied. When the Individual sciences approach the zenith

of their special line of development, she is the secret force which
enables them once more to come together in a synthesis.

The sciences unite to form a comprehensive, universal science,

philosophy; and the separate arts in the same way bring forth

universal art, expressed in the music drama. But when, this

happens, religion herself also reaches her highest point of refine-

ment and becomes, so to speak, a universal religion, the quintes-

sence of all typically human religions experience and feeling. Hut
as such, she is too immaterial, loo incomprehensible, too unas-

sertive, to possess body or form of her own, so she borrows cue from

art, and takes, very naturally, the form of the most ethereal and
most ideal of all, the art of music.

Music has on its purt. during' Uie period of isolation, developed

to the highest point of spiritual worth and power. Thus, through

Bach and Beethoven it has been expanded and refined until it

forms the strongest expression of the tragic-humorous conception

of life, and as such becomes the body for the spirit of purified

religion. Religion becomes music, and music, religion. And in

this form of manifestation, she unites with the two lesser syn-

theses of universal science and universal art. They are absorbed

in her, and the last combination takes place and produces the

culture synthesis, the symbol of music-religion, the true music

As we have seen, Wagner's arl corresponds fairly well to this

theory and characterization of the origin of the music drama.
But naturally, Wagner's culture synthesis is not the only one
possible or conceivable in our day, from the fact that it has, along

with the typieal, too many individual or incidental features. .Such

individual features, as we have previously pointed out, are the

role which erolicism plays in all of the Wagner productions, and

tilt opposition of this eroticism to religion. This opposition lias its

analogy and secondary manifestation in the contradictory re-

lations between love of the world and love of art, which may be

seen in Wagner's attitude toward music as an individual art.

On the other hand, the more or less fundamental reli.srio'.is

atmosphere is a necessarily typical feature. For whatever the

musical culture synthesis which Europe and humanity may yet

bring forth, certain it. is, they rnusl have the same ,-onf.t as Wag-
ner's art. The fibers of life must run hack to that first wonderful

culture synthesis, the Greek music drama, which, originating in
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a form of worship, the Dionysos cult, continued to he a religious

service up to the time of its highest development.

This music drama, whose greatest creators, Aeschylos and
Sophocles, were deeply imbued with the esoteric and mystic
religious spirit of their time, this drama, whose mission was
religious purification through instinctive sympathy and awe, began
to decline the very moment that religion passed away. It was
then that the art of the music drama lost its soul and became an
ordinary "public entertainment."

We now know that this decline resulted in complete wither-

ing of branch and stem. Life withdrew to the roots, and all

efforts at revival continued artificial and fruitless until, after the

lapse of centuries, the spirit of tragedy again entered into the

drama, when a genius was born, humanly strong enough and
richly endowed to embody in his art the most synthetic of all ele-

ments, religion.

For the religion which Wagner so passionately proclaimed

—

which only as music drama can be proclaimed—is tragedy itself,

the essence of the culture synthesis, which we have seen evolve

from a tragic-humorous conception of life, through centuries of

struggle and changes of time, among the highly gifted races «f

northern Europe.

{Iraailalid iy Haiti OnWinjIon)



"NICHT MEHR TRISTAN "

By B. M. STEIGMAN

PHONOGRAPHED music is an eminently suitable objective

for the smiter of Philistines and the slayer of them with

great slaughter. For one thing, its devotees are so many
that the warrior has cause enough to appeal for Jehovah's thunder

against them. Then it proceeds from a mechanical contraption,

hateful, accordingly, in the ears of the true believer. More than

that, it has become commercialized, and with amazing success.

It is therefore unmistakably a contrivance of the Children of

Darkness. It is an institution, an automaton, banal, crude,

lifeless, soulless!

It is or it isn't art. Its present significance only the deaf

could deny. That the mechanical contraption eliminates time

and space as obstacles to the hearing of good singing and playing

may have far-reaching effects. It is because music more than

any other of the dynamic arts is actually only of that point of

time we mean by the present, that so much popular misunderstand-

ing as to its "meaning" exists. The interpretative faculty is given

scant footing. The phonograph, however imperfectly, does fix

performed music for further observation . This leads to under-

standing, which presently becomes critical. The opera record

gives a relentless exposition of what might otherwise have escaped

unnoticed.

Now it is not at all unlikely that One of the first results will

be the insistence upon operatic sense as well as sound. The words

may have to pass muster. Of all the wonders about the opera

the strangest is the complacent acceptance of the unbelievable

drivel that is the general text. The sharpest theatre-goer, who,

if the same crude and absurdly colored bait were laid for him in

a play, would utterly condemn it., swallows the whole aflnir at the

opera-house and even believes he has partaken of a rare feast.

What matters the story or the language? Who insists upon such

extraneous matter cannot possibly care for opera. The passionate

lover of music should be blind and deaf to the impenetrable stu-

pidity, the wizened and painted gaudiness, the idiotic prancing

and sputtering and fuming, of his beloved. The closer view and
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hearing of what it really is may bring him to his senses. Hie
phonograph may help to dispel the enchantmen t which the distant

stage has lent.

The foreign language is something of a refuge. For nonsense

appears blatantly exposed only when it stands in the vernacular.

The alien tongue is more merciful, for to most of us it is not alto-

gether transparent. The fonder the lover of grand opera, the

more reluctant, it would seem, should he he to have it translated.

In English, to he sure, it is all arrant rot; hut, look yon, such may
he the thoughts find feelings fur away where there are Cannibals

that each other eat, the Anthropophagi, and men whose heads
do grow beneath their shoulders. They perhaps do express them-

selves in just such bombast and are naturally given to the maudlin

and tawdry.

Such considerations may have had little to do with it;— it

may have been only the natural inertia of the opera companies

that until the outbreak of the war preserved most opera and music
drama in the original. The force that overcame all doubt and
inertia was the force that in IfllS preserved civilisation on the

fields of France. Vet it was not at all spent in the performance.

It carried on where there could not possibly lie any need for it.

It struck with particular violence—of all things—-the music drama;
the activity than which there is none at a further remove from
the daily activities. We might as well have sent an expeditionary

force into Arimaspia or Xanadu. It must be admitted that it

was the simplest way of showing resentment against the German
language. It required merely a negative insistence, preferable

certainly to a positive abolition of the German press or to a carting

forth and burning of a hundred thousand German books. Beside

this, the banishment of Wagner was niurh easier to effect, much
easier, perndventure, to endure.

And then after a decent interval of time he may he restored.

But he must first turn English. Considering it all, it may be an

unconscious tribute to the poet. We have with charity afore-

thought forborne from insisting upon Iranslat.inus of l-'rcnch and
Italian opera. We recognize in Wagner's dramas truly noble

poetry such as may well grace our tongue. We find them staged

sensibly in Monsalvat, in N'lbcllieim , at the bottom of the Rhine-

maidens' Rhine, at the top of the Valkyries' mountains, where

poetic rapture is more likely than, say, in Valletta's drawing-mom
in Paris or in the real home for boy s in the Golden West. We find

them, moreover, set to music that is of acknowledged greatness.

The combination, we feel, may bear the closest scrutiny. Fix it
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for lln- far Iiv phonosraplLinsr it ami II ivill r.-iii;[[n music and poelrv.

Well, that ought certainly to stand translation.

But tlic tribute which Ihc fteneral ilrtnar.fl for IVapner in

Hiijilish implies tuns into {,Tut<w|iie iiisull when this is carried

into effect. The sound and sense and spirit of the new words
will no longer fit. They Inline here und strain there and are warped

and awry nearly all over. Tin. 1 general form, fixed by llie music,

remains the same. The poetry it is meant to grace is a dead and
senseless weight.

If it nere only possible to submit proof—phonographic proof

that could be considered leisurely—of how it would turn out, there

might be less enthusiastic subscribing to tlie ugly perpetration.

Only a partial representation. Ihi' "raphic, tin- black and white,

is possible. It is at least indicative. As it is the more so, the

greater the beauty of the original, the proof here submitted b of

"Tristan und Isolde."

That of all incredible nonsense that is Called translation of

this music drama the Corders' is the generally used English libretto,

is evidence of how operatic is the accepted regard for the text.

The libretto is usually anonymous, a saving indication of sense

by the authors. Here is a sample from the opening scene:

Bra«jo«k-e: BkanoXhk:
Dem WmuJor ailer lldctc. Eilollcf] by rv'ty nation,

r!i..][i [loi'lDLVJiriis'lH':! M:it;ii ,
lii' bupi.y enmilrv'-, |ui.li:.

dwu Hcklta clinic Gle.iebe, the hero of creation.—

dea Ruhrnes Hart und Bann? whose fame so high and wide?

iDer augend vor dem Streiohe In shrinking trepidation

sich dUchtet wo er kann, his shame he seeks to bide,

weu eine Braut er ala Leiehe whUe lo the king, his relation,

be brines llic curpse-likc briilc!—

Seems it ao senseless

what I B*y?

Well, let the reader judge.

Tolerable poetry is perhaps the hardest to stomach. We spew

the lukewarm concoction out of our mouths. The Corders are

noteworthy at least in that their banality holds the reader's atten-

tion. There is nothing mediocre about it. At times it is so pro-

nounced as to be quite impressive. The interpretation of the meet-

ing of tlu- lovers is an example. I'ossibly tlic pace of the English

text is set by the customary antics on the stage of Tristan and
Isolde immediately after drinking the love potion. The two score

bars or so that it takes to get the lovers started is used by the

singers according to tradition for muscular activity familiar on

Dilnkt es dicli duhkc].
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As the poetic rapture of the second act rises, the Corder trans-

lation begins to froth and rave. The reader will hardly believe

that the following, for example, is the accepted version of part

of the duet, reprinted from the standard libretto:

Sterne dor Wonne.

Mund an Mund, and lip to lip,

Eiiies Athems each the other'i

ein'ger Bund;— breath we lip. Etc.

Further quotation might be spared. But it is not only from
the fury of the existing translations that the good Lord is to deliver

us, but from threatened further barbarous invasions. Which to

prevent, the terrifying record of those who in the past have sought

to effect anything like a landing, is herewith dutifully exposed.

To the natural difficulties which the unfortunate translator

encountered in the German sentence structure, transposed as it is

beyond the limits of our widest poetic license, must be added
such cramping requirements as rhyme, which produced distor-

tions such as "When in the sick man's keen blade she perceived

n notch had been made"; and alliteration, responsible for mon-
strosities like "'Blood-guilt gets between us." "Blissful beams our
eyes are binding." Then there are many abstract terms, especially

those that have distinct Wagnerian connotation, that cannot pos-

sibly be translated. "Wahn" is not "folly" (the Cordera turned

"Welchcr Wahn" into "What a whim!"), nor is "Lust" the same
as "bliss." "In (Isolden) selig nicht ganz verging" is supposed

to mean "not sink at onee into bondage blest."

The greatest obstacle is, of course, the fixed melody, not of

the larger, simpler and more obvious "dance-form," as Wagner
names it, into which a stanza or whole verse paragraph may be
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made to fit, regardless of the position of individual words or even
lines, but melody that is an intense and beautiful reading of the

poem. Precise textual equivalence is hardly ever possible. And
even slight transpositions result in utterly meaningless singing.

Thus, "er sah mir in die Augen," the last word of which is linked

with the corresponding motif, becomes "Ids eyes on mine were

fastened," to which the music is quite unrelated. "Das Schwert

—ich liess es fallen" is turned into "The sword—dropped from
my fingers," in which the line repression and suspense of the pauses

after "ich" and after "liess" are lost by the anteposition of "dropped,"

and the following words made merely redundant. "Mit dem
Bliek mich nicht mehr beschwerc!" where the significance of tert

and music depends on the word "Blick," is in Corder English

"my emotion then might be ended," with its equivalent of the

inane syllable "mo." Isolde's unspeakable contempt "Eur Korn-
walls ntiiden Konig" is absurdly made a geographic aversion:

"for Mark, the Cornish monarch."

The page from which these examples arc taken is representative

of the whole work. There is hardly a passage but has its short-

comings. And every now and then .these wax into truly monu-
mental lapses, like Isolde's puzzling

Wig dm Hera ihm How his heart

and Marke's shocking

Why, indeed!

—

In the preface to his translation Jackson attempts to indicate

the climactic effectiveness of the drama by quotations such as:

'The waves of melody rise higher and higher, as if the distant

portals of heaven opened to the vibrations of two hearts."—The
most curious of literary illusions certainly must be his who imitates

a high winged flight by flapping his blunt feathers and believes

the windy disturbance he makes indicative of altitude and speed.

The prefatory dizziness is felt throughout the work.

O blinde Augen! O branded blindness!

Zahiner Muth, Daunted daring's

veraaates Setmeigen! Silence despairing!
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Jackson's diction is noteworthy. Tristan considers the potion

"heart enma<liie:iii)g," Isolde culls him lu-r "f;iitldeis enfolder,"

and while BrangKne is "blooinitu; and wailing to heaven," the

two lovers arc in chewing-gum rapture over their "luscious delights."

The translator throughout shows vast range, now gushing forth

that

Acs Quellcs sanft The purling fount's

now in a business-iike manner begging to state that

Dun Loos nun sdbcr Thy fate had truly

magst du dir sagen: Been settled duly.

The Earl of Roscommon's rule for translators is never forgotten:

"Tho' gross innumerable Faults abound, in spite of nonsense,

never fail of sound."

Of regard for the music there is probably less here than in

any other translation meant to be sung. Even outstanding con-

formity is ignored. Brangiine's "was diet quilt," with its im-

plication both by voice and orchestra of the key motif of the play,

is made meaningless by "to me confess." "Der Wunde, die ihn

plagte," with its continuous suffering in chromatic descents, is in

fine musical and dramatic contrast to the following line, "gctrculich

pflag sir da"; and the effect is destroyed by sinking '"'t' 1 ideiis in

the first lint1
: "Slic he:tled Ihi- wcumls lh;i| pained hiin," and I hen

adding, as Jackson seems to have a mania for doing, trite and
irrelevant details: "And watched him night and day." Similar

ruinous treatment is accorded the admirable setting of "rhs >. Ir-vert

—ich liess es fallen!": "It fell—for thee alone meant." The ab-

surdity to which this indifference to the music led him is well

exemplified by his disregard of the four bars that separate Bran-
giine's reply to Isolde's request for the casket—a passage necessary

dramatically for Brnngiine to cross the stage to fetch the casket,

and musically to develop the phrase associated with it—from her

exposition of its contents. J;iekson's sentence is left dangling,

broken in two by the passage.

With a parting mention of the lirekmrsscr versification ("Be'fore

the sun shall set"; "whatever Y'solde com'mand," etc.) and the

distortions that they produce, such as "No insult such would twice

to give they desire to" and "In custom search" ("Fragt die Sitte")

—this chamber of "Tristan" horrors has received sufficient notice.

We pass to Exhibit C, the Chapman version.
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The inevitable crippled and club-footed lines are here, too, in

abundance. Especially cruel is the constant dismemberment of

the text, sentences and phrases being ruthlessly lopped of! where

the music and the drama call for a pause. Spmrnm: "dent Eigen-

holde" (rest): "forthwith be told, he"; "nun hore" (rest): "now
hear what"; "Und warh er Marke" (rest): "and if to Mark he."

The exigencies of rhyme make it necessary for Isolde to "mend"
Tristan; of alliteration, to "waken the deep and the growl of ita

greed"; of stanzaic conformity, "from this wonder, sail to sunder."

The text has in general the usual defects. There is such

senseless translation as that of "Wclcher Wahn" into "This is

false," "Hart am Zicl" into "Right at laud," " Liebeswomic" into

"Love and passion." "Diess wundervolle Wcib" becomes "This

wondrous fair, a wife"; "Schnsucitt Noth" is "wistful pain";

"Isolde lebt und wacht" means "Isolde lives aright." The sig-

nificance of "Urvergesscn" is "out of thinking." The music heroines

often meaningless, as wlmi iioldfA scornful reft-reiice to tlte king,

"Stdii'u ivir vor Konij; Marke," is turned i:ilo "We shall ere long

be standing"; or, when orchestra and voice suggest "Laubcs siiiijelnd

Geton," the words are: "(by) branches art thou misled." Nor
are there lacking such special features as Tristan's suspicious

account of how he obtained that powerful drink. Somebody
"slipped it" to him, he says, and he goes on to relate how "filled

with rapture" he "sipped it." Isolde, as befits a lady, takes it

of course only for her health. "This draught will do me good,"

she says.

The Jameson translation clutches fearfully to the original.

It aims at perfect want and even phrast.- equivalence and does suc-

ceed better than any other. But it follows that much of it is utterly

unidiomatic, and some of it even absurd. The disregard for rhyme
and alliteration is conducive to exactness; but the removal of such
restraints makes the poctie rapture of the drama fly outward into

apparently irrelevant directions, rnrhymcd lyric expression that

can give the engraved effect of the rhymed (as Tennyson's "Tears,

idle tears" does) is rare. The ordinary attempts sprawl. Jameson
at best writes prose. At worst his accurate following of the German
leads to such constructions as "No day nor morrow" ("Nicht

heut' noch morgen") or "True be to me?" ("Bist du mir treu?");

or to such felicities as "this peerless first of heroes" and "he looked

beneath my eyelids."

Forman's translation is certainly not prose. If eight pages of

appendixed press notices (quoting among others Swinburne and
Watts-Dunton) can establish anything, it ought to be magnificent
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poetry. It is presumably the best that has been done by way of

"Tristan" translation, and is therefore the most illuminating. It

permits of judgment of a product finished in conformance with the

Wagnerian requirements. It follows carefully, as the title-page

promises, the mixed alliterative and rhyming metres of the original.

It is not intended, however, says the author, "to be taken in strict

and continuous company with the music," and he has "not con-
sidered it necessary to print the numerous alternative readings

which would be requisite for such a purpose." Whereby is implied

that the alternative lines are more singable than readable. It

would be rather interesting, considering the "readable" test, to

see those alternative lines which have been kept prudently out of

print. They baffle speculation of possibilities in grotesque.

For the printed version is as fantastically purled up a piece

of writing as the affliction of "style" has ever produced. It is

really astonishing that anyone of our own age should care to accept

the tinsel legacies that were Euphues'. But here they are, jacked
up on impossible stilts, those mechanical contrivances of elaborate

indirectness and far-fetched phraseology, that dreary parade of

senseless sound. And it has not even the occasional glib cleverness

and fancy that some of the anatomists of wit attained. It is alto-

gether ridiculous. "Let laughter," says Isolde when she extinguishes

the torch, "let laughter as I slake it, be the sound!" And surely

no audience will disappoint her when the next thing heard is

Isolde : Treuloser Holder! Isolds: Faithlessly fondest!

Thibtah: Seligste Fran! Tristan: Dcnthlcssly dourest!

seligei GlUhen! gladdening Himr!

Jach in der Bmst My hosom tht hli«

jaucbiende Lust! can bear not of this!

Provided the audience hears it. Typographically it is certainly

no more preposterous than phonographically. Whether they be

read or sunj;, such phenomena must be encountered as "hope of

hap," "unshuddering ship," "for baneful draught its backward
bane." Tristan is here a "bride-beseecher," "in truth the most
unturning." The alliterative orgy makes the lines stagger ("From
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him back you will hear," "me thou wouldst linger not nigh to")

and hiccup ("He prated at lip," "The sword—I downward sank
it"), and go off into besotted gibberish ("A scorn that scnrred ber

land," "who Isold' could see and ill Isold' not madden to melt his

soul"). Which suggests the literal subject-matter of Tristan's

reference—irreverent and unconstitutional though it be—to that

accursed drink "whose foam with bliss I sipped and swallowed."

If a final demonstration were needed of what Wagner is like

in English it is furnished by Le Gallienne. His "Tristan" is un-
restrained by any consideration for the music or the original metre,

rhyme, and alliteration. The freedom thereby gained should be
promising. Yet the product is very tame indeed. It is sometimes
incorrect as translation, often slipshod, rather wearisome through-
out. Illustrative passages might be taken almost at random; but
Wagner translations probably the reader's bosom "more can bear

not of this."

An interesting sidelight upon the subject is cast by Oliver

Huekel's effort to translate into narrative blank verse both the

words and the action of the music drama. For though his muse,
certainly unlike Le Galliennc's, is one of raven hair and ruby lips,

bis version is the more readable. But Only when Wagner is lost

sight of altogether, as in "'Tristram of Lyonnesse," is English poetry
evidently possible.

Mention should be made of Mr. Krehbiel's new translation

of the "Liebestod," which has been sung at several orchestral

concerts. It is a faithful enough version, but there is nothing

about it to modify the conclusions already drawn. It is better

than the Corders' cabaret finale of "sinking, be drinking, in a kiss,

highest bliss." And yet, more than such damning praise can hardly

be given "immerse me, disperse me, wittingless find sweet bliss."

"Immerse" and "disperse" have none of the connection and se-

quence that "ertrinken" and "versinken" have, except the rhyme.

And "wittingless" is a brainless bauble-intrusion of the kin of

Wamba, serf of Cedric the Saxon.

Reference has already been made to the suggestion that the

dramas be translated into French. The difficulties, however, would

be similar. Besides which, the spirit of French, its genius, or

whatever it is that gives any language atmosphere, is more alien

even than that of English. The theme of "Tristan und Isolde," as

conceived by Wagner, is especially beyond French expression.

The translation becomes sharp, polished, pretty, at times even

flippant. Such impression has not merely a surface origin in yellow

paper covered books. It goes deeper. In considering a language.
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the style is the people. The emotions of Wagner's "Tristan"
are not of the French. Taine is enlightening:

The bent of the French character niakcs of love not a passion but
a gay banquet, tastefully arranged, in which the service is elegant,
the foot! exquisite, the silver brilliant, the two cue;ts in full dress, in

iinod liumnr. quick to anticipate and please each other, knowing how
to keep up the gayety, and when to part.

Of the five French versions, that of Lc Comtc de Chambrun
is admittedly unsingahlo, and that of Wilder has been discarded

as impossibly crude and inaccurate. D'Ofibel insists that his is for

singing only. His excuse accuses: when the words are sung, he
says, their imperfections, only too apparent when read, will disappear

or at least seem slighter. The implied license enables him to con-

form fairly well with the music. Lyon's is a linear prose transla-

tion, too literal to be idiomatic, poetic, or musically sensible.

That of Ernst is the least unsatisfactory. But although his work
is sufficiently careful, it is quite impossible to consider it aa any-
thing more than a correct French gloss. How disillusioning seems
Isolde's Licbestod, how matter of fact, when she can give so precise

an account of it as : "Duns la Vic souffle immense du Tout, me
perdre, m'eteindrc, sans pensee, toute Joiel" That's all. (Lyon's

is: "Me nouer, Disparaftre, Inconscienle, Supreme volupte!"

D'OffoeTs: "se perdre, se fondre, sans pensec, 6 bonheur!") The
dramatic concepts lose their connotation. "Waliu" becomes cither

"L'erreur" or "Aveugle"; "giittiich ew'yes t'r-Verj>essen" in Lyon's

translation is "Du divin, etcrnel, primilif oiibli"; in D'OffoeTs:

"1'oubli divin, total, suprSme." Ernst's is "que 1'oubli divin sans

homes"; and of "Ich war, wo ich von je gewesen": 'Tetais aux

sources de mon etre." Good enough perhaps as science, but hardly

as poetry.

More detailed consideration can profit little. Whether in

English or in French a translation can give merely the lifeless

substance of what in the original is the greatest of music dramas.

The characters are mechanical contrivances singing mechanically

contrived words. They are not the characters Wagner conceived:

"nicht mehr Isolde, nicht mehr Tristan." None of the translations

is really deserving of any serious criticism. And their exposition

here is in part to indicate to such us may want to venture again

upon so arid and waste an undertaking the unhappy fate of those

who perished before them. The main concern is of course the suf-

fering that may be inflicted upon the audience. It is sincerely

to be hoped that any proposed text will be submitted on the
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typORraph at least for gem-rnl iiispcttioii before it is made into the

irrejil slihI itifk^iblf, iLlmuM jn-niiiiiiontiy fixed, renin] (bat ia an

opera company's performance. What the verdict would be it is

fairly safe to foretell. And if thi: iiuisii'iil srtliii^ could be added
and we could try out the "record" at close range, there could be

no doubt about it.



TONIC-SOL-FA; PRO AND CON
BX J. A. PULLER-MAITLAND

IN two articles in the April, 1918, number at The Musical
Quarterly, the Tonic-Sol-Fa system comes in for hearty praise,

which in truth it well deserves. As I gather that the system
is not in such universal use in the United Slates as it has been in

England, I may perhaps be allowed to refer to some aspects of

its working in the country of its origin. The time has gone by
when one was obliged to lake sides about it, and either to enlist

as a whole-hearted partisan of T.S.F. eschewing all music that

could not easily be written in it, or else to be classed among the

"high-brow" musicians who knew nothing about it and cared less,

condemning it as superficial and associated with the 'lower orders'

and non-conformity in general. In the present day, one may
recognize, without going thereby in peril of one's life, that it has

defects as well as merits, and that it is eminently useful in cer-

tain ways, though in others it has the effect of keeping back
musical progress.

It is obvious that its great asset, the constant reference to

the tonic of the key, is nothing new; this was recognized under the

Hexachordal system, jusl as clearly as the principle of the movable
Do, though that was called by the original name of Ut. The
truth of Just Intonation is contained in the T.S.F. modulator,

though it is a curious fact that this is not intentionally or expressly

taught. The fact that G sharp and A flat are not the same note,

though the same key has to serve for both on the piano, is con-

veyed, or might be conveyed to the pupils of T.S.F., but by a

very singular accident, the modulator which hangs on the wall

of every elementary school in England, and the book which the

teacher holds in his hand, were formerly at variance as to which
note is the higher. Thi.-i discrepant;,! remained unnoticed so long,

that it is fair to conclude that the valuable information contained

in the system waa not turned to much account in practical

teaching.

Consciously or unconsciously, the pupils of T.S.F. do sing

better in tune than other children, ami tins of itself is no light

matter. The case with which a single part of ft vocal composition

con be read is of course a very great advantage. As long as the

Digitized by Google
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attention need only be kept to the singer's own part, and as long

as there is a competent conductor to superintend matters, there is

no comparison as to which is the more successful notation, and
the car-training which goes on while the T.S.F. system is being

practised, is not to be despised. Again, there is the tact that some
kiln] of musical nourishment in given to ;i large class of the com-
munity who, if confined to the staff notation, would never take the

trouble to learn music at all. Perhaps the most useful work of

T.S.F. is as the best possible introduction to the staff notation.

Just as the musicians of old time used the Gamut (i.e. the plan

of the Guidonian hexachords), side by side with the more elaborate

notation of the stave, so the wise music-teachers of the modern
world would do well if they used the T.S.F. principally as a step-

ping-stone to higher things. For who, having any wide'survey
of the history of music, or of any period of its development, can

doubt for a moment which of the two systems is the higher? The
staff is in truth a language of universal application, and the at-

tempt to set up the T.S.F. system as a rival to it is bound to meet
with ultimate failure. Nevertheless, a great number of people in

England are now under the impression that the two systems are

rivals, and tell you, with a smirk of complacency, that they do
not sing from "the old notation."

But before going on to the practical effect of T.S.F. teaching,

I may be excused for summing up a few of the charges brought

against it by those trained musicians who have been at the pains

to understand it. The abolition of the ideas "up" and "down"
in connection with sound, is claimed as an advantage by the or-

dinary teacher, who can see that there is nothing actually high

about a "high" note, or low about a "low" one. We hope that

this abolition will not proceed so far that the Shakespearean com-
mentator of the future will be puzzled to know what can have been
meant by the line "that can sing both high and low." When all

arguments have been exhausted to prove that one end of the key-
board, for example, is not in a more elevated position than the

other, the human instinct .still persists, and in the effort of singing

a "high" note there will ulsviiys In- .some psychologic ill correspon-

dence with the notion of actual altitude. A less doubtful defect

of the T.S.F. system is the difficulty of reading anything like a

score so :is to give |bf: composite idea of ;i harmonic progression by

the sight of four rows of letters; it may be attained, but the dif-

ficulty of attaining it leaves all the difficulties of reading the usual

notation far behind. The representation of rests, and in general

of the endurance of notes, as well as of silences, is so imperfect
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in T.S.F. that its strongest advocate will hardly claim that it is

perfect in this way. The absence of any in<lic;it ion us to the length

of time during which the one part upon which the singer's atten-

tion has to be fixed, should keep silence, makes il exceedingly

difficult to impart, even to an intelligent choir any composition

of a polyphonic character. With a very first-rate conductor who
can Lie trusted to give each part its cue, the result may be aatia-

faetory, hut as a rule it is one of a choir- trainer's great difficulties

that singers will not understand that the blank apace on the paper
they are rending represents an exact apace of time.

In the early days of the movement, I have heard that there

was some difference of opinion concerning the notation of the
minor mode in modern music. Whether this were so or not, the
fact remains that the tonic of the minor mode is called Lah, so

that the Doh Is not quite as movable ;i> some people might, wish

it to be. For. of course, the base, final, or keynote of the minor
mode is the note a minor third below the keynote of the major
scale to which it stands in the relation of "relative minor." It is

not merely an offshoot as it were of the major scale, to be con-
stantly referred to the keyimtc of liiat scale instead of to its own
keynote. The same erroneous decision, as I venture to think it,

is even inure cjariuidy seen in the attempt to force modal music
into the T.S.F. notation. Each final should be called Doh, and
the only really logical way of adapting the new notation to the
old .scale- would be to use the "accidental" syllables much more
freely. The following is a tabic of the modes in what would be
their T.S.F. notation if this were logically carried out (it will be
observed that no modification of the syllable Ray appears to exist

which would indicate the second step of the Phrygian mode):

d d" d d d d

I wonder whether it is really the case that "the Roman Catho-

lics like the notation because it fits in so well with the Gregorian

system." (Mits. Quarterly, vol. iv, p. 1B1.) In one way no doubt
it fits in well with the Gregorian system, in that its imperfect
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notation of time is not felt as a drawback in singing Plainsong.

But the expression of I lit: mode- in 1 lit- T.S.F. system leaves ;i

great deal to desire.
_

Another defect inherent in the syi-lem i* in connection with

its process of modulation. Sometimes hali- ivay through a simple

tiymit-tiint.-. the Sol t;iist. is required to change his keynote, and fro

through an elaborate incut al calculation to -the erl'cct thai I lie riole

he has approached as Soli is fur the next few liars to he thought of

as Doh. This ia of course in regard to the simplest of all modula-

plieatcd or not, 1he change of funic dues require a psychological

change of attitude towards the old key and the new, which is

beautifully left in a kind of uncertainty in the staff notation.

The use of accidentals there is understood, as indicating no new
attitude towards another key; this, when required, is effected by
a change of the whole key-signature. But every slightest modula-

tion in T.S.F. requires a shifting of the mind to the new tonic,

and, what is worse, a quite definite acceptance of the new key as

established. Now in much of the music that has best stood the

of time, and in much thai has hecii most universally accepted

as the greatest . part of the charm tl exercises over mankind is due
fn I he gradual change in the hearer's attitude towards a Hew key,

to the gradual discovery of (lie point to which the moihiliit ion

is going to take him; his pleasure will be greatly lessened if he is

obliged at every note to have a clear itlea in his mind as to the

whereabouts of the key lie is stated to he In at the moment.
The weightiest objection which trained musicians have to

T.S.F. is based on the quality of the music provided for its pupils.

Jt is beyond question that some of the greatest, choral compositions

can be expressed in T.S.F. and [or the popularization of such

works as Maxinh or Elijah by ils mcaiiH. we should. I suppose, be

thankful, even though the vogue of these two masterpieces in

England has prevented lovers of Handel and Mendelssohn from
intimacy with the other oratorios of either composer. Perhaps

some bold T.S.F. advocate has tried to put Bach's B minor mass
into this notation, but, if so, I urn sure that most people who
have attempted to learn it by that notation will have flown to the

safe simplicity of the staff. As the use of the T.S.F. system is

virtually compulsory all over England, and as school inspectors

are easily dazzled by feats of so-called "reading" which seem to

them phenomenal, the financial success of the system has brought
about the composition of an enormous quantity of music whose
sole excuse is that it Is well adapted for the notation for which
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it is intended. Most of it has no other merit whatsoever, and it

is a sod experience to go into a school in some part of England
where all the children's voices are of beautiful quality and all or

nearly all possess strong musical instinct, and to hear the kind of

trash that is being forced into their throats and heing called "good

music." Nowhere is the commercialism of the musical world of

England so rampant as in regard to the poisonous balderdash with

which the taste of the children is being corrupted. I spoke above

of "so-called reading"; it is only too evident that most teachers and
inspectors of schools are quite satisfied when the children have
read the notes together with the T.S.F. names for them, without

regard to the words provided in their copies. Very few people

seem to realize that the work of reading ha3 only proceeded half-

way when this is done; and here is another defect of the T.S.F.

system, that the singer's mind is always hampered by the tempta-

tion to repeat, instead of the words put down for him, the actual

syllables which he is accustomed to associate with the notes he

As an independent musical system, even within its limited

sphere of choral singing, the T.S.F. cannot take a very high place,

though it is invaluahle as a stepping-stone to the other notation.

Apart from the intrinsic merits and defects of the system, we may
consider some points of its practical working in England. Of
course il ha.s the very >,-reat. ineril of making choral .-oriel Ich a

familiar feature of English count iv life, and jo of providing tin 1 raw
material for tlio.se. c,-t>i[i;n-[ iliuci festivals which are an ever-in-

creasing influence in national music, and which will no doubt pur-

sue their successful course now that the war is over. But the

difficulty of expressing any of the more complicated kinds of

music, and the kind of attitude generally adopted by Sol-faists

towards real music, has caused the managers of many festivals to

forbid any competing choir to use T.S.F. It is a merit, no doubt,

that the cost of printing T.S.F. music is so low, but tliis is surely

counterbalanced by the corresponding cheapness of the artistic

quality usually attained in the compositions that are printed in it.

While the system gives much encouragement to the cause of vocal

or rather choral music, its unavoidable discouragement of in-

strumental music is a very serious drawback. For one cannot

conceive of any advocate of T.S.F. being so enthusiastic as to

attempt to play any instrument from his favourite notation. The
experiment of printing instrumental compositions in T.S.F. may
have been tried, but it has certainly made little way even with

the public that is accustomed to use it for singing.
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UNPUBLISHED LETTERS FROM VERDI
TO CAMILLE DU LOCLE (1866-76)

By J.-G. PROD'HOMME

THE letters of Giuseppe Verdi, which we publish here for the

first time, after the original manuscripts, were gathered

from the Library of Archives of the Opera, whose keeper,

M. Banes, had informed us years ago, with his customary obliging-

ness, of their existence. But the events of the period just past

prevented us from undertaking their selection and publication.

Of the correspondence addressed by Verdi from 1866 to 1876

to his French librettist, Camille Du Locle, comprising more than

two hundred letters or notes, we have chosen those which seemed

tu us to have the most iiuporlanl bearing on this decade of the

maestro's life, which extends from Don Carina to the Requiem
Moss dedicated to the memory of Manzoni. It is true that these

familiar epistles do not shine by reason of stylisiie refinement, but

therein resides their peculiar value; for they all the better depict

the man as he was, with his somewhat rough frankness, his forth-

right sincerity, and that peasant simplicity which never forsook

him, even at the height of his funic amid worldwide successes;

and the artist no less, with his equally piainspoken and definitive

likes and dislikes. Onee again, on perusing these half-century-old

pages, we recalled the so frequently cited epigram of Button's:

"The style is the man."
Moreover, an analysis of his handwriting, of the maestro's

own "graphics," made by a learned graphologist, M. Vauzanges,

furnishes additional confirmation of the traits of his energetic and
independent character under the control of a genial artistic temper-

ament. "The first impression that emanates from it is an intense

vitality, as of a nature peculiarly vigorous and vibrant. The intel-

ligence reveals itself as clear, alert, and exact; the culture is visible

in the simplifications, the numerous calligraphic forms, likewise

indicating originality. The critical faculty is well developed, the

liking for contrasts is marked, the sense of order is good. The grace-

ful and lofty inspiration is manifested more especially through power.

Some elegantly formed letters lend a certain distinction; but the

general aspect of the handwriting, taken as a whole, is more ener-

getic than elegant. The musician's writing presents, altogether,
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a character rather popular than genuinely aristocratic, thus differ-

ing from that of Handel, Rameau, or Gluek, for example. The
talk of men stems more familiar to Verdi than the language of gods

and heroes. Handwriting of this description reveals a strong indi-

viduality, not temporizing with its convictions but . 0:1 the con! rary.

clinging hi ihem with olislinatk.fi. all hough wit hi nit seeking to im-

pose them 011 others. The nature of the man is good, siillirivui \y

affectionate, straightforward, loyal, and moderately communica-
tive. Verdi did not like importunate persons, and was fond of

withdrawing into the circle of his. intimates. The convolute flourish

surrounding his .signature is a self-revelation in this respect, ami the

signature itself, of like dimeii.-ii.ms with the text, betrays no pride.

During fifty years it does not vary in letter after letter—a sign of

Constance." (Vauzangos, FUerilnrc di:s Mitsitiens celibret, Paris.

1913, pp. 108-195.)

In the "Souvenirs" of his publisher, J .Eon Ksemiicr (lHti:t),

we may read the same conclusions from personal contact. With
Verdi (so Escudier opines) his faults are the excesses of his very

qualities. Coolly reserved when in company with mere acquaint-

ances, he threw of! constraint when among those to whom he had
given his friendship—a friendship that only death could sunder.

Stiff, frowning, unsociable, his enemies called him a bear, and this

sobriquet did not seem to displease him; he himself was the first to

adopt it (see especially his letter of September , 13<iS),

Can-.ille Du I-oclc was one of his few chosen friends, and- -even

in letters dealing wholly with business matters- Verdi never failed

to slip in some affectionate words. Relations between the French

librettist and the Italian maestro probably found their inception

at the time when iliey were discussing the adaptation of Schiller's

Don Curios as a j.ieee for I lie Opera at Paris. I'p to thai time Verdi

hail brought cut in the "'gramle capitate" Sahncro, // I'rnscr'iUo

llimuni), l.c Due Vuzrnri, La Truriulii ami ll>i)n!Hlti at the Italieiis,

besides (in French; the two last-named worlis, his revised Murhetlt

and Le Hal Masque at Carvalho's Theatrc-I.yrique. The Opera had

produced translations of Jt:ni~!ilvi)i i'a new cer-iun of I I omhartli),

Louise Miller, and— the first work written especially for this theatre

to a French libretto

—

Le.< \'tpre* xicilinnnc.t, during the Exposition

of 1855.

Following a silence of five years—for Verdi, after in Forza del

Dextint), had written nothing but the French version of his Macbeth,

which did not succeed

—

Don Carlos was his second attempt with a

French libretto. It gave him slight matter for self-congratulation;

and the eight months that he had to abide in Paris for the rehearsals
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left a memory equally unpleasant and enduring. In his letters he
omitted no opportunity of recalling i! with undisguised bitterness.

Our correspondence unfortunately breaks off before the representa-

tion of Aida in Paris (at first at the Italiens, later at the Opera),

which was followed, at a long interval, by OteUo and Fahiaff. But
it appears that to the end he kept up his scathing criticism, of "m
grande bmtt-iqiie" (the big shop)—Ins familiar name fur tin- Grand
Opera of Paris.

A great reader, Verdi kept himself informed concerning con-

temporary dramatic production, always on the lookout for some
new subject calculated to awaken his inspiration and appeal to an
audience; he would ask his collaborator nnd friend to send him a

Certain book or play, and would indicate by u critical word the value,

from his viewpoint as a dramatic musician, of any given play or

novel. But nothing of all he rend during the ten years we are

about to explore, could hold his attention. Only the "Egyptian,

programme" of Maricttc, which it was apparently intended to offer,

besides, to Gounod and Wagner, the subject of Aida, versifier! by

Du Locle and thereafter translated into Italian by Ghislanzoni,

could arrest him; and we know what u remarkable si tire—one might
say, what a masterpiece—he made of it.

After Aitlu, lie returned simply to ShakcspeaR— to Shake-
speare, who certainly was Verdi's great literary idol, whom he ad-

mired above all the poets from whom lie hail borrowed subjects for

operas—Itvron. Schiller, Victor lingo. After Maebeth, he had long

cherished the idea of writing a King l.e/ir; lie himself sketched the

scenario, which after his decease was found among his papers.

He had also thought of (.'li'OptUrn . As for lllinilil, we sliall rear!

the few concise and severe lines which lie addressed to Un Locle

with regard to the libretto that Barbier and Carre concocted for

Arnbroise Thomas. "Povero Shakespeare!" he exclaims.

Attaching the highest importance to the action, the drama,
Verdi, once in possession of a libretto, revised and corrected it

to suit himself, recklessly overturning the sapient arrangement of

airs and recitatives elaborated by his text-writer; for he was, above
all, a man of the stage, even fonder of violent contrast than of purely

musical effect, or, at least, not separating the one from the other.

This it is that partly explains the opposition which his works met
with on the part of the dilettanti of 1840.

Per contra, he cannot find stinginc. epithets enough to hurl at

the stage-settings—too luxurious for his taste—of the Parisian Opera,

which for him are no substitute for the fire, the enthusiasm, that

he encounters in the lesser Italian theatres.
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Having written the score, or remodeled it for a revival in Italy

or France, Verdi detested nothing so cordially as the rehearsals.

But when this critical period was finally past, and the work on the

stage, he demanded from his correspondent an unvarnished report

of the reception accorded it by the public, fearing neither the criti-

cisms of some nor the prejudices of others, and dreading above all

tilings, with his honest and sincere artist-conscience, incapable of

concessions, to be the dupe of accounts colored by a desire to please.

And now a few words concerning Camille Du Locle, the libret-

tist of Don Carlos and Aida.

A son of the sculptor Dueommun Du Loclc, known under the

name of Daniel, he was born in 188S at Orange (Vauclusc). The
son-in-law and secretary of Perrin, the Director of the Opera from

1862 to 1870, Du Locle had produced (with Mery) on that stage,

in the same year as Dolt Carlos, 1st FiancSe de Corinihe, music by
Duprato. In 1870 he was appointed Director of the Opera-Comique
(la petite boutique, as Verdi called it), a position which he had to

vacate in 1870, after mounting Bizet's Carmen, in a very difficult

situation, leaving to his father-in-law Perrin the task of setting its

affairs in order before ceding bis post to Carvalho.

A better artist than director, in the commercial sense of the

term, Du Locle had no exaggerated fondness for the old-time reper-

tory of his theatre, and a typical remark of his is still current. One
evening when the receipts for La Dame blanche had been insignificant

he observed, with unfeigned delight: "At last! The White Lady
is no longer making money!"

Between times, Du J.ocle bail versified the libretto of- Aula,

after a scenario by the learned Egyptologist Mariette Hey; Uicre-

after he collaborated with Reyer.'to whom he gave Sigurd and

then Salammbd (after the celebrated CurtliFiginian romance by Flau-

bert). In 18B? he still produced IlelU, music by Alphonse Duver-
noy, at the Opera. He died in October, 1803, at Capri, where he

hod dwelt for several years.

In this correspondence will be found several letters written in

French by the hand of Madame Verdi (Giuseppina Strepponi).

This enntntrice, who had created La Truviata, became the maestro's

second wife in 1859. At that time she was forty-three years old.

She was bom in Cremona, and died three years later than the

maestro, in 1898.

J.-C. Prod'homme.
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Genoa, Feb, IB, 1868.

e your letter from Thebes', and to learn

tnnt you are sate aim sound, and satisfied with your journey. I am
writing ymi immediately to Peris, where, if you arrive on tlie SOth as
yi>u say, Ibis letter of mine will be aiming the first tn pasp your hand most
heartily and to Rive you a "welcome home." When we meet you shall

(five me a description of all the happenings on your travels, of the wonders
you have seen, and of the beauties ami blemishes of a land which once pos-

sessed a grandeur and a civilization which I could never bring myself
to admire.

Now take a rest and, at your leisure, send me a libretto of Hamlet'
directly it is printed, for I am curious to know how your poets have
treated Shacspcarc [sic].

You eon readily imagine with what pleasure I again repeat "welcome
home," and I dare not say with what delight I am looking forward to

meeting you. Good-bye meanwhile. Best regards to your Muria, in

which Peppina joins; and believe me now and ever

Your affectionate,

G. Verdi.

Geneva, March 14, 18B8.

sent me, and thanks for the libretto

e thatone breathes when reading the English Hamlet? . .

es me like a comic opera taken seriouslv. And Thomas h

lers if he conquered success with a libretto futile as a whole a
'

1 m Hamlet and the Quee

link, infer nos, of ManolaniP* Ah, if you could

tra that there are effects which they neither obtain

And to think that the Bologna orchestra, conducted

her part is better than she thinks. With us, the Stolz took the leading

part. You will see that she will take it at Milan, too! If you could work
these lwo miracles at the Opera, Don Ciirlux wvnild be better than it has

For you, whose legs are perpetually in motion, would it not be well

to come here for a few days and to return by way of Mian, to hear Don
Carina? It will go on the stage at the end of the month, perhaps

'Dn Lode aid juat mide a trip to Egypt.
'HWfl. mtuif hi Ariitir.iix. Tlmimj, libr.'tli) tiv IWlii.i mid ("aiie. was to be

oroujbt out it the Op*ra on March fth.

'Antonio MraoUni, compoMr, linger, and tocher, born ISIS, died 1000.
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sooner. Here, too, about a month of rehearsals!! But hold!— let Die

tell yen. if it is north your while to go to Milan. There is a. sufihiently
good company, for certain; nn orchestra, of one hundred players; a
chorus of one hundred and twenty, forty-six basses for the choral finale.

Ah, if Marionl were at Milan, success would be assured.

I leave you, inj- dear Du I.ocle, and inform you that your lovely

[piece of] n-jill i^t-iipliv- hits remained in Ivgypt. 1 have rot been id the
iiimid to decipher that phrase of Gcvaert's, to whom please give my best

Good-bye; kindest regards from us all for your Maria.
Virile me, and always remember me kindly.

G. Verdi.

Buaseto, St. Agnta,

Dearest Du Locle,

Although I wrote you only three or four days ago. I let this letter

follow, that you may satisfy my curiosity on one point, if you can.

it true? I will toll von why ! ask this- -possibly- indiscreet question.

Last year, while I was si ill in Paris, Ih.-y wrote me from ?t. r--t.-r-l.nrg

asking if I would like to write an opera, and suggest in..- The (. ill. by
Grnziani. Havinjr Don Carina on my hands just then. 1 immediately
answered, No. This year they have again approached me with the
same proposition. I have not accepted it, and have small desire to
accept it. And even this small desire would vanish if yon were writing

The (lid; and it does not seem possible that I could find s pretext. 1

Returning lo Jlazzolani , 1 find it most singular that mm he should

have become impossible, when six months before everybody pinned their

hopes on him and expected a success.

This is one of the phenomena which du nut occur at the Opera!
Do me the kindness to explain it. Either the climate of Paris is

actually injurious to him, which is hard to lielleve. for Mazzolani is

hardy and robust, or you have ruined him by ill-conducted studies (winch

is more likely).

Good-bve. Write me about The Cid, and believe me ever your
G. Verdi.

Sant' Agata. July 10, 18BS.

Dear Du Locle,

I do not need to tell you, nud I repent for the hundrcth time, it is

a blessed hour for me whenever 1 receive a Idler from you. whether you
speak lo [lie about your capital, or about you.- Optra, but still more so

when you wrile abunl yourself and your « iff.

So I thank you ever su much, and Pcppita likewise.

'A tfj-.ir.n , ( Tkr Cr.f !.! ^ar.lr.n. Jill I.r.i-V an, I Ci-viiit; T.-,il[," :< nru-il ui-^-l at

that timr a> II il were lu be rmaluceti at tlie Opera. Thr fi.f. wl.i.l, li,,iilr.,l more
III. 11 t-inlv-rlv, k-iv:i mi I hi- >!:i«i- or ill [:i.i:ni>ml>t. lia. .*p|.r-a r.-.l 1.1,1 1 ivi.'P at

tin- 11,1.1a: .ill ;-;„, l,i.ii iiinl. r 111,, t il <,f rhW.hi,. in I7S4. ;,|„] lli.-..ia- l,v M asi.-m-t

,

IiM.iln.vo .\.iv. S.I. 1SS.-, ill r.11„ hjv I leam-ry, l^v.iin (inll-t, .1:1. 1 till Hla.i. .ih-r lilul-

h(o de CuBo and Corneillt).
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I am not surprised at what you say about Bemdanum,* and the
Nils.-on's enactions do surprise me. You devils of Parisians have said

and done so nm.-li fur li.-r, that it is quite natural ;f her head has been

will ht- i.i see the Direction of (he Optra passing under these Caudine
Forki, and if it can do no better, enpage her even at that rate.

As for Ihn Curl,,.'.- I had pretty mueh forerotten it. What would
you make of it will) newly Inunehed primaLlonuas and tenors?

Do you know that I have been in Milan? ] had not seen it for

luenty year-, and foiinrl it completely renewed am! eery p-ratly em-
bellished. There is a new Colonnade which is really a beautiful piece of
art. "While there I paid a \ i-il to our j;real Poet.' Pour old man] If you
could see him in all his simplicity and naturalness! I felt like falling on my
knees before him, for he is in eery deed a serious writer, who will be
known not only as the fiisl of our time. but. will be arelaimeii as one rif

the ercak-t of all times, tie left a in-eat book, a real book; Ike loveliest

of our Kries, and saered Hymns, Iban whieh the Prophets wrote no
better. And al! is perfect!

What n Innj; si Hup of talk—verv likelv of no inleresl lo vnu You
must exru-e me! What would vou have!

. . . When I hud some-
thing fine or good (and we have so little of either!), I stop in ecstasy to

We shall go to Genoa next week. I shall take some scabaths, and
if they du not do me good I may no In Cautercts, not far from Bordeaux,
Oi; my way home 1 shall eome to Paris lo elasp your band.

Good-bve, inv dear Du l.ocle. Kindest regards lo vour wife, in

whieh l'eppina joins me; and a kiss for the little girl. Write me often,

and keep me in kind reme nib ranee, and believe me
Your affectionate,

G. Verdi.

Tabbiano, Sept. 8, 18SB.

Bravo brnvissium, my dear Du [.ode! That is truly a line inspira-

tion, that you should come and see this old he-hear at Busseto. At
the present writim; i am in Tabbiano.' a village at the foot of the Apen-
nines, where there are stronr; sulphur balhs. hut I shall be at Sant' A^ata,

near Husseto, bv the Kith. In ease vou eome via the Siinplon. von will

get off at Milan. At Milan you will take the railway as far as Borgo S.
Dnnniilo; from Ror^o S. Donuinu a rellura takes you to my house—

a

short journey of an hour and a half. If you eould let me know the day
and hour when you expect to arrive in Bnrgo S. Donnino. you would

i/jVenhmurpi. opera by Mfrv and Hailiil. iiiiisle U- Peliripn tUvid. tfiven «t the

<Vr* Marrh S, 1SS9, rejected in ISO! and ISIjS, h,.d lus-n nw.r.led thf .'"as ])r«i-i1i(](!

lb.- bmii.1 prii" nt (t'.neu Fri.D, . }> the [imitate t'liriilim Nilaaon hid ju« entale3
Qpaelii in A. Thommi', Hamltl.

-Vrpli'.- /I:.n l iirlii.T, lent 1>>- Mltj and l}u l.L'elc. ]i]..I sciae.] u>rty-tl]rcc rcpir'entilior.i

it* rjrrp'lartii'ii in JSi™. Verdi, who hod retained very unpjeuaat reruliretinn r.f the

eiphl month* of reheuraals of this work, was apparently not aDKona to we it revived.

AlcsWrt) Mnnzcir.i CirHj-MIll). in ntrjimry ol whom Verdi win to write, in 1371,

'Verdi, whoW pven up going to Cautereta. the watering-place, in the Pyretra. w«j
then in lie tiltle *|'a o: TaMtiar.o. seven kilometer:' [rum ll..rei' S. IJuuuiuo. iu the aroviiiee

of Faflu. and conseauentlv not far from bia rcsidenre in Sant' Armta,
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find ine at the Station; at al] events, you will find at the station some
lean bucephnlus that will bear you swiftly to me. If you return by way
of the Corniche, 1 I will accompany you as far as Genoa, where you will

see ray imposing and humble abode. So hesitate no longer; a pack on
your back, and away. You cannot imagine what a festival I and
Pcppino arc enjoying in anticipation; and it would be still better if your
udoriible Maria were to accompany you.

So without greetings, till we meet again.
Affectionately,

G, Verdi.'

Sant' Agata, Nov. 12, 1868.
Dearest Du Locle,

I did not reply earlier—pray excuse me—because I wanted to read
all the Dramas you sent me; but, alas, not one of them is for me. The
best are too long, too uproarious, and just now I do not care to deal with
that kind. Tbe exception might be Adritnne Leco.'

Most assuredly, there ore many fine rdles, but none of genuine
interest except that of Adrienne. Let us think no more of them. Might
J dare ask you to send me others?

I venture this blunt refusal in reliance on your goodness of heart;

for you have a good right to tell me to go to .

So take heart again, my dear Du Locle; look around, make inquiries,

and send me another lot.

Please remember that I should not know what to do with dramas
like La 7Wr de Xesle,' or fAbbayc lie CWra. I want things that arc

more touching, more simple, more in our ityte. I say in our ttylt became
doings like those in La Ttiur de Xe.tie or I'Abbaye now appear imjHissihle

We shall stay here this whole month, and perhaps longer, but shall

bo home again before Christmas. Tell me what's going on in tin: capital,

and in the big shop. Remember us to your Maria; now fur Christmas
G. Verdi.

Sant' Agata, Dec. a, 1868.

DmiksI Do Lode,
How many excuses I aught to proffer you, and how many thanks.

I blush to think of .ill the letter* you have written me that still remain
unanswered. Shame! Shame! Shame! \\

ously mutilated ia that affair of Les Hw/utnatg f "'Now,
^1

believe that
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weeks, she would liavc acquitted herself admirably, if it is a fact that she
po5sessL>s high talent mill instinet for the stage.

Many thanks for the information concerning Rossini. Although
not on terms of familiar intimacy with him, I deplore as everybody does
the toss of tin' Great Artist. I have rend »ll the funeral orations at his

tomb. The one by Perrm is the finest. That by Thomas is the worst;

he estimates him ill. from a too narrow [mint of view. The bounds of

art are wider, or, rather, limitless. A Canzonetta can be a work of art

as well as an operatic. Grand I'iuale. if It possess I Ilk essential inspiration

,

I am more than ever embarrassed by that business with St. Peters-

Do not forget me, and help me if you cs

In view of your promise, I await another lot of dramas,
kindest regards from us for vour M " '

*

P. S. We shall stay here till the 10

Kindeatrcgords from us for your Maria, and—now /or Christmas.

G. Verdi.

Genoa, Jan. tt, 1880.

Dearest Du Locle,

The big shop was not enough fnr you, so you have reached out for

the little one. But how about Perrin? and the opera? Have you
deserted him? Anyhow, I wish you all the good fortune that ever you
can imagine.

You are always giving me hopes of seeing you here, but the time
never comes. For the rest I have to tell vou that in a few days I shall

go to Milan to assist at the rehearsals of La Fona del Dettino. I hare
reconstructed the last scene, and some ignoramus or other has promised
Ricordi in my name thai I should go. In ease Lex HuguenoU is repre-

sented to-morrow at La Scala, I shall start for Milan the day after. So
before going I am writing you a couple of lines.

'*
Your loving.

G. Verdi.

Sanf Agata, April SO, 1B6B.
Dearest Du Locle,

I am very sorry that I left Genoa so suddenly without having had
the pleasure seeing .Snr.f.-m. 1 whirh i have wished l.o do for a long time.

But what would you have? The temptation to see the green Gelds was
too great, now thai I In- season of fine -.irnlWr has come. So I }n. r( .

,

and shall probably stay here until it is time to go to tauterets, where I

hope, or rather expect, to see you.
What do you want me to .-ay to vim about yonr project in the Ojiera-

Comique? Do nr.it lay too much stress on Ibis notion, which rr.ay be
ruinous for you, or at least, if not ruinous, of na benefit whatever. I

have never attained to self-expression at the Optra; there is no reason
for bf'lii'vinir that I should do beMer at tin- Opera iijur . Ho why lose

time, reputation, and money:- Honestly. 1 hnve a bear's disposition

which does not go on all four* with the velvet of the Capital.

Verdi, in rarca of > libretto. seemi lo have contemolmted collaborating irith

S»rdon, nho wai iboul to prrjdtieu Vuliie. Sri; t:jc vi.ii U-Llcrs a-.-il-dJluwinj.
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Always bear me in kind remembrance, and always trust in the
friendship of

G. Verdi.

P.S. Best regards to your most amiable better half. My wife

has been in Cremona for tun days to visit a sinter. And I shall go l^re
to-morrov.', but only fur a short, very short, time.

t Madaue Vehbi. 1

October, 1869.

Piccolinn, for all the
It neither makes one

hmr.1, nor orv; there an- „o .iUlinriiv ilriiwii ohararl r,.- in a ivor.l, it

lacks the mei-aveurss and ori-mahlv Ycrrli wnnlil "refer i:i a eomcdv-
opera. Amen—for this time, loo. The trouble is, that Verdi cannot
make up his mind lo eruss tin: Alps, and should yon ever succeed in

oiilaininj! from liini what yon de-ire. it will be only al. 1'iris, mark my
word, i'or some time he has been li<ed. rooted like his trees, in the

Italian soil, and more partienhiriv in the mil of Sunt' Acata. If you
knew all the splendid projects that have been Hashed before his eyes,

to temj.t him it is ir.ererliblr that lie shonhl not have taken the trouble

to consider them, at least for half a day. So it is, and I have not the
strenplh I" strive with that obstinate lire ton!

1 have -een the arinounrcment of a fairy opera by >;-.rdou and Offi'll-

bach.' What do you say of it? I have heard nothing further from
Ksoiidicr directly: 1 have been assured, however, that bis affairs are in

the best of order and that he Is making much money. So mueh the

better. I do not know what country yon will be in when this letter

arrives in Paris for nowadays it would aupear that you make your abode
with horses anil locomotives; but sometime you will receive it some-

Ivmbraoe your wife from me. and give little Claire a kiss.

Believe me ever, my dear Monsieur Du Locle,

Your devoted friend,

Josephine Verdi.

Busseto. Oct. I, IS89.

P.S. We have heard a tenor named Paolctti very favorably spoken

of, and it may help you that I mention him.

To what address should we write you now—Grand Opera or Opera-

Comiquer*

j yic<-:: li. SmJcii ilSCI). It? Jc I.auziirri-Ttiiminc. As stl

[".r'Oldviil. llii* «r
'j:k ImH br.\"i F.l.iv.'il ut till- tlnliciu Oil Jan.

N„iu<T in IS70. with muiic by Guiroui.

jr the direct.) rail in ul ttie Optra-Comique. with
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Sanf Agata, Oct. 8, 1869.
Dearest Hii I.ocle.

I have received Pofrte,1 and read it through inn trice. A fine drama
—broad, powerful, and. above all. scenically effective It's a pity that
llie woman's [Kirt should necessarily hi: hateful. There is, anions so

many, one situation that I find particularly new; when the conspirators
throttle and bury beneath the mkuv the Spanish patrol. Pine, and
novel! Thanks, n thousand thanks, my dear Hi: Lode, for not having
neglected to -end me Ibis fine drama, whii ii eansei! rue In pass a delightful

hour, and made nic admire still mure the genius of Sardou.
So you are continually astride of the railways anil have also actually

found a cancatrice f I compliment you on your find; may you find all

the rest , and so train vmir excellent troupe as tu fill vour theatre twice

daily, thus tilling ymir strongbox to overflowing!

And the big -hop! marching trii:ui|)li:Mit.ly upon its laurels! Happy
why who, hypnotizing their audiences with a strain hats, nerveless, blood -

less musical performance, fill the theatre regularly. I sec nothing new
announced fur this year! As fur that, they are right.

I cannot tell you when and whether I shall come to Paris. It is

easier for you, who are always in railway coaches, to make a living trip

to Italy. Hut there is nothing more to say about that. It Is such a
short journevnow that one can, so to speak, breakfast in Paris and return
to Italy for dinner.

Peppina sends her special regards both to you and yonr Maria,
to whom please remember me loo. (iooii-bve. rny dear Du i.oele.

Wish me well.

G. Verdi.

Genoa, Dec. 8, 1809.
Dearest Du Lochs,

acts, this Drama would be e. I 'aoriiinarik- fine; but I lie la.it two fall into

commonplace, although thev /ire eli'eetive. ami Ircnicndonslv so. [low-

ever lice /<>.™..>(>!i mnv he, if I had to write at Paris I should prefer, to

the cuUiwe (as you call it', of Mailluih [We] ami llalcvy, one that is finer

and more piquant—that of Sardou. with Du Locle lo write the verses.

But, alas! It is not the I rouble of w riling an opera, or the judgment of the
Parisian public, that restrains me. 1ml simply the certainty that t cannot
succeed in having my music clayed in Paris as I want it. played. It's

a most singular thing that an author must always find himself contra-

dicted when he ventures an opinion, or snubbed when he makes a conces-

sion! In your musical theatres (be it said without a suspicion of an
epigram) you are too knowing! Everyone wants to judge according to
his own conception, his own taste, and, what is worse, according to a

system, without taking into account the character or the individuality

'Paine, drama in five net" bv Sardou, had been (riven at the Porte .Saint- Martin,
Mar. 18. !8BB. Later. Sardou adapted it for an opera with L. G.lleL, tau.ic l>v

I'aladi]],,., (riven ill the <V-« l>™. 1™.
Froufrou, by Meilhac and Ilaljvy, had been represented at the Gvmnnae

Dra antique on Oct. 30,

La nWl da J)rnr-)/oni«. to which Verdi iubjaibed.
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of the author. Everyone wants to rive an opinion, wants to express a
doubt, and the author, after living long in that atmosphere of doubts,

cannot help, in the course of time, being somewhat shaken in his convic-

tions, and ends by correcting, by accommodating, and. more correctly

speaking, by spoiling his work. And thus it comes, if one finally has on
one's hands not an opera cast all in one piece, but H mosaic, however
fine you may think it, it is nothing but a mosaic.

You will raise the objection that at the Opera they hove a whole string

of operatic masterwurks made in till- fashion. Cull them masterworks,

if you will; but 1 may be permitted to observe, that they would be for

nearer perfection if one did not notice now and again the patches and the

iiiinerwork. Surely, no one will call in question the genius of Rossini?
Well, in spite of all his genius, in William TtU this fatal atmosphere of

the Opera is perceptible, and sometimes, though more rarely than in the

cose of other authors, one feels that there is something too much, or

something too little, and that the musical devolution is not so free and
sure as in 11 BnTbicrc. With all this I do not mean to express disapproval

of what is done in your city; I mean only to tell yon thuf for me it is

absolutely impossible to pass again under the Caadine Forkt of your
theatres; that, feeling as I do, no real success is possilile unless I write as

I feel, free from any influence whatsoever, and without reflecting that I

am writing for Pari* any more than for the folks in the moon. Moreover,
it is necessary that the artists should sing, not in then way, but in my
way; that tlie players and singers "who, in Paris, really possess great

ability," should exhibit equally g
'

depend on me, that everything si

my own. This may seem a trifle tyrannies

the opera ia made at one cost, there is a Unity of Conception, and all

factors should combine to present this Unity.

You mov sav, that nothing prevents I he attainment of all this at

Paris. No; in Italy it can Ik done, nr. rather. 1 can always do it. but
not in France. When I, for example, show myself in the foyer of nn
Italian theatre, no one dare* to express an opinion, a criticism, before

lie is thoroughly inlormcd. and no one ever risks asking irrelevant ques-
tions. Per contra, in the foyer of the Open:, after four c!, orris, one hears

whispers all around like, "Oh. ce nest tjus lion"- "("est comniijn" -

'(> u'est pas de lain gout"—"Ca n'ira pas a Paris." Whatever do these

trivial words cttinmnn iff (ion gaiii—a Pan's—signify in the presence

possess, in feeling and forming an opinion

What 1 want is Art. hoivever il In; manifested; not arrangement,
artificiality, system, uliich yon jirefer. Am I wrong? Am I right?

lie this as it n:ay, 1 have good reason to assert that my ideas arc great ly

at variance with yours; and I will say, besides, that my backbone is not,

like those of so many others, so pliant that I will give up and renounce my
convictions, which are very profound and radical. And I should also
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be very sorry to write for you, my dear Du Locle, an opera which you
might have to withdraw after b dozen or two of representations, a.s Perrin

did with Don Carlos. Were I a score of years younger I would say, "Let
us see if your theatrical tendencies later take a turn more favorable to

my notions." But time passes rapidly, and at present we cannot possibly
come to an understanding, unless something unforeseen occurs that is

quite lieyond my ken. Should you come here, as you gave my wife

reason to hope, we will taJk it over again in Extensa; if you don't come, it

is likely that I shall make a trip to Paris towards the end of February.
If you do conic to Genoa, I can no longer offer you ravioli [a species

of pie or tart], because we have no Genoese cook, but at all events you
will not die of hunger, and you will certainly find two friends who are

most kindly disposed toward you, and to whom your presence will

afford the keenest delight.

What a long letter!! I really had to give you some explanations,
and you will excuse me for not having made them with greater brevity.

A thousand good wishes from us two for your dear Maria, and a kiss

for little Claire.

From Madame Veedi to Du Locle.

Dear M. Du Lock,
Please pardon my long delay in thanking you for the little dinry

winch you were so kind as to send inc. mid which is very useful. AlnsL

you are no! ignorant of the misfurt line which lias befallen rue. and yon
can easily imagine what sad duties ] have had to fulfill, and in how
sorrowful a state they have left my mind and heart.

Verdi has not given up bis trip to Paris. For that time I am saving
mvself to settle mv obligations and to renew in person my acknowledge-
ments for all your kindness to me.

Kindly excuse the disordtrlincss of this letter, and give my best

regards to your charming wife. Believe me,
Your devoted,

Joseph! ui' Verdi

Genoa, Jan. 9, 1BT0.

Genoa, Jan. IT. 18T0.

The Baratti is 38, and has a fine stage presence. A good kdlet-

dancer. Good actress, for all that, the effect is always raw. The
audience admires, but remains cool. The fault—her only fault— is

her 38 years! Such are (lie conditions in Naples, and here. too. Every
one tells me to take the l.nuroti. They all sav that die cannot dance
like the Baratti. that she cannot art like the Haratli, I. id that tin: effect

on the public is sure. So think it over and engage the Laurati, if you

I see that matters in Paris arc rather quiet. How long will this

quiet last!

Is it true that M. Pcrrin will also take over the Theatre- l.yrique?

May heaven inspire him to abandon the routine of your musical theatres!
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will go on with the idea of the big shop—a h

. productive only or pedants and weaklings.
(bxid-byc. Kood-bye, my dear Du Locle. II.,...

G. Verdi

away. She is in Cremona, where
of about eighty wlio lias l>een ailing for

hoary stage with tainted

long tinu

Genoa, Jan. 23, 1870.

Dear Du Loele,

Arch-rascally Du l.ocle! you have taken rair not to semi rue the

literary writings of Warner. You are aware that I desire to know him
from I his side, (on, ami therefore I iic« yon to ill. what yon have nut dime.

J beg of you to send Aetc ct Xcron along '.villi them. 1 still believe that

Xeio [uifihl he a snbjeel for a jirund opera—always provided that it. Here

in my stylo. So it would be impossible for the Opera, but superlatively

possible here./I N pie Florence, Bologna,

been well received, anil the last livo have met with coolness or disap-

proval. This agrees, as you know, ivith my own opinion, but I .lid not
expect ti> hear Lhis unanimous verdict [ruin the public i™ I onl obliged

to jtivc u;i the iile.'i of makili.i; an opera of Ibis drama.
I must speak to von ai-ain about the liaralli. Yesterday evening

an hahilua of the theatre told me that she is the best dancer in the
hallc|. -that on Hie slaw she .lues not rook at ali old. ( lortirelii

,
whom

I have known since his debut, was there and said the same thine; and, as
regards Lit a^e, lie eould assure me (hat she was not over thirtv-lwo.

I write you all this because I should not wish to have to hlnine my-
self laler for mv iil'-t severe pronouncement. After all, what, is one to

believe? The (.pinion of Naples was conveyed by a person worthy of all

confidence. 1 can say the same of the one who spoke aliout her yesterday
evening. You eouhi best decide bv seeing her yourself. For the rest,

J believe thai she is an excellent, ballct-daneer. Jil-l now she is Laving
poor success at Naples, but tn me that is no proof that she might not
sileeeeii overwhelmingly in Paris When the Oerrito and (lie- De Ferraris

came to Paris, they were. ui> longer an attraelion in Italy.

Peppina has returned from Cremona, and, alllionj;L much east

down—as she wrote you—by the death of her mother, is in very fair

health, and desire- lo be remembered to you and your Maria. So do I.

Good-bye.
G. Verdi.

Genoa, Feb. 18, 1870.

Dear Du Locle,

Do you want to help me in doing a good deed? It concerns a young
maestro, known as one of our best, who has written a Hamlet 1

; his name
is b'aecio. I think vim know him by name. This young maestro wishes
to set Sardou'a Fatrie to music, and to this end he requires the permission

of the author of the drama. He has applied to me, supposing that I am

'Given it Genoa in June. I MIS, lad at La Scats ia Milan on Feb. ». 1871.
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acquainted with pardon; anil I apply to you. Could you, without in-

ronvrnienrinj; yourself, do me :i favor and assist a young maeslro iiy

asking Sardou's permission to let him set Paine to music? I should be
very gratefu! to vim for Wiping 1'm t io. Let me hear from you as soon as

possible, however til? conclusion may he.

The weather continues wretched, ami will consequently delay my
coming to Paris. Before thai, I am obliged to go to Sant' Agata. And
now. what are you doing? An' things running smoothly?—uml for how
long? So you are firmly established at the Opera-Comique? Do you
like it? We shall have a long talk about it in Paris; for the present
1 am well posted, for, as you know. I rend the l''i[[.-iro.

The iiaEE tuts had a genuine success at Milan in Lcs Uuguenoia. and
oitli li-r «n.| al l»a»t muni b't . tl.» tu» >Wini

Kindest regards to you and vour Maria, from whom Peppina has had
a letter.

Good-bye, good-bye.

G. Verdi.

Naples, Feb. 87, 1870.'

The rehearsals of Aida with orchestra Lave not yet begun. Directly

I* fairly certain that ten days thereafter the opera will be brought out.

So you really intend coming to hear Aida again? Then do not expect
any such representation as at Milan. Excepting the two ladies, you
will not find other artists here equal to those, nor the choruses, nor all

the rest of it. Still, the orchestra is good and will certainly rival the
execution at Milan. As for tlui inir in scene, we arc n thousand miles

behind that in Milan, For a Frenchman, that means H great deal. You,
who are surfeited with the luxury of the Opera, will find it difficult to

reconcile yourself to our poverty. As for myself, It is certain that if we
ecu Id have hail, in Milan, tlie uiounling or tin; scenery Unit we had in

Parma, the rest would have satisfied me. I greatly admire a fine frame,

hut it must not distract my attention from the picture. This is the
rcafon that I am not overenl husiastic. for the splendors of (lie Opera.

Good-bye, my dear Du Locle. Best regards from us for your
Maria, and believe me ever

Genoa, Ma (March?) ZB, 1870.

Dear Du Locle,
Two words to inform you that this eveniue I embark on the steamer

for Nice and shall soon be in Paris, tin arriving at Marseilles I shall send

a telegram to you and also to Leon [Escudicr] to let you know when I

hall arrive.

It's an age since 1 had news from you; I am coming to get some.

G. Verdi.

joa th.t the date N.plc*. FtU. S7.

-1 tmvv l.n.'M «-rittf>l hi I.S7.I. In, „. kimpl,- rrjsuu

"-ember It. 1871: Milan, February 8. 187!;

W.—Ed.
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Genoa, Sunday
[AJKt April it. 19T0]

Dear Du Locle,

I am sending you only a couple of lines to say that we arrived here
yesterday evening lifter a delightful journey, and to thank you a thousand
times for all the kindness shown me during our brief sojourn in Paris.

I return (he sketch, etc., etc. Do you wish me to tell you my
opinion? It is a subject founded on a fallacy, and in which it would be
very difficult tu avoid certain well-known effects. Besides, it is not a
comedy-opera. Take notice that I am not passing judgment, which
would be ton venturesome on my part, but merely offering an opinion.

Seek, and seek again, and then in the end we shall find something.
Do not have El Zapatern y el Hey translated, for I have some one to

translate it into Italian. A thousand kind wishesfor your dear Maria and
you from us both. We leave on Wednesday for Sant' Agata.

Good-bye from your
G. Verdi.

Genoa, April iS, 1870.

Dear Du Locle,

In the book "Etudes jut l'Espagne contemporaine" I End a summary
of a comedy by Lopez d'Ayala 1 that strikes me as excellent for the Opera-
Comique. Look up the work, open it at page 199, and begin reading at
the sentenceid premier acte te pane on milieu des provinces baigues, etc.,

etc., down to the end.
Of course, it is difficult to judge from a summary, but it seems to me

that the subject would suit you. If you agree with me, tind the comedy
and have it translated. I leave to-morrow for Sunt' Agata, so am writing
in haste. Good-bye, good-bye.

G. Verdi.

Sanf Agata, May 46. 1S70.

Dear Du Lode,

I have read the Spanish drama by d'Ayala. It is made by a master-
hand, but—one neither weeps nor laughs. It is cold, and to mc it does
not appear adapted for music. I am exceedingly vexed that I induced
you to have the translation made. Put a stop to it, if it is not too late.

I have read the Egyptian program. It is well done; the mite en eclat

is splendid, and there are two or three situations which, if noL wholly
new, are certainly very line. l!ut who did it? llehind it ail is the hand
uf nil cxihtI, familiar with such work, and Hioroiijjlily acquainted with

the stage. Now let us consider the general feminine situation in Egypt,
and then we shall decide. Who would have the Italian libretto made?
Of course, it would have to be done in B hurry.

In great haste I aqueeie your hand and say good-bye.

Lupu ik A vain. SiMni>li ulateimui «ml ilj-sinalurriit. iain in IBiJ at Gmrfalcuul
[BiuLjosO. in M i:Ir.<! I),',:. .10. IMS. Hi, "Oh™ I fiiivc Utii uabli.hfd In

tven volume* (1891-1BW).
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Sant' Again. June 0, 1870.

Dear Du Locle,

As yet I have not received the two pilces you sent me, but perhaps
books take looser. I have read Redemption.' It ha-i little action, and

toe, serious.
'

1 should prefer some comic relief.

There is no telegraph wire to this place; it goes only to Borgo
San Donnmo. You might send telegrams addressed to Borgo San
Danninn, Italy, by post hi Hnrseio, hut you would not gain much time;

for instance, if you were to telegraph at 8 or 10 o'clock in the evening,
I should receive the telegram at noon the nest day. So one would gain

If an agreement is reached on Egypt, you would come here. That is

what gives me the greatest pleasure. Now I am really desirous for an
agreement, and between ourselves we can soon come to an understanding
with regard to the arrangements to be made. Only try to allow yourself

the Ion Rest time possible.

Meantime I will tell you good-bye "till then."

P.S. I shall write agai

the pUeei.

Sant' A gala, June 2, 1870.

Dear Da Locle,

Here I am at work on Egypt; and Erst of all it is necessary for me to

reserve time to compose the opera, because we have to do with a work
of vast i»rportions (as if we had the big Shop in view), and because the
Italian poet has to begin by finding thoughts to put into the mouths of

the character!! ami turn them into poetry. Now, supposing that I can
through in time, these are the conditions.

(!) 1 will have the libretto made at my expense.

(2) I will send persons to Cairo, at my ex]>cnse, to prepare and con-
duct the opera.

(3) I will furnish copies of the score and relinquish all right and title

to the libretto and music to the kingdom of Egypt only, reserv-

ing to myself all rights in libretto and music for all other parts
of the world.

In compensation there shall lie fin.ii! me I In: sum of one hundred and
fifty thousand francs, drawn on the bank of Rothschild in Paris, the
moment the score is sent off.

This is a letter ns dry and formal as a hill of exchange. You will

pardon me, by dear Du Locle, if I do not dilate on other matters this

time. Excuse me, and believe me ever

Your affectionate,

G. Verdi.

'Duma by Octave Feuilbtt {Thestre du ViudeviDe. ISM), after the romnnct ot the
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Refli feom Do Loct^ to the Precedinq Letter.

[About June 15, 18?Q,']

Italy. Verdi Borgo Son Donnino per Busscto. Receive the follow-

ing dispatch. Am authorized to inform you that the proposition one
hundred fifty thousand frances is accented. Sole condition opera shall

be ready end January. Mariette. Answer. Will send definitive reply

to Cairo. Greetings.—Du Locle.

Sk KTi'il OF TEE AgHEEMEMT FOB AlnA IN VeRDi's HaKOWBITING.

Willi this private agreement between and
the composer of music G. Verdi.

(1) Maestro Verdi will compose an Italian opera in miisic-a (adapted
from a program, etc., etc.) entitled Aida, to lie represented at the Italian

Theatre at Cairo in the course of the month of January, 1871. the verse

to be made by an Italian poet selected liy the aforesaid Maestro.
(i!) -Maes1.ro Verdi will n: lain all rights in the aforesaid score and

libretto for all other parts of the world. In due time there shall be sent

to K,r/pi a copy of the score from which the vocal and orchestral parts
shall be copied.

(3) Maestro Verdi is not obligated to go to Cairo to conduct the

rehearsals, but he will send a person on whom he relics, in order that the
opera may be executed according to his intentions. The expenses of

t his person shall be borne by , and the expense for

the poet, which at present can be set at twenty thousand lire, is likewise

tc be borne by
(4) While the opera is beine, pluved at Cairo, Maestro Verdi may,

at the same time, have it plaved in some other kiree theatre in Europe.

(5) Maestro Verdi will indicate the artists who are to assume the
characters.

iti; lor tins ivors there shall be paid lo Maestro Verdi hv
the sum of one hundred and fifty thousand lire, payable in Paris at the
Bank of Kotscliild [siV as soon as the sure is sent oft.

Sant' Again, June 18, 18T0.

Dear Du Locle,
I am impatient to see yon— firs", for the pleasure of seeing you,

secondly, because I think that in n very short time we shall agree on
those modifications which, it seems to me, it would be well to make in

Aidti. I have already roiisidered them, and shall submit my ideas to

I asked Muzio* if he would be disposed to return to Cairo in ease we
mode a contract. Now that I know that he is negotiating with Baaier.1

I would nol for all the world have him turn down an

Paris, which would be much more advantageous for him,

'In a Wter ilF the lli:h. n.'drcw.i to l.in •> <:. Do Lvi-ua
meat ii concluded ind Ihlt Verdi's propositions have been accepted.

'Emanaelc Muiio, a riouil of Vrr.li ami Lit first *-i(e. kirn in Y.il

Aajj.iM, IBii. smtiriK-lcachcr of tlic \mi 1'c.th sisters, mu! orchestral conductor, in which
cnojiH.itv ho was '.<j coa.ljL-t -ii.lo lit Cniro.

'liusi« lijid heir: ilireEiur ut '-lie Tacitti- llalktl ill 1'rjris simx the 5i
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I am glad Hint that Egyptian contract bai nol yel been tnunpett*
abroad in the newspapers. It seems impossible that /i.i'nr.i slmitld mi.
have ijnt wind (if it! Of course, it vim iif.it In- kc [ft secret forever, but it

ivill lie fptite unnecessary to make tlx- terms known, 'flic sum, at least,

ought to in- kept secret, for [I would hitw as a pretext for disturbiue. so

many poor dead folk '] here would be oiled, without fail. I lie -KM) scudi

for the liarhiirs di Skill iu: the poverty of licet Ildv,.j,. tin- misery of

Schubert, the vagabondage o[ Mo/.art in search nF a living, etc., etc.

The two dramas yon sent me recently also ilo not strike mc as ad apt I'd

for milking a good opera comique. The one by Kenillel lucks action

—

that by Snrdou' has ion much -that, is to say, there is too much see kin C
after tdTcet. too many smart eunecils. tine wearies in the end. Wo
shall talk about it. Good-bye, but not for long!

G. Verdi.

Sanf Agata. July 15, 1870.

Dear Du Loele,
I have not written yun before, because Cililio Ricordi 1ms been

here with She poet who will versify .li.-is. Ue have agreed .i]joii every-

thing', I hope soon to receive the verses for the iir-t net, lor then 1 myself

could flct to work. We have made some modirica! inns in tae duet in the

third net between Aida and Radames. By this means the Imtefulness of

the lu-traynl is mitigated without in I he least delraclirii From the scenic

e licet. 1 shall send it to you. i thank you for the informal ion vim have
given me concern in!; Iff Kirypiian musical instruments, which may he

of service in various details. I shoidf.l like to rive them the Funfara of

the third act in I he ('male, but the effect, 1 fear, would fall fb.l . I assure

that it is horribly distasteful if- :nc Id employ, fur example, the instru-

ments of Sax. They are tolerable in a more modern argument—but
for the Pharaohs!! . . .

And tell me whether there were priestesses of Isis. fir of any ntiier

divinity. In the books I have skimmed through I find that this service

was reserved for men. Let me have these points, and give serious

thought to the costumes. If onlv this niaiier is cnrcfullv done, I shall

see that they will serve for Europe, too.

I bear that you have hail a success with the Gmbra.' I am glad of
' illy if it continues and runs up receipts.

I have received the books from D (?). Make a

regards to your dearest (gentffiw.)

.

Good-bye.
G. Verdi.

Dear Du Loele,

From your silence I begin to suspect, that the delirium oF the war
may have impelled even the directors of I lie Opera-Comupu- to rush to

the frontier! Alas! what a calamity is all this war, which, although

foreseen for a long time, I could never have imagined as breaking out all

on March 18, 1870; <w<J to DalUa by Ortuvl Ftuilltt,
1

. pi™ first rJ«JTCTI!l57, which tin

[lied a- l-'rMI vilify li'i<L "Iho r^vive.l i:i Man-]].

'Floiow'a f'lt.'iilr'. litmiLtu !,-. siint-Cm/fi. Ii^i just conic nut at Uic Opiro-Cumiouo

on July UK 7th.
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f ii sodden, like a bolt from the blue. What as; you of it, my dear

Du Locle?

I have heard nothing further about your contract. Perhaps the

war has turned the heads of our Orientals, too—or, rather, haa turned
them aside from matters theatrical. To me they are indifferent, and
what wo cannot do now we shall do later, and later still. Only we have
to think about the libretto, of which nearly half is already done.

So pray write to me. First tell me about yourself; then about your
theatre; then about the Egyptian contract.

Good-bye, good-bye. Kindest regards from us for your Maria, and
believe me ever your affectionate

G. Verdi.

Sunt* Agata, Aug. 22, 1870.

Dear Du Locle,

I am heartsore over the news from Prance, and wish that I were,

not an individual, but government and nation in one, to do what is not
done—and perhaps, alas! cannot be done!!

Yesterday I had allowed my sou! to hope, to-day I om prostrated!

U|> to mm there is a certain fatality in this war, undertaken—it must be
snid—with none too much forethought, lint French valor will end bv
overcoming destiny and that fatality you have hitherto encountered!
Dear Do Lode, a hundred times I have started to write you. nnd a hun-
dred times the pen has fallen from my hand. I have seen how About,
lost For several days, was finally loui;d! f know how well you love him.
and whftt a consolation it must have been to you to learn that he was
among the living, nod unharmed! I do not dare ask yon for a line, but,
if you will and run, write onlv to Ml me that von, vonr wife, your dear
ones, are well- I shall be trulv grateful:

Good-bye, my dear Du Locle. Take heart, and think kindly of

G. Verdi.

Sant' Agata, Aug. 36, IB70.

Dearest Du Locle,

Under present conditions I have really not ventured to speak to

you about the. Cairo contract. You ask me for it, and 1 wild it herewith,

with my .signature, but with re~tr cations regarding two articles which

you will find justified, and will have approved by Sig. llariettc.

You will have the goodness, 1 trust, to demand for me the fifty

thousand francs for which I send you the receipt. Take from that sum
two thousand francs and give them, in whatever way you think best, in

aid of your brave and unfortunate wounded. With the remaining forty-

eight thousand buy me drafts on Italy . Keep the papers by you, and give

them to me the first time we see each other—and I hope it will be soon.

I wrote you yesterday. To-day I have only to press your hand and
say that I love you dearly.

Good-bye, good-bye. G. Verdi. 1

'Among Du Lode's paper! we find, (laird Oct. Si, 1B70, a bill (rani Ihe metal-founder
lS,irl,,.|[i™u-.mad™t t,j 1)1, Lrj<!e. :t7 rut l.f iVlcU,-r:"\ i'lurcntint Smp Li Nu.3 orl l:.i:iiie

in- I'.ni Du II™. l-.-i^.J: Ver.ll am hi™ fnlucjii. Net, 330 fr.'' b, Vrrrl/s !,!,„,

there lino pMMge rrferrins lo Ihc purchase of Ibis mi brooJe, whose fata is unknown to 01.
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Mmr. Vesdi and Vebdi w> Do Locle.

Genoa, Feb. i, 1671.

Being the most expert in deciphering your handwriting, it was I who
rend your letter of the 2Zd (arrived to-day) to Verdi and Corticelli, who
listened with profound emotion, for we all love you, dear friend, find all

of us love our sublime, devoted France. ! rend vour letter brokenly;
tears choked my voice while perusing these lines that told, with lofty

simplicity, of miracles of self-abnegation, of greatness of soul, of patriot-

ism, wrought amidst sacrifices and privations without end! Poor, dear
Du Locle!—may blessings fall on you and on that great country, even
more admirable in disaster than in prosperity! Paris lins capitulated; but.

«orp*ssed™nytto imagine, whether in^lcngth^r "n
heroism! A few days ago I wrote your wife, who must be HifferinB
preatly away from you, unable to aid you in the least in your works of
charily among your sick and wounded. Prom here [ can see how you,
with your eminently virile nnturc, and your exquisite, almost feminine
delusiry, are hehilili;, enroll rapine, ..on-inlinj; tln'se Morions victims of a
barbarous war, who haw found balm for their anguish beneath your
hospitable roof. Again I say—blessings on you!!

I send this letter by way of Brussels, in order that it may reach you
more surely and sooner. Verdi wishes to add some lines, so I make room
for him.

In your heart of hearts you know, dear Du Locle, that in Genoa there

are two hearts that love you—two friends!—Good-bye! good-bye!
Josephine Verdi.

Dear Du Locle,

You know me, and I know that you will believe me when I tell you
that I suffer with you and that my sorrow is equal to yours in the great
disaster that has overtaken your country. We, far from the scene,

suw mutters clearly, and foresaw the immense catastrophe. In spite

of this, the news came to lis as though unexpected, because hope never

deserts one, cspeciallv him who suffers! What can I say to you? Join
you in execration? No! You of Paris, so heroic in resistance, will now
be noble and resigned in misfortune. He pmdent, and the future, I

hope, will be propitious to you. I need not tell you that in me you have
a friend who loves you greatly, and on whom you can rely in all things
and for all things.

I press your hand and say. with aching heart, good-bye!
Affectionately,

G. Verdi.

(In Mme. Verdi's hand.)
P.S. Write us a line about our mutual friends and acquaintances-

one dreads to pronounce their names!

Genoa, April ei. 1871.
Dear Du Locle,

Am very glad to hear that you are in Arcachon. Have thought
much of you, particularly during these recent days of such grievous

vicissitudes for your country—but at least you arc distant and in the

bosom of your family! A piece of good luck, after all! What shall I
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say to vou about the hi..; calamity in Franco; It Is far worse, a thousand
times worse, than lost liulttes! l-'rom the havoc of war, a great nation

recovers easily after some years of self-denial imil ^elf-sacrifice, but who
can foretell the rnNserpience.s of (ills fearful social .struggle!

We shall leave Genoa to morrow, and return to our corner in ^ant'

Agata. When shall we meet '—who km ph.. and who ran tell 1
I e.pccL

to come to Paris, but at present cannot decide on anything.
Give my most affectionate regards to your Maria, "ho must have

suffered. A kiss to Claire. With much love, good-bye.
G. Verdi.

Dear Camillc. dear Marie.
I shall say nothing about the Prussians r>r about the conflict with

your brothers. Your souls must be lacerated w ithout a retelling of these

mournful chapters. I shall only say that I love yon both, and wi-di for

your dear. unhappy France an end of her woes! I embrace you. and
am, with all my heart, your

Josephine Verdi.

Sant' Agata, June 0, 1871.

Dear Du Loclc,

I sent yon a letler to Alniicon about twelve day- aE„, and I'eppina

also wrote to yonr wife nl tlie savin- address now I have received yours

of June 1 from Pari-, and lilt very glad that yoo have not had to suffer

malicious injuries, t shall not mention your disconsolate country, for

vmir h.-;iii ti Ful land to heal her own hurt;-, and with such resources this

will he readily realised if v,,i,r iiifn of politic, look around them, and do
not blame others for I heir own difhcnllics. S. ioae; as you have Tr.flitij,

"ho have eyes only to see Italian cnrrn/.fi'or!, and do not perceive the

Draneth Bey was here for « few hours, and told mc he would come
back later with MariMt. Oh, if you could be the third! from the ino-

would have. Anyhow, whether with Signor B I

expect you, and ardently wish for your coinitig, all the more because just

now it w ill he very difficult fur me to cuine to Paris. . . .

Once again 1 repeal that 1 am very chid that yon have not had to

suffer malicious injuries, and I hat 1 wish and hope all coed things loi vou
with all my heart for the future.

Greetings from us for your Maria. I embrace you most heartily.

Good-bye. Affectionately

G. Verdi.

Snnf Agata, June 17, 1871.

Dear Du Locle,

I know that Paris is rallying and will recover her former brilliancy,

and I wish that she may prosper and find a stable government, for the

peace of yourselves, ourselves, and ail the world, lint what am I

interfering in? liy this time you will have received my rejily of June 1,

'Probably Ail-la-Run.. in Savoy.
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in which 1 told you that I positively expect to sec you. not in Paris, but
here Inim liic moment that 1011 come In Ais. I believe, moreover, that

.1 have informed vim Unit Maricltc ill-.- is coming tn Europe, and in case

lie should first l,m to Paris he will In' ""ell informed a- lo how matters
stand will, regard to Aala. As yon know, Draaeth Hey was here for a
few hours. lit: has i![i«riKt'd the /'«;i.>;ti as the artist for the part of

u„ ^«:n l r \ xi i „j ,„ i.-..-Aida, but he
this role adapted fo:

not be needed? Meanwhile, time is pa-sinir, rt:ni later perhaps we shall

And you, I fancy, are at work from morning to night! Poor Du
Locle! Cuiiram, course -peace will return.

Pqjpins has received a dear, good letter from your wife, a real

outpouring of the heart.
Good-bye, ray dear Du Locle, About the middle of July we shall

go to Genoa for a few days. Au revoir, then, there or here.

Good-bye, good-bye.
G. Verdi.

Mme. Verdi to M. and Miie. Du Locle.

Dear Monsieur Du Locle.
Thank vim for tfie phutoiTraphs you were so kind us to send lis.

V.'l srodv them with a tremulous interest; hut how one's heart is impressed

by them! How could a nation so amiable, so keen-witted, so kindly in a.

calm frame of mind, become .sip frantic, so erne], in its revolutionary

turmoil- Ala.s! it is only too true: man is everywhere anil always the
fame when Minded liy passion. Progress is like the vast .swell of the

ocean; it advances to a certain point. fixed by some mysterious power,
and then retreats to tieijin iinew its eternal repetition of the same move-
ment. Under what form of ixovernineut are von li vine now? I! it is

that of Helirv V
I
HENRY V ! ! f] or that of the house of Orleans.- we

shall have the war for the Pope! It is a dreadful thing to think of, and
i wish i could, though I cannot, share your opinion and your assurance

in this regard. I read with delicti! the passage in your letter that says.
"1 have '.alien note of your plan for a trip to Genoa, for my own to ...

(I COllId not make out where). Well, dear (riend, f hope yon will make
an excursion thitherward, and although at Genoa in the summer we are
merely caiuphn; out. I trust that you will conic straight. In us and he so

kind as to put up with what we can offer you. The memory of what you
suffered during the siege will make the bed ami board of your friends

grateful to you.
We shall leave for Genoa aho.it the Jtjtli or -JOtli of July, and shall

return lo the country about the 11th of August. Au revoir then very
soon, dear M. Du Locle.

Your letter touched me, my dear Marie! You are so frank, so

good, so unaffected in your manner of expressing yourself, that f seemed

'Tbt urate de Cbomborii (Henri Vi. Ills cuailc ,k' l'ar:= (I'tali^t J'Oilfeuia!.
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while reading to hear the sound of your voice, and to see that sweet
face, so saddened by the fearful disasters that have overwhelmed you!

I wish it were all over, hut I do not believe it, and I am afraid that the

war has only changed its direction. It was against the North, it will be
against the South. That would lie heartbreaking! But let us not

j I should not

directly Mini materially in any way? Let us thniik God
Marie, for there is something miraculous in that, more

egards the hblel of your old aunt, so near to the conflap

tation for the sake of her loved ones. To her, and to all your dear

, I beg you to give my respects and cordial greetings,

t what a moment your poor Auber departed I!

family, I beg you to give my reap

At what a moment your pc
a state did he leave that Paris which he so dearly loved! It appears that
Thomas will he his SL ,.

Cainille in a few liays, ilthI ymi may imagine mill] what delight I shall

press his hand after all that has happened! A kiss for your children, and
another for you, my dear Madame Du Locle, from your friend.

Josephine Verdi.

Busseto, Julys, 1871.

Genoa, July 80. 1871.
Dear Du Lock

,

I hear that Marietta Bey is in Paris at 170, rue de Rivoli, and I

beg you to gu to him and tell him that something is going wrong in this

Aids matter.
Draneth Bey has not yet found, or has not wanted to find, the mezzo-

soprano for the part of Amncris, and now he writes me once more that

he is out of fund*! ! How am I lo blame for it? And why didn't he
stop to think before he spent it all!! . . .

Draneth insists on getting the libretto of Aida so that he ran send it

In Marielle, hill 1 cannot send it to him before thi- (jUesti.il! is .settled.

1 t t ;ou and if

you find that Marietle can .cllle Ibis (.iiflienlly. you may deliver it to

him for eiecutinR the direetions concerning the costumes and scenery.

Under this I send a copy of the letter that I wrote to-day to Draneth,

so that you may have a succinct survey of what has happened.
We have been in Genoa since yesterday evening, and shall remain

here some three necks. Now then—ore you coming here?

Best regards from Pcppina and myself.

Your affectionate,

G. Verdi.

P.S. Letmehavealinefromyouassoonasyoureceivethe libretto.

•Auber died during the Commune, on M>y 1«, 1S71.
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Genoa, July 30, 1871.

On returning to Genoa I received your kind favor of the 17th.

It seems to me that before sending the libretto ot Ude it should be
decided who is to execute tin* furl of Anineris. As I had the honor to
inform yon previously, neither the Suss nor (lit Grassi is. or ever was,
a mezzo-soprano. You say that the Gmssi finK-s La Favor it a, and
Fides in Le Prophet. Yes; and the Alboni has sung the Guzza iadra,

and (I think) La Sonnambula, and even the part of Carlo V in Ernantl!
But what of that? It signifies nothing more nor less than that the
singers and managers did not scruple in the least to manhandle the
Authors' creations, or to let them be manhandled.

1'ermit mi* to relate a l>it. of history cimecruinj: tills sum,. Aida.

I wrote the opera for the lost season, and it was for no fault of mine
that the opera was not produced.

I was requested to defer its production until the year following, a
proposition to which I assented without protest, although it was greatly

to my disadvantage.
As early as Jan. 5 I mentioned that the purt of Amneris was written

for a mezzo-soprano, and later I asked that the conductor of the orchestra
should not be selected without giving me due notice (because I was always
hoping to get Mariani).

While I was carrying on these negotiations, another conductor was
engaged, and no thought has been given for engaging a mezzo-soprano 1!

Why is this?—and why, when an opera written to ipettsJ order is involved,

is care not taken at the outset to provide everything, nil the constituent

elements that could he required for its prod net ion? I find it very strange

that this was not done, and Your Excellency will permit me to observe,
that this is not the way to nbtaiti a suti-faelory result mid a sim-csi.

I have the honor to subscribe myself

Your obt. servt.

G. Verdi.

Genoa, Dee. 25, 1871.

Dear Du Locle,

Have received yours of the S«nd, and unfortunately the figure that

Granger demands is obliterated. l!o me tiic timings tr> repeat it in

your nest, and then, of course. I itsii tell Si^imra Stoin wli:>1 il is. I am
scailiojT this letter of mine Ui Irfo |Eseuiiier|, enclosing the measures
which you require, and it will be forwarded to Paris, thus gaining SI

All this is as it should be. but Granger asks too much time for

fulfilling the provisions „t his contract. Here the rehearsals are advanced
—the singers know their parts; the choruses arc so-so; the mountings
are nearly ready; and it may well he thut precisely mi the -Jdth (which

is Sunday, the day uhvuys chosen for the premieres) the production will

take place. So pray sec to il thai (irnnper has everything ready not

later than the 13th, so that it may lie in Milan l»y the ]8th. Keep a

sharp lookout in this matte,-, for delay would be absolutely ruinous.

And look out that the work is done as it ought to be. Write me i.Iirt-clly

about this.
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x that Peragallo had paid my moneys after all; but if

ly banker, do not get angTj\ and pay away .

^

it- of fulsome reports. So send me witli-

writes for (he Debats.' There will be a .

ion't be frightened, I am thoroughly

Dear Du Locle,
I know tliiil T.Yppuia wrote to your wife yesterday; but I too w-unt

to send you a few lines (n wish you everything Hint is finest and best,

health and prosperity. Ami whatever ii bettor that voi: in;iv desire.

I shall leave for Milan 01, Weilne-dm I In- '>ild fo lie^n tin- rehearsals

of Aida. So address your letters :ci Milan. I really expect t!i.it the

premiere will lie on [lie iOtli. and therefore f implore you and beg you
not 20 forget "fiat tlie work w hieli Graneer is dome for the StoL: should be
in Milan bv the tNth ;,[ the very latest." for the love of find! IF this

miscarries, it will he a most serious mailer. Look out for it. and let IUC

know about it.

As .-.oon as the rehearsals hnve iwiiiininirfil 1 shall write to tell you
more positively when the day will lie. Then you can make your ar-

rangements for eoiniuL' to Milan. How I long to see you!—but alas!

poor Du Loele. if you were to assist at a fiasco! Well, at. all events you
will eiperienre a ..cusalmn and see lanv decisive and unmistakable a

fiasco in Italy is.

Good-bye. 1 press your hand and renew my Rood wishes for you and
all your family, and am as ever

Your affectionate

G. Verdi.

Meyer's article to me at Milan. Address to "Albcrgo Miln.no, Milaoo."

Milan, Jan. SB, 1878.

Yesterday the Stol'. reeeived her (Vioa.r. with whieh she i„ greatly

pleased. Now 1 lieu' coll to pay (iraneer ami semi me the receipted bill.

In addition I send you iineerest thank., aud will forthwith repay the

money you have laid out.

y article on Airfa L, .

lii.-vin. I :il ..If . -."i i, I ..rlii-l,- .i [, !,. :1

:,Mi,l,~.. v.-rv r, .,>-:.!, Ii- h> V.T.Ii'. ii.
-.." »,icl

.
tert- r.-[,rinl,--- -p. Pil-iisi im.W tin: i-iplion. "Natal .le Mu.i<|uc.
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It ia almost certain that Aida will torn out on Feb. 3, I shall

write you aim in, ami if things j;o as I expect towards thecal! uf this month,
I shall send you a telegram.

.Meantime rond-bvc in haste, anil :i heartv handshake.
G. Verdi.

Parma, April 17, 1872.

Dear Du Lode,
Your letter reached me rather late, because I had left Genoa—

and i aii.Min von rataer late because i have no! liar! time tn breathe, so

to speak. We have readied the final rehearsal of Aida, and you can
imagine how busy we are: Aida comes out rmnday and the performance
will he very nearly like that at .Milan, both musically and seeuicallv.

tin account of these .'LrTair.s I have not I n able a. yet to attend to 1 lav id.

hut Hk-ordi iscoininji here to-day, and I shall turn the matter over to him.
You are translating Aida? l'or the Opera, mayhap? f)h! oh! I

should, be very [illegible; for this combination: In that theatre I accept
the mi.-t r» went. iaithoueh it's too l>i^ and pretentious for uie). but. on
the musical sine, nil that is done there is in no wav uei cp'.able to me. I

have no tuck in that then t re! Not a bit of itt Let us stay as we are!

I am so comfortable here.
Good-bye. my dear Dm l.oele. I'eppina. who is with me, sends very

kindest regards to vonr \larb-. and ! sqm-e/o voiir lianij with all niv heart.

G. Verdi.

Sant' Agala, June 22. 1872.

Dear Du Lode,
Von were quite rirfit to complain that I have not written you for an

ai!C. It is entirely my ovi 'i fault, for reeenl ly I have hail hanlly anything
to do. I am living in eomplf'te ii ! I r-io-.ss; nobody disturb- me, ami even
the l'o. which has ruined -o mneh of I lie I'errarc-e oounl ry.ide. has left,

us in peace. All the better for us—hut those poor people!! What
destruction! ! II includes no less than one hundred square kilometers.,

ail inundated, it is the most fertile so:! one can conceive of ! Imagine
what resources are gone to waste!

Whatever do yon tell me?
Reyer! ! ! Reyer convinced:' That is more ovcrwhclmine than

the inundation of Ferrara. Only it is less ruinous! All the better!

and all the better if Aida affords pleasure to the reader, i believe it will

lose not hill!! in performance, if it is played as I would have it . But that

is very dillicult at Paris!

And you—how do you feci? T~ your little shop 1 still prosper! ni;?

It looks that way to me, and 1 wid: you the same for the future.

Good-bye, my dear Du l.oele. And how has the translation of

Aida turned out? Put modesty aside, for I here are times when one should
say evict!;.' what on- thinks.

(rive our kindest regards to your dear Marie, and believe me ever and

Affectionately G. Verdi.

'The Operu-Comique.
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Naples, Nov. 18, 1873.

Dear Du Locle,

It is an age since I wrote you, but vou understand that I lie journey,
the matters 1 hiu] to attend to at Sunt' Aguta, and the getting settled

here, have deprived rne of invaluable lime.
I have been here with Pepping about ten davs: the rehearsals of Don

t'arb.sare well advanced. The tenor intended for Don Carl™™ taken
siek, and we have to be content that ho has a fine voice, but on unhappy
face. But my basses are below par; they arc three baritones who are not

quite sure (unintelligible]. Before the end of the month we shall go on
the stage—at least I hope so.

And you—what arc you doing? I am rejoiced with your little shop—and how is the big shop gelling on?
Write me here with the simple address

Maestro Verdi
Napoli.

A I! kinds (if good wishes til yon all in which my wife joins. Good-
bye,

G. Verdi.

P.S. Please write post-haste to tell me whether the monks in the

last scene in Dun Carlo, are Inquisitors or brethren of the monastery of

San Giusto. Lose no time in answering this. Good-bye.

Naples, Dec. 15, 18T«.

Dear Du Locle,

What! what! Yon have not received my letter, or. I should say,

my two letters mailed after the representation of Don Carlos the same
day on which I wrote lo Muiin and Leon!

Those few words have been lost in the post—but it matters little-

no; yet it lines matter a (treat deal, l>eonu.se you have accused me, with
reason, of a lack of courtesy and consideration For yon.

Well, our Don Carlos is doing finely and tlic public i.s extremely

pleased with it. Indeed, if not everything is good, muny portions of it

are superlatively good. The two ladies and the baritone are very fine.

The tenor has a lovely voice and is intelligent, but unhappily his figure

IS too stout for a lover. The basses are just barely mediocre. The
mils en jcins deplorable as regards costuming of the crowd. Some scenes
are good. Men's chorusses good. Orchestra excellent . Tn the ensem-
ble of the musical execution there is a rem; and I'tio that arc always lackinc

in I'aris. Here [ton Carlos lakes half an hour jess than in Paris. It

becins at. fi and ends at li;IJo,

Unfortunately the performances are suspended because the Stolz

has a throat disorder of quite a serious nature.

T shall expect you for A id a, which cc.es oti in February.

^ With all my heart I wish you a monster success with Giulietta e

Write me, and believe me ever
Your affectionate

G. Verdi.

; JuKttt.. by Gounod
to tie Opfri-Comique

'An allusion to the pproachiaa rtprtKctution
which, brought out it Carvilho'l Thtftre-Lyriu.iie. n
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Naples. Jan. a. 1B73.

Dear Du Locle,

Thanks for your letter and kind wishes, which, as you may easily

imagine, Peppina and I return in kind with fifty hearts. I want to see

you here as much as you do, but fear that we ourselves will leave Naples
vltv .hnrtly. hcciiiisi' I bo I bout re i- piohably noing to close. The manage-
ment, which has been improvident, and failed to prepare any alternative

opera for the Ballo, 1 was taken by surprise by the Stab's indisposition,
which has persisted for three weeks. During this forced suspension of
the representations of Don Carlos disorganization has set in, and the
management 6nds itself in a very tight place. If the municipality does
not help, the management cannot save itself, but the municipality will

not help, because of a personal grudge against the management.
Well, all the better for me. I shall fatigue myself the less, and can

contemplate the beauties of Naples at my ease, and enjoy the mildness
of the climate. The windows open all day at a temperature of IS"
Reaumur! which is about 30° Centigrade! What say you to that, in the
midst of your damp, and fog, and cold?

Now good-bye. Should you not come to Naples, it is not impossible
that I may go to Paris this Spring. So au revoir and Happy New Year,
and greetings to all!

Good-bye, good-bye,

G. Verdi.

Sanl' Agata, June 84, 1873.

Dear Du Locle,

To-morrow we shall leave for Paris, but wc arc going to stop over a
day in Turin, and shall not arrive till Sunday. I shall let you know the

I beg, I entreat, I implore you not to put yourself out in any way on
my account, and, above all, to tell no one that I am in Paris. I shall

not visit any of the theatres, especially the musical ones. I am coming
to see my Mends, to visit Paris, and to get the rest 1 so much need.

Au revoir! Good-bye.
6. Verdi.

Turin, L [July?) IS. 1878.

Dear Du Locle,

Here wc are the very next evening in lliily , after n delightful journey.
The Tumi is really a sensational affair! The splendid internal illumina-

tion hy gas, and the profound external darkness, the fresh air, and not to

be suffocated by smoke, is a very fine thing. And besides, three thousand
metres of earth and stone overhead! !

We shall not leave Turin until 13 o'clock; we breakfast at I'iaceuza,

and at 7 shall be in Sant' Agata.
And now, what can I *ay to you, my dear Du Locle? How can I

thank you for all the kindness shown my wife and myself during our too
long sojourn in Paris? You have treated us with a courtesy and con-
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siderotion certainly not to be excelled; and I. with a faint blush mantling
II iy forehead, can only «ni', thank you, lliank you, a thousand ([(lies.

Good-bye. Write me. always to the usual address.
Good-bvc. And wish rue well, an I do vim.

G. Verdi.

P.S. When you write to your Maria, do not fail to send her our
very best regards. Once more, good-bye.

Sant' Agata, Nov. :t, 1S73.

ill Dear 1>i, Lode,
I have received your letter, and well understand what grief van fell

at the (icstnmtii.ii of the Opera

.

1 You who loved it, and who had passed
so miiiiv dehehtful hours in it. I mvself was moved bv the sorrowful
tidings—I who, all four times thai I have entered it. in tin: t-sijiiu-it v of in.

artist, have not invariably lived throoeh pleasurable moments. It is

crtiiiiily a genuine calamity fciv tin' arlist. ami operatives llclojlg.il]>; to

the Opera, However, the other ceiiiee will lie i-eaiiy very soon, anil

besides, your country is so rich that it will easily provide for the needs of

Keep me continually informed about yourself, and believe me
Affectionately

G. Verdi.

Sant' Agata, Dec. 98, 187S.
Dear Du Lode.

I thank yon for your kind wishes, which arrived most minctuiilly

on my birthday. And I return them for you and all your family, also
on the part of 1'cppimi. 1 wish vim what von desire, even to being
director of the New Opera. Hut Slave a earc! These I heal res once ill a
while are mantraps! I would not sec you caught for all the gold in the

Day after to-morrow, on Wednesday, we shall be in Genoa, to
remain there the rest of the winter. Good-bye, and believe me

Affectionately

G. Verdi.

Genoa. Feb. 84, 187*.
Dear Du Locle.

Greetings to my well-beloved liege lord— to the sole and singular

Tyrant and desoot of the LiUle Shop.- reserving to my self the business of

kneeling when you shall have become Czar ami Sultan of the Big One.
Vnn say nothing ahunt ("arvaliio! What has happened; lias lie played

a sly trick on you. and is everything quite in order? Never mind-
however and whatever things may be, I wish you tranquil prosperity,

and, above all, that yon iiu; see ynnr dreams more than realized.

I am working ny mass, and really with great pleasure. I feel

as though I had become a serious man. and were no longer a "barker"
for the public, who, to the accompaniment of the big drum, calls out.

"Here you are.' here you are! Wcdk in! etc." You must understand

'Dui-Sr^,!
it only up to the middle of 1810, sheo CormUio succeeded him.
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<:-,, mm-.)- without delay! !! Whi
feel edified?

But do you know th:it I slinll probably make another tri]> Lo I'arii

[|jis year, after the ma-., that is to say, towards iW i-ml .if May-
Why not? Is it beeuuse yon ou^lit. mil lo jiivc yuur.elf all the trouble
you took last year? Who knows! Good-bye meanwhile.

Peppina sends greetings to you and your dear Maria, and 1 srim-rne

vour hands most hearlilv. Good-live, jmod live.

G. Verdi.

story of a certain sort, pe
made of it for the opening oi

folio. Because I gave him

Verdi, <;.i;ini.d. arid Warner! Verdi never knew •>! litis dispnteh; but
I have been ill recompensed. I, who always find that everybody is

rii'bt. ns against me, as in excusing Verdi for having
:
taken, over and above

the bargain, the rights of translation from poor Nuitter!

(Trtaulaltd by Thtoion Battr)

'la a note oi April B folloninp, Verdi announces his arrival in Parii. lilh nil sire, for

Tiilimpv. in a frminrar liainl. is tli,.i (if si ]<-1Iit from Du l.s.iVl.i liii wife. Ilsdnle

ii unknown. Compare Da Lucie' i letter ufdreued at Rome. Mirch tS, 1880. lo the jnurnml

In June. 1S7D. Du Lodepwitd »ms [line wwlj wilti Verdi st BuuetQ.



THE EARLY YEARS OF THE FIRST
ENGLISH OPERA HOUSE

By W. J. LAWRENCE

THE story of the slow, laborious emersion of Italian Opera
in England, of its struggles to displace the hybrid mon-
strosity which for over a lustrum flaunted itself in its name,

this, as it has been written piecemeal by various hands, is n tangled

skein heforc whose complexities even the keenest expert might

well stand aghast. Error crept insidiously into the tale at its

first telling, and subsequent historians, in striving to dislodge it,

have only succeeded in rendering confusion the more confounded.

When one finds an alert mind like that which was labelled "Colley
Ciliber" blundering over dates and circumstances well within its

individual observation anil i'xp«i<;ni:e, ciiiiiitlerice is shaken and
it is difficult to know on whom to place dependence. To-day,
despite our scientific methods iA attack, we are too remote from
events of a painfully evanescent order to be able always to arrest

their flight and so fully to restore order out of chaos. But the

more difficult the tusk the greater its fascination for the researcher;

and it may not bo wholly presumptuous for a lifelong delver into

both the virgin soil and the well-tilled fields of English musico-

dramatic history to attempt the blazing of a trail.

Accustomed as we are to speak of that landmark of the Augus-
tan age, the old Queen's Theatre in the Haymarkct, as England's

first Italian Opera House, we are apt to forget that initially the

term does not apply, and that in it for long opera was, in drummer's
phrase, nothing more than an occasionally useful "side-line."

Built in 1705 by Sir John Vanbrugh, architect by profession and
dramatist by choice, the Queen's was primarily intended as

habitat for the veteran tragedian, Bettcrton, and his associates

of the little theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields, who had found that

their h.'mdhox of a hoii.si; Iiopi'lessiy handicapped them in their

uphill fight with the players of Drury I.ane. Each camp in its

endeavour to beat the enemy had already fallen back on occasion

on the advenlitous aid of musical spectacle; and Vanbrugh as

controller of the new house clearly foresaw that the same expedient

would have to be resorted to. There was no idea in the beginning

of the Queen's eventually becoming a substantive opera-house,

and its ultimate transmutation was due, curiously enough, to a

1M
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determining combination of purely fortuitous circumstance. Its

defectiveness, acoustically, for the speaking voice, together with

the peculiarity of its location, fitted it better for an opera-house

than a theatre, and an opera-house it became. On this score,

Cibbcr is an excellent witness. Discussing the delusive prospects

of Betterlon's company just as they were on the verge of entering

on occupation of their new home, Colley writes, in the ninth

chapter of his Apology (1739):

As to their other dependence, the house, they had not yet dis-

covered, that almost every proper quality and convenience of a good
theatre had been sacrificed or neglected, to show the spectator a vast
triumphal piece of architecture; and that the best play, for the reasona
I am going to offer, could not but be under great disadvantages, and be
less capable «F dcli^htiu^ tin- auditor here, than it could have been in

the plain theatre they came from. For what could their vast columns,
their gilded cornices, their immoderate high roofs, avail, when scarce
one word in ten could be distinctly heard in it? Nor had it then the
form it now stands in, which necessity, two or three years after, reduced
it to. At the first opening it, tin; (Lit ceiling Unit is now over the or-

chestra n;n I hurt a semi oval a reli. that sprung tifti en feet higher from
above the cornice: the ceiling over the pit too was still inure raised,

lieing one level line from the highest back part of the upper gallery to

the lre.nl of the singe: the front boxes were a continued .semi-circle to

the hare waits (if the lumse on each side. This ex I raordinury and super-
fluous space occasioned such an undulation from the voice of every actor,

tl i Jit ^unerntly what t!n-y said sounded like l!:e gabhlmi; nf so many
people in the lofty aisles [ri the cal liedr.il. The tone of a trumpet, or
the swell of an eunuch's holding note, il is true, might be sweetened by
it: but the articulate sounds of n .spcul-dai; voice were drowned by the

hollow reverberation;; o[ one ivord upon another.

To this inconvenience, why may we not add that of its .situation?

For at that time it had not the advantage of almost a large city which
bus since been built in its neighbourhood. These costly spaces of Hanover.
Grosvenor, and Cavendish squares, with the many and great adjacent
streets about them, were then all but so many green fields of pasture,

from whence they could draw little or co sustenance, unless il were that
of a milk diet. The city, the inns of court, and the middle part of the
town, which were the most constant support of a theatre, and chiefly

to be relied on, were now too far out of the reach of an easy walk; and
coach hire is often too hard a tax upon the pit and gallery.

Some idea of the troubles that He in wait for the conscientious

operatic annalist may be gained from a full exposition of the

perplexing contradictorincss of the various early authorities as to

the date of the opening of the new Queen's Theatre, and the fare

presented on that occasion. Downes, who wrote nearest to the

event (his serviceable Roscius Anglkanus appearing in 1708), and
who is therefore the least likely to blunder, tells us that
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Rett.iTi.iin, (biding himvilf i |u;i In tin- it ri[|:;;[i\ nmi" transferred

llU cnmpanv over to Cap-_m:i Yanbrusiiie. Hi act under hioi ill (lie theatre

hi theHaymarhc.and upon April !!Lli. I 711:5. 1 lie latter opened llislhcatre

-.villi n fureicn opera, performed by :l ni'iv set of singer; arrived from
Italy— (In- w»r>! that ever rami- from thence, for it bi.tcd tint tile duyi:

anil they beini; liked but indifferently by the (-entry —they in a little

time marched back to llieir own country.

Cibber, writing thirty years after Dowries, begins badly by
placing the date of opening in 1700, and then noes on to say that

the initial bill proffered

a translated opera, to Itnlinn music, culled The Triumph ,t( !.,v.-c; but. t ins

nut liavimr in it 111" charm of Cumiiiii. cither from I he inequality uf tlie

music (ir voices, had but fold reception, living performed Suit three days,

and those not crowded.

Along comes Burncy to add to the intricacies of the problem.
According to his "General History of Music," the date was Krister

Monday, April !), 1705, when an inaugural prologue written by
Garth whs spoken by Mrs. Br.iccgirdlc, and the performance con-

sisted of Drydcn's tragedy of Tin: lirjitin Emperor, together iviih

n j! in;,' by "the Italian Hoy." Asliton-, in condi'iuTiing Dowries'

and fibber's details, seeks to confirm liuniey's statement in all

but the dating, and relies on tlie fact that the lirst Queen's adver-

tisement to be found in The Daily Courant deals with the per-

formance of The Indian Emperor on April 14, 1711.5. This of itself

is no proof, since Yanbrugh undoubtedly placed his dependence
at the outset purely on bills supplemented by the obvious attrac-

tions of a new theatre.

Finally, Michael Kelly, in the handy synopsis of early operatic

records given in an appendix to the second volume of bis /i7;m j'nis-

cences, contributes still further to tlie tangle. While agreeing

with Burney as to the date and the prologue, he states that the

production was "rjiiillur Glacorue Grebcr's [.ores of F.rguxlti, set to

Italian music,"

Notwithstanding this extraordinary diversity of opinion, it

becomes apparent on probing the matter to tlie bottom that the

truth can be arrived at by fusing Dowries' and Kelly's statements.

The date of opening was certainly Knster Monday, April 9, 1705.

The Triumph of fare, to which Gibber pins his faith, was not

produced until the following July, when it was given at I he deserted

theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields, not in the Queen's, whither

Betterton and his associate's had temporarily returned, but with

'Social Lift in Ihr Riijn oj Queen Anne. IBS!, II, p. 7.
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indifferent success. Sir Samuel Garth undoubtedly wrote the

inaugural prologue, and Congreve the dramatist who was asso-

ciated in lit beginning with Vunbrugh in the management of the

theatre, but retired after the first season), the epilogue. As
neither address has been reprinted by any operatic annalist, and
as Congreve's epilogue 1 helps materially to solve the problem, I

reproduce both:

Prologue nv Sia Samuel Garth, spokes at the Opening or the
Queen's Theathe, Hat-market:

Such was our builder's art, that soon as nam'd.
Till.- falirick, !iko tilt infant-world, was frain'd.

The architect mnsl uu dull order wail.

But 'tis the poet only can create;

None else, at pleasure, can duration give,

Whin marble fails, Hie Muses' strne'nres live.

The Cyprian fane is now no longer seen,
Tlii)' saiTi-d tu the inline of lure's fair queen,
liv'n Athens scim- in [inmpwis ruins svaiuls.

Tin.' finished by tin- learn'd Minerva'-, hands.

Mori: Mire |>ri\s;ls;ei> from llieir walk" we thai,

Hy beauty founded.1 and by wit desi^n'd.

Majestiek eolumns stand where dunghills lay.

And cars triumphal rise from carts of hay.
Swains here are taughl 111 lame, and nymphs In fear.

And his AlmEinzors tight mock Blenheims here.
De-eetiding (.'iiddesses ii.lnrn our scenes,

And qui! llieir briidd. abode- fur jjilt machines.
Slion'd Jove. {»r this fair eircle, leave his throne.

He'd meet a lightning fieri er than his own.
Tllii' In the Mm, hi.s (ow'ring eajles rise.

They scarce eou'd hear the lustre of these eyes.

Read side by side witJi Gibber's strictures on the architec-

tural deficiencies of the house. Garth's strophes assume an ironical .

flavour. With relief one turns to the
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Whatever future fate our house may End,
A you shou'd be kind:

OK.".
Before enjoyment and the wedding night.

You must lie tix'd ii Hllli; ere veil range,

You must be true till you have time to change.

A week at least; one niyliL is sure too soon:

But we pretend not to a honeymoon.
To novelty we know you can be true,

This day, without presumption, we pretend

With noeelly entire you're entertain'd;

For not alone our Houie and Scenee are new.
Our Sons and Dunce, but et'n our Adore too.

Our Way itself has something in't uncommon,
'['wo fiiittifnl [overs, ami one cunslu.nl woman.
In sweet Italian strains our Shepherds sing,

Of harmless love.* our painted forests rinjf.

In notes, perhaps less foreign than the thing.

To sound and shew at tirsl we make pretence,

Id time we may regale you with some sense,

liut that lit present were too gnu', espenee.
We only for tin; hi'uin. may think it hard,

To lie to-night (ruci smutty jests debarr'd:

Bui in good breeding, sure, they'll once excuse
Kv'll mude.-ly. ulien in a stranger muse.
The day's at hand when we shall shift the scene.

And to yourselves shew your dear selves again.

Taint the reverse of wind you've seen to-day.

And in bold strokes the vicious town display.

Not only the heading of the epilogue, but the lines specially

italicised, as well as much of wind follows, negatives the possibility

that the Queen's could have opened with The Indian Emperor or

any otlier old play. Congreve'a reference to "two faithful lover.,,

and one constant woman" established the accuracy of Michael
Kelly's statement, for these are characteristics of the plot of

The Lm-cK of Erganie, an Indian pastoral printed in 170\"> alter-

nately in Italian and English 1 (undoubtedly for sale in Uic theatre),

as "represented at the opening of the Queen's Theatre in Ihe

linymarket" and as "conipos'd by Signior Giacomo Greber."

_*te? and judb Bcpnr
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Greber, it may be n

London in lt(!)3, bringing with liira the celebrated Franceaca

Margherita de 1'Epine, the first Italian vocalist of any distinction

who sang in England.

All this sifting of evidence has been distinctly worth while,

as the upshot brings us face to face with a remarkable fact. It

was in keeping with tile eternal fitness of tilings that the future

home of Italian Opera should open with a pastoral piece sung

entirely in Italian by Italian artists. That such homogeneity
was not to be experienced there again until the production of

Almahidt in Junuary. 1710, was due to a question of ways and
means. Vanbrugh's initial experience had shown that the co-

gnoscenti were not to be fobbed by an association of mediocre

singers, and the difficulty and expense of bringing a first-class

combination from Italy proved for long an insurinouiitable barrier.

N'othing better than an ugly compromise could be effected. The
attractions of a male soprano of the first or second order were eked
out by the more or less competent singing of home-born artists,

many of whom were incapable of dealing with any language save
their own. Hence that arid lustrum in which, in the well-known
words of Colley Cibbcr, Italian Opera masqueraded

in i> rude a disguise, and unlike itself, as possible; in a laiuc. hobbling
lr;ii:sh.l Ion into our own language, with false quant it it--, or metre out of

measure to its oriaiiud utiles, stinK by our ran unskilful voices, nilli

trace, misapplied lo almost every sentiment, and with action lifeless

and unmeaning through every character.

The bad impression made at the beginning by a foreign

troupe of incompetents was consolidated immediately afterwards

when Betterton's players came to act at the new house and its

acoustic defects became fully apparent. It was a case of give a

dog a bad name and bang him. Patronage proved lukewarm,
and a painfully dull sen son ended in June.

Just here I may say that questions of space preclude the

possibility of my dealing with the theatrical records of the Queen's
save in a superficial, glancing way. But it will remain for the

ultimate historian of Italian Opera in England to assemble both
the musical and the dramatic annals in order that the sense of

proportion may be attained. 1

With the reopening of the Queen's on October 30, 1705,

Vanbrugh's excellent new comedy, The Confederacy, saw tiie light.

Vol. Ilf fer »Sjt«:lo™m
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It was given ten times, but not to the overflowing houses its

merits demanded. Three other new plays followed in quick

succession, and on February SI, 170(1, there was a notable pro-

duction of Lord Lansdowne's tragedy with florid musical embel-

lishment, The British Enehanlers, or So Magir like Lore, a re-

version to the Post-Restoration type of English dramatic opera,

which met with considerable success and was afterwards revived

in reduced and more strictly operatic form. Next in order came,

on March 7, Motteux's pastoral opera, The Temple of Lote, a
translation from the Italian sung to music by Saggione. Unless

a later addition, the following allusions in the epilogue seem an
"intelligent anticipation" of the Drury Lane production of Marc
Antonio Bononcini's Camilla, which did not materialise until the

penultimate date of the month:

Get some fam'd Opera, any how translated.

No mutter, so t'other House don't fir-t it.

Get clothes, tlm' the At-lurs with luilf-pay dispense;

Get whims, get anything but sense.

It is noteworthy that Owen MeSwiney, the Drury Lane
manager's factotum, who had translated tile libretto of Camilla

from the Italian of Silvio Stampiglia, was soon to be identified

with the fortunes of the (Juocn's Theatre.' The production itself

was remarkable for two circumstances, first for the appearance of

Signor Valentin! (Vulentiivi Urban!), earliest in order of the male
soprani, a singer of tin- second rank, with a weak but melodious

voice; and again for establishing the absurd system of bilingual

interpretation which, despite the girdings of the wits, so long

obtained. Other countries, however, for similar economic reasons,

had been compelled to resort to the same expedient. If Riccoboni

is to be believed, when Italian opera was first produced in

Hamburg, the recitative was given in the home tongue, whilst

the airs were sung in Italian.

By way of coiinteriiiL' the attractions of (.'taiiilla at Drury
Lane, Vanbrugh, on April o, brought out Tom D'Urfey's fan-

tastic comic opera, Wonders in the Sun, or The Kingdom of Birds,

which may be pithily described as a Jules Verne tale with a
spice of Rostand's Chant eel cer. Barring an air by Eccles. the

music was all old, compiled from a variety of sources, even Lully

being laid under contribution. According to Whincop "it had
several ballads in it that took very much with the common

'For detail- ill Mi-SivijuVs HiiviTMiin.nsi-iirt-T.seerajartk-k. "A Famuli - W.-ihmL
Man." in The ,\.if /;,,'„.,.< l/,„ru i!i,;i:.,t, l'JIIS.
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people." lint although given five or six times, it was not successful

enough to establish the vogue of ballad opera. The necessary
impulse for the creation of that long-popular genre was lucking

until Gay's satiric genius afforded it in The Beggar a Opera.

At the close of his second season, YanbruL'h. disappointed in

his expectations and wearied with the cures of management, leased

the Queen's to Owen McSwiney at a rental of £5 per acting day,

the total sum not to exceed E?u(l. To this arrangement Christo-

pher Rich, the astute Drury Lane Manager, made no objection,

feeling assured that his old lien tenant, who was heavily in his

debt, would remain subservient, and that the upshot would be
his own control of both houses, [loping to hoodwink lioth players

and public, lie seerelly agreed In the entieloL; away by McSwiney
of the principal members of his company, only U> hud when the

manoeuvre had been effected that his quondam satellite had
played him false and intended fight ins: for his own hand. Thence-
forth between the two it was war to the knife.

Opening the Queen's on October 15, 1706, with the Drury
Lane players. Mcswiney was for a time too hampered by lack of

means to compete with Rich on operatic lines. All the signs of

the hour gave delusive indications that Drury Lane, and not the

Havmurket house, was to be the future home of Italian Opera.

The vogue there of the hybrid makeshift was Im.cliantlv girded

at in Addison's prologue to Smith's tragedy, Phadra and Hip.
polytus, as brought out by McSwiney on April 21, 1707. Doubtless

performance at court of Camilla, in celebration of the Queen's

birthday, a couple of mouths previously. Anne never conde-

scended to visit the playhouses, and, since Mahomet refused to go
to the mountain, the mountain at long last had to be brought

to Mahomet. Forced by the defection of his players to make
strenuous appeal to bis patrons' musical instincts. Rich brought

out Motteux's Thomyrit, Queen of Scytkia, one of several futile

attempts made about this time to establish a piratical school of

English grand opera, based on Italian groundwork.' McSwiney
could only respond by producing a new play or two, and, after

missing fire with Mrs. Centlivre's I'lulonic IaiiIij, scored a remark-

ably happy hit with Far (pillar's flue comedy. The Beaux' Stratagem.

Precisely at this juncture Fate willed it that an exchange of

weapons should take place. A certain Colonel Brett, having
'

become possessed of an interest in the Drury Lane patent, forced

'For the characlerirtiM of this paslkcio. tti O, G. Suntwck, CWtyM of Optra
Mi b-lu.-c JSrIO, p. M7Z.
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himself resolutely into partnership with the scheming Rich, and

seriously disturbed the equanimity of that despot by treating the

players as creatures of flesh and blood. Not only that, but having

arrived at the conclusion that two playhouses were in excess of

the requirements, Brett petitioned the Lord Chamberlain to

enforce an amalgamation of the rival companies. The result

was that the players were one and all commanded to betake

themselves to Drury Lane, McSwiney, as a solatium, being awar-

ded a monopoly ol Italian opera at his house from January, 1708.

As will shortly be seen, however, this attempt to establish a

regular Italian Opera House, important as was the outcome,

proved abortive.

In his new role of impresario (the first time anybody had
ever sustained it in England), McSwiney reopened the Queen's on

January 14, 1708, and proceeded to give operatic performances

twice a week by subscription. Then, and for some time after-

wards, no more than 400 tickets were issued for the fashionable

parts of the house, the pit and buses, which were both at the one

price, but McSwiney 's custom of asking far subscriptions for the

first six nights of each new opera was afterwards abandoned in

favour of subscriptions for the entire season. Prices ruled high,

and opera-going was a luxury that only the rich could afford.

At best, McSwiney could do little more than mark time while

elaborate preparations were being made for his Italian opera

campaign, and the season which ended on May iiS.' yielded but

little novelty. No particular attraction was proffered until the

end of February, when Motteux's pastoral opera in three nets,

Love's Triumph, translated from the "hook" of Cardinal Ottoboni,

and sung to music by Cai-lo (
'es;trini Giovanni, detto del Violone,

and Francesco (iaspnrini, was given eight times. Only about a

fifth of the opera was sung in the original Italian. Motteux was
an indifferent writer of lyrics, and his libretti were strewn with

most of the absurdities so lucidly animadverted upon by Addison

in the 18th Spettalar. It is noteworthy that Valentini, who made
his first appearance at the Queen's in this production, had arranged

all the choruses with dance accompaniments, after the French

manner, (he idea being U> see whether Hrit.ish liking leaned !o the

French or the Italian style. For his work lie was given a benefit

on tie last night of the opera.
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McSwiney now demonstrated his enterprise by bringing over

the first great Italian star to set foot on English shores. This
was the celebrated Cavalierc Nicolino Grimaldi, professionally

known as Nicolini, a Neapolitan castrate, whose reputation was
already so assured that no foreign triumph could add to its lustre.

Salaries in Italy were not then of any particular munificence, and
itinerating singers had not yet grown exorbitant in their demands.
Consequently Nicolini elused with MeSwiney's offer of 800
guineas for the season, a sum little better than half what was
afterwards paid to artists in nowise his superiors. His delicious

soprano voice, which changed later to contralto, was then in the

heyday of its charm. Gibber, much as he disliked foreign opera

and its exponents, had perforce to yield to the Neapolitan an
extorted admiration:

Whatever praises may have lieen given to the most famous voices

that have been heard since Nicolini. upon the whole I cannot but come
into Ihe opinion that still prevails among several persons of condition,

who are able to give a reason for their liking, thai no singer since his

time has so justly and gracefully acquitted himself in whatever characler

lit appeared, :lm Nicolini. At most the dilTeivnce ii.-lwt.M-l] him mid lilt?

greatest lavonritc of llic ladies. I-'jiri nc] I i, amounted hut to this, that he
might sometimes more exquisitely surprise us; 1ml Nicolini il>y pleasing

the eye as well as the ear) filled us with a more various and rational delight.

Steele, who, as press agent to the Drury Lane players, was
little disposed to do the foreign singer justice, unites with Gibber
in his admiration of Nicolini. Writing in the 113th Taller, he says:

For my own part. I was fully satisfied with the sight of an actor,

who, by the grace and propriety nf his action and gesture, does honour
:o the human (ignre. I'lvery one "ill imagine, I mean Sifjluir Nicolini,

who sets off the character he liciir- i:i opera by his act ion. as lunch as iie

does the words of it by his voice. Every limb and every finger contributes

to the part he acts, inasmuch that a deaf man may ao along with him
ill the sense i,f it. There is scarce a beanliful posture in an old static

which he docs not plant himself in, as the different circumstances of the

story give occasion for i:. lie perfumi-. the most uriSinary action in a

manner suitable to the greatness of his character, and shows Ihe prince

even in the giving of a tetter, or despatching of a messenger.

Nicolini made his English debut on December 14, 1708, when
McSwiney reopened the Queen's with his own version of Pyrrhus

and Demetrius, "a noble entertainment" (in Steele's phrase),

translated from the '"book" of Adriano Morselli, and sung, partly

in Italian and partly in English, to tile combined scores of

Alessandro Scarlatti and Nicoto Francesco Haym. The latter

composer, who was then resident in London, contributed a new



mysterious German lady known as "the Baroness," who after

acquiring her art in Italy, had eoine to England in 1706. The
chief singers in English were Mr. Cook, Mr. Ramondon, and the

beautiful Mrs. Tofts, then on tJie verge of her retirement. No
such combination of lyrico-dramatic talent had ever been seen
before, and it is not surprising that what with the compelling
genius of Nicolini and the simple beauty of the arias, Pyrrhua
and Dentetrivit proved a (treat success. Later on, there was a
revival of the perennial Camilla, followed by the production of

another new opera. Clotilda, and a remarkably prosperous season

ended on May 30, 1709.

Every student of tlic story of the rise of opera in Italy knows
how insistent there "ere the claims nf spectacle, and with what
alaerity tfiey were responded In. i'robably because scenic excesses

of the sort in association with I'osl-Hcstoration dramatic opera
of t he type of The Fairy Queen had occasioned severe, wcll-remcru-

liered losses, managers were linii; loath lo expend much money
on the pictorial embellishment of its imported successor. Records
are ominously silent upon the point until May, 170!), when a
paragraph cropped up in the papers saying that "a new set of

scenes painted by two famous Italian artists lately arrived from

Venice" had been added to the Queen's theatre stock. Apart
from the question of expense, there was another reason why
elaborate scenery was for long eschewed. The end -of-the-century

theatre practice of allowing certain well mulcted spectators to

sit on the stage and lounge about behind the scenes had spread

itself to the opera, where the "buzzing musquitos," as (libber

called them, occupied enclosures ranged along the wings in a
manner indicated in Hogarth's picture of The Beggar' > Opera. It is

noteworthy in this connexion that when the four Iroquois Chiefs

who visited England in April, 1710, were taken to the Queen's

to see Macbeth, they were given seats on the stage so that the

expectant audience might have full value for their money. The
practice finally proved .so offensive to singers und spectators

alike that it was specially prohibited at the Opera by an order of

George I, issued in December, 1789.

No sooner was Owen McSwiney on the crest of the wave
than along came fell circumstance to throw him again into troubled

'For him. >cc T*i Sjwrtalor. N'c *5S. He wnj nti ac.-onipliihcil m«o lit letlcrj
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waters. Wearied out by the purposeful intriguing of his wily

co-patentee, Colonel Brett threw up the sponge and retired in high

dudgeon from Drury Lane. Once mure monarch of all he sur-

veyed, Hifli resumed Ids tyranny aver (he players, who, tortured

beyond all endura.net', made clamant appeal to the Lord Chamber-
lain. The result was that the standing theatrical order was
annulled, leaving the players free to go whithersoever they
pleased.

Without loss of a moment. Wilks, DoL'get. Cibber and Mrs.
Oldfield entered into an agreement with McSwiney whereby the

whole five became joint managers and sharers in the Haymarket
house, which was now to be run partly as a theatre and partly

as an opera bouse; and this once concluded tli.-y s,:t about altering

the building with the view of remedying its defective acoustics.

In the multitude of counsellors there is not always wisdom.
Holy Writ to the contrary uolwi I list n miitig. and on opening the

Queen's in September, 1701), the new syndicate showed its ex-

quisite bad taste bv sandwiching aembatic feats between the

acts of Othello. It was hardly to be expected that a governing
board on which there was a plurality of players, and which had
evinced so little reverence i"or Shakespeare, would be considerate

in its attitude towards the foreign singers; and it is not surprising

to find that there was eonsidenible frit t.ion during the season. In

January, 1710, came the first operatic production of note, the

Almahide of Bononcini, sung entirely in Italian by Nicolini,

Valentini, Cassani. Margherila de I'Epine, and Signora Isabella,

otherwise Isabella Girardeau. Fearing unnecessarily that, the

public would weary of the exclusively foreign feast of showy,
over-pretentious music, the management sought to temper the

severities by giving vocal intermezzi, sung in English between
the acts by Dogget, Mrs. Lindsay and Mrs. Cross. Notwith-
standing the artistic offensiveness of this melange, the opera bore

fourteen repetitions, and by its success was instrumental in

sweeping away the old mongrel type of performance. Writing a

year later, Addison pretended that the public had grown tired

"of understanding half the opera, and therefore to ease themselves

entirely if the fatigue of thinking, have so order'd it at present

that the whole opera is performed in an unknown tongue." But
Ikal was only Fanny's pretty way.

Of the precise nature of the friction between the controllers

of the Queen's and the Italian singers we should know nothing

were it not for the lucky preservation in the collection of Mr.
Harrison Garside of Victoria, B. C, of an interesting handbill,
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Advebtisembnt

Friday, March the 17th. 170ft
It has Wn pulilishM in vrstcrdev's WnrVi/ (Wnuf, ami last night

in ht-r Majesty's Theatre at the Haymarket, that to Morrow (being Satur-
day the lBtli (if March) will be presented there, a comedy, with several

select scenes of Musick. to be perform')! between the .\ct.s by Cavalier
Xicchrii, Kigniur Valentin!, and Higninru Margarita; which sort of pcr-

IWmancc Hie said Cavalier Nicolini finding In be direcliy contrary to

the Agreement made between him and Mr. Owen Swiny 1
, and that the

same wou'd prove a real means to viliiie ami prejudice ^he Opera. He
iloth hereby acquaint all Gentlemen and Ladies, that his intention is

slricily lo cbservc the tenon r and meaning i>[ I lie said agreement, that is

to say, to sine; during the winter season "only Formal operas, and to be
always ready to please and serve them according to his duty and usual

Clearly, if the Haymarket players had no sense of the dignity

of their iirl, Nicolini had a deep sense of the dignity of his!

On May 23 following came a noteworthy production of the

Ilytltispr.i of Francesco Mnncini, in which Xicolini and his Italian

associates had the cooperation of a capable English tenor singer

named Lawrence, who whs accomplished enough to lie able to

render their tongue. The curious will find an analysis of this

romantic Persian opera (so amusingly satirised by Addison in

the ISth Spectator), in Hogarth's Memoirs of the Musical Drama.
Nicolini's light with the property lion must have been a sight

for gods and men.
Meanwhile there was much troubling of the waters at old

Drury, where the turmoil was afiain to affect the fortunes of the

rival house. On June 7. I7t)!t. just as McSwincy had signed

articles with the deserters, the Lord Chamberlain issued a man-
date forbidding Rich to give further performances. Among the

owners of Drury Lane at that period was one William Collier,

a popular member ul Parliament and prrmnu grain in court

circles. Exerting his influence. Collier gained permission in the

following November to reopen the theatre under his own control,

the understand in;: being that neither Rich nor any id his .Hatcilit.es

were to have any further say in the management. Acting on
this, Collier forcibly ejected Rich, who was living on the premises,

and, with what players he could secure—mostly second-rate—
'1,1 ili.|i-|.nri- l.i i:r^'li.-lL ML.^:.ji']'.iilL|i,H ll;',.':) I l.i'i V H;i'-.- luihj vi.^Vfi]

j;.L:i^, ', Mi Hn:i:,:J k;,<[ („r ri lat |,|„ J t!j,! "Mm'' .flora bis mint. I)ut lie
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proceeded to open the house. Ilia failure was a foregone conclu-

sion, as it was not to he expected that an inexperienced manager
with an inefficient company could compete with the strong and
manifold attractions of the Queen's. Baffled in his schemes, he
once more appealed to the Lord Chamberlain, and succeeded in

effecting a very silly exelutn^e. McSwiney Hnd his joint sharers

were peremptorily ordered to remove to Drury Lane, where they
were to have the sole right to represent plays, and Collier was given

a monopoly of opera at the Queen's. Allied with this was the

curious understanding that whenever opera was given at the Hay-
market house on Wednesdays, Drury Lane was to remain closed.

Collier, immediately on gaining possession of the Queen's,
let the house to Aaron Hill, the dramatist, at a rental of £600
per annum, and the season opened on November 32, 1710, with

a revival of Hydaspea. In the brief period he was at the helm,
Hill proved himself nn impresario of initiative and resource, and
contrived to leave an indelible mark on the annals of early Italian

Opera. He was the first to appreciate the potentialities of Handel
(then languish! si" in obscurity in London), and to demonstrate
that to procure good opera it was unnecessary to go the whole
way to Italy. After thoroughly maturing his plans, he set about
writing a libretto based on Tasso's Gierusaienime, and on its

eompietimi. hitmieil il fiver hi ( iiiieomo Rn.ssi In tie trmisliifed into

Italian. Thai was done, and the "book" given to Handel, who
took his duties so lightly (there was no elaborate orcllesl ration

to worry over!) that the music was written in a fortnight. The
result was Riuahlo, brought out with triumphant success on Febru-

ary 24, 1711. Whincop tells us that the maestro "then made his

first appearance in England, and accompanied the voices himself

on the harpsichord in the orchestre, and performed his part in

the overture, wherein his execution seemed ns astonishing as his

genius." Thanks to t lit- ak-orhiiij; romantic interest of the

theme, the heauty of the music ami the splendour of the spec-

tacle, liinaldo wns given imi nt crnipiedlv lo crowded houses unlil

the close of Uie season. In the judgment of many connoisseurs,

Handel's first opera remains his best. Certainly a work which

contained those delightful arias, "Cara Sposa" and "Lascia ch'io

pianga" must be for ever memorable.
With the sacred name of Handel one must bring this proem

to a close. It only remains to add that with the performance of

Motteux's comedy, Love's a Jest, on August 31, 1711, the players

took their farewell of the Queen's, and that thenceforth the theatre

became a permanent opera-house.



SOMETHING "BIGGER" THAN THE
BETHLEHEM BACH FESTIVALS

By CHARLES D. ISAACSON

IT
is over half a year since I made a pilgrimage to the city of

Bethlehem, and sat at the feet of old Bach. Ever since, the

festival has been alive in my memory. And yet something

"bigger" than the event has been arousing the propagandist in

me. What is being done in Hethlehem by the citizens of the town,

by Dr. Wolle, the conductor, by Charles II. Seluvab, the million-

aire patron, by the university officials, by the musicians—won-
derful as il is, inspiring as it is. artistic and beautiful as it is

—

is made pygmy by the something "bigger" which it suggests

to my mind for action.

Every year Bethiehem, Pennsylvania, holds its now famous
cycle of Hach classics. The choir anil organist are assisted by well-

known singers and an orchestra that arc imported. Doctor J. Fred

Wolle conducts. Some of tile icealtliy pcDpUr underwrite the

expenses. The large hall is packed to stallding-room for every

session, and out on the lawn thousands listen without charge.

Indoors the audience consists t>[ pilgrims [join all over t lie States.

The performance is excellent. The metropolitan newspapers

carry a stick or so about the music.

"Very beautiful, very beautiful," say the visitors, and they

go home and maybe they come again, und maybe they do not.

All of the facts mentioned are, in a way, very ordinary. The
Bach Festival, viewed purely as a musical function, deserves

little more attention or comment than any other big musical

event at Carnegie Hall or Symphony Hall or the Chicago

Auditorium.

As performers of Bach, the Bethlehem musicians are gifted

and inspired. True, but so are the Vatican choristers, so ore

the Metropolitan Opera choristers, so are all the orchestras,

ensembles, organists, conductors; and many another festival

chorus, small or large, manifests the same degree of unselfish

devotion to the cause of good music.
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What, then, lifts the Bach festivals at Bethlehem far out of

the ordinary nnd what is it that makes tliera suggest something

still greater, something "bigger"?

Here is a community's pride. Here is a development which

is ingrained in the social life of the residents. It is the daily

gossip and romance of the citizens. It is as much a pari of the

household cares and routine as the winter preserves and the

summer crops mid the daily business. It is the pet of the whole

population, not of a selected sect or set. The storekeepers are

as much in the game as the trombone choir. The school-teachers

are no more Intimate with the details than the hell-boy at the

hotel. Nearly every family has at least one representative in the

chorus or the trombone choir, or among the reception committee
or the ushers or the publicity men. It is the regret of one's life

to he without a relative in the Festival. But worse than claiming

no relative in the music would be the disappointment of the

villager in permitting a Festival to pass without being present for

a session or more. During the Festival the discussion everywhere

is about the music, the visitors, "the greatest annual we ever had."
Fur weeks afterward, the event remains the must import ant topic

of conversation, giving place finally to just one other matter
more serious—the nest Festival!

As I write these words, I have before me I he record of a con-

versation heard in a Bethlehem grocery store. The proprietor

was engaged in quite a heated argument over the particular Bach
chorale which he believed should surely be included next June!

The customer was willing to bet that the grocer was wrong, that

Dr. Wolle would never think of including it; the customer was
in favor of a totally different chorale, one of the later masterpieces.

What does this mean? What is the real significance of the

incident? Year in and year out ordinary cvery-dny folks of all

types and conditions, rich nnd poor and healthy and strong,

chatter about the music of Johann Sebastian Bach. Para-

dox of paradoxes! It is as though one were to say that the

baseball teams of the National ISasoholl League were leaders in a

movement to spread Socrates! That the subway crews of New
York were heart and soul in a plan to raise a monument to Dante.

That the longshoremen of llolmkeii were madly in love with the

ninety teachings of Confucius!

When many musicians themselves still inwardly shudder at

Bach and put him on their recital programs because it is the

tradition to open with something cold and academic; when many
musicians still consider Bach an antiquated, unsympathetic,
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lifeless composer—what should be expected of the people? The
parados grows as Bethlehem's marvel spreads on the canvas.

Yet there is nothing extraordinary about the people of Beth-

lehem. They are not martyrs, saints or intellectual paragons.

In fact, they are very ordinary. Bethlehem is a manufacturing

town. Among other things, the encyclopedia-authority says:

Bethlehem: a borough of Northampton and Lehigh Counties r>n

North bank of Lehigh River. Population (1SI0), 12.837

During the war of the Independence, part of it; well-known Mora-
vian seminary was used as a general hospital of the continental army.
. . . Among the borough's industrial establishments the manufactories

of iron and steel are the most important, but it also manufactures brass,

zinc, and silk and knit goods. The municipality owns and operates

its own waterworks. . . .

Bethlehem has often been called the American Bayrouth. . . .

'I'lle paradox grows, indeed, as I lie consideration of Bethle-

hem's love of Bach appears to be the supreme interest in the

rniiimuTial life of the town.

The father of modern music, the head ol our musical family

tree, tin: popular idol of a thriving, rushing, busl ling commercial

American city! The cantor of !.eip'/.ig, the patron saint of a

population of common business people and professional families!

It was a soft, balmy day in late May when we arrived in

Bethlehem. The town is situated in the heart of the beautiful

Pennsylvania country. The roads are well kept, the houses are

spick-and-span. The river runs through the center of the town,

separating the factory section from the homes. The chimney
spires rise like sky-giants, baching forth smoke in clouds such as

precede n t runnier-storm. The steel works spread and sprawl over

hundreds of acres, reaching down to the waterfront and stretching

to the outskirts. A massive span -bridge colors the commercial
aspect of the picture. Bright, modern stores show alluring

windows to I lie passer-by; hundreds of automobiles give a metro-

politan touch to the scene: smart street -ears, ivit.ii smart conductors

and motormen, arc crowded all the time; in the mornings, earlier

than seven o'clock, girls and men are rushing to their jobs; in the

evening the city is as lively us New York. The lights twinkle,

the place is busy and wide-awake.

A very modern city. A very luisiuc.s-likc city.

On the oilier side of the river are the homes and the Other

stores, and the hills and Lehigh University. There is much
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open space and a beautiful view of the country. There are some
old land-marks—the Moravian settlement, the Moravian sem-
inary, the chapel, the remains of colonial clays and revolutionary

days, and early American days. The guide shows the spinet

which entertained George Washington and Benjamin Franklin

and James Madison; she points out the pulpit where the early

Moravian ministers preached, and the very spot where the mission-

aries addressed the Indians.

This, the guide insists, is the place where the Indians were
halted one Thanksgiving night as they were about to massacre
the population—halted by the sound of music in the chapel,

halted by the belief that it was the Great Spirit murmuring his

protection to the white folk. Further, the guide leads to where
the Revolutionary soldiers were nursed, and where the little

Colonial ladies were taught to read and sing.

A very historical city—a very quiet, studious city.

But the people? They talk about selling their goods as any-

body else does. They dress the same. They are the same. It is

beyond contradiction that there is nothing about Bethlehem and
its people which makes for a different set of conditions from those

which apply elsewhere. Bethlehem is n regular American city.

The only outstanding characteristic is the musical idea. And
that is inbred by years of training. If in the earlier days the

Oberatumergau 1'assion Play had been introilucetl, instead,

would be the big ide;i, except thai naturally oilier religions would

be excluded; if the scheme of performing Shakespeare's plays had
been proposed and followed, that would be the driving motive,

except that fewer could participate, because a limited number
could understand and feel the message. If it bad been the custom
to hold Grecian dancing pageants, that would be the town's hobby,
except that dancing is not as uplifting and could never have been
so fundamental in its appeal as Bach.

When the visitors went to the Packer Memorial Church to

hear the performance, they found the lawns covered with thou-

sands of villagers, who sal oil the grass under the grenl s1i;it!e

trees. Townspeople stood eagerly peering into the edifice. They
held scores of the Bach Chorale and were poring over the notes

and the words. The chorus of katy-dids and crickets gave a

character to the stilly atmosphere— for the people were silent as

they waited. The visitors entered the high-roofed church. In

the darkish twilight of the chapel every scat was occupied. At
the front, under the altar and in a white light that streamed
through the side windows, was the chorus. They were banked
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against the pipes of the majestic organ with tlie golden tongues.

The wo cue] i In while, tin* men behind I hem— several hundred singers.

All orchestra was in 1.1 ic front, and the soloists .sat with folded hands.

This is the interesting thing about the chorus, these highly

trained students of Bach: The personnel reads something like

this: housewife, housewife, saleslady, manager's wife, steel-worker,

housewife, clerk, etc., etc. There are the workers, Hie daughters

and wives of the workers. There are the foremen, the managers,
there are the millionaires in Hie chorus. There are the pupils

and teachers from the university. Nearly every family of Beth-
lehem is represented.

At Hie moment of three o'clock, the director comes to his

place and lifts his hands. The music slarts, ever so fainHy, but
increases and increases to a burst of sound so tremendous Hiat it

is awe-inspiring. Sopranos and tenors and hasses and altos blend

marvel ousK . line is lifted completely on I of one's self, and carried

into the upper regions of ra rifled ideals.

The man Wolle, U,e director, is a fine figure of a ma.i. lie

has a genial smile and he loves his work. He is liach's disciple in

America. lie is everybody's friend, from the wealthiest patron

to the lowliest, clerk in town.

This is not a review of Hie music. The dailies have carried

the criticisms and will carry the critieisms of the next festival.

There exists an excellent summary of the entire history of the

movement, as told in Raymond Walters' book. This volume
reviews the development of Bethlehem's music from Hie earliest

days, shows how the expenses have been underwritten and gives

intimate pictures of the workers. As a guide to other community
workers who would attempt to follow suit, a perusal of Mr.
Walters' book will prove invaluable.

My endeavor here is to find the meaning of the work; to point

out the principles which underlie the activities, and the some thin;.'

"bigger" which is in Hie movement, which can be transplanted

anywhere. Bethlehem has proved that music can be made a

genuine civic enterprise; not the sort of namby-pamby enterprise

indulged in hy some cities; not the sort of activity of a "Civic
Music Association," which is ju.l the high-flown nanieof a rliuiie;

not. the political treadmill of some new-fangled mayors. Bethle-

hem has demons' m ted that. there is something in music eapahlc

of dominating Uie collective mind of a community, ami providing

a vehicle that can be universally popular.

One who would go about making another Bethlehem might

safely follow the example of the Pennsylvania town. He may
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enter tile ta.sk with the assurance thai an experiment i.s under way
which is not contrary to human nature and American constitu-

tionality. The mouths of tile teachers of pessimism are .stilled by
Kcthlchcm. Whenever another EentlentBu remarks on the futility

of extending the circle of musicians, let him talk on and then

quietly whisper in his ear. "Go to Bethlehem." He will quote
1 1 r : u 1 1 1

.
1 1 1 s beyond measure on American taste, anil if.- failure to

respond to good music. He will .slate the number of hundred

million sheets of ray-Mine enrapiiMtinu.- which are sold every year.

He will compare the vaudeville audiences with the concert audien-

ces. He will tell you that artists cannot get their pay out of a
debut recital. He will say that Shakespeare and liostand and
Dunsany and Ibsen j;o unheralded ai:d nnstiiijr, while George M.
Cohan. Al Woods and Irving Heriin ale knighted and crowned
.villi laurel. He will point to the newspapers and show the front

;nn.'e headlines on murders, rape anrl bigamv; the £idl page rhetoric

on base-ball, foot-ball and indoor hockey, the columns devoted

the fading complexion and how In keep your sweetheart's love

torrid—and then with malicious glare he will exhibit a bare three

inches on last night's musical events. The gentleman witii the

pessimistic trend will tell you how the operatic society died and
how the i'hiladelphia orchestra came near bankruptcy and how
the poor young singer goes through the tortures of the inferno

to re.'ieh a goal situateil about I'Virt iet h Street, and Hroadwav,

New York City.

All of this he will tell me, and I will shake my head up and
down, which is the affirmative, and tell him that he is right as

far as he goes, but that he stops too soon. And that he had
better take a trip as far as Bethlehem, the new Jerusalem of music,

at once!

Generalizing is the curse of all logic. To generalize on music
from now until doomsday will lead nowhere. But when one
"gets down to hrass tacks," then results develop. Generalize

about newspapers: it is true that newspapers are not fair to music.

But particularize, make a campaign of common sense and per-

severance tn win over a newspaper, and then watch for results.

To illustrate the point, I may be pardoned if 1 quote 'lie particular

case where it fell to my lot to break down the conventional

generalization concerning newspapers, ami in the hardest city in the

world. In New York City, the Ulabe is to-day devoting more space

to music than to any other feature, outside of spurts. It is not

uncommon tor musical events to gravitate to the lirsl page. More
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especially, the Globe has fostered musical education end has

sponsored free concerts to spread musical propaganda throughout

New York. By July, 1930, over twelve hundred concerts will

have been given free to the people; and the total population

reached in this manner will have topped the two million mark.

Generalize about singers; but it would be easy to list here

dozens and dozens of young artists who have won high places

with no more difficulty than a similar number of young people

in any oilier walk of life would have encountered to get as far.

Generalize about operatic societies that flounder on tile rocks.

Of course there must be efficient management. Where is a better

example to offer in a particularizing way than the "Society of

American Singers?" These artists, under the direction of William

Wade Hinshaw, have combatted every tradition. They are

singing opera in English (you could never moke a success of this,

one tradition has it). They are singing grand opera and light

opera (you can never do both schools together, runs another

tradition). They are singing with only American artists (the

public won't go to a company which doesn't offer foreigners as

bait, runs still another tradition). They are making an extended

run of over thirty weeks (a long season can never be launched,

goes the last tradition).

To return to Bethlehem, here is the example par excellence

in particularizing, an example which should be both a flaunt at

traditions, and an impetus to dreamers and idealists. If the

musician is going to put up his armor and spear because he is

afraid, then he will never be music's champion in the new world.

But if his spirit is high, if his aims are mighty, if his ambition is

undaunted, he may immediately get ready to be the maker of a

new Bethlehem. But beware of confusing the community chorus

plan with the Bethlehem plan!

How did Bethlehem become the center of such an intense

musical interest? By years of endeavor?—Yes! By universality

of appeal?—Undoubtedly! By massing of professions and busi-

nesses?—Precisely! By publicity?—Bravo, by publicity indeed!

Some of Bethlehem's own leaders will combat me in declaring

the possibilities of extending the idea. They will insist that

Bethlehem's musical history is an old one—that it has been
developing since prc-RcvoIutionary days. That is true. But the

handicap is not difficult to overcome. There can be quicker

progress, because it is not necessary now to go over all the ground
which was covered in the evolutionary progress of the Bethlehem
enterprise. Conditions are different. Interest in music is greater
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and more widespread. It is my personal feeling, based on five

years of propaganda with the New York Globe's activities, that

it would take a very short time to make a noticeable impression

on any community. Let us suppose that an ambitious set of

individuals were determined to make the town of San Antonio,

Texas, the musical city of the South. Within one year, the thing

would begin to take root, and show results. Within five years,

it could be made the talk of the country; within a generation it

would be as much a civic entity as that of Bethlehem.
Universality of appeal 1 What has so universal a message as

music? Surely no sport, no commercial drive, no educational

scheme, has such a grip on a community. Try to mass a town
on any idea; not a single one can be found whicb has so general a
pull on every kind of citizen as that of a music -festival. There is

do taint of gain—it is an art-project. There is something uplifting

and yet not sanctimonious. If the project were the control of a
market, it would gain some business men and lose the women.
If the project were the development of a monument or a park,

what would be the inner joy to the participants?

Publicity! Is it not easy to understand the peculiar psycho-

logical effect on every Bethlehemite, of the publicity which the

project brings to the town? Bethlehem advanced in public at-

tention when the festivals attained to national prominence. Out-

siders turned their eyes upon the spot on the map, and madethe
journey. The post-office felt the larger mail. The residents found
their friends on the outside "looking up" to them. The local

newspaper discovered a project around which it could write eter-

nally and furnish outside newspapers with matter to clip—with

credit! It takes no stretch of the imagination to realize that

residents, especially shop-keepers, felt the necessity of sprucing

up and getting in shape so that these visitors would not find the

local minds wanting!

Thus develop local pride, local unity, intelligence. Not for

one moment would I try to create the impression that every

Bethlehemite has become a musician and an expert on Bach.

Oh, no! But I do believe that there is not a single Bethlehemite

who is not now acquainted with Bach and chorales and good

Dr. Wolle, the director of it all, is a keen student of humanity.

He chose Bach, if not consciously, then by inspiration, because

Bach is a vessel which cannot be emptied. Being so inexhaustible,

the singers cannot encompass the wisdom of Bach in a moment.
They can never find the last of Bach valuesl At first they can
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only get a taste of the henuty- then the beauty grows on them;

find tJie first taste of wisdom is had. Then the wisdom grows on
llu'Tu, and the itjlimto goodness and religions fervor dawns on

them. Then these grow on the singers, and the inspiration is

tasted, ii ml so forl.ll- Why wcti'shiii a man who is less than a noil?

This is whv Bach has [irovrn such ideal choice fur Bethlehem -

and why Bach will always he the saint of Bethlehem. Bach is

not dry, or academic— again t s-urlit ion is dealt a death-blow.

Bach is .supremely human, supremely beautiful, lie was ;i man
who suffered, he was a man who loved, he was a home-man, a

father, a husband, a gardener, a hater of tyrants, a lover of friends.

A man with enemies, a man who came from a family of artists,

but who made bis nan art, w ho conceived lis own schools, a man
of simplicity of taste and catholicity of appreciation. One who
lived in the country and visited in the city, who adored the

church-loft, and knew the joy of the organ. He could wash the

dishes a' night, ami go then to his scores, and put his wife on the

head between bars, writing never to go baek: sutTcring because of

pigmy rivals who stood ill bis way and barked at him; and dying,

as he lived, alone with his family, his organ, his music.

There is a figure to love—and Bach is growing alive in Beth-

lehem, i have not heard that a marble statue is to be erected to

his memory; but a much liner monument has bed" built in the

hearts of the people! And in my mind's eye I could see liach

cnjnving ii all immensely I

To sum up:

1. Bethlehem's music is really of the people and hence is significant,

d. Bethlehem's uiusie is of a sorl I" cliange their whole ehiirneler and
briny l.eaalv ever-inereasi,,;. I<> lae business aad domestic life of

the community.
3. Bethlehem's music is making the town the Mecea of musicians.

+. Iitthlchcn;'s experiment stuiavsis snmclliirii! "higher," which ce.'j in:

followed, and will be followed throughout the Stales, milll there

is a counterpart in every section of the country.

3. Bach, Beclliovon. Mo/ar:. Waimer. MncDowell, lir.jl:itLS. tilack.

Haydn, Hit mid and olhers an- calling to be brought In hie in

a community like Bethlehem. It is not necessary to take only

one; it is not even necessary to follow a hied idea, though that

is to be preferred.

The something "bigger" than the Bach Festivals at Bethle-

hem will he the sum totul of the civic musical festivals in Akron,

Belleville, Cleveland, Davenport, Enston, Fargo, Galveston, Ham-
mond—and so on throughout the alphabet of the land!



THE PASSING OF THE PRESSURE TOUCH
By WESLEY WEYMAN

|0 question the efficacy of Uie pressure -ouch as a means of

melodic expression, is to commit an act of ieonoelasin hardly

to lie equalled in [hi- whole range of pianoforte technique.

Pressure has been the feti.-h of lialf a century ill the art of tone pro-

duction. No word has been used so constantly to describe melody
playing, or lo guide am! stimulate tin' student So his best effort in

Unit direction. Trite i oiuparisous have been drawn upon, such as

pressing tlit- juice front ripe fruit; even a tremolo of She linger, a

legitimate device in playing stringed instruments, has been advo-

cated and not infrequently exhibited on the concert stage. But
whatever the outward manifestation, it was always the pressure that

was the basis of the principle. It is interesting and important So

investigate the historical evolution ,of a custom so universal, and to

study its advantages and its defects.

Tour or five generations ago, when our musical forebears were
still playing the. clavichord . they were confronts! by :i technical

problem so vastly dirl'crcr!'. from our own to day. that only those who
have played both clavichord and modern pianoforte are able to

appreciate the chasm which separates the two. One fact alone,

however, apart from any other difference, suffices to show the fund-

amental irreconcilability between the ancient and the modern
technique. The dip or drop of the key wa- very slight, only about
one-half Unit of She present key; ami the force required to slarl it in

motion ira> little more than a feather's weight -an amount scarcely

perceptible to our less sensitive fingers accustomed to exerting two

ounces and a half of force to set in action the modern key. In other

words, we hod that the clavichord has a phenomenally "easy

action." and that the key goes down only half as far as on the piano-

forte of to-day. This "fact, so admirably adapted to the lightest

agility, together with (be lack of resonance in the clavichord, and
the lack of singing tone and varied nuance in the harpsichord, at

once explains to us the eharacl cri-l ic quality of the music of the early

period. It was limited moslly to movements of extreme speed, and
tlii- lightning rapidity was far more easily obtainable then than it is

on ::ie modem instrument.. I'iano technique in the early period

depended entirely on the lighlcst agility of the fingers, a purely
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muscular force apparently emanating from the knuckles at the base

of the fingers, though in fact lightly controlled by the hand behind

them. Evenness was not difficult of attainment as the force exerted

was so slight; and the purely percussive quality of touch was inoffen-

sive to the ear in the low range of dynamics at one's command.
As we trace the development of music from the clavecinistea

through Scarlatti to Mozart and Haydn, and finally to Beethoven,

we find this constantly broadening musical scope accounted for by
the concurrent change in the instrument from clavichord to piano

and then to pianoforte. Already with Mozart we find sustained

adagio and andante movements, although no one felt more keenly

than he the inadequacy of his piano to express the tonal effects which

he desired. For these he was obliged to turn to the strings and to

the voice, while he patched out the rapidly dying tones of his piano

melody with a pseudo-cantilena of roulades, repetitions and orna-

mental traceries. But with the advent of Beethoven we find the

formation of a new melodic style, and the development of an instru-

ment far more capable of expressing it. The romantic school was
emerging from the classical period, freeing itself from shackles of

Artificiality and false propriety. Music followed literature in its

great awakening to the fact that it was a medium of expression for

human emotion and experience, and not merely a framework for the

development of pyrotechnical roulades, or of involved concetti to be
worked out according to mathematical rule. This outburst of Ihe

spirit from the throes of classical restraint required an adequate
means of expression; and the older instruments with their limited

resources were forced to make way for others with wider range of

tone and greater dynamic power. The harpsichord served only to

depict the soulless emotions of conventional figures, as did the con-

temporary drama through the commedia deWarie; the soul-tragedy of

a Beethoven—an undreamed of expression in pianistic art—required

vastly larger resources. Only a pianoforte could furnish these—an
instrument on which one eould play forte as well as piano, with the

entire dynamic range between. Yet to our modern ears these pianis-

tic attainments would sound as slightly startling as the harmonic
innovations of Beethoven and Hummel, with which they were

contemporary.
With, then, the romantic period opening to music the scope of

human experience, and the instrument offering a comparatively wide

range of tonal possibilities, the superficiality of the old percussive

finger touch was inadequate. The problem of the roulade and that

of the cantilena were quite different. For the expression of a singing

melody, the key required a more exact and constant control, and the
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element of percussion had to be eliminated. Both these needs could

be met by a gentle pressure exerted by the fingers. To press a key
one must approach it comparatively gradually, take hold of it, and
displace ft with intention. Thus the actual touch itself, like the

music it was used to express, contained a human clement quite

lacking in the light and superficial touch of the earlier schools.

This, it would seem, was the genesis of the pressure touch

which has for many decades been lie basis of all melody playing,

and of all expression of tender emotion. It had indeed the advan-
tage of a human element. It showed a vast advance in both art and
instrument, in that it made the key an implement for creating vary-

ing tone-emotions. The performer was forced to take hold of the

key and use it to a definite purpose, an attitude of mind which is

still, indeed, the last word in modernity, the most important prin-

ciple in the pianoforte technique of today.

Why, then, if pressure has so great a virtue, if it has served to

transfer pianistic art from a basis of mere line to the realm of color

and emotion, if it indeed forces us to the most important mental
altitude toward the instrument, that of actually using the key to

create definite and exact tones—why need we look farther for our

melody touch?

We have seen that the clavichord touch was a purely muscular

eiertion of the fingers, and that the pressure touch was developed

directly from it. It remained a purely muscular operation, but located

itself in the palm of the hand, beyond the fingers, where the real

control of the fingers is more readily felt. In its iucipiency, the

actual cost of this muscular operation was slight; but through the

following decades, the development of the pianoforte to its present

orchestral proportions presented a quite different case. For the

tones of enormous volume which we now require, a correspondingly

enormous force must be exerted to overcome the "heavy action" of

the modern pianoforte, and to produce in addition to this the

desired tone. As it requires two and one-half ounces of force merely

to set each key in motion, that act alone absorbs a surprising amount
of strength, and yet this takes no account of the great force used to

produce the actual tones we hear. The pressure is still exerted nius-

cularly, but has been forced to transfer itself to the upper arm, as

the hand alone is no longer adequate. Many teachers carefully

locate the melody touch for their pupils on the under side of the

upper arm, immediately below the shoulder, and then encourage

them to press, press, press, until the amount of force used in playing

a program is gigantic. If actually registered, the muscular energy

required even in playing a Chopin Nocturne under these conditions
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would astonish us, arid would exhaust us by its very connotation.

Tin's expenditure, whether consciously felt or not, must neces^arily

react deleteriously on the nervous system of the performer.

A study of the medianism of the piano reveals a farther disad-

vantage in pressure. Careful students of the instrument now realize

lhal the tone Is actually produced when the key has traversed only

half its descent, and not when it hits the felt pod at the hottom.

This fart requires us, it' we wis!) to make beautiful tones, and to

reproduce exactly I lie musical vision in our minds, to aim our force

with the greatest exactness to this place in the descent of the key.

This principle is almost impossible of attainment willi pressure,

which is bound to aim the force not merely at the pads beneath the

keys, but, indeed, far beyond them. The flattened sensation at the

end of one's finger bears evident witness to the suddenness with

which the active force was arrested on reaching the pads—already
far beyond the crucial point, in tone production. Indeed, is it not

safe to assert that the person wiio presses is necessarily prevented

from Aiming his forces correctly? This is painfully evident in the

playing of those who press out fortissimo chords from the shoulder.

Is not a really hcaul ii'nl fortissimo the rarest quality that one hears

in one's concert-going season? And yet a harsh, unmusical fortis-

simo is Jin unpardonable hiatus in the equipment of one who claims

to lie an artist, pari icnlarly as beauty of (one is the simplest of

qualities to attain to, if one knows how ore's insl niuicut. must be

treated. Thus we liud the pressure touch, while incorporid lug (he

most important mental altitude in piano-playing—that ot con-

sciously using the key to create tone—at the same lime grossly

li-aoscendiiig a physical law which is iueonl invert ible for every

correctly produced tone— that of aiming the force exactly at the

proper place, ami not. beyond. One aims one's fool with the

ulmust care and exactitude for (very step. When one inadver-

tently steps an inch below one's expectation, one receives the

same violent shock thai the string receives when the force is aimed
a quarter of an inch below "he point of impart of I he hummer with

the string.

Again, our knowledgi of acoustics reveals the inadequacy of

pressure in prodiiciui," tones of every quality such as must be al our

command. We know that the diil'ercuce between a bright tone and

a dull one is one of harmonics or overtones. The bright or brilliant

tone is produced by tin over-emphasis oi the smaller sections ot har-

monics of a siring, through a sudden altack by the hammer. The
dull or melodic tone is produced by a very careful and gradual dis-

placement of the string by the hammer, in such wise as to suppress
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as far as possible the upper harmonics. In other words, the emphasis

cf tin' higher overtones in ;i tone gives it dciimteuess. bright ucss and

aggressiveness; the suppression of these overtones gives it. fulness, a

vague suggestiveness, and a remarkable Carrying power even in

pianissimo. This carrying power is due to the fact that the vibra-

tion naturally continues longer when :lie .string vihrates Jis a regular

whole, rather tllilll as a series (if small segments. Although possessing

the meditative diameter essential to melody-playing, tone of this

quality is most rarely heard. The direct reason for this is tie prac-

tifjilly universal use (if the pressure touch which precludes tones of

this character. To press, a finger mil si lie curved, unyielding ill the

knuckles, and inelastic t hrtiiigliout at 1.t:e moment of producinc. kmc.
This cotnliiiijilio:) can (inly result in a sudden impact of hammer
against string, with a tone of brilliant .|tiali'.y in which the liur-

monics arc emphasized. Hence I he pressure lunch is inherently

uuaduplcd lo depicting emotions ,.[ though t ful ,
suggestive ill' vague

quality on the modern pianoforte.

Hoiv arc we then to get these results su rarely heard in concert

and yet so essential to the artist who aims lo have at his command
tile whole range of emotional exprcssh in? In these days an artist is

indeed poorly cipiippcd who must limit himself lo a single tone

color, or must distort an emotion by depicting it with a quality

adapted rather for its reverse. Many pianists arc lis inconsistent as

the painter who paint- his grass pink and his sky green. What other

force than pressure is at our command?
Only comparatively recently, since the pianoforte in its present

orchestral priipoi-linas his rerpiireil of the artist an enormous expen-

diture of force, have we come to realize that the arm is available riot

only in its active attitude of exerting muscular eriergv, hut also in its

passive attitude of relaxed weight. Here, indeed, we have at our

requirements of the modern instrument for the loudest forte pas-

sages' and since the very creation of the force o! weight in the arm
is due to a relaxing or lelting-^n of the supporting muscles, the more
wo let go, the greater force we have. There can be no fatigue in

relaxation . and we can in consequence look forward lo our forte

passages ralher as periods of recupc":it ion llian us tin- exhausting

and muscle-straining ordeals which the pressure touch has inevitably

doomed them lo be in llie past. The opening pages of Tschaikow-

iky's Concerto in li Flat. Minor, or similar passages of chords,

should react upon one only with the comfort and ease of rclaxal ion,

and with the simulating exhilaration of a mechanism which works
with no trace of opposition or strain.
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Furthermore, this weight force, powerful as it is when unre-

strained, is the most easily controlled of all forces at Our command.
Jt may be released in every degree from the softest pianissimo to the

mightiest forte of which the instrument is capable. It can be aimed
to the exact place in the descent of the key where the tone is pro-

duced, giving as a result a tone of complete fulness and carrying

power. It can be caught up again instantaneously by the mere
willing of the sensation of lightness so that the arm with the rapidity

of thought is as light as a feather. So immediate, indeed, is the

response, that the released weight need never reach the pads under
the keys, although the momentum would naturally carry the key

lightly down to its resting-place. Yet most important of all is the

fact that weight can be used with much greater deliberation than
muscular force, through a yielding of knuckles and joints. A flat

finger is particularly adapted to weight in melody playing and the

joints of both finger and wrist should yield at the instant of tone-

production. This reluctance in the descent of the key in turn sends

the hammer against the string with greatly reduced speed, and the

string is set into vibration without the emphasis of the undesired

harmonics. As a result, we receive the effect of n dull, full, resonant,

thoughtful tone in marked contrast to the bright and energetic

quality of tone which pressure is bound to produce.

Here, then, in weight of arm, we have a force which fills the

deficiencies of pressure in melody playing. It cannot exhaust, as it

causes no effort. Indeed its very existence is dun to a lack of effort—

-

relaxation. It can with ease be projected to the exact place neces-

sary for reproducing in tone our musical idea. It can instantly be
sustained again before reaching the felt pads beneath the keys, leav-

ing the arm lightly poised. Finally, it opens to us an entire new'

range of tone color quite unattainable under the use of muscular

force or pressure. By no other means can one portray the medita-

tive, passive moods which underlie nocturnes and similar melodies,

particularly those vague, suggestive qualities which are the very

basis of Debussy, and the mystic school. To limit one's tone-

palette to pressure and the muscular elements of touch, is to reduce

poetry to puritan practicality. The artist of to-day who has not the

resources of weight at his command in lio|x-li-ssly old fashioned, and
should confine himself to the music and instrument of one hundred
years ago, for which bis touch is essentially and iuhereutly fitted.



STENDHAL AND ROSSINI

By HENRY PRUNIERES1

BEYLE was taking a walk in the Giardini at Milan. A Ger-

man military band was playing and Beyle listened as he

eyed the women who passed by. Having grown accustomed

to life in Milan he yielded himself to the beauties of art and of

nature in Italy, to the charm of amorous confidences, to the delights

of the theater and of music. He recognized an impassioned melody

by Mozart which "one hundred and fifty /ouftiaw wind instruments"

played with a "particular melancholy," and his sensitive soul was
stirred. Then the band began another piece, and this time Beyle

was astonished as he heard the light music, effervescent and spark-

ling like the wine of Asti, which seemed to twit everybody and
everything with its mockery. Upon asking who the composer
was, he was told that it was "a young man named Rossini," and
was urged to go to see the charming Tancred of this new, fashion-

able composer.
From this time forth Beyle heard the name of Rossini on every

tongue and was astonished at not having heard his compositions

before. Everywhere, at the concerts, at the balls, in the drawing-

rooms, in the cafes, on the streets, they played airs from Tancred

and from The Italian in Algiers.

At first Beyle rebelled. All of Rossim's tempi and rhythms
were like "eel pie"; and then what did this music, always lively,

elegant and smart, pretend to express? It was a ragout, a piquant

sauce, a veritable lobster bisque meant to excite blasf tastes and
jaded senses. But what enjoyment could this deluge of dancing,

leaping little notes afford a man, who like Beyle, demanded of

music the expression of tender emotions? The form, the "physique

of music" concerned him very little. It is, after all, merely the

adornment, the more or less sumptuous cloak, which drapes the

composer's thought. The latter alone is important. A melody
by Mozart, by Cimarosa, gave him the impression of being in com-

munion with the very emotion, with the sentiment which had in-

spired it. Soul spoke to soul. He could not help finding Rossini

amusing, but how much he preferred Mozart, who never amused

^'Prtfltt to the •uUior'j edition of "L* Vie do Ronioi" in Stendhal'i "(Eowo
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him. "He is like one's la-art's mistress, serious and often sad, but

all the more beloved ju.it because of her sadness." Cimarosa has

portrayed love in all its phases with a marvellous delicacy of touch

and richness of color, ilis gaiety is natural, naive, spontaneous.

I'acsicllo charms lis with irresistible grace. All three in varying

degree and by different, means gratify the deeper passions of the

soul. Rossini contents himself with an agreeable tickling of tile

epidermis. His crescendo.-;, his finales, provoke explosions of ner-

vous and factitious gaiety, of forced laughter. He electrifies his

hearers, he does not move them.
If Rossini bad never bad other rivals on the Italian stage than

Mozart and Cimarosa. Beyle would never have departed from his

disdainful altitude toward him. But this was not at all the case.

While French audiences accepted novelties with difficulty and
remained desperately faithful to works which had onec given pleas-

ure, the Italians, on I he contrary, grew disaffected with old operas

for the sole reason that they had been applauded long enough.

Ciiuavosa, Pae-irllo. were no longer in fashion. Mozart was ell-

joyed by a mere handful of iliMinnti. His music seemed obscure,

learned, of a sombre violence. lie was, admired more than be was
loved. Simon Mayr. J'aer, Fioravauti. Gugliolmi. General!.

Moses, Anfossi. held the boards. It was they who reconciled

Stendhal wi'.h Rossini. Beside .Mozart the ncw-cuu:er appeared

little; beside I'ae'r he was a giant.

After the void, the interminable ennui, of an opera by Simon
Mayr, with his emphatic style, his coarse gaiety of the "good fellow

without i.tjtril." [he ninsir of liossini seemed to Beyle radiant with

youth. The composer "'scattered out new ideas with lavish hands.

Sometimes: la: succeeded, sometimes he missed his aim. Every-

thing Is piled up, pell-mell, ah negligence. It is the profusion and

tin- earclcssness of rii-hes without limit." \b.isic "fashioned out

of nothing," light, vapory and subtle, a veritable magic tissue

woven with rays of sunlight. You .stifle when you listen to an opera

by that Germanic pedant, Mayr. Go to a Itossini opera, and
suddenly you feel the pure, fresh air of the upper Alps; you feel

yourself breathing more freely, vou seem born anew; it was genius

you needed.

The mediocrity of contemporary musicians compelled Stendhal

served his cult of Mozart ami of Cimarosa, but he admitted that

Rossini had renewed the opera xeria, had infused new life into

this decrepit ijcjrrc. He admitted that men were thoroughly amused
by The liuliait in Algiers, The Tma:h:-twu- (/,« Pielta dd Varngune),
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The Barber of Scvilk, even
older dilettanti, that Rossin

and that Cimarosa and Pae

bared one to dentil, lie fell his admiral ion fur Rossini redoubled

3 itini e-< S i;i 1 1-3>-
. Devi.- was endowed with a marvellous spirit of

contradiction. At Milan, lie preserved for a long time Ids "anti-

Rossiniaii" attitude, but with his Parisian friends lie became the

apostle of the new music.

Iii his desire to heroine better urqiniin! ed wilh Rossini's operas,

lie ended by loving them. As a matter of fart, he was always, to

use Ills own expression, a "Rossi nisi of IKl.i." A fervent admirer

of Hie Italian in Algiers, The Touchstone, The. Turk in Italy, and
even, though more moderately, of the Barber, he never acknow-
ledged 1lie works of the Neapolitan period.

Passages of Othello and of Mvm-n moved him profoundly, but

he never, in their entirety, accepted these operas, in which the

German symphonic style appeared to make itself felt to the detri-

ment of the Italian melodic quality. He could never pardon
Rossini for the vocal writing of his last compositions, the vocalises,

like Hourishes on the clarinet, and the embellishments fused into

the melodic line.

In spile of his reservations, in spile of his resistance, his taste

developed almost unconsciously. Cue day he noticed with sorrow

that the music of Cimarosa no longer produced in him the same

effect as formerly. The feelings, the passions, seemed to him ex-

pressed "like rose water," and he had to agree that
.
while bis chosen

composer had "more ideas, and above all. much better ideas than

Rossini," Rossini, to make tip for this, showed an entirely different

mastery of style. The same disillusion in the case of I'ucsiello.

He was charming, exquisite, hut after half an hour of this delicacy

one surprised one's self in n yawn. Only his Mozart worship

remained intact, and suffered no harm from his very lively enjoy-
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and that for Rossini he felt only the "love-taste," without allowing

himself to be blinded in any way to the defects of the object of

that taste.

If Beyle showed indulgence toward the faults of harmonic

orthography which aroused the ire of the pedants and of the envious

critics of Italy, France and Germany, he did not in return easily

pardon Rossini for hia indolence, his negligence, his continual

repetitions, his errors of sense and taste. Like a disabused lover,

he did not fail to mingle a few disagreeable observations with his

praises. Now, the defects which he emphasizes are precisely those

into which he himself falls. One such criticism, aimed at Rossini,

could be applied to Beyle himself without modification. He re-

proaches Rossini with writing an opera just as he would a letter.

Are the Life of Roirini, or Rome, Naples and Florence, anything

else than long letters written by fits and starts? In reality, if Beyle

feels for the works of Rossini a singular sentiment of mingled admira-

tion and hostility, of sympathy and repulsion, it is because they

too much resemble his own works, and because Rossini is a great

deal less the Voltaire of music than the Stendhal of music.

We must, of course, leave Stendhal's Le Rouge et le Noir and
Rossini's William Tell out. <jf consideration; bill is there anything

which so much resembles Stendhal's early works, with their happy
inventions in the way of expression, their delicacy of thought and
analysis, the fine observations scattered all tlirough them, lost in

an inextricable confusion of loose phrases and the rigmarole of

reiterated ideas, as the first operas of Rossini, in which a few pieces,

a veritable treat for the ears and for the finer understanding, are

knit together well or ill by the most insipid transitions and padded
out with most banal formulas? I imagine that Beyle discovered

a little of himself in Rossini, and resented the discovery with a

certain irritation.

He experienced an analogous feeling when circumstances

brought him into personal contact with Rossini. Rossini would

have declared that he had never seen this gentleman who was men-
tioned to him. It is very possible that the musician who, in every

town in which he stayed to be present at performances of his operas

,

had carelessly watched a line of some hundred dilettanti pass by
him, disputing among themselves the honor of being introduced

to him, had preserved no recollection of the little, thick-set, whisk-

ered man with keen eyes, who was a party to his conversations with

the poet, Monti, or who, seated at the same table, laughed at his

sprightly repartee. Beyle, in 1820, spoke Italian hut poorly and
could not readily have taken part in a general conversation when

Do r ::'J l .
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a man with such caustic wit as Rossini's took an active share in it.

He preferred to keep silent, to listen and to lose not a word. If

Stendhal made of whole cloth his story of his meeting with the com-
poser in the inn at Terracina in 1817, it is certain that he saw him
often in Milan in the drawing-rooms which he frequented between
1819 and 1821. Before being presented to Rossini, Beyle knew
him well through the many anecdotes, agreeable or scandalous,

which were told of the composer. He heard not only the han-maU
and gallant adventures attributed to Rossini, that supplied mate-
rial for conversation in the boxes at the Seala wliich Beyle visited

night after night, but he could pick up bits of most amusing gossip

and scandal about the composer in the salon of Elena Vigano,
where he went thrice weekly after the theater. Elena was the

daughter of the celebrated choreograph whose glory, in the eyes
of Stendhal, equalled that of Canova, of Rossini, even of Napoleon.
She was a charming woman, a thorough musician, with a pretty

voice, who liked to gather round her, from eleven o'clock in the

evening until two in the morning, fifteen or twenty amateurs and
artist's, who, like iier, were passionately fond of music. No for-

mality, no ceremony. One went to these soirees in street boots

if one wished; one stretched out at ease on a sofa and was charmed
by tlie airs which the fascinating diva sang with consummate art.

One was not obliged to contribute to the conversation. One talked

or remained silent entirely according to one's natural inclination.

There, surely, Beyle heard the most interesting discussions about
music, and tierc he laid in a slock of anecdotes about the composers

then in fashion. The amiable "Nina" knew them all. Simon
Mayr was an old friend of her father's. Rossini had been her

teacher and honored her with Us friendship. Michcle Carafe was
quite at home in that house. Beyle could not be better situated

to pick up the echoes of the life of the theater and of music in Italy.

He had, moreover, had a chance, in the house of some other

friends, to make the acquaintance of the very young singer, Ade-
laide Schiassetti, whose angelic face made one forget her slightly

deformed body. The daughter of an Italian general and a countess,

she was "proud as forty aristocracies," and created a furor when
she was in voice. Beyle cultivated her acquaintance and took

pleasure in hearing her sing Rossini's airs. She sought, but with-

out avail, to make him enjoy the operas of Mercadante, a new
composer in whom she was interested.

Beyle frequented another house in which the memory of the

youth, Rossini, had been kept alive. He was well acquainted with

the sisters Mombelli. It was for them, to a libretto written by
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their mother, and with the advice of their father, a celebrated tenor,

that Rossini at the age nf fourteen had composed in Bologna liis

opera, l)t'U!t:!riiis and Pnlibiua. which the sisters afterwards sang

nil over Italy. One of them had married a journalist, Augelo
I.atnhcrthii, a savant and a fool, an excellent violin plavcr and an

intimate friend of Rossini's. At Hie Mombclli hou.se lievle could

hear manv a tale of adventure in Rossini's earlv life, and was
amused to hear father Mombclli, who in the days of his glory

had been on terms of great intimaev with Cimarosa, Sacoliim

and l'acsiello, declaim against "ornaments and piquant sauce & la

Rossini."

It was not heforo November, 18l!>, that Beyle was introduced

to Rossini, with whom In: was already so well acquainted by hear-

say. The conversationalist amused him, the man was antipathetic.

So much wit, verve, animation mid Wiiggi.shno.ss could not leave

him indifferent. T[e look a lively pleasure in observing liim. in

listening hi his disenssions with .Monti, and received as oracles his

observations and criticisms in musical matters; but the coarse

Epicurean, fond of high living, was repugnant to him. He was
shocked to find a man who carried out. the principles of "Bcylism"
to their very last consequences, Beyle, it is true, had formulated

the theory of the pursuit of happiness and maintained that, every

man ought to take his pleasure where he found it, but he did not,

in fact, feel umeh sympathy with those who were too easily con-

tented. He who, at this very period and in spite of his tree-dent,

letters to his friend, de Mareste, snlfered cruelly because of his

lofty passion for _\latilde [)embrusky-Yiscont ini , was astonished

that an artist like Rossini could limit his desires to bciiis: courted

and pelted by several women at the same time, setting them down
plumply and without ceremony when he had enough of them,
''eating like three ogres, twenty beefsteaks a day," scrim pine,

haggling, hoarding, making the lover of his mistress support him.
in brief, living like "a disgusting pig." There were also, in the

character of the artist, many things that Heyle could not approve

of. Rossini did not conceal the fact, that lie wrote operas only to

make money, and that, when he had laid by enough to guarantee

his income, he counted on abandoning music anil taking a rest.

One has gone far afield to find the reasons whv Rossini ceased to

compose after H'tY'iani Tell. It will suffice to cast a glance at

Stendhal'- correspondence. There, under the date of November
lSI!t. ii! a letter to de Marestc we read; "I saw Uosslni yesterday

upon his arrival. lie will be twenty-eight years old nest April.

He wants to quit working at thirty." Ten years later, Rossini,
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having secured the income which he deemed necessary, realized

the dream of his life. He snapped his pen in two and consecrated

himself to the joys of gastronomic art. This decision, although it

stunned the public at large, could cause but little astonishment for

Stendhal. He, who cultivated letters for the love of letters and
above all for the love of the ideas he wished to express, could not

approve of such a corruption of the rfilc of the artist. The pursuit

of happiness, as Rossini practised it, could not but appear to him
as a caricature of his dearest theories. And yet he could not bear

Rossini a grudge because of this. If a Frenchman or an English-

man had conducted himself in this fashion, he would have despised

him. But how could one be indignant with, how could one even
take seriously, lllis Olympian buffoon? He offered sacriSces to

his instincts with such tranquil assurance, with such natural ease,

with sueh indifference to opinion! At need, he knew so well how
to justify himself with a pun, and to make game of all, of himself

before all others. Beyle was too well aware of Rossini's genius

to think of measuring him with the common measure, but this

somewhat spoiled his great man for him. The more so as his ad-

miration had a certain admixture of antipathy. It is this complex
sentiment which manifests itself in all that Stendhal has written

on Rossini and his work.

Beyle, driven from Milan in 1821 by calumnies which repre-

sented him as a spy of the French government, returned to Paris,

where again he found Rossini's music triumphant at the Thl&tre

Loumie. After The Happy Deception {Vlnganno Felice), Tancred,

The Italian in Algiers, The Barber of Seville, there were performed in

the course of two seasons from 1881 to 18!!, six Rossini operas

unknown in France: The TouciisLone
,
Elisabeth, Othello, The Thieving

Magpie (La Gazza Ladra), Cinderella, Moses. Regretting always

the wonderful voices he had but lately heard, the orchestra of the

Scala, so discreet and so supple, and the marvellous stage-settings

of Setiquirieo and Perego, who knew bo well how to persuade "the

imagination to take the first steps into the land of illusions," Stend-

hal attended the Italian opera assiduously. There he found
Madame Pasta again, who in the role of Desdemona made all Paris

weep. He attempted to reconstruct his Milanese life. In the

evening he went to the opera or into society and toward midnight

he made his entry regularly at Madame Paste's. There, listening

to the music or playing faro by way of distraction with the Italian

friends of the diva, he imagined iiimself in Milan again.

Beyle had rented a room at the Hotel dee Litiois, 83 rue de

Richelieu, attracted, without doubt, by the neighborhood of Madame
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Pasta, who occupied the first floor of this hostelry. He had only

to go downstairs to imagine himself in Italy. Around the piano

the Miiiic discussions took place on the subject of Rossini as he had
recently heard at the house of Nina Vigano.

In Paris Beyle was surely the man who knew Rossini and his

works best. Up to that time there hud appeared, in France as well

as in Italy, only the criticisms and reviews in the journals, whieh
were written as the works of the master from Pesaro were performed.

Of the life of the man not more Was known than a certain number
of more or les- authentic jmcetloles. Assembling all his recollec-

tions, running through the sketches of his li tters to his friends, and
aided perhaps by a few se.atlercd pnhlical ions carefully preserved,

Beyle wrote an article on Rossini for an Knglish review published

in Paris, to winch he was a regular contributor. In January, 1H33,

The Paris Monthly Review published, under Lb" pseudonym of

Airr.itt', an Knjilish translation of this essay. It reached its aim

and profited hy the curiosity which the name of Rossini had aroused,

Slightly altered il was immediately reprinted in two great British

reviews: llhid nvixl'x Edinburgh Mni/iizim- and Gtdignnni'x Mtmtliiy

lienelD. A Milan journal got possession of it and printed an Italian

translation. This article was included in a volume in company
with a pedantic dissertation on the a-sthelie aims of Rossini's

music. This work appeared in Milan in IHH, under the title of

iiv'sini and iii.i Muma, almost at the same time as the two volumes

of Beyle's Life of Rossini in Paris.

However ardent a Stendhalian one may be, it is difficult to

attribute this great, success solely to the merit of the article in the

I'aris MimMji Hnkw. Translated into English or Italian, the

grace of the style is dissipated. There remains only the matter
stripped bare: facts and opinions. Now, one cannot pretend that

Beyle revealed himself in this study as a very well-informed histo-

rian or as a subtle critic. It was evidently written to order hastily.

The author trusted U> his memory for the anecdotes and the infor-

mation relating to Rossini's youth. It is for the most part wrong,

or at any rate very inexact, whether it be a question of the date of

the composer's birth, of his family, or of the beginning of his musical

career. One finds, moreover, numerous disputable details in the

Lije of Rossini: an air in Tancred borrowed from a Greek chant,

letters addressed by the musician to "Signora Rossini, mother of

the illustrious maestro at Pesaro," Rossini's mystification of his

travelling companions on the way to Reggio, the first performance

of the Barber at Rome, instances of the incredible facility with

which the composer worked, etc.
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Stendhal had ended his article by artfully mingling criticisms

with bis praises, as a man who refused to be "duped entirely by
Rossini's whipped cream and fanfaronades." He admired the

extreme rapidity, the brilliance anil the freshness of his melodies,

but he deplored the fact that the soul could find no deeper enjoy-

ment in them. What will remain of The Barber of Seville when
that work is as old as Don Giovanni?

In It illy tin- article appeared to I lie Itossini party as ;i pamphlet
against, their god. Siguora (lertrudc Giorgi Kighctti. who had
created the role of Rosina in The Unrhrr of Sniffle and that of Cin-

derella, believed herself personally involved in the quarrel, for

Stendhal had neglected to sing the praises of her voice in speaking

of the Barber. She bail retired from the stage, and. married to a

worthy bourgeois citizen, lived in Bologna, without, however, resign-

ing herself to oblivion. She took up the pen to confound the giorna-

lista inglexc, and to refute, point by point, his lying assertions.

The pamphlet which we owe to the ex-prima donna's rage is

entitled: Notes of a lady, formerly a singer, on Macsl.nl Rossini, in

reply to what the English Journalist in Paris wrote of him in the

Summer of 1822, as reported in a Milan Gazette of the same year.

This little work of some sixty pages is extremely diverting. On
every page the singer'* indignation against the foreign journalists

breaks forth. Stendhal is not the only object of her invective.

Did not an infamous l'aris critic dare to insinuate that, if, in the

book of Cinderella. ;i lost bracelet nus substituted for the tradi-

tional glass slipper, it. ivas because the actress win! played (lie title-

role had big feet?

1)1 the course of tier pamphlet Signora liigliclti gives us valu-

able information about Rossini, about his family, and above all,

about the memorable evening on which The Httrhrr of Srrilie was
performed for the first time in Rome. Did Beyle know the brochure

when he n-rotc his Life of Rossini? Evidently many of the inac-

curacies pointed out by the singer do not recur in Stendhal's book.

But he may have drawn liis information from other sources. It

seems hardly possible that licyle would have allowed certain pic-

turesque details in the lady's story to escape him. He knew by
hearsay that, the piece which was greeted with hisses the first night

was repeat.eil willi great sin-cess the next day. But if he had been

aware of the scenes which Signora Kighelti describes: the furious

crowd interrupting the first performance and then going, the nest

night, to awaken Rossini from his sleep, invading his bed-chamber
to congratulate him in Ids bed upon the success of his opera, would
he not have made use of this in his Life of Itav.tiiii?
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On the whole Signora Righctti docs not fulfill her promises.

She does not refute Sleudlial except in a few biographies! details.

!Hf»: eoutincs herself more often to disput mg unimportant [joints

and completing certain data only summarily indicated by Stendhal.

Her great preoccupation is to keep her own 7nemory green, to re-

mind the world that she possessed "the most beautiful voice ever

heard in Home." In addition she docs not fail to slip in a few allu-

sions to her own beauty and to emphasize, the boundless admiration

that Rossini displayed toward her at the. time when she did him
the honor to interpret his operas.

While the article in the Pari* Moiithiii llri-inn was causing all

this excitement , Stendhal .sat in his hold room, writing An Emiy an

the History of iltmr in Italy from 1800 to 1823. The unexpected

success of his article induced him to bring out this new work in

English. TSy the -Mh of December it was well advanced, for he wrote

to Mr. Sutton Sharpe in London that this History of Music at the

Beginning of the Nineteenth Cenliiri/ had just been translated into

English by a friend, and that it would make a volume of about

four hundred octavo pages. "There are not many ideas in this little

work," he explains, "but it is full of little facts which have the

merit of being true."

Through the mediation of a young Lvnglish barrister, Mr.
Luby, negotiations were carried on with the publishing house of

Murray, which had already bmughl out Tin- Life of Haydn, but

they led to nothing. Beyle withdrew his manuscript and subjected

it to considerable modification, During the Winter and Spring of

18-23 Beyle worked at his Life of Romm. He had decided that this

work should he seriously authoritative. Friends furnished him with

analyses of the scores, others sent him from Italy biographical data

about Rossini. The salon of Madame I'asta must have been a rich

source of information for Stendhal . l:i IK'ilSonly ten years had elapsed

since the triumph of Tiwered ii: Venice, and the history of Uossini's

operas was still living in the memories of I he tttieitunti gathered

around Madame I'usla's piano. Beyle wrote the preface of his new
work in September 1823 iiiid dated it. Mtmlmovcncy , where lie often

stayed during the warm season. At this time the Life of Roxsini

was ended will! a chronological list of the composer's works. The
English translator must have worked with a manuscript copy of

the Life.

In January, 1824. the publisher, Hookham. in London brought

out The Memoir* p/ Rossini by the Author of The Lives of Haydn and
Mozart. In the preface the translator declines to identify himself

with the anonymous author's judgment of the talent, of Madame
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Colbran. He warns the reader that he has had to cut various pas-

sages concerning religion. politics, Halian manners and morals,

and that he has added from his own pen information regarding

As an excuse fiit tin- typographical errors which may In- encountered,

in- alleges tlie haste with which the book had to be printed. Rossini

had lieen in England since December 7 , 1B-2:J, and we can understand
the publisher's desire lo bring before the fniblir: a work ao strikingly

opportune.

I imagine that the English Mcmoim of H,issini represent the
first draft of The Life of Rossini, revised and corrected by a trans-

lator anxious not to let. the subject disappear under the accumula-
tion of digressions and accessory details. It is a well constructed

work, clear, authoritative*, lively, giving valuable historical informa-

tion and judicious analyses of Rossini's opera.'. It is. in tine, the

material from which The. Life of Rossini was to be made, but con-

densed, arranged, reduced liy one-half. From the historical point

of view Ihis is the first and. without doubt, the best book writ 1 ni

on Rossini in the first half of the nineteenth century. For Stend-

halians. iiowever, it is far from possessing the same interest as Tite

Life of Rossini, which is an improvisation of genius, exuberant wilh

life, bubbling over with ideas.

While SI rite!) was laboring to translate anil summarm- the.

contents of tile inalolscripl which Stendhal had sent dim. tin- latter

was at work completing and augmenting it with a view to publica-

tion in French. He added miles everywhere. The per forinances of

lins.-ini operas at the Tht'tVn1 /."inn's suggested lo him refleclioiiT on
the execution of these works in Italy and iu France. He wrote
several new chapters, most of them enlirclv foreign to the subject,

which he intercalated among the analvscs of the operas.

The Memoirs of Rossini had been out for several months in

London, and Stendhal, without hurrying himself, was still rework-

ing ills manuscript, lie had even requested his friend, de Marcstc.

lo furnish him with a chapter on the history of the establishment of

the up:-!:! b<>!tj!\- in I.'aris from 1SIMJ to ISi:i. He find only to add a
note attributing this study to "M. Adoljibe de Bcsaneoii." In this

way de Mures! e was enabled to denounce the intrigues of I'acr anil

his associates agninst Rossini's music.

"If you will not do this chapter for me i writes Beyle), you will

give rue a devilish lot of trouble, for 1 was away and have no recol-

lection of the facts. Yon can pour out your bile on the idiotic

administration of Madame Catalan!, and yon can display your

genius by sketching out a scheme of organization for this opera.
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The good Barilli, who looks favorably upon you, can give you all

the data you may need, between two hands of faro." And Beyle
continues to develop his ideas on the ideal constitution of an
Italian opera in Paris. Vt'c shall find them again in Chapter 43 of

The Life of Rossini. At the last moment the author adds to the

end of his manuscript a long letter from Mademoiselle de Lespinnsse.

He has succeeded in transforming a. coherent work into a monster.
Lei us nol complain, Iuiwi'vit, fur Hie monster is a masterpiece.

The Life of Rossini by M . tie Skndlml appeared in IK J i . pub-

lished by Augustc Boullard and Company, booksellers in Paris. It

was Rritet'il with portraits of Kn.^ini and of Mozart and bore as a.

motto these words, attributed to Socrates in Aristophanes' Clouds:

"Let your thoughts go out like this insert, which wc set free in the

air with a string to its leg."

The work was successful and helped to revive interest in Home,
Naples and Florence. Beyle, however, anxious to create the impres-

sion that the first edition was immediately exhausted, bad a copy
of the title struck off with the reimirk: Second Edition, and inserted

between the preface and the introduction a notice of four pages on
The Life nnd Works of Mozart. We do not know how large a return

The Life of Rossini brought Stendhal, but it was surely much more
tian he derived from his famous novels. It spread over the whole

world. In the very year of its publication, Professor Wendt in Leip-

zig brought out a German translation, or to be more exact, an

adaptation. If the spirit and the style of Stendhal were somewhat
dimmed by the varnish of the English translation, they were effaced

still more in the German version under the thick coating with which

they were covered by the conscientious German editor, who Was not

skilful in his handling of the explanatory notes and emendations.

In Italy The Life of liossini was much sought after in spite of

its high price, but more through malignant curiosity than because

of any taste or understanding for the work. Those who did not

simply draw upon the book as plagiarists, were pleased to point

out its biographical inaccuracies, and to insinuate that Beyle had
been the victim of Rossini's jokes and rodomontades. The admirers

of Rossini found fault with the author for not having handled their

idol more gently in his criticisms, and Rossini's detractor.- were

astonished that Beyle should have taken him so seriously.

Even in France it was a matter of good tone among musical

critics to treat The Life of liossini as a work of pure fantasy, which

did not prevent them from stealing from it, even reproducing entire

chapters in biographies of Rossini published ill Belgium. Stendhal

was bitterly reproached with having fallen into errors of detail, and
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even with a lack of sympathetic spirit. "If he had subjected all his

ideas to the domination of one fruitful parent thought," wrote
Joseph d'Clrtigues in !H2!>, "ihis writer would have turned out only

a little work, a pamphlet. M. de Stendhal has had nothing but

esprit: he has written two volume.s."

The memory of the Famous case of plagiarism of which Beyle

had been guilty toward Carpani when lie published The Life of

llaijdti, aroused the suspicion that in this ease also he might have
stolen the property of another. It so happened that in this very

year, 182-t, Carpani had brought out his Rossiniane, a collection of

letters on tli,' music of lios.-iui ami WVln-i- which had. must of them,

appeared previously in the IlibliaUca Itiiliana. So much more
rt-iiMin for accusing -St.i'i i tli in] of renewed plagiarism. Hut. this Utile

the reproach is without foundation. There is not a line in The
liii.i-i.itiiiiti: which could have inspired the author of The Life of

Rosfriitt. If there arc. at litres, similarities, il is a question of com-
monplaces without interest. Better still—whether as a result of

chance or owing to a fixed purine—Stendhal had abstained from

commenting on those operas of Rossini wliieh iiad been treated by
Carpani. Fctis did not take the trouble to read cither The Life of

Iinsriim or The Rnssinianc to bring his charge of plagiarism against

Stendhal. In t-iitll, licvle tool; liis. material where he found it. with

a loo graceful ease to escape, perhaps, on this one occasion when he

was not poaching, the ill will of his detractors. The Life of Rossini

is a work at first hand and of immediate conception. In it the

personality of Stendhal is manifested tumultuously from end to

end with its worst defects and its most admirable qualities.

Those who, on the strength of the title, seek in The Life of

Rossini a biography in the usual sense of the word, will be doomed
to disappoint men* . It is no more a biography than the I'tilineiinilrs

in Rome or Rome, Naplet and Florence arc guides to Italy for the

use of the ordinary tourist. Some one has characterized Rome,
Naples and Florence as "a journal of sensations." One might say-

that The Life of Rossini is a journal of sensations experienced by
Stendhal In the course of a voyage I hrough the field of music.

Stendhal was acquainted with only a limited territory in this

field: Mozart, Cimarosa, Paesiello, Rossini—hut he knew that

territory well and not indirectly through others. He was ignorant

of all the glorious past of Italy. Allegri's Miserere, heard at the

Sistine Chapel, appeared to him like music from afar, almost bar-

barous, contemporaneous with Dante and the Gothic cathedrals,

even though he takes note of the last offshoots of the polyphonic

style which tradition liad kept alive in the schools of Rome up to
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the end of the seventeenth century. For Stendhal, music lupins

with Pergolcsi, Vinci, and Leo. And yet heb™ of these (luiniiiiic

composers of the eighteenth century only because he had read of

them in the letters of the President de Brasses, in the writings of

Jean Jacques Rousseau, and in Burney's Hiitory. He mentions
their names and passes on. Let us be grateful to him for not seeking

to make a display of erudition. He would have felt himself obliged

to adapt and translate chapters from some more or less well in-

formed foreign historian. We should have had another plagiarism

in the style of The Life of Haydn, a strong work, very agreeable

without doubt, bearing Stendhal's mark, but not contributing much
to his glory.

Limiting his desires to the writing of the musical history of his

own times, that is to soy of the "era of Rossini," he did not have

to borrow erudition from others. It would, moreover, have been

difficult for him to copy any other writer for the simple reason that,

aside from the newspaper articles, the criticisms and the polemical

writings in the press, no hook summing up Rossini's life and works
had yet been written. Now, it is not an act of plagiarism to make
use of published documents or manuscripts in writing a historical

For the rest, the biographical element in The Life of Rossini is

reduced to a few data: the date of the composer's birth, his family

.

1 1 is education, :iis the dates of first performances ... All this

foulil have been condensed into a paragraph of twenty lines for a
dictionary. There were certainly in Italy, among Beyle's friends,

at least a dozen persons who could have procured tfu's information

for him. All the rest of the book is made up of analyses of operas,

a liecdolcs. and u'sllietie, political, moral, critical, philosophic and
literary considerations. The printed sources of The Life of Rossini

are, accordingly, insignificant.

There are found here and there, in tliis book, passages which
give the impression of having been adapted from the Italian:

for instance, the technical dissertation on singing in Chapter ,'1,'f;

but Beyle contented liimsclf with translating a few pages from
some book, or perhaps he made use of a note written especially for

him by some obliging friend. Beyle reserved for himself the task

of fixing the collective character of his work. It is not his own
personal judgment that he gives from beginning to end, but the

opinion, or rather the opinions, wliich he has heard expressed by
those around him.

I pray the reader 1<i believe (he writes) "that the 1 in this work is

but a form of speech, which might be replaced by: "They say ia Naples
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in Hie sal™ of the Marquis iit'riu . .

." or; "M. I'cruehini of Venice,
this well informed iiiralcnr, ivluw -erit iment- sin- hi", (old lis mir ilny

at Madame licmoni's . .
." or: "This evening, in the circle which

tethers iinmnd the iinuclsair nf Mr. Allorney Anlnnini in Bologna, I

heard Mr. Aifliiiclii maintain tlml llir' harmony nf tin- (icrmans . .
."

or: "Count Giraud was of the opinion that Rossini's friend, Mr. Gherardi,
had fought to the bitter end. . .

."

And Beyle does not hesitate to declare that "to write this Life

of Rossini he has collected from all sides, for example, from the

German and Italian journals, the judgments on this great man and
his works.

This time he exaggerates. A few years earlier he had claimed

that he owed nothing to Carpani, whom he had despoiled even while

he scoffed at him. Now he exerts himself to convince us that his

Life of Rossini is nothing but a "cento," made up of extracts from
journals. That Stendhal drew useful bits of information from the

newspapers, is quite probable; but as a matter of fact, he made little

use of them, as one is quite convinced in looking through the pages

of the gazettes and journals then published in Italy. As he himself

very justly remarks a little farther on, "the articles in the journals

are either hymns of praise or Philippics and rarely offer anything

A historical and critical work bke The Life of Rossini, could

not be wholly a work of fantasy. Authorities are necessary. To
procure them Beyle certainly made his friends work very hard.

We have seen him ask Duron dc Murcstc for u note on the opira

bm$e in Paris. He must have procured from able amateurs the

analyses of operas ivliir-h lie used in writing his work. I )ne can thus

explain certain contradictions which may he discovered in the co:irse

of the book between the rather severe appreciations of certain

operas and the eulogies paid elsewhere in the book to the various

pieces of which they are made up, Stendhal cloes not fail to point

out that he has forewarned bis readers in good faith. It is their

task to distinguish between the expression of liis own opinions and
the reproduction of the opinions of others. It is not always easy

to do this, and for the uninitiated reader there are often contradic-

tions between the praises and the criticisms of one and the same
work. Stendhal is never very kindly disposed toward Rossini, but

he worked with notes furnished him by ardent admirers of the

master. Hence the conflict, which is. moreover, very amusing to

observe when one is initiated. Precisely because of this abundance
of argument for and against Rossini's music, Stendhal's book is

truly representative of the opinions current in the drawing-rooms of
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Milan almut 1820. From time to lime the mordant voice of Beyle
dominates the hubbub of these impassioned discussions.

As lit; wrote tin- successive chapters of his book } ; r
= submitted

hia manuscript to the approbation of friends so that they might
correct the "errors of fact" into which he often fell "like La Fon-
taine's astrologer who tumbled into a well while gazing at the

tars." Ami lie r.-n iii-r.s account of these .suggestions :irni correc-

tions. Somewhere he thanks the "Chevalier tie Mirerhoux. former

Minister at Dresden," for valuable corrections made by the latter,

mitl fur acceptable and useful ideas which In- had suggested. The
dialogue which in' writes ii! the head of his analysis of the Barber

must, have taken place often between liim ami the diUttmiti whom he

interrogates: "Come, let lis get tu work seriously. Let us open

the score. I am gobg to play you the principal airs. Make a
concise and sensible analysis."

Thoy are quite exact and very neat
. those analyses of Rossini's

operas which Stendhal gives us. He makes no display of technical

terms and does not consider that he lias accounted for a piece in

dissecting its grammatical structure. He seeks to give us in words
an idea of the music, and complains of his inability to note down
for us in simple fashion the musical motives of which he speaks,

because he cannot let us hear thorn. Thi3 had not yet become the

custom. Even when we feci thai Stendhal is reproducing the ideas

of others, he impresses his own stump upon them and intermingles

his analyses with reflections and digressions which forbid our being

bored. He is something of a "Jacques, the fatalist" relating the

tale of his amours to his master, subject to continual interruptions.

In the end the analyses are finished and a charming impression

remains. This absence of pedantry is not the meanest attraction

of Stendhal's book.

We may find in tile Correspondence judgments on Rossini's

o;>cras, which lit bus just heard, formulated in terms almost identical

with those in The Life qf Kohmm. As to Rossini's style, howe\-er,

Beyle is, in general, more severe in his letters than in his book.
He seen is to have made use of sketches of lei l.ers written in Italy.

It is to be regretted that the manuscript of The Life of Rossini has

disappeared. It must have bristled with passages pasted over and
with inserts. To make a note at the head of Chapter *5 he simply

pins to his manuscript a fragment of a letter, forgetting that a

passage in the second person sounds very strangely in that place:

In music, eon versaHon or discussion never leads to anvl.lima Iipyiintj

tla' necessary recitative: melodic song, the aria, is a new atmosphere fur

which one must have a feeling. Nira, this feeling is very rare in France
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mmon in Toulouse and in the 1'yrcuccs.

sail); beneath our window* at

i whom we called up to our

The whole hook is written with this nonchalance, often finite

charming, this disdain for pompous phrases and emphatic common-
place.'. Beyle explains himself lioldly in the he^'inninc of Chapter

considerations or images of somewhat forced warmth, which would lead
one to say at the end of the period: 'There is a fine page!" In the first

l>lace. lis I enlercd ih,' lield nf lLii'riit nr.' very Uile in life, heaven had
denied to me entirely Use t:i!i'!it of deekiiiL'oul an idea and of exa jjreniluiL'

praeefollv. Furl Lrrmore, there is nothing worse than e\iir,,:er;.him in

the tender concerns of life.

Like Rossini's early operas. Stendhal's book is an improvisation

.

When he has once set up his canvas satisfactorily he "broiders"

it with astoniahin.e ens.'. At times his threads lie-come tangled

and the design appear.-; no longer distinct; but just as one begins

to believe that the work is irremediably spoiled, order is reestab-

lished, and an exquisite flower, of charming color and new form,

blossoms out under the fairy lingers of the adroit workman. For

Stendhal is infinitely adroit in spite of his continual awkwardness.

To point out. his uim-ciiraeie.--. his repetitions am! reiterations, would

be to imitate those whom he derides for linding fault with Rossini's

negligence. Of what consequence are the banal transitions, the

rapid cadenzas, the curtailed developments, as long as the opera

includes a dozen dazzling numbers written with verve and fine

feeling? There is not a chapter in The Life of Rossini which does

not produce some flower of thought, some turn of expression,

which in itself alone is worth a whole volume of chastened and
emasculated style.

Stendhal never creates the impression that he is forcing him-

self, but rather that he is indulging in play. He writes "to while

away the morning," and the "trade of author" fills him with deep

disgust. He writes what comes into his head, what he believes,

without caring whether lie runs counter to or offends the opinions

of others. In fact, he takes pleasure in stirring up his own spirits.

He does not plume himself on his impartiality. This may lie a very

fine quality for historians, but in the arts it is, "like reason in love,

the portion of cold or feebly smitten hearts." He says what he

thinks without the slightest faith in his own infallibility. He does
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not pretend that his judgments are law. He thinks thus and so,

but he is quite free to admit that others may have received a widely

divergent impression of the same work. He asks only that they be

sincere and that they retrain from simulating feelings which they

do not experience. He agrees with the beat grace in the world that

he may have shown himself unjust to the operas in Rossini's second

I myself am probably as much the dupe of my feelings as any of my
predecessors, when I proclaim that the style of Tnnrred is the perfect

union of antique melody with modem harmony. I am the dupe of a
magician who afforded nic the most lively pleasure in my early youth;

and on the other hand, I am unjust to the Thierimj May pie and to

OthcUti, which nriiii.ii- Feeling that arc less sweet, less entrancing, but
are more piquant and. perhaps, stronger.

One cannot picture a critic with more good faith than Stendhal,

or less systematic. His perpetual contradictions give an amusing

incoherence to his work. He loves Rossini, hut with reservations.

He has no great affection for the noisy Rossini of The Thieving

Magpie. He prefers the esprit, the delicate charm, the grace and
the waggishness of The Italian in Algiers or of Tancred. Above
all he finds fault with the composer for having encroached on the

prerogatives of the interpreter. In Italy Beyle was privileged to

hear Velluti and two or three other singers who preserved the

method and the tradition of bel canto. He was captivated. Surely,

then, it makes little difference what music they sing. One forgets

the composer and thinks only of the virtuoso who transfuses liis

soul into his song. Velluti with his voice, Paganini with his violin,

Liszt on bis piano, transfigure the themes which they take as a
pretext for their sublime improvisations. Beyle was charmed by
them, just as we would still be charmed today if such singers could

he found; but Rossini eomplains that lie no longer recognizes his

own music. And then, every singer pretended to follow the ex-

ample given by such high authority. The most mediocre prima
donna embroidered with trills, figures and flourishes the air which
fell to her, and of which shortly no substantial part remained,

Rossini resigned himself to the inevitable, but saved what he could.

He himself wrote out the embellishments and demanded that liis

interpreters sing the airs as he had written them and not otherwise.

Stendhal could not reconcile himself to this reform, and found that
Rossini wa3 in the wrong, even though he recognized the dis-

advantages for the art of music which resulted from the excessive

liberties in which the virtuosos indulged to the point of abuse.

Under the old system the interpreter was enabled to express the
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subtlest shades of feeling of which his soul was capable at the

moment when he appeared upon the stage. Now he was constrained

to discover the feeling which the composer meant to convey, and
hence he sang with less sensibility. Now, for Stendhal, sensibility

was everything in music. "Good music is merely our emotion."

Surely his is not a technical judgment. He feels a profound dis-

dain for those who lire interested only in the "physics of sounds."

Music must call forth emotions in him, must arouse reveries.

"Every work which lets me think of the music," he declares, "is

mediocre for me.*'

With what authority, then, and—let us speak boldly—with

what good sense, he justifies Rossini in the tricks which the com-
poser sometimes plays the sacrosanct rules of the art. These

rules, which hamper the genius of the artist, are idle, mathematical

stuff, invented with more or less cleverness or imagination. Each
of them must needs be submitted to the test of experience. The
sure method, the impeccable logic of Ids master, Tracy, forbids

his implicit belief in the value of rules. The Abbe Jlattei, when
Rossini requested him to explain the reason for his corrections,

answered: "One ought to write thus!" Beyle rebels against this

dogmatism in which he scents a mystification. "If one has the

scandalous temerity to want to inquire into the justification of the

rules, what will become of the self-importance and the vanity of the

conservatory professors?" So much the worse for grammar, if an
artist like Rossini offends against its laws. Stendhal has too

intense a love and feeling for music to descend so low as to examine
minutely its dismounted mechanism. Of what importance is the

mechanism to him, when the sound that it produces alone moves
hint?

Few men were more sensitive than he to the nuances of musical

expression. He takes pleasure in defining in words its intangible

complexity. He discovers in music the passion which he himself

has so subtly dissected: Love. On another occasion, in the book
which he has devoted to the phenomena of "crystallization," Beyle
was impeller! to have recourse to quotations from airs by Mozart,

by Cimarosa and by Rossini to portray more exactly u certain shade

of sentiment. In analyzing Rossini's operas he continues his

psychological work, and in order to enable us better to seize the

sense of the music, he relates anecdotes which illustrate feelings

like those expressed in the music. There is a close relationship

between the book on Love and The Life of Rossini, and the theories

formulated in the earlier work are illustrated and commented upon
by means of musical illustrations in the latter.
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In Stendhal's opinion, we can in no wise understand the music

of Italy, if we do not ri-nder ourselves an exact account of the soil

from which it is sprung. As he writes to a friend: "This species

of froth which one calls the Fine Arts is the necessary product of it

certain fermentation. To acquire a knowledge of the froth one
must know the nature of the fermentation." Here we have, in

fine, the whole theory of the influence of environment, so brilliantiy

formulated and exemplified in the .systematic method or Taine.

Stendhal, in order to reveal to us the meaning of Rossini's

music, or to he more exact, of Italian music in Rossini's time,

outlines for us a picture of contemporary manners and morals,

evoking with each page the memory of the manners of times past
which have contributed to forming those of [he present. There
is tio more lively clement, than this in Stendhal's hook. To tell

the truth, he often merely repeats what he has already said in

Rome, jVhji/f* anil Italy, hut one has not the heart to complain

of that. A delineation of this kind we find, for instance, in the

account of the representation at Como of Demetrius and Polybius,

which ranks among the finest pages in Stendhal.

Convinced that we cannot study the music of a people if we
abstract from the land, the customs, the ideas, the passions of that
people, he seeks to give a combined impression of the whole, and
tries to make the Fi'eiieh understand link through Itussiui's music.

The whole hook is written with an eye to the French public for which
il is intended. Heyle. fail liftil \t> his role of "limi mint/in- nttxiliare,"

harrying the laggards of the column with his lance, seeks to excite

the curiosity of his compatriots, and to arouse in them the desire

to know more of this ] leant if ul J and of Italy v.- lie re one lives and loves

after another fashion than the French. Like all those who have
lived long in a foreign land, he is enraged by the sclf-sufEcience and
the complacent pride of those who have never travelled beyond
Saint-Cloud, and who live in the firm belief that there is nothing
under the sun which can compare with what is done in Paris. As
Sainte-licuvc very aptly remarks, Stendhal addresses himself not so

much to the puhlic at large, as to the artists and above all to the

critics, whom he urges "to get out of the academic circle, too nar-

rowly French, and to become aware of what is going on outside."

In his disdain for the "patriotism of the antechamber" he hurls

the truth at the heads of French musicians. Carried away by his

ardor for the fight, he goes too far and at times becomes unjust;

but who would have the heart to find fault with him for taking sides

against Berton? His rebukes for the noisy orchestras, the expres-

sionless and voiceless singers, seem only too well founded, if we
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judge by what our ears suffer to this very day in our lyric

theatres.

Stendha! does not confine himself to overwhelming with sar-

casm the public of the Feydeau and the Louvois, with curs "lined

with parchment." He never misses an opportunity to war upon
the national vires, against (lie defects which, according to him, are

French jw excellent-?; vanily, the fear of ridicule, ali'crlal ion, ma-
terialism in art . He exaggerates a great deal, hui what an ad-

mirable preacher ol idealism is tin's Epicurean! Noble souls cannot

escape the infection of his enthusiasm. "I have read through The

Life of lin/uiiii," confessi ' Eugene Delacroix in the pages of his diary.

"I saturated myself with it, and I did wrong. As a matter of fact,

this Stendhal is an insolent fellow who is right n-ith too much ar-

rogance and, at times, reasons falsely!"

Certainly he reasons falsely, but often—and probably Dela-

croix understood him thus—it is just then that he is all the more
right. And then, what luminous a-petcus, what prophetic views

of the future of the art! In particular, he predicts with astounding

surety as early as 1894, the fusion in French grand opera of opposing

(esthetic principles of Italian and German opera, a prophecy which

Was to be realized by Bossilli five years later in his Oihello:

These two great currents of opinion and varying sources of enjoy-
ment, represented tuday by Rossini and Weber, will probably tie blended
to form but a single school, and their union, forever memorable, oujdil In

take place under our very eyes, in this Paris, which in spite of the censors
and the rigor of the times is more than ever the capital of Europe.

If we overlook certain whims, certain venturous strokes of the

pen, we arc struck by the justness of his judgments on the musi-

cians of his day. No one, perhaps, has spoken with more tender-

ness or sensibility about Mozart. As for Rossini, one is astonished

both by Beyle's criticisms and by his enthusiasms, for alas! who
knows Rossini to-day? I mean the Konsini whom Stendhal loved,

the author of Tailored and of The Italian in Algiers. It is very

difficult to judge from the French adaptation of Le Barbicr dc

XhiUe which we arc offered at the Oprin-Ctimiqitc; and how many
are there who have really heard an Italian troupe in II liarlwe iti.

Siviglia? Those who have taken the pains, Or rather those who
have had the pleasure of studying the operas of Rossini's youth,

ean only admire the stern equity of Stendhal's judgment:

Vivacious, lipht. piquant, never tiresome, rarely sublime, Rossini

seems born expressly to throw mediocre minds into ecstasies. However,
though far surpassed by Mozart in tender and melancholy situations,
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and by Cimarosit in the comic or in the impassioned style, he is superior
in vivadty, celerity, piquancy and all the effects derived from these
qualities.

To sonic people this judgment will appear surprising. "What!
Is this all that Stendhal funis to praise in a composer about whom
fie has been tolling us in more [ linn five hundred pages? 'Vivacious,

ii;;hi, piquant, never tiresome . . .

' Does an artist who is no

more than this deserve our attention for so long a time?" To be
never tiresome, iliis in itself is reason enough for Stendhal. If one
cannot, attain the sublime heights of Mozart or Beethoven, if one
cannot, dispense to men profound emotion or serene joy, then, to

amuse then], !o give them a pleasure which is inure ready, more
amiable, but which distracts them from the realities of daily life

and transports them into the world of agreeable illusions, is in itself

a great deal.

Our age 1ms succumbed to the fascination of the imposing monu-
ments erected by tin? Roman tics. It finds it difficult to imagine

that one ran listen to music outside of the coffecd-.ouse in any other

mood than that of receptive ecstasy; that, one can enjoy cheerful

or tender airs with lively pleasure, and talk or sip .sherbets -.luring

unimportant recitatives. We listen to the Barber to-day as we do
to I'ttniftd, religiously from beginning to end. How Stendhal
would laugh, and what would be not say of these people who go to

the opera as to a sermon

!

To be sure, there is music which is nothing but a sublime

prayer, which introduces us into mysterious sanctuaries; there is

music which fills us with holy horror, which arouses in us delight, woe,

superhuman joy; there is music which lakes possession of us, car-

ries us along, tosses us upon its irresistible flood and abandons us

on the sandy shore, broken as one who recovers consciousness after

a long .swoon. Hut is there no place, then, for music of another

kind, and is it necessary that the passionate admiration which it

calls forth for artists, highly gifted but falling just short of genius,

should si ill impose upon us for any length of time this host of honest,

re.-peetable works, proclaiming the highest, ideals, but which we
cannot be;ir without vnwuiuy? Stendhal teaches and there are

people who have taken his words to heart;

There is room for a less severe, a less dogmatic art. I pray you.

gentlemen who compose, put aside this superannuated equipment of

sonatas, fuiuie.- ami r;i!:uin. Do not persist in resuseilatirui a dead
tongue. What h the use uf writing Latin verses? Thai is i: I eaoufti

fur
I lie college. You are no longer, so far as 1 know, eelk^e students.

Do not hypnotize yuur.-elvcs with '.lie e.itiicuiplatioll of the past. Belong
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to your own times. It is not pvcn In every one to be born a giant. If

Nature lias not fa.hiuned ymi llms, make ymir HTurl pvoportidmite In

your strength. In seeking la plunge inei: ir.to or-stiisii:? you risk pulling
them In sleep. I'lee From iioredtmi . pedantry, aireelat.inu. Life is hard,
full of troubles. Aid men to escape them thr.ius.-li the imagination.
Ponder the example of Rossini -.voo, feeling neither Hie strength nor the

desire In lake. Destiny by [lit! I Kniiil ;ls Heethoven did, prefers to snap
liis lingers at her. Ills lusty laughter dissipates the shadow.;. We forget
our misery, the emptiness uf life, ami ne are transported into a ivorld of

illusion and delight, wherein, dusted over with golden light, entraneiiig

phantoms arc Kitted into view.
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THE RHETORIC OF MODERN MUSIC

By KARL H. ESCHMAN

THE four elements of musical style: rhythm, melody, har-

mony, and form—have occupied at one time or another,

positions of varying importance in the development of

music. To the historian who is concerned with the process of

development, these elements appear to have originated in the

OTdcr named, although the critical theorist cannot at once agree

with so simple an explanation, for he finds it difficult to conceive

of any musical thought without its embodiment in material form.

The theorist must also consider the other elements so inter-

Romanticism. Rhythm, color, and harmony are in the fore-

in-ound, although the order of importance may vary with individual

composers. In the last forty years all three have grown more

Some, who do not object to the title "Conservatives" at such

i time as this, deplore the invasion of crass rhythm, barbaric
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color, and crashing harmonic dissonance, whether brutally realistic

or subtly impressionistic. They sincerely believe that the modem
extremists a i-i' on I lie direct, road (o laii-linrisiii. Others who have
unbounded faith in the new "Freedom," believe that the field ot

Art is unlimited and that nothing is useless as art-material just

as nothing in the physical world is entirely useless. Accord-
ingly, they have hope even in the music of the Italian noise-

The critic of modern music is at once confronted by this

problem of I hi' mali-mls of the ;ift., the harmonic vocabulary,

and the melodic idiom. There is also the interesting question of

an amalgamation „f Hie new material -.villi the old. The impres-

sion of unpleasantness sometimes resulting from a sudden juxta-

position of I In' two, jnny he due to the fact that we arc living in

a period ivhcn the new is Grange in lis newness, or this impression

may be the result of inherent . lilfeiences in the two processes.

The juxtaposition is nowhere more apparent than in the music
of certain [cscr composers of the present day, who seem to have

decided to insert a few modern idioms in an otherwise niid-

Victorinn composition. However, we may admit, all the newest,

words in music so long as some listeners, ol her t llall the composer.

understand the language. More important than problems of

vocabulary is the consideration of form and especially of what
may be called rhetoric, in the music of to-day and of tile

future.

After only a superficial survey of modern music, emphasis
upon form seems unwarranted. That it is about the last element
mentioned in a characterization of the period is due in part to

the fact that design is most successful when inconspicuous and

unobtrusive. It. is also due to a narrow conception of (he meaning
of the term. When "form" is mentioned, most musicians think

only of the formal and arbitrary arrangements of the classical

period and certain extremely conservative tenets of Bussler and
I'rout which were successfully modified by later- romanticists arid

are now fortunately ami properly relegated to the past. The im-
pression Ihal rhetorical design is relatively unimportant In modern
music is furthered by the fact, that some composers arc so interested

in the vocabulary they are using as to la' oblivious to style.

On the other hand, a careful investigation will prove that

rhetorical form is much more important than most observers
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realize, and that ihe greatest composers of the present period arc

experts in style. Contemporary composers likely to be earliest

foreottcn. arc those who are interested only in the magic leger-

demain o: the new musical vocabulary and who neglect the con-

struction of a real message. It is scarcely necessary to emphasize
the fact that groat music is the result of a cooperation of the four

musical elements. A composer lacking in rhythmic, melodic, or

harmonic interest is subject to immediate criticism, although at

any given moment in a composition it is not likely that all these

are of prime importance. However, the expression of form, the

stylistic rhetoric of music, is continuously important. The
danger that mini' modem music may fail at. Ibis point is .erealer

than that it may fall into rhythmic or harmonic chaos.

The best music of the nineteenth century is music in which

there was an amalgamation of harmony and polyphony. Similarly

ill the twentieth century, the greatest music will be written when
the modern harmonic vocabulary, combined Willi engaging color

and rhythmic interest, expresses idea* with all the force of rhetori-

cal form i using the term "form," as we have come to use the term
polyphony in its freest and best sense).

Regard for rhetorical structure does not confine the composer

to any specific forms such as the "Sonata-form." This emphasis

upon fixed designs has done much to prejudice Ihe study of true

form. Although the purity of outline of the classical sonata is

admired and compared to the formal beauty of Greek sculpture,

the modern composer and the modern sculptor are not expected

to confine themselves to these rather impersonal and static

forms.

The Classical School, with its balanced phrases and empha-
sized eadentia! endings, wrote beautiful musical poetry, but

to-day Scriabiue and others have written in a style which men:

nearly approximates that of prose. This does not excuse tin-

latter from an examination of tileir rhetorical style; in fact,

rhetoric H even more important in prose than in poetry, because

of the greater freedom of prose. In this comparison of modern
music and prose forms, there is no intention to refer to the emo-
tional content of prose and verse. Much that is, from a formal

standpoint, musical prose, is extremely poetic; just as Tagore's

prose is poetic. Much poetry is prosaic. Mendelssohn at times

di'lighied in the niceties of formal "irregularities in regularity"

somewhat as Dryden did, and will be read less and less, for the

same reason. Beethoven, like Milton, became mote deeply

philosophic in his poetic style than Strauss succeeded in becoming
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in "Also Sprnch Zarathustra." It is extremely important that
present-day composers face tJiia fact and realize thai tin- greatest

criticism of the modern school as a whole, is its luck of depth.
Superficial ideas arc nf t i-n expressed with elaborate means, but all

the richness o[ harmony and orchestra] color does not prevent
the listener from realizing that the composer has no message.
Some would say that the new idiom does not lend itself to any-
thing hut half-torn- impressionism. Surely this is not the ease.

Modern composers should he able to express themselves with

greater force because ol their increased resources of vocabulary,

instrumental color, and rliv t lutii t- variety. Some of the Russians

are already doing so.

The secret of such expression is inherent in a complele eon-

(picst of its rhetorical aspects. This technique is no; Id be used

in a ednscioas or arbitrary manner but as an unconscious element
in the fluency of expression, for form should ever be the servant

and lint the master of ideas. This fluency of express ion is absolutely
essential for any logical statement, of musical ideas and it is a
prerequisite fdr intelligibility. That it is lacking may account for

the i i [coherency of some modern music, although it is difficult to

say in all cases whether it is the intelligence of the critic or of

the composer which is deficient.

Formal intelligibility ddes not necessarily demand regularily

in structure. In fact, the listener much prefers I he subtle and
involved, so long as there is a conviction of sincerity oi utterance

and inherent, if not expressed, form. One of tin* main reasons

why Tiaeh seems a very modern composer is the fact that In- found

freedom of rhetoric in his style and that his sentence structure is

quite involved and gives Messrs. Prout and Brethren more
problems in their mathematics than any other emu po-cr they

Too much emphasis should not lie plueed upon a demand for

plain intelligibility even, as some composers, like Debussy, prefer

to veil the indistinct outlines of their form, and deal in that
literary s! vie in which hall the charm ls the lack of plain siai einent

.

There is more promise in music of the rem I Hire type than in

poetry of that description (although no art can find its main
thoroughfare in this direction), for music can approach with
safety nearer to truth which cannot be intelligibly translated in

verbal symbols. On the other hand, it is well to point out that
in the biological world, the higher the organism, the greater is

its organization and that animals with strongest vertebrate

systems are most important. Of all the arts, music by the very
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evanescent character nf the medium itself needs careful organi-

zation in its structure.

Two divisions may be made (if the problems of rhetorical

struct lire in music; one concerned with the large form of the work
and the other, the detailed form of t lie .smaller units, tiie concurrent

discourse of the musical idea. In modern music the latter tends

to become the more important consideration. Composers have
discovered that the large form of a work may assume any structure

consistent with the type and mood of the composition, if they

keep in mind a few fundamental principles of aesthetics, unity

and variety, proportion and development. Tliey may then turn

t lli-if musical thought in almost any direct ion, -o long as I lu-y say

something, i. e. so kmc as there is coherency in tin- rhetorical

st.at en tent of ideas. The fixed mold of a large form is no longer

needed. Since the middle of [lie nineteenth century, literary

programs and designs, descriptive of externa] objects, have often

heen used in the place of the classical models hut. even programs
are inmcecs-jLi-y. While literature and nature will always stimu-

late the imagination of composers, they need not lie called upon
to furnish substitutes for formal design. When this is fully real-

ized, a true renascence of absolute music per se will follow. That,

after all, is the larger freedom. Many musical anarchists are

hoping to find in program music an extreme realism. Why do
they seek to be free of all harmonic and rhythmic restrictions

only to enter a greater bondage!
The large form of his drama, in which musical themes are

the sole protagonists, will be as free as the compose- desires ami
its development will he limited only by the character of the ideas

themselves. Nevertheless, it is always to be remembered that,

however free in form his work may become, no composition can

ever ultimately free itself from the necessity of form, because

form will continue to be the penalty which everything must, pay
for the privilege of existing. The composer may manipulate the

dramatis persona: in a. musical plot as he pleases. His principal

characters need not always be introduced at the opening of the

work as they arc in Sonata-form. The heroine, frequently the

second theme of this form, need not be awaited expectantly at

the closing pedal-point of a bridge-passage, with all the other

characters on the stage looking toward her entrance. Stereotyped

procedure of this sort may secure the expected applause in some
theatres but it should not be a convention required in all
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symphonies. There Is no reason why the general atmosphere of

the work should not lit; suggested by a long dialogue of secondary

ideas or l>y ;tci impressionistic scenic selling before any musical

idea emerges in a principal roll!. Or even, us in (i. 1). Shaw, there

may be no hero or heroine. Some! dues, I lie mnsienl idea is (jrfi-

nally revealed in its true character and the work concludes with

an apotheosis. There is much to be said in favor of saving [he

musical climax for the very end rather than placim: it at the

lliroreticallv correct point. Ix.lh in the classic lilerarv drama ami
tin- musical svmphoov—at | he end of the third art. of Eve (i. e.

at the end of Development ami beginning of Recapitulation).

Drama long „,;<,, recoguuod I his liberie and the necessity for

mclamorphosis ami interaction umoiiif I he characters until the

final curtain, a fact which the recapitulation of the old sonata-

form forgets. Tim "live-happily-cver-after" idea of a recapitu-

lation with both themes in the tonic key, is rapidly giving place

to more artistic ami less stereo typvi
I
arrangement s. In nil o( I lies''

oialters, :he composer should have complete freedom, consistent

with his own idea.

The more important pari of modern rhetorical style is the

detailed consideration of "'sentence" structure. This is inherently

connected with the musical idea itself; one can scarcely say which
is form and which idea: hence, its importance. At the present

time with Ronsscnuistie philosophy rampant, any emphasis npon
structure calls forth condemnation from I huso who believe that

the "Inner Chock" is of the Devil, that Decorum is responsible

for all the sins of art, and Society for all the sins of the individual.

Musicians of this belief will say that the theorist is, of course,

quite- willing to grant the composer harmonic freedom and even
freedom in tile large form, so long as he can fas! en the. servitude

of sentence structure upon him.

It is the province of criticism in art or polities, to search for

the U» that is higher than all laws. A recognition of the falli-

bility of human law and of the tendency of forms to become
formalistic, does not implv the aivmp. up of all standards and a

return to chaos. The old idea of sentence-structure must be
recast. Much of it comes from the days when music had more
the rhythms of poetry than of prose, in which harmonic and
melodic cadences had almost the effect of rhyme and when balance

of phrases approximated vc:'-ednrm. Some composers will con-

tinue to write in this style, m I he future as in the past, hut others

have discarded this type of musical sentence, believing that there

is no practical or theoretical reason why a musical thought, cast

Digitized by Google
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dominant-tonic cadence. Many modern full closes are purely
melodic or the feeling of weight is produced by other harmonic
means, and these periodic closes are just as satisfactory. Musical
punctuation docs mil depend upon harmonic cadences (if a fixod

pattern. It is indeed convenient in studying the music of some
period*, to call a half-cadence a semi-colon or comma; a full

cadence, a period; and interrupted or deceptive cadences, exclama-
tion points, interrogation marks or dashes; but these same effects

have been achieved in modern music ill many other ways and just

as unmistakably and successfully.

Again, the composer must bear in mind that, although there

is no longer any need of harmonic cadences, he is not freed from
all considerations of structure. Music mils! lie just as intelligible

;
:
. language and callable of just as much declamation as before,

with even greater art. The performer cannot merely repeal

words eiidlcs-lv; lie must punctuate and read into the music, the

ideas of the composer. Therefore, a coherent rhetorical style is

an essential, and more important to-day than ever. To prove
that, in (he work of great eon; posers of 1 lie present, this rhetorical

style is highly developed: that it is frequently lacking in others;

and, in general, to analyze its processes, is an important field of

investigation for the student of modern music.

When an attempt is made to isolate the form of a composit ion

and consider it apart from the spiritual content of music, the

protest is often heard that cruel vivisection is being practiced;

but it is only by some such laboratory method as ibis, that elements

can be isolated and studied. Convenience, also, is the only excuse

for the use of numerals as symbols. Those who oppose any
systematic study of the subject are fond of pointing out the

mathematical contradictions of certain theorists. That there

have been differences of opinion in details of form, is no criticism

of the study in general; rather is it to be expected in any consider-

ation of the intricate structure of music. In the few examples

which follow, other analyses may be held equally valid in detail.

These are cited not in an attempt to cover the wide field suggested

in the preceding paragraph, but as illustrating some features of

sentence structure.

An interesting case of extremely elaborate rhythmic and
harmonic material, coupled with extreme simplicity (one might
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almost say, poverty) of form, may be considered in the analysis

of Orratein's small piano pieces "Poems of iai7," The adjective

"small" is properly applied, for, gigantic technically, as has been
the attempt to depict phases of the world-war in music, these

pieces are all on small canvases and quite innocently regular in

form. Hardly anything but regular four-measure phrases can
be found from one end of the set to the other.

A Same form as before.

II. A Thesis of two trimeters concluded hj- arsis of qualrituetcr.

The composer adds two measures to produce complete bilai

0:6.

A' 4A
B *A

III. AM
A< 4:4

A 4 quasi coda.

IV. A 4:4

A* *A e, «, a, 7, i

-«rity).

quatri meter suggesle

dued ooe measurel-

C 4:4 (i:l1.pni!i-i! M.n-t- in

OnirlufliiSB accompaniment figure S m
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Number eight of the set, which depicts actual warfare, appears
to exhibit greater irregularity, but tills is in content rather than
in form. The formal digressions from regular qu at rimeters are,

in Ihe main, repetitions of final measures to give the necessary

periodic effect, formerly produced by harmonic means. So strong

is Mr. Ornstein's feeling for regularity that he properly adds one
measure of rest at the end of this number. If one still chooses

to mean by "form," stereotyped regularity, it can be found here

in greater frequency, perhaps, than in the compositions of Mozart.
Toward Ihis fact, tile observer may take one of two attitudes:

cither this music is to be praised for its "purity" of form, or one
may deplore the lack of rhetorical interest and wish that the

composer had treated the involved subject of a world-war in less

rigid musical phrases. One is inclined to miss, for instance, the

surging rhetoric of the Chopin Preludes to which these compo-
sitions bear some resemblance. This >• not intended us a criticism

of melodic or harmonic material, in which there is much to interest

the listener and to which he may turn his entire attention, probably

as Mr. Ornstein intended he should.

Of greater interest from the rhetorical standpoint, are many
of Cyril Scott's compositions, notably his Sonata for Pianoforte.

They are illustrative also of a skillful use of new methods of

punctuation other than the simple repetition or extension of a
final measure for periodic effect, noticed in Ornstein. Scott's

"Garden of Soul-Sympathy" is quite clear in form although it

changes time-signatures in almost every measure and is more
subtly irregular than Mr. Orustein'a set. 1

The ten Pianoforte Sonatas of Alexander Scriabin constitute

an excellent illustration of the development of newer methods of

'The Bral eight meuurr) i- in d-lii.iie.-:v l.i.l.in-,-.! structure. Then foliom n
complement srv plir.K- ihv [n;m 1. i. 1, 3. ) noil thrte meHjuria o[ cideuia-lile
[l]Miri;Ll . „n. Iii.U'ii li\ Llir.'L' nE , Il.l :> k'L [i l; lub- n ' (l ! i . jSjt [i ||.-.H ,.n riniili ,l Li ii.lriin. e

I Mi' .hi. ill ii
1

;
. r

I

ii , i

1

i'i.r ri'ii
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sentence structure and punctuation. The first three Sonatas,

written somewhat in the style of Brahms, Chopin and Schumann,
respectively, are orthodox in structure, In the fourth Sonata, a

change has been made to a newer harmonic vocabulary but each
sentence still ends with the dominant-tonic cadence, though this

is often disguised by appoggiaturas, suspensions and over-lapping.

In^tlie fifth Sonata not a single sentence ends with a full cadence.

The impression of conclusion upon the main tonality, however, is

usually produced in this sonata and in those immediately following,

by the use of a part of the tonic harmony with added notes.

Gradually, with increased daring and the growth of his vocabulary,

the methods of sentence structure and punctuation become much
freer and more varied. Even in the Inst Sonatas, however, not

only the large form but also the detailed rhetoric Is extremely

clear and in the main surprisingly regular.

An analysis of the methods by which Seriabin and other

modern composers achieve this clarity of form and coherency of

rhetoric would involve detailed treatment at some length, but an

investigation of the form of the best modern music, with a con-

sideration of the newer rhetoric, should answer any criticism on
that score. Rhetoric is only a means to an end, however, and
modern composers have yet to convince many that they have a

message of lusting worth. While the theorist must acknowledge
the relative unimportance of form in itself, yet it is difficult to

think of form apart from content, and an eloquent and forceful

rhythmic rhetoric should free and inspire expression.



OUR FOLK-MUSIC AND ITS PROBABLE
IMPRESS ON AMERICAN MUSIC

OF THE FUTURE
CASUAL REMARKS BY WAY OF SURVEY

By JOHN TASKER HOWARD, Jr.

|0 prophesy is luorethan a pastime with man; iL is almost his

bread and butler. Whether it be the result of the next elec-

tion, the probable date of the nest war, or even such all every-

day topic hs the weather, every one feels lliat lie tmisl :l i r his view.,

regarding llie outcome. It is therefore not in tlic least surprising

thiil many of oiir eminent iiiLisii-iihigii-ts should make conjee! sires as

to the future of our national music, and it. also is no small wonder
that their views should largely differ as to the iuflucnee our folk-

music will bring to bear.

In the first phicc, we are not as yet agreed as to what is really

American in this folk-music of ours. Wis know that the Africans,

for instance, are a musical race; but how much of the American
Negro's song is African and how much of it. is imitation of the while

man is another matter. Some of us are not as yd agreed as to who
are Americans. A writes' has told us thai in a foreign district of one

of our large cities a social worker once visited a public scluiol ehiss-

room and questioned the children upon their various nat itmalil ies.

He asked all the: Koliemian children to raise their hands. Quite a

number responded, and he went on through the list of Russians,

Polish, Armenians, Italians, and the rest. Finally he ashed for the

Americans, ami one liltlc Ncjrro jjirl raised her hand.

Are we to infer that llic Negro is the only true American?
We trust not, lint there are those who say that because the black

man came to our shores unwillingly, and since he himself can

remember no ancestry of other than American birth, his claim to

the only real Americanism is well founded. These same people will

further hold that even the American Indians are not indigenous to

the soil, for since they probably migrated from Asia to America ria

Alaska, they are no more native Americana than the Pilgrim

Fathers.

It is indeed an unhappy state of affairs if none of us are Ameri-

cans. But we know that such statements are not to be taken
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seriously, and we are coming to recognize that American folk-

music consists of those songs which reflect the temper and the

habits and customs of the people in various sections of the coun-
try. Thiil (here will lit- sonic impress on the music of the future is

undoubted, but it is not easy to determine just what that influence

It. is not probable 1.1 iiit the impress of the Indian music will he

strongly fck . The nice itself is dying out, and the erotic flavor of

their wild songs and dances is loo far removed from the comprehen-
sion of the res!, of us lo ever become vital to our artistic expression.

The war dance of the Red Man, his pagan worship songs are too much
a part of him to become it part of us. and although many of the

Indian melodies and modal idiosyncrasies have been woven Into

fascinating and interesting con [positions of larger dimensions, it docs

not seem possible that such use will ever become general among
American composers.

The music of the American Negro, as we know it, is nearer to

lis ami closer to om- own conception of musical expression. The
Negro has been more among ns than has the Indian, and although

the racial distinction has been strongly emphasized, the black people

have not been put on reservations by themselves. By intermingling,

our musical expression-; have found common ground. Whet tier the

melodic outbursts of the African ancestors would have been more
comprehensible than those of the Indians is a mooted question, but
the combination of what, the Negro brought with him, and what he

has picked up from us is quite within our understanding.

As for the Xcgro songs and their relation to a characteristic

American school of composition »v hir e many division, of opinion

Wc lind those w ho hold that the Negro's musical message lies in bis

own harmonic .sense, inherited from the Africans, and thai his part-

singing and spontaneous feeling for chords will find its way into the

American a; loin of to-morrow. Iumicdiatcb She other side jumps to

arms, and answers thai tin improvised harmonies of the Negro were
acquired from the itinerant revivalists who travelled through the

South, and that the black man's chords are nothing more than the
banal "barber shops" of the college boys' glee club and quartette.

There arc those who claim that the spiritual nature of the

Negro's song is its greatest message, and at the same time we are

told by the other side that this spiritual message i'; not really reli-

gions, as the educated and enlightened understand religion, bul that

the Black Man knows naught, tint superstition , and an intense fear of

the inevitable. These thinkers would have us believe that the great

value of Negro music lies in its pagan clement, and that its primitive.
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almost barbaric cliaraeterislics arc its greatest contribution to the

American art of the future.

But whatever earmarks an American school of music may
acquire in the future, of this we are certain—its attributes must be
true to the American people. At present the great majority of

American composers are following the steps of various foreign

schools. The French idiom lias many admirers in this country, and
there are those who emulate the Russian. It might almost seem that

because of our cosmopolitanism we would always have an assortment

of idioms, for those who claim that at present there is no American
people speak with a measure of truth. None can deny, however,
tii : i t we are slowly becoming an American people, and Ui:lL the day is

coming, far distant though it he, when we shall be a distinct race

with characteristics, and. it may be, peculiarities.

The fire under the iueltiiiLi pot is hot. and despite the attempts
of radicals and agitators to cool ii. its heal is slowly but surely

amalgamating us all into a race with our own traditions and cus-

toms. We shall never have those picturesque customs peculiar to

people who have been isolated and ivhe.se communication with the

outer world has been limited, but is it not entirely possible thai the

customs developed in the day of progress and science will seem fully

:is picturesque to our descendants a few generations hence? In the

days when air travel is commonplace, the Twentieth Century
Limited will very likely be considered every bit as romantic as

the st:ij;c coach, and when we have our automatic telephones tile

telephone operator will seem quaint and a relic of the days of

J-Ivon at this early sluge of our development we who would call

ourselves Americans have some temperamental qualities quite dis-

tinct and peculiar to ourselves. Our foreieu neighbors remark on
our resourcefulness, our energy, our restlessness, and we pride our-

selves on our idealism. Tile "always in a hurry" spirit is undeniably

peculiar to the American business man. Should such attributes

prove permanently to belong to the average American, it is logical

to believe that American music will reflect them fully as much as

will our literature.

We have learned that composers who represent the national

schools of other countries frequently draw upon the folk-tunes of

their people for their rhythmic and melodic material. We are not in

an analogous position io these composers, for we must remember

that the same blood flows in their veins that lions in the peasants

who sing the songs. Few of us have Negro or Indian blood in our

veins, and it is not pleasant to think that they prophesy correctly
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who say that the workings of the melting pot will eventually join us

with races of another color.

We find, therefore, that the great majority of us are merely the.

audience as far as American folk-songs are concerned, and that tile

greater pari of our folk-! uues really lu-inTi jr to only certain portions

nf imr population with whom we never wish to be joined Uy ties of

blood. The songs of the Kentucky mountaineers are American by
residence only, and llieir unaltered British origin keeps them from

ever becoming truly American. 'I'd is is luy personal opinion. On ; In-

oilier band, some prominent authorities bold tbat whatever folk-

songs of llic many European races or Hat ionn Jif ies which inako lip

flic American nation, bave survived the trausplauta lion on American
soil, arc legitimately to be considered as forming part, of I he liodv

of American folk-music.

There are, however, certain elements ol the \egro music that

have had such a strong mtluencv on us that we have taken them to

ourselves. The songs of Stephen C. Poster, a white man . breathe the

plantntion atmosphere so vividly that the uninformed commonly
think of "Old Black Joe," and his other melodies as real Negro songs.

These songs were undoubtedly .suggested by bearing the Negroes

sing songs of Uieir own; hence their Southern flavor, in spite of

which the American people from North, East and West have joined

the South in making them national.

The popular song of the day is already Negroid, and dance nmsii

and various forms of the "ray lime" of the music-lnill arc directly

taken from the Black Man. Syncopation has found its way into

music of the better sort, and composers have found how faicinatiug

and useful it is in expressing their thoughts.

This syncopation, restless and fi'en/.icd as il run become, seems

at times to express the very pulse of our American life. There are

few of us indeed who can resist shuffling our feet to some of the most

commonplace dancc-tnncs, so captivating is the rhythm. Is it

possible that, the discordant shrieking.- of the "jiutit" bespeak the

feverish American energy: 1! is well that we may take comfort in

tin- lac! thai Time is intolerant ol I he unworthy, and that the trashy

elements of such music will he short-lived. But we may rest assured

that whatever reflects us truly in our dance-hall music will have a
place in onr music of the future. Prom this there is no escape.

On the other hand, what will express our idealism, for American
ideals are fast becoming traditional? Is there any quality of the

plantation melodies or the Negro spirituals which will tell musical

ears of these nobler qualities,; Did Dvorak show us the way when
he wrote the "New World" symphony?
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Time alone will answtr Uirar tjin sliimfi. There art; without

ikiul.t, routribuliims from tlu-sc fulk-tiiucs liiiit. will leave I heir mark
on the worthy American music of the future, and many are the

prophecies. Would that ve could be alive a few centuries hence to

see who prophesies aright!



NATIONAL MUSIC AND THE FOLK-SONG

By SYDNEY GREW

(ONFLICTING views are held universally on the matter of

nationalism in music. Our; IkhIt nf musicians declares that

naliiiioili.ini in uuisii: represents a contradict ion in terms and

Mini the "national" composer dues not. ami cannot exist. Another

hotly declares that, "nationalism" is the beginning and the end of

music, ant! that if 11 composer is not deliberately and intentionally

"national" he can never In* a great composer.

Involved in this mailer is the subject 01 folk-music. The na-

tionalist says that British folk-music must be made the basis of

British art (i.e., symphonic) music. He says that the composer

must consciously and deliberately adapt folk-music to artistic ends,

that he must write in the folk-song idiom, and that he must indeed

imitate folk-music lo the end that his music may afquire "national"

e!i ura uteris lies. The nationalist claims that we must reject

foreign music or at least refuse to he influenced creatively by

foreign ideals. The anti-nationalist says exactly the opposite.

I believe that there is a two-fold cause for these differences of

opinion lirst. that the nationalist does not think siittieietilly far

forward or the anti-nationalist sufficiently far backward, and
secondly. Ilia I neither body of musicians hits an adequate idea of tin-

nature of music, of its rise, growth, and ultimate development. I

consider that each body misreads musical history, the nationalist

recent history and the anti-nationalist history in general.

i try to show in it).: following pages Unit, the truth of via- .natter

lies midway between these two extremes of opinion, and that both

bodies are about equally right and wrong. I try to show that music

is formed as a nation itscll is formed, and that just as a nation has

"national" characteristics so imisie has the same. Also 1 try to show

that there is a certain fundamental difference between folk-music and

art-music, and that British folk-music is not exactly the same as the

folk-music of other nations.

The anti-nationalist stresses an argument that, to my mind,

has little natural force. The argument is. thai -in.ee a composer

cannot cypress the whole of his race, and since, again, he cannot
help but cypress in his music features and attributes common to

all humanity, the composer Is at one and the same time both

less and more than national, and so is not national. (This itlea

of an exact balancing of qualities, declared by the anti-nation-
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alist to be necessary in the establishing of "nationalism" in

Tf such iLi'i;[[t)U'iii were of vuhie, a stop would l>e put to our

calling anything jit ill] "'luilionul." Vl. would put a stop to our use

of terms of definition in general. We could no lunger say linit liach

for example was the great "Protestant" composer or tlml Dilute was

the great rjiin;iti [j.s; uiedineval poet. Tt is no doubt true ;he

ualiomil composer dues nut represent every one ni" tile lojiuy inmiils

mid emotions chiifin-lvn^h' of hi- mil iuti; but ii is -(ill more Irne

Ul:l[ !u- represents Jill thai matters. He represent- the peniiiinen-

eies, the vitalities iliat live as long as hi.s njitioii. He represents in

selective syntiiesis :dl that di.stjriipiishes his nation from oilier

nations. Wliiil lie lines not represent is (lie local, till' transient . the

superficial, the fjilse, mill the ionrtislie. } observe t.luit the anti-

iiationalist does nut s]iecify the untioiuil qualities which arc jil.seni.

from such composers as Elgar the Knglisliman . Sibelius the Finn,

and DvofAk the Bohemian. I have not seen it noted what essential

mediaeval thought J.od feeling is omitted from the art of Dante or

what essentia! Cerioj.o 1'mleslatit emotion is unrepresented in the

musie of Tljieli
. j con.-iih r therefore liiat this pnr! it'ulnr iirgiiioeul of

the anti-nationalist goes for nothing.

Tin!, the nationalist in his turn puts forward a proposition tlml

to my mind is quite dangerously fallacious. l! is the proposition

that music must be made exclusively "national"—thiit the com-
poser must take thought to represent nntiunal traits and charac-

teristics and to represent these only. The nationalist bases his

proposition on the assumption that music can be difterer:! in'.vd

nation from nation to the degree that the nations themselves are

differentiated.

It is here that he turns to folk-music; asserting that since folk-

music is exclusively and recognizably national, it has the seminal

power to generate arl-uuisic and the [lower further to nourish art-

ic to full growth."

iea tthcre it bus bra r^ulecti"!.— (.'. I!

it only hy jl compost* absorbing into his
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The nationalist advocates two eieuieuts that in art are iinpossi-

ble--i>olaiiou ami self-consciousness. 1 He strives to deflect nature.

Hi' tries to arrest lit a certain point the great instinctive force which
brought his nation into being and established the national diameter.
He asks for thought to be restricted and for feeling to be subject!-

vised, for the general and universal to be cut off and made local.

He lur»'ls thai extreme nationalism, like extreme individualism, is

a hermit-like withdrawal that stunts the imaginative faculty and
weakens creative power. He forgets that when a nation or an indi-

vidual has refused external, neighbourly influence, that individual

or nation has ceased to produce art. particularly symphonic musical

art, for the reason that we live, not by nationality or by individuality

alone, but by the law and general world of which we form part.

Isolation is as death. Self- consciousness is as a manufactured

peculiarity.

Prussia teaches us the lesson as i.c the eifcet on music oi extreme
nationalism. Not one of the great German composers is a Prussian,

though several of the more important German critics, theorists, and
musicologists arc Prussians. And the Russian "Five

1

' teach Us that

even the most deliberate attempt to be national in music is not to be
effected by a policy of rejection. Balakircw, Rimsky-Korsokoff

,

Cui, _Mous sure:sky. and llorodinc studied Bach and Beethoven as

thoroughly as they studied Russian folk-musie. They kept them-
selves well-informed as to modern European music. They knew
their Brahms and Wagner and their French contemporaries. Their
larger symphonic music is great according to the degree of its agree-

ment with the general musical spirit.

A deliberately restricted school of symphonic composition rarely

lasts beyond a single generation. I can call to mind no symphonic
work in the :nlk-snng genre that has the vitality of an operatic pot-

pourri or a Strauss wain. Such a piece in England scarcely survives

a dozen performances.

Thus It would seem that the nationalist misunderstands the

value of the nationalist genius in musical composition. Yet it would
seem also that the anti-nationalist underrates its value.' I consider

that the idea of nationality is not generally understood in so far as

it_rclates to music.

Lvi r ::J ty O
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II

Tin.- fact should pci-haps he definitely asserted tiiat in the

sirictc.it pciwc of the term a piece of music ran be nationally charac-

teristic that it ran so clearly represent the nation as. to be recog-

nizably English. Hungarian. Slavonic., and the like.

If then a piece of music may be national, the composer of the

piece must be a national composer. Ilis piece of music may be a

piece which serves for a short time only, and under exceptional cir-

cumstances (as the "Tippcrury" song of Jack Judge' or a piece which

serves generation after generation and which is perceived by foreign-

ers to lie almost idiomatically representative of the nation (as Artie's

"Rule Britannia"). It may be an original composition which reprc.

scuts one department only of the nation (as Dihdin's "Tom Bowl-

in!;";' or one which is so thoroughly charged with nationalistic in-

stinct as to represent the entire nation and to make it dangerous in

the eyes of the oppressors of that nation (as the "Finlandia" of

Sibelius). It may on the other hand be an adaptation (as the

"Liliibui-lero'' of iAirecll, a son;: that helped materially to bring

ah' nit the Revolution of Ki3H). Whatever the pice,-, its origin, its

significance, it is national music if il represents, serves., and satisfies

the nation, and the composer of it is a national composer—he is the

man In whom is most powerfully operative the national spirit, if only

for an accidental moment of luck or inspiration.

In the nature of things it might, appear impossible that a

foreigner should create national music of the above clear type. Yet
such is the universality of music that, this has been done. Chiefly

however, a foreigner can only "assimilate" the nalive idiom, as the

Frenchman Itcdioz in the rase of Ihe Hungarian "Ridmc/.y" March,

and aa the Austrian Schubert and the German Brahms in the rase of

Hungarian music in general. Speaking generally, national music is

ihe product of a native; Sibelius could not have written the "Land
of Hope and Glory" song or Eigne the tone-poem "Finlandia."

Ill

As help to adequate understanding of the idea of nationality in

respect of music, I mention a few general facts and theories, remind-

ing my readers at the outset, however, that according to the view

of the an ti -nationalist there is no such thing as a national "type."

A national language is not an accident of place and circo!::-

stance. It is a logical outcome and an inevitable result of consist-

ently operative forces. These forces are the national instinct, which
gives the nation being and forms its character.
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The difference between the English lanpuapc and the German
represents ft difference between the national character of the two
nations. The English people have by nature a national faculty to

perceive essentials. They hare a national desire [or the perfect

observation of the concrete anil for tfif cxpn ssion of c*aet shades of

meaning. Hence the richness of tlu'ir Janeimpc in the matter of

synonymous terms. By national instinct the English are poetically-

minded. Their lnnpiuigc is a perfect means of expressing; emotional-

ized thoudit. Tin; German people have a natural faculty to con-

template abstractions. They have a penile for metaphysical

speculation T am speaking o; course with no eye on the -JUt'i

century';. They have no equivalent desire for the objective expres-

sion under poetic inspiration of co:ir.Tete ideas. Hence the poverty

of their langnriKe in respect of synonymous terms and its intracta-

bility in the hands of the poet. Our mental character as a nation

caused us to select and retain foreign terms. Our language is richly

composite. The different mental character of the Germans has

caused their Ianiruage to remain homogeneous. But the national

character of I lie Germans the instinct to penetrate to the inner-

most heart of things, cave them a sense of depth and ultimate
relativity. Hence the power of the German hinfiuafte to unify con-

ceptions that are apparently dissociated and lo ilasli out in a single

sentence an exact image of the whole. (This power is akin to the

peculiar power o: music, the great and final art. of synthesis.!

National ways of speech arise from the national instinct. The
Englishman cannot master the Arabian gnt.terat. The German can-

not produce our hard and soft tit. The Spaniard uses the teh sound,

but he has no use for the associated s/i. In tits mailer of verbal

rhythm and accent, the French run with level emphasis to the end

of the sentence. W here they stress syllables, such syllables are the

ultimates. The English act differently. They throw the stress as

far back from the end as is convenient, though under pressure of the

national desire for objective olarKi they generally accent the root-

syllable of the larger compounds. The English place the key-word

of an idea at the very he-ginning of a sentence, as in

SWEET arc the uaea of adversity

which converts such phrases into superbly poised anapests, the

verbal parallel of the great musical anapest— [
J. J a

Certain moods are common to all thoughtful races. These are

qualified by the national instinct. The result is manifested in the

national art. By general consent the mood of melancholy, for
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national regard fur reiilisin. which invarlal .lv leads to negation mtd
denial. In English art melancholy has always been characterized by
dignity and calmness. It lias never been morbid or cynical. It has
never been violent or abusive. Tlie eimse of this is our great

faculty to see tilings objectively, particularly that thing which is

In llie mailer of sentimentality, the Gorman is said to lie tear-

ful, the Englishman tenderly ironical, other races alternately

passionate Id (lie decree of wilihiess and languorous to the puirit of

inertia.

in [lie matters of religion and philosophy, Luther could not

have been formed by the Italian instinct or Savonarola by the

German; Wesley and Snedenl iorg could not have been respectively

Swedish and Knjjiish; ("arlyle (though not. typically Hrit ish — Wliit-

man calls him "Gothic") and Jacques Thierry, two students of the

French Revolution, very adequately betoken by various a.-pects

the nations to which they belong.

Exceptions are but "instances of a law more refined." Many a

German has a perfect, relish accent. The Silvestre Bommrd of

Anatole Francs is a true, humorous idealist. Coleridge was seri-

ously introspective (yd as an Englishman he found salvation in

Chancer; "His manly : heerfnlnc.s-i is especially delit ions to ine io niy

old age. How exrptisitcly lender lie is. and yet how perfectly free

from the least touch of sickly melancholy or morbid drooping!").

Tolstoy's ultimate optimism is of universal range.

The national character remains. The arertige man illustrates

the type still. The anti-nationalist wbo declares the opposite is

led constantly into contradictions. lie himself cannot avoid compact
synthetic generalizations; 1 and since these are Ihe stork de<criptive

vocabulary of the nationalist., it seems to ine that with his own hand
lie destroys what he has himself erected.

1(a) What i, o "Latini" (1)1 H'c mail nut v.ssl!- any :in>- in Irvine In
.
villain liii!

mu.i-rn il<i-ailj|)i]ivn". ' ! rL-nrjlj j.iil.ii: in terms i.l a '

I rni.'li' ' i)r
- l.iein'' |)r.'. li-|)o.ili.)n

.

ir> 's ii- !-;:ii;Il;1liii:iii .
v,;..,

:, j.,
:
.|„).c ,1 liy [r.r..i_-]-r . !' '•riiii.-. i'>l.lly il, .:ln.i: i: [)aj _-

inalic c-rnalurn i. ri'allv a ht :: linajr.pisl ivlii) J,j.i\, turn la - v.Ti'nr/ |.ro1 .lc::i|: af I.e.- asi.iu

...I I .st hi) The Fiendl . . . ore in tart n nr.ti-iu .-.* rvaiisl',. u-l li.e [:il>i,.! <iF pru-

unrcproducLble in Kn/lJh. (L) Lei us brush oakli
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IV

Now nil the various differences touched upon above manifest

thriii st'lves in music and make music perceptibly "national" in

character. The musician is aware of this by daily expeHence. The
lion-musician is able to perceive its possibility. As the mediat viilist

Palcstrinn could not have written the nocturnes of the 10th century

romanticist Chopin, so the Irishman who effected the little turn ill

the melody of the sixth line of the song "The Last Itose of Summer"
could not have unarmed the swift anapeslie cadence of the Hunga-
rian dance or its alia soppa (amplubraclilc) rhythm. No Frenchman
could have imagined the brave joviality of "Do™ among the dead
nun .'' licethoven could not have written the despairing close of the

"Symphonic pathrtique;" Tchaikowski could not have risen to the

spiritedly strong and joyous close of the "Sonata pathetiquc." The
cause is the national instinct. The result is nationality in music.

We shall discover eventually that in certain respects music is

more nutional than any other art. All art is revealing, and is there-

fore akin in spirit find manner to vvlmt it reveals; but music (the sum
of the arts, approximation towards which results in perfection in

other arts) is the most, revealing of all. For music is the entirely

spiritual art. It is the one art that is entirely creative. Other arts

"produce change merely, not creation." as Drowning says in

"Charles Avison." This art is the direct representation of the soul;

and it is by soul, not by mind, that a nation is distinguished am!

characterized. Its only companion in this resprct is architecture.

Music appears late in the history of a nation and architecture

early, parti lor ! lie reason that architecture is material in substance

and music immaterial, but chiefly for the reason that where the

spiritual emotion expressed in architecture is simple, perhaps

elementary, that expressed in music is complex. Music and archi-

tecture arc, however, the same at base, and the nation that lias an
architectural genius has also a potential musical genius. The
former reveals national characteristics. The latter must do the

same, but with less immediate obviousness.

The musical power in a nation remains latent until the national

instinct is elarilied, as if it "ere made locally active and concentrated

upon the buildinj;iipol exact and indubitable national characteristics.

I n-11! follow out this thought briefly in so far as it has reference to

the particular subject in hand.

V
The national instinct has stabilized itself. It has unified the

various native elements. It has synthetized their powers and
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brought them In lira- on n direct issu<—the individualizing ami tlic

characterizing of the nation. It has so worked upon the people that

when looked oil from a sufficient distance the nalion appear* of one

colour, as a star does, or a fit-Id, or an old building. It lias taken hold

of whatever foreign elements were imposed upon (lie native and
subjected them to the same synthesizing process, reducing the whole

to n certain homogeniety . It has eliminated dialect and Created

language. It has made the language ;in alert anil nervous means of

expression. In this indeed il lias first proved its.-lf . For as the

original step towards nationality was a move from tribal inde-

pendence and antagonism towards national unity and mutual
interest.-, so tin; first rrra! menial manifestation of the change mis
tin- creation of an instrument for conveying general ideas ami for

expressing thought upon abstract mutters—faculties which arc

absent from patois and dialect.

i'reviouslv to this successful operation of the national instinct,

the people had a ballad-poetry. This may have been splendidly

never with pure thought and dual ideas-V was eLentiall/folk-art!

The nation now has an lmaginnt ive literature. It produces drama,

also poetry that translates easily and directly into other national

languages—the supreme demonstration that the national instinct is

perfected and the; nation on the nay to that universality of under-

standing which is the ultimate goal of all humanity.

Previously again to this operation of the national instinct, the

people had a form of music. This was akin to its bal lad-poetry. It

was, of course, folk-music, later in time than its poetic equivalent,

yet much the some in nature—concrete, non-dual, restricted in

significance to the elementary mind of the "folk" and lor that reason

the more obviously "national." It was not akin to art-music. Its

point of view was relative, not absolute: its interests "ere local, not

universal.

The appearance of art -music in a nation is proof that r he nation

has achieved a fullness of being.' There was in the middle ages no

pure and absolute art (in the sense modern usage gives to those

terms) because the national instinct was inoperative. Ksrr.pt for

England, Western Europe was intellectually and, in many ways
emotionally, as one nation. There was one religion. Latin was the

mt ccrfrin monifStj todliturii llr.i fi;IH r U'inj. \ ui-wtddttiag tatto menum y
or .|ni-ilil:ii;t. ..f 111.' r.ii- fr.r . fn-sli v-si ( luiiicrUI inim-.M -]|7.>M

ncc back lo what (it Ifsut jw (or i.. i:r.i.ie i-..riirrn.-.ii I.miiih in.'i.i.iti: priuitivnuH,
mit <if »t:i.-li I In- tact ivlllni. in .7l.in,:il :il ]•-:'<;; i,m „kiil:i u rrputilnin of ills

yntheiiune proem.
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common language for art, science, and politics. Feudalism was the

prevailing social condition. Gothic architecture became the general

order. Music was a branch of mathematics, the companion of

arithmetic mid geometry, very beautiful at times, but impersonal

in mood and utterly without national character—again with the

exception of England.
As soon us the mediaeval peoples began to shape themselves into

nations, all this was changed. National thought clarified itself.

National languages were established. Imaginative literatures arose.

Architecture began to take on national individuality. Music entered

into its heritage. The superb mediaeval mind ecased to be no more
than potentially music. With the dawn of modem nationality, and
simultaneously with the rise of that objective ideal we call human-
ism, but ;uiicd not at all by the revival of classic paganism, music for

tin; first Li mi' in recorded history became a warm and truly living art.

It became spirituallv emotionalized, representative at once of the

individual composer and of the nation to which he belonged. (In a

lengthy musical essay the statement might be proved by a
comparison between the South German Frobcrger and the Italian

Treseoliahli, still more by a comparison between the I'iiiglisliman

Wilbye and the German Schiitz.) The national instinct had been

stronger in Kngland than on the continent between H00 and loOO.

The English were in consequence the great musical ria'.ioti of those

centuries. The famous rota "riumcr is icomin in" (c. 1850) is some
twn hundred years ahead of European music in the matter of

technique. The very beautiful two-part sons "t'owelcs in the

frith" <. Villi} is as emotional in its w;iy as liaeh and Beethoven.

Tin- Elizabethan compo.-ci-s are very nearly as 'universal'' in the way
of ninsie as is Shakes] i.-are. Their music is equally "national."

Music in England has risen or decayed aei-ording to the activity of

the inner national instinct. Its folk-music arose chiefly between

1550 and 1650, as did that of most other European countries.

VI

Music therefore depends on nationality and must. t"i[>:vss Llie

same. Yet music of character is never deliberately or restrict edly

national. It is never parochial. It is the modern art. identified

with the chief feature of modernity —the feature, that is, of large,

extra-Hal imial thought and feeling. It reflects the general move to a

unity of spiritual interests. It is Use omnium spiritual language, as

a thousand years ago Latin was the common intellectual language.

It can never confine itself to the national folk-music.
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Nevertheless art-music is moulded by the forces that made the

nation. It is coloured throughout (but coloured only) by the

national instinct. It is marked by idiomatic peculiarities. It

starts with, and it never discards even in such mighty universal-

jsts as Bach and Beethoven, what John Galsworthy has termed

"the local atmosphere and flavor which is the background of

The national character is in any country the root of the tree of

art. The brunches of the tree may touch the branches of oilier

trees. It must breathe the common air. But the roots must remain
in the nalional soil i'Jiougli to make the circle complete, 1 1 iu.su roots

may si retell node re:round until they interlock with other roots; and
the ground they cling to is inseparably joined to all the other ground

in the world).

vn

The forei^oinjr implies Ilia I since nation ill character evinces itself

in music, folk-music, in which that character finds esact represen-

tation, must enter into the composition of art-music. This is

indeed I lie truth of the matter, but it. is il ditfetent truth from that

declare.! by the "nat ionnlisis." Art-music comes from folk-music;

it does not stjiy with it, or go hack to it. It cannol he supplanted

by it. 1 h'or folk-music is a tiling or" restricted significance, as peculiar

to time as to place. It loses value in its own country as the people

of that country change and develop. Il alfliets music with a sort of

brogue. It presents a leaf where a fruil is needed which is the point

of the quarrel between our nationalists and anti-nationalists. Vet.

folk-music is necessary for arl -music and it has always been present,

whether the composer be a Bach or a Dvorak. I will justify this

apparent parados in a moment, when I have made clear the differ-

ence (difference amounting to antagonism) lliat exists between these

two types of music.

VIII

The difference between a folk-son:; or dance and a symphony is

about as keen us the difference between the mediaeval telling of the

story of King Arthur and Shakespeare's "Lear" or between an
ordinary fairy-tale and "Midsummer .Night's Dream."

In origin and intention folk-music represents the average simple

man, the peasant, art-music the highly organized man, the man of

modern complexity of mood who has rcl unio I by power of thought

'Burn piinca. atop connrU. leacli folksong (original and in.il.Ll i:, i-:,),)l< ;„:,!

.ir^vrshi,-.. .U.eli': Hh
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to si inpli' ffeline aeain. 1 The one represents thine; sis these affect

the individual ;is a detached entity, the oilier represents them as

(!iey affect all men. the individual in this case being tlio synthesis

:ii)il summary i>[ hi? nation and of '.he whole human raee. The folk-

niiisieian sines of and for himself. He is the complete lyrist. The
other shies of and For all men. If ho is a Palest rill a or a Bach, his

iirt is opicid. if a Beethoven, it is dramatic. The folk-musician |n-o

duct's subjective art. the symphonic-musician objective. Folk-nuisk:

is as nature, art-music is as Sir Thomas Browne's "art (that) is the

perfection of nature."

Subjective art is false to any world or time but its own. An
English folk-son;; of HUHI may he -is mean i Helens to !tii Enelidiman
of 1B00 as to a Chinaman. It may be as unsuited for symplionie

treatment a.' j.lk Irish sour may be for the d murine of the Huueariau

eyiisif-. It can be forced into a foreign florid only by an inversion

of Nick Bottom's offer to make the lion roar as gently as any sucking

do'.'; 1

. Only when a piece of folk-music bus some quality of univer-

sality can it have value for other times and plates, as the traditional

set line of "O mist ress mine," which moves us to-day as deeply as it

did four hundred years :r.ju and which would probably move men of

any nationality. lint tins remark is of eeueral application. It

applies to the dead world of mediaeval music. Arcatlelt's "Ave
Maria" -till inspires ;;s. and \readelt was hi fore l'alestriua. There-

fore when such, subjective art as folk-nui>io retains significance, it is

because it is not .subjective at all. lint objective, i. e., (.'corral and
impersonal, common to all men and all limes.

Until wt can go back in soul to the conditions which produced

fulk- music, that, music in most cases is only a curiosity, to lie read as

with a glossary. AnJ if we so ;;o iiatrk. v.t arrive at conditions where

art-music is neither possible nor desired, folk-music itself affording

all the music wanted.

I do nol stay to labour the point that imitated folk-music is

valueless. Music is creation, not imitation.

Thus folk-music and art-music are antagonistic, belonging to

ijiil'erent mental and spiritual worlds.

IX

It is only during the past hundred years that the folk-song

problem has arisen and confused musical composition. The great

masters worked wisely. Tiny made of folk-music: a means of

'"In runt rii .j 1
.1 M: i r.Lf i: fl . ill >..<'iiil Liir- ]ir:,Lri >'. L-on, l.iv.| tl i f:

i
i

,

llirmieti lvr„in,v. („ ; r,-,^:„i 1 lli.il is Inn-M." Wntls Dunttm. Ill "I'i,rtrJ still ltic

llenajurcncc uf Wonder."

1 1

;
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approach to the highway of pure music. The smaller men of the

19th century followed it into what now seems to be little more than

ad-de-iao. We English art: already tired of the greater part of

Russian music, as (for different reasons) we are tired of contempo-

rary German and French music. With the common sense that we
apply to our own errors we have as a nation consistently rejected the

similar mistaken efforts of our own composers.

We have in England made a twin-error. We have first misun-

derstood the nature of music, both folk and symphonic, and we have

secondly misunderstood the pract let's of llii' yrcat and successful

German musters nv have imagined thai .inr folk-nuisie wa- like

theirs and tliat it could he passed in the same way into art-music.

The German composers up to Unci. (1750) were helped hy the

circumstance that their national song's ami danc,'. had an otijeetive

character. The German folk-song is akin to pure music, It is large

in mood and solid in style, choral in design and intention, and

orthodox in form (i. c., in rhythm, sentence shape, ami general

lyrical. The church chorales and the love-songs arc almost equally

collective in mood. They are quite equally choral in plan, Tlie.se

remarks apply also to the folk-dances.

Therefore in I lie first, period of German music. folk-Mings passed

readily into art-forms. In fact, they created those forms. The
Bach organ chorales are no more than idealized representations of

Lutheran livmn-t lines, and these pieces arc the flower of German
music up to 1750.

The German composers after Bach i"l7;jU-lii'J;)j hail the same
convenience. The change from liach to Beethoven was very com-
plete. It was from the deeply spiritual and intensely religious to the

ardently human. The type of folk-music incorporated noiv into

art-music was the peasant-dance, which- -far more than the minuet

,

as is generally suppo-ed—created the Beethoven scherzo, the head
of this second phase of German music.

13 ut another factor' entered into German music with tiic passing

of Bach— the factor of outside influence, the lesson of which is

ignored by our present-day nationalists. German music by IT.iO

had exhausted the power of German folk-music of the type hitherto

available. It required something fresh. This it found in the greater

rhythmic movement of the folk-music of nations adjacent to South-

ern Germany. Haydn was a Croatian. Mozart lived in Austria,

Beethoven went to Vienna almost as a yonl.li. Schubert was Vienna

bom; he went further than the others and confirmed finally the

symphonic borrowings from Hungarian folk-music.
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After these, three centuries of musical experience, wisdom was
engrained in German composers. Even Schumann, introspective by
naturo, tlie prince of German romanticists, made no errors. He
tnuglit us what to do when in "Papillitis" and "Carnival" he hicor-

porated the old "(in isivat it's Tan/." Brahms also made no errors.

Hich;i:'il Strauss the same, in whose "Till Lulcnspiegc!" is a touch of

tiie folk-song spirit even more perfectly cited cd than the instanee 1

have indicated from Srlcimann. Only the smaller Ccnuun compos-

tying as Liszt's "lihnpsodie cspagnolc."
'

and Hungarian. It differs also from Bohemian, Swedish, Russian,

mid other types that have passed in one way and another into art-

music. If It is to pass int.) our art.-music, ii must be by an entirely

different process. It is utterly unsymphonic. !t is monophonie,

lyrieal, lacking in passionate rhythm ii am of course speaking rela-

tively), and has little of the genius that has made music in the

past. If I am wrong in my opinion, I still ask where, after a full

Feneration of "nationalistic" effort, arc our equivalents of the fifty-

one mazurkas of the Pole Chopin, the innumerable pieces of the

Norwegian Cries: the nftccn rhapsodies of the Hungarian Liszt, the

twenty-one dances of the Hungarianized-German Brahms? The
answer might indicale a few pieces by I'erey Grainger and one or

two other composers—ten or a dozen works still unproved by time
against the many hundreds that have withstood from one to three

fenerations! We have failed hi tliis respect because of error. We
have not failed because of luck of musical genius.

X

I would not be taken as intimating that [tritish folk-music

cannot pass similarly into art music. My belief is that it can and

must so pass. But this will be by a proeess of assimilation, not of

imitation or of deliberate adoption, still less by following the prae

lices of foreign composers who have a different order of material

with which to deal.

I think indeed that En some respects the salvation of art-music

depends upon our native folk-music. The time is ripe for a new-

departure. The German genius is weary. It has been weary for

forty years. The genius of other races is immature. That of

France is non-musical; the only great French music is the product

of the Belgian-French Cesar Frnuck. The Hlilish genius is very

nearly as promising for music as it was for drama in the early days
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of Shakespeare. We have in Elgar the one great classically-mimli'd

composer of the present generation. And in our native folk-music

we have as rich a material as Bach had, or Beethoven. Only it is

not as theirs. Yet like theirs it must lie assimilated, and left to

create as theirs was its own pure and absolute forms.

The English capacity to adapt and assimilate is, I believe,

the greatest in the world. We took many things belonging to
poetry from Italy ill tile sixteenth century: arid immediately
evolved the iambic pent ami.' tor nf dhakespeure and Hilton, with

its constantly varying feet and measures of ionics, epitritcs. and
choriambs, its suspended emphases, movable ciesura, and ex-

tended enjambment. We took Hebrew philosophy, history, and
poetry, and after adapting not oidy our own prose and poetry,

but even our very language, we produced the one perfect trans-

lation of the Bible,—perfect, I mean, in the way of absolute art.

The English have unified the many racial elements of the nation

more compactly than have other nations; the process is being

repeated in the United States. But in nothing have wc suc-

ceeded where conditious were determined abroad, or where cir-

cumstances had essentially a four-square metrical exactness of

characler. Always have we needed the freest plasticity of both
material and pattern; and so we could not, by nature, and quite

apart from other considerations, have done much with music

during the period from before Haydn to Wagner. The lesson

for English composers is thai which Shakespeare learned, to

know your subject, absorb its materia!, anil re-express it in its

own form. This, I perceive, is about to be done in England.

Our composers will then be national. They will represent the

nation. They u'ill also be extra-national , representing the whole

world. Every one of us may find himself in Shakespea re, Bach, and
Beethoven. Who finds himself in the self-(*oiiseioiis music of our

strict nationalists? 1 sometimes think as things are in this respect

that it is our nationalists who arc anti-nutioual and our anti-na-

tionalists Who arc most truly and sensibly national.



THE SONGS OF CHARLES KOECHLIN

By E. H. C. OLIPHANT

\HE race is not always lo the swift, nor the battle to the strong;

but in the arts the struggle for reputation is apt to end in

favor of the loudest. Ability may be lost sight of, if it be not

accompanied by a flair for advertisement. It is to those who can

best make themselves beard in the din of con lending rivals for popu-
larity or for fame that I ho prize is likely to lie awarded. I he public

attitude being not infrequently that of a member of an Australian

cricket mg team which visited Knghmd. Ill this man's eyes every-

thing he was shown was more than matched by something in his own
home city, and the comment he made after hearing n performance

by a famous cornet ist. was, "We've a far better player in Hobart.

If they were both playing you wouldn't hear this man." So I am
afraid that some people seeing the title of this paper may say,

"Charles Koochlin? He can't be much pood: we haven't heard of

him." It is, after all, only very few who recognize the truth of

Swinburne's saying that fame is but an accidental attribute of

genius. Were it otherwise, the subject of this article would be
known throughout the world of music as one of the rarest and finest

geniuses of the time.

J am dealing here only with his work in song, meaning by "song
- *

a composition for a .-ingle voii e wilh an accompaniment by a single

instrument. On this definition. Koeohlm's published songs consist

of one song without opus number, five con I.'lined in a first volume of

"Rondels," six in a second, eight in a third, sixteen in a first, ricvul.

fourteen in a second, and twelve in a third—a total of sixty-two.

To obtain an adequate idea of the mentality of any song-

composer, one of the first things to be done is to take note of his

choice of poems to set. If it be true that a man may be judged by

the company be keep.-, it. is no less true that a composer may be

judged by the poets whose work he selects for illustration. From
this point of view there is assuredly no fault to be found with the

subject of this article. Every one of the baker's dozen of poets on
whose work he has drawn for his published songs is a poet of note.

More than half of them—Bouilhet, Fernand Gregh, Sully-Prud-

homme, Hcrcdia, Robert d'Humicres, Paul Jiourget, and (in a

French translation) Hudyard Kipling—supply but a single poem
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each; and Andre Chenier, but two. The remainder may be described

as bis favorite poets—Edmond Haraucourt, with half a dozen songs;

Verlaine, with icren: Lecontc do Lis:?, with nine: Albert Samain,

with eleven; and Theodore dc Bnnville, with twenty. The total of

Verkdncs and Samains has been increased in the unpublished fourth

receuii, in which are also five songs by Pierre Lou.vs, some Klingsors,

a Yilliers tic I'lsle Adam, and a Claudcl.

The list is significant. Of the two French poets who have been

most favored by composers of class. I'aul Verlaine is far from
occupying with Kneehlm ilie predominant position lit' holds with

Debussy and I'V.ure imd with others of less account; and Victor lingo

is ignored. Kocchlin's list contains, in fact, the names of only two

met! whose poems have been largely scl by etlier con:posers of rank:

and neither of these two Verlaine and I.econtc is represented by

the songs by widen he. is most widely known. Vcrlainc's pre-

eminent popularity with composers is shown by the fret|nency with

whieli they have fastened on "II pleure dans nion eeeur," "Mando-
line," "l,e ciel est par-dessu.. tc toit." "l.a lime blanche." "En
son nli lie," and "( 'liatison d'aiili mine''; tint the only one of thesis set

by Kociiilin is the first-named. Judging by what, he has done, he

has so little I'aiise to dread comparisons that it tloes not seem likely

that timidity affords the reason lor his avoidance of soil.es frequently

set by others. What, is more probable is that , as a result of his very

individual outlook, what appeals !<> J Mejssy . Dnpare, fa lire. Ravel,

t.haussou. Hordes. Halm, 'Toldowski ,'' and others does not appeal

to him. That is, from one point of view, matter for regret: for there

are few better tests of any composer than comparison with other

composers in the treatment of the same poems.

When we look over the list of Kocchlin's poets, we find the

f'iigan element strong. Samain. Leeonte, blcredia, Chenier. Dan-
ville, llaraueourt arc all worshippers of the antique, all. in varying

degrees and in varying ways, cohirists, and all Greek in the (lawless-

ness of their form. The poems chosen for musical illustration show
Koechlin'.s fondness for vastness. for abysses of time and space, the

dreadful, the unknowable: we see, too. a love of the old l'agan past,

when beauty was worshipped for its own sake, and a melancholy

realization of the fact that it has gone, never to return. We see him
now tragic, now playful, now fiercely barbaric; now treading a

minuet with the grace of a courtier of the Grand Monarque; now
glorying in the humid heat of a tropical forest; now looking across

the sea at some pbanlom ship that never was and never will be; but

his most characteristic moods are those ill which he is obsessed by a

sense of immensity and those in which he lives again a fancied life
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in a dimly-remcmhcrcd post. As to how his genius is suited by the

Severn! poets he has interpreted, that is n matter for subsequent

consideration.

The first quality to be looked for in a sons-™mposer is respect

for the words he is srrking t» clothe in sound, lie must never

sacriiiec either the form or the lilt of the verse to his musical neces-

sities' he must never set expediency above interpretative truth. lie

must, iivoid that fault so collusion in Rubinstein fwhmn one American

critic most ainazinsly classes among the ten leading song-composers},

the fault of supposing that words and phrases may be repeated ad

lib. to suit the exigencies of his melodic line; and he must also avoid

that fault of almost ever;,
1 English-speaking composer, the fault of

treating the verse -rhythm as if it were something with which the

musical rhythm need have no connection. From the first of these

two faults Kuceiilm is almost enlirety free, .save in his treatment of

the "Rondels" of Theodore dc Banville. The rondel is an artificial

form of verse, with repetitions provided for in certain specified

places; but thai fact does not warrant the composer it; intror.hicii'.g

repents of his own—indeed, absolutely forbids his doing so. In the

matter of accentuation I know no composer more careful than
Koeohliu. tie fits his mush to the words with a deftness of handling

that is ania/.in.Lr . His sense of artistic litness is almost enema!;, and
his rhythmic suppleness is extraordinary. In him the continuous

changes of time rhythm, so common in modem composers, are

particularly marked; and some of his finest effects are got in

It may be truly said of him lha! each of hi- songs lias its own
individuality, i;s own manner: yet the individuality of the man is

over all, am! one feels thai, however the style may change, it is

always his. In every sons he strikes the right note almost infallibly;

and not only is he correct in his general conception; he also illumines

wonderfully for us words and phrases, lie lays his foiiinIatie.il i\ith

care, and the most minute detail of bis architecture receives the

same thorough attention, with the result that every song is a finished

work of art. His thoroughness is displayed in the re-writing to

which most of his songs ha\ c been subjected; am! his attention to

ill tail, by the character of the instructions accompanying each sung.

Everything is thought out with tin- utmost care, and uolbiil|! is left

to chance. The easy "a piacere" of (he casual composer is not for

him. lie is too sincere, too genuinely arlisiic for such slipshod

methods. He is a self-respecting artist, proud of his work, and not

a professional purveyor of pot-boiling popularities. If the composer

of that stamp is at the extreme of indifference, Kocchlin is at the
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oilier extreme iif meticulous care in regard to the iul ei-prei at inn of liis

work, so thill his instruct ions are very frequent , very minute, very

exact. I know nothing of his methods of work beyond what I can

learn from the evidence from his soil);- vol nines, hut V do not think

I ain wrong in judging him to be severely self-critical.

Unless I woefully overestimate him, lie is a song-ininpo-cr of iiri

unequalled sense ot largeness and greatness of design That is where

.

lie differs from other great. French composia s and approaches Wagner.
He is indeed musically a blend of French ami t Ii-rinaii . a- is not

unlitting in one whose parents Mure Alsatians, though he himself ivas

born in Paris and received there the whole of his musical education.

He is usually ranked with the impressionists; but his impressionism

is very different from that of Faure, Debussy, Ravel. He is some-

times heavier-handed than they are wont to be (though nothing ran

exceed the lightness of his touch in songs where he deems lijjhlucss

railed fur); but there is not one of his fc II oiv-coinposers that is

capable of his tremendous landscapes. They work on a small scale;

he, on a large one.

Koeclilhl is an experimentalist, like every other great French-

man: he is not content to accept and follow couven lions; lie prefers

to make his own. In his later work the e lenient uf ime(pcotedncss is

continually obtruding itself: in fact, one feels at times as if he is

seeking to give lis the unexpected. He offers material of a wonderful

richness of texture, with curious and original harmonics, strange

progressions, and an ii'i;Oi ii!^ of modulations in favor of dissimaix cs

and chords transported directly to unrelated planes, the key having

at times a merely nominal existence. Often the melody is intimately

fused with the accompaniment, melody and harmony being con-

ceived as one. The shading is not always as delicate as it might be;

but the harmonies arc o: extraordinary variety, and for that reason

do not cloy, as Debussy's are apt to do. His accompaniments are

elaborate in the extreme; and his work is of enormous difficulty.—

a

fact which has doubtless stood in the way of its acceptance. Singers

are apt to look askance at songs that call for such a combination of

qualities as do many of these; and accompanists may be pardoned

for declining accompaniments that demand the possession of three

hands—in places, indeed, even four hands.

Koeehlin has, of course, his mannerisms

—

e, 3., a fondness for

triplets (and, in the accompaniment, for broken triplets) and for the

tremolo, to which he is even readier to resort than Bantock is to

resort to arpeggios. But his conventions, such as they arc, are his

own. His daring is without limit: he writes to please himself; and if

the expression of his ideas be impossible of accomplishment without
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an ignoring of traditional laws, be refuses to consider himself bound
and promptly cuts himself free.

In the songs of Koechlin [lien- is much more than skilful writ-

ing, much more than an inexhaustible wealth of harmony: then- is

nn abundance of ideas. Tile composer invariably knows what lie

wauls to -ay, jLtnl it. is rarely Unit In 1 dot's not succeed in saying it.

His vast cess of design soiriet inies goes beyond what seem to lie ibe

limits of a sen;.'; but. his conception is ordinarily well sustained

throughout, even when, in the excess of his pictorial quality, he

becomes most kaleidoscopic. His work is interesting for botb sub-

ject and treatment, for both its musical beauty and its intellectual

stimulus. He may at first acquaintance strike one as affected; but

Hie idea does not survive a study of his work. Wliat he feels he
writes; what lie writes lie. feels.

I have spoken of hint as not altogether French in the largeness

nf bis vision. There is also about much of his work a certain gauul-

uess thai marks iiiui as .me apart frtun the otlier great French com-
posers; but in most of his other qualities he marches abreast of them,

especially in his freedom from scholastic restrict ions, his hatreil of

the commonplace, his precision, his power of enwrapping his subject

ill an ilt.lriospliere that springs from ami is natural to it. As with

most of I he modern French school, ".villi hi ill the idea is predominant;

and also, as with them, the main development of the idea is to be

found in the accompaniment, the pianist's posilioii being thus in

many of the songs lifted from second place to first. Some of these

songs arc in reality ducts between a singer and a pianist; in others the

pianist is the principal performer, and the singer is but an accom-

panist. This Is in accord with one of the main tendencies of modem
sung;; ai;d it is to be feared that, though the song has gained much
thereby, it has also lost something. To realise the gain, one needs

to look back to the thin and commonplace melody of the French
song of the seventies, to its timid and colorless harmony, and to its

regular and unenterprising rhythm.
Both his best and ids most advanced work—-and the two are not

necessarily !he same— are contained in his iiccnil.t. Between tile

Kocchlin of the first volume and the Kueciiiin of the third there is a

world of difference, and the second volume shows the transition,

though it is only its last number that is in the manner of the third

volume. The first *wn scries or" "Rondels" are obviously earlier

than any of the reeeuils. The third is of much the same period as the

first receuil—rather later, on the whole. The dates are as follows;

Rondels, ser. 1, 1890-1894; 2, 1891-1805; 3, 1890-1899.

/facelift, v, 1, 1890-1909; S, 1891-19114; 3, 1899-1909.
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The one song not included in any of these volumes, a setting of

Itonillset's "Moisson procaine," i judge i« In- one of 1.1 it; very best

among the composer's earlier works, though in spirit it shows an

approach to Ilia later manner.

Il is wonderful to nole thai, flic first song of tin- first receuil

Haraueourt's "Clair de lune," is of the same date as the earliest

of the "Rondels," for it is one of the composer's altogether perfect

thing's, lull Koechlin emerges fully armed
. a I'allns Athene spring-

ing from the head of Zeus, It is a fit preface to a marvellously tine

volume. Had I space, i could dwell rapturously im almost every

song in the hook; but lln- loveliest of all, to my thinking, is Lecontc's

"I.e i-olibri." a glorious piece of toue-paiidmg, gorgeous in color,

and cm pre.', siup to perfection the idea inspiring It, a gem beside which

Che.usson's setting of the same lyric, beaul iful as il is, seems pale

.and insigniiicanl. If, in uiy opinion, it conn's first, I still regard it.

as only primus inter •pares, for quite unsurpassable arc the gentle

melancholy and dainty grace of "I.e Menuct." .f'lrcgh), the delicate

playfulness of "Dar:ie dil ciel" I Ilaraucourl ) , and the trulh ami

beauty of the three numbers composing op. 15, three wonderful

pictures ha.sed ou verses from Leconte'.s "I'ibdi.-.s ant iipies."

The second receuit contains three songs on the same lofty

level— a tremendous setting of Leconte'.s "I.cs reves uiorts." a

Faure-Iike rendering of the "Sur la greve" of Humitres, with a

marvellous eitlcmatog^ipli picture of the movement of 1'ie sea,

and, perhaps the finest thing in the volume, a setting of

Vcrlaiue's "Mon reve Familier." In this the atmosphere is won-
derfully caught, the idea being realised and depicted perfectly.

The right air of mystery is maintained, ami, though the tone is

subdued throughout, due emphasis is never lacking. The time-

changes are delicate and effective; and the greatness and daring

or the finale could hardly come from anyone but Koechlin. One
would have thought that this fine poem would have made an

appeal to many composers; hut I can recall no setting of it save I his

.

It is strange to note, by nay of contrast, that in some of the other

Verlame songs Koechlin gets nearer to ordinary "prettilR'Ss" than lie

docs elsewhere, though there is none of then) in which the tendency

is not set or: by solid excellences.

In the third volume we eome ,upon a new Koechlin , though a

Koechlin foreshadowed in "Automne." the Inst and the latest in dale

of the scngs of the second volume. If greatness in song be defined,

as I hold it should be, as "a beautiful rendering of a complete reali-

sation of a worthy idea," every one of the songs in the first two
volumes answers the requirements; in the third we get some—"Lc
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cortege d'Amphitrite." '"La maison du matin," "L'Sle ancienne"

—

that do not. They are, all three, of no little excellence, are all

setting of lovely poems, in all the spirit of the poet has been
thoroughly filtered into, and all are interesting; yet there is some-
thing lacking. It is, in a word, beauty. The voice part is over-

shadowed, fragmentary, often little more than a recitative, so

subordinated to the accompaniment that it ceases to have any
separate interest— even any interest at all. These songs are. in

fact, not vocal: indeed, from the voice part all trace of melody has

been carefully removed. It is not to be supposed that there is no

sort of beauty in these numbers: but it is not a consistent and sus-

taiiifd beauty. There is a vagueness, an mdefinitcness. an anaemic

grayness 'hat is very far removed from the clearness, the straight-

forwardness, and the overwhelming vitality of the earlier soups.

Much of the composer's individuality is Rone, the harmonies have
lost their inevitability, the melody is no longer full of life and mean-
ing, and ihe old variety- in itself a marvel— is lacking. Some of

these numbers are wonderful experiments; but the best of those in

the earlier volumes are much more than wonderful experiments:

they are wonderful songs.

Writing thus, I feel that I shall have in disagreement with me
not merely pervervid young technicians, but also the composer him-

self. That is, it is true. Only an inference; but it is grounded on the

fact that the sincerity that marks these later soups is no less obvious

than the sincerity timt distinguished the earlies ones, so thai the

new attitude of the composer is no mere pose. It seems to follow

tbat he eutcr'.ams the conviction that by his present means he is

petting nearer to truth and beauty than lie did before. Personally,

however, I do feel that in this volume lit lias come under the in-

fluence of Debussy, and that the influence has not been nltopcthcr

for pood, and has Led him at times to seem afraid to be himself. The
old certainty, breadth, sonority, and beauty have given place to an
iusiibslantiiility which is due to his thinking of nothing hut atmos-

phere; and it is a singular, and. lo me. unaccountable fact, tbat

while in every other respect he shows all his old care and exactitude,

he exhibits in two of the finest Samnins in the volume. "Le soumieil

de Canopc" and "Ametliyste." especially in the former, an un-

wonted prosoilic carelessness. After coining to regard him as in-

fallible in such matters, I resent having "tendressc" represented

by f T , and "calices" by Pf'f"~P'

It must be understood that these strictures are only relative.

If less satisfactory than either of its two predecessors, the third
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reran! Is a fine volume nevertheless. Tin' spirit, pervading it is a

somewhat elusive spirit; hut, once it has been caught, the inherent

loveliness iif (he liner songs becomes perceptible. They may be

described in colloquial phrase as "growing on one." Moreover
even ill the case of I lie less pleasing songs, I regard Mil- method ami

the manner of them as illustrating a phase in Kocchlm's develop-

ment . 1 feel sure thill. In' has mil saeri lived his splendiil i mil villi [a lit y
on the allar of a. modernity which appeals only in the intellect, even

though I hut appeal is made through a beauty of lis own— a lieanly

Ihat is subtle ami complex anil evasive. There ;ire pleniifiil imli-

ealions that the soul of the compiler has remained the same, I hough
I he manifestations of it have changed. The enmposci- of I he Salmons

in this volume is the composer of the Cheniers in the first, in which
there is us true an atmosphere as in tlie his! of (hem, togeiher with

more loveliness. The (inference is that the loveliness is, in the later

songs, necking to find a new form, ami has not always succeeded.

II is not only the three songs I have, singled out for mention

that, are mure or less lulvoeill; it. is not only in tlieio that. Koeehliu's

gift of lovely melody shows itself merely in brief, un.stl slid tied

snatches. Some of tin- others are far more fragmciil ary :in:u I hey,

far more vnguc. more indefinite, more elusive. If 1 rank them higher,

it is mi! I bill I hey have more unity . but thai I hey have more beauty,

no! that tile voice-parl lias more independent interest, but tllilt the

conception of the poem lias more inherent loveliness. Where the

voice is so distinctly in the background as it is in .some of these songs,

Ihere needs to be superlative beauty in the accompaniment for full

atonement to be made. I am not going to endeavor to defend my
attitude (which may indeed be quite indefensible) when I say that

I would rallier have one passage of supreme loveliness ill a song than

a more commonplace beauty sustained throughout.

There are doubtless young musicians who will, by reason of

certain technical qualities thai characterise it, proclaim the latest

of the songs contained in this volume, "rioir paten." to lie the very

crown of Koechlin's work. That will he to set. the means above the

end, the effort above the achievement. Technique is merely the

road by which the artist I ravels to attain the beauty that is his aim,

or, to change tin: metaphor, the tool with which lie strives to carve

it out of the imprisoning rock. Technique is to be judged not fur its

own sake, hut for the effect it creates, in this case the composer has

achieved a work of beauly which will appeal only to those who are

able—whether easily or laboriously— to enter into the spirit that

animated him; but, finely conceived as it is, I cannot think that in

it the composer has excelled himself.
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The finest song in the volume is the earliest in date, being

ascribed to the years 1899-1901. These are probably the dates for

ttic original work, t.lic souk's position at the very cud of tin- hook
indicating jMrhaps tliat the pianoforte version was much later than
the original orchrsl nil score. It. is a very Wagnerian work of quite

barbaric grandeur, with a reminiscence of "Die YYalkiire" that can
hardly 1):' unintentional. ISut for one drawback, it would rank with
Korchlh:'.- greatest work in song. The drawback is that it is not
really a sung at all, but rather a cantata. An anthem is almost as

far from bring a song as a mosaic is from being a cameo; and this

"Chant de Kala Xug," if not a mosaic, certainly treats the poem as

one. lis repeats may lie quite in place in a choral work, but. they

arc jtltoyHli.'r opposed to the spirii of the Song. Having regard to

ils original form, the work must be prououueed wonderful; it. is only

when it is regarded as a solo song that any fault is to be found

The composer's op. 1 . roust ituling his lir.st series of "Rondels"

—

the "Homlcls of Theodore de lianvilli-—must, taken as a whole, lie

pronounced immature; but the immaturity is that of a man of

genius. Here we see what is not very percept ible in even the earliest

of the three rasnitb, the influence of Koechlin's first master at the

I'aris Conservatoire de Musiipte, Massenet. The influence of his

later instructor, l-'aure. is more evident in the later work; here it. is

the hdlnenoe of the older, the more melodious, the less sincere, am!
the less vital composer the! makes itself fell. T„ the third scries,

op. 14, we get nearer to tin- true Koechliti. the Koechlin of the

songs already dealt with. There is. however, a much finer and
richer development In the first reentil than In the third series of

"Rondels."
Among the to! beted songs there were very few that seemed to

me to leave something to he desired, and even those few were songs

of much merit; among the "Rondels" it is the majority that are in

tltis case—all save half-a-dozen numbers in the entire series.

If I thus group them with the less satisfactory of the later

songs, I uni.-l not be misunderstood as crediting Ihein with the same
qualities and the same defects. If they are o:i the whole as far from
greatness and as far from failure, it yet must be said that as a rule

they fail when' the others succeed, succeed where the otiiers fail. If

some of the composer's Ink's', songs fall helow the hign level he has

set, it is, in the main, because he has made the voice-part merely

an accessory and has abandoned melody, and for tiie.se things not

even the high sincerity informing all of the songs and the marvellous

technique displayed can altogether atone; whereas these earlier songs
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are instinct with melody and daintiness. What most ot them lark is

significance and that reverence for the form of the poem that is so

marked in the composer's later work.

Of the four songs tit outstanding merit in the first nnil third

scrips, "Iji guerre" is tremendous nod must, lie very effective with

orchestra. Its great discords lire oiost suitable In the subject; anil

the only flaw in the song is that it. ruins I lie mm lei form of de Iian-

ville'a verse. But for that, it would he one of Koechlin's very

greatest. The other three have nothing to mar their glorious per-

fection; but the grandeur of "U\s et.oilcs" may well be held to give

that song preeminence over the lyrical rapture of "I-e jour" and I lie

playful grace of "J« the," a number winch suffices of Itself to lift

the first series into di.-t inetion. In this delightful song the pro.

nunciation of the name "Ellen" may seem a fault to one of ]',nglisb

race; but it is to be remembLTed that the poet was French, and
doubtless pronounced it French-fashion, as Koechlin does. An
English singer might do well to substitute "Elaine." Very dainty

also are "L'air" and "I* Matin" in volume two.

fasting a retrospective glance over the songs dealt with, in

order to see how Koechlin i.s suited by [be various poets lu- bus set,

it is to be noted that the many songs that warrant one in giving hiui

a very high place among the Ming-composers of the day are not con-

fined to the works of one or two poets, but in [hid.' his single settings

of Heredia, Sully-Prudhoiiimc, Bouilliet, and Gregh, and his two
of Chenicr. With Kipling, too, he has scored a great success with

"Chant de Kiihi Nag." Of the poets be has set. more fieipiently . I

have no hesitation in saying that he has been most successful with

Leconte, since all his nine settings of poems by that writer are

masterpieces. The Banville settings arc mostly early, but number
half-a-dozen fine things; while the work of Edmund Harancourt he

has used to excellent purpose in "Le nenuphar" and in the four

song.- of op. 7. In his later years his best results have been obtained

in Verlaine'j "'Moil rive funiilier" and '11 plcure dans moo cojur."

All of the songs indicated are masterly; and, if Koechlin is most at

home with Leconte, it is because his genius is better suited by a vision

of the stillness of death and a sense of tragic mystery brooding upon
the waters than by idyllic fancies ami a regretful reconstruction of

faded glories, and that his soul craves the vast spaces and the

glowing, if somewhat stark, color of Leconte rather than the en-

closed gardens and the subdued tones of Verlaine and Samain . And
I say again, as I have said before, that in this estimate of the true

bent of his genius the composer will, I feel sure, most heartily dis-
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tained. Most composers of cvm the highest, class have their abso-

lulc failures; ,'i few of tliem occasionally sink still lower -to l.he

( In pest, deep—when they descend to the banal; ami even those who
do neither an; apt to produce work that Li uninteresting. Koechlin,

i! may safety lie said, is never uninteresting; and if there is a degree

of demerit [ess marked than llial—if, thai is l(> say, there arc songs

that are not uninteresting, hut thai leave one cold—Koechlin may
he credited with invariable superiority to it, too, for he never leaves

one cold—at least, lie lias no such cttVct on me; and one ean, of

course, speak oiilv of one's own experience.

And, besides the high level he maintains, there is in his work

The task of comparing his work with that of other great. French
composers is one I do not particularly care to undertake; hut I sup-

pose it u u ist be f!one. Debussy is subtler, but more fragile. Koech-

liu describes- where Debussy .invests; or perhaps it would be more
correct to say thai Koef hliu soiiieliincs describes, whereas Debussy
is invariably content with suggestion. Koechlin has neither De-
bussy's exquisite sensibility, nor bis tendency to degenerate into

preciosity. The diabolical imnishnes,; of "Fan loci ics" is not in

Koechlin; but neither is it in anyone else. Debussy's delicacy of

touch may seem often to be beyond Koechlin, yet one or two of the

hitter's songs display a dainty grace that is well nigh unsurpassable.

Debussy was certainly the more original; hut the technical qualities

displayed by Loth are remarkable, and each has bestowed upon his

work the most scrupulous care. In each there is a combination of the

material with the imaginative, the ethereal with the real; but in

Koechlin it is the material that predominates; in Debussy, the

ethereal. The latter has far less variety than Koechlin , but far more
subtlety. lie is a worker in nuances, while the other is a great and a

bold colorist who in his later songs is deliberately avoiding the

glowing color he knows so well how to use. Like the other great

French song-composers, Duparc, h'aure, Ravel, both of them know
how to get at the very heart of the poems they set.

In Faurc there is a more delicate perfume, a serenity that
Koechlin seldom attains. His mastery of rhythm is even greater,

and his wealth of harmonic interest is not inferior; but, for all his
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genius, the gigantic oonc'cp:i(>ris of the younger man arc beyond him.

Dupnro's songs arc few in number, lust of the h idlest artistry. They
are not of the ooniple.vit y of llu; songs of the oilier men dealt, with

here; but they are of a rare beauty of texture. No touch can be
Hirer than bis. no melodic line more perfect; 1ml. he is l.be leas!

original of the live. Finally there is llavel . rnnsl orighal of all for at

least sharing the honor wiih Debussy), supple, ironically observant,

drily, yet tenderly, humorous, fantastic, yet realistic, bizarre, yet

with tlie utmost clarity of vision, incisive, mwv rolmsl Mian Debussy,

more various than any of them, save only Koeclilin. In power of

suggestion mil even Dclm.sy can surpass iiim. In his la-si. songs be

b not descriptive, as he is so often stated to be, but, instead of

impressing his ideas, gives hints to stimulate the imagin at ion. l!y

llir side of such songs most of Kooi'hlin's must of necessity seem
somewhat labored; but it is to be said that Ravel's methods would
be unsuited to the bulk of the poems that Kocehlin has set. Into

songs of the sombre, the weird, the tragic. Ravel has not (so far

as I am aware) ventured.

That the publication of Koeehlin's fourth receuil will not be

long delayed must be the hope of everyone who knows the three

existing collections and has an appreciation of and allcction for what
is best in modern song.



MUSIC, MONARCHS, AND "THE
SAVAGE BREAST"

By FREDERICK H. MARTENS

"Music hatk charms lo soothe the savage breast . . ."—Siatwpan*.

iHAKESPEARE'5 dictum is ao well-known, so widely quoted.

that it is generally accepted as a statement of fact rather
^ than a poetical hypothesis. Yet, if we look into a varied

assortment of "savage breasts" of all raecs and apes, selecting

for the purpose those of the rulers of men, hedged by a divinity

which by now- scums somewhat discredited, wc find that, con-

trary to the assertion of the Hard of Avon, music lias :m paregoric

virtues where they :iti.' concerned. On the contrary, the majority

of royal monsters, degenerates, tyrants, madmen and Weaklings,

.seem to have cherished music without their "savage breasts" ever

reacting to the gentling cil'ect. of its chann.

The strong kin«H, the virile ruhrs, the m i
[t 1

1
n-r'irs ami stiilcs-

nieu among crowned heads, seem to mv their preeminence in a

measure to their iinmunily from [he viliating influence, of dulcet

tone. For Henry IV of France, tin' strong man of tin- Hour-hons.

the fender busses of Galnirllc d'K-lrees. no doubt, made sweeter-

sounding music than any of Marot's Huguenot psalms. And
Henry, as kings go, is hi -'.in in led a (rival, king to tills day. It was

left for the unutterably vicious and depraved Henry III. lust of

the Valoi.s, to hand down So posteritv an "Air du Hoi Henri III,"

which, even if npocvvphal, testifies So his musical leaning. For one

Frederick the Great of Prussia, tootling away on hi.s flute, entreat-

ing Juluum Sebastian Bach with reverence, and writing sonatas

for his eho.se,, instrument, we have conquerors like Alexander,

haif'so"^" as^the measuredVamp of^e^cedo^an^phalanx;
Julius Osar, tlial resmire.-fiil l.alddicad who, though he directed

his martial Gallic ballets with splendid bravura, used only I he

tubas and buniim.i in his legionary orchestra, and probably looked

on tliem as no more than a necessary evil; and Xapoleon regarding

music as a means to political ends, and at heart fancying only such

Ti Strong Kinds
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pcrcussives as drum and cannon when they wen? pounding out the

rhythms of victory. It is snd for the music-luvcr to ri'tli'ct t list I

wherever we may look in th« history of the ancients, the virtuous,

the noble, the manly among the leaders are those who are free

from any musical taint. 'Hie pood and .Meat kings are usually

those who are quite devoid of musical taste or inclination. V is

not easy to find a musical monarch to whom the word "respectable"

may be fittingly applied. On the oilier hand, how numerous are

the instances of "savage breasts" of music-loving wearers of the

diadem uiimollificd by the music they cherished.

Of course, one may cite the case of David. Here we have a

great, wise and, generally speaking, just monarch, who was pas-

sionately addicted to tile best music known to his age, and who

wrote his own psalms. Yet there is a rift in the lute of his per-

fection. According to Rabbinic tradition. King David used to

hang bis !:i>iimr or lyre at tin- head of his bed at. night "when it

sounded in the midnight breeze." This Aeolian harp, stirring

amorously to the voluptuous Oriental zephyrs, must have induced

a train of thought entirely opposite to that developed by those

devout psalm-scttings of which the King of Israel was so fond,

and may have been responsible, in a degree, for the ingenious

tactical disposition which resulted in General Uriah's going West.

The charms which soothed the "savage breast" of the father of

Solomon were not always those of music. And if so great a mon-
arch as David could so swiftly fall from grace when subjected to

the direct influence of profane melody, though steeped in the

antidote of devotional psalms, what o! those whose music was
altogether worldly?

Dioifrsivs the Tyrant

There were the tyrants of Syracuse, Dionysius the Elder, and

Dionysius the Younger, his son. The cider Dionysius had poetic

aspirations, though his poems were hissed by the auditors at the

Olympian Games; while the younger Dionysius was a musician.

And what sort of a monarch was this exponent of vocal culture?

Plutarch tells us: "It is reported of him that having begun a

drunken debauch, he continued it ninety days without intermis-

sion, in all which time no person on business was allowed to appear,

nor was any serious conversation heard at. court; but drinking.

tinging, dancing and buffoncry reigned there without control."

Dionysius's tyranny and misgovemment led to his being driven

from his magnificent Syrncusan palace, with its ample wine-cellars

and splendid banquet-halls, and having to take refuge in Corinth.
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Here "the very same man, that was not long before supreme
monarch of Sicily," spent his time turning a more or less honest

penny—Plutarch does not disclose to us whether his vocal methods
were reliable

—
"pretending to instruct the singing women of the

theatre, and seriously disputing with them about the measure
and harmony of pieces of music tlial were performed there." We
suspect Unit Dionysins's system of voice placing was not all that
it might have been. On the other hand, vocal teachers in those

times did not receive the splendid financial rewards a higher civiliza-

tion accords them to-day. But Dionysius is a striking example
of the weak anil tyrannous ruler who at the same time was a music-

There were only two Dionysii; with the second the dynasty
ends. But if we take that of the Ptolemies, the post-Alexandrian

rulers of Kgvpt, we find (kit the worth-while Ptolemies were those

who had no music in their hearts. Old Ptolemy I (Soter), Alex-

ander's general, win) founded this dynasty of Macedonian kind's,

was a shrewd, able and eminently cautions monarch with a taste

for literature, not music. His son, Ptolemy II, Philadelphus, was
also able, and took an ardent, interest in flelennie culture. He was
a kind of Macedonian Louis XIV, and his court was liberally

garnished with lie ] jl YallliTes. de Forilanges, and lie Mo lifespans,

I. nt — he dors not. seem t.o have had any I.ullLs or Rameaus! Ptolemy
ill

:
Ivuerjjetes l!. was a successful conqueror, another able king

with no musical annals. But when we come to Ptolemy TV (Phil-

opator), the musical son of the preceding, we find that he is a
"retched debauchee, indulging in all tile vices, and leaving t tie

serious affairs o:" government to unworthy favorites. He [laid

great attention to 1 1 if orgiastic forms of religion, or to use Plu-

tarch's words; "... the king was so besotted with liis women
and his wine, that the employment of his most busy and serious

hours consisted al th' 1 utmost in celebrating religions feasts in

his palace, carrying a timbrel and latins; part in the show." It

was Ihis wrcleheil lirubrel-jilayer who did away with that noble

Hparlan, King l 'leiuiieiies. who had taken refuge in h'gypt. Nie.ira-

giis, the Mcssenian. an old ace. uaintauec of Clcomcucs. met him
in Alexandria, and I old him that lie had brought, along some excel-

lent war-horses for the king in his ship. Cleouienes smiled and

answered: 'I wish you had rather brought some music-girls, for

these now are the king's chief occupation." Nicoragas repeated

Cleomenes's jibe, and l'toieiily promptly had him murdered. For.
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in the old days when a musical monarch's artistic temperament got

the better of him, things really and actually happened to his critics.

Ptolemy V (Epiphancs) was an athlete and sportsman, and an

energetic ruler, but no musician. Ptolemy VI (Philometor) was one

of the best of the Ptolemies, brave, kindly, reasonable. Was it be-

cause music played no part in his life? His younger brother, and
joint-king of Egypt with him, Ptolemy Vir, known as Physkon or

"The Bloated," was an evil fat man, one without natural affection,

"delighting in deeds of blood, his body as loathsome in its blown
corpulence as his soul," and very, very musical. He both sang and
played the flute.

The dynasty ol the Plolmies is already well along hi its decline,

the successive reiyns have become a mere kaloidesropic chronicle of

strife, intrigue and assassination. Ptolemy XI, nicknamed Aideten,

or "The Flute-player," spent most of his reign in Rome, trying to

buy his way back into power in Egypt, whence he hail been driven

by popular haired—he was, perhaps, a poor musician!—and in the

person of his daughter Cleopatra, "the serpent of the Nile," and the

prototype of the modern "vamp," we have a fine musical connoii-

seuxe, possessed of great taste arid skill, in whom the family came to

an ™d- Cleopatra was fond of having music at her meals—Syrian
kithara players, Syracusan liarpistes, Athenian girls plucking the

five-s Iringed lyre, rendered instrumental selections or accompanied

the singers who sang at her banquets, where Mnssicau and Grecian

wines and palm-brandy flowed unchecked by Nilotic bine laws.

Music seems always lo have remained one of Cleopatra's continuing

interests, and her propensity to let. herself go, to react subconsciously

to ihe insiduous snewest ion of liiseiv sound, may have been respon-

sible for many of her crimes and misfortunes . Even in her day their

were ill existence Egyptian popular songs, whose performance she

encouraged. And we have only to examine the texts anil music of

some of our own popular songs to-day, to get an inkling of the lengths

to which their like may have led an emotional and temperamental

royal musician like Egypt's queen to go. Marc Anthony might
have triumphed over Octavius Caesar, had it not been for his

addiction to music. For. rude soldier though he was, Marc Anthony
also was musically inclined. In Rome, while Caesar was away
hunting down the unfortunate Pompey. he ''had his singing girls

quartered upon the houses of serious fathers and mothers of fami-

lies." And when he passed over into Asia, "a set of harpers and
pipers . .

.
and a whole Bacchic rout of the like Asiatic exhibi-

tors . . . came in and possessed tfic court. When he made his

entry into Ephesus . . . throughout the town nothing was to be
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seen "hill spears wreathed with ivy. harps, ilutcs ami psalteries; ivliili-

Anthony in Iheir songs was Bacchus, the Giver of Joy, and the

(icnilc." (If course, wlu'li (.'li'upa f r:t came sailing up the river

Cydnus to meet Ilim, in her barge with purple sails and oars of silver,

the latter "bce.l lime In (lie mimic of flutes and fife., and harps." In

the final analysis they paid (fie piper, for both these musical rulers.

Hie diademed and the uncrowned proconsul, were involved

in the same tragic fate.

Nero, The First Imperial Tenor

Aiming the earlier lioinnn emperors the greatest of monsters is

111.' musical Nero. He began as a hov l.v murdering his brother

Britannicus for a song"s sake. It was during the festivities of the

Saturnalia, in the palace, and the young Prince Nero had been
chosen king ill a gam.' of king's forfeit, by the cast of the dice.

After various ones aiming the company had paid their forfeits hi

various ways, Nero called on llritaiuiicus to sing them a song. The
younger lad sang well and bravely, am: he sang a song tha 1

. described

his own ill fortunes and spoiled life. The pathos of the song and the

singer moved his patrician listeners, and Nero made note oi" the fact.

As a result Uril amiieiis was poisoned mil lung after. Nero might
have overlooked the political dangers involved in his brother's

becoming the head of a faction; but he would not and could not

forgive him for singing better than he himself did. As the emperor

Roman had the greatest contempt for the musical performances
which Nero so much enjoyed. The American multi-millionaire

builds him an expensive pipe-organ in his home: Nero laid out a

species of "Golden Glades" in his private gardens, A. D. and to

top o(F the revels he celebrated there, himself "appeared on the r-.isijc

singe of the garden theatre, surrounded by his musicians a lid, tuning

his guitar carefully, sang to the noble company, to their great

delight." This "great delight" must, however, be taken with a

pinch of salt. It was dangerous for anyone in the audience to be

anything less than delighted when Nero appeared as a solo artist.

His poetry, music and acting have been, it is true, accorded the

dubious merit of being "at least respectable" by one historian; but

"respectable" in the critical terminology of art is. unfortunately, on

a level with the evasive "pleasing," and neither means very much.
One of the main accusations urged by the enemies of Seneca, when
they endeavored to prejudice Nero against his former tutor, was
that "he sneered at his singing." When Poppaea. conspired against
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N pro's wife Oct a. via, to bring ;i1joh1 her divorce from the emperor,

s1i« falsely charged her with an intrigue, nol with sonic patrician of

high ill scent, but with an Alexandrian flute-player! For bad as it

might have hccii to have preferred another man to the emperor, a

still more heinous .rime would have been to have preferred another

artist to the artist-prince. When Tiridatcs came to Home to lie

crowned King of I'nrthi;i by his over-lord, I lie Kmpcrur Nero amid
the banquets, exhibitions and games in his honor, did not spare him
displays of his own playing upon the harp. And the untutored

savage had a sufficiently intelligent mind to hear his god in the

strings, if not in the wind. For a long time Nero sang only in

private. But like many who have a "drawing-room voice," he

longed for the recital-stage and a larger audience. "His voir. 1 was,

in fact, thin and inclined to lie hoarse": tixiiiali he himself was so

proud of il, am: longed impatiently l.o try it out in public. "There

is no respect for bidden music," be was wont, to say. i]i:.ilijni a 1 Ireek

proverb. Yet he did not dare choose a liomao eity for liis vocal

debut, sueii was I he prejudice against an emperor's appearing as a

public singer. We have an echo of this prejudice in connect ioo with

Piso's conspiracy to murder \ero, and become emperor in his stead.

Subrius Flavus, the tribune, one of the conspirators, was reported

to have said that be would kill Piso so soon as Nero were dead.

"The soldiers were not going to replace a harpist (Nero) by a vocalist

[Tim.). That would not heal [he disgrace!" N'ero eho>c the (ireeised

city of Naples For his "coming-out," in A. D. 64, and no sooner was
his recital over, and the theatre emptied, than an earthquake

destroyed it. This seems more than a coincidence: Nature herself

appears to voice a protest. His first performance in Rome was on

the occasion of the burning of the city, and though for various

reasons, it is too much to say that "Nero fiddled while Rome
burned," it is highly probable that he did sing, from a safe eleva-

tion, while his capital iven! up in llamcs, for lo the imperial artist

the burning city was no more than an effective stage-setting for his

glorious singing.

In the reaction from the fear induced by Piso's conspiracy,

Nero—quantitively, at any rate—sang as never before. The Roman
Senate, when he announced his intention of singing at the Quinquen-
nial Games, A. D. 05, in a vain effort, perhaps, to stave off hearing

the recital which they foresaw they would be forced to attend,

offered him the prizes of song and eloquence before the performances

began. But this piqued Nero, and he said he would meet all comers
in the contest for song superiority. The result was, of course, the

same. It was disloyal not to applaud. An unbiased opinion as to
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Nero's iinging was as dangerous then, as one regarding governmental

methods might lie now. The equivalent of a modem attorney-

general had his spies liberally distributed about the theatre, and the

Roman Department of Justice acted with the intelligent zeal which

marks any bureau of its kind under incompetent and tyrannical rule.

It. was forbidden to leave the building while Nero was on the stajte.

Keen-witted Greeks in the audience feigned death in order to be

curried out, and Vespasian, who fell asleep during one of the em-
peror's recitals, nearly lost his life in consequence. It was spared

only at the intercession of friends. During Nero's (treat song-tour

of Greece, the concluding event of artistic magnitude of his life, he

won- as was to be expected- the chief prizes at all tin: four festivals,

the Olympian, Pythian, Nemean and Isthmian. He returned to

Rome with 1,808 crowns of victory, which hud been awarded him,

riding in a magnificent triumphal procession to celebrate his vocal

victories, along the same streets where the great generals and pro-

consuls who had given Rome the dominion of the earth had ridden

to their more patriotic triumphs. And with him in his chariot was

—

Diodorus the harper! Nero's crowns were hung on the walls of his

bed-chamber, and liis image as the harpist-god adorned the streets

of the city, and was stamped upon his coins. And then he took up
the study of music with renewed energy. The Emperor, as Sue-

tonius declared, "nor yet woulde do aught in earnest or mirth with-

out his Phonaseus by, a Moderatour of his voice, to put him in

minde for to spare his pipes and hold his handkerchief to his mouth:

and to many a man he eyther offered friendship or denounced en-

mitir according as he praised him more or less." But the Tionimis

by now had had their fill of Nero. Vindes in Gaul and Galba in

Spain rose against him. The news filled him with terror, but his

cruelly was equalled by his ineapacily. The musician-emperor

makes a few half-hearted efforts to gather troops, but is far more
interested ill examining some new hydraulic nrpins, sending late at

nighl for leading knights and senators lo rejoice with him in the

discovery that: "I have found out how the organ can be made to

sound a lower note, and more tunefully." Or, after a feast, he

decides to present himself unarmed to Ihe armies' sight, with no

argument save tears only, whereby I lie rebels would be recalled lo

their fealty. Then on the following day he would chant the Ode to

Victory among his rejoicing legionaries. "Which Ode," he con-

tinues, "I must compose at once!" And before he cuts his throat at

the villa of his freedman Phaon, w hen the boot heats of his pursuer's

horses sound on his ear, he murmurs, "How great, an artist (lies

with me!"
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An might be expected, the vicious and incapable Vitelline who
followed Gallia aiui Otln> «s emperor, admired Nero. "Sing us one

of tiie Master's songs!" lie was wont to tell a harpist who pleased

liim. But when the accession of Vespasian once more gives the

Roman world a strong ruler, a man of character and high resolve,

we know almost without saying, that music plays no part in his life.

Heuogabalus

Heliogabalus (A. D. S18-222) is another musical emperor, and
what is he like? As Gibbon so neatly puts it: "To confound the

order of seasons and climates, to sport with the passions and preju-

dices of his subjects, and to subvert every law of nature and
decency, were among the number of his most delicious amuse-
ments." We cannot quote all that Aelius Lampridius, who lived

in the fourth century under Diocletian and Constantin, and is the
only writer who lias written a biography of the monster, has to say;

for he says much that is unquotable. Yet there is no doubt but that

he was an uncommonly restless and depraved degenerate, gifted

with a vicious imagination, fertile in bizarre and disgusting futilities.

Some of the artistic touches of this music-loving prince are quite

modem. He gave festivals of different colors in summer: one day
the table service would be olive-green, another pea-green; the day
after it would be blue, and so on through the summer months. He
was the first to flavor wine with mint and mastic, as bdeed his

whole life was devoted to a search for the novelties of volupty. He
took particular pleasure in studying mob psychology—after his own
fashion. TVhen great crowds were gathered together for a solemn
festival, he had a large number of serpents loosed on them, and
uttered cries ol delight to see those bitten and those: trampled under
foot in the ensuing panic, writhing in their agony. Wine of roses

and rosebuds filled the baths in which he bathed with his familiars,

and one of his pleasant fancies at banquets was to have his guests

recline on couches inflated with wind. These were suddenly emptied,

and the diners found themselves eating under the table. At night

he attended to the business of the day, arising in the evening to

receive the homage of his courtiers, and going to bed in the morning.

In place of an auto he had a little one-wheeled chariot, gilded and
inlaid with jewels, to which he harnessed three or four beautiful

girls, and thus drove about the courts of the palace. Since his

Syrian priests had predicted he would die a violent death, he kept

on hand a stocd; of nooses, of scarlet and purple silk, with which to

strangle himself; he had swords of gold upon whicli to fall in case of
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need; and In hullowed hyacinths and emeralds hi' carried morln!

poisons. lie even had a high tower built, from which, il the neces-

sity arose, lie meant to fling himself on a board incrusted with gold

mul precious sliiacs 'I litis his death would be embellished with :<il

the trappings of luxury; white :it 1.1 ic same time it could be 3aid that

no one had ever yet perishi.il in such wise. Yet he was, in the end.

slain by the steel broadsword of a rebellious soldier, and his dis-

honored lux ly llu iic into the Tiber. How do we know—aside from his

general depravity— tiial Ileliogabalus was n music-lover, that he

oul-XcUH'il even Nim) as a performer 5 Because Aclius T,niii]iriilins

expressly says: "He simp, he dmuvd, he played the flute, he blew the

trumpet, he plucked the lute and played the organ." And the
By/antine liislori:!:] Zoiuiras adds: "He sang barbaric songs to his

strange (Syrian) god!"

Though among the Roman emperors Nero and Ileliogabalus are

outstanding • xamjiles of the ileceueracy which seems purl, and parcel

of the make-up of the crowned music-lover, there are numerous
other examples to lie found among their successors.

Some Oriental Musical Dynasts

Bnt passing from the empire of the Romans, let us glance at the

Oriental dynasts of the caliphate. The earlier and greater caliphs of

the Oniayyad house, Omar, Moawiya. Abdahnalik, Sucliman Walid

(during whose reign Spain was conquered by the Arabs), had no

time fur music. But the weaker Ya/.id 11 held music, condemned
by ids predecessors Suleiman and Omar II. in high honor. Two of

his court singers, Sidhuna and flababa, exercised a great influence

over him, and the death of the latter afflicted blui so greatly that, he

perished of grief soon after she herself had died. Hisham followed

Yazid II, and after Hisham came his son Walid II, "a handsome
man," who cultivated music ron union, so much so, In fact, that the

governor of Irak, on being continued in his office when Walid as-

cended the throne. Included a number of musical instruments among
the gifts of horses, falcons, golden and silver vessels which hi: sent

the caliph as a sign of his gratitude. Waild had no real opportunity

of proving the correctness of our hypothesis respecting musical

monarchs, for he was murdered before the gift of musical instru-

ment sent by his governor ever reached him.

Like the Omayyids, the earlier Abassids were also men of

might, not men of music. Even Haroun-al-Rashid enjoyed it only

incidentally. Hut among his successors we see mismanagement and
music, incapacity and sonal sensibility ever going hand in hand.
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There was Amiii, fur instance (<i. 813), who was wholly incompetent,

lie oiviipied himself principally with lli,' aifuir.H of his harem, with
polii, lisliing, wine and miu-iV. Naturally, "the five ymrs of his

reign were disastrous lo tile empire." His successor, Mamun, was a

ruler of rare qualities. His interests were scientific ami litcrnry, :md
his reign was a glorious one. During the reigns of Motawakkil, a
cruel and perfidious vohipl uary, Mont as ir, a weakling, Mostain and
MoIuzk, the magnificent palace of Jafariya, which Motawakkil had
built at Samarra, resounded to the pleasings of instruments and the
voice. But One of the first measures of the able and energetic

Mohtadi, when he ascended the throne, was lo banish from court

all musicians and singers. A ruler of this type was loo good for the

limes, and Muhtadi w as murdered in the year 870. With Motarnid,
his successor, t!ie banished song-birds and lutenista probably re-

turned to tile palace; but they just as probably had lo move out
once more when his grandson Motadid inherited the crown, for after

Mansur, this prince was one of the ablest and most energetic of the
Alias-id rulers. But thenceforward the Abassid dynasty died out
tunefully in shame and degradation through a succession of unworthy
rulers, until the last caliph of the line, Mostasim, was slain by the

Mongol Khan Hulaku in his own plundered capital. Hulaku, inci-

dentally, a monster of cruelty, had the head of Kamil, a Mamcluk
prince whom he captured, and whom he killed by forcing bits of

flesh torn from his body down his throat, carried through the

streets of Damascus "with tambourines and singers moving before

it," his "savage breast" quite unmoved by this ghastly musical

procession.

Some Ekglibii Musical Kings

Reverting from East to West once more, and considering some
of the mediaeval dynasties of European rulers, we still find Shakes-
peare's contention not borne out by historic fact, in so far as it may
be applied to kings. Alfred the Great, it is true, played the harp,

and so did many a Norse, Swedish and Danish king of the time; the

latter all having their trains of scalds and minstrels; but the music
these bardic musicians made, served mainly as an incitement to

deeds of blood and battle. TaiHefer, who rode into the battle of

Hastings singing the "'Song of Roland," did so to animate the hearts

of the Normans and Duke William. In the case of these rulers the

bardic songs and harpiugs largely answered the same purpose that

the roll of drum and brazen blare of military band do to-day. They
were mere martial sound stimulants , all harping on the same old tune
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of "Up, boys and at "cm!" They stood for no "charm to soothe"

A little later on we come to Richard the Lion-Heart, King of

England, Itichard the troubadour, the cliivalric, the gallant, the

Crusader, passionately devoted to minstrelsy—and, perhaps, quite

unconsciously one of the worst of English kings, because of lib

senseless prodigality, his love for expensive adventure far from

home, his sacrifice of all the real interests of his kingdom for the

rainbow bubbles of romantic enterprise. The story of how Hlondcl

sang him out of his Austrian prison is well known . And his cruel and
debauched brother. King .iohn Lackland, who died of a surfeit of

peaches and new cider, was also a lover of worldly tunes and ballads.

Speaking of other English monarchs, Mary Bateson, in her "Medie-
val England" remarks with truth: "It. is noticeable that of England's

artistic kings, Henry II!, Hichard II and Charles I, not one was in

harmony with his subjects." All of these sovereigns were prodigal,

weak and devoid of executive ability. Henry III, "Harry of

Winchester," also known as "the beggar-king," because of the

extravagance which left him continually without resources, had
unique methods of raising money when it was needed to pay his

painters, artificers and musicians. When his sou l-'.dward was born,

in 1230, the streets of I,ondon were illuminated, "whilst bands of

dancers made the night joj fill with drum and tambourine." But
the king, fond as lie was of a "joyful noise," quite aside from mere
tuneful rejoicing also had an oy<- lo more substantial expressions of

pleasure on the part of his subjects. He sent messengers into the

city and country to ask for presents. When they came back well

loaded, the king smiled with satisfaction; but if the gift were smalt

it was rejected with contempt. "God gave us the child," said one

Norman, "but the king sells him to us!" It is no wonder the money
flew, if we consider Henry's luxurious tastes. He must have his

mattresses of velvet, his cushions and bolsters of silk, his damask
nafiery , his goblet of 11:0111 ited cocoa-nut , his glass cup set in crystal.

And when his sisler Isabella marries the Emperor, he gives her rich

examples of goldsmiths' work, silver pans and cooking vessels, a

chess-table and chessmen in an ivory casket, beds of Genoese cloth

of gold, robes of Anas, and of scarlet, blue and green cambric, and
much else by way of table-linen. And he pays a single harper at bis

court the very sizable stipend, very sizable indeed lor that time, of

forty shillings, and allows the musician a pipe of wine for himself

and another pipe for his wife. The money to pay for his artistic and
musical extravagances the king obtained by begging, borrowing and
stealing— for in 1348, parliament remonstrated because the king

"seized by force on whatever was used in the way of meat and drink
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especially wine and even clothes—against the will of those who
sold these things!"

The tyrannical liicliard II was another lnvi^hly extravagant

and incapable ruler, one who indulged ids luxurious tastes by the

most, arbitrary methods of taxation. In liis love for music lie was

the first 1'inglisli sovereign lo lusvr recourse to tin- "press-gang" to

secure singing boys fur the lima) (
. At: olfieial was niilliori/.ed

"to fake anil seize for [lie king jslt sue!) singing-men expert in the

science of music as lie could find ami think able to do tin- king serv-

ice, within all places of the realm, as well as in cathedra! churches,

colleges, chapels, houses of religion, and all other francliised or

exempt places, or elsewhere." Thus a tyrant for music's sake, he

also lavished the most disproportionate rewards and annuities! on

his musicians out of fhc taxes wrung from his impoverished people

—

a truly musical monarch. He came to a bad end.

In fine contrast. King Henry V, the conqueror of France,

though at his coronation al Westminster, "the number of harpers in

the 1 tall was innumerable," was himself "no encouragcr of the popu-

lar minstrelsy" which flourished in sueh perfection during his reign.

When he returned in triumph from Agincourt, and made his entry

into London, he came our firmly against the community sing—

a

siand which, according as one does or does not believe in eom enmity
singing, may be held to argue that he was either quite unmusical or

very musical indeed. Children bail been placed in artificial turrets

to sing verses in honor of the occasion. But King Henry would by

no means countenance their music, which be not only forbade, bill

commanded that in the future "no ditties should he made by and

sung by minstrels and others" in praise of the battle. King Henry
V, who did not care for minstrelsy or children';; choruses, died uni-

versally lamented by his subjects; while the taking off of Richard II,

that magnificent music-lover, was felt by them as a distinct relief.

Henry VIII came honestly enough by his love for music. His

father King Henry VII was rapacious aiid extortionate, and culti-

vated music. He was always attended by waits and minstrels, and
had a fine collection of musical instruments. Henry VI 11 . another

quasi-monster, delighted above all other things in "singing. daneing.

wrestling, casting of the bar, playing at the recorders, flute,

virginals, in setting of songs ami making of ballads." Music re-

mained a life-long passion with him, but i'. did not make biin more

humane or less licentious. The title of Ids liest.-klic.wn ballad. "The
hunte is up," when we view i! in the light o! (lis artivilies as a ruler

and a husband, stems almost to suggest the never-ending chase

which drove so many victims to the axe and block on Tower Hill.
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Queen Elizabeth shared one peculiarity with the Emperor Nero.

It was dangerous nut tu praise whatever she did. There is no doubt
that she was fond of music, and encouraged it at her court. But
with regard I" lier own virginal playing, we suspect lhat the chances

are that tier unfortunate contemporary and cousin. Mary. Queen of

Scots, being iiy fitr—despise the romantic glamor surrounding her—
the worse sovereign, must have been the better musician. The
whole trend of historic fact lends support to llie supposition.

The weak anil worthless Stuarts who followed the Plantagcncls

and Tudms were all, as stands to reason, encouragers ami patrons of

musk;. James [, close, and mean as he was about money mailers,

iucl-eastsi the stipend of the (leliiieoien of I lit' Chapel Itoyal as line

of the first acts uf his reign. His son, the [Yinec of Wales, afterward

King Onirics 1, learned to play the n"(i.'(l i/il i/uin/iu as a hoy, and he

became a.-, accomplished a nuisirian as lie made a poor king. Crom-

to godly psahns, and their words meant more than their tunes to

him; but with the Restoration profane music again becomes the

delight of the English court. That merry monarch Charles II was
especially fund ui liis band nf twenty-four fiddlers, and paid them
well—when he paid tlieui at all. On the other hand the musicians of

the Royal Chapel, though their salaries were raised, never saw the

color of their money, for Mr. Hingston, the organist, talking to

I'epys :']|i(Hi) says: "many of the luusique are ready to starve, they

being live years behind with their wages," There seas always

plenty of music, both instrumental and vocal, at Whitehall, fostered

by the king who sold ids country to tile French, and who, as a ruler,

was probably the worst, of all the Stuarts.

Musical Monarchs of France

What holds good for English kings applies as well to the sover-

eigns of oiiier European nations. Clovis, King of the Franks, a

murderous monster, whose laller years in particular were stained by
numerous crimes, sang. As lias been said of iiiui: "King Clovis sang

out of tune, no doubt, but still he sang!" His was another "savage

breast" uncharmed. King Dagobert, the Merovingian, an oppres-

sive and licentious monarch, did have "music in his soul," hence

should not have been "fit for treason, stratagem and spoils." He
played the organ, and loved singing to such an extent, that hearing

the mm Nanlhilde warbling matins behind the cloister bars, he fell

head over heels in love with her. As a result, again disproving

Shakespeare, he betrayed his queen, divorcing her; used stratagem
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to draw Xanihihle [nun lier refuge, and married Iut us tin- spoils of

lu's musical passion. When we com,' tc, l!ie Capetians, we find tiuiL

Hugh Capet. 1 In- ulilc and energetic founder of the dyu;isiy, was
ni.l what miglil. !if called musical. Ili.s son. however, Robert llie

I'ious, was a weak and amiable music-lover, who composed liymns

for the church service. Is il strange thai lie had a disturbed and

stormy reign? Some o[ his hymns .still survive, among them one

beginning '"0 Constantia martymm." His wife Constantia had
asked him to write a composition in her honor, and seeing her name
beginning the first line of the te\t, was satisfied that he had done so,

without investigating further. Philip Augustus, who was not

musical, consolidated his kingdom and built hospitals, market-
places, churches and other public buildings in Paris, whose principal

streets he was the first to pave. His successor. Louis IX, though a

man of noble character and eslrcmely pious, included church music

in the circle of his most vilal inlcrests. When he set sail for his

Crusade against the Kgvplian sultan his mariners sang the "Yen!

Creator" in chorus. There Is. of course, no connection between this

circumstance and the fact that his Egyptian Crusade was a total

failure, he himself being taken prisoner, and only released upon

payment of an enormous ransom, and that he died on a second

crusade against Tunis, years afterward. And vet . . .

At the gorgeous court of King Philip VI of France, at which
resided the Kings of Bohemia, Navarre and Mallorea, with their

retinues—for their dull homes were never like Philip's Paris—all
was banquets, balls, pageantry and mysteries, in which music

t Philip had his Crecv. His son. King

and cruel, and addicted to minstrels and
magnificence like his father, found, in turn, Agincourl. The reign

of Charles VI was also a musical one: the orchestra of the "Prince of

Fools" flooded the royal court with musie; and the king's wife,

Isabelle of Bavaria, a monster in female form, was an accomplished

harpist, though she did not use her art to calm her poor, mad
husband's accesses of dementia. It was a reign of blood, murder and

rapine, and one that well-nigh ruined the country. Charles VII is

the king of "The Maid of Arc," but he is also the king of Agnes

Sorel, to whose voice he loves to listen, and upon whom he lavishes

the treasures of his realm. A king with a love for music, especially

vocal music rendered by some fair and beloved singer, invariably

increased the high cost of living for his subjects in the good old

medieval days in France.

King Rene of Jerusalem and Sicily, Count of Provence, a con-

temporary of Charles the Bold of Burgundy, is literally music-mad.
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He plays the violin himself, and spends his time with music-makers
and minstrels, and his money on them. And so it goes: Louis XII,
with whom the sixteenth century begins, and who burdened France
with many costly wars, insists on being a singer. He has no voice; a

single dubious note constitutes his entire range. So Josquin Duprez
utilizes this sole note by writing a canon for the King, in which the

royal vocalist may take part while ainging no more than the one tone
nature has placed at his disposal. Francis I, ruled by shallow-

minded and incapable favorites, plays the lute; Charles IX has

quite a sift for the violin—and carries out the bloody Massacre of

St. Bartholomew! The fact that he preferred the violin to the flute

or clavecin—then the instruments reserved for the quality, while the
violin was held to be fit only for lackeys—shows that his musical

tastes, from the standpoint of his own day, were low and vulgar.

Henry III, the last of the Valois kings, was a sixteenth century

Heliogabalus, and a lavish patron of music and pageantry. His
insensate expenses ruined France, and the example set by himself

and his infamous court, brought the morals of the land to their low-

est ebb. Louis XIV, the most conspicuous of the Bourbons, though

he has been called "the Great," cannot in reality be so considered.

He did not care for music in the genuine and intimate way that the

Valois monarch? did, mid he regarded those musical geniuses Lully

and Rameau more as added embellishments of the festival pomp of

his court, than as the ereutors of un independent artistic enjoyment
dear to his heart. ! .ouis XV hud ;i fondness, especially in liis ribald

later years, for the chansons ;/n>ewc.", whose low popular tunes and
indecent verses he enjoyed in etpial measure '.villi Mine, du Barry, a

amnoiaseuse entirely at home in them. Poor, dull Louis XVI did not

react sonsilily to music, though Marie Antoinette, the pupil of

tiluck. h;ul a neat gift for the clavecin and could sing. When not.

hunting, or enduring the tedious court ceremonial to which he was a

slave, his dearest pleasure was liis iron-work in liis private smithy.

Was he kind-hearted, virtuous and well-meaning because he was
unmusical?

Dead ILirsnirnGns, IIohkszoli^kns, Wittelshaciiehs

We may turn to almost any other royal dynasty and find a

similar showing of love for mosic coupled with weakness, lack of

character, cruelty, depravity and every other vice; while the great

and good luonarclis are those who keep more or less aloof from the

seduction of sound. In the case ol the Moorish < hnayyads o( Spain.

Ahderrahman I and Ahderrahman the 111 were great princes, skilled

in war and adept administrators, but the reign of Ahderrahman II, a
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weak prince with a taste for music and literature, is described as a

"time of confusion." Let us glaticc at the Hapsburghs. Rudolph of

Hapsburgh, the founder of the dynasty, was a man who had no time

for music—he was too busy creating an empire—but a weakness for

musk' crept into the family long before tin; marriage of Francis,

Duke of Lorraine, to the Empress Maria Theresia. The Emperor
Ferdinand m, under whom the disintegration of the Holy Roman
Empire was practically accomplished, was a musical connoisseur of

considerable taste, and composed himself, notably an "Aria with 36

Variations," edited by his Court Organist Ebner. Leopold I, an
intolerant bigot, was musically very well educated. He played

several instruments, notably the clavecin, and "tried out" the singers

and instrumentalists who applied for positions in the Imperial

orchestra himself. He always followed the score at opera per-

formances, and would close his eyes blissfully when the most
entrancing passages occurred. He left the war of the Spanish Suc-

cession as an evil legacy to his sons

.

The oldest of these sons, who succeeded him as the Emperor
Charles VI, was especially fond of composing canons, and accom-

panying at the piano. His daughter. Ilk* Empress Maria Theresia,

was anything but a monster; lint she was an out-and-out autocrat.

Both she and her husband—during whose reigns Austria lost the

bitterly contested Seven Years* War to Prussia—did imtch for the

musical education of tlu-ir children. In the midst of war, his

country falling into ruuis, his court receiving the bribes of bis

enemies, diaries VI composed an opera. He led the orciic.it ta, the

rules wen- taken by princely and noble amateurs, and in the ballet

which followed, his daughter danced in flesh -coinred tights. His

grandson, the gifted and artisiic Joseph li. not only sang, but also

played the pianoforte, the viola and the 'cello. He played a great

deal for bis own amusement, but was salislicil will) the works of a

H.isse and rlalieri, not being able to rise to the heights of Mozart's

genius He told the latter, A propus of a performance of "The
Abduction from the Seraglio": "Too fine for our ears, and what a

tremendous number of notes, my dear Mozart!" Haydn's music,

too, was beyond the emperor's limited musical taste to grasp,

Joseph II did not escape the tragic fate which seems to be reserved

for the few musical monarchs of good personal repute. Disgusted

with the failure of bis liberal and idealistic plans, he died of a broken

As to the Hohenzollerns, Frederick the Great, a benevolent

autocrat, plays the flute, yet is an empire builder in spite of this

amiable weakness. But Frederick William II. who succeeded his
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uncle ['Yederick . was easy-going, indolent and sensual. IL' played

the Vi'llo; palmui/ed Beethoven and Mo/art, and instead of building

up his country—when he died the state was bankrupt, the army
decayed, and tin- monarchy discredited—built up the finest private

orchestra to be found in Europe at that time. Among the lesser

German princes of the eighteenth century wen- but few men of

energy or character—and the majority of them were musical.

In the nineteenth century we have the mad King of Havana,
Louis II, "lie. though lie ln<ed his peasants to the hone in order to

build the luxurious medieval castles (l.indcrliof , Herrenchiemsoe.

llohenschwangau
,
Xeuschwaustein) which attract visitors from all

over the world, spared no money to launch the Wagner operas,

lie p:iid the composer's debts, granted him a large yearly pension,

gave brilliant model performance.-, of the Wagner dramas in Munich,
gradually lieeamc irn uruhly insane and mel a tragic and mysterious

death in (he Staruhergcr See, together with his physician in 1886.

[[is is one of the saddest eases among the royal musical madmen, for

ho had lovable traits, and, though wildly extravagant, was no Nero
or Alphonse of Portugal.

Musical MnN.uicu.s on' the North

Yet fate is seldom kind to the monarehs loving music. They
engage either our honor, or our commiseration. Mad musical kings

are to be found in the cold North as well as in the sunny southern

Bavarian land. King Erie X[V of Sweden, sou of the great C.ns-

tavns Yasa, is crowned at I'psala, and Hoes gaily through Stockholm

On July IS, 1561, to the roar of cannon, the peal of bells, and the

cheers of his people. He loves musie, and even writes a number of

four-part choruses to Latin texts. But there is a pronounced strain

of madness in him. lie antagonizes his ambitious brothers, offends

his nobles by marrying a young girl of obscure family, and is finally

dethroned by the States of the Kingdoni. Thrown into a dungeon
and loaded with chains, he appeals to his brother John i:i the name
of their father, and the latter orders books and musical instruments

be given him. Yet they are taken from him again after a few days,

and lie is confined with even greater rigor Removed to another

prison he is tortured by being allowed to see his wife and child

through the window, for a moment only. He endeavors to find con-

solation in singing the Psalms of David, and finally, poor maniac, is

murdered in his prison. Christian IV of Denmark, splendor-loving,

passionate, sensual, whose reign was an unfortunate one, and who
descended to his grave weary and broken-hearted, was another
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Scandinavian monarch who cultivated music with zest, and had the

German composer Heinrich Schiitz come to Copenhagen to reor-

ganize his court orchestra.

It is not surprising to note, perhaps, that the most wretched of

all the Romanoffs, the Emperor Peter F'edonn itch ,
sun of a daughter

of Peter the Great, "physically something less than a man and
mentally little more than a child,"' did much to emimrnge the culti-

vation of music in Potrograd. and that, imbecile though he was, he

is said to have played the violin "moderately well."

Two Kings op Spain

Among the Spanish Bourbons King Philip V, a sullen mclau-

chohac, who was only kept from abdicating through his wife's

holding liiru a i irlual prisoner, ivus controlled in his son il ire madness
by the voice of I'aririclli, the celebrated crulrii/u. ['"arinelli came to

Madrid in I7:ifi, intending to stay a few mouths. [[« remained (or

twenty-five years. Night after i tight, ten years iu succession, he hail

to sing In his royal muster the same six songs, never any other.

Ferdinand VI, the .son of Philip, was also of a shy anil melancholy

disposition; ami since music, with the exception of the hunt, was
almost his sole pleasure and inlercsl . Kitrinelli went right on with his

nightly concerts. King Charles IV of Spain was a poor king and only

a fair musician, yet very fond of music. Like so many string players

who like to play quartet, yet arc unhappy if they cannot play the

first fiddle, whether they are qualified to do so or riot, King Charles,

until dethroned by Napoleon, always reserved this part for his

royal self.

A Portuguese Musicai, Maniac

King Charles was merely a poor fool, but what are we to think

of the unutterably vile aild musical Alplioiise VI. King of Portugal

(Uiafl-KirWJ, a semi-mania.- with strong homicidal tendencies. His

life was an agreeable alternation of murder, music and licentious

excess. He played the flageolet, lie bad married, in lljfjfi. Marie

i-'rancoise Kli/.abet It, grand-daughter of Henry [V of Prance. Quite

naturally, it. did not take Queen Marie long to discover fba' she

detested her amiable husband. Following lliis lirsl. discovery came
a second one: she had fallen in love with his brother Don Pedro.

There were various intrigues, plots and counterplots to force the

abdication of Alpbonsc, and keep him on the throne. The King, his

brother Pedro, Queen Marie, and some of the Portuguese nobles,

appeared on the balcony of the palace to receive the plaudits of the
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crowd. As an not of royal condescension. King Alphonsr took a

dageolet. piped a time on il in the most abominable manner and,
when he lind finished, bunded the instrument to a grave and re-

spected nobleman and insisted on his playing il also. "The lowest

of the popularc were so disgusted that they had almost laid hand.- on

the royal flageolet player, and dethroned him then and there."

Tills sensible proceeding was not long deferred, in faet, and I lit;

insane musical kin},' was kept in a rontineincnl far Ion honorable for

him until his death, passing Ids time in hunting, feasting, sleeping

and—presumably—playing his beloved flageolet

.

Conclusion

The preceding presentation of Inonarehs whose more or less

"savage breasts"—or if not savage, then irresolute, depraved, imhe-

eile, or insane—refute the Shakespearian assertion anent music's

power to eharru, is by no means categorical
. Il merely brushes the

surface, so to speak, in a general survey, which cannot pretend to be

comprehensive. At the same time if bears sufficient witness to the

truth of the content ion thai—in inonarehs. at any rate—there is

often a subtle interconnect itm between musical tastes anil proficien-

cies, and a lack of kingly and even human virtues. History seems

determined to prove that a love for music is a species of immorality

in the case of the crowned head; that it often lays a curse on its

activities. Perhaps it would be going too far to try to fix the exact,

degree to which the musical leanings of the cx-emperor William II of

Germany, liis encouragement of Leoncavallo operas, and his own
"Sang an Aegir." were responsible for his overthrow and the loss of

tile late war by the Central Powers. Yet one might be tempted to

believe, in the light o: historic evidence, that the cull of music by

royalty is distinctly of ill omen for its cultivators. Napoleon HI
was fond ol Offenbach and Waldteufel waltzes. This indulgence

alone would not have brought hiu. to Sedan and AVilhelmsliohe.

Hut with a liking for Widdletifel went the other characteristics often

found in a musical temperament' a tendenci to visionary specula-

tion, a weak and easy yielding to the influence of others, an abdica-

tion of the dictates of reason in favor of sentimental affection.

That unfortunate Mexican Emperor Maximilian, one of the most
sympathetic of the Hapsburghs, was not shot by his rebellious sub-

jects because he was musical, nor because he had had Sent to the

Tyrolean Alps (or a shipment of two thousand canary-birds, to

teach the gorgeously plumagcd feathered tribes of the Mexican

forests a truly musical bird-note, and increase, multiply, and subdue
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the wilderness of Anahuac with their song. So, not because he had
the musical temperament, but because it made itself felt in momen-
tous practical decisions, and carried with it the artistic weaknossi-.-;

find irresolutions which arc filial when rapid and decided action arc

demanded.
Are the uncomplimentary theories regarding music and "the

savage breast," which history seems to justify with such an abun-
dance of proof, applicable only to the uneasy heads of royalty?

Ordinary mortals, the rank and file, who are able to enjoy music and
compose and execute it without siiifcriii^ monilly, will be inclined to

answer in the affirmative. Had they not been emperors and kings,

Nero, Heliotfabnlus, Henry III of France, Richard II of England,
and many another might have made better musicians—they could

not have been worse rulers. Still, perhaps, some day Shakes-

peare's poetic hypothesis may become universally true and an
actual fact.



THE ENJOYMENT OF MUSIC

By HANS SCHNEIDER

Chaqu'un & son goflt

!

TILE enjoyment of music is ;m absolutely individual matter.

Perhaps not two people enjoy tin; same composition in the

same way and to tin: same degree.

The trained musician whose enjoyment of music is the result

of knowledge, reasoning. i:nd of evpericnoed and trained listening,

might well be wondering how others enjoy music, who do not possess

all lliese attributes or possess them in a more or le.-s confused

In using Uie word "music" one is badly handicapped, as we
have no distinct terms for bad and good music or -or real serious

music and the kind which might oharitablv be called -ordered

noise." To classify music according to its true merit and
find special terms for it would lie an endless and hopeless !;c-k.

and so the term covers the most trivial and the most sublime.

Vet everyone of the distinctions that, could be made and (hut

really exists has ils followers who love, and stoutly defend their

kind and demons! rate their dislike of thi "wrong" kind in 1 minis! ak-

The answer to this question is then to be found in individuality
.

or personality, which, according to Goethe, is the greatest gift to

man. Dean Browne of the Yale Divinity School recently coined

the phrase, "Man is incurably religious:" and we might also say:

"Man is incurably musical." Shakespeare's man, who "has no
music in his soul," does not exist except as a physical abnor-

mality.

According to poets and sentimentalists, music is the language

of the soul, the voice of the emotions, the wireless between souls.

But it is plait: that, starting with such uncertain premises, as the

word "soul," we can never come to clear conclusions, and while such

expressions lead us into choice reverie and rhapsody in the n'th

dimension, they wilt never answer our question definitely. This

can be done only by investigating it from a strictly physical point
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The principal and most natural quality of music is rhythm.

It arid i] a to 1 with ami lives by music ami liic absence of it means
tlic loss of music. Ail musical works thai .ire immortal, nrc.so by

tin- giaee of their rliy Ihrnit- .superiority. All other music land the

music publishers know what a graveyard they support) owes its

demise In rhythmic anaemia.

All the emotions may lv explained in terms of physical activ-

ity, and product, in one way or another, motor energy. All

pleasure ami pain is either enhaias-mciit or arrest of functional

activity, either increase or decrease of a primitive feeling-state.

Closely foiini.-d.i-d willi this is acceleration or retardation of the

hiood circulation, which plays a most important part in the general

physical condition; and thus again governs and influences mutters

^e change in the blood circulation is possible through the

decrease or increase of the heart's amplitude, through the ability

to beat faster or slower; and, as the heart heats continuously, it

acts almost like a metronome, which marks time to our march
through life, from the cradle to the grave, and decides upon the

intimate tempo—slow or fast—to which our symphony of life is

to be played.

From tile beginning of life we have been accustomed to the

hear: and pulse beats, which recur periodically, and divide "time"
into ei|iial fragirieiils. Hut that, is what rhythm docs with music;

and if body and music make use of Ihc same important, force, it is

not to he wondered at . that music appeals first, to the body iiiiiyxix)

and only secondarily and through associated processes to the soul

(psyche).

When we see, for instance, a primitive specimen of humnuity
"enjoying" music, we arc .sure that this is neither a soul-fea.sl nor

an aesthetic affair, fur upon examination the music he "enjoys"

will be found to be of an essentially primitive rhythmic character,

which appeals exclusively to the body, whose most movable parts,

head, arms and legs, involuntarily move in time with it.

Rut this accompanying of music wi(h bodily met ion is a great

deal more than a mere response to rhythm; it is also the unconscious

desire to recreate the music, which desire Vrjo Him (The Origin of

Arts) proclaims as one of the strongest features of the enjoyment
of any art. This theory also explains most satisfactorily many
other peculiarities conncc-ted with the enjoyment of music. It

also explains why, in art alone, the association of olher senses with

the principal one does not decrease, but increases the enjoyment
through the principal sense.
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It is a well-known psychological fact that simultaneous stimu-

lation of pi; vera! senses enhances enjoyment in general, but iliniiii-

ishcs the intensity of response of each individual sense. To be
forced to listen to music dnritifi dinner a most biirburie custom,

from a gastronomic point of view- -amy increase llie {.'crtcral fcclicc

tone, hut the strain upon the auditory mitre surely must detract

from the proper enjoyment of the food. Yet in acquiring music,

the sense of jeeinif, for insl.'iiiee, is one of (lie trrealesi helps tn [he

ir.iijoritv uf eon cert -filers; In fuel, maliv of them would he utt.erlv

helpless if tli-y were deprived of its use.

Whenever people watch [he conductor closely, or ask for seats

"where they cat; watch the hand* of the pianist" they follow in-

stinctively the impulse of employing another sens'- that of the

eye—to incrou.se their enjoyment. This is also the psychologic

reason for the popularity with the |0"cai majority of such men as

Crcatorc and de I'aclimatm
.
and their equal failure to allract the

more sensitive li.stetter. because in ho(lt ca.-e.s (heir performance

appeals as much to the eye as fo the ear.

However, one cannot deny thai the sympathetic and impressive

gestures. Ilic bodily expression in the conducting of such men a.s

i\'ikiscl) and the late .Mahler, (he inusl iuipres-ive and expressive

conductor of all, does materially assist in conveying the sym-
bolic meaning of a musical phrase [hat would otherwise be too deep

for such listeners to appreciate. It. was Nietzsche who said that

the majority of people were always deficient in the ability to

understand the symltolism of music, and therefore bad to cling

to the formal part of it.

Rhythm of course, is not the only quality ol music, for although

there in ust. he rhythm, there is plenty of music in which this qualily

makes iiself very liltle fell , as for instance in "slow" music. So-called

slow music Is esseitlially melodic. The organic source of melody
is harmony and the tendency of tones for certain progressions is due
to the feeling of kev. But as we have in the heart a physical organ

clos.lv associated with rhythm, so we have in the ear one that is

sympathetically responsive to mere tone combinations.

TIus organ of the ear is supposed to be located in the cochlea,

and its actively echoing parts are the basilar membrane and organ

of Corti. These are stimulated in exact ratio by sound waves,

which vibrate via the auditory nerve and auditory centre, and
finally become tones and harmony.

In their crude state they recognize only certain intervals which
make up nature's chord; but through training, these organs are

capable of response to the most intricate harmonic combinations.
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Whenever the primitive ear is approached by too complex or un-

usual harmonies, it will regard them us "queer" or "vvroiiK," be-

cause the ear cannot assimilate them quickly, and cannot vibrate

in sympathy with them. This is an experience that every music

teacher has daily with children, when they meet specially dissonant

chords in their music.

Therefore, folk-music, hymns and popular music, constructed

according to this simple acoustic scheme of the ear—swinging pen-

dulum-like between tonic and dominant—are enjoyed mostly by
primitive listeners. Such music appeals to their natural qualilica-

tions. They put no particular strain upon the ear, they do not

require any increased labor of tills organ, and there is a perfect

balance between incoming sensation, and out-going energy, and the

primitive feeling-state of pleasure and enjoyment. There was a

time when, according to J. J. Rousseau, music was supposed to be

"the art of combining sounds so as to please the car."

In speaking of music in a very general way, and also of it:

"enjoyment" by the untrained listener, we luay divide i; intti two

(.'rent classes, fast and slow, rhythmic liiid melodic, although lliis

distinction is very loose anil in;;ecurate, when applied to music of a

higher class. Man, with that unfailing instinct for his feeling-

statcs. uncrnuirly run] accurately connects with tliciu the proper

physical states. To him, fast music is adequate with increase of

action, and an increase of joy: Mow music is arrest of activity and
ultimately, as wo shall see later, will become the expression of sorrow.

The loaning toward and enjoying n; one or the other depends

entirely upon the iircdoininonoc of cither the rhylhiuir o:' melodic

quality, and is dictated entirely by the personally of the li.tcncr.

A man of strong; vitality, forceful personality, possessing plenty of

energy, will enjoy music of equivalent finalities, tliat is, lively

music of strong rhythmic character, l-'or rhythm is accent, accent

is will, will is repression of jicrsoual strength, or work, which is

the expression of joy in living.

If such a person lacks imagination, and he usually docs, he will

be fond of ragtime, which is nothing but rhythm anil accent. Hut
when imaginative, he might like good classical music, of strong

rhythmic quality, and Itccthovrn's Seventh Symphony, for instance,

with its strong and all pervading two-time rhythm in glorious and

endless variety, would strongly appeal to him. Hut even in this

case, the principal "enjoyment" will come from the rhythmic cle-

ment, while the harmonious and melodic beauties of the work may
pass through his mind without leaving any perceptible trace in his
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Should tin' rhythm of a composition, on the other hand, change
iifli-u and suddenly, as it. does in many modern work?, tin- primitive

rhythmic sense of an untrained listener is not able to adjust itself

In the ijiiirk changes; his rhy thmical equilibrium is disturbed tin.

often and he eannut. follow, and consequently his enjoyment is

impaired. The appeal of the complex music is "too much" for him,
and llicrrforc it does not. give him the physical satisfaction, which

is the only one he can get out of music.

By persons of much vitality and energetic temperament, and
also by children, who always liave a surplus of physical energy,
'slow" music is hut little "enjoyed." In such music llie rliytliiuical

<
|

ii al ill is less apparent; often it is purposely veiled b> the composer,
through the use of compoiiiid meters, such as 0-8, 9-8, 18-8, which
are agi;in divided into smaller fractions (Adagio, Ninth symphony,
Beethoven, second parti until nil trace of rhythm is obliterated and
dissolved into endless streams of flowing melody,

in such meters the strongest accent, the "energy of the begin-

ning," becomes too "far apart." It escapes the attention, and
therefore ceases to stimulate physical motor action. Consequently,
such music appeals to persons of little energy and low vitality. Iittt

as the emotional Mate it creates craves for u motor outlet just the

same, and as the absence of rhythm prevents stimulation of any
physical display, the outlet is directed into thought. People of

less energetic temperament arc generally imaginative and senti-

mental. With them such thoughts will easily develop .into revery

and dreaming, and as they aimlessly wander through the mind,
they arc npt to leave the main road and lose themselves in the

many- by-ways which fliey cross, and which lead inlo the far-away

"long, long ago."

Following these paths of least resistance, and remaining un-

checked, life's experiences of former days arc awakened, and still

more complete emotional stales arc created, which may assume sueh

strength that the balance between stimulus and response {incoming

and outgoing' energy) is disturbed. Ail emotional states erave motor
expression, and Shis so far retarded physical expression seeks, after

all. relief, which it finds in subbing and crying, and thus such music

may impress itself upon the listener as being sad music.

However, it. is nol a ease of crying because the music is sad,

but the act of crying creates in the listener this illusion and this

association will forever ding to that particular music and to all

of the same kind.

Music itself is iii-il her sad nor joyful. .Music consists of rat ion-

ally connected tones, vibrations of air, and all these may spread
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from the auditory centre by way of sympathetic ganglia to other
nerve centres and create associations. Music cannot interpret

abstract ideas, nor illustrate concrete subjects, like poetry and
painting. There [s nt- defirutencs-. [:i il . and I ha ! is il s chief charm

.

But like that of all the other arts, its purpose is the creation of

illusion. If music could produce a distinct sad or joyful effect, it

would have to affect all people alike. This is not the case, as it. niay

stir up one kind of response in one, and air entirely diilcrenl one in

somebody else. The same music may affect the same person differ-

ently at different times, accordin;; to Ihe elated or depressed slate

of bis feeling.

Neither is music directly the language of feeling. The inner

life is mostly made up of experiences .stored up in the emotional

memory; and from this voices may answer, echo-like, the appeal

of music. But that is merely indirectly, and the "power of music"

exists only in and through the imagination.

The question is often asked: Who enjoys music mure, the trained

musk-inn or the untrained layman? The answer is always in favor

of the latter. The pleasure derived from music, is, first, physical,

next emotional, and imully intellectual. But as the enjoyment

is raised from the first two states lo '.lie highest plane, it loses in

genuineness and intensity , U>t the application of the intellect means
control, and curbing of feeling.

We often refer to the "musical sense" in man, which consists

of appreciating rhythm and harmony ami. in its highest dc\ clopnicnt

with tile serious composer, of the ability to think jn tones. This

sense is not an organic one. but one of the acquired Facilities of the

human race. Music itself is n matter of invention, and, like all

Other acquired faculties, has experienced constant improvement
from generation to generation.

As it. rose slowly from the simple to the complex, the sense of

hearing kept pace with it, ami nisi- from a state of purely isolated

physical reaction to tone waves to the ability to connect this

reaction with other centres, and finally to the state of pure in-

tellcctualism in the hyper-modern music. This process, which
has taken centuries to be perfected in the human race, is daily

reproduced in much shorter time in the musical education of the

individual.

With the musician, aside from the always present danger of

satiation, the enjoyment soon becomes a matter of intellectual

labor, which of course ia also a pleasure, but one of less intensity.

He also, and perhaps mure so, recreates, while listening, but not

with that abounding pleasure of the primitive listener.
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There also enters an entirely new factor into his enjoyment;
his thematic memory. Jouvier says rightly: "La musiuue e'est

!;i fete (hi memoire," for the ultimate and highest enjoyment of

serious music depends cutitf-Jy upon an alert, and correct memory.
Unless one can retain the different musical motives out of which,

for instance, a symphonic movement, is built up, recognise them
when they reappear, follow them through the different instruments

of tin: orchestra, forever uncoil sclutish- comparing, recognizim; tlicir

rhyllmiic. harniocic and mooily changes, tlie full apprcciiLt ion of such

a composition is impossible.

But this very memory which gives the musician such a com-
plete insight into the work is wry apt to develop into purely intel-

lectual ai:d analytical labor, causing interference with his enjoyment;

or, to use a popular phrase, "the bear:, remains empty." In such

a case, the musician does not stand before the great, mystery in its

total, as the layman does, but he sees the work built up piecemeal,

and thus loses the superior total effect. Perhaps the whole ques-

tion here is that of •blissful ignorance."

If we ask who enjovs music more, the man who listens to a

symphony or the man who listens to trivial music, the answer is,

that he enjoys music most who listens to music best fitted to his

personality—the word personality, taken in the widest possible

sense, the sum total of his physical, mental and social qualities.

It does not make any difference whether this beat-fitted music

be a Brahms svmphonv, a trivial ragtime tunc or a sentimental

ditty.

The man who enjoys music most intensely is the man who has

lived a rich life, who lias stored away in bis mind's treasure-house

vast experiences of sorrow and joy, and whose sympathetic atti-

tude to the world around him keeps his mind open to receive the

many stimuli ihut mine from everywhere; who Ids them penetrate

into the Iransliuimal abyss of his suli-conscioosliess and bring

forth the old joys again lo gladden his heart, the old sorrows to

dim again his eyes, and indulge in I lie hiMiry of past grief.

In this sense we may then speak, but indirectly only, of music

as "the language of the soul" and as ''eomimuiical ion from soul

to soul." The works of our great composers are the mirrors of

their lives; what, they proclaim in their works are the joys and
sorrows they have experienced, not as composers, but as human
beings, who feel and suffer as you and I.

And when, in the overwhelming stress of inspiration, their

emotions cried imperatively lor utterance, they wrote down what
lived in them, and thus invited the whole world to participate and
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share in their joy.- and troubles. But what they wrote was there

before it was expressed, iinii it can appeal only to that which is in

man when this message reaches hini.

Taste and enjoyment arc relative, persomd. individual: cfta-

qu'un <L son "lempiramenl." The recipe for I lie greatest enjoy-

ment, of music is to live, to work, lo suiter and to enjoy: J'o: n rieli,

full life is the best resonance board for music.
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BEETHOVEN'S "LEONORE" AND
"FIDELIO"

By EDGAR ISTEL

TT THILE Mozart, the most universal genius in Music, en-

yy tering between Gluck and Beethoven, was permitted to as-

pire to the wreaths of both the Dramatist and tlie Sympho-
nic, Beethoven's fame is quite as peculiarly baser! on his— ill the

widest, seme of the term—symphonic works as that of Gluck on Ills

dramatic compositions. Everything else that Beethoven wrote
rightly occupies the background in contrast with his sonatas,

quartets, mid symphonies, with the sole exceptions of his solemn
mass and the opera "Fidclio." which of right should lie entitled

"Leonore." Only once did Beethoven write an opera, but this

niii' essay placed him in the ranks of the very greatest in the realm
of stasic-compuse/s. beside Gluck and Mozart, and before. Weber
and Wagner.

Rut slightly impressed by Gluck. and repelled in accordance
with his lofty elhical conception of love—by what he considered

to be Da Poiite's too frivolous libretti for Mozart. Beethoven
sought, for an art-work of a tenor similar to that of the loftier

portions of "The Magic Flute." Besides, he exceedingly admired
Cheniliiiii. whoso opera "Les deux jimniees" had such striking

success from ltfUO onward that even Goethe (in "Dichtung und
IVahrheil") observed that, in tliis opera, "perhaps the most
felicitous subject is treated, that we have ever seen on the stage,"

and lauded this same opera to Eckermann as especially good
"because it. could be heard wilh pleasure even without, music."

"This important mutter of a good groundwork icoiii inucs Goethe,

according lo hVbermunii) is eitln'r mil realized by composers, or

they find no expert poets to second them with good subjects

skillfully presented. Certain it is, thai I can ivailv enioy an opera

only when its subject is as well wrought as the music, so that the

one keeps pace with tile oilier."

It was a most remarkable conjunction that no other than the

clever theatre manager ami judge of human nature, Schikanedcr,

inspired Beethoven wilh the idea of writing an opera, and there-

with Ui enter into direct rivalry with Cherubim's operas, then in

high favor in Vienna. Whether Schikaneder also called his
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filtoiitinn to the Leonore subject, is uncertain, tmt quite probable.

In any event, it can nut have been mere dinner tliat prompted
Beethoven, to whom that subject was evidently confided by a man
in close touch with the stage, to choose a libretto which not only

bears u strong resemblance to Chcruljini's most celebrated opera,

but actually derives from the author of tlie Chcrtibini libretto.

Jean-Nicolas Bouilly (1703-1842), for a time a favorite

French dramatis!, who was jocularly termed "the tearful poet"
fpoetc lachrymal), filled tlie post of "Administrates" of a Depart-

ment during the Terror of the French Revolution, and in his

Memoirs relates how he frequently aided tbe wives of imprisoned

nobles to free their husband- through heroic efforts. Thereafter

he wrote, from personal experience, the two librettos for "Lesdeux
journees" i for ( 'lieriibini) und : earlier in point, of time) "I,eon ore,

ou l'Amour conjugal," to which a now forgotten composer, Pierre

Gaveaux (1761-1835), wrote the first music. In tins shape the

work was produced at Paris on Feb. 19, 1798. Beethoven was
doubtless acquainted with this music, for Gaveaux's score was
found in his literary remains. Formerly it "a- oflen as.-erted that

Beethoven was Influenced by 1'erdinand I'aer's successful opera,

produced at Dresden on Oct. -i, 1S0-1, written in the Italian lan-

guage and likew ise adapted from Homily's libretto. But we now
know positively that lieelhoven had already begun with his

conniosition before I'aer's opera came out, and that his (.ormnn
librettist utilized the original French book exclusively. In tliis

connection Berlioz was food of telling a prelty aneedole winch

Ferdinand ffiller Is said 1i> have beard from i'aer himself, anil ac-

cording to which Ileetliovcn ey.elaimed to I'aer, who was sealed

beside liim al the production of tlie hitter's "Leonore," "Oh, how-

beautiful, how interesting! I must compose that!" If this

story is really true, and nol invented by tile facetious I'aer himself,

it. is likely that Beethoven did not so express himself to I'aer Fit the

production of "Leonore" (which was not given in Vienna until

TR09), but at the performance of a funeral march of l'scr's, said

to have moved Beethoven to write the Dead March in the

"Kniiea." At all events, fierlioz was right in observing, "What
has become of Gaveaux's and Pair's 'Leonores'P" They came,
and went

; for, of the three Leone res. I he score of the first is weak,

that of the second barely a work of talent, the third a composition

Bouilly relates tbat. the subject, of his "Leonore" is drawn
from the life; ti lady of Touraine set. free her imprisoned husband
by "a deed of the loftiest heroism" (in which Bouilly was
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fortunately able to assist her), similar to Leonore's freeing of her

Flows tan. H whs wily to avoid arousing hostility that Bouilly

shifted tilt scene of action In Spain; and at. tin' first production

of the piece (with Gaveaux's music), which took place during the

revolutionary period, the subject was designate*!, with intent

to mystify, ;is "mi historical Spanish in.-i.lvtil ." Thai which

breathes the lireath of immortal life into the work, and inspired

J! eel 1 in veil to his sublimes! ha rnionies. is the lifelike presen-

tation uf the drama, ivhicli made of an ijllier^i-e not precisely

eminent poet a soul-seer. Bmiilly's p»em, of moderate eifect in

a mediocre musical setting, revealed its meaning only in the

moment, irhen Beethoven proclaimed in tones what words fait In

convey.

The groundwork of the action is v\\ remcly simple. A noble-

man, Flore. tan. had been privily thrown iiilu prison liy his power-

ful rival, t'iznrro, because lie [imposed to disclose the hitter's

crimes to the Minister. Pizurro, deceiving the Minister by a

I ale 11 f Flo: 1 !-! all's demise, 1 1 ad hi in self up poind d i invernur of liar

prison in whirl-. Floivslaii languished. ISut tlie keen instinct of

Florestan's wife succeeds in discovering the hidden dungeon.

ClmJ as a yuiilh, she " ins the coiilidcnee of the honest, faithful

lurikey. lioeco, and Ihns finally succeeds in penetrating, as his

helper, to (he lowermost, of the secret cells, where Florestan is

held caplive. lint, the Governor, warned hy a friend of a sudden
visit of inspection by the Minister, who has grown suspicious,

designs to kill Florestan with Hocco's aid before the Minister's

arrival; and. when Huceo refuses to be his tool, decides to stab

the weakened, helpless prisoner himself, lint l.eonore, who, us

lioci u's assistant, had been forced to dig the grave destined for

Floreslau In the cell, rushes at the tyrant with the cry, "First

kill his wife!" and when he makes to stab her also, points a pistol

at him. At this instant of iiilcnsest suspense the watchman
posted on the tower by the Governor heralds the Minister's ap-

proach by a fanfare on his trumpet. Now Florestan and Leonora

arc saved, for the humane turnkey lioeco, whose heart had long

before been won by the supposed youth, is moved hy Leonora's

self-sacrifice to take her part. The Minister learns the truth,

sets at liberty his friend Florestan and his spouse, and gives

orders for the punishment of Pizarro, who is thrown into Flores-

tan's dungeon until the King shall pass judgment on him. With
this principal action, a little secondary plot is interwoven;

Leonore, under her masculine name of Fidclio, had awakened the

love of the turnkey's daughter MarzelHnc; but she is satisfied,

il-i :

.
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after all, to marry the doorkeeper Jaquino, her admirer for a

long while.

In its quite direct development this action, just because of

its simplicity, is an uncommonly happy subject for an opera,

whose eilect is not nullified by flit' intervention—more or less as

a deus ex machina—oi the Minister. His turning is well motivated

and is not felt as unexpected, though of course at the moment
when the fanfare sounds the unsuspecting onlooker is not thinking

of him. But through this very fact the intensest dramatic effect

is obtained, and the instant when Leonore. pistol in hand, rushes

towards the (lovernor, while the famous fanfare resounds without,

is one of the most power: u I scene.' that nlusico- dramatic literal lire,

has ever produced. Contrasted with Cluck's Alteste (win:, to

rescue her spouse, braves the terrors of Orcus), Leonore'.- deed is

truer to life and of far greater effect, "more modern," so to say,

because the frightfulness of Hades does not affect us, whereas

Horestan's sombre subterranean dungeon moves us to deepest

sympathy.
Beethoven—as he said even on his deathbed cared to com-

pose only such opera-tests as that of Cherubim's "Water-carriers"

or Spontiui's "Yestalili," that is, subjects of an elevated and
morally wholesome type; and so this drama, akin to the "Water-

carriers," but far Mil-passing it. In loftiness of motive, was bound to

impress him powerfully. And Beethoven was liol so unfamiliar

with the theatre as is generally believed. In Bonn he already

held the post of thealre-accoiupanist on the "cembalo," nnrl even

assisted at the rehearsal of two work- by Cluck; later, in Vienna

(lTOt;-IH(i L
i.i, he was a pupil in vocal composition of Antonio

Salieri i 17.50-18^5), of whom Cluck had said that he was the only

one who had learned from him: therefore it is no! irnpriDl ulI.1i:

thai .Hit tii oven was also in Ihu'nced— at leas I i rid I reel ly by (J luck,

more especially as the Cherubim'-Spon i iru school deriving (rem

Gluck was so congenial to him. Besides, Beethoven frequently

attended the operatic performances at Vienna.

Beethoven's ballet "Prometheus" (/Ji> Gnehvpfe den Frame-

llicii-i; Vienna. lWdl'i was probably I he immediate canse I ha I led I he

theatrical expert Schikuueder to make Beethoven the proposition

that he should compose an opera; and there is no doubt, that

the composition of that work was a good preliminary study for

Beethoven the dramatist.

Fortunately, the literary adaptation of Ihe subject-matter

was not the work of Schikatieder, but. of his successor, Joseph

Sonnleilhner (1706-1835), from 180* Court Theatre Secretary
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in Vicuna, a man well vitsiiI in letters ami music. Sounleil hncr

substantially .inly t ranslal ed Ihc Hoiiilly libretto into very ac-

ceptable, singable vrr.Kc.s, without, on the whole making loo many
changes. 'I'd be sure, his division into I hree acts was unfavorable,

liuniily's version having bill two (anil Beethoven's opera finally

conformed to this latler). 'I"tn- lirsl act ended with the trio

'"(int. Sohnohcn. gut"; the second act began with flu- inarch anil

closed with the scene in which l'izarro admonishes his soldiers In

In' watchful; the third ad corresponded with the defiui! ive second

acl, beginning in the prison, bill ending without, a change of scene,

the denouement being brought about in the pri.-on itself. It is

apparent that the later. conclusion with three scenes cull r I vanl.

prison-cell, and terrace of the castle—is preferable, if only for the

ballad-opera style, is at present (as in 1804) transferred from the

for the opera, though <m]y lialf uf llicm arc eslntil, (ill SilS lti-line

music-sheets 1
; by tin- Spring oi IStl.i lie had outlined tin- greater

part of the work. How carefully the Master proceeded is shown
by Ihc circumstance, that he sketched l.conorc's aria "Kiinini,

HolFuuug" no fewer than eighteen times, ami similarly the begin-

ning of the Florcslan aria "In des Lebcns FrllhlingsUgen," and
that he was continually rewriting the choral finale. Any one who
would make a study of Beethoven's way of working—so different

from Mozart's!—must have recourse to tills sketch-book, which
affords invaluable insight intc Bi ethoven's workshop, and compare
it with Dr. Krieh l'rieger's edition of the opera "Leonore" after the

original test (Breitkopf & Hiirtel, 1B05).—As a supplement to

this latter the same firm has published separately the original

version (in C major) of Marzclline's aria "0 war' ich scliou mit

dir vereint."

Beethoven is the -ole great composer to leave sketches so

extensive in scope to posterity. In contrast with Mozart, he

worked slowly and painfully. His thoughts, thrown out like

volcanic eruptions, had to be turned again ar.d again before taking

on their definitive shape. Their first form is sometimes such,

that one can hardly conceive how a master of Beethoven's rank

could invent anything so primitive. As the admirable editor of

<CJ. G. Xolltlrahm
-
! publication, "Ziwiti; n.i-omvp ninni," JlKSTi. u skctth-boolt

daling Iron IB01.

Dq t-I lj by C'
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Beethoven's sketch-books, G. Not Icliohni, observes, the ways of

Beethoven lilt creator are a mystery to us. This mystery, how-
ever ire approach il, lies in tin- wrc-lling ef flic Master with liis

da-iuon. iu his- struggle nil.li his genius. '1'lu- dnmni, indeed,

win: (livcit. in I In: skel.oh-lnioks. lint hi- has vanished. The niiriil

thai dictated tin- work does no I appear in tin- skclolics; they do

not reveal the law to which Dccllioccii yielded himself i:i 'lis

creative iihiihI. They call afford tin conception of the Id. -a. which

is made manifest only in the art-work itself. We perceive only

disconnected details, not the entire process of creation. The
organic development of llie art-work is nid to he learned from the

sketches. Hence, these sketches can eontrdmto neither t.o our
understanding of nor to our delight in the art-work, and yet they

are surpassingly eloquent, would we comprehend Heelhoveli the

artist. For the sketches tell us something that the finished art-

work withholds—must withhold, in fact, to present itself as a

perfect work of art. We shall, therefore, he obliged to bring

forward the sketches when the turning-paint of the drama is

reached.

In its original form the opera "Leonorc" 'or—as it was called

by the theatre management, contrary to Beethoven's wishes, in

order to avoid confounding it with I'aer's opera—'Fidclio. oder

die ehcliehc I.ichc"'.: was brought out in the rV-hauspiclliaus an dcr

Wien on Nov. 30. 1803. In consequence of unfavorable political

and artistic conditions, its .success was slight
;
only two repetitions

followed. The French had just occupied Vienna, so that the

audience was composed in its majority of French officers; and
Beethoven, who conducted the performance (he was not u good

conductor.1

, was sadly c\asperaled ijy the orchestra. Keen a

Lcouorc as eminent vocally -though histrionically ungiflcd—a*

Anna Mildcr-ilauptmann could not save the work, which disap-

peared alter a few performances. .Mo/art's brother-in-law. the

linsso Sebastian Meyer, a remarkably fine Sarastro. sang the role

of Pizarro, und complained -mil without reason that Beethoven
had treated I he. voice-parts with so little consideration, and had
learned nothing from .Mozart in this particular. According to

richindler's report. Beethoven, in order to throw Meyer out, hnd
intentionally written a passage in I'i/arro's aria -to he found
only in the original version in such a manner that it was almost
impossible for the vocalist to sing it. correctly because of the chro-

matic suspensions in the accompaniment. However, liecthovcu

had this passage, ostensibly altered for one particular singer,

printed as altered; so it is likely -and this is characteristic of him
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as a dramatist -tliat lie considered the passage essential for the
charncti ligation of the inflexible Pizarro. It was stricken out
onlj1 when the act-close was changed.

At all events it is certain that "Leonore" was received with
little enthusiasm by contemporaries. Apart from many an
unintelligent criticism, due to tin: astonishing newness of inspired

flights, the reproach of excessive length and superfluous tevt-

repetilious besides the awkwurd leading of the vocal parts, was
evidently well founded, for Beethoven, heeding the counsel of

well-intentioned friends, was soon forced to decide on making far-

reaching alterations in these particulars. After Dr. Pricger had
rediscovered the lone lost original version, the Berlin Opera House
brought out "Leonore" on Nov. 20, 1805, in the form and on the
centenary of its first production. The work was given in three

acts. The first begins with Marzellinc's aria, "0 war' ich schoa
mit dir vereint," which occupies second place in "Fidclio"; then

comes the cheery duet "Jetzl, Schatzehcu. jet/.t sind wir allein,"

with which 'lie lrilcr "Fidclio" begins. The third number, an
insignificant trio between Mnrzelline, Jnquino and Itueco. was
expunged by Beethoven himself. The famous quartet, "Mir ist

io wundcrbur," Rocco's aria, "Hat man mclitaiich Gold danoben."
and the trio, "Cut, Kdhncheii, cut," arc the remaining constituent

parts of the first act, which—and most opportunely—docs not

yet lead into the dramatic eonfiiet proper, but forms n sort of

introduction in comedy-opera style, with nearly exclusive bearing

on the secondary plot. The principal action opens only with the

second act; it commences with the march of the prisoners, brings

in 1'izarro's aria with chorus (in a different version), the duct in

which J'izarro persuades Jioceo, and thereafter n dramatically

and 7)syc!ioloj;iriilly impossible duet between Mar?e!linc and
Leonore fMar/elliiu' rhapsodizes of her future wedded bliss with

Fidclio!), later excised by licelhoven. Leonore's great aria, that

now begins witii the recitative "Abscheulichcr, wo eilst du lira?"

had a different beginning, and ended with excessively difiicull.

coloratura pa-sa;:es. Entirely dissii:iilar is the arrangement of

tin- iinale. in which the above-inenl ioned linsingaiilc passage for

Pizsrro was found. A grand aria for I'izarro, with chorus, forms
the act-close. The third act, which plays throughout in the

dungeon, introduces Florestan's aria in a de'eidediv different form;
after f he A-major Adagio there follows, instead of the Allegro close

of such c\t rciue ditlicn! t.y fur the singer, a tranquil I'-minor lyric,

"Ach, es waren schiine Tage." Of importance, too, is the recita-

tive preceding the duet "0 namenlose Freude," with its expressive
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solo oboe. Finally, in this revival (as emphasized in the reports)

the solemn ensemble, "Gott, welch ein Augenbllck," was regarded
aa a conception ol loflio^t artistic inspiration {the melody, origin-

ally set to the words "Da sticgen die Menschcn ans Licht," was
transferred by Beethoven from a youthful work composed itt

Bonn, the funeral cantata for Joseph II, written in 1780). Gen-
erally speaking, the impressions persisting after the revival of

"Leonore" in the original form may be summarized as follows:

The earlier version can not, of course, supersede the definitive

one, but may well maintain itself beside the latter. In the ma-
jority of details we must award the preference to Beethoven's

latest revision; on the other hand, the Master unhappily relin-

quished certain beauties found in "Leonore," which we regret-

fully miss in "Fidelio." Among these we note, above all, the close

of the Florcstan aria, the moving recitative before the duct of

the spouses, and the slow movement in the closing chorus—
wonderful beauties which arouse more than an historie.il interest.

In style, "Leonore" is indubitably more homogeneous than the

Litest version, which bears the impress of Beethoven's several

stylistic periods.

The ill success of the first production caused some of Beetho-

to make sweeping excisions. A memorable conference, lasting

from 7 o'clock in the evening till 2 the nest morning, was held

at the palace of lYince l.ichnowsky. whose lady took charge of

the piano-part; and now began a mighty struggle, with Ihc Master,

concerning which the tenor singer liockcl (the father of Richard
Wagner's friend! gives a detailed account. The poet Collin

(author of "C'oriolauus," lo which Heelhoven wrote the celebrated

overture) and Hrennlng represented the dramaturgic side, and
Rbckel and the basso Meyer the vocal. Beethoven defended
every measure with linn-like intrepidity, the upshot being that

whole numbers had to be cut. But when Meyer launched a

special attack upon the Pizarro aria (as preserved in the original

version';, saying that no one could sing it with clFcct, Beethoven
lost his temper. Finally he promised to compose a new aria for

I'izarro flliis is the one now marked No. 7 in "l''idclio".i. and lie

l'rinee a I last succeeded in persuading Beethoven lo consent to

the "tentative" omission of the discarded numbers at the new
performance of the opera. On lliis occasion the role of Florestan

was assigned to Rbckel. All that Rockel. who was then still

in possession of the now untraceable manuscript (in Beethoven's

own handwriting) of the voice-part, otherwise relates about
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alterations, docs not agree with the other accounts handed down
to us, as Otto Jahn has pointed out. Those desirous of studying

"Leonore" in its second form are referred to Jahn's arrangement

published by Breitkopf in 1852, with which, however, they should

compare I'ricgcr's arrangement of the first version, published

half a century later.

One point is beyond dispute: However excellent, drtimittic-

aity, the advice given Beethoven at I.ichnowsky's may have been,

violence was done him musically in some rases, and Ihe cut- were

of such a nature that another, more careful reconstruction of the

work was needed. In the second version, concerning whose
abbreviations, as compared with the first, we need not po into

further detail- [for this second version is u mere phase in the tran-

sition to the definitive form), the work reappeared as "Fidelio."

but in two acts, on March 2!>, lHIMt, and experienced four repeti-

tious. This time the production a very mediocre one, withal -

took place with great success before a select audience, and criticism

spoke well of it, beside-. Only I be overture this time it was the

celebrated Third- proved to be a stumbling-block; there were

complaints of "incessant dissonances," "overmultiplied buzzing

of the violins"; and it was called a work of artifice rather than of

title art.

In this ron nect.iun a word must, be said with regard to the

complicated rcla1;oi:s of the several versions. Nowadays we name
Uie work, in its first and second versions, "Leonore"; for us,

"Fidelio" is the title of Uie definitive form (of 1814). We call

the IC-tuajor overt nre (the one written last ! the "Fidelio" overture;

the "Leonore" overtures arc the three that Beethoven wrote for

the two earlier versions. Jlow there came to be three of them,

we shall now explain.

'The overture played at. the premiere in lHli.j i- the one known
at present as "Leonore Overture No. S." It was characterized

as loo diffuse, and too difficult for the wind-instruments, and
Heelhoven therefore replaced it by the so-called "Third Leonore

Overture," which was played at the revival of the work in the year

180fi. In reality this overture is only a working-over of the

earlier one;, themes and arrangements are identical, but the work-

ing-out am: modulatory design are different. It is renin rka tile,

merely as a matter of const rue! ion, that In the "second" overture

Heelhoven required no fewer than Sflj measures for developing

his musical train of thought as far as the famous trumpet fanfare,

but only 234 in the "third." None the less, the "second," as

heard occasionally in eoneerl.-hall.-, possesses certain advantages;
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it. is, prrluips, more directly i-imil imiiil, wIutcjis the Liter overture

is more masterfully "elaborated." Of peculiar interest is the

transformation whirl i I lie trumpet signal 1
,
reprt-iieiitmg tJic turning-

point of llii' drama, underwent. In tilt ".second" Leonore over-

ture it reads:

But in the prison-scene in the first version of the opera it appears

in the following form:

It is most familiar as given in the "third" Leonore overture:

pr-^tru I

'f 'uu m-TJ j j j jjj

j

i

where its construction conforms to that of the prison-scene in the

score of the second version of the opera. The beginning of the

fanfare in the prison-scene of the last "Fidelio" version (without

slurs in the second measure!! reads differently:

In the "second" overture Beethoven inserted a reminiscence

ai the Allegro theme between the two trumpet-calls. Then,
after the second fanfare, came a suggestion of the Klorcstan aria,

followed quite abruptly by the famous passage for the violins,

which later ushered in the Presto.

In the "great" (third) overture all this is changed. Here
Beethoven reaches directly Into the drama itself, taking therefrom

'OiisimUy il won not writtsn witb bin, but tbaswm introduced Into bj Rtclbo-
ven. Il is military signal, and Ibcrtlurc cot to bo ployod "((oLingly'

,

l
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the orchestral theme that sounds to the theme "Ach, du bist

gerettet" (Ah, thou art saved!), thus taking over what might be

culled the "'theme of salvation" into the orchestra. It is just this

intensely emotional episoik which wins sueli hmh favor for the

Leonore Overture No. 3. Richard Wagner, in particular, held

this "marvelous" overture in high regard: "fur from furnishing

a mere musical introduction to the drama, in itself it presents

this drama more completely and movingly than we find it in the

ensuing disjointed stage action. This work is not simply an

overture, but in itself a most powerful drama."
The fundamental idea of the overture may well lie si inhuli/.ed

by the sentence ''through dark to dawn" (per aspttra ad uslra).

In the in I rod 1.1 el ion ive distinctly bear the sighing of the iir.pri.inu'il

Florestan in tlie strains of tile theme of his aria. But Love,

mounting strong and full of hope, knocks ut his dungeon and
rushes vehemently (Allegro) into action. It is Leonore herself,

the noble woman (second theme in E major), who comes to the

rescue. Despite all hindrances she penetrates into the prison,

offers battle to the monster himself- i ben. at the moment when
need is highest, God if. nftrliL'st : the signal of deliverance herald*

the advent of the rescuer. Profoundly affected, all harken to the

call, that resounds once again. A repetition of the principal

theme—in a purely symphonic sense—finally leads into exultant

rejoicing; the victory of Goodness over Evil is complete, and an
imposing jia'an of liberation closes the mighty composition.

Contrasted with this "third" overture and its no less dis-

tinguished sister, the "second," the other two overtures are in a

difficult position. The so-called "first"—nominally Op. 138, but
this number was arbitrarily chosen after Beethoven's death—was
not written until 1807, especially for the Prague theatre, for which
the two preceding overtures were impracticable. This overture,

not generally known before the composer's decease, and misnamed
the "first," has nothing in common with, the two other Leonore

overtures but the theme of the Florestan aria. This rather in-

significant overture is never played before the opera, and only

occasionally in the concert-hall, and possesses no features calling

for special observations. Of greater importance is tiic so-called

"Fidelio" overture (in E major), which Beethoven, without
thematic borrowing from the opera, wrote in 1814 for the definitive

version of the work. Historically considered, this overture is a

step backward, for it retreats from the advanced positions won
by Cluck's "Iphigniic" overture und Mozart's "Don Giovanni"
overture, which the two great overtures (Nos. 2 and S) maintain.
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However, in its light-hear led insouciance it is in so far a better

introduction to the opera than tin? itn;>Dsins; "third" Leonore
overture, as it does not anticipate—and thus weaken tin- most,

telling stage-effects, but simply prepares the hearers for the

ingenuous comedy-opera scenes of the first act. Only as from
afar off does it intimate, in a lovely adjigio theme, iinght of stern

or tragic import. So nowadays we are accustomed to playing

this overture regularly on beginning the opera, ant] have given

up substituting the third Leonore overture for it. But even in

the theatre the public does not like to forgo the hearing of this

masterwork, and therefore strange expedients have been sought.

Otto Nicolai, the composer of "The Merry Wives of Windsor,"
first employed the third Leonore overture as an interlude between

the two acts of "Fidelio"—which is even more ruinous to the

effect. Further) mire, ivhen I his is done, the jubilant elo.se of the

overture stands in Impossible contrast, to the following glooiuy

prison -scene. Hans von Jtllloiv later played the overture as an

epilogue after the opera, advancing as his reason for so doing
Wagner's declaration that this overture is no "overture" at all, but
an ideal summing-up of the opera—a somewhat doctrinaire

justification. Finally, beginning as early as the 'fifties, and
again more recently under Mahler and Mottl in Vienna and
Munich, the overture has been played to accompany the change
of scene between the two divisions of the second net the rhanj.'e

from the dungeon to the castle- terrace. This solution—unless

we prefer to limit the Leonore overture exclusively to the concert-

ed]— is evidently by far the best. In this way neither the effect

of the drama is anticipated nor, after the action is finished, is the

entire drama symphonically presented for the second time. Thus,
before the drama itself reaches the denouement, our attention is

concentrated on its principal features, and through the jubilant

close we are adequately prepared for the final outcome. From
the side of stage-mechanics, too. this placing of the overture is

much to be recommended on account of the shifting of the scenes.

Beethoven's opera in its second—hardly acceptable—version

would have been done for and forgotten, had it not been resusci-

tated in 1814 by an exceptional event. Three "governors" of

the Court Opera were to have a benefit-performance, for which
the selection of the work was left to them, but with the proviso

that no extra expense should he incurred. Beethoven's opera
again came to mind, and the Master declared himself willing

to furnish the material if he were permitted to make a thorough-
going revision. As collaborator he secured his friend Friedrich
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Treifselike. wlm. as an opera-poet ;mii1 .stage-manager. was the right

1 1 'an to remodel Snnn lei timer's lunik, wil h I he author's permission.

.1 rcitschko was I he lirst to conceive llie happy idea of ! ransferriiig

the prison-scene into the open air. Further, according to bis own
account, Treitscldte made the following changes. The scene

of the entire first net was set in the courtyard (this for the second

time, for such was liouilly's original direction) ; the duet, which has

a livelier effect as opening number, was pbieeil al the beginning,

and Marzellinc's aria in second place; l.eimore's grand aria was
reconstructed; and, finally, Treitschke agreed with Beethoven
upon another act-close—the return of the prisoners at Pizarro's

command anil their plaint on reincarceration.

The second aol (so Trei Isolde, relates) presented a crea! difTiciiHy

at Ilic verv outset. Beethoven, for his part, desired to signalize poor
Floreslan liy an aria, while I raised the objection thai a man who Mas
almost starved to death could not possibly sing fjruiwo. We tried one
thing after another; at last, in his opinion, S hil the nail on the head, E

wrote some lines descriptive of the filial upfhmiinj: of life before extinguish-

ment: "I'ud B plif' ieh nieht linde, saufl sau.elude I.illte," St.:. N"o

sooner was the aria written than I handed it to Beethoven. He read it.

Instead of singing, and then tore the fortepiano orjen. He laid the text

could huh! fast. Out of them he appeared to conjure up the motif of I lie-

aria. Honrs dipped liy, Imt Beethoven went on improvising The

nation tknt'to it" 'l^vas hiie^'hen he cmbraocd\ne.Xft' his sup'perTi.

the lurch, and hastened home. Next day the admirable- pieee was
finished.

Nearly all the other changes in the second act were confined to

abbreviations and rcversifications. The quartet "Kr slerbc!" was
interrupted at Treitschke's instance by a brief pause during which

Jaquino togetlicr with others announces the arrival of the Minister

and prevents the consummation of the murder by calling Fizarro

away. Alter the succeeding duet Itoc.co conducted Klorestan and

Leonore to an audience with the Minister. (The original stage-

directions, just before the duct, read thus: Pizarro rushes off,

Rocco after him, Leonore tries to hold him back, he wrenches

the pistol from her, with a cry she falls in a faint.) Leonore then

gradually rallies in a recitative preceding the duet, and Rocco
explains and justifies his behavior at the very end of the work.

Beethoven wrote to Treitschkc that he had read his emendations

with great pleasure, and had been influenced thereby "to restore

the ruins of an old castle." But he speedily found "this whole
affair of the opera tile most laborious imaginable. I am dissatisfied
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willi tin- greater purl of it. anil there is hardly n single number in

with some little satisfaction. But there is a vast difference between
a case like this and the ability to abandon oneself to free meditation

On the esrd of May, 1814, the premiere of the definitive

''Fidel in" iBt'i'lhove:i himself had now jh t-i ]jU il lliis appellation I

took place with prfj! applause. Ilk' Master conducting in person.

As the new E-major overture was not ready in time, the Prome-
theus overture was played. The E-major overture did not
assume its place until after the strum! performance.

From this date onward, "Fidelio" found its way not only into

(lie Herman opera-repertory, but soon into that of foreign theatres

also, more especially after the gifted Wilhelmiue Schroeder-

Devrient (1804-1800, daughter of Friedrieh Sclirocder. the creator

of Don Giovanni in German; had, in the truest sense of the term.

created the role of I.eouore (November, IH-iJ), which up to that time
had merely been sung, but not convincingly impersonated.

Among the audience sat Beethoven, whose sparkling eyes,

shining from out the clonk wherein he had wrapped himself,

followed the singer unswervingly from his seat just behind the

conductor, his ga/e fairly fascinating her.

Although unable to hear a single note, his enthusiasm was so

aroused by her acting that he promised to write a new opera

especially for her. Beethoven did not keep his promise, but an
Other came and wrote operas especially for the wonderful canca-

trice—Richard Wagner. What an important influence the imper-

sonation of Leonore by the Schroeder-Devricnt had upon Wagner
and his creations, could already be gathered from the enthusiastic

description of her performance fount! in Wagner's fanciful talc,

"A Pilgrimage to Beethoven": "This singer seemed to have
wedded herself in early 3'outh to the genius of Beethoven. How
glowingly, how poetically, with what profound effect, did she

present this extraordinary woman! She lias won the glory of re-

vealing Beethoven's work to the German public. . . . For my own
part, heaven was opened wide; I wus transfigured, act! worshipped

the genius who had led me—like Florcslau —out of darkness end
fetters into daylight and freedom." Even more significant is

the description in Wagner's great autobiography, "Mein Leben."

A marvel suddenly gave my artistic emotionality n new impulse,

decisive for my entire life. This whs a short •starring' season of Wilhel-
ntine Schroeder.Devrieat, then 1 at the zenith of her artistic career—

'He ii >pe«kinB nt llie period jliorllj atler Btelhoneo'i dalb.
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youthful, beautiful and ardent as no other woman I have since seen on the
.stage, rilic appeared in Tidclio.

1 When I look hack on my whole life.

I find scarcely any event which, as regards its effect on myself, can be
compared with this. Whoever hears a memory oF this wonderful woman
at this period of her life, must in some wise \te able to testify to the

well-nigh dieruonio glow wherewith the creative fonts "F this incompara-
blc artist infallibly inundated him. no full of human ecstasy were thev.

After l.hc performance T wmle a brief let.t.er informing I lie gri'iit artist in

so many word.; that to-day mv life had taken, on its true meaning, and
that, should she snmetime hear my name mentioned with applause in

the world of art, she should remember that she had made me, on this

evening, what I herewith vow to become. , . . When I came to Dresden
in the year IMS, to make my debut with Rienzi. and was a frequent
victor at the house of the kindly disposed artist, she surprised me one

impression on her, as she had actually preserved it.

Thus were woven the threads connecting Beethoven'-.

"Fidelio" with tile art of Richard Wagner. There are, in particu-

lar, two factors whose impulsion, above and beyond Mcaarl into

the Future of the romantic opera, were manifested with peculiar

Force in lite iuterpretal ions of the rich rocder-Devrient; one of

these inclors concerns the singers, th,' other the orchestra. Tteet-

hoven above all, an instrumental composer and pianist, anil,

when carried away liy the lofty flight oF his imagination, could

never rightly comprehend—as is proved by all his vocal worts

—

that the human voice is no instrument, but a frail, tender organ,

which ought to be treated with wise consideration and constant

attention, as Mozart did. Beethoven's Friend Schindler confirms

this fact: ''The habit of abandoning himself wholly to the impulse

of his inspiration, limited solely by the laws of harmony and
rhythm, and his knowledge oF the nature oF instruments— this

habit, combined with his inability to produce a good lone himself,

allows ua to conjecture what struggles Beethoven must perforce

have had with himself while composing this opera-score."

From conversations of Schindler with Cherubini we know
that the latter, aFter hearing "Fidelio," lamented the Fact that Beet-

hoven had till then paid far too little attention to the study of

vocal art, this being no Fault of Beethoven's teacher, Salieri, for

he himself had told Cherubim how he had Fared with the self-

willed Beethoven. For tliis reason Cherubini, who was ten

years older than Beethoven, kindly presented him with a copy
of the Singing Method of the Paris Conservatory, advising him
to study it. So it had a place in Beethoven's library, but—accord-
ing to Scliindler's testimony—the Master never used it. "What
could it have been (observes Schindler) that caused the singers
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to complain nod brought about vexations conflicts? Beethoven's

obstinate contention that what he had written was good and
singable—that was the stumbling-block which neither diffident

representations nor diplomatic negotiations had power to remove.
!liiit Milder-Haitptmann refitted. anion;: oilier matters, that she

too bad been hard put to it to maintain her ground against the

Master, chiefly with regard to the awkward, Husincaiile pavings
in the Adagio of the aria in E major, so unsuited to her voice

—

and all without avail until in 1814 she declared positively that she

would never again sing the aria in that form on the stage. That

We of to-day may be grateful to the Mildcr-ilauptmann
for having rid the part of Leonore of those wholly tinmeniiitij;.

purely instrumental passages whieh Beethoven originally wrote,

and against which Milder-IIauptmann protested. Even in the

Adagio of the aria "Komm', Hoffnung" there were difficult

roulades. Cut in "Fidelio" the main reinii.iile was not. as formerly,

"charmful sons," but eestalieally intensified expression, and here

the Sehroeder-Devrient whs doubtless in her element. However,
her style—especially under the influence of the similarly designed

Wagner roles, which likewise did violence to the voice in some
cases—was misapprehended, and thus it came that Alfred von
Wolzogen, biographer of the Sehroeder-Devrient, could rightly

observe:

The very fact that our present-day prima donnas can refer to such
apostles as the Sehroeder-Devrient in support of their nuich-applauded
aberrations, is certainly most unfortunate; and the eternally immutable
demand of good taste and a wholesome love of art that in the opera

one ought, above all else, to bear tinging, breaks powerless against the

craze that has seized on the whole world. . . . The chief virtue of her
singing resided in the intimate, soulfelt interpretation of the composi-
tion; the more delicate its texture, the more did one have to admire the

resourcefulness wherewith she could set everything in its proper light.

Thus the Sehroeder-Devrient stood on the grand divide

between Beethoven and Wagner; a product of the old opera, she

strove toward new ideals, but, misunderstood in her unwonted
endeavor, she became the victim of an exaggerated imitation—
precisely like Wagner, who himself in certain respects exaggerated

the precedent set by Beethoven for tile treatment of the orchestra

and the relation between singer and orchestra.

The orchestral resources employed by Beethoven in "Fidelio"

do not, in general, very greatly surpass those of Mozart in "Don
Giovanni/* The manner of bringing on the instruments exhibits
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sajjarhms precaution. Thus, in t.hi: lirsl live numbers of the score,

Beethoven contents himself with the strings, the usual woodwind,
null two horns. The trumpets, kettledrums :imi double-bassoon

arc not introduced until No. (i, the March of the Guards, infused

with the sombre shades of the prison. On the other hand, in

Leonore's grand aria (No. 9), Beethoven uses only three horns,

kettledrums and brass do uol reihiicrge before I he Finale. Beet-

hoven subjected himself lo special restrictions with regard to the

trombones, of which In- employed but two tenor and bass; he

calls upon them solely (or peculiarly blood-curdling effects, not

for reinforcing the noise of a. Tutti. All tiic more portentous is

their occasional entrance during the duet between Itocco and
l'iznrro, and also in the Finale. For the rest, while Beethoven's

orchestra is very similar lo Mozart 's in combination, il is entirely

dissimilar in ils employment : Beethoven's artistry in thematic

work, most loftily developed in his symphonies, is shown here

too in an interweaving of motives unknown in the earlier opera.

He was the first to bring forward the orchestra as a coordinate

factor, not merely as a subordinate accompaniment to the pre-

dominant singers. While this was a distinct advance at that

time, it was fraught with peril for the future of the opera,

for one step further, and the orchestra had proclaimed itself an
autocrat.

The difference between Mozart's and Beethoven's treatment

of the orchestra is exceptionally evident in the opening number,
the seemingly so artless duet sung by the turnkey's daughter
Mar/clline and her .hapless lover Jaquino, discarded for Fidelio.

Outwardly <jni1 e in the Mo/art style, it is yet more strongly in-

fluenced by Cherubim, whom Beethoven admired cxcccdmgly

as a dramatic composer, and from whose "Watereamers" he even

copied passages fur his own study. ; These passages, in a sketch-

book owned by Joachim, are to be found side by side with excerpts

from "The Magic Flute" and sketches for "Fidelio.*') Herein
11

il melod i lii i r m but the unpretentious

leading control. This theme, representative in a way of Mar-
zclline's feline evasion of her lover's clumsy wooing, hobs up like

a kohold in every corner—now among the woodwind and anon
among the strings, continually illustrating the action of the duct

in delightful fashion. And so this number, otherwise quite in

the traditional form, is turned into a comedy scene, to which,

however, a most individual character is lent by the highly amusing

interruptions (when the gate-keeper has to answer the repeated
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knocking* at the door}. Whereas this iirst number is devoted

in the main to a portrayal of the unfortunate lover Jaquino, the

succeeding sentimental aria, something after the stvle of Mozart,

is given up to a characterization of Marzelline who, at first so

vivacious, is now grown sentimental. With these may be associ-

ated Rocco's aria iti praise of "Cold," so aptly illustrating his

easy-going, plebeian temperament. None of these numbers
foreshadows ie -its musical comedy vein, the depth of the swiftly

approaching tragedy. Not until the Quartet-Canon interpolated

as No. :!. in which l.eonore's voice is first heard in son/.-, does the

real tone-drama "Fidelio" begin. In this quartet four totally

dissimilar emotions are expressed, through the -Master's genius,

by a single melody and its contrapuntal opposite. The way in

which Beethoven utilized this set form for the expression of so

various human feelings, is one of tile greatest marvels of dramatic

tonal art. Imagine the situation first ol all Leonorc: "Wic
gross ist die Gcfnhr, wic sohwach der Hoffnung Schein!" and to

aggravate her difficulties the distressful infatuation of Marzelline

is superadded. But the latter, who fancies that Fidelio returns

her affection, is lost in lier love-dreams ;"Mir ist so wunderbar".!.

There is Roeeo, beside-, the good mi hi red papa, who sees nothing

but his daughter's future happiness, and wishes to have her wed
Fidelio ("Sic licbt ihn. das ist klar"). And last of all, the dis-

comfited wooer Jnquino. who comically expresses i'LS exasperation

:

"Mir strfiuht sich scion das Haar, dcr Vater willigt ein." When
the four singers know how to fit the expression of their various

emotions hi the plastic melody of the canon, this number becomes
one of the must thrilling and beaut i fid of the whole opera indei d,

it furnishes a key fo all that follows, for in it l.eonore's soullife

is discovered for the first time. The succeeding "Cold" aria of

Rocco is the last cheerful gleam in the work, whose interpretation,

moreover, may easily be too tragic. For it belongs to the class of

semi-serious opera
; termed by the Italians tijiem semiacria), and

Beethoven, the great humorist, well knew what, he was about
when, like Shakespeare, he set I be sublime ami tragic in dramatic

contrast over against, the humdrum existence of the commonalty.
Lilli Lehman n, one of the best interpreters of I.eonore, rightly

observes, in her admirable "Studie zu Fidelio" (1904)

:

In any event, ham or ran-: now here lie wanting in ' t'elelii,.' i-seepliTig

in loftily dramatic or tragic scenes. But humor is only Inn readily

confounded, by those who are uneducated, imirtist ie, or prime In e\-

asgcration. with comicality, am! even no: iufrcipiciilly with low comedy,
in an endeavor to win over the laugher-. This is befit thiu In none nf the
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characters in 'Fidelio.' By humor in 'Fidelio' I mean a refined eheeriness,

a nonchalance in mood and tone, a frictidlv, 1i(?lithc;irtci:i raillery such as

one may, with all respect, allow oneself with other.. All tliis can be ex-

pressed by Rocco with jiulhority, by I.conorc with feminine tact, by
Marzelline with youthful naivete, and by Jaquino wish very specially

delicate nuances at every opportujid y that lifers; and thereby, with the
most natural means, u variety will be created whose favorable influence

is felt throughout the opera.

The Tenet No. 5, a symphonically treated scene, carries the

external and internal action rapidly forward. The same ener-

getic violin-phrase that, at the beginning, characterized Lconorc's

stout-hearti-d resolution to descend into the dungeon with Rocco.

is thcinatioally repeated at i.eonore's exclamation, powerfully

supported by the wind-instruments: "Ich halie Mut!" A glowintf

iiu'li>tly l>y Marzelline and a rotund theme by Rocco follow after,

and the first part of the drama ends, (piitc conventionally, with

an expression of general happiness. Now there suddenly enters

an unexpected modulation will, Itoceo's words, "Der Gouverneur'';

;i in-"' didicidty .tarts up, for without ('iziirro's permission Rocco

may not even take his future son-in-law into the dungeon with

him. Tims I.eonore, within sight of the goal, is sign in al Hie

mercy of her husband's deadly enemy. Her despairful voice

now takes the lead in the midst, of I be number, which ends—more's
the pily!—quite conven tionally with »ti Allegro ("Nur auf der

Hut, dann geht esgut").
Here, where the first net ended in the original version, a

dividing-line is distinctly apparent. The exposition of the drama
(exclusive of the characters of Pizarro and Florestan) is finished;

the introductory comedy of everyday life is done, the really tragic

action lieLiins. It* a change of scene now lakes place, this is shown
still more convincingly. Henceforward Leo no re. I'izarro anil

Florestan are the principals, liocco shrinks in importance, and
both Marzelline and Jaquino retire into the background us sub-

ordinate characters. However, even for these last roles. Lilli

Lchmann properly demands first-class interpreters! "One docs

not act and sing nny opera alone; all the performers share in the
work, and it is their duty to do their parts and the work full

justice, down to the least detail." Hence it is also of high im-
portance that the spoken dialogue, in which the most significant

matters are conveyed, should be managed with peculiar care.

The abuse of hulMearning the dialogue and repeating it after

the prompter as best, one may. must necessarily exercise a disturb-

ing effect on the general presentation of such a masterwork as

"Fidelio." The interpreters of the lesser rfiles must realize to

.ib t'ZOd L" C .:
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the full what their nurds, accents, attitudes and gestures signify

for their co-aclors. Leonore, as Lilli Lehmann remarks, has to

lay strong emphasis on her prose. "But how absurd such emphasis
seems when nothing at all has gone before to justify these hursts of

emotion, or when Leonore is obliged to subdue her outbursts to

such a degree that they pass over quite without effect." To
carry oneself at the right time as a principal, or, as the case may
be, a subordinate character, is the great, or rather the greatest

art on the stage, and assuredly in real life as well.

After a ]K-ciilinr processional march of the guards, apparently

beginning with a weak beat on the dominant, the Governor,
Pizarro, makes his appearance. A letter from a friend warns

laying stress on his order-in general terms-that a "signal" is

tci he given instantly when the Minister's equipage is sighted.

This is in preparation for the celebrated trumpet fanfare in the

next act. tlf equal importance with those external measures for

Pizarro is his security within. Therefore, in a duet (No. S), a
super!) scene, he seeks to win over IWco by means of gold and
persuasive words. What sinister effect characterizes the word
".Moreen!" and the dagger-thrust, .supported by the trombones:

"Ein Stoss, und er verstumml!"
ftoceo. wholly the subaltern employee, while promising his

assistance in doing amy with the "evil-disposed subject," protests

that it is not his duty to do the killing himself. So Itocco is only

to dig Uie grave; Pizarro will carry out the murder. Rocco
quiets his conscience with the reflection that death will bring

release to the I) id f -starved prisoner.

'the i! ext.-following scene of Leonore, the recitative and
aria No. !> ("Ahseheulieher. wo eilst dn hinf"). is a powerful solo

number revealing Leonore** masterful character. Originally

an (inVi tli bravura, in its present form it is a complete emotional

exposition of the drama. Indeed (as Kutferath expresses himself

in his excellent French study of "Fidelio"). it contains "the

entire drama in epitome" (tout le drame en raccourci). This

is the more astonishing, bcoaii-c the piece follows, in its form,

the model of the classic aria throughout, Beethoven's genius
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employing this form litre for the expression of a mighty spiritual

conflict. This number makes enormous demands on brea I
h-con-

trol, connected musical phrasing, and a wise apportionment of

energy. One is inclined to agree with Lilli f-ehmann that Beet-

hoven instrumented the close of the aria too thinly; but whether
or how this should he reinforced, with due respect, is a question.

Tin remarkably dram a I ic finale consists of four chief divisions;

first, a prisoners' chorus, joyously welcoming the sunlight; thru

the scene between Rocco and l.couorr. who teams that .lie will

be permitted to descend into the dungeon that very day. Most
admirable is the contrast here between I.eonore's momentary
out.break of joy ill her hope of seeing Floreslan again, and her

reception of the terrible talc of his fair. How purl nitons the

thrill of the solemnly ha run mixed trombones— their first en t r;o ice!

—at the words: "Wir beide graben nur sein Grab." There
follows an all'rct.ln^ Atniniih- 'on iii'itu iti F major, whose tone-

color is determined by clarinets and bassoons, with flutes and
oboes sighing above; here the emotions of I.eonore and liorco,

confronted with this fearful task, find repression. The next

two scenes, preparing and bringing about Pizarro's reappearance,

lead into the Finale proper; at Pizarro's command the prisoners

arr again driven into their cells. Rocco and Lconore prepare to

go down to the dungeon, Pizarro admonishes Roceo to make
haste, and Mar/cllinc and .laoaiino participah (for musical reasons)

by a demonstration of their feelings in the ensemble, which, after

the prisoners have retired, dies away softly to an extreme piaiiiz-

Amo an impressive preparation for the next act.

The instrumental number which opens the second art and
suggests the despairful gloom of the dungeon, is one of Ifcethoven's

most marvellous inspirations; tin; "dread silence." broken only by

sighing ami trembling, i-s a vision of genius realized. The true

Beethoven (imitated later by Warner in (be "Kin;;" for character-

izing 1 lie 'Wei d lliih I e") is shown in l.lir employment of the kettle-

drums with the interval of a diminished fifth (A-Ef», which lends

a weird tinge to the harmonic color. Now. introdlloed by a recita-

tive, follows immediately the aria of Flo restan, "In des Lebens
Friihlingstngiai." an especial favorite of licet hoven's. who utilized

the theme in all three Leonore overtures. This aria, of extreme
diflienllv h.ith vocalic and hist riooicallv, found an ideal interpreter

in Albert Niemann; natural and noble, high-souled and patient,

his Flo rest an, even in fetters, was a hero neither to be debased

by imprisonment nor to be broken by affliction. In the Allegro,

above which soars the "Angel Leonore," an oboe-part freely led
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(tin- i.l mi' serves licethiivcn I h rouglmi.it for charactcri/.! rig I Lis peer-

less woman), Niemann rose giganl ie to visionary heights (accord-

ing to Beethoven's directions, "in a transport bordering (in

rium, yet outwardly calm"); his tempo grew more and more rapid,

until at the close, overcome by Ids ecstasy, he fell swooning before

his pullet.

The s i icered inji melodrama (No. 12), a conversation hetween
T.ronore ami Hue™, is one of the most uli'rctiiii: scenes <if tin: opera.

Here Beethoven's blending of word and tone—wliich elsewhere

in melodrama arc oft™ inorganically juxtaposed- is masterly.

Precisely the spoken word lias, in this rase, a singularly natural-

istic, sinister effect, while the low-toned commentary of the

orchestra bear;, the scene on its murmurous undercurrent into the

sphere of the Ideal. Attention may he railed especially to two
scenes of rarest dramatic association. The sleeping Florcstan

makes, in his dream (poco adagio) a gesture. Of what is he
dreaming? That is told in the orchestra by the figure which, in

the foregoing aria, corresponds to "I.conore. die Gattin."

Some measures further on, at Itocco's words "Hier ist die

Zisterne, von dcr ich dir gesagt hahe" (namely, that it was destined

to he the prisoner's grave), there sounds a motive thai corresponds,

in the Finale of the first act, to the shuddering of Leonore (shortly

after her words "Vielleieht das Grab des Gatlen grabeu, was kann
fiirchtcrlichrr scinr"); only the instrumentation—in the former
instance woodwind, now strings— is changed, '[lie followim; duet
while Eocco and Leonora are digging the grave, acquires its

symphonic character from a motive, weirdly borne by the dotlhle-

bassoon and double-basses, thai, runs through the entile unrulier.

The orchestral coloring is further heighl ened by the sustained

tones of the brazen-voiced trombones, symbolizing in a sort

Rocco's stern duty. He, with his monotonous, prosy declama-

tion, is characterized as the sober, businesslike partner in con-

trast with the soulful melody of the profoundly agitated Leonore,

The latter forms the great-hearted resolution to free the captive,

Kltocicr he may be fall this time she has not been able to rorngni/c

Florestan). Only during the following dialogue docs Leonore
succeed in catching sight of Florestan's face, and surely recognizing

him. Her four brief words, "Grosser Gott! Er ist's!" fraught

with suppressed anguish, are to be numbered among the most
deeply affecting, as well as the most difficult, problems of stage-

expression.

The noble Trio (No. 13), in which Florcstan gives thanks for

the draught, and Leonore persuades Hocco to concede the prisoner
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a piece of bread besides, unfortunately has a stretla close taken

over from the first version, which is not perfectly adapted to the

dramatic situation and the expression of the words. Now the

Governor arrives, and the action rises (in the Quartet, No. 14)

to tile height of extreme tragic tension, whereupon the "catas-

trophe" follows. Piznrro discovers himself to Florestan, who,
conscious of liis innocence, confronts him with iniinly dignity.

At the instant when Fizarro threatens to fall upon Florestan,

dagger in hand, the stipposi lilious Fidelio rushes al the Governor,

first degree of She dynamic intensification—a youth, the turnkey's

future son-in-law, apparently moved by a generous impulse,

seeks to prevent the murder; for the moment neither l'izarro nor

Florestan nor lioero sees anything more. Only after Pizarro,

with the exclamation "Wahnsinniger!", has thrust aside tile

assumed Fidelio, and makes to attack Florestan for the second

time, does Leiitiorr throw herself before the latter with the far-

fauied cry "Tot erst sein Weib!"

fester i i^
These few words, which Leonore ejaculates during a sudden

orchestral pause, arc to-day regarded by us as a matter of course,

in their apt simplicity. But Beethoven's sketch-books, and
his earlier versions of tin- opera, show Sliat She definitive solution

was the result of prolonged experimentation. The very first

version was this:

Then Beethoven tried the transition from a mild dissonance on
Uie chord "Weibl"

to the sharp dissonance

which resolves, by an enharmonic change, into B minor. Now
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lit- evidently experimented further, trying other resolutions of the

chord, at first into G-sharp minor (really A-flat minor), then

again into B minor, and also into D minor. In the first and
second working-out we read:

ami should note the fact that in IHIt.5 and lH(J(f the note H appear*

in jill parts at the word "Weihl", whereas in the vocal senre

published in 1810 a Bb is written.

The quartet grows more and more agitated; Pi/arm decides

to kill Leonore too, if necessary. Climax of the dramatic tension.

Now Leonore draws a pistol from her blouse and aims it at Pizarro:

"Noch einen Laut, und du bist tot!" According to Wagner,
this "tot" was spoken rather than .sung by the Sehmcilcr-Devrient.'

"This tremendous effect resulted from the singular fright that

seized upon me at being suddenly hurled, as it were, by the axe-

stroke of the head.'man out of the ideal sphere into which the

music lifts the most dismayful situations, down on the bare

ground of the ghastliest reality. Herein there was given an im-

mediate revelation of the supreme climax of the sublime, which,

in my recollection of the sensation, I designate as the moment

—

swift as a lightning-flash—that illumes two wholly disparate

worlds, at the point where they touch and yet are entirely separate,

in such wise that for just this moment we can cast a glance into

both worlds at once."

Here too Beethoven experimented with the word "tot."

In the fir.-jt sketeh he treated it as follows:

r'" ^ l

il U N, U I'll!
I

I'll Ml
If f i * tf if

.iiiiiii-

Nottebohm was mistaken in regarding this downward step

of a second as the "indifferent" treatment of an "important word."

This "indifference" is only apparent, for—as the Schroeder-

Devrient has proved—this colorless, almost unmusical delivery

of the word can have a far more horrifying dramatic effect than

'
I r 3 in: I

! M r
i

!
. hjijjl'ij -i .i!d r r

I . i.n.r,.

.
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Die more musktiUg significant outcry which Beethoven, after

trying the downward skip of a third, finally wrote out in the

last sketch:

In hoth the first and second versions of the opera we find

the following reading:

But the definitive form reads thus:

This gives Leunure time k> draw the pistol during the brief pause.

Between the first and second fanfares .Becthuvct: introduced

that impressive short movement that lias already been mentioned
in the discussion of the "Leonore" overtures. After the seeond

fanfare, Jaquino comes down with otlieers and soldiers; Fiurcstati

and Leonore arc saved: Pizarro must go to meet the Minister.

A bit of heart -to-heart dialogue, and the ecstatic duet of the

reunited pair, "O namcnlosc Frcudo." brings the overpowering

scene to a wonderful close. What follows is merely an epilogue;

the short spoken interlude of Iloero, who returns bearing good

tidings, is quite justifiably cut.

The Finale i.No. Hi), witli its mighty mass-jubilation, also

contains some passages of more intimate individual charm;—as

when the Minister, quite in the spirit of '"The Ntagie Flute" and
the Ninth Symphony, sings: "Es sueht der H ruder seine Brilder,

und kann er helfen, hdtt er gern"; and then that exquisite move-
ment {Hasteiiutn awai) during which Leonore frees her husband
from his chains. The levt.u.'d correspondence with Schiller's

lines, "Wer em holdes Weil, errungen, stimm' in unsern Jubel ein,"

is not accidental; it breathes the same spirit in which "Fidelio" and
the last symphony were created.
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With what high approval Beethoven regarded Ids one opera

is shown by a remark repurK-d by SchindliT lu Itociiliti : "This

child of Ids brain had caused him greater anguish in travail than
any of the others; therefore he loved it (he must, and thought it

peculiarly worthy of preservation and utilization for the science of

{Trattldtibs TKndor, Baktr)



PRACTICAL MUSIC AND THE COLLEGE
CURRICULUM

By ARTHUR L. MANCHESTER

SrCH eon sills-ration as has bee11 given to music as a pari of college

curricula has been directed chiefly to its theoretical branches.

Harmony, fOunliTjujinl , She history of music and, forming the

apex of collegiate music study, composition have been given a minor
place iti colic).'!' courses with a moiety of credit Umard the baccalau-

reate decree. Practical music, that is tosay, performance by means of

voice or instrument, bas beer, greatly depreciated nr entirely ignored.

Vet it is practical music licit conforms more closely lo true educa-

tional ideals. The thoorel ieal study of music supplies a fund of facts

about music and. to those who arc except ion ally endowed, opens the

way for specialization as composers and theorists, but these sub-

jects, an taught in our colleges, do not touch the daily life of the

majority of students nor do they prepare the mass of the student

body for living. They arc practically vocational in trend. On the

other ha ml, practical music, being actual participation of the s tin lei it

in musical re-creation induces activity of those faculties through
which the fullest measure of education is secured and preparation for

future living is attained. The proper cultivation of practical music
develops a miickiiess of perception, an acutencss of visual and
auditorv analvsis. a mpidilv of coordinated action and a keen power
of observing and comprehending bcautv and svmmctrv which are

educational factors of undeniable value.

The recent remarkable progress of music as a factor in social and
cultural life, particularly during the pas! five years, is too significant

to escape notice. Suiting a harmonious activity of mental, spiritual,

esthetic and physical attributes music has advanced from the posi-

tion of ft luxurious enjoyment of the few to become the serious

pursuit of a multitude. .Myriads of people, whose intelligence can-

not be denied and for whose interest in it no purely selfish motive

can be found, have accepted music as an important adjunct of

complete living and testify to its vivifying influence and its power
to awaken aspirations cultural, social and religious. Lenders of

industrial life have recognized its potentialities and are using it iti

store and factory as a solvent for discontent and social unrest.

These men of business, whose minds view things from the utilitarian
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standpoint, have seen in music intensive values that can arouse the

worker to experiences hitherto undreamed of. Its rich resources as a

form of literature, its power as u mode of human expression and the

hold it takes on human nature have impressed those who are win-king

for social uplift with a definite realization of its worth as a means of

social development. The significance of this testimony as to the

power of music is enhanced by the fact that these witnesses are not

professional musicians interested in its development through hope
of personal gain hut are musically unlearned folk who have been

impelled to this belief, in many instances, in spite of early indiffer-

ence if not decided prejudice. The Creat War added to the weight

of this testimony. During the vital business of preparing our men
for the battle field music was early assigned an important place in

their training and, later, at the front.

Nor is this popular manifestation of intense musical activity the

only one which should attract attention. It may be said that no
subject is so universally taught. In public school, college and uni-

versity, in hundreds of independent music schools and by hundred
thousands of private teachers instruction in music is beiiij! given

continually. Nor has this instruction failed to strive for improve-

ment of methods. Teachers nf music are not content lo iim: methods

that even a few years ago were deemed satisfactory. Principles of

instruction and interpretation have been subjected to keen analysis

and changes of pedagogic emphasis have been so marked in recent

years that the musical pedagog of a few decades ago would he be-

wildered by them. While standards still exhibit too great variation,

continuous effort is being made lo unify the work of music teaching

and the methods in use to-day are far in advance ol tlu.se of a lew-

years ago. Pedagogic ideals are higher cdueal ioiial aims arc becotu-

g
Despite these manifestations of the vital association of music

with the intimate life of the people, this frank acceptance of it by
social and industrial leaders and the universality and steadily

improved character of its instruction, practical music is denied

inclusion in college curricula on a plane with other subjects which do
not touch the masses of the people to a fraction of the extent and

power of music. Were Latin and Greek to receive a tithe of the

popular attention now given to music their prominence in college

curricula would increase many fold. Surely herein is a paradox.

That ,1 subject of such universal cultivation, whose inspirational

power is being unceasingly demons i rated, whose influence upon life

is undeniable should be given sa little consideration in the preparing

of higher educational curricula by those whose minds should be
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quick to HCTi.-Ji' just, such values as music is displaying, is surprising.

The small measure of recognition given lo theoretical music lml
serves tti draw attention lo the parados. If, as Herbert Spencer has
said, "the essential question fin- us is 1,1 live completely, and tu pre-

pare us {<!: complete living is the function of education." certainly a

subject whii.1i lias so definitely and broadly proved its worth as an
element of the complete life as lias practical music, should not be
treated .so indifferent in the making; of educational curricula in our

colleges. Tin: .situation is anomalous and the question naluralh
iirise.i as to why it exists. Have educators, through indifference or
prejudice, failed lo perceive the educational (pudities which practical

music uiidoiibteilly possesses, or is there a possibility that musicians,

themselves, are more or less largely responsible for the anomalous
positkm in which practical music rinds itself? The modifications

thai have been made in college courses of study to meet changes of

opinion concerning the puqio.se of college training, indicate the wil-

lingness oi those w!io dictate these courses to include subjects which

ailed the future of students. The decrease of classical requirements

with a corresponding increase in scientific and vocational courses and
the admission of courses in the Snc arts are indicative of the attitude

of college authorities. In view of these facts an inquiry into the

character of music study as it is generally pursued in college music
departments may clear up the situation.

The practice of music, rapidly developing into well defined

specialities, each possessing its. own peculiar technique and require-

ments of instruction, attracted a constantly increasing body of stu-

dents whose entire at ten I ion became more and more absorbed by the

form in which they wore especially interested. This absorption in

some particular manifestation of music produced sharply drawn
lines of separation, and caused i'onir.ilalors of methods of musical

instruction to lose sight of two truths which underlie music education

equally wil.b ol her forms, and which must, be taken into account by

those who would place music where it rightfully beltings in [lie

scheme of public educa t ion. First, l.ha'.. to be educationally valuable

music must speak a message to the people at large, who must be

prepared to understand ami appreciate its ollcriinces: and, second,

that while there are various forms of musical manifestation they are

all branches of the parent, trunk, their fruit fulness depending upon

the proper cultivation of the stein from which they derive their life;

and whether music be viewed from the standpoint of the creator,

theorist, perform cr or pedagog; whether il be taughl in the public

school, the college, the university, lire conservatory or by private

teacher, underlying all Instruction are basic educational principles
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requiring recognition am! logical development; and however diver-

gent the activities of the different exponent* of music eventually may
hecome there is a point where their special!zntion emerges from the

parent art.

The failure of musicians to apprehend these truths has eonsti-

tuted the weakness of their educational activities for the past fifty

year- and still remains a hindrance III llie acceptance of music as a

factor in higher eduoat ion . It. is the excessive emphasis placed on
the vocational aspect of music study, exalt hit* it unduly, which rele-

gates to the background, and obscures, (hat view which sees in

music a close <ronuoct.ion with social and national life and opens up
,-i va-t field of cultural education in which the people can participate

eii mam. This restriction of the of tier of music has come to pass

despite the fact, that history is replete with illustrations of the

intimacy existing between it and personal, social and national life in

the expression of the deeper feelings of hllluau nature. And 1 1 1 5

3

re.-trii'tiou persists even now in spite of the remarkable manifesta-

tions of recent times. Dominated by this narrow view, the aim of

music teaching has been, ar.d still loo generally continues to be, the

making .if players and singers or the development of composers, and
back of tin- activities of those who determine methods of instruction

there yet remains the conviction that peculiar and pronounced talent

must set tli' the advisability of music instruct ion, those only who are

so fortunate as to possess this Clod -given ability heing worthy of

serious attention, while for the less fortunate majority, which in-

cludes the great body of the people, music must continue to be a

scaled hook.

This narrowness of outlook and the absence of definite standards

of instruction naturally have made themselves fell in music teach-

ing. Specialized forms of study have been thrust upon students

nl most with the first lesson. 'iVchuieuc has become the sine ijiki non

of ail ell'urt. The necessity for breadth of culture has been ignored.

That courses of study having for their purpose the education of

intelligent hearers of music could be formulated anil successfully

carried out. has scarcely been dreamed of. Music departments of

colleges, imitating independent schools of music, have become tceli-

a foundation of sand and giving little, or no, thought to the possi-

bilitr ; hat a nation of appreciative music lovers in whose lives music

is a potent force gradually can he developed through their agency,

if they will but open their minds to a comprehension of the true

mission of music in the world and the vital part they should play in

the establishment of that mission. The result o: this lack of vision
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upon the part of musicians is stun in the almost complete separation

of music from general educational thought. Educators were quick
to perceive the false basis on which the temple of music education
was founded. The undue emphasis placed by exponents of music
Upon the personal equation, the constantly iterated statement that

temperament and exceptional natural endowment are indispensable

in music education, automatically shut the doors of the academic

educational world on music.

Quite different is the purpose of those who shape the bacca-
laureate courses in these same colleges. The underlying principle

which has exerted influence here is that in preparing the college

student for complete living he should be grounded as thoroughly as

possible in certain subjects which in later years will touch his life

continually. These suhjects arc historical, political, economic , scien-

tific, literary and religious in character. The extent to which each
shall be pursued is determined by an estimate of its disciplinary

importance and its bearing on the future of tlic student. The
courses in these subjects arc not planned to exploit the gifts of the

enthusiastic embryo author, scientist, political economist or divine.

They arc so shaped that, nit .students, the crude and intellectually

dull as well as the gifted and brilliant, shall derive benefit from them.
These subjects arc selected because of a belief in their general utility

and their power to develop the faculties of the student along lines of

future receptivity and initiative. A foundation of perceptive

powers, controlled mental activity and breadth of view prepared,

the future author, scientist, political cnonnnusl ami theologian may
proceed to specialized forms of study according as his predilections

may be revealed. Nut so is the scheme of present-day music educa-

tion as followed in (lie college music depart men t generally. Speciali-

zation begins in i mediately. Some degree of broader cull ural training

may be attempted if I he director of (lie deparlmcnl lumpen to be a
person o[ larger educational vision, bul lite paralyzing doctrine of

temperament and special endowment dominates the shaping of music

courses as a whole. A narrower kind of education is substituted for

a broader ami in the general welter oi competition to graduate a large

number of players and singers, the needs of the masses of the people

are forgotten. Under the domination of its present ideals the college

music department is failing to take advantage of the op]>ortunLty

offered il by close contact with thousands of students who spend a

considerable length of time within the college environment and then

go out to touch the thousands in their various cumnmnil ies. The
humanistic service that music can so well render is overlooked and

the merry farce of attempting to turn out virtuosi who are never
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heard of in litter years continues lo Die lasting injury of music as an

educational force and to the denial of music's wonderful resources as

an element of the complete life to those who need it and would
derive great good from it.

That practical music may claim the right to inclusion in the

academic educational scheme on a plane of equality with other sub-

jects of the baccalaureate curriculum is apparent if the noteworthy

manifestations of its power to engage the attention and influence

the lives of the people be considered. With such testimony in evi-

dence, it seems unnecessary to argue that a force which is emphatic
ally demonstrating its social utility and its mental and spiritual

efficacy can be made u useful agency in our system of education.

If. however, our analysis of current method.-; of college iust ruction in

practical music be correct, it is necessary to show that these educa-

tional possibilities can be made lo conform to coNej,'c standards.

The responsibility fur this demonstration rests upon musicians, it

is they who must, subject the educational formulae of practical

music to a scrutiny that will lay bare misdirection of aim and wrong
methods of instruction. Aims and methods which reveal inadequacy

must he discarded even though it work a revolution in the program
of college musk: courses. There must be a distinct cleavage between

courses which have for their purpose specialisation in professional

training and those intended to result in the real musical education of

the greatest possible number of the college student body. Courses

must deal with those phases of music which make the strongest

humanistic appeal. They must touch intimately the thousands of

college students who. having no pronounced aptitude for intensive

technical development, either as executants or composers, neverthe-

less do possess the intellectual and emotional rapacity needed for an

appreciation ..if music and are capable of mastcrine. its instrumental

act! vocal technique sufficiently to enable them to express themselves

musically. The outstanding purpose of these courses should be the

inspiration of college students to become lovers of good music and
enthusiastic propagandists of u nation-wide musical knowledge and
appreciation.

Music offers a wealth of material from ivliich to formulate such

courses, material which can be made to conform to academic

standards. In utility, in its bearing on the future life of the student,

in the training of mind and body to harmonious and thoroughly co-

ordinated action and in the development of initiative, this material

can be made to equal any subject now admitted to the college cur-

riculum. Its subject matter can be presented in conformity to col-

lege methods. Tested by college standards, courses which properly
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present it will measure up to college requirements. In certain

institutions where practical music has been included in llie bacca-

laureate course and fairly tested, the similarity of methods and llie

nature of the work to those in English and science has been marked.

As in English and the sciences the material used in courses in prac-

tical music is adapted to. and requires, a combination of class room
and laboratory work. The fundamentals of the science and art. of

music nml facts about its scientific and artistic development supply

the material for work in the class room. The practical application

of these fundamentals and accessory facts, us made with instrument

or voice, constitute laboratory experimentation and demonstration.

This attitude toward practical music, which makes performance an

oppression of knowledge previously gained in the class room, rele-

gates technical training to its proper place. Technique becomes a

vehicle for the expression of the music one has learned to know and

feel, a means to an end and not. the end itself. Virtuosity, profes-

sionalism, the vocational aspeel of music sludy arc no longer the

goal on which attention is fn< usscd. The aim is so lo know music as

to derive the largest measure of iul ellecl.ual and spiritual benefit and
enjoyment from it and to tie able to express one's knowledge satis-

factorily.

The subjects from which the material relating to tbc funda-

mentals of music as a science and au art should be assembled in

of music Sul i f i t about music, a knowledge of

which is essential to supplement that of fundamentals and aid in

their practical application and musical expression, should include

the evolution of notation, the o'vh.-.! ra, its instruments and music,

the history of music and a study of the personalities of those who
have created it and influenced ils development. In these subjects

will be found all that is needed fur mi education in music Unit will

parallel a knowledge of the literature on which English courses arc

based. The study of them can be made as comprehensive and
thorough a- conditions demand. 1-lanooiiy, the grammar mid

rhetoric •>: music discover, In the sVideut. the harmonic ami melodic

basis of the art. He will eventually recognize it. as the source from

which is derived the subtle intellectual and emotional stimulus si.

strongly felt by those who know music and listen to it under-

standing^'. Trom bis study of the physical basis of music ho

learns the part nature lias taken in determining the chord and scale
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relationships of which harmony treats. Structural symmetry, the
balance uf unity and viiri.'ly uf melodic and harmonic sequence mid
of liiMiilily arc revealed i] tiring his iitvc.1 lira' inn of the laws of musical

form. Hen: we have » Irilnuy (if subjects relatbiL: In science ami art

which initiates the student into (lie mysteries nf music and so elari-

iies his uudei-.lamlinj.' nf the vita! elements of music t lint, lie is able

In express his uini musical feeling and listen tn 1 he performance of

others with ini intelligence and a sympathetic appreciation ol deeper

meanings that elude the uneducated participant or hearer.

Supplementing the knowledge acquired from these fundamental
subjects! is that derived from correlated cour-cs dealing with facts

about mush-. The symbols by means of which the thoughts of great

composers have liecn preserved, making possible iheir re-creation

cenluries after their creators firsl gave ihem lo the world, passed

through <fnlurics of evolution before reaching their present degree

of perfection. The study of notation tells this story of Ibis develop-

ment and throws interesting sidelights on the mentality, the mental
processes, of those who contributed to this development and of the

difficulties which attended the grim lb of music as an art . Allied to

notation and running parallel with the story notation tells, is the

history of music and the study of personalities connected with

musical development . Here the si in lent becomes aware of the con-

nection of music with the political, social, literary and religious con-

ditions of the time. Third in this group is the most comprehensive

and potential of the instruments of musical expression— the orches-

tra. The wonderful range of artistic and descriptive expression and
tlic irriilesccut richness of tune color possible in orchestral per-

formances stimulate imagination and awaken i mi I rem ned of experi-

ences. The study of the characterist ics of orchestral instruments

is an important part of the education of the music lover.

A literature of unexcelled richness has accumulated during the

centuries since music attained its early perfection of technique anil

form. Epic, dramatic, pastoral, humorous and narrative composi-

tions for instruments and voice, solo and in many combinations of

ensemble, offer material of great variety and interest by means of

which familiarity with a wide range of musical thought can be

attained, fillat subject of the college curriculum has more to offer?

Safeguards for the maintenance of standards can be thrown
about college courses in practical music as easily and eifectively as in

the case of any other subject. Kraminations of the work done in

the class room can be made as definite and searching and tests of

proficiency and thoroughness of work done at the instrument are as

easily provided. Standards of attainment in ;>erformance can be
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determined with defmiteness. Semester hours can be calculated

with accuracy and it will be found that the student of practical

music who obtains credit. It: music tmviini the baccalaureate degree

has actually done more hours of work than the academic student

who does not include music in his course.

Here is an art conspicuously cNcrliug an undeniable and con-

tinuous influence for physical, social, mental and spiritual uplift

on individual and community life. It combines scientific and es-

thetic qualities and in wealth of suitable material, in its adaptation

to educational purposes anil ap[>eal it ranks with any subject in the

ctillecc curriculum touchiue with even greater powers the future life

of the college student than many of those now accepted. If it be the

duty of the musician to develop the educational possibilities of

practical music, demonstrating them beyond question, a responsi-

bility equally important rests upon those college authorities in

whose hands is tilt 1 determination of flu- baccalaureate curriculum.

If they are sincerely desirous of making college training a complete

preparation for future living, and we have no reason to think other-

wise, they will not treat lightly, or ignore, the manifestations of

practical music anil will give il- claims to a place in the college cur-

riculum as a factor- in complete education just consideration and
ample opportunities for a full and fair test.

: 'I 1
' J C



THE CUCKOO AND NIGHTINGALE IN
MUSIC

By ORLANDO A. MANSFIELD

(0 musician, philosopher and poet alike, the subject of Bird

Music has always been one of more thai) ordinary attraction.

The musician lias been interested in its artistic expression;

the philosopher iii its scientific investigation; I he poet in its emotional

appeal. Tims, more than fifty year.-. "In-fore (lie ( ommon Account
called Anno Domini," we have the Latin poet and philosopher,

Lucretius, attributing the origin of music to human imitation of

tile harmony of the feathered tribe . Ity his Knglish translator,

Creech (1714). he is represented as asserting concerning primitive

humanity that

Some eighteen centuries later the same idea wan echoed by that

great musical historian. Sir John Hawkins, who, in the first volume

of his History of Music, opines that

The voices of animals, the whistling of the winds, the fall of water,

For an English lawyer, accustomed by training and environment to

"admit nothing," to "question everything," and to "call for proof,"

this is a fairly complete committment, if one may be allowed to use

the word in a literary rather than in a legal sense. But whether

the theories of poet and philosopher and of musical amateur are

consonant with fact, is not so much a matter for concern in the

present connection. To us the significant thing is thai thoughtful

men. living in widely remote periods, and engaged in totally differ-

ent pursuits, should share similar views with reference to the im-

portance of the music of "the fowls of the air."

From birds in general two or three particular classes of songsters

have been especially selected for notice by practical musicians as

Ml
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well as by writers cm musical topics. These elusses comju-ise the

birds km mil as lite cuckoo, llif night iiij_'ale, a 111 1 I he lurk. ( 'f I lie

hitler it is nut convenient in speak ir; this c*say: bot it is only fair

In say that while (lie tirst class lias obtained notoriety on account

of 1 lie cloi r;n-leri-1 « interval of ill V 1 figure, the two kilter classes

have achieved undying fame tliroiigli the variety and beauty of

llielr songs. Concerning llu- cuckoo ,-is a biril, all that can be said

here is that the singing cuckoo is a, liabiiarit of tin* Eastern hemis-

]ilieri-, visiting Europe,— in early .spring,—from the wooded parts

of Xorlliern Africa, ami departing before the vr.i] of summer. Thus
the old English saying:

In Muv he sings bulh nieht and dav.

In June he allereLh hii tune.

In July he'll fiy sway.

The cukooo's object ionabic habit of depositing its eggs in the nest

of another hird.- generally that of the hedge-sparrow,—and tlie

still more objectionable hahit of I he young enckoo of throwing out

of the nest every occupant except himself, art facts known to every

lyre in natural history. The enckoo of the Eastern world is mostly

of a bluish ash colour, and only the males sing. The American
yellow-billed cuckoo, although possessing the redeeming feature of

rearing its own young, is songless and, therefore, has no musical

interest.

This latter, of course, centres entirely in the cuckoo's song—if

such it may be called. This "song" lias several remarkable char-

acteristics, one of which is interesting on scientific grounds, the

other for aesthetic or purely musical reasons. The former peculiar-

ity has never received the attention it deserves. Probably the

first to direct attention to It was that poet of nature, William Words-
worth, who, in his poem "To the Cuckoo," says:

When I am lying on the grass

Thy two-fold shout I hear,

Thar m-ciiis to fill the whole air's spate

As loud far off as near.

Ecir a man who has never been credited with any definite musical

knowledge, these lines exhibit considerable acumen, since the poet has

not only drawn attention to the well-known fact that the cuckoo's

song consists of two tones, but has earned our gratitude by remind-

ing us that this "two-fold shout" seems "ns loud far off as near."

Indeed the cuckoo's son;; is distinctly audible at distances much
greater than a mile and, under favourable circumstances, has been

iften so heard by the present writer. We can understand the
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extensive audibility of the song of the nightingale or the lark, on

account of their remarkable timbre; but the tones of the cuckoo have

no particularly musical quality to assist them in this respect. The
whole subject would be, in our opinion, an interesting one for further

acoustical investigation and for much fuller discussion.

Of the more musical characteristics of the cuckoo's tones,

Wordsworth, as we have already noticed, in bis expression "two-

fold shout," bus left us to infer that the cuckoo's call consists of

only two tones. These tones are generally of uniform length, or

with the first tone slightly shorter than the second, while both are

somewhat staccato, each "call" being followed by a slight period of

silence. But the most interesting point is the interval separating

the two tones. This, in contradiction to popular ideas which here,

as well as almost everywhere else, arc nearly urn-ays incorrect, is

usually a perfect 4th at the first appearance of the bird in England
and adjacent cotmlrtcs. Tin- writer lias never beard this interval

exceeded exocpl nil one occasion. This was on May til), 1312,

when walking on Stanner Kidge, near Kington, Herefordshire,

England, on the borderland between Kngland and Central Wales.

Here he noted a cuckoo distinctly ami repeatedly singing an aug-

mented 4th. Hut as the season advances the compass of the in ter-

ra] decreases, first to a major 3rd, and then to that interval by
which the cuckoo's rail is convent tonally represented .— a minor

3rd. Eventually the cuckoo's voice breaks, the "two-fold shout"

disappears, and gives place to a mere mi musical omnk of approxi-

mately a semitone.

The absolute pitch of the lower of the two tones forming the

cuckoo's call is near to, or about, middle C or D. 1 Sir John

Hawkins writes it thus, asiti^ the l-opratio Clef;

Here the conventional interval of a minor "rd, the period of silence

after each call, and tile old English orthography, are all points of

interest.
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About half n century after the appearance of Hawkins' history,

—in 1838, to be exact,—Wi IIiam Gardiner, a stocking manufacturer
of Leicester. England, q noted music.nl amateur, litterateur, com-
poser, and compiler, and a personal acquaintance and correspondent
of Haydn and Beethoven, produced his "Music of Nature; or an
attempt to prove that what is passionate nm! pleasing in the art of

singing, speaking, and performing upon musical instruments, is

derived from the sounds .if the Animated World." In this quaint

,

interesting, and anything bill worthless work, Gardiner says, con-

cerning tiie cuckoo, thai children mark ids well-known song, crying

Here we have, as our selected pilch, the ti clef instead of the Soprano,
the interval of a major ralhi'r than that of ;i minor 3rd, ami a more
modern notation. Also the silence after each call is graphically

represented, as well as the lengthening of the second tone and the
accen tn.itioii of the first, both these iatler ])oint.s being occasion ill

features of the cuckoo's sotijj. 'I'liis song, says Gardiner, "I have
invariably found in Leicestershire to be in tie key of D. If the

cuckoos in other countries should he found to accord with this curi-

ous fact, as nature is pretty much the same, we may take these

rioter as a standard of pitch." With our absolutely accurate and
M'iciitilicalJv constructed instruments for the denoting of absolute

pitch, the idea of being dependent for the hitter upon such a variable

thins: us flic 'one of a cuckoo is now as preposterous as it is absurd.

Gardiner then goes on to quote the celebrated naturalist, Gilbert

White (1790-1793). of Selbornc, Hampshire, as saying that he had
tested -ill the owls in his neighbourhood with a pitch pipe, and found

I hem to hoot in Yi fiat, mid the cuckoos to sine, in the key of D! 1

Whatever one may think concerning Sir John Hawkins' opi-

nion that the reproduction of these tones constitutes "the most
ancient species of musical notation," and that the tones themselves

"appear to be a natural and very obvious subject for it," if is a mere
matter of fact that these "reproductions," in number at least, have
been legion. Perhaps the earliest example of them is to be found
in the old English Itotn, or Hound, attributed to John of l-'onisete.

a monk of Reading, about 1826. Here we have the phrase:

;.i n|.n,sLrn j
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woven in us on integral and essential part of the composition.

Then in the Elizabethan age, John Bennct (who flourished between

1570 and 1615, but of whose life little is known save that he was
one of tfie contributors to the Triumphs of Oriana), published in

1599, "Madrigals to four voyces being his first works." In one of

these, "Thyrsis, sleepest thou?" he has a vocal imitation of the

cuckoo's song; while Thomas Weclkes, another contributor to the

Triumphs of Oriana, and sometime organist of Chichester Cathedral,

a great writer of English church music and madrigals, published

in 1600, two books of madrigals in which one composition, "The
Nightingale the Organ of Delight," ugain introduces the cuckoo's

song vocally.

Leaving England for Italy , and vocal for instrumental music,

our next example is found to be the "Capriccio sopra il Cucho"
of Girolamo Frescobaldi (1583-1644), the most distinguished or-

ganist of his age, sometime organist of St. Peter's, Rome. This

work was one of a collection of Caprice! published in Rome in 16S-1,

and at Venice in lOSB, The opening measures run thus:

Here we have the more popular interval of a minor 3rd used as the

initial tones of a "point of imitation" and (as a reference to the
whole composition would show) continuously in the melody, which
latter consists of nothing but the two sounds, D and B, repeated

after divers rests during which the imitative treatment continues

in the other parts. This work has been transcribed for the piano-

forte bv Harold Bauer, and for the modern organ by John E.
West.

About half a century later comes Johann Kasper Kerl, the

noted organist of Munich and Vienna, probably a pupil of Fresco-

baldi, but certainly a student under Carissimi. On the 17th of

July, 1679, he wrote a "Caprieio Kuku," in G, wliich has been
edited by the late Mr. J. S. Shedlock. Here the style is less vocal

and better suited to keyboard execution than that of Frescohijldi.

We quote the opening measures from which it will be seen that the

minor 3rd is again employed, a proceeding which obtains throughout
the movement:
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It was upon a motet of Kerl's that Handel was supposed to have

founded the chorus, "F.gypt was glad when they departed," from

his Israel in Egypt; and, as we shall see later, he appears to have
known and to have been under considerable obligations to the

Cuckoo Capriceio.

Returning again to Italy we find Bernardo Pasqiiini (I(i,'I7-

1710), the celebrated Roman organist and harpsichordist, writing

in 1098 his "Toccata con.lo Scherzo del Cuccd." Here the style

and general expression shew a still further advance. The key

chosen is A, but the cuckoo call occasionally expresses itself in a

major 3rd, the rhythm being an alternation of two equal notes or

a shorter followed by a longer. Both these points are illustrated

in the closing measures:

Passing—geographical!;—to Prance, and—chronolow rally

—to the 18th century, we meet with Louis Claude Daquin, the

I'jiri.-ijm ,ir;.'a!i!\t. «ln>. in 17:'.']. pulili.ln.'d his fir.sl book of harpsi-

chord pieces, a volume in which was found his celebrated "Le Cou-
coii." ".'.o quaintly fresh that it will surely never grow old." And
so popular did the cuckoo call become that not only was it made the

germ or motive for isolated harpsichord movements, but upon it

were actually founded so-called Cuckoo Concertos. Amongst
these was one by Antonio Vivaldi, the Italian violinist, the work
being contained in his series ol concertos attempting to illustrate

the four seasons. Then there was also the euekoo concerto of the

Saxon-born English resident, John Frederick Lampe (1703-51),

the friend of Handel and also of Charles Wesley, thv liyiiismili.it.

Lampe was a brother-in-law of Thomas Arne, and this reminds us

that in 1770, the great English melodist, whose memory is perpet-

uated in the immortal .-train, of "Rule Britannia" and "Where the

Bee sucks," produced in London, under the direction of Garriek,
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a representation of Dryden's King Arthur, with PureeH's original

music supplemented by some additional numbers from Arne's pen.

Amongst the latter was a new overture which is stated to hove
contained amongst other features, "an imitation on the flute of

the eall of the 'Cues-tow.'" Both Arne and Lampe represented the

cuckoo's call by the interval of a major 3rd. But nearly a century

earlier Purcell himself had employed the same device, and at the

same interval, in the concluding symphony of a song in the Faerie

Queen, a series of pieces of incidental music written, in 1698, to

illustrate an anonymous adaptation of Shakespeare's Midsummer
Night's Dream.

But that greater Saxon than Lampe,—the giant Saxon,—George

Frederick Handel, with all his mastery over the somewhat re-

stricted methods of musical expression characteristic of his age,

only includes the cuckoo call in one of his compositions for his

favourite instrument, the organ. This particular work was that

known as the Cuckoo and Nightingale Concerto, a composition or

compilation planned for the orchestra and the English organ of Han-
del's day,—an orchestra of string, oboes, and bassoons, and an organ

ol limited compass and destitute of a pedal board. The interest of

the Concerto is centered in its first movement in which occurs the

characteristic passage from which its name is derived. The great

organ virtuoso, the late Mr. W. T. Best, of St. George's Hall,

Liverpool, perhaps the greatest performer upon his instrument

that the world has ever seen,—certainly the greatest of the 10th

century,—has included a concerto under this name in a set of move-
ments, selected from Handel, arranged for the organ in concerto

form, and published as examples of the latter by Boosey & Co.,

to the two movements which follow the Allegro; and even the latter

—which is the only movement possessing any interest for us in tins

connection—is taken in part from the Oth Grand Concerto for

Strings. Further, Best's work all hough masterly in construct ion

and effect, is. really, a very free transcript ion. the finely developed

Cadcri/a he in;; entirely the work of "W.T.lt." In this Best version

the cuckoo call introduces Lhe second subject, e.g..
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The manner in which this call is expressed is, however, more a la

Best than Handelian in style. Nevertheless, a comparison of

Ess. i and 7 would seem to show, as we have already remarked,

that Handel in the cultivation of this Concerto must have been

ploughing with the oxen of Johann Kaspcr Kerl.

Amongst the classical writers the cuckoo call was relegated

for the most part to the realm of children's music. Thus Haydn
emplovs tlie tov cuckoo in his celebrated Tov Svmphony of 17S8,

waiting for it—on the tones (i and E—artistieallv and etfeetivelv.

In these latter respects lie differs from Andreas llombcrg (1707-

IHS1). the violinist, who with his cousin, Bcmhard Romberg, the

violoncellist , and with Anton Ilcicha, tlie theorist, played with

Hcclhoven. at llonn, in the hand of the Elector of Cologne. Rom-
ln-rK "'rite.'. at the same piteh as Haydn, but frequently employ*

rapid t-t-]n-l it ions of tlie tones instead of the two call-sounds. As
both Mendelssohn's Toy Symphonies, composed in 1837, are lost,

we are only abie to surmise that as tlie instruments were known to

lie identical with those used by Haydn, tlie effects produced, and
tlie notation employed, were probably more or less similar to those

of the older master.

As may reasonably be expected, Beethoven introduces the

cuckoo call into his Pastoral Symphony. Here, in the Codu to
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the slow y the bro e lie

forming a major 3rd assigned to the clarinets i;

part being marked "Kukuk,"—in company with the flute,—

marked "Nachtigall,"—and the oboe,—marked "Wachtcl" (quail).

Some enthusiasts hare tried to read a cuckoo call into I he broken

tonic chords which usher in the second subject of the I'a.slund

bringing the head of Charles the First into everything, especially

us the name Pastoral was not given to the Sonata in D by
Beethoven himself but, in all probability, by the publisher. Crane,

of Hamburg.
And although the romantic school has treated the cuckoo call

with scant courtesy, the progression still survives in some modem
music. Thus Rcinccke has included it as a very essential part of

his Toy Symphony in C; while a much more important treatment

is to be found in Edwin H. Lemare's organ solo, "Cuckoo," No. 1

of his five Summer Sketches, Op. 73. Perhaps this work of a mod-
em English organ virtuoso is the most artistic we have yet noticed.

We give a few measures from the initial and concluding phrases by
way of quotation:
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but the music will certainly repay very careful study not only in

this connection but on aecount of its own merits. Also the em-
ployment of the minor 3rd should not pass unnoticed. There is, we
think, un undoubted resemblance or reference to the cuckoo call in

l-'ar.ieon's Spring Song Op. 211, No. i (Ex. IS). Our quotation

is from the organ arrangement by Mr. Purccll J. Mansfield, of

1'aislcy Abbey, Scotland, the son of the present writer; but as the

first tone is longer than the second, and as the quality of the interval

varies, we leave our readers to decide for themselves whether the

n intentional imitation or an "undesigned coincidence."

e doubtless many other examples of the cuckoo's

call still to be found in music both ancient and modern, ' hut our

.-pace is exhausted and we can only notice here that a device for

imuiitciiift the lunei df the cuckoo was often attached to mediaeval

organs. Indeed, us late as 1750. an organ in the monastery at

Wcingnrton. built by (lablcr. anil containing the mystical number
of (ililili pipes, was said lf> have been furnished with one of these

accessories. All we can say in favour of such a device is that

it was at any rate more sensible than some of those extremely

and cbiliiislil v si lipid cli'ects operated by stop knobs in some
earlier organs. These consisted of such things as a representa-

tion of Time indicating the rhythm by "beating time"; while

in one case a certain stop, if drawn, would cause a contrivance

something like a fox's tail to Hap i'llo the unfortunate performer's

lace. Such effects were on a par with the rest of the horseplay

'ForiiuUiui.rLm|,iA[i;f..l,)n!.k;-.iI ,i...,,,. Tl
iaknmmmiT (O. Scl.irn.cr. mo), -lid.
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humour of the Dark Ages, which Was generally weak when it was
not actually wicked.

Any attempt to write about the nightingale in music degener-

ates into a mere task of selection rather than research, the material

being so enormous and, as a rule, so easily accessible. The bird

itself, as everybody is probably aware, is another habitant of the

Eastern Hemisphere, arriving in England about the middle of April,

and leaving in August or September fur southern climes. It is

found during the summer in France, Germany, and Poland, and
is not unknown in Italy or even in Palestine. One remarkable
fact, concerning this .songs'.er is its preference for certain strictly

defined localities. Tims, in [lie We.it of Enjdatid. a noted district

for sinking birds, the night ingale is extremely partial to the native

district of the writer of this paper.—the district included in the

western portion of the county of Wiltshire and the eastern portion

of the county of Somerset,—the country once occupied by .Sclwood

Forest, and at one time the scene of King Alfred's most brilliant

exploits. But in tiie adjoining and more sooth-westerly counties

of 1 lev, in ;iml Con
i
wiili I lie bird is seldom scej: or heard. Its name

is supposed to i;e derived from the Anglo-Saxon night and yuUin,

In sine. lis appearance is decidedly plain, and its habits so unob-

trusive as to render observation somewhat difficult. Only the

males sing. These arrive in England some seven or eight days
before the females, singing before and after midnight in order to

attract their companions and guide them on their way. The song

ceases when the young arc hatched, liechslein slates that Lhe

musc'tcn of the larynx, in the case of the male bird, are proportion-

ated more powerful than those of auv other songster. The melodv
of the nightingales song changes according to its emotions. More
than a score of variations of its song have been recorded, the latter

being so articulate as to render the task of a musical representation

comparatively easy. Mr. Danes Harrington, a noted English

investigator, has made "an attempt 1o appraise the songs of English

birds and let the world know bow they stand from the standpoint

of technic, quality, &c." On a basis of 100, Mr. Harrington finds

the nightingale .in easy first, bis analysis being assigning JU points

to each beading thus; m< Hornless of tone, It); sprightly tones, 14;

plaintive tones. I!): compass. 1(1; and execution, V.I; total, !>0'-o .

The only birds in the running with the nightingale are, according

to our authority, the skylark, with «;{''•;,; the. linnet with 7(5%; the

woodlark with 53'. ; : and the English robin with M<\[

.

Like the making of hooks, references to the song of the nightin-

gale, both in poetry and in prose, are practically without end in
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their making. But we are only interested here in those utterances

which testify to the musical character of the uiKhtinRale's song, anil

of these reference can only be made to a very few characteristic

specimen-. For instance, the mournful character of m&;hl inhale

muaic is much omphasiwil l>y the older writers. Thus Sir Philip

Sydney, in "0 I'liili.nm.'lii [air," says.

Sings out her woes . . .

And m on mfully bewailing,

Her throat in tunes eipnaseth

What grief her breast oppresseth.

Milton, in his II Peiisrruso, speaks of the bird as "most nm.sif rU,

Tmj.;t melancholy!" a statement which, two centuries later, (Vile-

ridge indignantly repudiated, declaring in his poem, "The Night-

ingale," that

In nature there is nothing melancholy.

Thomson in his Seasons insists on the sadder element of the song;

and, alluding to the bird, as do all the poets, in the feminine gender,

instead of the masculine, asserts that

flrr x-ri-Lm- r liriMi^Ei nielli! - - .

. . till, wide around, the woods
Sigh to her song, and with her wail resound.

Milton, however, in his sonnet, "To the Nightingale," takes a

more optiruisitc view of the effect of this song, ami apo-trophi^o..;

the bird thus:

WJfjLest at eve, when all the wood! an still;

Thou with fresh hope the Iovm's breast duth fill.

» have Matthew Arnold, the apostle of "light and
crediting the soup with at least one now dement, in

Hart! from that moonlit cedar what a burst!

Wiii.t triumph: hart!—what pain!

From this we cat; sir thai while the poets a.i:ree as to the Ueailtj of

the iiijjhliiiL'aio's sori.tf. they differ considerably as to its character,

lit felicitous prose tilt charm of nk-hi ink-ale music is quaintly but

beautifully emphasized by old Isaac Walton, who writes:

He tliilL at midnight . . . shall hear, lis 1 have heard, the iwect.

descant, tlie natural ri-init nvA falliiijr, the doubling iiuil redoubling of

her voice, might well he lifted above the earth, and say. Lord! what

Last of all

tlie line.-:
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music hast Thou provided for Thy saints in Heaven, when Thou
affordest bad men such music on earth?

The ninsiLTiius vji'-iiil inns ill t fit- ni^'hl Missile's sons.'— Id which

reference has already been made—-produce us many differences in

its notation :is poel.s and philosophers have discovered in ils char-

acter. These nolatinoul differences hit oflcn (hie to (In- fact that

tilt- bird lias different minus in diffVroi: I localities, mi I ha I one auditor

would hear mie strain in fine place j: rn ] . from a mil her liii-ii. another-

strain elsewhere. Thomas Gardiner, in his "Music of N'al lire," al-

ready referred to, says: "These varieties may lie compared to the

dialects of different provinces." Gardiner then iroi's ")i In attempt

to account for the "soft and plaintive note" of the bird, and its

"beautiful and solemn melody," by the fact that, it "sin:;., in a

lower voice llian other birds." This .statement
.
spoa kins.' compar-

atively, is fairly correct, the song cf many birds being so hijrh as

to render absolutely exact musical triin-lat ion a .somewhat difficult

task. Gardiner writes the nightingale's song thus:

and declares that Handel has closely imitated it in his l.'.Uiei/m,

But Gardiner's notation, although doubtless proportionately accur-

ate, is not absolutely correct, beitlj.' nine:) lower thai) the notation

which would be needed to represent the ami' as often heard bv the

writer during the summer months near his birthplace in the heart

of what was once Schvood Forest. The pitch and melody in thia

ease were almost in exact accordance with the ootalion assigned

to the bird by Beethoven in his Pastoral Symphony, as quoted in

Ex. tl, viz.: a prepared shake on the upper tones generally treble

G or upper C. Often we have heard these birds attain to and
constantly repeat a perfect mesaa di pact (—= ==-) on upper G
of the treble staff, and pipe repetitions on C and D above that as

shewn in Exs. 14, 15, and 18.

But more than a century and a half before the appearance of

Gardiner's "Music of Nature," there flourished one Athanasius
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Kireher, a Jesuit who, fleeing to France when Gustavus Adolphus
entered Germany in KitiS, became a professor at the Jesuit's Col-

lege at Avignon, and afterwards professor of mathematics and
Hebrew in Rome where lie died in lo8<>. Thirty years before his

death he issued his chief work "Musnrgia Universalis," hi the first

book of which, according to riii .John Hawkins, "lit- is very curious

in his disquisitions touching the voice and tile son;; o; the night-

ingale which lie has endeavoured to render in notes borrowed from

the musical stale." Concerning these notes, Hawkins opines that

I hey were more correct rhythmically lhaii tonally, thus confirming

our previous statement concerning the numerous varieties of the

nightingale's song, and the consequent impossibility of securing

notationat representation thereof which should be identical as

regards melodic outline.

As early as the Elizabethan age the son;,' of the nightingale

had commenced to secure the attention of composers, as we have
already observed in the ease of Thomas Weelkes. But the song

of the nightingale being more varied than that of the cuckoo, the

former did not. lend itself so easily to musical reproduction
,
especially

to such reproduction or representation as would he immediately

recognized by an auditor. Indeed, it was nut until Handel, in his

I.' Ailrijta . in IT-MI. introduced one example or specimen of the

iiighlingalc's Ming, that we have a definite musical pa.—age for

quotation. As noted by the great master, the song rims as above.

Here the employment of Ihe broken perfect 4t.li should lie carefully

noted, as this is Handel's favourite figure for representing the song

of the nightingale. He makes extensive use of this molive here

and elsewhere, and here so much so that the whole song, "Sweet
bird, that shmist the noise of folly," from which our quotation is

taken, will repay careful study in this respect. Might vears later,

in 174S. 1 lam Id introduced Ihe same feature in his oratorio, Hulumon,

in Ihe celebrated chorus. "May no rash inlruiler." a chorus, from

tl:i^ circumstance, called the Nightingale ('horns. This time, in

addition to the broken 4!hs. considerable use is made of Ihe reiter-

ated upper I), these repeated tones, as u-e have already observed,

being a characteristic feature in Ihe song of the nigtil ingale. We
quote just a few measures of symphony:

Of course no nightingale ever sings, or ever did sing, precisely as

represented in this lypical I [undeliaii strain; but Ihe point we wish

L'i j i in Cv
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to emphasize is that this phrase embodies two of the essential fea-

tures of the song now under discussion. Hence '.lie reason for its

quotation. Further examples shew that Handel must have been

a closer student of the music of nature than has ever been admitted

or imagined. And this conclusion is confirmed upon reference to

the quotation from the Cuckoo and Nightingale Concerto contained

in Ex. 8. Here the broken 3rds and 4ths and the reiterated tones

are especially prominent.

Again returning to the classics we note that in the soprano

solo, "On mighty pens," from Ids oratorio, Tlie Creation, Haydn,
ill the nurds. 'Trom every bush Mini grovp resound (lie ti it'll tingle's

delightful notes," suggests the song of the bird by means of a series

of springing figures and inverted turns assigned to I he solo flute, e.g.

Here the effect intended and essayed is not one of actual imitation,

but of purely musical suvwstion. There are other and perhaps

better methods of conveying a musical impression or ..eii.atiun

besides the employment of mere literalism . Here, as elsewhere,

whether the letter "killeth" or otherwise, it is the spirit that "e,ivelli

life."

Concerning Beethoven's treatment of the nhrlil inhale's som;

in the Pastoral Symphony, as quoted in K.v. !>, it. may interest our

readers to know that this notation correspond, almost exactly with

the song as heard by the writer almost every early summer nidil

tor ?ruir;y yj.ir, m the old English home of hi, boyhooil. Especially

should lie noticed the prepared shake which is exquisitely performed

by some of the birds on brilliant moonlight nijjits. Another fairly

exact representation of the song is to be found in a Beethoven

fragment, "flcr (iesane/ tier Xaeht i.srall." eornpo-ed in IS!:?, and

numbered ill in Series i$ of the Brcitkopf and Haertel edition

of llcethoven's works. Here, a short symphony,—Allegro ma non

m

In the few vocal which follow there is nothing to suggest
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bird music in general or the song of the nightingale in particular.

In the Toy Symphonies of Hnydn and Romberg the parts assigned

to the toy called "nightingale" consist of shakes and repeated tones

on treble G, and as such call for no comment here.

But in Lefetmre Wely's well-known and somewhat well-worn

Fantasia Pastorale in G, for the organ, the nightingale effect ia

happily produced by temporarily discarding melody for mere rhythm
and writing a series of repea ted tones, increasing in rapidity as Ujey

progress, and ending with a prolonged shake, e.g.i

.....
*>y??

f

^

mmft
,

-^
. f 3

This notation is again in exact agreement with the song as heard by

the writer of this paper in bygone years. Wely's contemporary

and compatriot, Edonard Batiste (iH-iO -7(i), sometime organist

of St. l'hi.-tache, Paris, although indid«ir)g, in his Storm Fantasia

in <' minor, in il «o<id tunny thunder eifcci.s of "the baser sort."

and ;i good tlt-iil of florid rneiody of the more tawdry lype, gives us

nothing which can be construed into a represenint ion of the song

we have been discussing. Indeed, in gem-nd terms, it may he said

that modern composers arc nut partial lo exact in; it a lions of natural

sounds. As aforesaid, they prefer to suggest rather than to depict,

to idealize rather than to portray, at times, perhaps, forgetting that

tile two operations may be combined in one action, tliey being by
no means antagonistic. Hul I he nightingale's song is neither neuro-

tic nor decadent, hut purely diatonic; and as such it is self-excluded

from the chromatic environment of so much of our modern

And although further passages for quotation could doubtless

be culled from the pages of music past or present, ancient or modern,
enough has been "set down" here to convey a fair idea of the im-

portance assigned by musicians to the songs of at least two repre-

sentatives of the feathered tribe, to show the readiness of com-
posers to utilize the "singing of birds," for purposes of local coluur,

and to their desire in nearly all eases to represent these ton;; 1 ac-

curately or, at least, suggestively. At the same time the claim of

worthy William Gardiner, that everything "passionate and pleas-

ing" in music is "derived from the sounds of the Animated Work'"
(.an scarcely be said to be proven. The debt of music to nature is

considerable but by no means incalculable, for music consists of

something far more exalted than the mere imitation of natural
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noises. Thus, while it is true, as old Thomas Fuller puts it, that

"Music is nothing else but wild sounds civilized into time and tunc,"

it is equally true, as Sir John Hawkins quaintly remarks, that

There are few tilings In tiuturi: .vhii'li music is capable of imitating,

. .
. ;ind tiiL-su powers of imitation ('[institute hut a very .small part

of the excellence of music. ... We may venture to pronounce
that as its principles are founded in ^enuie trie truth. ilihI seen to result

from soillt KUIerul and universal law of rialun:, so it. 1'scfl!™™ is iutrin-

nji-. ;i)m>ltitc. and inherent, ilui.I. in short, resolvable only into His will,

Who has ordered all things in number, weight, and measure.
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LETTERS OF ROBERT FRANZ
By WILLIAM BARCLAY SQUIRE

(HE five letters here printed were written by Robert Franz
to Car] Armbnister (1840-1917), who for the last years of

his life lived in England. Armbruster was intimately con-

nected with t!:i- Wagner circle, and Fraiilein Cramer, who is fre-

quently iri.ntioin.il in the letters, will be remembered by early

frequenters of Bayreuth as one of the four Youths who carry the

Gran I in the first and third acls. Franz was a voluminous correspon-

dent, largely owing to Si!.!1 deafness which came upon iiim in his

later years. A collection of his- letters, addressed from ISO] to

1888 to Baron Arnold Senfft von Filsaoh was published at Berlin

in 1907, 'I'hey are characterized by many bitter judgments of

contemporary musicians and do not altogether give a pleasing

idea of Ids disposition. Hut it must be remembered in extenuation

that throughout his life he was a disappointed man. He suffered

from poverty, from deafness, and from an affeetion by which Ids

right hand became almost entirely crippled. Moreover, the

period in which he lived was one in which musical polemics were

carried on in Germany with a bitterness that now it is hardly

possible to realize. The followers of ~eliuniann, of Wagner, of

Liszt, and of Brahms fought and abused one another with extreme

violence and incredible want of reticence. Musically, it might
have been thought that Franz would have belonged to the Schu-
mann-Brahms following, but as this party was more or less allied

with Clirvsaiidcr. whose edition- of Handel were bitlerly eritii ised

by Franz, who had his own delinile ideas of editing Bach nnd Handel,

the Halle soT:g-iv:-il.T was generally to lie found in the opposite

camp of Wagner and Liszt. That Franz was, and still is. never

appreciated at his full worth, is quite true- but the reason is not

far to seek, and various passages in Ids letters show that he realized

i! himself. His soil's are loo intimate to produce their full effect

on the general public, and moreover they require a perfection of

performance in ivhieh the share- of bolh singer and accompanist

shall be fn-ed with a degree c >f sympathy that is rarely at l.aiuabte.

The admirable article by K. Daunreuther in Grove's Dictionary

savs the last word- on Franz's songs, ami is as Inn* now as when
it was written. They will probably always remain caviare to the

umlliliidc; but, in the history of music, they will keep for Franz's

name a place by the side of those of Schumann, Schubert and
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Wolf. It only remains tip be said that tin- originals of tin- follow-

ing lellers are. preserved in tin- Library of Lin; Royal Oo!ie|;c of

Music, by the [itTiiiiiisioii uf the Director of wiiich iusiil'ilioi! they

lire now printed. I urn also indebted to lira. Knight for having

kindly transcribed Franz's rather difficult handwriting. The trans-

lation only claims to be a paraphrase.

what our cor.n -t.: - -i> V ' l< .1.. p.
,',(.-. -r Op. 30' WIph

is Adonis?" Acd then the bass coi™ in the com-hidiue symphony, iq

« hp . i
(:' !,.',:« l! , i. .1 u I :pp .|;.|„r., \;

of Op. SO. I wish n.u w:M .'-I-- p-iIIv , I,, rp^i, N . li.
'

\\:< , !. . .!
-

with its toclicfoiriniu ll is a (treat favourite of mine. Hut yoj inu.t

pvc a ljnK pause f<.r the 1 1.up. n-speech, and then il w;ll umte mn e t

effect' The truni|iet soundi ami ihr .lane of belts in the last vtrse

arc a I si. important- Hut mure than anvthintt it interests 1 1 that my
Hums souks wen- received sr. favourab.y iu Scotland, there n.p.st Ik
something in them pointing t" notional sympathy. I have heeii for

years convir.ced of the fnct that in every R.'nuinely lytic p.iem tl.e

eorresiniri<li[i« melody lies hidden. fJieeli tin- necessary liilent. it Kill

then appear iuevitiihly as ul) nilditiim In -.lie ri.Liht material. Without
having a clear imdeivtandini; of Okl German, Russian, iiohemiau.
(arninlan, Scandinavian it Eld Scotch national music. I have sucoei'iled

in expressing by sounds their strongly dilb'rcn-iated characteristics, a

thing that I could do only with the help of the poetical eonleiits of

the worda before inc. Tins is not mere fancy, hut is based on sure

grounds, for I have never made music fnr words, hut have, always
drawn the former from the latter My smi^j •-.justrj nr?ntly require

the most intense undcrstandinK of their poetic basis, where tiicrc is

tllia, tin- rijtht conception of the limy of melody eniiniit possibly be
wanting. If people in Sentland were not intimately acquainted with
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Burns' songs, my little tunes could not have made such a lively impres-
sion on them; that cannot be doubted!

You speak in your letter of your intention of drawing up for Scot-
land your day a programme consisting entirely of my Earns songs.

There are, I see, fifteen of them which (what is especially important)
bring in full force the meaning of the noble poet's lyrics. In "The
Lovely Lass of Inverness" it. might seem as if my conception of the
angry cry "Now wae to thee, thou cruel lord, a bluidy man I trow thou
Ire" enntrailicted the principles above-slated. Hut it is a immtul who.
in a moment of the highest, passion, is conscious of her helplessness

and breaks out to herself In quiet lament. The passage also admirably
introduces the close, "For mony a heart hast thou made sair," which
would mil be the i ase -.villi a wild curse Without knowing the original

trnghsh. I have here and then' hit the mark better than the translation.

Tims, for example, in "(in fetch In me a pint o' wine," at the hepu-
ning of the second verse I make the trumpet sound at the right place;

and in "While lark.s uith lit.t.li- iviug" my piano jccnmpiinitileii! repro-

duces the fluttering flight of the noisy bird, of which the original speaks,
but not the translation. One may rail Mich things "accidents"; hut
is it absolutely impossible that my feeling in composing irradiated and
understand the originals?

You must not be angry with me that I let myself go so volubly
Eibnut mv own stuff. l'erlinp.s .such dissertations here and there con-

tribute to the elucidation of mv conception

I am very giad that you have become acquainted at Dr. Hans
Richtor's in Vienna with the Twenty Sacred Songs of Sebastian llach's

thlit'o^^comes diLd^ It ^"hard'to underaUnd^Eow theie marvellous
works for nearly two hundred Years should be thought unsolved prob-
lems, when one looks at the natural form in which I have filled out the

harmonics. Hither',; cur schnolbonks misused (he text as exercises in

deciphering figured bass, in which plenty of ni.mstinse can he Invalid)!

to light. The pedants had no idea that an intensive share the e:;;;rcs-

siim of the whole could be taken by the middle parts; the notes between
the Discant and the Bass were stuffed in according to the figures—and
so bailal If I were in your place, I should try energetically to make
these precious jewels known, for you will be the first to introduce them
in England, where there is certainly a future for them.

I am most highly indebted to Dr. Ilnns Kichtcr for his amiable
participation in efforts at reconstructing I lie vocal compositions of our

old masters. 11c is a true artist, who with true unselfishness depends
only in tilings, not on p.'np!i—a rarily of which in these days one can-

not speak well enough. Yoo evidently helling to the same class

t

With warmest greetings to yon and Fraulcin Cramer,
Halle. Feb. 6, 1888. Yours truly,

Rob. Franz.

II.

Honoured Sir:

You have
|

the "Musikalisc
proved to me that my artistic efforts are judged more impartially abroad
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than they are in this country. If, for more than forty years, one has
had to suffer from all kinds of malicious belittling, it can conduct; only
t« satisfaction when, unsolicited, contrary tendencies assort themselves,
which cannot possibly be restrained by one's enemies. As I believe I

know you, it is hardly necessary to ask that you should get my com-
posilions still further accepted, for, in truth, he only honours, himself
who strives to establish what he knows is good. As for myself, I do
not wish for homage, but only for thiil justice which is my due. Here
I shall not further pursue the inquiry, whether Songs may justly claim
acceptance in the Realm of Art; but to have won for them a place of
honour in association with masters to whom I owe more than words
cap express— this I do account as my hiidies! isisl motion!

Many greetings to vou and Friiulein Cramer from
Halle, Feb. 17, 1888. Yours truly

Rob. Franz.

III.

Honoured Sir;

1 am gratefully indebted to yuo for your obliging couiumnieat.ions

and for the accompanying programmes, of peculiar interest to me.
The :iue success in Cork, confirms t.lu' opinion that 1 had formed of the

susceptibility of the Irish, a race so highly gifted in pur. try. One only
needs to have rend the descriptions in the " Brief i; cities Verstnrlienen"

to have < lively sympathy for those people.

Vienna is now following your suit. !lr. H. M. Pchiislcr, who fi>f

years has successfully advanced alone the lines laid down by me. intends
to (live a lecture oa my little tune.- sonic evening in the Warner-Verein,
to be illustrated with musical examples by a young lady, Frl. Maria
Warner. Voir set; that yiuir elfrirls liud a response in this country.
The buagling of single soots in concerts hps done me more harm than
good; tiie everlasting singing of "I'Lr 1st. gekomiucu" ami "Danke niclit

fur diese (_i,:den" and "Die Unide is', brauu" i:iaae me look like a recipient

of charity! When one lias devoted a whole lifetime to the elevation of

a particular form of art, such experiences are not pleasant.

If you have not yet decided on your choice for the iierformance in

March, I should like to propose to you No. 5 in Op. 411, "'Die Yerlassene."
There is something to he made out of that sung! i'crhnps you could

continue it with "Norweitischc l'rllhllngsnacht," for both numbers
show that 1 have not been altogether unsuccessful ill striking the popular
note— in the tatter Scandinavian, in the former Old Bohemian—without
following conscious impressions in either case. The fact of the mysteri-
ous influence of the words on the musical expression, which is the most
characteristic feature of my conceptions, is here clearly apparent.

The Sacred Somis of Sebastian Bach edited by mi- are shortly to

h" published by Noveilo in an Knglish edition: ! am anxious ;is to =iG>v

the translator will succeed with the German words. It is difficult to

reproduce their naivete, and the translator had tetter confine himself

to Ihe general meaning of the verses. With the warmest greetings,

which I beg vou to pass on ;<> Friiulein Cramer,
Halle, Dec. B, 1888. Your

Rob. Franz.
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Honoured Sir:

Many thank:. for yo-.ir friendly riimiii'inicaliun . I am -till unable
to conceal mv astonishment that von a::d l-'raiilciii Cramer car. achieve
sue], success with till' snne.s that y.m | ..-i-f. jrui . II Is a fresh proof that

concert-Rocra still can appreciate music which is not superficial, pro-

would say—in spite of the advantage of the German words— to the
snrij" "lis kliact in dor l.ufl."] liven if people generally do not pay-
special alien! ion In the lest, it uoverthele.s smrii'1 iiilcs solves 0 puzzle,
ami is of the greatest importance fur an under.) a lid ill!:: of lily 'tjiii | if .si-

tions in particular, for I bey pretend Id be nuthiliLI more tllan tin' rube
wherein the poetry clothes itself.

A short time nu'i. .oii- (if my suues— \o. + of Op. 3. "Komni' ?.um
Garten, ill di-n Wohlbekanutcn" was after many years honoured by
performance in Hi" Halle Concerts. Tin- siiiL'cr "as no loss a p.-r-.n;

than the celebrated Fran Amahc .loaetum. 1, a deaf Irian, could of

course not (?o lo the concert, lint I heard struma- Ihiiics about she per-

formalici- from people who knew i:i earlier year- liow In iinifie Inv lilbe

tiiri-s. 'ill.- ladv showed nut :, trace of undcrstamhnc; for the 'tender
reticence which is absolutely neee.sarv in the case, and as for theaeeoin.
palnnient!— I'he dnel-lihe melody in the to::ur- was no! heard at nil-

only l.he duller of the deini-s.nni-qiiavers) Who can lie surpri-ed that

the anilienee -imply ignored sneh a noise!- And thei: people sav mat
trunk's following is never satisfied with a performance! Not even in

their dreams does it ever occur to these foolish folk that my son us must
he studied. Hitherto I have held that one only improved < s self

by entire devotion to line's subject: this mist a hi- - so far as souii-sinc-inj;

ill Germany is concerned— I shall Lave In e el fur the present
.

I could tell you of strange experiences, did I not fear to tire you.
Bo I surely do not in-ed I,, enlarge on the pleasure which, by contrast,
vour atlitude affords me, what satisfaction vo'.ir successes jhve me.
and how grateful to you I am for all this. When I was told lhal my
snilEs were tnanj-lcd and transniOL'riiiod at tlic Lcipi.i^ tiewaliilhaus
for instance, in "lis hat die Ifnse sioh hcklaail." tlic conductor cut out
the indispensable eoueludiui; symphony I felt that the concert hall
was no place for them, lhal Ihev dioiild oeeupv on!v a modes! place

ill the homc-clrc.e. To you both 1 owe thanks that yon have restored
my belief in (heir power lo produce u wider impression.

With warmest jirecliiijrs to you and Friiulcin Cramer,
Yours truly.

formances, as 1 did not heat them mysel

V.
Honoured Sir:

I am most a-raloful for yaur amiable letter and for the eoncert-
programmcs sent in a wrapper. It is like a dream when I read about
your performances and the way trie public receives them. I should
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only have to repeat what I have already written to you on this point;
lint I shall not deny that I usually shake my head when, in reading
the innumerable concert-programmes in the "Musikalisches Wochen-
blatt." not one o( my songs is to be found. If they had had their

fair chance, it would be mere vanity now for me to complain of their
neglect. Hut notice lias been taken of only three or four numbers,
and these have become so hackneyed that nobody cares to hear them
ami". 'I'lie round begun with "Kr ist gckommen" and reached its acme
in "Die Ilaidc isf brnun," finishing up again ivitll "Er isl gckonlliletl."

newspaper. Oof; of your analytical remarks says that these songs are

caviare to the vulgar and require musically educated audiences; with
you. such are actually still lo be found, while with us Ihcy arc growing
fewer and fewer.

In the year 1877 the celebrated astronomer Edward S. Holden,
of Washington, wrote /tic a highly interesting letter which, inter alia,

eonlained the following: "At Inverness last year, in the Druid circle

there, with the lovely landscape all around, everything appeared so
faoiiliai- to me, and it seemed as though I heard a whispering as of

olden sounds like those in your noble song 'Es klingt in der Luft,'
and your ballad 'The Lovely Lass of Inverness." I am not sure but
that the songs are the real experiences, [not! of the actual scenes, but
the shadows or simulacra of them." Hrnv si range I This occult influence

lies in the words, which hear their melody latent within them and whose
realisation aeeords willi similar conditions, whether one lias or has not
met with them in life. Hulilen continues: "Over my writing-table there
hangs a picture of Heine's Tine-tree'—vour song expresses exactly the

same!" It is No. 3 in Op. 10. and would prove a grateful venture for

you and Frl. Cramer;— the first verse barren and frosty in delivery; from
bars 17 to tt warm blood gently pulses through the veins of the longing
[over, overflowing him in the second verse as with a glowing flood. See
for yourself if I am not right. The tempo is about M. M. = 70.

One of the enclosed notices gives the number of my songs us £37.

another as 2o7. Both are wrong: so far as I know there are £80. and
if one includes the siv Vulkslieder I have arranged, there are £86. Even
Dr. Kelterborn seems not to be clear on this head.

To the warmest greetings I add best wishes for the New Year for

you and FrSulein Cramer.
Yours truly

Halle, Dec. 30, 1989. Rob. Franz.

yourself of the fact in any



AMERICA IN THE FRENCH MUSIC
OF THE SEVENTEENTH AND
EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES

By LIONEL DE LA LAURENCIE

IT is a matter of common knowledge that the ties connecting

France and America are of long standing, and it is pleasant

to revert to the tact now that these ties have been strengthened

in consequence of tlu- world eataslrophe which has definitely

sealed the amity of two great nations meant to understand and
esteem each other.

We would like, in this article, to trace in the midst of the

various developments of seventeenth and eighteenth century
French music, the maimer in which this music has taken adv:intsij;e

of American elements. At times choreographic and dramatic

music borrows dances and subject-matter for compositions from
America, at others vocal and instrumental music employs American
airs, or airs said to be American. For one is obliged to admit
that the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in general, paid

but little attention to folk-lore of which, by-thc-by, they were
almost altogether ignorant, and in which they showed but little

interest; though extremely avid of exotic affects and characteristic

melodies. Hence, while it occurs that French drama, in staging

scenes from America, endeavors to secure a kind of local color;

and while it surrounds the foreign characters whom it presents

with music intended lo be representative of the characters in

question, this does not preclude but little exactitude being dis-

played in the matter of transcription. For instance, the Indian

savages are not pictured as they arc, by the aid of their individual

music; but rather as they arc supposed to lie, by means of a vague

melodic and rhythmic documentation inspired by the tales of

voyagers and missionaries. "In fact," M. Tiersot justly says,

"how were the Europeans of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries to discover the meaning of music that differed so greatly

from their own, when they themselves found it so difficult to

put up with the slightest alteration of their own musical habits;

regarding with astonishment the difference between Italian and
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French music; the style of Rameau succeeding that of Lulli,

etc."'

The developments of American exotism in older French

music are lacking neither in objectivity nor in realism, and we
only wish to draw attention to tie reservations to which we have
already alluded before progressing to a study of their principles.

America appears for the first time in the French music of

the seventeenth century under the auspices of the dance, and in

the frame-work of the court bullet, theWW de mur. As is known,
this form i>f ilivt't-iciii looke.: in; wolism a i <>tu <>| ;!.- n.o-- |i<>m-rfi:l

means of action, and it was „ae of the best liked. There were

thnograpluc and geographic ballets which introduced represen-

tatives of Ibe various nations on Uie stage, and in this manner
aroused the curiosity of the spectators tiy the colorful play of

their costumes, and the picturesque sinKularitv of their attitudes.

fn the manner o( costume the theorist* of the ballet -yW
themselves decidedly exigent : "The costume for the ballet cannot

be too handsome." declares Saint-Hubert ; but he insists in par-

ticular, on the correctness of the costumes, on their being entirely

appropriate to [lie persons represented. "Therefore, one slunilil

not so much dwell on the splendor of the dress as mi its fitness, ami
its resemblance, to whatever is being represented." 1

This regard for exactitude naturally showed itself when
recourse was had to local color. Hence Father Mciiestrier desig-

nates the eo-lumes which the exotic pcrsm:a;(es introduced in I lie

ballets should wear, "the various nations who have their own
individual costume, which distinguish them. The Turk has Ins

vesl and turban; the Moor, his black color; the American, a dress

of feathers."'

Hence, too, it is attired in the multicolored plumage of the

Indians of the North and of the South, that the Americans ltinke

their appearance in the choreographic diversions of the seven-

teenth century.

Here a preliminary observ ation seems called for: the term
Indian does not always convey a precise ethnographic significa-

ii mmpmr tl fait, rtptter In balltti, Parii, Fr,

" "MtnHlriM. BuTfeiHrtj ontifni ii wu>d*r*i. IBS*, p. US.

.! n V' I... 1 Jill. :.. lit
-~t. -Hubert, la manii
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tion since, in the literature of the court ballet, it is applied at

one time to Asiatics and at another to Americans. Therefore, in

order to avoid uny misunderstanding, we will call Americans only
such personages as an- thus expressly qualified us being inhabitants

of the New World.

The first seventeenth century ballet which alludes to Ameri-
cans is the Ballet de la Reine, danced on Jan. 16, 1609, and whose
tirsl "entry,'' represented hy the Eufnitu .tans witcy. was entitled

"The Americans." Then, in 1680, in the Ballet de I'AmouT de ce

Temps (riven that year, also by the Enfants nans soucy, a certain

"TopiiiainUiii," addresses the following verses to the ladies:

Vena'Ane terre'etmngire:

M,-. Ih.tjs «-l i„;i nmiille <Tili,V,.

Lit, rmnplv dc serfnitc.

Je pasoli en cette cite.

Beauties, my name U Te-pinambgu,

I've come from » foreign, far countree;

I've k-fi mv natal land for you.

My goods sad all my family;

And, villi my soul now quite at rest.

Strangely ljriiiij;ht. up, in lln- fashion of the t.itin-, Tophiaruliou

oi jti I im u-.i in fl _e;

j

i ] I

;

l n 1 striiin. declares In- is ready "to play the

(.'ylhi-rimi game." and relics on his rdinost entire lack of costume
us a means of overcoming the resistance i>r his charmers. '

With the Grand Bat de la Douairiire de Billebahaut (The
drain] iiull of tin- Dowager of liillelialiuril ': . whose cost uiiiini; arid

get-up were the work of Rene Bordier and 1'E toil e, the part played

by the Americans lias become more important. This ballet was
danced hefure (lie king, in the Louvre, during the month of

rVliruary, and the court look part in the "American
ballets.'' in wliit-li "Alahalipa, followed liy peoples mid costumes

of America," figured.1

The personage in tniest.ioli is Alnbalipa, king of (luzco, in

Peru, whom a troupe of Americans bear into the hall at the

liegimiiug oi' the first "entry." This individual, destined to achieve

a long career in French lyric literature, is purely a figment of

the imagination. The history of Peru knows only a certain

'Paul LurolX. Boffefi ,1 J/oKorruiM It roar, it Bmi III i Louii XIV (DSI-
Hi.lJJ. In,,,;, 1SHS. v ||. p. i.M.

R*ne B.mli.-r. C™rr-i ,li la /WiiWw .1. BiNrauW. r.rij. 10(n. p. s.
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Atahuallpa, a natural .son of Huaytia Capao who, after a struggle

of four years against his brother Huasear, ended by getting the

better of him and having himself ji nn'l tii 1 lurii in his place,

shortly before the arrival of the Spaniards.

The origin of Atabalipa is in all likelihood to be found in

the singular treatise of Adriano Banchieri, published in Venice,

in 1509, La ,\'ottilita dell' Asino di Altahalippa dul Peru of which a

French translation was printed in Paris, in KSOli: La .YuWcmt,

excellence et antianile de I'Asne. Traduit de Vitaiien dn Seigneur

Allubalijia (Adriano Banchieri), Bordier was evidently ;n_.|iiaiiit.f(l

with these works, hence the Atabalipa of the Dauairiln de

Billebahaut.'

And how do these "Americans" act? Let us see what Bordier

says: "Someone said," he tells us, "that these pleasant Americans

go clad only in feathers; yet as to that, do not regret it overmuch
for, since they go about in a frivolous dress, they easily forgive

the frivolity of others."'

Incidentally, they defend themselves against the accusation

of inconstancy. One among their number, M. Le Comte, recites

the following lines:

Beautes, qui me voyei paroistie a cceur ouvcrt,

Beauties who sec mi here with heart laid hare.

'Mid the most laithksu and inconstant known,

Though It-Hlhi r- iwi'riiii: my body I wear,

My constant love no wings hna grown.

The entry of the Americans miuii gives rise to Ihe appearance

of a "Ballet of pnrrakeels." "The former." says Bordier, "have
no sooner turned the soles of their feet to the audience, before a

troop of parrakeets show their beaks at the gate of the theatre.

Covered with a plumage of green, these parrakeets thus display

their hopes of a more favorable reception." But, alas, they are

playing with fire, for the indigenous huntsmen of their country

enter on the scene, armed with the instruments Uiey habitually

use. And then Bordier goes on to describe to us this "species ol

music, whose sound amuses and whose noise astonishes them."

The imfoi Innate parrakeets know not whether to lisle u ur to fly.

Some are caught in insidious nets which entangle them, the rest

/. IMS. p. lis.
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cast themselves on the mirrors carried by their enemies, without

a suspicion "that the cruel hand of the huntsman will seize them."
This ballet of huntsmen and parakeets is followed by one of

androgyns, individuals among whom the Count d'Harieourt plays

a part, and who as women, carry spindles; and as men, clubs, in

order to show that they are able to spin on the one hand, and
break heads on the other.

The music of the ballet of the Douairiere de BMebakaut has,

unfortunately, not been preserved. However, a curious design,

at the Louvre, published by M. Henry Pruniercs, in his fine work
on the Ballet de la Cour en France, gives us an idea of the sort of

music which accompanied the entrance of the Americans. Behind
a solemn llama, adorned with trappings, advanced a native beating

gongs, and surrounded by a troop of bagpipe players. A certain

number of American airs were already known in France at this

time, since Father Mersenne, in his Harmonic Tmitersellc of 163G,

offers us four specimens. 1

Of these four airs the first, a Chanson Canadoixc (Canada
Song), whose title calls up memories of the first French explorers

in Canada, Denys and Jacques Carticr, as well as of Roberval

and Samuel Champlain, is certainly anything but a faithful

transcription. The remaining three, on the contrary, which]we
give here, and which have already been reproduced by M. Tiersot

in the article above died, sent! ti> In: more valid.

They follow herewith:

Alluding to Jean Leri's voyage, Mcrscnnc assures us that
these are songs of the Topinamhons, and that the words of the

first have reference to a yellow bird, whose feathers "are used by
them in making their bonnets, their robes and several other things."

The words of the ftcontj song, extremely vehement, carry them
away into a sort of "epilepsy." As to the third song, it is used as a

lament for the dead, a funeral dirge. One cannot deny that these

>M, Mmtnnc. ffornonfs HniirrnUr. Piriir. 1MB. Bk. S. Du dare! it U
Jf uiifiir. 11, p. 148.
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three songs have a primitive and savage character, which testifies in

favor of an exactness of notation at least relative. Yet it is quite

evident that the musicians of the court ballets gave themselves

but slight concern with regard to making use of melodies of the

kind in presenting the Americans in their diversions. No doubt

they preferred to support Mersenne's singular opinion, according

to which "the diatonic I icing the must nit hi ml of all styles (modes),

tliu.se peoples ur races who have tin musicians among I hem, sine,

dialonically."

Hence we may see, in the llulh-t i.'e M. ir Curdhud de Richelieu,

danced in 1*141 , the music of whose entries has been ]j reserved in

the valuable Philidor Collection at the Paris Conservatory, that

the Americans take part in the dance (Entry 36), to the following

which, evidently, has nothhis; whatsoever American about it. 1

With the masquerade of Lea Plaisirn troubUs, danced before the

king by the Duke of Guise, in the great hall of the Louvre, and
in which Lully collaborated (February IS, 1G5T), we find again

the Atabalipa whose strange and sonorous name was destined to

a long exploitation. In fact, Atabalipa, "king of Peru and of the

Indians," figures in the eighth entry of the second part of this

masquerade.*

A few years later Lully was to bethink himself of the Amer-
icans of Les Plaisira troubles, since with the aid of Benserade, he

introduced them once more in his ballet Flore, danced before the

king, February 13, lUO'U, under the caption of "Homage of the

Four Parts of the World to Madame"' the four parts of the

world represented by four indies who arrive to call on all the

nations whom they control to attend Flora's fete. Accordingly,

four quadrilles make their entrance: the Europeans, the Africans,

the Asiatics and tlie Americans ( liftecntli and final entry), pre-

ceded by trumpets. When the four quadrilles are united on the

stage, they dance together to the music of the Canaries, and
"form the most pleasing figure which art has thus far invented."'

'Philidor, Bit. ), pp. 103 an.

'Vict.>r FiKiruet. !.'• f-ji.'fn^jorutirj It MeKm, }>. nil. Du ru-im, liimi]". r.Mf.

tit, in. p. us.
Trail. ,Vo/r; ifc-W. the ii.iti.-r of Churl™ [I. ol K ngW, *«> the of

l/CBJifuf. L. <
, Gantcm. Duke ul Urli-.u,-, l.rolt.T „! L„„i a XIV.

'Brnirmfc. BalUt dt Plori. lflOO, pp. 34, SJ.
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Incidentally, fauns taki; pnrt in their [lambda, and several among
them rattle tamho urines, which provide a new battery of percus-

sivts. The ceremony is accompanied with recitations by Europe
and Asia, to which Africa and America reply; and, of course, tlie

four continents proclaim that "the realm of the lilies is the first

in the universe."

The names of the dancers who took the parts of the Americans
in the fourth quadrille have come down to us; they are: a M.
I.'Knfant, the Sicurs Chicannenu. ISnoard and Arnold. Among
the musicians who played the (JuiKiries, were five "American"
men and five "American" women, represented by the older

Hugucnct, his younger brother, the older La Caisse and his

youii.L'iT brother, Brouart, Marchand, la Fontaine, Chariot, and
the Martinots, father and son. Flutes and oboes mingled in the

symphony of sound, in the hands of some of the most skillful

iilstnllueTilalists of the kinp's household, Mich :i~ I'ictro Deseos-

teaux, Thilbcrt and Hottcterre. All of the music brought into

play during the dances of the races is, incidentally, Lully's own
beyond any manner of doubt.

The same absence of local color shows itself again in the

Temple dc la I'aix' danced with the greatest success at i'ontaine-

blcau during the autumn of 1685, and one of whose six entries is

dedicated to "the savages of America." Xow these savn),v< make
their appearance to the rondo in <v'4 time which follows:'

fTTrTt^f jJijij j J.

p

r '
J
'pr J. J '

J i .1

There is nothing specifically American about the inconacient

rhythm of this number, and as to the chorus: "We have crossed

the vast breast of the wave," it is Lully pure and simple. The

fiT il <t< nrii vi . ..
' il i.t lii* il. :].. i.lhl MIIl-. Suli'.i^N,- h '.|i]. :lly

.nj:i.!,,- I In: L'lr U r;,,r il^llity n! kr-
"

<U Ttmpll il (a Pail. Hibl. nit. du Cot,., p. 143.
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mg by the bullet, to instrumental

is neither more nor less Ihan u fortune, a dance of Friouli, which

Jean Baptisto Duval had described as fur buck as the month of

May, 1609, and which the ilercure galant of April, 1683, praised

to the skies.'

It seeks to deploy those effects of majestic pomp and congratu-

lation with regard to the sovereign which were so dear to the

heart of Lully, the superintendent of his royal music. Lully

makes an appeal io the Americans i>f New France to glorify

Louis XIV, nothing less; these Frenchmen of the trans-Atlantic

arc to celebrate the paeific virtues of a monarch who, nevertheless,

loved war only too well; and they arc to abandon themselves io

the idyllic joys which peace rcL'aincd holds forth, "a peace so

charming," as the American churns sings; while a coryphee

declares firmly that the ;.'rcat kiiif; is feared "from cad In end of

the earth."' In addition, among the danees which were per-

formed at the halls of fjinis XIV. and which were collected in

171'i hy Ihe elder lor. ordinary of the kind's music, there is

one La Jamaii/itt: Jamaica), whose title hud an American sug-

gestion. The theme follows: 1

Following Lully's example, Ramean did not neglect to introduce

the Americans on the state. Only, it is no longer the Canadians
whom he bids dance, hut the Americans of the South, ies Indes
galantes, of 173S,' whose book was by Fuzelier, comprises,

,1. luor.-li-'vilL-. La furW. S, I. SI-. April ].

Triple jr la Pais, msi^oi llir Pnn! Conservatory, p
t„, p.t Phi

•Tram. .VuV: ("„M-,.,r..-i[ all. I.ti /([.;>.

f.E >':ii- ..( Ik-.r.i l-.ill.l :.lr-.i.iv tr.iilii:.:!

- «, o.m.n-r ha. the IncM of F=ru, Savi
[f(,r,-n... Zipliyr-

'"
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beginning with its third performance, an entry, the second, of the

"Incas of Peru." The scene disclosed: "n Peruvian desert, ending

in an arid mountain, whose peak was crowned by the crater of a
volcano, formed of calcined rocks, and covered with ashes.' And,
as they innocently said at that time, in order to justify this

deployment of local color, and llie momentary abandonment of

the sempiternal mythological and fairy landscape, the Peruvian

volcano seemed "even more true to life than a fairy scene, and
quite as well fitted to give rise to chromatic music of the sym-
phonic order!" Hence tile auditors might be at rest, since the

chromatic factor would not be deprived of its rights. The en-

trance of the Incas introduced Peruvians in picturesque costume
on the stage; but the costumes are picturesque along the somewhat
.'irbilmrv lines of eighteenth centurv taste. Among those making
up the group we might mention: Phani, Palla, Hunjcur; there

was also a French ofliccr, Damon, and a Spanish officer, Alvar.

both of them very much taken with the lovely Zima. We will

not dwell upon the celebrated seene of the adoration of the sun,

with its famed chorus "Brilliant orb"; nor will we go into detail

We will call atteulion here, above nil. to the famous "Air of

the Savages" introduced by liameau in his opera-ballet in March,
1730. This air has quite a history. In 1725, at the time that he
was working at the spectacles of the Foire St. Germain, the

musician hail composed a song and a dance intended for the

e-ifiiblliuo of 1 hi' Carih savages who had been brought to Paris.

It is this very "Air of the Savages" which appears in the collection

of clavecin pieces published between 17->7 and 1731 {XiweUes
Suites de piicet de davesnn), and whieh Kameau replaced in the

I:idc< ijti'tiiilrs. lis energetic, decided theme, as liameau sees it,

lakes on a character of the most concise slylication, and is com-
pactly developed in odd rhythmic gestures and ben's. Yet it

ell-defined tonality

L'"|-a
: l-zod I;-,- C>
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and rhythmic firmness lead us to regard it without question as

the own musical child of the composer of Dardaints. Nevertheless,

Rameau took an interest in exotic music; in 1737, in the intro-

duction of liis Soitvelles- reflexions sifr \e principc sonarc, he assures

us that he has seen all that Father Amiot of the Company of

Jesus, for the space of sixteen years a missionary at Pekin, had
found it possible to collect regarding Chinese music; and his

heroic ballet of the Paladins, composed not lung after, and first

performed on Feb. 12, 1760, includes a "Chinese Air." At the

same time, it was impossible that he should have known, in 1725,

the particulars set down by the Jesuit Father de Charlevoix, in

his histories of Santo Domingo and Paraguay, nor the same
Jesuit father's IIi.xi.oire de (u Noumlle Prance, all of them works,

in the last analysis, decidedly deficient in information of a musical

nature. On the other hand, he would have been able to read the

Hietoirc de In C.fntqvitc dn Meriquc, by Dan Antonio rtc Solis, of

which a French translation appeared in 1691. Yet aside from
some curious details regarding the dances of the Aztecs, and which
describe a somewhat clumsy and elementary choreography which

would adapt itself easily enough to tile "Air of the Savages,"

Solis' work contains no more than a few lines devoted to Mexican
music. He mentions "the flute players, and those who played

ccrtiiiu r.mci] -shells ivhich produced a species of concerted music." 1

il therefore follows thai it must, in all likelihood, be conceded

that the "Air of the Savages" sprang fully armed and quivering

ivilh harlmrie energy from the head of Kameau. An anecdote
ascribes u most amusing origin to this uir. The dnnxmtxe Sullc,

taking a pin, pricked a number of holes in a sheet of music-paper

which Kameau had given her, after which the latter gave i nch

hole, representing a note, its rhythmic value, and thus the "Air

of the Savages" came into being." However, the famous melody,

norily, and cot without "«me»rt of eonwHwnct." Witt rtajrd to the dunces of [lie

i n i L i

:

l ti.-. .
null ti'L'.'lli.r.H i;ml |-.-.::iiii|; [.-.l^iit

: -

llic -^•:.-:« il.ti-.kJ: 'Tl.c Cti-.it Trr:iii[i; ;S Mi-il:-.i." f. i~.

t V .il |. il ,,.
i
ii" II.. \ v I . .

r

time witl: Hi'- pLiyinc ;:<. t},.- <i[[nr in.H tr iliz.i: nS5.

~\r.. r iji.lL- n:p<ir[r.i II.-
.-
: -:ii L iL- i

h
uiii^i 11. il: i!:,' iii'.r^.luc^iii '.l. till fn.^.' ,,^=

in [in Miili.-.iH, edition.
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which ;n l lie huh-' t/ttlitnfm accompanies the duo Ftmls ptilsiiilex,

achieved a decided success, in spite of tile satires which the
Almiiinifh -in Dhhh- i.'l'l'i' l>'-vii's AlmiiiiMcrk'' directed gainst
Hamcau in 1737. Though Desfonl.aines raged against the music
nf tin- tiuii-:: •jnhiiilrx, and though he declared tliat "Nature had
no part at nil in it"; though he said of the scon-: "Nothing could

he more rough and uneven, nothing less polished ; it is a mad
whicli one cannot walk without stumbling," 1 other critics allowed

themselves to he seduced hy Its c\otic character, and the Pour rl

tout re (I'or ami Against i, came lot lie conclusion lliat the music
"was i!cijitijiely Indian." 2 lianieau himself showed Ihat he was
well satisfied with his "Air of the lavages." uf 175.., in his letter

r.i October ?->, 1727 to Houdanl ile la Motte. II proves how nmcli

lie thought of tiii. dm [re. w lien he says: "II rests entirely with you

to come and hear how 1 have characterized the song and dances of

llie savages who appeared at the Thiulre lltdirn » year or so ago."

"The Air of the Savages" had a long life anil many imitators.

Not alone did Balbastro transfer it to the organ, at the Concert

spiri'uel, in 17o,i; luit one also finds an arrangement uf it for two
transverse flutes, violins or violas in the second Reriteil tie nieces,

pelits airs, etc., tin fiuthle, hv Michel Blavet. On tile other hand,

the violinists, the vounger Abbe and Tariulc, supplied it with

variations, and Gardel employs it in Ids first ballet: Le Premier

ntndgateur ou le pouvoir de I'amour (July 9S, 1785). Finally,

Dalayrac made use of the "'Air of the Savages" in the prologue to

hLs coniie oucra A-.enti,: aa le.' Sn.niirjc.v. words Kv I.achalicuus-

siere, given aux Ifaliens on May S, 1787.' The Mercure of the

day regards this interpolation in the mimic and descriptive

symphony with which the work opens, as an act of homage to

Rameau's greatness.

In the meantime, instrumental music furnished some speci-

mens of American airs. The literature of the bass viol supplies

Us with the following example, which we borrow from an mss.
collection which leans largely on pieces by Marais senior, Roland
Marais, Forqucray, de Caix and Others. This piece is entitled

VAmeriquaine?
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A little further on we Grid the succeeding passage, whose repeated

figurations with a rhythm of J] J « J^J are not without a

certain analogy to those frequently encountered in Indian melodies:

We might mention in particular, the "Fourth Harvest Song of

the Iroquois" (Baker), various numbers of the Wa-Wan Press

(Miss Fletcher), etc. 1

The famous violinist J. P. Guignon, published about 1746,

his NomtUm Variations dc divert airs el lea Foiies A'Espagnc, in

whirl, is carried out in several variations, of which the second is

in double-slops, and the third smim ;i species of bag pipe effect,

with a pedal-point on tin: tonic: D, so that we have an American
tune disguised in gallant shepherd style. Among \-iola airs we
find other American remembrances; for instance one which appears
in two collections1 is called Ln Alixsisaipi.

s at this point that we should call attention to f> Huron,

pera in two acts by fire try, with test by Marmonlel. U
xns performed for the first time at the Thtetre Ilalien,

ist 20, 1768. To speak the truth, the music of this score

t bear witness oi any particularly American tendency; it

itself to seconding and supporting I lie moral of llie

:'s little romance known as I'lnginu

i 1767.'

ri,IU. Bib. nit., F. S.

Voltiire.;' Lfipiic 1R7»).

r half of the age ol Louia
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In the shape of a young Huron, induced by his curiosity to

visit Europe, Voltaire and, following him, Marmontel, have de-

voted themselves to a study of the ingenuous mind of the savage
suddenly brought into contact with our pretended civilization,

which gives rise to a number of adventures wldch, in the opiaion

of Grimm, throw into relief the good sense of the "child of na-

ture," a good sense most alarming to his devout Aunt dc Kerkabon.'

Le Huron scored a great success, thanks to Gretry's music.
The latter tells in his Easait how, with the aid of Marmontel, he
composed his comic opera in six months' time. He describes the

fear he suffered with regard to the subject-matter of his score, a
fear which vanished with its first performance, dissipated by the

success achieved by the charming Huron Caillot, who "in savage

dress," sang the uir: "In which canton is Huron-land?" most
delightfully, and by Mme. Larsetle, entrusted with the part of

-Mile. St. Yves. Still, we repeat, le Huron is no more than a score

with a psychological trend, and which we only cite because its

leading figure is an American.
We have now reached the moment whet) American history

is about to write one of its most glorious pages, that of the Inde-

pendence of the United States. It is a matter of know ledge that

the revolutionary movement, though general in character, had
its focus in the province of Massachusetts, and above all, in the

cilv of Boston, which ever since the December of 1773 had revolted

against the ill-omened fiscal policy of Great Britain. The proc-

lamation of the Independence of the United States of America,

on July 4, 1778, was destined to find its repercussion in French
music. The ilercure of January, 17R0, announced some Divertis-

sements for clavecin or forte-piano, containing the "Echoes of

Boston," and the victory gained in a naval combat by a frigate

over a group of privateers. These Diiertwements "ere dedicated

to the Duke of Angouleme, Grand Prior of France, by Michel
Corrette, who was the organist of the prince in question."

The title "Echoes of Boston" is characteristic. The Diver-

tistenunl is one written in three parts, of which the slow move-
ment in G major, an Andante in 3/8 time, is written in the

dominant tonality, and is called "The Murmur of Waters."
The beginning of the initial Allegro follows;

i'*cir" lfrfr|a

'.ii-Ti:.-,, Jaa. i;tU. jj. lit).

vol. in, p. *09.
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The "Echoes of Boston" ends with a rapid movement in 6/8

time, which has been baptized: "The Flight of the English."

As to the naval battle which accompanies the DitrertUMiaenl,

it has been developed in accordance with the esthetic laws of the

picturesque and descriptive which govern its type, and is inspired

by events transpiring along the American coast-line. Corette

even invents a sign to indicate how the "cannon-shots" are to

he executed on the keyboard. We quote his description, though

it is rather naive: "Strike all the bass keys with the palm of

the hand, to imitate the firing of the cannon—twenty-four

And while our instrumental music draws inspiration from the

events taking place on the other side of the ocean, our dramatic

music, for its part, celebrates the nation which is about to gain

its liberty.

On November IS, 1779, Gardel presented at the Opfoa a

three-act ballet, Mirsa, whose action takes place in America,

jl/tV.m scored a brilliant suoress, and Cas til-Blaze, followed by
Choquet 1 sees in this number an occasional piece: "they were

fighting in America," writes Castil-Blaze, "we were the allies

of the insurgent) commanded by Washington; and the English

were being defeated in every battle." Theodore de Lajarte

has had no trouble in proving that the interpretation of Mirsa

given by Castil-Blaze, docs not in any way correspond with the

facts. The long description of the ballet given in the Mercure
of November, 1779, and a study of the text-book of Mirsa prove
that nowhere is there any question of battles, "in which the

English succumb." The ballet develops, however, a most sym-
pathetic Franco-American atmosphere. It is a little pantomimic
drum a, whoso plot does not lack vju-irly, despite its simple nature,

nor even emotion. Mirsa is the daughter of Mondor, governor

of an American isle. She loves the handsome French colonel,

Lindor; but their loves are troubled by the rivalry of a pirate.

In the first act, so tile Mercure reports, une laughs: in tint seoi.nd.

one experiences lively emotion; in the third, '"one is in turn divided

between admiration and joy."

The third act is tilled with the festivities celebrating the

union of Mirsa and Lindor. These festivities take place on a

vast esplanade lying in front of one of the terraces of Mondor's
garden, and in the presence of the entire family, "surrounded by a

crowd of Aniorii-iins. Creoles mid Negroes."

'CMiil-BW. Thtfc't* Ivriquti lie Pojrif, I. pp. 402. 403. G. Cboqutt, Villain
it hi muiifnr dmnaliqut m France, p. 3UJ.
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First of all we bave a brilliant military parade. Lindor's

regiment manoeuvres and defiles beneath its colonel's eyes, and
a corps of Americans then arrives to (haw up facing the French
regiment. The governor then has both detachments go through

a sham battle, and drums beat the assembly, to the colors, and a

"Boston March" as well, whose first measure we quote herewith;'

Afier these military exercises, Mondor proceeds to the mar-
riage of his daughter and Lindor, a warrior nuptial, celebrated to

the sound of brass instruments. American officers and American
ladies begin to dance, and to borrow the expression of the Mercure,

"celebrate the festivities with the dances in vogue in their

country."
The military parade was well conducted by M. Faydieu,

sergeant in tlic regiment of the Guards. Two airs which above

all seem to be connected with America, and in particular with the

part played by tile Chevalier tl'Kslninii in the War of Indepen-

dence (October, 1781), are preserved in a collection of airs in the

National Library, and bear the titles: La Dcstain and he Retour

Deslain ("d'Estaign's Return").1

In the lyric I tap.'dy I'i~nrre, or the Conquest of Peru, per-

formed for the first time at the Royal Acadcmv of Music on Mav
3, 1785, we sec reappear Atabnlipa, ting of Peru, already laid

under contribution on various occasions by French music. The
scene is laid in Peru. Candeille had written the music of this

opera, whose text was by DuplesMS, ami which had but a mediocre

success, in spile of a brilliant cast: Lais tithing the part of Pizarra,

and the Inca Atubulijiu, now \titbaliba, bcimr played by Cht'ron.

Mile. Gavaudan the younger sang the role of Ahire, while La
Guimard and Vestria danced.

In Act one we once more meet with the scene of the adoration

of the sun which Rametiu bad already treated musically. The
stage represents the frontal of the temple of the sun, whose ruins

still exist in Guzco, and without delay exotic effects arc exploited.

A march for the entry of Atabaliba, and his suite resounds: "this

march," the book explains, '"begins very softly, and increases

gradually in power; there arc negroes with kettledrums and others

with small drums after the fashion of the country."

•Mim. Art IH. No. 1.
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This march is dominated by a commonplace melody played

by the piccolo, local color being supplied only by the instrumen-

tation. Then the temple doors open and the high prieSt issues

forth, followed by the young virgins dedicated to the worship of

the sun. Now comes a new march of a more pronouncedly exotic

character than its predecessor, with abrupt calls:

M.i>i,,V ananas
The high priest then sings the air: "Beneficent divinity,"

which is taken up by a five-part chorus; then follows an entry,

Allegro malto, whose minor character is adorned with a langourous

theme, embellished by ornamental connecting-links, and sup-

ported by the orchestral percussives.

Following this, the Peruvians dance, heavily, to a movement
in 6/8 time, where the repeated oscillation on a strong accent docs

not fail to recall the insistence of accent shown in the first part

of the "Dance for the Invocation of the Spirit," collected l>y

Doctor Boas. 1 Yet here the rhythmic stress repeats a fourth

seven times in succession, while in the dance of the Peruvians,

the recurring stress goes on while broadening out from a fourth

to a sixth. At the same time this far-away resemblance is

lessened by the fact that the "Dance for the Invocation of the

Spirit" is a dance of Northern America.

According to the Mercure, the action of the piece gave rise

to criticisms which were softened and equalized by its spectacular

pomp and the variety of its tableaux, "in accordance with the

habits and the costumes of the peoples represented on the stuge." 1

The march of the Inca gave pleasure, and it was admitted that

his character had been "well expressed" ; also, the dance airs

seemed to he good of their kind; but in general—and we cannot

help but agree with this opinion—the music was accused of lacking

originality.'

Atabalipa makes a fresh appearance in Mfhul's Cora, un-
successfully given at the Ojiira on February 11, 1791. Only, on
this occasion the name of the Peruvian sovereign was shortened

by eliding the syllable, and he became quite simply Atalipa.'

Osu-e more we meet with hiin in the temple of the sun and the

Peruvian buildings which form the stage-setting for the first
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act; and again we witness the festival of the god of light, and
Cora, the heroine of the piece, is proclaimed the chosen of the

godhead. She must take an outli of fidelity to the sun; but the

unfortunate girl loves the Spaniard Atunzo, which fact permits

the development of tragic permutations, in the course of which
appears a certain Hascur, who recalls the Huascat of the Index

galantes.

Of Mehul's music we will cite the invocation of the priests

of the sun (Act III):

in which the composer has evidently trii'd only U> secure dramatic

effect, without giving u single thought to local color; while Rameau
confides his Invocation to the Sun, "Brilliant orb," to an ascend-

ing theme written in sixths, and seems to conform to tile account

given by the Jesuit Father de las Casas, in the sixteenth century,

of the ceremonial of the sun worship, in which this cleric shows us

the Inca king leading the chant in honor of the sun with sovereign

authority—a song which continues to ascend in degree and meas-

ure, just as the planet itself rises above the horizon.' And this

ascentional character is exactly that given by Ramrau to his in-

vocation.

Nor are we done, as yet, with the Ineas and the ceremonials

of their cult. The publication, in 1788, of Bernadin de Saint-

Pierre's immortal eclogue I'uul et VirginU, as a natural cniise-

quenee focusses the attention of dramatic composers on another

aspect of American music, on American negro music. All authors

agree in recognising that the negro has remarkable musical ap-

titudes. The negroes of Louisiana speak a kind of French jargon

at once childish and touching, a dialect associated with melodies

whose tenderness and emotional depth cannot be denied. Between
the years 1780 and 1795 negro airs begin to make their appearance
in musical compositions, and we see Muzio Clementi interpolate

in Sonata I of his Op. sxix a charming anil caressing Arietta

allu nF'jru, designating it Andante iiimimilo, a descriptive phrase

which underlines its childlike ingenuousness of character."
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In writing his Paul et Virginie, whose first performance took
place at the Comldte italitnm on January 15, 1791, and whose
libretto follows—at some distance—Bernadin dc Saint-Pierre's

romance, Rodolphe Krcul/er has not failed lo introduce negro
airs in bis score. There is in Scene 1, Act I, a little song sung
by Virginie to Paul, a son;; which the negro Dominique has taught
her:

And in Scene 6 of the same Act, there is a chorus: Peiile blancs

Men doux, aUenden-nous ("Little whites so kind, wait for us").

When three years later, the subject af Paul el Virginie was again

taken up, this time by Lesncur, aided by Dubrciiil with regard

to the text, Lesncur docs not seem to have made the effort dis-

played by his predecessor to give his times a folk-lore impress. 1

Once again we behold the adoration of the sun, which is

now introduced, however, in the guise of a hurs d'auere. And this

point did not escape the attention of the contemporary press.

"The composer of 1'airf et Virginie," says the Journal de Paris

on Jan. 17. 17114, "ha* hud rwmnvit' lo tin i-jiisoilf fiir.'i^ci lo hi.,

story in order to extend the latter, one which in our opinion is

'Fr.ut el riraintV. Hnik-.Iv Thr,.- Arl-i. .4, [,r,-wjiln! ai ill.- Th/.U'i lif ta rut

Feydtau, the <3(h Nivoisf rif Hie V.ai- II.
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hurtful to the principle end in view." The "Indian Savages" sing

a hymn, noble in character, to the rising sun, with great cries of

appeal carried along on a single note. In the second act there is

also a chorus: "To the god of light," enwrapped with an
atmosphere of sonority, where the pizzkaii of the strings sparkle

while flutes sing:

Lesueur's Paul et Virginie is the last lyric work of the

eighteenth century whose scene of action is laid in America.

Thus, as we have said at the beginning of our article, the older

music of France has borrowed actually but little from American
folk-lore, and it has hardly brought local color into play escept

through the medium of the spectacular. Notwithstanding, it

seems of interest to recall that four of the greatest of French
musicians, Lully, Ramcau, Mi-hul and Lcsucur. have treated

American subjects, and have taken pains to characterize the

indigenes of America by means of typical themes or an appro-

priate instrumentation.

(rramfalui iy Frahriet B. StaXmi)
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AMERICA IN THE ARTS

By BABETTE DEUTSCH

. in adveAN American poet declares that poetry i

music in this country, thereby opening up o controversy

fascinating to poets and composers alike. The substance

of this condemnation, if so harsh a word is here permissible, is

that the composer has failed to develop a national school, a gen-

uinely American music. German classicism, French impression-

ism, Italian lyrism have a stamp of their own, which, whether

one like it or not, one recognizes as peculiar to itself. But while

there are American composers who speak with an individual

accent, as a group they have failed to cultivate or to define a

national idiom.

The poets, on the other hand, as many competent musicians

agree, have triumphed over the diversity of a huge and complex
group. They have hearkened to the voice of Whitman, the great

forerunner,

Not

Arouse! foryou must justify me.

or two indicative words lor the future.

I but advance a moment only to wheel and hurry bu.lt

in the dnrkness.

I am a man who, sauntering a] odk without fully stopping,

II casual look upon ynu and then averts his face.

In the Chicago Poems of Carl Sandburg, in the Spoon River

Anthology those few indicative words are proven and defined

Digitized by Google
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it will be noted

The fundi

leads, but rat

>t.vl. \\h

hly

lIIh

>t matched by the music
upon equally with I he pi

it rather

illy speaki

fhat hundred pi

What sp it infi d Mi
ters and Sandburg that distinguishes them from their English

mufrcres, aa well as from the herd of minor American poets?

Contrast round and T. ri. Eliot with Aldous Huxley, and discover

what curious streak of native wit .sets thc.ni off from the smooth
mnnliers <jf the author of "Lcda." Louis Untermcyer claims that

I he essential character of American poetry as sueh is racy youth

and energy. But these terms are inadequate to describe so

definitely an American poet us Emily Dickinson, whose lyrics,

Mr. Untermeycr regretfully notes, have not been set by any
American composer. The musicians themselves have been at

some pains to (Id trie this elusive element. Dauii ! (; regory Mason,
whose friendship with William Viiaghn Mondy would entitle Jiini

to speak if he hail never made any of his own interesting contribu-

tions to the world of arts and letters, translates energy into high

nervous tension, and youth into constant restless motion. This

definition, which is also a criticism, may lie true of the cities, Imt

it fails to account for a Robert I-'rost, whom London could not

divert from Iris view of north of Boston, or for the serene 1 and sharp
penetration of an Edward Arlington Robinson. .Mason, scekhi'-

a spiritual strength which he does not find in tJic pot-boiling host

of potential burners of rivers, confesses that it is easier to describe

This confession of its negative character is fairly an implica-

tion tliat American culture is polyglot. It is obvious that an
artist expressing the Oriental color anil golden bloom oi California

ivoiiM not be expressing at. the same moment the overflowing

ant-hills, the steel strength of Eastern cities. The poet -using

the word genetically lo include the composer -who treats of the

luxuriant Savannahs does not sing as well of the Great Lakes.

One of the reasons why it is hard to talk about American
culture is that we have no American capital from which it naturally

flows. Abroad, in France or Germany, in Italy or Austria or

even Russia, the capital has long been the cultural centre. Paris

or Petrograd, London or Vienna were for years almost solitary

lanterns, flashing their rays into the furthest corners of the dark
provinces. The 1'uited States, on the contrary, because it boasts

some three capitals, has actually none. The nervous shriek of

New York clamor, si ridentk against the Anglicized Boston accent;

Digitized Dy Google
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Mi--' polite voice of the Back Buy is drowned by the raucous shout

of Chicago. TUort' is no cultural modus vicendi. One is apt to

despair with Mr. Mason, to say simply that American music is

not French or German or Italian, on the one hand, anil that it

is not Indian or Negro, on the other.

This view of a polyglot people is not the least difficulty in

the way of establishing a coherent individual art-form. The
composer, as Leo Sowcrby affirms, is thereby driven back to mere
imitation. He instances many who are composing very fine music
which, because it is largely influenced by .French. Russian, or

German models, is neither individual nor national in character.

As examples of distinctively American music, he brings forward

the first movement of John Alden Carpenter's Symphony, parts

of his ( oncertino. and the last movement of De Lamarter's Sonata
for the violin. These things Sowcrby describes as our own by
virtue of their bit: sweep, their vigor, their lack of sentimentality,

affectation and diffuseness. As a mutter of fact, sentimentality

is one of the great American vices, or virtues, as one chooses

to sec it. Even Whitman is sentimental, and no one would ever

clear him of the charge of diifiiscTicsa, One is bronght up sliarply

by tie question as to whether Ella Wheeler Wilcox and Carrie

Jacobs Hotid or Jolm Could Fletcher and John Powell are more
expressive of these States, lint [Hitting this aside (or Die moment,
as not immediately relevant, we are brought back to Leo Sowerby's

declaration that w hile Carpenter, Ue Lamarter, Powell and Henry
V. (lilbert equal ill power and exceed in technique poets of the

rank of Potmii. Masters, Sandburg and Lindsay, he finds that in

each ease the composers' idiom, as distinguished from the poets',

is more a purely personal than a national one. Sowerby's dispo-

sition of the use of Indian or Xegro tti lie-stuff as misdirected

energy or sheer laziness opens up fresh fields for argument.
For Indian and Negro melodies are our closest approach to

the folk-song. And it is the lack of this basic foundation of

a national art, declare many critic., that invalidates any dis-

cussion of American music Suwerby'a stress upon our Anglo-

Saxon tradition should point at the same time to another source

of folk- music. The Creole songs of I.ouisiajiuu. the tradition of

English balladry, even more, which still echoes on the rocky
trails of Kentucky and Virginia, are too often neglected.

But it is interesting to note that the folk-song itself is being

brought into question. As too many cooks spoil the broth, so

the number of races confined in our national melting-pot preclude

the dominance of any particular strain. Not can any peculiarly
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popular art develop within three hundred years. So the lovers

of folk-song lament. Against such argument there is ;it least

one American composer who lifts a protestant voice. According

to Emerson Wbithorne we ore crying for the moon, nay, we are

howling for a void. Properly speaking, there is no such thing as

a folk-song. Any artist who has worked in collaboration should

be quick to grasp Mr. Whithorne's point. The conception of a

group creating an art-work is actually as romantic a notion as

that of Rousseau's fearless savage. This does not mean that there

can be no communal contribution to art. There is no question

but that any genuinely popular melody or ballad or dance-step or

tie racy vulgar metaphor which we despise as slang may change
in the process of acceptance. But all of these are the invention

of an individual. So too a folk-song, if one examines its elements,

is nothing more nor less than a popular catch. It is a song not
created wholly and spontaneously by a group—but almost surely

re-created by the group. It is like the street-ballad which the

organ-grinder wheezes out before your window, like any bit of

rag-time chorused by an approving audience. In its pristine

state there is small difference between tile production of a trouvcrc

of Provence or of an Irving Berlin.

It is curious that of all tile composers who rush to their

own defense none of them men I inn- the significant, potent Lilitie.i

in jazz and syncopation. These are the folk-music of America,

whether the musicians like it or not. Lindsay knowsit

:

The banjos rattled, and tin tambourines

Jing.jing-jingled in the hands of Queens

!

Fat black bucks in a wbe-baml room,
Barrel- house kings, with feet mutable,

SagB'd and reeled and pounded on the table.

Founded on the tabic.

Dot aa empty barrel wita Die handle of a. broom,

lloom, boom, ROOM —

Ilmunhiv, ti(KNii!»v, l„.mri]av. IIOOM.
THEN I had reli K iun. tiicn I ha.l a visiuo.

I ..mid not turn (mm their rev.il In .ii-risi.ui.

THEN I SAWTHE CONGO CUKKl'JNCi THROI'tlll
THE BLACK,

Cutting through the Jungie with a goldtn track-

It may easily be discredited, as having its roots in that negro

tune-stuff, those African rhythms from which we strive to
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extricate ourselves. But it had some! liiiij: i.'!sf, smiii-l liing that is

essential to folk-inusie all over the world: the stamp of popular

approval. It is a tact worth noting that the national iml.hem

never is suns with the same hearty joy and strong emotion with

which an audience, even of Northerners, Wets l)ie tune of "Dixie."

Admitting all tliis, one canm>t hel;i adtnitting at the name
lime that poets of the calibre of Masters and Sandburg, poetry

like 'Mountain Interval' or 'The Golden Whales of California,'

have a quality which is not to be found even in the music of

Charles T. Grifles or Henry F. Gilbert. The poets are apt to

overlook one of the chief reasons for their own relatively rsipid

progress. Certainly many of them go the primrose pnth of popu-

larity, rather than toil to create either a national or a distinctly

individual art. But the musicians, giving themselves to an ideal,

have a yet harder row to hoe. Mason cites Cesar Franck, work-

ing in obscurity fori..,- years, leaching piano to Parisian schoolgirls

for a few francs, despised by the academic and the fashionable

musical world, us an example of what the composer's struggle

must too often be. Mason recommends this arduous ungrateful

labor to the talented musician. Marion Bauer explains the slow

development of music in America as due to the posing of so

strenuous an ideal. And Emerson Whithorne dots the "i" and
crosses the "t" by writing musical comedies to Gouverneur

Morris's libretto:

He who only toils for lame

I pronounce a silly Billy

;

I ean't dim upon a name
Or look dressy in a lily.

And-ob shameful truth to alter!

I woit'l live on bread and butter.

The path of Parnassus is difficult enough, even mounted upon
Pegasus, when the editorial complex regarding public taste clings

to the bridle. But if the poet finds recognition slow to come,

the composer has more reason to complain. For the musician's

lot, like the policeman's in the famous ballad, is not a happy one.

In the first place, the medium employed by the composer is far

more stubborn than that which the poet uses. The latter is

using the oldest and most familiar stuff in his world. It is a
common joke that words are a means to conceal thought, and
it may be a corollary that they are a means to express emotion.

By the same token, music may say more simply and more fully

what the algebraic symbols of literature fail to convey. Never-
theless, the poet has the advantage of the composer because while
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hi? has to learn technique, lie docs not have to learn the very
medium in which lie works. Edward Burlinghamc Hill describes

the situation very nicely when he declares that music, unlike

poetry, is "u language - - painfully acquired . . . with few of

the instinctive qualities of a mother-tongue."

Furthermore, as Sir. Hill eloquently points out, the student

is apt Eo leam it with a strong German accent or u French turn
of phrase. The very process of learning, influences his ultimate

apprehension of the thing learned, and the future manner ill which
he uses it. ".Musically," writes Mr. Hill, "we arc still nouveaux
riches, striving to speak grammatically . . . still perplexed as to
how to iiie our musical knives and forks . . . and much inclined to

answer "yes, ma'am' and 'yes, sir' in esthetic servility."

Hut the difference between the poet's road and the composer's
is fur greater than this. One can master a typewriter in a few
weeks, while the task of writing out laborious scores must in-

evitably and rout innun sly take precious time from the business

of composition. An editor, particularly during a crisis in Ihe

paper market, may be hard to reach. But a conductor who will

give a hearing to one's score, much less undertake to give it

orchestral presenta lion, or a music publisher who will risk the

enormous expense of engraving plates for a book of sonatas, are

eri'iituvi-s allogcthcr except iimal. i'lilting aside for the moment
the question of bis personal gift and his maslrry of technique,

the sheer mechanical difficulties which the composer must, face

are us awful as they are inescapable. And there is no end, not
merely to making books, but to making solos and symphonies.

The hope of American musicians, like that of American poets,

seems to lie not so much in striving to establish a school, nor
even to express an Americanism which is overlaid with older

traditions. It lies rather in a frank acknowledgment of their

problems, in a sincere effort to express a personality colored by
environment but not created by it. The artist is eccentric rather
than eclectic, but not for Ihe sake of eccentricity. He is conserva-
tive in his appreciation of the foreign tradition from J'alestrina to

Stravinsky. He is radical in his effort to get at the roots of an
art that reflects the oldest emotions in the world, in the terms
of his contemporary apprehension of them.



THE THINGS WE SET TO MUSIC

By A. WALTER KRAMER

WHO is not familiar with tlic novelists' proverbial ignorance

of music? how they, in all seriousness, picture their

characters listening to "a symphony by Palestrina" Or
"an opera by Brahms!" Less familiar is the world with the com-
poser's ignorance of poetry, for, knowing that a Schubert set to

music poems of Goethe, that a Schumann made his "
1 Hchterliebc''

cycle of Heine's immortal verses, we are oblivious of the many
songs that I lii' musters composed to poems by men of the fourth

or fifth rank. Take Schubert and his "Der Tod und das Mad-
chen," the poem by Matthias Claudius. Who was Matthias Clau-
dius? Unremetnhercd outside of (Icrmany for his verses, had not

Schubert elevated htm to a partnership in a master-song. Too
many composers in days gone by, as well as in our own time,

seem to have proceeded on the not ion that their music Has the

thing, that any kind of a poem was usable. Needless to enumer-
ate the many poetasters, who have been honoured by association

iti the Lieder of the great composers: the Schubert song cited

above will serve to make my point.

Before the name of Hugo Wolf I must pause. His are the

greatest of all songs, as Ernest Newman has told us and as those

of us who have studied them and pondered tltetn have found out.

Here was a composer who valued poetry, who understood it, who
penetrated deep into its very marrow before he began to think

of writing music for it. His declamation of the poems of his

songs, we are told, was thrilling; and in the recitals (if his .utiles

in which he took part in the early days, he always preluded the

singing of his songs with the. reciting of the poems. Wolf realized

that music came to him, and I am sure that it comes to all serious

song-composers, l/irovgk the poem; that the quality of the music
is dependent on the quality of the poem. Therefore, it is the

duty of tile musician, so Wolf held, to sacrifice a melodic line,

when tlie verse demanded it, rather than to bend the poet's

thought to fit the musical phrase. He knew that when the latter

is done, the poet's words arc rendered tiumtelli.dble. If you wish
to write songs, in which the words are not understand able, why
use words at all? Wolf, quite early in his career, after composing
songs to poems by Kiickert, Hcbbel, Iteimek, Mtirike, SchetFd,

Goethe, Kcrner, Heine, Byron, Gottfried Keller, came to the
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thought and conviction that a composer devote himself to setting

lo music the many poems of a few poets who were dear to his

heart, instead of poems of many poets. I do not say that this

could be the procedure for every composer; in the ease of some
men whose taste is less concentrated it would not l>e done with

any success. But let none think that it deprives a composer of

variety! Wolf composed the hulk of his songs to poems of the

poets whom he loved most, Eduard Mitrike, his best loved, Goethe,

whom he prized as does every artist, Paul Heyse and Eichendorff.

Variety? Is there anything more varied than "So lang man
niiehlem ist" and "Hoch hegltlckt in deiner Liebe," both by
Goethe, or the "Nun bin ich dein" and "Sclion street* ich aus im
Bett" both by Heyse, or the superb "Gebet" and "Mausfalleo-

sprllcldein," both by MBrike? There is enough variety in the

great poets: it requires a composer of literary discrimination and
poetic appreciation to choose. That is all.

My attention was recently called to a statement made in

the Chrutian Science Monitor by Louis TJntermeyer. More than

ordinary value attaches to a consideration of this, because Mr.
Untermeyer is one of the exceptions that prove the rule. He is a
poet and literary critic, who, I am informed, has a very definite

appreciution and understanding of music. In an interview Mr.
TJntermeyer said that he felt that our contemporary composers
in America were very far behind our poets, that we have no creative

musicians, except those whose productions were imitative of

composers of other countries. He complained that he had not

found "adequate musical settings" of Emily Dickinson, Bliss

Carman, Carl Sandburg. He complained, too. that he had found

no acceptable songs on Walt Whitman's poems by America's com-
posers. I do not agree with Mr. Untenneyer when he says that

we have no really creative composers. I know we have; my reason

for knowing it is simply that I have followed the output of young
American creative musicians far more closely than he has. I

know Sandburg, I know Vachel Lindsay—but I am ready to

admit that there are probably a hundred names of very individual

young American men and women poets, with whose work Mr.
Untermeyer is familiar and of whom I have not even heard. I

have not mentioned and I do not intend to mention, though
I easily could, composers' names to match the doughty names
Mr. TJntermeyer has put down as leaders in our poetry. But
I must cite u great Whitman song for Mr. Untenneyer. Let him
turn to "Out of the Rolling Ocean" by Marshall Kernochan of

New York. That song is twelve years old; it was published in
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1908! Mr. Kernochan is a composer with a literary sense; his

songs are settings of Browning, Kipling, Henley, William Morris.

I know of one other Whitman song by him, the buoyant "We
Two Together," full of Uie blaze of the sun, a song that really

pulses with the poem.

It is true that I cannot speak of composers who have special-

ized in Whitman, or in Sandburg. I agree with Mr. Untermeyer
that too little of our best poetry is set to music by our composers.

But that our composers are far behind our poets I will not concede.

Our modern movement in American poetry with its freedom of

form is surely not an American innovation. Mr. Dntermeyer
would not care to have me indicate from which European nation's

poetry this impulse was received by our younger poets. It is an
open secret.

I believe, as a matter of fact, that we are writing loo much in

America to-day, both verse and music. And with the prolific,

comes, hand in hand, the mediocre. Persons are writing songs,

who have neither the talent to conceive, nor the ability to execute

a conception. Many of these have a tune of some kind, to which
they either "fit" a poem, or, worse still, engage someone to write

a text. When the product appears from the publisher, the public

naturally wonders why such trash has been set to music. Little

do they know that the bad music bad preceded the creation of

the wretched verses. Result: a wretched song. Again, too many
composers of real talent write their songs to poems by their friends.

A delightful and sociable quid pro quo, to be sure, but in the

pursuing of it these composers do not set some poems of significant

worth that they otherwise would. I make tins statement after

an investigation of several cases; it is not an utterance based on
speculation. Then, there is the lack of real culture in many a
singer, which the composer, anxious to have his songs sung—and
most composers ore— takes into account. A composer told me that

he had done a song, in which the word "seneschal" occurred; he

had shown the song to some ten singers and all ten stopped at the

word and asked what it meant and how to -pronounce it. Does Mr.
L'ntermeyer still wonder why he cannot find a living American
composer who has devoted himself in his songs to the poems of

Walt, as Wolf did to those of MiJrike, for example?
And now a word about the socalled "lyric," which composer

after composer seems to think is what he ought to set to music.

A song is published with the information on it: "Lyric by So-and-

So." I can understand this in popular music, for that is probably

where the misuse of the word "lyric" was inaugurated. But it
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rubs me the wrong way when it is carried over into music of the

better type These "lyrics" are the productions of tenth-rate

rhymslers who flourish both here and in England. I do nut know
if tlie practice still prevails as it did five years or more ago, when
these authors of pretty, little nothings (which they dubbed
'"lyrics") used to have small brochures of their trash printed, and
send them to composers everywhere, offering them their verses

"for sale." When these awful bagatelles arrived in the home of a
musician whose poetic instinct was questionable, three or four of

them were chosen and three or four songs to texts of no literary

or any other value resulted.

My desire is to avoid personalities hi this article. Otherwise

I would gladly mention some of these "lyric-writers" and give

them a little of the publicity they deserve. Everything is a

"lyric" to these poetasters; and in order that their output will fit its

title, they wrile shout roses, you, love, heart, sunshine, eyes, smiles,

etc. And the songs that are made of them are, of course, limited

in character by these extraordinarily varied subjects I That is why
a person looking over fifty new American songs so often finds that

they are all about (he same. Ihing - -stunef irues as many as two or

three of the lis! of things I iiiive just cuomerri ted. For (en years

1 have reviewed new music as il Celtic., from the publishers. And
in support of what I have said about the big amount of bad verse

thai is being set. I can in all sincerity and truth record here that

I always get a shock, when on opening a package of new music, I

find a group or two of songs that are settings of fine poems. ()f

course we have composers who set t'iona Maeleod. I'oe, Browning,

Arthur Symoils, Ernest Dowson, Oscar Wilde, Henley. But they

are in the minority. J*t me make clear once more that Inequality

of the music is In ightcned by fine poetry, that not even a Hugo
Wolf or a Henri Doparc could make a beautiful song of the trash,

on which so many of our good composers spend their time. I

know what will be answered in regard to the matter of setting

great poems by men who have passed away. I shall be told that

they have been done before, and that a new setting of a poem thai

lias already served for a song is not desired; that publishers will

not wish to print it; that singers will nol« ish losing it.

This brings me to the crux of the whole discussion. I doubt
if there is anyone who has a deeper respect and warmer sympathy
for the music publisher than myself, for I am aware of his having

to sink thousands of dollars each year in totally unremunerative
music. He is in a business which has in it elements both of art and

commerce. Therefore, what I am about to say, is in all kindness.
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Composers lire thinking too much about singers and publishers;

publishers are worrying loo much about singers anil how many of

their publications thev will pNitt- on (heir programs Then* is n

blur of business over the whole con cert-wo rid, which is an influence

quite as pernicious as militarism in an empire. Sidney Homer, a

that is mil verse nf ;i respect ulili- calibre, told me las! winter in n

conversation on present musical coiuiil ions that tin- idea tif recitals,

public performances, el'-., was our of real detriment lo the serious-

minded composer. Did Schumann write his "Xusshaiim" with

any thought in mind of how often it would he sung, haw quickly

it would ho published or how many copies would be sold? or

H;nhms his "Maiuaoht"? And yet these are the things that our

song-composers, full seventy per lent, of them, are cogitating. (I

am throughout speaking only of our song-composers, as the title

of my article indicates.) Let the men who have songs to write

forget lliat there is such a tiling as a public: when they do tliey

will mil accept as subjects to be set lo music the drivel that the

rhy lusters olfer (hem, calculated by these rhy nisi its to please a

public. The composer will then find in real poetry a true ami
genuine source for composition. Then all art-song of our day
will grow in beauty In America as it lias elsewhere, in Trance in

the solids .if Dllpiire. CllaiLssull, Delnlssv, Ravel" in tlel'iuanv and
Austria in the l.irtler of Klraiiss, IWcr, Thinner, l-lrioh WolIF,

Josef Marx, Mahler; in Knglnnd in the songs of Kugcue Uoosseiis,

Cyril Scott. Roger Quiller, Arnold Hax au<i in Italy in the songs

of Zandonai, Respighi. Tommasiui, 1'israelii and Malipiero.

At a concert in Chicago some few years ago a prima donna

sang all American son)!., composed to a "lyric" so exquisite flint.

Felix Ilorowski was moved lo quote it in his review of I he concert,

the uc\l day and to berate tile composer for wasting his time oil

such doggerel. I quote it here: it brings to a climax lily fe. 'lings

on this subject, one that is so important for the future of the

American art-song. Here it is:

Just eiie liiuujrM uf me, Jena,

One sweet thought of thine,

tl 11 ill f!rive ail sadness

Funis llils be.irt 'if mine.

Drive away all grief, Jean.

Jest ' lie Itii'.id:! i.f ens Jejis,

IIdIj-, pure and fnir.

This is just one of Ike iking» we set to ntuaicl



IMPRESSIONS OF OPERA IN FRANCE

By GEORGE CECIL

LL things considered, opera is given in France under favour-

able conditions. True, it flourishes elsewhere in Europe,

often yielding the entrepreneur a. handsome profit on his

outlay, and vastly pleasing the audience. Vet, odious though

toiinmrifuns may lie. according lo the copy-hook, the cold fart

remains that the average performance in Italy, Germany, Hun-
gary, Austria, Switzerland. Scandinavia, and in those countries

which border on the nearer East, is less satisfying iJian the average

performance in France. It may please the easily satisfied person,

to whom an evening's outing merely is a means towards an end,

a method of passing the hours between dinner and bed time.

But the true connoisseur, who understands music and its in-

terpretation, would award the palm to France.

Ever since I can remember, it has been the custom amongst
iiid livliit-uh of opera houses the world over lo compare the present

performers with their predecessors, and to the detriment of the

former. A hundred and fifty years ago, an English patron of

opera published a little book in which he complained that the

singers of his time could not vie with those introduced by Handel.

Paris is no exception. According to captious critics, tin*

brightest stars of to-day are but the pale shadows of the stars

which scintillated ten. twenty, thirty—any number of years

ago. And they generally arc right. The voices frequently are

of excellent quality, but the manner in which they are used,

occasionally leaves something to be desired. Whether these

artists have been in too great a hurry to make their dibui, and,
consequently, have not devoted sufficient lime to the placing of

the voice, or whether they have fallen into the hands of adver-

tising quacki, this deponent knoweth not. It is. however, beyond
dispute that the material is not always employed to the best

advantage.

Fortunately, the French lyric stage is graced by Renaud
Ike incomparable, ami Lafont. that must admirable buvc.ckantn.ntr,

whose me-zw •ace in "(it toi. Preia" helps to redeem "Sigurd"

Pillahh of Opera.
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from its atmosphere of abysmal dullness. Miranda, too, con-

tributes lo the prestige of French opera, for is not her charming

and flexible voice invariably heard to advantage in works of tile

"Rigoletto" and "Lakme" type? Demougeot is another really

fine artist, her Tosca being a thing to remember with genuine

pleasure, and Vanni Mareoux is one of the several clever singers

to whom the cognoscenti are indebted. Franz, who heads the

tenors at the Paris Opera, like Cberubin, goes "from success I"

success," the penetrating volume of his chest notes (which he
emits with such enviable ease) invariably enrapturing his hearers:

and Rouard, the baritone, another pillar of tikis establishment, is

the happy possessor of one of those "round", even voices which

recall Graziani, who flourished about the year 'one.

The beautiful Vallandri also upholds the best traditions

of opera in France. Her voice, which is of such good quality,

is used in a manner which satifies the severe critic, and her singing

has a charm all its own. Indeed, the Opera Comique revival

of "Lcs Noces de Figaro" owes much of its continuous success

to her fascinating Suzanne, and to her interpretation of the

delicious air in the last act—which rings in one's cars long after

the performance is over. Journet's exceptionally fine organ is

another valuable asset, its sonority awakening the echoes of the

From time lo time Battistini, in whom survives the almost

lost art of U bd canto, is heard in Paris. The beauty of his ever

fresh voice, the penetrating quality of his famous upper notes,

the smoothness of his singing, and the perfection of his coloratura,

come as a revelation to the very appreciative audience. He is

the only Italian singer who is engaged "en representation" at the

Opera.

Olo-tlme Operas.

Although the changes often have been rung on the Opera
and the Opera Comique, the fame of the Trianon Lyrique and the

Gaiete Lyrique apparently have not travelled far beyond Paris.

Yet both are admirably managed institutions, with an invariably

iiitiTfiiiim repertoire, while the singing frequently is satisfactory

and the acting most admirable. The prices of admission, tori,

are more or less moderate, for an orchestra stall, or a seat in the

first balcony, costs comparatively little, and if you prefer the

discomfort of an absurdly small chair in a cramped box, you
pay but a few francs for the privilege of being uncomfortable.

The stalls, by the nay, rejoice in a "rake"; and selfishly-inclined
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ladies are not allowed to obstruct the view of the stage with
mnn.slrous head-gear—thank Heaven! Therefore, as tin- sinolog
is usually more than adequate, ami the programme often a partic-

ularly well-chosen one, it must be jidmil led that the entertainment
yields value (or money.

The Tijiertoire at the Trianon Lyrique is a boon to those

who hanker after the little-known and forgotten. Here are

performed Gre try's old-time "Richard, Coeur de Lion," with
the famous air "Richard, O mon Roi", the same composer's
amusing "Lea Deux Avares", "Monstgny's "Le Deserteur", in

which there is a wealth of line music, and l'aer's 'M.e Maitre de
Chapelle". The last-named often is given, and if the Trianon
Lyrique baritones do not quite obliterate memories of Pini-Cur-i,

buffo and singer of the first order, who sings the r6!e in Italy,

their intentions at least are excellent, while thev sometime.- are

fulfilled. As is the custom in oplra comique, a vast amount of

talking goes on, since spoken lines take the place of sung recita-

tive. This is to be regretted, as. in addition to boring the listener

who wishes to hear singing, and not chattering, conversation is

extremely bad for the voice. Besides, it reduces an opera to the
level of that most accursed entertainment, musical comedy.

Other works which are performed include "he Hardier de
Seville", which, despite the French origin of its "book", is infi-

nitely ], referable- in [lalian, "La Traviaia", "Madame Bulterfle".

"La Vie de Boheme", "Le Postilion de Longjnmeai." iso seldom
beard outside France), "Vfrr.iuu.ne", "Les Koees de Jeanette".

"Paul et Virginie", "Le Trouvere", and "Le Chalet" (chienv

remembered by "Valloiis d'Helvetie"). Novelties apparently

are not encouraged, and tliat perhaps is as well, for the music
of latter-day French composers of opera is more remarkable for

musicianship than for musical feeling.

The Gaiete Lyrique is the home of uy.ha lunik. o/H-n, lafr
and opfreite. Several of the pieces performed there, such as "La
Cocarde de Mimi Finson", "Les Vingt Huit Jours de Clairette"

and "L'Auberge Tuhoi-Buhoi" contain some prcttv and melodious
music, which generally is well sung, while the acting iuvariablv

is good. Offenbach and Lceoc(| also "fill the bill", drawing all

Paris—as in the days of the famous Hnrtense Schneider, who
sang in so many of these joyous confections. Occasionally re-

clame is sought by engaging some well known artist from the

Opera Comique. Last year, for cample, Francel and Carre

appeared in "La Belle Ilelcne" of Offenbach, and, lured by the

unusual combination, Parisians flocked to the theatre night



after night. Jean Pi
from the Opera Coini.

in "Veronique". This

Pcrii'r ha- appeared in mam parts, including Don Juan. Lothario

onil llarouf, thus essaying a baritone, bassc-chantanle and tenor

role. "II dil si bicn ct il est si boil camcdicn", gushes an admirer

to whom perfect diction, distinct enunciation and clever acting

mean everything. "A quai boa puis qu'il n'a pas dc mix", snaps

the critic. Luckily for French performers whose voice is not

their most priced possession, si liters of tile I'cricr type enjoy

a success which they would scarcely meet with elsewhere. In

Italy, for instance, voice, and plenty of it, is insisted upon; and
in England the reputed critics are so hopelessly ignorant, and
the taste of the public is so appallingly bad, that mediocrity,

even unmusical bellowing, is appreciated to an alarming extent.

Meanwhile, in I'aris, art .rounds art, and with a vengeance!

Tenors (especially tenors) come and go; but. the old brigade.

pristine freshness, the performer continues to enjoy the favour of

the management, and of tile public "My dear, to-morrow
is our silver wedding, say, let's go and hear — in .

We last heard him in it the day we were married; and they say

his diction is better than ever." Thus Darby and Joan. . . .

Provincial Opbha,

In the provinces: a different order of things prevails. The
graces of singing certainly meet with due appreciation, for, go
where you will, French amateurs are excellent judges of the details

which make up the perfect singer. A neatly executed run, a
smoothly rendered turn, an effective crescendo, mastery over the

difficult decresceado. and so forth, are immensely appreciated

by them. At the same time, they generally demand a more or

less good voice, though a good voice badly used leaves them
absolutely cold, and very properly, too. The French provincial

public is by the way of being a critical one; and if attempts are

made to foist on it second rate singers, the local opera house quickly

loses its patrons. Perhaps that is why one gets such satisfactory
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performers at the Rouen Theatre des Arts, the famous theatre

where "Samson et Dalila" had its premiire in France. Alice

Raveau, whose Charlotte intensifies the fascinations of "WerUter",

has appeared there, as also have Chenal (the handsome and

statuesqe Chenal), Demougeot, Darmel, and many other artists

of note. The Lille dildtunli also pride themselves on thfir critical

faculty. Catholic as to taste, the Lillois listen as readily to "Les

Cloches de Corneville" as they do to "La Tosca", but they refuse

lo put up with bad singing. However great the baritone's reputa-

tion, k-l liiln lake liberties with the time, ami he will not be invited

to pay a return visit. The Carmen of the occasion may look the

part to perfection, but, if, like 1'atti and Nordica, she lias failed

to give expression to the music, Lille will have none of her. Lille,

in short, is proud uf its reputation, and loses no opportunity of

letting the unwary visitor know it. A really patriotic Lillois

will tell you that his native town is even mure exacting than

Barcelona, where Caruso, it is said, could not live up to the re-

clame which was made for him in advance of his arrival. However,

Caruso is not likely lo siug in Lille: he probably is too expensive

Criticism is less acute in Calais and Boulogne. And that is

only right, lor, the chorus being recruited from tin- local fishing

element, one feels that neither tint f.'alaisieus nur the Boul.inmiis

would be justified in demanding too much of the principals.

Stalwart and well built, these nautical choristers certainly cut

a fine figure, and if they are not born singers—well, like the

accompanist at the milling eunip concert, they do their best.

Havre also possesses its Opera Housse, the leading Parisian artists

appearing thereat, while the large towns of the Midi and else-

where ore strongholds of opera, Nantes, Bordeaux, Lyons, Toul-

ousi: and Marseilles being amonirst them. The public, while not

hypercritical, demands adequate artists, and woe betide the

iinprc'tti-io, who, trusting to luck, or to the indulgence of the

audience, endeavours to palm off on his patrons a spurious article.

Badgered by the subscribers, arid attacked by the local paper*,

he will rue the day that he tried to make money at the expense

of his clients (in France anybody who pays for anything is a

"client"). He may even lose the subvention without winch ends

cannot he expected to meet.

Riviera Opeka.

Opera on the Riviera is a thing apart. At Monte Carlo,

where the spring season is run to render the place additionally
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attractive, rather than as a money-making proposition, no ex-

pense is spared upon this laudable endeavour. The services

of the most renowned singers from all parts of the World are
secured, and Raoul Gunsbourg, for so many years director of

operatic affairs, makes a special feature of the scenery and cos-

tumes. A certain number of new works are produced, some
of which find their way to other theatres, "Cheruhiu", "Thi-resc",

"Le Jongleur de Notre Dame", "Don Quichotte" and many
another Massenet opera having been amongst them. Some,
less fortunate, are seldom heard of again; while others, at the

end of the season, are consigned to the dust of oblivion. This,

however, is not to be wondered at; one can only marvel that they
should ever have been produced. Nice, Monte Carlo's next
door neighbour, rejoices in two theatres where opera is given,

one of which forms part and parcel of the Casino. Here, as

also at Monte Carlo, during the waits the audience looks in at

the tables, the intervals being arranged so that the punters have
plenty of time in which to lose more than they can afford.

Cannes also eaters for opera-lovers, and very well, too. Last
year, for instance, with a view to contrast, "Don Giovanni"
was given in Italian with Battistini, and shortly afterwards in

French with Renaud. As both artists ore famous in the rile,

and as each has his own ideas as to how the part should be sung,

played and dressed, upon these two important occasions the

house was crowded with experienced judges anxious to compare
the two renderings. Indeed, the inspiration was a Sash of genius;

the Legion of Honour has been bestowed for less.

From time to time, French operas undergo their first baptism

of criticism at Nice. A few come through the ordeal with flying

colours; others ever afterwards languish in obscurity, and it is

to be feared that they deserve their fate. Though well performed

and adequately mounted, they lack that very essential thing,

sustained interest. Really, some composers positively have flown

in the face of Providence. Their work shows musicianship galore;

constructional skill is lavished on each page of the score; and
there is no lack of originality. But these abortive attempts to

win fame and fortune are doomed to failure at the very outset,

for they are nothing, more or less, than a tone-poem set to words,

or words set to a tone-poem, whichever way you like to look at it.

Melody apparently is the last consideration of these well-meaning

geniuses. In France, as in other countries, it is considered \.y

those who pay for the privilege of listening, that music without
melody defeats its purpose. This possibly is the reason that
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Massenet is so popular throughout France. The "high brows"
jeer at liiin as u feminist composer of sugary ditties intended for

the delectation of sentimental men and women incapable of

appreciating really well thought-out music; music with a purpose,

they will tell y<ju, was beyond Massencl, and thai, lie scarcely is

less trivial than Bellini. In justice to the dead composer, it

may be pointed out that if his '"purpose" was to provide managers
willi operas which drew large audiences, he, at least, did not de-

scend to writing rubbish, and that in nearly all his scares, original

ami distinctive melody, page upon page of it, is to be found. He
certainly never claimed to lie a master of ni-ehesf ralinn ; but His

accompaniments invariably fit in with the words and with the

situation, while the simple harmonies which lie employs always

are appropriate. In a word, respect for Massenet is not lessened

by the popularity of his successful works.

It may be noted that singers of eminence have associated

themselves with several of the opera- which of late years have

been produced at Riviera theatres. Calve, for example, headed

the cast at the premiere of Rcynaldo Hahn's "I.a Carmelite:

Chaliapine (Russians declare that he stili is in the land of the

living) appeared in "Don Quichotte" and Mary Garden in

"Chfirubin;" and Renaud created the part of Boniface in "Le
Jongleur"—as "Le Jongleur de Notre Dame" is affectionately

known in operatic circles. Saint-Sagns' "Hflcne" also liad its

first performance under happv auspices. Melba singing the l.itlc-

rSh.

UKHPCCeaaFOL Enterprise.

Opera is so well established in Paris, and there is so much
of it, that fresh enterpri.se seldom meets with success, even when
success is merited. Recently, for example, the Vaudeville Theatre
was renamed the Theatre Lyrique. newly decorated, swept and
.garnished, and opened as an opera house, in opposition, perhaps

to the Opera Comique. A start was made with Massenet's

"C'lcopalre," a work in which, alas, the composer does not show
to his customary advantage. An almost interminable string

of Cleopatres, including Mary Garden and Kouanietzof, were
amongst the attractions, and Renaud, as Marc Antoine, invested

the music with all the distinction of which he is so complete a
master. "II Barbiere" with an Italian east, and "Tarass Boulba,"

a new, and, it must be confessed, disappointing work, were in-

cluded ill the rCpertoire, So, too, was the unequal "Metis toffile,"
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with Vanni Marcoux's sardonic reading of fie name-part. The
novelty, however, did oot fulfill the hopes of its promoters. Good
houses owed their appearance largely to billets de faceur, and the

expenses were heavy. "Will anyone make money out of it?"

naked the gossips. "Yes" was the reply, "tie artists will! For
the management has money to burn." Presumably they burned
it, since, after a few weeks, the undertaking proved to be but an
ephemeral affair, and the Theatre l.yrique once more became, as

nf old, tlit- Vaudeville. Comely is nmv played then.'. Sic trun.»il.

The Theatre des Champs Klysees, which consists of a large and
a small theatre, also has again been turned to operatic account,

with a revival of "Quo Vadis," in which It.ittist.iiii math- a few

welcome appearances. The season, however, did not endure
very long. Perhaps the poster, which gave the impression that

"Quo Yadis" is a circus, rather than an opera, failed !o impress

the public. A season of Italian opera also was tried, tin: diverting

and melodious "'Dun 1'asquale" of Donizetti being the opening

attraction. Owing to the difficulties in obtaining a license to

keep the theatre open later than eleven o'clock, and to the appalling

impunohiality which obtains in French musical circles, the final

act, with the alluring dueltina, "Tornami a dir." had to be cut.

With this inauspicious openin;; the venture came to an end. Its

untimely demise is to be regretted, for in a music-loving and
cosmopolitan town like Paris, Italian operas performed in the

vernacular, and by competent Italian singers, might prove a
"draw." rinrti work-, especially those of a seitii-fjiijffj type, when
sung in French leave something to be desired, while the Italian

language is in itself a delight and an education to those who
possess a musical ear. Southern artists certainly do not always

rely for their effects upon the graces of siiiyinj;, as do the French;

their habit of showing off the voice by holding on to a note with

all the breath in their bodies does not commend itself to an audi-

ence whose taste has been cultivated in a more refined school.

Rut, as practice is said to make perfect, just as a succession of

errors may lead to ultimate success, there is no reason why in-

telligent Italian singers should not learn to sing according to the

dictates of Paris taste.

It may be added that Italian opera always was, still is, and
probably always will be popular in Paris. With la lingua Toncana

aa an added inducement, a well managed season should add to

the gaiety of the town, and. incidentally, put money into the

pocket of its impresario. Stranger things have happened in

Digitized b/ Google
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Various Matters

Certain operas seldom are beard outside Paris, while others,

except for uu occasional revival, are relegated to the provincial

programme. '"Goycscas," "La Legende de St. Christophe,"
" La Rotisscrie de La Hue Pedauijuc (the plot of which is taken
from Anatole France's book of tlie same name) and several others,

do not travel, but "Guillaume Tell" and "Les Huguenots" appar-

ently have been made over to the provinces. Nor is it surprising

that the two last-named seldom are heard in Paris, for it surely

must be admitted that they have many dull moments. It is

difficult, too, to find a competent tenor for tile role of Arnold,

Rossini having written mercilessly for Mathilde's not particularly

interesting lover. As to "Les Huguenots," almost every dra-

matic soprano, eojorafure-soprano, contralto, tenor, baritone,

basxe-cluinUinlc and bass throughout the realm of opera knows this

abnormally long work. Consequently, it can be put on at short

notice. "Huguenots to-morrow night," wires the provincial

manager to his Paris agent, "can you send me a Raoul, a St. Bris

and a Valentine." "Can send you three of each" is the reassuring

answer. The name-part in "Guillaume Tell" also is more or

less easily tilled, for there arc several baritones possessing the

quality of voice, and the dramatic capabilities which the arduous
riile demands, amongst them being Boulogne, a singer of excep-

tional merit. Indeed, the last-named is so fine an artist that his

presence in I be east infuses neu life into the somewhat, antiquated

Several mice popular works, such its Cherubim's "l,cs deux

Journees (Cherubini, according to George Moore, is the last of

cliissieal co iuposers), "Le Bal Masque," "La Favorite," "La.

Flute Eiichiiiilec," ''Lucie de Lainiuermoor," "La Juive," Meyer-

beer's "L'Afrieaine" and "I* Prophet*," and many another, have

more or less disappeared from the rcpertmre. So also li;u Mchul's

"Joseph ct ses Freres," which is so delightfully reminiscent of

Mozart- Indeed, it is years since it has been heard in Paris,

though, sometime ago, it was given in the Chateau chapel at

Versailles in aid of charity. Recently, "Cosi fan tutte" was
revived at the Opera Comique, where this interesting example

of Mozart's genius had been in rehearsal for some months past.

A propos, the Opera Comique company being a stock one, there

is time for leisurely rehearsing, and the brothers Isola (who
;o successfully manage the concern) see to it that no work is

presented to the public till it has been adequately prepared
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down to the minutest detail. Indeed, quite a respectable number
of novelties and revivals figure in the list during the year; for

the company being a large one. its resources, so far as ripHUiona
go, are almost limitless. Whether some of the productions which

are rehearsed so assidiously are, from the artistic standpoint,

worth the trouble bestowed upon them, is another matter. . . .

Still, whatever the value of the music, the theatre invariably is

crammed to its very walls, be the opera "Manon," or 'Mignon,"

or "Carmen," all of which have been performed there several

times a month for very many years past, or "La ftotisserie de la

Rue Pedauquc, " which had its premiire a few months ago. The
success of tliis theatre is, in fact, CNtraordinary. The Opera,

according to the papers, does little more than pay its way, and
can only afford lo open is* duurs a limited number of nights a week.

The Opera Comique, on the other hand, in addition lo giving

seven evening performances a week all the year round, announces
innumerable molinfeit. It is indeed a paying proposition . . .

In happy pre-war days, Paris welcomed Richard Strauss'

"Roscncavalier," and Wagner was appreciated throughout
Trance. Parisians, forgetting that they had greeted the pro-

duction of "TannhSuser" with toy balloons, which, upon bursting,

emitted a most pestiferous odour, and that at the conclusion of the

hunting scene, with which the first act closes, the dogs alone were
applauded, have learned to look upon the opera as a master-piece.

The most noted artists have pined to appear in the once hated
work, as tile pious Wolfram, as tile dignified I.andgraf, and as the

forgiving Kli/.abelli; and each member of tile orchestra has taken
a persona] interest ill tile music. "Les Maitres Chailteurs" and
"Lohengrin" were acclaimed in every important opera-house in

France; and even the somewhat tedious "Ring" was listened to in

respectful silence, though eventually the irrepressible wits of

journalism laughed at its longueurs. But the moment war was
declared, scores and orchestra parts were put away; and, until re-

cently, no manager has dared to propose reviving Die works of a
German who died many years before hostilities were contemplated,

and who was, into the bargain, "agin' the government." All

one heard of Wagner was an occasional excerpt at a concert, and
if was only after considerable opposition that the public has been

brought to tolerate a less trifling return to pre-war conditions.

Open Am Opera.

Although the French have a horror of draught-, a horror

which has been handed down from generation to generation, they
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.-Inns
1

llicir practical appreciation of the fresh air by .~.uppi jrl

«/ fresco per for mil nets of opera. These are given during the

summer, the best known being those which take place in the

gardens "( the Tuileries, when- abridged versions of po;iirlrir works,

such as "Mircille. "Lakme" (in which J[ignon Nevada lalely made
a very successful "guest" appearance at the Op£ra {.'.unique),

"Rigolcttu," ''l.e Trnuvere," and tlir- pti-nia] "Xooes de Je;m-

nette," are performed. There positively is no getting away from

I lie rather tiresome "Ws de Jcaunet t.c," with its bucolic humor
ami insipid music. If "('avalleriu liustiVana" (which does not go

well in any language lint Italian! cannot he performed, Victor

Masses artless strains fill tlie theatre, tlie enraptured audience,

drinking in "Cours, inon aiguille" as though tliey had never heard

it before, aud applauding tlie loutish husband's drunken frolics as

being tile acme of high comedy. "Mignoii." loo. is give:), as also

"Minion" and "La l'illc du liegiuicul." the famous "Rat-a-plan"

duct '.'in which the warlike sergeant reminds the metamorphosed
Marie of her younger days when she was borne on the strength

of the regiment) invariably gaining the honours of a bis. Upon
these occasions tlie performance is worth far more than tile few

francs which one's scat costs, for, thanks to the good use which the

artists make of the "fosse ttaxalc", their voices carry admirably,

while the acting often is all that could be desired. "Faust'' also

is heard under these conditions, and the choice invariably meets

with approval. At the Opera, however, the audience views Gou-

nod's music in quite a different light. Upon "Faust" nights sub-

scribers lend their buses to their friends and poor relations, and
the pen and ink artists of the comic papers make sorry jests at

the expense of tlie immortal work, those who are present in the

boxes being depicted playing bridge, or discussing politics and
chijfoim according lo their sex". So nothing, you see, is sacred

to the scoffer, not even the gorgeous final trio. . . ,

Open-air representations of "Carmen" occasionally have

taken place, and wilh hint, particularly if the arena at Vichy has

been used for the purpose. Principals of repute have figured in

the east; h'scauiillo lias addressed Ids song to the genuine article,

a real bullfighting personnel having been imported from Spain;

and the town itself and the neighbouring villages have furnished

a stage crowd of huge proportions. Up till now no manager lias

succeeded in finding a toreador who combines with the slaughter-

ing of bulls the gentler art of singing about it. Vet there is hope,

for the song in question demands a strong pair of lungs rather than

an accomplished singer. Bizet, in fact, wrote it for that purpose.
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When "Carmen" was produced (with Galli-Maric in the name part)

it failed, the ill-informed critics dor-luring that tin; music was de-

void of local colour. "And this." tearfully wailed the poor com-
poser, "after 1 have spent weeks in Spain pcniicnting my mind
with local colour)" So, in a pet. lie composed the "Couplet.- du
Toreador," dedieaiing the noisy ditty to "la canaille." "It is all,"

quoth he, "that they are lit to understand." The absuridly of a

bull-lighter describing a hull-fight to his lirother bull-lighters and
to a stage audience which patronises a hull-fight regularly every

Sunday aftcrnnon doubtless suggested itself to him. To-day
"Carmen" is as much liked as any work on the list. It probably

is played many limes a week throughout the length and breadth

of the country.

Fired by the example of the Cairo Khcdivial theatre author-

ities, who celebrated a certain anniverasry of the opening of the

theatre by having "Aida" performed in the open air with the

I'yrnm ides for a back-ground, one or two enterprising theatrical

magnates have gone into the question of giving the opera in

France under much tile same conditions wit.li card-bound I'yra-

mids and imported sand to represent the desert. The late Oscar
Hannucrsteiu is said to have thought, the idea feasible, and to have
called for Pyramid designs. His unfortunate London Opera
House speculations, however, interfered with a somewhat riotous

War Activities.

Upon the declaration of war, operatic activities ceased im-

mediately. Male singers below a certain age were at once mo-
bilized, and many a patriotic Klsa, riantuzza. .Micacla. Lakmc.

and Rosinc took lessons in "first aid," and tended the wounded,
just as Marie Itiize did during the i'r aneo-Prussian war. By
rlcgrees, the older men were "called to the colours." while numer-
ous artists who were prevented by imperfect health, and for

various other reasons, from doing as their younger numirii.li-.i

had done, took up "war work" at base3. Thus, a percentage of

opera singers, though deprived of their income, at least were

able to earn a living. Many, however, were not so lucky. The
Government sternly forbade any sort, of tpettark; and until per-

mission was obtained to re-open the theatres for an occasional

performance, their state was pitiable. For, in many cases, the

small savings which they had laboriously acquired soon were ex-

hausted. In Paris parties of them might be heard singing con-

certed pieces from the dilferent operas in the courtyards of the
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big apartment houses, the inhabitants of which willingly con-

tributed their mite, often a substantial one. Numbers of those

before whom they sang made u point of inviting them to lunch,

or dinner, on certain days, doing so with that charming tact

and grace which arc so essentially French. Later on, the position

improved; and by the beginning of 1917 representations had again

become general, artists even being released from semi-active

service fur I he purpose of Inking up their old career. Tile tenor

duffed (he .steel helmet Find bleu lnirhjui of Ids eioYin.vrV; regiment

fiir Don .lose's lancer cap and k'andv yellow tnnic, anil 'he baritone

returned bis rifle and bayonet to stores, and grasped the property
sword with which Valentine keeps Mefistopheles at hay. Franz,

freed from his duties as murtrha! tie* high (the non-commissioned
officer who makes the billeting isrraiigemeiils) once again was
heard at the Paris Opera in "1* Cid." Renatid, Hounded, his

broad breast blazing with decorations, and covered with glory,

also reappeared. One of his first performances was at Rouen,
where he sang AthonSel in "Thais," a rdle in which, it may be
remembered, he achieved much success at the Manhattan Opera
House, New York.

Upon the re-opening of those theatres which were closed

during the earlier stages of hostilities, artists who hitherto had
been kept in the background at last were afforded the opportunities

for which they had so long waited, and they certainly made, the

most of their chances, both in Paris and in the provinces. In
fact, during this period the singing was generally more satisfactory

than jt had been prior to the war, for it must be confessed that some
of the older generation of performers were simply trading on their

reputation. Really competent singers found themselves promoted
to positions to which they might otherwise have aspired in vain.

A small touring troupe, for instance, which visited the N'orthcrn

towti.j shortly before Ihc Armistice, and which was mainly com-
posed of little-known artists, sometime, gave realty admirable

performances.

'f'li ere was a distinct element of uncertainly and evcileoient

about these bravely organised affairs. The train accomodation

being mostly required for tile transport of troops, tile singers could

not always depend upon reaching their destination in time for the

performance; many owed their arrival at tile theatre to the

friendly offer of a lift in a passing army motor-lorry. Make shift

scenery and hastily extemporised costumes had to be Used; medim-
val Faust wooed Marguerite in the same modern village square

in which the callous Turiddu spumed the outraged Santtraa,
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and the Indian bazar in which Lakmc sang "Oil va le jeune Hin-

dou?" did duty for the first act of "Werther." Orchestra re-

hearsals were madt' impossible by lack of funds, according to the

managers, and, according to the instrumentalists, by managerial
greed. Consequently, all sorts of unrehearsed effects occurred,

such as the curtain rising before the scene was completely set and
fulling upon the hero at the psychologcial moment when he was
about to bring down the house with a chest note in alt. At a
Calais matinie of "Kigoletto," for instance, it rose no fewer than
three times upon the first act; once before the overture was
finished, and the third time, despite the frantic exhortations of

the frenzied conductor, it did not move an inch till several pages

of the act had been played.

Upon another occasion an air attack interfered with the

proceeding at the Calais Opera House. The night was so inky-

black that the military authorities considered a raid unlikely, the

enemy being averse to darkness because of the risk which they
ran of being "picked up" by search lights. Eight o'clock arrived,

and the curtain rose on the first act of "Mignon," At first all

went merrily as the provcrhial marriage-bell. The fishermen-

choristers showed to advantage in the opining drinking clionij,

which, dealing, as it does, with their favorite tipple, was sung can

guslo. Lothario's pathetic air moved the packed house to emotion

;

and the much-persecuted heroine's sorry plight speedily enlisted

the sympathies of every man, woman and child in the audience.

Then came the catastrophe. The "Duo dee Ilinmdelles" was in

progress; Lothario had declared that Mignon's voire rejuvenated

his ancient guitar, and Mignon had addressed herself to the

"oi.ltn.tlx K™ dc Dit-u," when the syrens in the harbour gave the

. usual warning. "Tenen, je n'aimt pat cm oiiecaaAX' observed a

local jester. "lie eonl pan bfnis de Dieu; jiae du tout. Je me
saure!" The conductor hurriedly laid down his b&lon; the mem-
ber.- nf the urdiestra swiftly Ileal n retreat; mid Mijjnoii and
[.othario, racing lor the winys. soiighl slielter in a cellar, where they

were joined by the stage hands, the other principals already having

left the building. The audience, being thoroughly accustomed to

air attacks, took matters cooly; to the accompaniment of in-

cessant firing they sought the various subterranean shelters in

the neighbourhood of the theatre, and there awaited the welcome
"all clear" signal. Nor had the syrens given the warning any
too soon, for scarcely had the house emptied itself than the first

bomb, a two hundred pound one, fell—and only a few hundred
yards from the theatre. Bang went another, and another, bringing
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down toes of bricks and mortar, the "barrage" put up by the

French and British batteries failing to deter the adventurous

Boche spirit.

An hour passed without any firing, and people began to ask

why they should continue to remain in n state of discomfort, when
a listening post, many kilometres away, 'phoned the approach of

the enemy. The sky speedily became ahhm> with searehdight s.

und the batteries again opened fire, and with deafening roar, too,

when several guns were fired simultaneously. Kinally, at raid-

nidit, the nuy.lou.sh' awaited signal was giccii, and the audience

went to bed, glad to have escaped with their skills, though their

poekel-. diving I o t!ie interrupted performance. Ii ;i < I .siill'ercd.

The Indispensable Foyer,

Tile French, taking a pride in their public building-, .-.ee In

it. that tile theatre is worthy of its surroundings. (The Lille Opera

House, for example, is a particularly imposing one. Commenced
before the war, the Germans, upon occupying the town, com-
pleted it; and the Knglish, Inmn:; ousted the unwelcome visitors.

for the municipal nuthnril ies, st.cndv setting their faces against

the wasteful expenditure of electric light, do not allow the per-

formance to continue after eleven o'clock. An excellent rule!

[•'riince being pre-eminently a land of trades unions, managers
sometimes are confronted with strikes, 'i'lie singers do not strike;

hut the musicians und the stage hands spare no expense ill this

direction. Upon the occasion of a grice, there is nothing for

the harassed impresario to do but to close the theatre and to
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await ti»; vt-lopiiit-n Is. unless he finds it til his interi-st In accede

to (he demands of the strikers. The artists, without expressing

;i]L <i])in!iiTi one way or the oilier, willingly take |i;trt in peic'i irm :n iocs

arranged by malcontents, the proceed- lining devoted to the funds

required for carrying; on operations. They thus display tact,

for, until the dispute is settled, their means of earning a living

are at an end, unless they have the good fortune to lie paid by

the month instead of "p;ii- n'/mVd/n/fiiB." Last year the Paris

Opern suffered severely from a series of strikes.

Evening dress, by the way, i.s not insisted upon in the more
expensive parts of the theatre. The women certainly make the

most of the opportunity to deck themselves cut in the height

of the mode (when does a woman neglect a chance of wasting

money on fallals?) The men, however, content themselves n-if.li

a morning coat, many wearing the same suit in which they set

about their business first tiling in the morning. Dinner jackets

lire not uncommon; kit the 1 hue-honoured ''sivallon-lail" is

rarely seen, even in Paris. Many uniforms are doited about,

and ven attractive they are, too, with their varied colour-scheme

and rank distinctions in guld or silver lace, or both. Khaki also

is On view, fur British officers from the Rhine Army of occupation

have the good taste to spend their leave in Paris and in other

tow ns where opera is given.

The Critics.

The standard of criticism is above the average, both in Paris

and in the provinces. But ncivspjiper space is valuable, the daily

papers being comparatively small; consequently, det ailed criticism

of the singing sometimes has to he omitted. Though uuavoi liable,

this is none the less tiresome, for when a distinguished artist

undertakes a tu!r in which other famous singers have appeared,

and which bristles with difficulties, one naturally wishes lo know
what a competent critic has to say about the artist's Muging and
about his, or her, conception of the port. To be baldly informed

that "So-and-So, as Scarpia, was wholly effective" conveys

nothing. A Scarpia who sings through tile strenuous second act

sitting on the sofa might be effective; bat the intelligent amateur

wishes to be told if the music is in the newcomer's voice, and if

his reniiins; oi the character differs from that of other baritones.

Novelties certainly meet with more attention, but. even then so

much is said about t he score and the plot that a criticism of the

actual performance has to be crowded into a few lines.
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Some of the critics, by the way, have a pretty wit, amongst
them being Georges Boyer of "Lc Petit Journal" Upon one occa-

sion Borer ivas asked by a soprano to differentiate between the sev-

eral feminine voices. "There is," quoth the oracle, "the voice oE

Lbe soprano, the voire of the contralto, and the voice of laPatti!"

When "Cleopitre" was produced at the Theatre Lyriqne, the

frankly Anglo-Saxon accent of an English member of the cast

drew from him the remark: "I did not know till now that even
in the days of Cleopatra the English had got as far as Egypt."
Ifoycr also had a ready answer when In- found himself o opposi-

tion to the Lyrique direction. "So I am not welcome? Never
mind, the ne\l rn fi nii^f-n icn t will pt-rhaps In' glail to see im - -ii. two
or three days". The following week the operatic venture was
at an end

Il is the aim of every French singer to lie engaged hv the

year, at the Paris Opera, and to receive a monthly salary. With
regular work and regular pay, their future is more or less assured,

fur the appointment (which may last a life-time) carries with it a
certain cachet, and the duties do not interfere with the pleasures

of existence. Tin: evening perfiimisinr.'e, however, sometimes
prevents an artist dining out. "Will you come to dinner to-

night?" demanded a hospitable host of a popular baritone, who
has been engaged at the Opera fur countless years. "A thousand

regrets," replied Amonasro, who was taking part in the performance

of "Atda" that evening, "I have to go to my bureau."



BUSONI

By JEAN CHANTAVOINE

IF
Fcrruccio Busoni were in every sense of the word merely an
incomparable pianist he would more than merit being spoken
of :n exhiLUstivdy ;is I propose to du. AYhiit lias not been

written of the pianistic prowess of Chopin, I.iszt, Rubinstein, or

Plante? Then bow much more may be said in praise of Itusoni's

marvelous virtuosity, of the dazzling effect of his playing, un-

equalled because it resembles nothing we have ever heard before,

of the infinite subtlety of touch, of the indescribable nuances, oE

the lightness, force, grace, daring, and above all, of the poetry

which emanates and radiates from the piano! It is supreme
mastery; Imt how is it possible to express the magic of this nega-

tion of matter by the spirit? He briny; voices out of the instru-

ment which no one else has ever brought out—heavy thunder,

unearthly sighs, the soughing notes of the organ, the blare of

trumpets, pearly flute-like notes, the caressing tones of a violin!

At first his prodigious technic seems to overwhelm everything

else, as he overcomes the greatest difficulties with consummate
ease and apparently without realizing that they are there; how-
ever, one quickly loses all thought of technic, I repeat that

Busoni is incomparable. If a comparison were possible, I would

say he has surpassed Rosenthal. For example, the "Etudes d'apres

Paganini" or the "Etudes d'Execution Transcendante" of Liszt

become more brilliant, more scintillating, under his fingers, than it

is possible to imagine; they seem easy, became their soaring flight

cannot be measured. As to the manifold relief which Busoni gives

to the polyphony of Bach, particularly remarkable in his magnifi-

cent transcriptions of the organ works for the piano, he holds the

key to a secret unknown to his predecessors. A good judge

who heard him for the first time at the Salle Erard in 1914 said:

"Even Liszt did not play as well."

Such a degree, even more, such quality of virtuosity, wholly

without trace of effort, or of mechanism, suppose and reveal

in themselves the necessary gifts for such a magician. In listen-

ing to Ferruccio Busoni, one is inevitably drawn to the conclu-

sion—no matter what tenacity he may have shown in the acqui-

sition of his art—that he was born with what so many others

strive to obtain by right of conquest. The phenomenal agility
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of liis fingers, his supple wrists of steel, would lit nothing, if

they were not inspired by a brain of extraordinary power and
delicacy. ][ we follow t lie interpreter's flight, I his certainty i-i

mkiii continued ami, while f i>ri_-r-- 1 tug our astonishment and freed

from the dominating idea of technic, amazing revelation-; fullow

in which the intuitive glance plumbs to Die depths of genius, re-

suscitating It itch becoming, its if. were, his "double"—Mozart

,

iteethovei:. l.'hopin. Liszt, Many inure surprises are in "lore,

which while combat tins them, ami even if they do no! finite

convince, compel attention. This contact of Busoni with the

great masters is often "imc rent-out re purlaite," as perfect as the

qiiiiile juxli; salisfyiny as (lie solution of a riddle, or the cypher

of a cryptogram. Sometimes it is a dialogue, which is apparently

in perfect accord; hut il is infallibly the encounter of genius

with genius. Il would also tie impossible for a pti ysioL'iioiitl.,1.

to lie deceived. It is sufficient to shake his hand—the most
beautiful that a sculptor ev< r imagined, a hand so robust and of

the most perfect Slradivarius. It is enough to loolf at lite noble

und mobile face, tin- loffy brow, the decided eyes, the fine and
sensitive nose, ami the delicately chiselled lips, to grasp the fact

I hat. an exceptional being stands before ns.

I shall try to justify these impressions which the least initi-

aled listener will feci in regard to his playing as well as in regard

to his personality, which is not only that of a pianist without

an equal, but of an artist of rare persuasiveness and powerful

originality, and who is as well one of the most representative

artists of his time.

Fcmiccio liu-oiii was lioni at i'nipoli, in Tuscany. April 1st,

1866', of an Italian father and of a mother whose origin on the

paternal side was German; both were musicians. The father was a

clarinet virtuoso and the mother an excellent pianist, and il was
she who gave him Jiislirst musical instruction.

At four years u; age, he could already play on the piano

any melodies which had been played fur him. When eiglit years

KlliJt.M, "-"

111 H-r.-micr li, Mr. lius.mi. r,,!n.:lt; 11 ]..-:, -Iili-nl ri 1 1,
"'1'. Uizsrm i

I- |.,nai-f f.iiiulli-, "At Munitli" ((jn.il.-n Mi.hl.-r, Itu'/md -rri isi. IVrrwri.i
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old, lie began tn compose. His public debut a* a pianist also

dates from llii.s period, when I hi' severe Viennese critic Kdward
iian-liek wrote :t long Mill eulogistic article about him. Two
years later, while fit (Ira/, bIhti' he was si u'Ki fii_t . lie directed a

"Slabat Mati'r" of his own. When fifteen, on returning to llaly,

tin- Royal Academy of Bologna opened its doors to him—as for-

merly to Mozart—with a charniini! speech, a fragment of which, as

given lo us hy Mr. Ponnelle, follows:

Renumber, yium-i artist, Itint in this hall in which you have en-

thralled a distinguished audience .... at a lender age the immortal
Mozart presented his thesis and took the same degree in this Academy

As a reply lo this encouragement, he wrote a cantata, "II

Sabhato .111 Villuggio," developed after f.eopardi. Rut these

youthful honours could nol persuade it young artist of his stamp,

ansious inr the highest, al tninment, to remain in Italy. He went

first to Vienna, then to Leipzig, working equally hard at compo-
sition and virtuosity, ilis first, concerts took place in Berlin in

JSS,."., when he appeared both as pianist and composer, his "Varia-

tions sur un Prelude de Chopin" being on the programme: nt

first, however, he attracted little notice. Busoni only conquered
the German capital little by little. I can also remember the

empty place, in the Salle Erard before the triumphal concerts of

1914 took place, when the notices read long in advance "All seats

sold." A slow conquest, wherein lies the symbol of the artist's

destiny, the artist who has a horror of reclame and to whom
progress is law.

During his stay in Leipzig, he came in contact with such

artists as Delius, Mahler, Tsehaikowsky, and dries. He wrote his

first string quartet and began with the Fugue in D major, the

astonishing series of transcriptions of the organ works of J. S.

Bach for the piano, which opened out a horizon until then unknown
for this instrument, even to Liszt. As is well known, Leipzig at

that time furnished music masters to the greater part of the world,

and Busoni was called as professor to the Conservatory of Helsing-

fors. His sojourn in these nothem countries, his marriage to a
young Swedish lady in 1BIHJ, at Moscow, took him from his own
eimn try. but enriched his mind arid Feeling by adding new elements.

I'ossibly these great countries, sparsely peopled, influenced him
in proportion to their immensity.

ft was at. tiii- period JIHIMI}, when Ihe Rubinstein prize was
awarded him. thai his name first became universally known. In
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Russia, he was brought iu contact with Riniskv-Korsakw,
Sazonov, and Glazounov. After a short exercise of Ins duties at

the conservatory at Moscow, he was called to the New World,

to be professor at the New England Conservatory at Boston
IB'Jl-1892, a position lie soon relinquished in order to make a
tour of the United States. He then went into voluntary retire-

ment, in order to change completely his manner of playing. "It

was at tlus period of my life," he writes, "that I became aware

of such lacunae and of such faults in my playing that by an
energetic resolve, I again took up the study of the piano from the

beginning and upon an entirely new basis. Lisit's works were

my guide." It was the retreat of Zarafhoustra, and the pianist

was not the only one to gain.

It was in Berlin, in 1894. that Busoni next established him-
self. Without wishing to be unjust, the situation Berlin offered to

such a pianist eannot be compared with that whirh lie wimM have

bad in London, or in Paris. The alarm sounded by Eugene-
Melchior de Vogue, in 188(i, in the preface of his "Roman Hnsnc"
should be born in mind, in order to acknowledge that the anxiety

felt by tliis noble spirit at I be (ailing influence of French thought

on the thought of the world, would not have hern less justified rn

IHtttj in regard to music, any mure than in regard to literature or

philosophy. Paris i;i 1RS0 made a home for Chopin. Would
Paris of IH90 have done so? In Berlin, Hiisoni did not confine

himself to the piano and composition; he directed symphonic
concerts of modern tendencies, when— it may he said French

art had a large share. 1 He always maintained complete inde-

pendence and never made even the slightest concession to the

higl e.t nlfiri.il . iri >« ' ]{ v.ii;, .| hi, sojourn by tours and by
seasons at Weimar, Bale, and Vienna, where he endeavored to

create centre- of .iriU'n- in-irnt'iion analogous to those which had
been formed around I.is/.t at Weimar. In 191S, his first opi-ra

"Die BrautwaM" was played at Hamhurg; it was but little under-

stood by the public.

In reality Busoni cared so little about Germany that, in 1913,

he accepted with joy the direction of the Liceo Musieale of Bologna,

which Academy, it will be remembered, received him as it had
the young Mozart. This position was not of long duration,

'Gll¥-RoparU. "PfrtiMrl (]'!>!. ml.;" Sainl-SnPm "£~l::vrrl nr,. K.,.1,,.,,
-

ll'InJy, prelude uf the second ill* ol "
I.' tftnuLeer" h

]'rrl till.- i ]':>]. r,-™<ii ,1'im r':m„r." ami "Sort,,™
«»I Fnotk. -L.» Ujinrai." -U CW.ur omudil." "IVI u.te." 'Choral,, a:

(orclicil rated by G. PitnuS).

Mir. Buflanl'd only decoration apparently ie the Legion ol II'
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however; a secondary Italian city did not otfer a large or rich

enough field for tin- talents HI"! Illilllf n[ tiusoni. Then followed

the. 1,'real war, fur which the artist felt an iud [.'.scribal >le horror.

I'Wii before his own country had entered into the struggle. He
did nut place himself "au-dessus de hi mei^e;" ho merely suli rui 1.1 eil

to it and lived in Zurich, where (-ircinn.staiii.-es imposed upon him
a certain quietude like that in which, twenty years before, be

had taken up the study of the piano again from tlie beginning—
a quietude studious, profound —ami even though the terms may
seem contradictory -an active quietude, lie assumed direction

of the "Concerts d'abonnenient," which he made eminently

artistic and educational. He turned the "musique de scone"

for the "Turandot" of Gozzi into a lyric drama, wrote
"Ark-cchino," a theatrical caprice in one act, and continued with

with the composition of "Doctor Faust us," as well as a 'Sonatina"

for Christinas 1B17, etc 1 His recent return to Paris was pre-

ceded by a triumphal tour in England, where not only the virtuoso

was acclaimed, but where his compositions, though they met
here and there with strong opposition, excited the attention of

the most noteworthy critics, among them Edward J. Dent. 1

From now on it is plainly to be seen that Fcrruccio Busoni

is not merely a marvelous virtuoso; in his art he is both philoso-

pher and composer. Thus his career and his destiny offer more
than one analogy with those of Liszt—with both of them the

renown of the pianist preceded that of the composer, and fur from

being favorable to it, mure or less obscured it. Equally bound to

the works of the past and seeking to discover in them the roots

of modern progress, for art a new horizon and unknown formulas,

both are careful on its account to plant some new sign-posts upon
the road of the future, both possessed of the curiosity of n world-

wide intelligence, and armed for Uic conquest of ideas by the

mastery of several languages, much world travel, and by long

visits in nearly every civilized country. It is very probable

that Busoni's temporary retirement from the concert -stage in his

twenty-seventh year, when he sought to find tile secrets of tJie

pianoforte in the works of Liszt, has made this relationship more
remarkable. Hut the resemblance, as will be seen, remains

entirely extraneous, and I have brought it forward only to dissipate

in advance any misunderstanding which might arise here from
the superficial examination of entirely outward circumstances,

k k
H - S- Sibh«(M, "Fcrucdo Bmoni" (in French) in the "Huni.-Muiilr-J.nr-

"Buioni 6 nil the Pianoforte" end "Bujoni u Compmer" hj E.J. Dent in the

"TbeAthaeneuw"or October Mth.ml November i81b. 191B.
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In studying Busoni's extremely rich and complex personality,

the connection, so In speak, between the composer and the pianist

is lo be found in tlie little lunik he published under the title of

"Entwurf einor uciieu Aesthetik der Tonkunst."' It may be

said that in this little hook he has shown what are his theories,

if no mind wore not so free of theories as his, and no mind a
greater stranger to all didactic: prepossessions. This tiny hook
is a collection of aphorisms, where the want of a constructive

dialectic does not exclude unity and grandeur of thought. I

know nothing richer in literature for those who care to reflect

upon the nature and meaning of music and upon the extent of

its domain than this species of intellectual rhapsody. From the

beginning Busoni does not disguise that the musical problem,

of human We docs not suffice in which to find the foluli.ui oi (Us:

problem. Because, if music, more than any of the other arts,

is of an immaterial essence, even more so than poetry, for words

are rooted in reality, is it not on thai account all tin: more impos-

sible to frrasp? Representation or description are not. his affair,

and Busoni keeps programme music apart from his ideal—here
he separates himself from Liszt— to uphold absolute music. But

form. These forms are at bottom a prejudice of taste, and taste

is, according to Busoni, a limitation of feeling by the intelligence,

a restraint upon tin- senses and it is tasle which from music (Mlisik)

has made tlie art of music (Tonkinis!). 1

In short, absolute, or pure music must be free. Far from
its beiiu; necessary for no matter what musical motive to enter,

cost what it may, into a predetermined form, every motive, as

does the seed, contains within itself the principle and the rhythm
of its development:

From the different plant-seeds grow ilitfereuL Families of plants,

dissimilar ill form, foliage, blossom, fruit, growth, ilti.I cotnrir. Each
individual plant la-loiudn;* to one ami the same species i-mhib* in si/.:,

form, and strength a urtnvtli peculiar to itself. So in each motive there
lie* 1 he .nd.ry, .

. ,i it- f.tlly developed form.

English Tertian, unilrr [li^ lii:.' r.f "A Ni-.v E-thctic of Mime-, publiihcd bj



Thus Busoni wishes to liberate music from nil material as

well as intellectual tics, even at the theatre (since it is superfluous

ami contradictory to exact from sound the di'SfriptLon o: what tun:

sees upon tin/ sta^'cl. Musical ivritin.L' itself is servitude, and in

this his news touch those of Vincent d'lndy. Notation should be
considered merely as n symbol:

Every notation is in itself the transcription of nn abstract id™.
The instant the pen seizes it, the idea loses its nrijiina! form 1

.

He goes almost so far as to say that there is no fixed text,

that the sense varies front age to age. and tliat each generation

has the right to adapt the sense to its own thought rather titan

be subservient to this or that one. "The letter kills, the spirit

revives." The application of this principle to musical nrl is

very daring, perhaps dangerous: lint it explains on Husoni's part,

the freedom of his ! ran scrip limn, as well tis tliat which at times

lie tloes not hesitate I ogive to his interpretations.

The instruments, no less tJinn the writing and notation, are

an impediment to I he fret? development of music:

The instruments are limited by their rimce, their timbre, tile

|io--lijililies of esecrititin, while their hundred ehains bind the will of the

creative artist.

Nor is it on all these material conditions that our tonal

system depends, and after that mil- traditions of harmony;

^
These are still 'signs' and nothing else than what we to-day call

tutrni"i:y ; men^rc poeket editii>ti ut Liii- euev< h>pitedk work; artificial

built instead uf the sun. Have vmi ever rni'.ieed linn people jjazt: i);ien-

niouthed at the brilliant lighting of a hall? They never do so at the
milliiiu-fohl brighter sunshine ol noonday.

According to hint, all our tonalities come back to the two
modi's, major and minor; still further, he only sees in the second it

''corruption'' of I he former (in which lie is in accord wiiji Maurice
Kmmanuel). Oh! 1'oor and mediocre "temperament" which has
the restricted range of twenty-four scales! In the space of an

octave, Busoni counts one hundred and thirteen possible scales.

According lo him, everything announces a near revolution in

harmony. Tones ami half tones do not suffice. Thirds of tones

are wholly independent interval- of a pronounced character and
not to be confounded with ill-tuned semitones. As one sees,

it is not only musical form which is of concern to Busoni, hut
the matter itself. One Is forced lo think of the change which

'"Entwurf." etc, p, 10, The greatest freedom ol music lici lor him in the peine
or the org-D pnint. (p. Ml).
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the discovery of radioactivity, for example, lias made in the con-

ception of physical matter, which did not seem less firmly

implanted in our minds than the temperament of the scales.

Busoni closes this hymn to the total and essential liberty of

music by the appeal of Xietzche Tor music liberated from all north-

ern influence, German, European, for a music of the "Sun." He
finds the description of his ideal in a phrase where Tolstoi, depict-

ing a landscape on the borders of Lake Lucerne, rejoices to find

"Neither in the lake, nor on the mountains, nor in the sky, a
single straight, line, a single uiit:ii\ed color, a siiij.de point of repose;

everywhere movement, irregularity, caprice, variety, an incessant

interplay of shades and lines, and in it all the reposefuluess,

softness, harmony, and inevitnbleucss of Beauty."

Must I say that these aphorisms of Fcrruccio Busoni do not

appear to me to be quite free from objections? I do not wish to

traduce him by seeming to wish to hold him to the letter in his

condemnation of programme music as well as of formal music.

The living force which lie makes of a creative, tradition, renewing

the works of the past from epoch to epoch, suffices to assure us

that he docs not disclaim any connection in the history of the

arts. Programme music is, however, not wholly puerile, nor is

ell form in music pedantic. The first takes into account and
makes use of all obscure connections, uncertain, slender, but mani-

fest that nature has established between our different senses; she

counts upon music to multiply or to determine these connections

—is it to misdirect or to change them? Form in music, without

doing violence to music, or to musical susceptibilities, endeavors

to find a certain organic relation with the different qualities of

the mind. I sec there neither restriction nor limitation, but an

effort to have music penetrate further into the intellectual life.

From one end to the other, however, musical art is trying to find,

in order to communicate the impressions of which il is the inter-

preter, a common ground to be compared to that which gives lo

the poet the use of language, to the sculptor the materialization

of form, to the painter the reality of lines and colours. As this

ground is by its nature very unstable, is it not more advantageous

to consolidate it rather than to change it? I do not dare decide.

Even the comparison which Busoni forms from the example of

vegetable nature to claim in favour of the musical germ, which

is the "motive" or "theme," a specific and individual liberty of

development, equal to that of the seed, is perhaps more seductive

than convincing. First, because science restrains these forms of

development to a fairly restricted number of types where the

.ib l'Z-:d L C
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characteristics of family or of the individual have little place;

lastly, because nature does not always bear fruit or multiply

the different kinds, except through artificial cutting, grafting,

and calculated selection.

(Int: easily understands Ih.'il tin's cult for tin.- exuberance of

nature and this faith in its spontaneity, animates an artist like

Husoni; the difficulties, the materiality of the piano do not exist

for him. He destroys tin™, suppress™ them, volatilizes them. So
quite naturally, he imagines music to be as obedient to tin- inspira-

tion of the musician as the piano is to his lingers, and saturated as

he is with science and civilisation, he fears that this science and
Oils civilization will throw us into a complete fort'cl fulness of

life. This overthrow of "naturalism" is not. unexampled, cither in

music or the other arts. It was after the slavish employment of

geometric gardens <i In jTiiiiyrise that, we are taken by the beauty

of the English parks, and we now see that the Americans, the

people most f;ieeu over !u iuveii,"liuK. domesticating, and enslaving

scientifically am! iiidnstriiilly llie forces of nature, imagine 'hat

Paradise has been found again in the fantastic Yellowstone Park.

I have said that the "Xew Esthetic of Music" would serve

as a connecting link between pianist and composer. The works

of the latter are considerable and extend in all directions. It

would require a special study and a technical ooe to understand

these transcriptions, notably those of the organ works of Bach,
which are marvels of richness and invention. Let us, therefore,

consider onlv his original compositions. Busoni has written for

the theatre:" "Die Brautwahl," "Arleeehino," and "Turandot;"
for orchestra, "Poime Symphonique," ".Suites," ''Berceuse El£-

gaique," "Nocturne Symphonique," etc; for piano anil orchestra,

a Concerto with chorus and the "Fantasie Indienne;" for violin

with orchestra or piano, one concerto and two sonatas; two string

quartets; and lastly, a number of piano works'. Recently, two
programmes of these works gave to the Parisian public merely an

idea of their scope into which I shall not undertake to go definitely

as I must confine myself to indications of a more vague and
summary nature.

Is something of the executant to be found in the works of

the composer? It does not seem doubtful to me. Not that

Busoni's music is in the slightest degree the music of a "pianist."

>Tbe catalogue of hli worki ii in Ibc op. dL o! H. Leicbleniriti.
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Those who have heard or read the Concerto, ()|>. :t!> will realize

that there is little resemblance between it and a concerto by
Rubinstein. In Biisoiii's original works for the piano, or those

in which the piano lakes part. the boldness and iiigt-miily of the

arrangements, us well as (he many discoveries in sonority, recall

and explain the author's mastery of the instrument. But far

from supplementing or over.veijibim? the music, they .-i'rve merely

as a means. However, lliis is a small mull it; in his compositions,

as in his "Esthetic," Busoni is only a pianist in the measure that

his virtuosity has obtained complete independence lor him.

It is more especially in [he aphorisms of his essay that the

key is to be iound to his musical works, which at first seem either

strange or mysterious. Busoni is too sincere an artist, loo great

and too disdainful of immediate success, still more of an easy
victory, fur the character of his musical work not to correspond

ivilh Ids ideas upon art, and of which they arc the outcome. These
works are most daring and very- moving, a statement which it is

rather difficult to define. In his enthusiasm for research and
iiivciilien, Uusoni the composer is aided, as is linsoni the lirtmiso,

by a prodigious facility, by an c\ccptionid gift of assiinilat ion.

and by a no less remarkable technic In this respect his "Fantasia

Cuutrapuutistica" for the piano, on the themes of Bach, and
notably upon the unfinished "Kunst der Fuge," is for breadth of

construction and richness of detail, a monument second to none in

musical literature In certain youthful works, such as the "Vari-

ations sur un Prelude do Chopin." academic influence.-; arc felt,

which owe something to those of Brahms on a theme hv Handel.

This only means that in music Busoni knows all and can do all.

He is able to dispense with new proofs at every turn and is free to

obey his own fantasy.

Tiiis last is many sided, changing, capricious, if you will.

With him, artistic creation is a perpetual quest; none of his works
arc cast in the same mold, nor have they any resemblance to

one another; presumably, he has a horror of rising any formula

in order to exploit it afterwards. No sooner had he finished the

'"caprice theatral" of the ironical and fantastic "Arleecino" than

he turned to work on "Doctor Faustiis," changing from Italian

"malice" to the profundity, the "Griindlir-hkeit," of Germany.
The somewhat unusual esoteric character of the humor of "Die
Brautwahl" seems to have confused the public; "Turandot"
follows nest and seeks for effects through an esoteric atmosphere
rather than through colour. Grandeur, intelligence, verve, re-

flection, vigor, nonchalance, wit, gravity, action, and meditation

Digitized by Google
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follow L'ju'h other according: Lo :i fancy in which I he crilies of the

future "111 have some iliili™]!y in finding ;i line to follow, in

order lo show a predetermined cvoliitiun.

Ii often happens that these iliviT.sc tende ncies, not content

with appearing here ami I here, meet hi one and I he same work. For
example, nothing is more dissimilar than the "Fmitasie Indienne"

for piano and orchestra from the Confer lo, op. 3'J. Hut even in

tlie latter concerto, where the Total development attains a majestic

breadth, how many different phases, how many different nuances,

from tie most thoughtful melancholy to the most overflowing

exuberance! A sort of tarantella goes through it, and it is brought

to its conclusion sustained by a chorus singing of Nirvana from

the verses of Oehlcnschlacgcr. It cannot be doubted that a man
who foresees and who predicts and who wishes to substitute for

the twenty-four scales of our temperament one hundred and
thirteen scales, semitones and tripartite times, would not draw
back from any boldness in writing, provided that, above all, his

harmonies should be rich and sonorous.

It goes without saying, also, that this mobility of ideas

attempts an alwavs variable realization, which makes these works
hardly accessible to the public and little fitted for an immediate
success. Experience opposes them, in a certain wav, with the

same objections that can be brought against his "New Esthetic

of Music." The public wants to know what it is listening to;

If 1 may be permitted to refer to private letters, I find that he

pictures artistic activity as a film. Hut this ephemeral fluidity

of forms, disappearing as soon as outlined, makes them rather

difficult to grasp. The public, even the most enlightened, is

wrong in withholding recognition from an artist, until he has made
a specialty and created n formula which they will be certain to

find again Inter on: perhaps genius implies, in a certain measure,

that sort of fixity which is desired by those lo whom it appeals.

Does Busoni always submit to what the conditions of artistic life

ask of him? I am Unahle to answer, for there is too great nobility

in his ardor and in his independence to attach blame to him for

a fault as though it were a weakness.

The other day, as, pencil in hand. I was reading Bnsoni's

essay, I instinctively wrote down I lie name of l-'.iiphurion,
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imaginary Mm of Faust :md lleleu. in regard to a phrase where
the author, citing the youthfulneaa of music, compares it with a
child who cannot walk, hut floats: "It touches not the earth

with its feet. It knows no law of gravitation. It is well-nigh

incorporeal; its material is transparent. It is sonorous air. It

is almost nature herself. It is—free." Two pages further on, I

saw without surprise that Busoni himself quoted some verses

from "Faust," taken from the episode of Euphorion, whose heavy
and useless clothing was found upon the earth after the ascension

from which he never returned. There is something of Euphorion
in Busoni's art; does he not recall the son of Faust and Helen,

himself the product of a southern land and germanic thought?

As long as Busoni applies his art to the interpretation of

known works by means of such a familiar instrument as the piano,

the contact in which these works and this instrument keep us in

touch with reality, reassures us and prevents a fall from vertigi-

nous heights. He even gives us a point of departure to measure
these heights whither he leads us, so that, instead of going astray,

we arc exalted; we follow him in an ecstasy which nothing can
disturb, into ethereal regions, yet where we do not altogether lose

sight of our earthly dwelling. But when he cuts the rope attached

to the balloon, when he leads us without map or itinerary, expecting

us to follow the daring flights of his imagination, we are encum-
bered and embarrassed by our feet of clay; or, on the contrary,

perhaps annoyed by being made aware of their weight. For a
Maurice Barres 1

. the true beauty of a landscape is to be found in

the pure quality of the Italian light rather than in the irregular

profiles of the Swiss mountains, which bring the romantic barriers

too near our eyes. I believe that Busoni would prefer the immense
pile of the Eigi or the Wettcrhorn to the landscape of line and
fugitive shading formed hy clouds on a blue sky. Paradoxical

to-day—true tomorrow—who knows? Perhaps in tile future, by
substituting aerial for funicular communication with inaccessible

heights to which an organ point might possibly bear the same
relation to the summit, as the Terminal to the Palace, we may
modify our esthetics as well as our ideas of touring. Man
never becomes used to the inaccessible; he wants it, but is afraid

of it; he does not like it until it has ceased to be inaccessible.

When the aerial cars apjiear on tile skyline according to schedule

time, tlie«e unknown countries of the sun and of the sky will alone

appeal to our taste or capture our emotions. Music, such as

Busoni conceives it, as he realizes it in his playing, as he wishes

"Do Sang, de la Volupte. el Ac It Mort." Kw Edition, p, MB.
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tn crciite il in his works, will <-i rr*-.s; .uti. 1 tu Mie nipt uroiis flight

of those heating winga which wo have followed for ten years,

gaining each day in breadth and actuality; so it is not without

justice that Busoni lias observed nn nnalagous process in music,

of which he, since 1900,' has taken cognizance and in which lie

may well say he has participated.

Id everything, in art as in the rest, the certainties of the

future are made from the anxieties of the present. The peculiar

quality of genius is tu show us new things while we are still sl.niy-

lin;; with the old problems. Would it astonish us that this uncer-

tainty which expresses itself in musical sounds to-day, should

sing of certainties tomorrow? Will the "echo sonore" of which

Victor Hugo speaks, no longer sound only in the poet's soul, but
in the musician's? Are we not at the begin riiiij; of an epoch when
the worn muscles, the tired mind of humanity, weary of search-

ing the principles of action in systems, for hope in science, mystery

in philosophy, or symbols b poetry will try to free itself even as

in dreams? Detached from all materialism and, us Busoni would
like, from all form, music, through its spontaneity nod its un-

limited possibilities, will produce that fusion between impression

and expression, music, which puts no limit upon emotion or upon
expression, would then be the eloquent and universal voice to ex-

press this weariness and tilese aspirations. Free and varied work,

always interesting, though sometimes uncertain like that of

Fcrruccio Busoni's, a sort oi cosmic interpretation following his

colossal fantasy at will, has perhaps already done more than
realize this prophecy. So I have wished not only to point out

a vituoso without equal, not only a composer of highest originality,

but a leader of thought, and, as I have said in the beginning, by
the quality of his playing, of his genius, and of his mind, one of the

most Ngnificant men of a time which has seen a pianist become a
prime minister. Then why should we be astonished to find in

another pianist a rhapsodist who brings out in turn every daring

though often uncertain combination, now verging towards the

light, now walking in obscurity, and whose work is forced into

being through the suffering of his own epoch, even as the varied

notes of a perhaps prophetic melopaeia?

(Tranilaled bg Harriet Lanier from the "ICerue AlHonmfojl*,'' April, 19t0.)

'"EntwiuVftc.. p. 39. noli.
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PLAIN CHANT, THE HANDMAID OF
THE LITURGY : A CHALLENGE

AND A PROPHECY
By F. JOSEPH KELLY

CHRISTIANITY has sanctified the arts and made them serve

the purpose for which her Divine Founder intended her

here upon earth, namely the salvation of souk. Chief among
tin- .iris which si u- has used for this noble purple, arc paint iug,

sculpture, architecture and music. These arc really and truly

religion- arls, for they enter into the very life of tin; Church. Some
among lliese arts appeal to the eye, and thereby influence the soul

of man for good. They are necessary for the proper observance

of the Liturgy, yet they il„ nut form an inland part of it. There
is but one art that ran he said In form an essential pari of liturgical

service, an art which constitutes the solemnity of ihat service, and
that art is none other than the divine art of music.

Music as a religiuus art iimls lis sublimcst expression in what

is known as Plain (.'haut. The position of Main Chant, historically

and liturgically considered, is a unique one. In fact, it has a place

among the different styles of music, which is entirely its own. Its

style is so different from all other styles of music, that it may not

be compared with them, and Iherefore has no competitor. On the

Other hand, Plain Chant is the basis of all other forms of church

music, polyphonic, choral, as well as the more ornate forms. It

breathes a never failing life iu every note, so that its vitality re-

mains ever strong, ami in this sense, it. can never become archaic

or antiquated. Like the Liturgy of the Church, the oftener we
hear and witness it, the more indeed of heauiv and sublimitv we
discover in it. It is happily called the "Handmaid of the Liturgy,"

for together with the Liturgy, they arc the vehicle by which the

sublime truths of Christianity arc impressed upon us.

When Pope Pius X issued his now famous Mutu Propria on

Church Music on that memorable St. Cecilia's Day, 1U03, he

made the Catholic world forever his debtor, by restoring to Cath-

olic worship Plain Chant, otherwise known as Gregorian Chant,

in its purity and its supreme importance for liturgical worship.

No lunger would any one who calls himself a Catholic church
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organist or ehoir-masicr dare In pride himself nn his ignorance

of the Chant. and it.-: goyrrniiu,' principle..;. On the contrary, to-day

his musical scholarship is measured by lik ktion-If. and apprecia-

tion of llii.' Chant, of his Church.

As a rule, mil oniy I lie layman, bill, al.-n organists and singers

have lit t]« or no conception of Plain Chan!, its spirit or Lis tonality.

Is it any wonder then, thai il k often considered liy them barbaric,

antiquated music, unworthy of any consideration or study? To
appreciate I'iain Chaul as It deserves, lime and study are required

for its mastery. Tbe edm-iited church musician, then, will not fail

to give the Chant the honored plni-e it. deserves in ihc domain of

music. The spirit, the rhythm, and the tonality of the Ciiant are

so Far removed from that of modern music, that it forms a depart-

metit in the art of nuisie entirely distinct. The true student of

the Chant becomes an ardent lover of it. He sees and hears in

it, music breathing real sanctity and purity. He does not make
tile egregious blunder <>f comparing the Chant with modem music-.

There is no standard of comparison, sinee they differ as lo rhythm
anil tonality, anil as to Ihe end for which thev have (heir being.

Let U3 examine some of the reasons for the altitude of mind
of those who prefer figured music to the liturgical chant. Is it

true tliut Plain Chant is not artistic, that it requires no study,

that the -implicity of its melodies requires nothing more than a
slight reading knowledge of intervals? To one who has made a

deep study of Hie Chant, and has thereby learned to love it, three

qualifications seem to assert themselves for its proper rendition,

namely, art, genius, and a mind sanctified by prayer and medita-

tion. The absence of any one of these three qualifications militates

against the proper rendition of the Chant. A musician may make
a study of the Chant, he may have ihe art and genius to render

it as il is written, tint if the third qualification is not present, that

rendition will be cold and worldly. We oflen hear such renditions

of the Chant, renditions that make worshippers despise it.

Plain ("bant is inspired music from heaven. Therefore, only

when il is rendered by those whose hearts and minds are imbued
with religions feeling*, can its full meaning and beauty lie rcllected.

Of the three qualifications considered, the third, namely a sanctified

mind ami iieart, may lca>l be dispensed with. Some choirs render

the Chanl very arlis! icaliy , but kicking jh<> (bird ipial ideation, it.

is a body without a spirit, i'iain Chant is a prayer, and therefore

inns! possess thai which makes prayer a communing with Cud.

Right here wc have the secret of the failure of so many choirs in

attempting to sing Plain Chant. To repeal, the evident result of
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this /jiiltiri' is tu disgust, not onlv the singers, but the hearers as

well.

Tlic very simplicity of Plain Chant Is its rarest quality. It

is not triir that simplicity excludes the artistic. The object of

Plain Chant is not that of modern music, namely to delight the

ear, but to provide a vehicle for the words of the Liturgy, trans-

porting the mind and heart to God. Both in rhythm and in melody
it conforms to the natural speaking voice, so thai it become:- the

medium of the greatest expressive power. Il is the prose of music.

Figured music with its regular time bars is no more expressive

and no more natural, than the use of poetry would be in our every
day conversation. In spite of all the opposition to Plain Chant
melody, with its free rhythm, it is the only natural music that

we possess to-day. What prose is to literature, the Chant is to

music, and figured music bears the same relation to the art of

music, as poetry does to literature. So in the last analysis, the

Chan! expresses our ideas in a natural way, a.s prose composition,

while figured music expresses them in an artificial way, as poetry.

It has been argued, that since modern music can lie reduced

tu time measures, it is an improvement on the Chant. Quite the

contrary is true. Modern music is the slave of a regular rhythm,
following certain artificial laws, and never deviating from that

rhythm. The Chant, on the contrary, expresses the meaning of

the words in a free rhythm, conforming itself to the words, instead

of compelling the words to conform themselves to it. Because
the Chant has no time measures, it cannot be said that it has no
rhythm. Plain Chant, it is true, has no "bars" or measures, but
these do not ^institute that ethereal something that we call rhythm.
Chant melody has a very decided rhythm, and it is only with the

proper understanding of this rhythm, that it can be rendered cor-

rectly. Indeed, tin- subject of Plain Chant rhythm is almost in-

exhaustible, but the main attribute is that Plain Chant melody
has the rhythm of prose composition, as modern music has the

rhythm of poetry. It is this free rhythm of the Chant, that elim-

inates that, useless repetition of the words of the Liturgy, which
becomes necessary when these words are set to modern music.

In the rendition of Plain Chant , this one principle must always

be kept in mind: the Chant was written to bring out and to express

the meaning of tiie words exactly, and therefore must be sung
accordingly. It is the very voice of the Liturgy, a voice that

speaks as eloquently to men, as it did centuries before the advent

of modern figured music. It is inseparably wedded to the words of

the Liturgy, unfolding the full meaning of the texts, and expressing
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thai which the mere spoken word is unable to express, aspira-

tion, tenderness, grief fur til-' surniiV! of this world, hope for tin;

life of the world to come. Its entire spirit is elevating and holy,

drawing the mind and heart to God. Those rare qualities make
the Uliant wonderfully adapted to liturgical service, and, on the

other hand, these same qualil ies make it. entirely out of place

everywhere but in the sacred precincts of the Church.

The simply truth is, that Plain Chant and modern figured

music are widely separated. Kadi hits its own characteristics and

its own particular aim. To compare them, is like comparing two
entirely different arts, as for example., architecture and painting.

They have hardly any [mint in common, 'they are alisolutcly

distiuct and cannot lie judged l>y the same standards. Plain Chant
has no place where modern figured music is at homo, and vice versa.

How incongruous, then, is the practice indulged in by certain prom-

inent organists anil choir-masters, of singing part of a liturgical

service in Plain Chant and part in the most florid modern figured

music. This practice places both kinds of music at a very great

disadvantage. It is like trying to mix oil and water. Is it any
wonder that the Chant is in disrepute among people? Modern
music appeals to the emotions, whereas the object of the Chant
is to produce that indescribable something called unction, to raise

the heart and mind to that which is elevating and purifying. The
result intended to be produced by each is as wide apart as the

pole;. All attempts then, to compare or to associate modern music

with Plain Chant melody, should be abandoned. They are two
different arts in every particular, having nothing in common except

pitch ami tone. In rhythm, tonality, spirit and aim, they differ

as night from day.

Though the Church's insistence on the singing of the Chant
at her services is a reasonable one, still there are some who ques-

tion her right to demand it. Some musicians regard this insistence

as a narrow" policy on the part of the Church, and therefore spare

no efforts to discourage the reform in church music, a reform so

earnestly desired by the authorities of liturgical churches. They
argue that the singing is something distinct from the liturgical

services. Until they realize that singing forms an integral part of

liturgical service, they will continue in this state of mind. Because
of its ready adaptation to liturgical use, the Church is most solici-

tous that the Chant be revived in its original, undefiled purity.

The Church appropriates to herself all that assists her in her

work for the salvation of souls, and eliminates anything that

would in the least hinder that work. The qualities of sanctity and
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goodness of form which arc clmrarl crisl ii; of 1 1
1
1- Liturgy demand

that the music that accompanies that Liturgy i>ossess the same
qualities. We deny that our modern church music possesses these

qualities. Plain Chant alone possesses these qualities in the very

highest degree. Its form, its character, its genius, its effect on
the hearer, all breathe heavenly riiloi miiI angelic purity. There-

fore, whereas the Church by no means eliminates nil other music

from her services, she insists that the Chant is the best suited

for her purpose and her work, as "Handmaid of the Liturgy,"

written e\prcs.ly fur (lie Liturgy and lis entirely out of place unless

accompanied by the Lilitrgy.

Hence the restoration of the Chun! is no! a step backward.
On the contrary, Mils restoration means progress. If for no other

reason, the Chant should be restored to demonstrate the unity

of the leaching of Christianity, ami her survival through the

centuries. It was through the monks of the Middle Ages that

loosie became an independent art. As architecture, painting and
the oilier arts reached the zenith of their glory during those aires

of faith, so music, in its highest and most glorious form, namely
the Chant, was at the very zenith of its glory. The beautiful

sacred melodies of the Chant Here the result of the zeal and en-

thusiasm of the monks, coupled with their great holiness of life.

Modern figured music on the other hand has progressed under
secular influences and came into being as a result of secular needs.

There can be no just comparison between music nurtured under
ecclesiastical influences, as the Chant, and our modern music
which is secular in character, spirit and genius.

Plain Chant in its early history was transmitted from age to

age by oral tradition only, until the conversion of Cons'autine to

Christianity, when the first schools ol singiue were established.

Boys were admitted in these schools and the primitive melodies

were taught them without manuscript. But oral tradition, at

best, is uncertain, and as a result we have many different opinions

to-day, as to the proper rendition of the Chant. St. Ambrose,
Bishop of Milan, was the first to attempt to reduce the melodies

to a definite system, and we are no doubt indebted to him for the

four "authentic modes." and the practice of antiphounl sinking.

Two hundred years afterwards, Gregory the Great, collected and
revised the Ambrosian melodies and added his own compositions:

in what is known as the celebrated "Antiphonarium ." To this

great work of Gregory, wc must attribute more than to any other

circumstance, the preserval ion of I'lain Chant melodies from cor-

ruption. Gregory the Great also introduced the four "phigal

.ib t'Z-:d L G<
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modes," which per fort the whole system of Plain Chant. Hi?

"An'jplioimniim" became the authinily to which all other liturgical

books must of necessity be conformed, From that time on until

the present, corruptions of one kind or another have crept into the

Chant, and at the beginning of this century a movement was
inaiipir.ilcd to bring the Chant back to its pristine purity and

Tin- foundation of all .art .music of the Middle Agc.s wits Plain

Chant, and the science of music borrowed from the Chant melodies

in its development. Music was never considered apart from the

Liturgy of the Church to which it was wedded. Until the four-

teenth century, composers as such, were unknown. Choirs were

the training schools for composers and choir-masters, so that

almost without exception, eompo.ser.s ami choir-masters were grad-

uated from the choirs in which they received their training and
experience as choristers. We should follow the same mode of

procedure in these our days. It is in a well drilled liturgical choir,

that the chorister is able to imbibe the spirit of the Chant and to

make a thorough study of it. Plain Chant literature is so ex-

tensive, that it would require more than a span of one man's life

to make even a slight study of it. The authorized collection of

Plain Chant works numbers over six hundred and thirty different

compositions. Moreover, the "Hours of Divine Service" contain

two tiiousand antiphons, and eight hundred greater responses.

Besides, there is the immense collection of Ainbrosian music, the

contemporary of Gregorian music. The serious student of the

Chant has a vast literature that he is privileged to peruse and study.

This treasury of Church music, has lately been restored to

us by the famous "Motu Proprio" of Pius X, after the monks of

Solesmes Abbey, for almost a century in the quiet of their ecus

and in extensive travel, had been delving into the treasures of

Plain Chant, patiently and iudefaligably exiumning the ancient

manuscripts, and comparing them with the most advanced palco-

graphic tirhni(|ue, and incidentally employing the art of photog-

raphy for their scholarly purposes on a scale so vast as probably

to have been unprecedented. In the history of science there is

no more fascinating and impressive chapter than this idealistic

enterprise of the Benedictines of Solesmes, to separate the genuine

from the counterfeit and to revive the true interpretation intended

by composers of more than a thousand years ago.

Students of Plain Chant will be forever indebted to these

good monks to whose energy, scholarship ami piety we owe the

colossal "Paleographie Musicals," the direct result of which has
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been tiii'.l other itKimiiM'iitiil work, the Viilii'iiii Edition of Greg-

orian Chant books, thus bringing to public view the sublime

treasures of Plain Chant. If at some future date, Plain Cbaut
ii^iiin beiiim.'- the uiiiver.';il music uf the Church, the loiifi-aoi'Hlil-

for ideal, will be due to the labors of these monks. The priceless

treasures uncovered by them arc attraeling students of church

music the world over. As their ranks increase, a true knowledge
and an intelligent love of Plain Chant will spread. Prejudice,

ignorance and contempt will gradually disappear and the time may
yet come, perhaps sooner than the scoffers realize, when again

Plain Chant will be taught and loved in even* parish throughout

the Christian world, not as music forbiddingly archaic, hut. as

music of everlastingly vital beauty and spiritual appeal.



THE GENERAL TRENDS IN
CONTEMPORARY BELGIAN MUSIC

By CHARLES VAN DEN BOEREN

AFIRST premise must be stated in any attempt to develop

the characteristic trends or tendencies in contemporary
Belgian music; it is that since the death of Guilluumc

Lekeu (1894), no artist worthy of being placed beside this master

has appeared Hi! Helgian soil. The nineteenth century hud pro-

duced the LitHjuiv Cesar Franck f 1
S-2-2 -1 SFIOj, whose lofty genius is

to day universally recognized; the Klatnaud, Peter Bcnoit (1834-

1901), the founder of the modern Flemish school, a composer of

great merit, whose racial originality cannot be contested, although
lie may he reproached with a certain lack of depth and refinement;

and Guillaiime Lekeu, of Venders, (1870-1894), whose sonata for

violin and piano, Adagio for string orchestra, and unfinished

Quartet testify lis so marked a personality that we are not going

too far in supposing he would hove been one of the greatest masters

of our times, if death had not prematurely carried him off.

That the absence of such masters is the cause of Belgium's
musical inferiority in this twentieth century cannot well lie denied.

And yet. the tact lias not prevented Hclgium from continuing to he,

as it. has been, a. focus for the mast intense musical activity. More
than this; there can be no doubt that, aside from the question of

"genius," this activity shows itself under aspects which, in their

entirety, denote a high general level of esthetic elevation, when
compared to that of the preceding period. From 1830 to 1880,

approximately, the Belgian artists -with the exception of [he

painters—were guilty, in general, of that form of prnviiu-iiilisui

which consists in adopting the fashions of a larger and more
important neighboring country, long years after these fashions

themselves have given plaee to others in their land of origin.

Thus, before the time of Charles IVcoster, i'hnile Verbacreii

and Maurice Maeterlinck, Belgium, from the standpoint of letters,

wits altogether tributary to Km nee. As regards the art of music,

Paris and Leipsic were the two lighthouses toward which all eyes

turned, and one of Peter Bcnolt's most meritorious acts was pre-

cisely his breaking away from this dependence in order to create

ssi
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ii sjwfififiitJv Flemish music, large! v based on the folk-song of his

natal soil. As to Cesar Franck, we know that while still verv
young he lost sill touch with I, is homeland, jtuti that, in realilv,

he owed the bulk of bis musical development to French sources.

Xor should we forge! how thin "provincial." little by little, began
to tower in the land of his adoption, and that it was not long
before he himself was teaching his erstwhile musters [lie art of

self-examination, and renunciation of the vulgar and superficial

esl lieties of [he time of i.oiiis-l'liilippe and the Second F.ttipir'-.

Also long tile guest of France, f.ekeu profited largely by
Ihese lessons. It was because he was able to rise with all the

vigor of his admirable artistic temperament against an imitative

"provincialism," that he has conquered, in the choir of modem
musicians, that eminent place of which his country is so proud

That the spirit of provincialism has entirely departed from
Belgium since the death of Lekcu is something which we will not

for an instant claim. The (act is, that this p'

winch is not uniquely observable in any one p

but which is common to all—and they a

fashion rules. Only, we must remember that there are degrees

in this re.spcet. and it cannot be gainsayed that the Belgian pro-

vincialism of ltllU no longer is marked by the narrow and trilling

character it showed in lSHO. The quasi relies invitation mechan-
ically extended bv the most rapidlv and easily wined successes

in a neighboring land, has made for a more serious and conscien-

tious diciplinc. by virtue of which an art ideal is followed quite

irrespective of any considerations of immediate interest. The
models taken are no longer the money successes of the big noise-

niakers in Paris, but the great arl-works of the great masters of

all lands, first among them Richard Wagner, Cesar Franck,
Gnilkume Lekcu, Claude Debussy. On the other hand, instead

of confining their admiration exclusively to a certain given period

Or school, the Belgian composers do not neglect, on occasion, to

search for inspiration in the past, and to adapt to the spirit of

the times the musical cutlcep'.s of antiquity, the Middle Ages,

and more modern periods. The Belgian musician, formerly ignor-

ant and uncultured by preference, has, little by little, begun to

understand that he cannot climb the lofty summits of art unless he

enlarges Ids intellectual and eslhet.ii: horizons. Hence, more and
more, he has undertaken to educate himself, reading the works
which popularize musical history anil the questions occurring in

connection with it. In this way he is gaining an increasing amount
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of perfection, which makes it possible for him to avoid the grosser

manifestations of pooi taste to which his absolute Ignorance of

all that did not pertain strictly to the technical side of his art

formerly exposed him.

This trend Inward progress arises out of I wo currents in

appearance contradictory, hut in reality leading to the same end:

one of these currents is that o; I lie propaganda carried on in favor

of the great art-works of the past, with which he had grown en-

tirely out of touch durinji the first, three-quarters of the nineteenth

century; the other is that of the persistent encouragement of

new trends and tendencies, and the miction against the spirit of

doubt and denial which, in so far as music is concerned, recog-

nizes only a certain school, narrowly limited to a certain period

and to a hard-and-fast esthetic concept.

The return to the past was, in the main, affected by the

personal action of that great, musical historian I'\ A. Govaert

(I8S8-IIMJ8), during his life-lime director of the Royal Conserv-

atory of Music in Brussels, and to whom were due the admirable

concerts given of the principal works of Gluck, Handel and J. S.

Bach, which were incontrovertible revelations to Belgian artists

anil music-lovers at the close of Ihe nineteenth century, and had a

quite incalculable influence from the point of view of the formation

of taste and esthetic orientation of the younger generation. After

the heginniug of Ihe twentieth century, this movement was accen-

tuated, on the one hand, by the organisation of concert* of the

same kind, mure anil mure frequently given: on the other, In*

the progressive endowment of chairs of musical history in the

Belgian universities and conservatories. The liking [or the older

music »as increased until it extended to the precursors of J. S. Itach

(SchtlU. Carissimi. etc ). to the great Italian mono.li.sts (Monte-

verdi. etc.). and to the composers of the marvellous Franco-

Sutherland school of polyphonic music of the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries- It even resurrected the works of the trotuiret

and troubadours of the Middle Ages- It nould be impossible

to estimate the extent to winch these new perspectives opened

Ihe eyes of the Belgian artists, and the degree to which liny aided

in lending nobility to their ideals.

The current of modernism made itself fell, in the beginning,

by the campaign undertaken on behalf of the works of Wagner, a

Campaign set in motion by a small group of dilettanti, immediately

after the inauguration of the Bayreuth Theatre in 1876. This

campaign was entirely successful, and within a short space of

time Belgium bad become a glowing centre of expansion for the
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gigantic conceptions of the great musical revolutionary. Maurice

Kufferath was If it greatest apostle of Wugiieristn in Belgium
(1852-1919). He was the author of a whole series of books on

the various works of the muster of Bayrcuth, which have become
classics. Flulcr the impulsion given )iy him, llie success n{ the

letter's music grew in increasing measure, and the numerous
Wagnerian performanets at the Iirusscls Theatre, from 1SS0 to

191 i, witness to the enthusiasm with which the Belgian public

received such scores as the Ring, Trinian, M?i*lemiiuji-r and

Parsifal.'

This preference for Wagner was carried somewhat In excess,

however, and il cannot lie doubted that the imiueasunite predilec-

tion accorded his music in lielgiuni liy an important section of Mil'

iuusic-1 living public contributed nut a lit lit- to relegate to obscurity

dramatic works which— for all they were more modest—neverthe-

less merited a better fate.

Be this as it. may, this predilection had its good as well as

Its bad side; especially where il was not purely a result of snobbery.

From 1880 to 1900, above all, Wagner's lyric dramas struck many
a young musician who lirst made their net) u a in I anee like a genuine

thunderbolt, after tin: spectacular and artificial display of '"grand

opera" in general. To these it came as the deep and grandiose

expression of an esthelieism young and freshly vigorous, of a
radiant ideal, which bad issued from the artist's brain to speak

to I heir own hearts, to en i body their most, intimate aspirations.

On the other hand a movement had outlined itself, during

the last years of the nineteenth century, in favor of innovation

and the "young French school." Tinier the direction of Octave

Mans (1830-1919), an enlightened Maeenas who, himself, had
been one of the earliest worshippers at the ISayreuth shrine, expo-

sitions of painting and sculpture, concerts, and artistic conferences

were organised, in which one could follow out the most recent

development of the plastic arts and the esthetics of literature

and music. The concerts of the "Twenty-two" and of the Libre

EsthMqitr, which succeeded them until 1914, will remain, in the

memory of those who were privileged to attend them, artistic
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events of the very first order, a! w liicjli in turn, there were revealed

tin- most striking works of Cesar Franck, Gabriel Faurc, Vincent

d'lndy, Chausson, Duparc, de Breville, Lekeu, Ravel, Debussy,

etc. The weekly, L'Art moderne, edited by Octave Mans, was
the official monitor of this moment, which led the van of artistic

progress. It never deviated from its lofty line of policy once
laid down, and in it one finds, as a whole, a faithful echo of all the

events of the greatest esthetic development which took place in

Belgium in the course of the hist two decades of the nineteenth

and the first two of the twentieth century.

It must be said, in praise of the Belgian public, or rather, to

be more exact, ili praise of that more select body whose interest

in art amounted to a passion, that they accepted with great good
will and tolerance the "novelties" which more advanced spirits-

endeavored to impose on them. There was resistance, of course,

but the exception of a few blind reactionaries, whose narrow

perceptions, in fact, were inimical to all esthetic sensibility, had

no real influence save on that fraction of the public, but slightly

interested, which can see only that which tradition lias hallowed,

or only enjoys the charm of the commonplace. The finer spirits,

on the other hand, were strangely moved by many of these "un-
edited" accents, and far from commit tin:,' themselves stupidly,

sincerely admitted what there might be of the human and eternally

beautiful to be found in them. This mental attitude explains

why, at the Theatre de la Mnnnaie, at Brussels, could be given
first performances of a number of dramatic works of far-reaehim!

importance, which l'aris had refused to introduce: notably
Chabrier's Gwendoline (IRfifS), Vincent dTndy's Fenaal (1897),

Chausson's Le Roi Arthur (1903), Pierre de Breville's Eras cniit-

queur (1910), . . .

It is in the ambient which we have just described ihal the

younger generations of Belgian musicians have been formed.
And it is certain that at the present moment these funeral ions

are harvesting the fruits of this inure liberal system of instruct ion,

are profiting by these broad prospective^ opening on distant

horizons.

The Flemish school of Peter Benott, it is true, has not yielded

all that might have been expected of it. It died out, to speak
more exactly, with Jan Blocks (1851-1019), Benoit's successor as

director of the Flemish Conservatory of Anvers, and the composer
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of the popular lyric dramas: Ihrhcrgoriiixcn^ IRStT; De Bruid
dcr '/a:?,~ etc., based on excellent librettos, bul niusii::iLly

superficial enough, and making a sort of pattern iutf >i-< > .^iui i after

tlw noble t-fT usiuas of the head of the samp school. Gustave
Hubert i wild. though a Walloon, had ranged himself

in his youth beneath the banner of (he Flemish school, retraced

his steps toward the end of his career, and began to write songs
whose accents were altogether novel, songs directly inspired by
the younger French school. As lo Edgar Thirl, (1 fl.i-t-i'H ->:

,

Flemish born, he seems lo have heen but very slightly influenced

liy the doctrine of Peter Itenoit. and his art, impregnated with

feeling e^rcedingh' warm and sincere, borrows its language, bv
preference, from Mendelssohn, from Schumann, from the Wagner
of Li>!ump»u and the Usttt. of .S7. Elizabeth. His oratorio St.

Fnmeueut, his operas Godelieve and Katherina (1809), breathe
forth a purely i onianl ic i;'. niospliere. colored l>y a tendency toward
musical electicism, and at certain moments, hy classic touches in

(he Handclian manner. A pupil of Tinel, the Brugois Joseph
Ryelandt (h. 187(1), strives to realize a more elahoratc ideal, and,

though endowed with ;t leaser measure of ins])irariou, achieves

in oratorio form (De Komst dee Heeren,' Op. 45; Maria, Op. 48,

etc.), ".irks purer in style and more unified ill inspiration. Brahms.
Cesar Franek, Elgar, turn and turn about, capth ate and influence

him. Seconded hy literary collaborators of exceptional merit, he
has undoubtedly contributed to raise the level of contemporary
oratorio. His ehamber-music and his piano compositions display

the same qualities of good taste and lofty property. He is, to

sum up, one of those who, though they cannot create a new and
original musical idiom, nevertheless manage to give their works
the breath of personal sensibility.

The present director of the Brussels Conservatory, M. Leon
Du Bois (b. 1850), is theoretically a follower of the Flemish .school.

But his art—as he himself admits—is impenetrated with Wagner-
ism lo .such a degree that any practical relation on his part with
the tradition of Peter Benott is out of the question. A sign of

the times is the fact that his two principle works, the mimodrama
Le Mart, and the lyric drama Edenic, arc both inspired, in the

literary sense, by one of those writers who, without having the

importance of a Verhaeren or a Maeterlinck, nevertheless played
a leading part in the renascence of Belgian letters toward the

'PrinceMC d'Aubergc.

•UR.nrf.deU Met.

L'Affcramt <1" Seigntur.
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end of the nineteenth century: Camille Lemonnier. The music
of Du Bois wins us by reason of its composer's perfect technical

understanding of his art, a fine continuity of lyric development,
and a wealth of instrumental color which may uniu.estionubly

be attributed to his Flemish ancestrv.

Another Plamnnd is M. Paul Gilson (b. 1805), whose output,

'

already considerable, shows him to lie an exceptionally gifted

musician, wit li a consummate scientific know!, r Jfro of counterpoint

and the orchestra, and an uncommon assimilative faculty.

His first important work, the symphonic poem La Mcr (lHihi),

created ;i sensation at its initial performance. Our present, per-

spective discloses certain points in common with the Russians

(Borodine, Glazounow), which escaped attention twenty-five

years ago and which, without at all f.jikins; away from the inlrinsic

value of tlin composition, none the Irs. prove flio.se qualities of

fundamental originality which were ascribed to him at the time
to have been illusory. Tin; fact remains that about 18!M) a young
musician, of humble, origin, hail the audacity to draw inspiration

from a strau^.- art. one hardly known in Hclgium, and to make
use of its characteristics in a musical form the symphonic poem

—

which, up to the time mentioned, had not as yet received the

Belgian franchise.

Since then. M. Gilson has produced a goodly number of

works which arc material evidence I hat his is an individuality

fcrtile in resources of every kind, by no means without, poetic

feeling, and supported at one and the same lime by lofty culture-

ami a savage craving for intlcpeiuience. There are, for instance,

cantatas and symphonies of an -.flit-tat nature, which rise far above

cL/'V l!>u.i; and '/wall;' somewhat massive in Uicir musical

substance, and very Wagnerian; but having sustained interest, and
developed in such fashion that the rules of good taste are never

broken. There is a whole series of movements for fanfare, ideally

conceived for the brasses, and on a superior esthetic level, etc.

To all practical purposes a contemporary of U. Gilson,

M. Auguste de Hoeck has not his collea.irucs's endowment of

musical .solidity urn! science. His iiopuhive I ciiipcraiDent delivers

him up, more or less, to the hazards of his in-pirat iuns, which arc

often happy; yet which, in most cases, would benefit by the

application of self. criticism. M. de Hoeck is one of those natures

on& Soltil.
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nt once expansive and richly gifted, v.hom an cvccssivc I hirst

fur independence pushes into a sort of savage eclecticism but
lit tlr suited to tiie development of good teste, and to the blossom-

ing forth of perfected works of art.

He relies too much on his facility, and is too easily contented

with his first effort. Yet it must lie acknowledged as well that

he has his happy moments, and that when these occur he, more
convincingly than many another, impresses us with his vitality

ami spontaneity. Tl is for I his reason that, lie has composed,

hefore all, for the stage, and his lyric dramas Ik Ducrgen,' Tite-

mir/Hr tie Mi'rirutit, i'.eii WiiitiTntirht.'dratm," lirinurt tie. l'o.» {WW)},
undeniably make up (lie most character]*! ie pari. <jf Ids output.

Humor, the picturesque, color lavishly spread, are outstanding

features of his music, and witness to those racial qualities which
are common to him and to the land of Til Uylenspiegel, Jordaens

and Teniers.

We must still meuliurt, among the Flemish composers of tin;

present day. M, Louis Mori elruaos (i>. IBdR), wtio is, willmot

contradiction, one of I lie most sympathetic among llie compilers

of second rank by reason of his good taste, his distinction, and

his noble sincerity. There are melodies of his, notably those

wliicli he has set to verses by the great Flemish poet Guido <ic/cllc.

which take rank among the best that have been produced in the

Flemish provinces of Belgium during the past twenty or thirty

The Flnmnud is a melodist by inclination. No better proof

it> tl"' fact may lie cited than the periodical publication known
as llet \' ltunnxr.hr I. let! (Flemish Simgi, wliicli for twelve years

anlcilating l.lic war appeared regularly, edited by M. Arthur
Wilfnrd; and from whose numbers one may gain a detailed idea

of what Flemish song was like at the beginning of the twentieth

century. In reality, the study of this repertory discloses nothing

so very astonishing. These little compositions, to tell the truth,

may be divided into three classes which, in themselves, are not

so unusual. First of all, we have the folk-song in idealised form,

conceived in the tradition of Peter Benoll"; then we have the

melody modelled after the lied of Schubert, Schumann and Brahms;
and finally, the melody displaying modernist tendencies. And we
hasten to add that this last type is not necessarily the best. On
the contrary: the Flemish composer often unites in unholy wedlock

sLti Gqone*.

'Thi> may be summed up » identical wilb the W.i,iiimtich, Liid of Germany.

Dig t zod by Gi
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contemporary dissonance and a heaviness anil awkwardness which
destroy all charm, and contrast in anytiling but a happy way
with tlit* frank nai'ttt which the songs of I hi: first ami second

categories so often exhale. Altogether, lid Vlaamscke Lied makes
collectively, a well-defined, impression of provincialism, or of a

localism which laps behind the general musical ovolnt ion. Yel

the ingenuity with which the flemish ineioilisls employ their

fonmilas and set. patterns has for consequence Ilia! their sensibility

does not appear old-fashioned, and that they are often able to

express themselves with real emotion in a musical idiom which
is no longer that of our own day.

There are, in Belgium, a certain number of composers who,
having received their musical education in Brussels, and living

in that city, can neither he reckoned as belonging to the flemish

or the Walloon group. Brussels, in fact, lies at the extreme
limit of tin- languages.' and because of the fact enjoys a species

of esthetic "neutrality," which excludes all possibility of nny
pronounced racial purity of expression. The ninrc immediate
consequence of this state ol affairs is a trend toward eclecticism,

of M. Francois liasse, director of an important, school of music

in metropolitan Krussels. M. Rasse is a very prolific composer,

who cultivates all the forms: piano and chamber music, the sons:,

cantata, lyric drama, etc. HU works are well written from a
technical point of view; yet they sin in their means, owing to a

certain indecision as regards style and a lack of the personal

accent which —save in exceptional cases will prevent their be-

coming known in a durable way. M. Henri Thiebaut and M.
Paul La Gyc (b. 1883). possess very precious gifts of assimilation,

and progressive tendencies which lead them to adopt with enthu-

siasm the innovations of the neo-French school. Yet they also

have in common the detect of rarely seeming able to utilize these

novelties in a truly homogenous fashion. In fact, in handling

them, they employ the electicism which is quite foreign to their

every essence, and which makes their use of them appear con-

strained and artificial. To combine the lofty art of a dlndy or a

Dukas with melodic effusions a la Massenet is not csactly the

happiest manner of forming what we know as style. And it is

Speaking gtnenlly. Dulrh, or its Tirious diiltcla. known u Flemiio. are ipolteu

i tin- isijtralriocaL r»url;..n rit Di-leium, unit Frcui li, aail C.J iliuktls, Walloon, u they
rr cilled. in tho mendionml Dirt of Iht country.
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just this, to be exact, which MM. Thicbaut and I,a Gyc do. At
the same time it must be admitted that with this reservation,

their art is by no means uninteresting. Uotli are seekers after

the truth ami independents, who, above nil else, arc preoccupied

with avoiding well-trodden paths, and seek to surprise their

auditors with new forms and formulas as yet unheard. M. La Gye
is the composer of numerous lyric dramas, written on the most
varied subjects, and showing tin- greatest, diversity of tendency. 1

M. Thicbnut's most noteworthy composition is Ids monodrama
in five acts Le .hire (The Jurymanl. a most, curious and question-

aide application made of the old melodrama principle, a gigantic

piece of work, in whieh the use of the Wagnerian leading motive

results in a mosaic combined according to the rules of a logic

well-nigh mathematical.

M. Raymond Mou Inert very wisely made Ins dthut under
Ihe auspices of ttdgar Tinel with works carefully constructed as

regards Iheir form, bul somewhat, heavy and scholastic. Yet.
having an enlightened mind and lacking all false ambition, he

has, in the course of the past years, singularly vivified as well as

broadened his rnaiuier. An enthusiastic admirer of I be lieo-l'Veii'di

school, lit- has progressively risen lo the level of intellectual cul-

ture without which it is impossible thoroughly to understand the

refined and subtle art of the Schola Cwif.irum, and tile impres-

siomsls who write in the maimer of Debussy. And owing to this

very fact, he has given up all eclecticism and, though his per-

sonality is decidedly limited, has conquered that mastery of style

whose absence is so often noticeable in Belgian musician-. His

last works—a piano sonata and a number of songs, most of them
written lo poems of the Middle Ages— oiler a brilliant testimonial

of what the Belgian composer lias gained in enlarging Ihe circle

of his intellectual and est lie' ie knowledge.

Among the artists belonging to the Brussels group we might
tile, in conclusion, the youngest of all, M. ISrusselmans, a nature

rude and instinctive, whose very interesting symphonic poem,
AVrmc.wf FlumnnJe-, ''after Breughel: played 1!>K!, at ihe Cancerln

Yxay<; show in clearest relief, how possible it is, without shock
or run! ra die! ion, lo adapt the most subtle harmonic and orchestral

formulas of contemporary French music lo the somewhat rude

humor of the Brabanter.'

'FrancSimonl 1190*1: Ls Chatalkr mtrndit (1B03I; L'Aprmiance (1910); U

•Bnisseli ii. at one md [be lime time, the espitit ot Belgium snd Ihe capital

of the province of Brabant.
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VVe must si ill consider lite Walloon school, whose centre of

gravity is the province of l.iege. It was from this province that

Cuillaume l.ekcti came; i! is (here thai M. Joseph .longeii i I.h'^'c,

1873} and 5F. Victor Yreuls 1 (Venders, 187fi). together with M.
Albert Dupuis (Verviers, 1877} the most notable members of the

group in question, were born, Tt is a well-known fact that the

LUgois is musical by nature. Durijipr the Middle Ages the bish-

opric of Liege was celebrated for i!s excellent, choristers, ami, in

more modern times the names of Henry Dii Mod!, Jean-Noel

Hamul, Ore try and Cesar Kvaiick are there to testify to lite eicep-

tiunal musical apt id tides of tlic race. It is also a matter of common
knowledge that ever since Viens temps appeared, Liege has become
thr most prolific breeding-ground for violinists in the world;

Eugene Ysaye. Cesar Thomson, Marsick, Crickbuoni, Ziicnicr

and Chaumont—we need only recall their names. Such surround-

ings are naturally favorable to the development of musical senti-

ment. More: Uie world-wide importance acquired by the Liege

school of violinists lias extended the horizons of fids small territory;

it has prevented its citizens from confining themselves too strictly

to their weekly round of routine; it has driven forth the young
musicians born within its confines to seek their fortunes abroad,

and to try to educate themselves In order to rise to the level of

the foreign hosts with whom they intended to settle down.
It was thus that MM. V. Vreols and A. Dupuis sallied forth

to perfect themselves, musically, at the Schola Cantorum in Paris,

beneath the inspired leadership of Vincent d'Indy.* The contact

thus established was one most fruitful of result, not only as regards

those directly benefited, but with respect to Belgian music in

general, whose neophites were not blind to the advantages incident

to breathing another air than that of their natal land, and who
were glad to draw inspiration from a salutary course of discipline

in taste and intelligence. That their racial quality has not suffered

because of this temporary submission to the superiority of another

nation is sufficiently proven by the example of GuiUaume Lekeu,

upon whom contact with the artistic circles of France exerted a
marvelously refining influence. It "deprovincialized" him, so to

speak, and did so without in any way radically changing his ethnic

or individual character. On the contrary, it held out to him the

promise of burgeoning forth in all the perfection of a clarified

formal development and a unified style.

JM. Vraula is. ml the present moment, director of tbe Luxemburg Consi;rv,-itorv

M. VrcuK himself, tjupht at the i'ctefs 6'onlsncn. Ai lo M. Jonge*. though he
nerer viijted the inuilution In iiccion, be impenetrated himself with iti traditions

duriuirasta)' he made in Paxia, ifter ha had won til £nt Soman priit, in 18BT,

Digitized by Google
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Of Ihrsc three iiiiiin champions of the Walloon school, M. Albert

Dupuis is most sensitive In |ji(-ti:rcs<iLH' extremes, and the changing

play of the human psychosis as it is shown in life and on the

stage. Hence in- is preeminently a dramatic composer. His lyric

dramas (Jam-Miekd, 1901; Martille, 1905, etc.) commend them-
selves by reason of a vivacity and Beat largely due to the judicious

use of mimical elements borrowed from folk-lore.

M. Vreuls is that Belgian musician who, at the present

moment, best represents the traditions of Guillaume l.ekeu. He
has the latter's warm and virile temperament, his genuine and
hifectuous lyricism, thut sensibility which is at the same time

lioLh modern unil romantic. Nevertheless, lie has not Ins pre-

decessors' ncutciiess of fi-fiiiiif, nor that, pcnel rant quality of

emotion which individualizes in such strong relief the work of

the master of Verviers, and in a manner compels tile auditor to

admit that it bears the hallmark of genius. Yet Vreuls concen-

trates his musical thoughts in a way which denotes uncommon
mastery, not only as regards the use of form, lint also with respect

to thai quality of synthesis which Is the privilege of the struti;."

alone to use.

Whether he composes symphonic music:, chamber music or

son^s, a lofty sense of discipline am! irreproachable good laste in

Uie invention and disposition of themes is evinced. Tin- S,li„!,t

Canlomm, and its tendency to favor harmonious and well-balanced

development is, no doubt, a fundamental factor of his arti yet

it cannot he denied that lie has succeeded in impressing the forms

he has item tired as a resoll of his studies svii.h Ihe imprint of liis

own personality. The manner in which, notably, he has treated

Yerhneretl's verses in the suttji collection entitled Ln (ulirlande

de.i Dames, and those of Ad, Harley in a similar cycle, La Garbe

Ardeitnaine, show in an unmistakable manner with what tact and
sureness he has been able to adapt bis individual sensitiveness to

the musical idiom he ha- travelled into a Foreign land to learn.

M. Jongen's music has a strong allinity with that of M. Vreuls.

bike it, it proceeds out of the formula- of the Srlm!u, and like it..

it employs the same mechanism of adaptation. Yet the two men
are very different in character. M, Jongcn shows less vigor, less

instinct than M. Vreuls; yet he also evinces greater delicacy, a

deeper refinement. They do not really meet save when both

slam! dreaming before some landscape of iheir natal province;

then both react to its influence in the same way; it is the same
homesickness which grips them at sight of its vast blue horizons,

whose sadness is at once so tender and so penetrating. Under all
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other circumstances their ways He apart, and yielding to their

differences in temperament, they produce works which, though
they belong to the same family, none the less contrast with each

other most vividly. M. Jongen is fond of breadth in development;

his vigor, which is unaffected, has num.' of that, rudeness sometimes
oliservalile in the case of M. Vreuls; but shows a preference for

ample lines far-flung and elegantly curved: his poetic insight is

somewhat weaker, not no romantic but more impressionistic,

perhaps; (or all that impressionism has hardly affected him save

in its secondary aspects, as in the matter of orchestral color.

Another point of eontact between M. Jongen and M. Vreuls, is

(heir predilection, on the one hand, for the severest forms of

alislrael music (the sonata, trio, quartet, etc.), mi the other for

the symphonic jiocni naturalistic or pictorial in character. Both,

in llu ir eonimon desire to avoid Riving away to the temptation

of uriting for the stage', offer characteristic evidence of how
seriously these two chief-, "i WhIi-hh: -< Imnl lake their artistic

mission And the enthusiastic acceptance of this limitation liy

the Helgiart puhlic is proof positive that the ordinary esthetic

level of the multitude has been raised.

It is im|HissiMe for us to cite the whole lo;n; roll of the artists

who are more or less identified with the Waloon Kchool, and who
honor contemporary Helginm by the care they take to write only

compilations exempt from vulgarity, and conceived from the

standpoint of truly lofty idealism. We should not forgive, our-

selves, however, were we not to instance, among those artists

who have already passed away, Erastne Raway (1850-1918), who
composed, quite some time ago, melodies of a modern trend of

expression which attracted attention when they appeared by
reason of their originality and distinction of utterance; and Theo
Ysaye (d. 1918), whose symphonic poems Les Abeillei (Op. 17)

and La Forit el L'Oiaeav (Op. 18), suffused with the true Gallic

spirit, enchant ns by reason of the ingenious manner in which

they have been written, and a delicate poetic color. We might

also mention the venerable director of the Conservatory of Gand,
M. Emile Mathieu (b. 1841;. were it not for the fact that his

ecleetie estheticism harks back to a period too far removed from
the present. Among the contemporaries of MM. Vreuls and
Jongen, M, Dehire (b. 187B), is a cultivated spirit who has been
powerfully affected by the French influence, and who ciqiresses him-
self preferentially in small compositions picturesque in character,

'Not—Ittntnnrfing this. M. Vrculi ha, omponcil ii Ivrir dnnw. Oliritr U Sinytt.
mulM.Jiiriciirm bullet, S-.-frtaf 1(1 li).
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limned with amiability and intelligence. M. L™n Dolcroix ex-

hibits in his chamber music qualities of elegant lightness, whose
|)!ea-ing b;ii|)i'riii.:i;tlil.y one adepts without, objection, owins; to

lb,' insli' and discretion with which his music is informed.

The younger generations alone remain to be considered. As
yet they have not supplied sufficient material for appreciation

and criticism to allow for a more precise determination of their

general trend of development. It. may be said. however, without

fear of making a mistake. Unit the most, gifted among these new-
comers follow in the tracks of De Yrculs and Jnngen, and pride

themselves on a constructive art based on the exploitation of

well -selected musical material of genuine worth. This is to say,

their preference is for music well-defined in outline, conceived, in

the main, in the spirit of tradition: yet enriched bv reliance on
the principal musical means offered by the present day. They
voliinturil; cultivated such forms as the piano solo sonata, the

sonata for violin and piano or 'cello and piano, which allow them
to give free rein tu their desire for varying iinil broadly amplifying

the musical ideas tliey wish to develop. 1

That trend or tendency known as "amorphous," whose source

is the impressionistic art of Debussy, only half contents these

composers. They do not accept it as a whole, but voluntarily

have recourse to it in detail, as regards those harmonic and orches-

tra! refinements whicii it was the first to initiate. They do so in

order to lend their works that pictorial aspect which appeals to

their instinctive fondness for color. This "pictorial" side, which is

well-developed in Belgian tradition, shows itself in high relief in

their songs. Where a Faure or a Debussy merely evokes with

a discreet touch the subject matter suggested by their texts,

these young Belgian melodists naively think themselves obliged

to stress and define with a literal exactness which recalls the

mndrigalists of the Renaissance. This constitutes a danger which
can only be averted by a deeper knowledge of literary history,

the only true means of forming the taste without, at the same
time, fettering the natural impulses of instinct.

Since the end of the war, the musical life of Belgium has
recommenced with feverish intensity. It was to have been Feared

that consequent to the disappearance of an individuality such as

Octave Mans, progressive tendencies, lacking the elements of

organization, would break against the indifference of a post-war

public, more avid for material than for esthetic pleasure. Yet

'A> (or inituoc the Hutu ot MM. Henri Siriey and Ferdinand Qniaet, and
Mpedmlly tlul of Pmnl de MmleingrMU.
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art is stronger than all else, and we may now feci sure that the

ercat music-lover's work will not die with him. A band of young
men, filled with an enthusiasm devoid of any snobbishness, and
based on a powerful intellectual culture, lias recently grouped
itself about the pianist Emile Bos. in Brussels, lies lias set him-

self the task of revealing to a small eirclc of chosen artists the most
progrc^Lvc musie which is heme, produced at the present moment
in all the different countries of the world. Igor Stravinsky, the

lenders of the I'usl -Klstariaii school in England and the Italian

modernists on the one hand, and on the other that galaxy of

disciples which, in France, now clusters around Eric Satin; the.se

arc the principal composers who figure in the repertory of this

small band. It is not a question of admiring them blindly, still

less of imitating them; but merely of keeping alive the thought

that true art never retrogrades or remains stationary; that it is

ever in the formative process, and that the only really vital tradi-

tion is that which, while on occasion it may draw upon the past,

above nil expresses the present and dcvines the future.

(rraiufiM ty FnitrUl 17. 1/drf**..)
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NOTES ON THE NATURE OF HARMONY

*HE word "harmony," in its broadest connotation, applies to

any combination or succession of simultaneous limes. S'.ich

an application of the word includes regions of tone hitherto

musically unexplored, virgin-fields that but await the touch of

the capable and observing composer before unfolding their iieitu-

tics; hcauties other than those to which wc have been accustomed,
but beauties none the less. Strangely enough, the particular Held

selected for recent exploitation the whole-tone scale is by its

very nature the least rich in internal variety of tone color.

There arc many other scales Hcriabiiic has used .-.nine thai olfer

distinctly greater advantages in Ibis respect. I sliall forego tin-

pleasure oi exploring these in vit i regions here. Instead, 1 shell

content, myself with an analysis, albeit fragmentary ami some-
what belated, of what is really al. Hie bottom of the system of

harmony which, founded by Itameau, has given us such works as
the 15 minor Mass, the Beethoven .Symphonies, Feldeirisamkeit,

and Don Juan.
This system, as everyone knows, is based upon a -vial ion -hip

o( Fifths, numerically represented by '2:!J. The oelave, it is true,

represents a simpler ratio, namely but in harmony, octaves

are conceived as identicals, which precludes their being used as

basis for the development of a system. Their identity, however,

permits an octave transposition which docs not involve a change,

in the nature of tin- chord thus transposed. Such a I j-ausposit ion

I shall make use of later. But the Series of l-'ifths, in itself, does

not constitute the entire basis of our harmonic system. Taken
alone, such a scale of fifths embraces a wider range than that

which includes all that we call good writing. Here again is an
unworked field, waiting for appropriate musical manipulation.

With the. physiological basis of harmony 1 am not here con-

cerned. The promising theories of Shambaugh. ICishi, and
Hardesly may lead to an adequate physiological explanation,

impossible in terms of the basilar membrane theory of Helm-
holt z, notwithstanding certain peculiar advantages of the latter

The concept which gives our system of harmony its individual

character, a physiognomy which, though clearly defined, is yet

By OTTO ORTMANN
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ignored with annoying frequency, is the concent of Tonality.

Tonality or Key, is the selection of one lone as principal tone

and of certain other tones as more or less subordinate tones. This
subordination involve; relationship, and in this relationship is

found the key to the nature of harmony built upon such a scheme.

They who have read their d'Indy, Gariel, Riemnnn, Stnibo, and
Robinson will understand the importance of the principle of

relativity cnibodied in the tonality concept, and the logic of the

harmonic analysis here attempted. The principles advanced,

accordingly, arc not ne."', but it is hoped that the following sketch

may throw light from a new ancle upon the realization that a

fundamental shift of viewpoint is necessary for the teaching and
appreciation of harmony as an clement of artistic music. Among
otlicr things the famous "Don't Trespass" sign, long posted on
areas reserved for the great composers— although the latter never

;is nnich as suggested reservation must conn; down. It should

never have been put up.

The present ehordul basis of harmony is a triad, generally

spejikiutt, either major or minor. This basis is not peimaaent

.

Twelve centuries have .-ecu its progress From the simple-l ratin

of 1:S in primitive octave music, to the 2:3 and the 3:*, the fifth

and the fourth relation, respectively, of the Organum; thence

through I hi' !!:-t:a, llie fourth anil skill ratio of (he l''all\l!oui-dori,

to the 4:5:0 ratio of our major triad. The 'fierce tie l'ienrdie

!-lill reflects Ihe reaction lo the minor triad as a dissonance; the

present time shows signs of accepting other, more complex chords,

of subjective consonance to yet higher ratios. The socalled major
ami minor dualilv of our harmonic svstein is not as sharplv defined

as we are often led to believe, for the differences in consonant or

dissonant character of the two chords are too great to permit

interchangeable use. Here the attempt at analysis will be made
front the basis of the major triad only. The conclusions reached

apply, in general, to the minor triad also, allowing for the differ-

ences in the scales of the two modes and in the ratios of the two
chords.

Let us choose (' as the central tone of a tonality or key which
wc call C major, fsince our simplest ratio is the £:t! the next

related tone will be G. Not lower F, for C would be related to F
as 8:2. We take the fifth in an ascending direction because
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whatever be the modifications it has met with, the harmonic
basis in nature is the harmonic series of overtones, not undertones,

in spite of Hiemann's splendid hypothesis. As we continue the

selection of tones on the basis of ascending fifths, we get

Another fifth, Fjt, would take us out of the tonality of C major.

The tones tfivon, there f on.\ form the tonality as far a.s a series of

fifths can do so, and since there is no other source from which to

draw, these tones must form the entire harmonic basis.

By building a triad on each of the given tones, we get

:

The triad on B, since it is a diminished triad, must be ex-

cluded from the real harmonic basis, which is limited to major
and minor. It is included here merely to bring out more cleorly

certain relationships described later.

Obviously, at the pitches indicated, the sounds are musically

not serviceable, or at least less so than in some other relation.

Accordingly, wc transpose by octaves, a transposition, which,

as we have seen, does not alter the nature of the chord. Thus
transposed, our series becomes:

This gives us a central chord U, to which five other chords arc

more or less related. As we pass from U to M, we pass upward
in fifths, away from the key-tone or the key-chord. As we pass

from M to U, we pass downward in the series of fifths and toward
the key-chord. The chord S is nearest related to the key-chord,

the chord R next and so on. In this relationship is the first

harmonic principle: musically .1 chord is always a part of a

tonality, and bears various relations to the other chords of that

tonality.

The second principle is that all chords tend to pass into the

key-chord. The latter is a point of rest to whieh the other more

..... ^
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or less transient chords tend to lead. Consequently, triads dinVr

not only in their structure, hut also, and this is the important
point, in function. In the key of (' major, every triad other than
that on C is harmonically, musically, nr tonally, a dissonance,

and demands harmonic resolution as much as a seventh or a

suspension demands its noil-harmonic resolution. The musical

purpose of a succession of chords is the establishment of tin- key
of which they are a part, (or tonality is one of the two basic har-

monic concepts. Such fixing of key is jh:i ouiptLslu-il by progressing

loicartl the key-chord and not away from it. And it will he found
that any succession of chords passing along the series from 0 to U
is a harmonieally acceptable progression. It is this because it

adheres strictly to the true harmonic progression, a progression

in descending fifths.

Chords stand in true harmonic relation only if their roots

are a fifth apart. The basic interval of chord structure, however,
is not a fifth, but a third. Accordingly, the third is a harmonic
interval. It cannot tie primary because it is not present in the

original series of fifths. The E in the series, Fig. 1, for example,
has a dilferent harmonic function from that of E used as third of

a triad on C But it can be secondary, because the chords

which we built upon the single tones of Fig. 1 contain not only a
fifth, but also the interval of a third. By placing triads in thud-
relationship to those already derived, we get as our complete
chorda! series:

The added chords are N, Q, T. They could not come at any
other points in tin- original series because they would then not
stand in harmonic relation In llu: nei^Uborinj.' chords, the basis

of primary harmonic relation being a fifth, that of secondary
harmonic relation, a third. Tin* primary harmonics of C major
are t lie chords 0, 1', R, S, U- And the secundarv harmonies

are the chords JV, Q, T. But is not N the same as S, and T the

same as 0? Not at all! This point illustrates the most funda-
mental error to which the usual treatment of harmony has been
subject. It results from the mistake of considering chords as

separate entities, irrespective of their environment, from placing

their structure first and their function second. IlormoiuriiHi/

speaking, an isolated rliord dors mil eiiit.
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Since there is but one basic harmonic relation, th.it of the
fifth, all harmonic progressions are primarily felt in this relation-

ship. Thus the secondary relation of the third, is an incomplete
relation of the fifth, and tends so to be felt. That is, N, in Fig.

4, baa the harmonic function of 0; Q has the harmonic function of

fi; ;inii T has tin- hariiioiiie inaction »f IT. .V could not have
the harmonic function of .1/, nor Q of /', license that direction

is aiili-harniouic, away from tin: key-chord instead of toward it.

Now we are back to our original series of fifths:

and we see that it is the environment which makes the chord.

The musical value and nature of the latter changes with each

change in the environment. In the series given, ,V is not S but
an incomplete 0; T is not 0 but an incomplete O. Q, generally

viewed as sab-dominant, demands some further explanation.

There is no self-existing harmonic sub-dominant function in

music. For we have seen that our series of chords of primary
relationship leaves no room for an V as independent tone. It

has been explained us a secondary relation. But what is more
important, is, that, thus explained, it has a dominant function,

because it is related to R, the second chord in the dominant series

of fifths. The F-A-C when used as a sub-dominant, is on entirely

(liferent chord in (unction. The sub-dominant effect, which is

not really a progression anti-clockv, isc around the circle of fifths,

depends upon a preceding dominant effect. The progression [V I

is really only felt as IV-I "hen it has been preceded hy some V-I
progression. Played alone, without accent, 1V-1 is usually felt as

I-V. (The numerals used merely designate the chordal s! nieture!

.

Thus the effect of tlie Plagal Cadence depends upon a preceding

form of tile Authentic Cadence, for the true character of the sub-

dominant is a deviation from the dominant, or harmonic pro-

gression, and where 111:- latter lias not existed, the former obviously

cannot exist. The charming, often unusually beautiful cited of a
sub-dominant coda, depends upon the contrast with the preceding

dominant effect. Why, for example is the tvpienl harmonic form

of a period I-V-I-IV-I and not I-IV-I-V-I? The chord Q therefore

(Fig, .=>), has not a sub-dominant function at all, it is a dominant
chord, that is, it belongs to the dominant series. Its use as a
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sub-dominant fulls on the other side of the chord U (Fig. fi), and
naturally introduces other anti-harmonic relationships.

By considering the secondary harmonies as incomplete
primary harmonies, the weakness of certain chord progressions,

and the strength of others may he explained. Thus the progres-
sion M-N-0 or S-T-U is harmonically weak because it is really

a harmonic reitcrat ion. V-I I. and reiteration stop- harmonic flow.

The value of chord reiteration is found in the melodic aspect of

music, hence the rule to use chord repetition in placed where a
marked melodic shift is required or desired. On the other hand,
as has been pointed out, miv chord progression such as Q-S-U
is good, because Q being harmonically «, produces the perfect

primary progression R-S-U. The succession [31\-0-P-R£-0 oath

its notification [3I}-X-P-Q-S-U or any part (hereof, take, in the

ffiVfJl direction, is lit': only fuiulamenhd hurttioitic prngrcsxion in all

All other chord progressions are melodic, not harmonie in

function. They have their essence in diatonic or chromatid pro-

gression, as the true harmonic progressions have their essence in

the harmonic fifth-relationship. It is true, that even in the har-

monic series, some of the upper voices, but never the bass, will

move in diatonic steps, that is, melodically, but it is also true that
such progressions arc determined far less by this factor than by
the harmonic relation existing between the chords. Proof of this

is found in the greater freedom with which primary harmonic
progressions arc connected as compared to the non-harmonic
professions. In the latter case, it is the melodic steps which
make the progression -possible. As a consequence, wherever there

is dhdonic progression on a bass other than a harmonic bass

i'tifth-rcliilionshii)), the true harmonies are not represented by
the chords as written.

All connections involving inversions of triads; seventh, ninth,

and higher chords, with their inversions; suspensions, and altered

chords, are melodic, not harmonic progressions. As such tliey

ohev the psvcho-phvsiological law.s of melody, which are essentially

different from those of harmony as here outlined. As soon as

we add a seventh, or a ninth, or any dissonant interval to a triad,

this lidded tone has a melodic function.

This leaves the clock-wise, anti-harmonic fifth-progressions,

such as S-R-P in tile Figures, to be explained. These, too, without
exception, tire melodic in function, for they violate the second
principle of harmonic progression, which demands movement
toward the key-chord. But what of the progression
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which certainly is musically acceptable? This is likewise a melodic

progression. Harmonically the sub-dominant cannot be explained

as the under-dominant. This becomes evident when we consider

the different treatments which the IV-I and the V-I demand in

music, and the difference in their effects, one of which is not the

opposite of the other but involves a difference in kind. The sub-

dominant stands in no harmonic relation to the tonic; the relation-

ship is melodic. Far from being of almost the same harmonic

importance as tile dominant, the sub-dominant, through its melodic

proximity to the tonic, is merely the most import nut rumple
ot the anti-harmonic fifth-progressions. The musical satMaflimi

which IV-I gives, is not the result of the harmonic progression

of IV into I, but the result of the IV already being a I. That is,

tue ^ n " a discord, whether F is in the bass or not, a

double suspension resolving directly into the key-chord
j

As a discord, its function is melodic. When introduced, in the

coda, for example, by the seventh chord, fin C major by C, E, G,

Bb) it is also melodic, for all sevenths are melodic tones. The
sub-dominant effect, therefore, is not a harmonic effect opposite to

the dominant effect; it is a melodic effect of a different kind.

There is but one harmonic relation in music, and that is the dominant

tonic relation.' All else is melodic. The Circle of Fifths can only

he explained anti-clockwise. Never in the reverse direct ion. It ii

not to be conceived as a figure symmetrical with respect to any

diameter. In the tonality of C, not as »j

'Strubc: A Tro.iise oa Harmony.
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but rather as

The third lianmiiur
]

j ri u i ipl t-, which is but a further applica-

tion of tlie two principles described, is that every discord is music-

ally felt as a part of the tonality of which the next tonic harmony
is the key-chord, regardless ot the number of chords intervening,

and often changing in function with the onset of a new plir^sc.

The key-chord will consist of an uninverted triad, tonic function,

on some metrically accented beat. (This last statement is but a
generalization. It must suffice here, for even a brief treatment

of the rhythmic aspect of harmonic progression, would take us

too far afield.)

The first result of the application of these principles, is that .i t-

may no longer consider such chords as the cadential four-six and
the passing four-six, or the dominant IV, represented in tile figures

by Q, and the sub-dominant IV, which represents a melodic rela-

tionship, as one and the same chord. Musically, and that, after

all, is the point that counts, the forms of chords mentioned are as

different as the major and the minor triads. Such a conception
necessarily changes our system of figured bass completely. For-
tunately, this change involves no great difficulty. The plan
which first suggests itself is to number the central or key-tone I,

then to number all other tones belonging to that tonality, that is,

grouping themselves around this tone, which becomes both their

aim and end, in relation to this I by counting the intervals from
the key-lone instead of from the bass-lone. Thus:

'! '! '!
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'! '1

Next, for the sake of simplicity, we may dispense with the

repeliUnns of I, with the understanding that a tonality continues

until cancelled hy another Roman Numeral. In like manner, I

alone may stand for II, and I,, for I.. The figuring for the first

i 1 1

example given is then I-I0 -I. It is necessary to include 1 in all

5

7

eases except Ij. Such a plan may probably be modified to ad-

3

5

vantage, and is given merely as a possible solution of the problem

of figuring ehords when conceived in relation to their tonality.

Figured bass, sifter all, is but a convenient form of numerical

analysis. The musical function of a chord, since it represents a

subjective reaction, cannot adequately be re]) resellted by any
fixed system of figures.

The C in the first chord is a seventh. But since sevenths stand

in no harmonic relation to the chord (they are melodic tones),

we need not be troubled by the ascent into D, for there is no me-
lodic rule prohibiting ascent. The laws governing melody, even

in terms of the Lipps-Mcyer theory, involve factors essentially

extraneous to pure harmonic progression.

Finally, by taking a more complex example for illustration,

the extent to which true musical function differs from the figuring
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The brevity with which all dissonant tones are disposed of

as melodic tones may need a word of explanation in its defense. An
analysis of the melodic principles was not attempted since we were
concerned with the nature of harmony, and the very definition

which we gave to harmony, precludes melody from being treated

from any other than an almost opposite viewpoint. It may be

said in closing, however, that the melodic conception of dissonances

will be found to lead to a rational and musically adequate explana-

tion of their use. One interesting result is the manner in which

a melodic analysis explains the "raisons d'etre," il any, of the

rules of harmony governing dissonances, inversions, and chord
successions, many of which are inexplicable on the basis of har-

monic relation. As long as we conceive sevenths and suspensions

as different in musical nature and function; treat chords and
their inversions as harmonic identicals; and speak of harmonic
relation, such as the sub-dominant, where no harmonic relation

exists, we cannot hope to arrive at any satisfactory conclusions.

The plan here outlined, at least places the study of harmony
upon a musical, and relatively fixed harmonic basis, namely:
tonality and the descending scries of fifths.



RUSSIAN COMPOSERS
AS DESCRIBED BY THEMSELVES

By JULIEN TIERSOT

RUSSIAN music to-day is we]] known throughout the civ-

ilized world. The latest arrival among the schools of (ona!

art, for half a century or more shir has given proofs of an
activity and a vitality which have linmdit Iter tt> one of faint's

most elevated levels. The great works she has produced are

familiar to lis. live history wc sliuiild not lie mj well ;n-i ^minted

with (for it belongs to a country far distant from us in every

respect) had nut some of its best-known representatives made it

'.heir business to disclose it to us in its most intimate del nil. Two
members of that group of the "Five" who, though they now all

have disappeared from life's stujre, still remains tlie one nm.-t repre-

sentative of the sy niphotiic and lyric genius of Russia. Cesar Cui

and Rimsky-Korsftkow in turn, and at widely separated intervals,

have informed us with regard lo its aspirations, efforts and. finally,

its realizations. It is now more than fort}' years ago that the

iirsl-nained composer published his study on La Mu.iiquc rn lin.'fir,

in France (Paris. 1880), telliiu: the story of the appearance on the

scene of the new school; and epiiie recently we have been able to

read the book of reminiscences entitled Ma lie musical?, left by

ltimsky-Korsakow, in which th. whole history of the period during

which an evolution of such great interest trunspircd has been
retraced. Finally, letters of Borodine's hove been published

which, since they were not intended for publication, are the more
interesting because of the fact, as they supply valuable details

regarding the artists' private life.

The times have run their course: the book is closed, the

thread cut. In the midst of the upheaval which has so profoundly

disturbed the social life of Russia, the future opening-up to art

in this great country is still unknown. The majority of Russian

musicians have left their native land; they are living in exile,

and do not feel themselves impelled to produce new works. As
to those who have remained, all their energies are confined to

giving auditions, performances which eventuate under more Or
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less precarious conditions, of the approved works of the former

repertory. And in tin.- first rank of lhe=e works are those pro-

ceeding out of tin- i;ji.titni;il movement represented by the group
already mentioned. It seems as though this might be a. propitious

time for easting a nummary "hintc, over the history of this group,

summing up what has been told us by those amou^ its rcprcscnia-

tives best qualified to speak.

However, their coming forward kid not been awaited in

France in order to awaken an interest in Russian music. It was
thus that as early as 18*5, Hector lierloiz, the master best fitted

to appreciate ut their true value works of a lofty and novel trend,

dedicated an acutely written study to Michael Glinka, some of

whose tilings he had produced in his own concerts. Subsequently

he himself went, to Russia, cm two different, occasions, and for

all that he had undertake:: these expeditions for the purpose of

carrying on a propaganda for his own works, he did not fail to

interest himself in the developments of an art of recent creation

and, reciprocally, took pains to make it known in occidental

Europe. It is most unjust of Rimskv-Knrsakow lo reproach him
for not devoting attention to the young Russian school during

his last trip. It was in 1H158 that Ilcrlioz paid his last visit to

Russia; he was vcrv ill, worn out l.v the strenuous life: he had

led, and he was soon to die. It would have been showing him but

lit Me ehnritv to have- insisted that under such circumstances he

study these new works, then only in process of working-out, in a

thorough-going way.
_
As to Rimsky- Korsakow, he was just about

twenty-four at the time; had as yet produced little or nothing,

and people hardly knew as yet whether he was a musician or a

sailor. Hut Berlioz had been in touch with hi; friends, and his

relations with them were most cordial; the letters he wrote on

bis return to the friends he had left in Russia, and which are

mining I lie lllst of his correspondence preserved, mention Cesar Clli

and Balakirew several times, and express bis regret that they are

not near him. "I know that I am going to die .... I would
like to see you; perhaps you would wind up the springs a.nain,

Cut, and would revivify my blood." These are the sentiments lie

expresses in a letter of August 31. 1 Stiff, the hist letter of his

which lias- been printed to date.

The two names we have josl mentioned are. in fact, those of

the two composers, (he serious among the "Five," to whom the

credit of the lirst initiative in the ecu movement, belongs. And
i his initiative, at the dale we have reached, was no longer so very

recent, for those who had taken it had no more than outgrown
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tlidc childhood at the nioniait when they met for the first time.

This is how Cesar Cui recalls tic event:

In lS.if>, two musician:), very yoilu^, am] pa-sk.nalt'lv demted In

[heir :iri. ini-l in St. fVtcrstiizrfl. The <'ii|iit:il (if Hussiii liririi: Die |irin-

r 5 j >j l 1 imrsifiil centre "f the riniiitrv. tliey math 1 it ttn-ir ] r[:uii]('ji 1. place
ill ri-si.l^rni-. III).' w;j.- Ibilnkirew. tin- oDmr Hie writer u! t ln-.-i- pages.

Some, lime lifter, itiinsl;v-Kors;ik(nv. Monxline ;m<t Mon.—orgskv jnine't

Diem ami. little tiy little, a small circle .if friends was formed, whirl,

isiid been brought together by one arcil tin.1 iiici ]:>':<• for musical art. . .

The activity of this youthful group was immediate and inces-

sant, though individually they were nil professionally engaged to

an eslcnl which seemed to relegate thein, as musicians, to the

ranks of the amateurs. Liakikircw, tin.' oldest among theru, did

not long delai in devoting hiuiscli entirely to the art of music,

though he had taken a scientific course in a university in his

youth. But Cesar Cui was an engineer officer and liecniiie a

general; Mussorgsky was a fiuietionary in the War Department.
Borodine a professor of chemistry in a medical college, and Rinisky-

Korsakow was a sailor. Nevertheless, all of them became masters,

and it was as musicians that they gained fame.

Cesar Cui. after reviewing- the outstanding 1'aets of the pre-

ceding period, the work of Michael Giinka, the founder of Russian
music; then that of Serin- iintl Dargomijsky. the iuterinediarics'.

then the patriotic composers and the new-comers, in the study

which we have already mentioned, supplied the first vahinUe
indications regarding the begining activity of the young school.

Vet, writing so soon, he could not give a complete, idea of the

subject: it is Ifinisky- Korsakow's hook which presents a really

collective picture.

Wind is primarily interesting about this hook is the fact that

it allows cs to penetrate into the vita! intimacy ol a collectivity

of art, an intimacy bo close that it reacted even on the output of

the works. And these last respond so perfectly to an ideal held

in common, that one cannot always tell which one of the "Five"

may have contributed the major jm: i in:-, of labor itt a work hearing

a single signature. There is hardly one work of Moussorgsky's.
of Cesar Cui's. of Horodine's and—at the beginning—of Rimsky-
Korsakow's which, to a greater or lesser extent, did not represent

the collaboration, in first instance, of Balakircw, their dean and
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recognized leader, and then, as circumstances might dictate.

Examples which prove this ;il it >um I . On the very first page
uf liiinsky-Korsakon's in oils, we see linlakirrw, to whom
ymiJii; l!iitisky nunc- to submit his first, eibirts, busy orchestra fine'

the overt ure of the I'rixoiiriirr iiu ('rim-tine, an opera by Cesar (.'ni.

Tlie youiijr ueophy t e ambitiously desires t» make his bow with a

symphony, and has brought along his sketch. And Balakirew

orchestrates the first movement on the spot, in order to show
the new disciple how it should be done. At the same time he
submits liis owl: works to the judgment of his yoim« friends;

nothing came from the pen oE one of the "Five" that was not at

hihv .submitted to the examination ol the rest, among whom
Balakircw's voire preponderated since, bring tin' oldest (was he

not all of twenty -five at the time when Rimsky-Korsakow placed

himself under his whig!.!, he exercised on the otiiers tlie prestige

of an undisputed mastery.

with authority and frankness, ready to improvise at a moment's notice,

repeating, without n single mistake any composition once played for liiiu.

he had an as: eiidancy which none other could uaiti. . . . Despotic, tic

insisted that a work should be revised following the very letter of his

indications, fn fnct, mure than once, one could discover entire passages

of his own in the works of the others.

In one of his own compositions Rimsky-Korsakow has given

his disciples corrected'each other, rectifying errors which were a

natural result of their respective individual deficiencies, and each

supplying what tlie other lacked.

1 hail, (sij he tells us with tin attempt at concealment i, composed a
soiie to ivords hy Heine. . . . Dnlakirew was well enough sidislicd witli

it, tr.it finding that the piano accompaniment WHS inadequate, which
was mute natural in my ease, since 1 was no pianist, he rewrote the

piano part completely . And it was with his piano accompaniment that

niv miii;; was event
"

liefore long it was Rimsky's turn to assist in tlie collective

production and none gave himself up lo the task with greater

activity than he did. Is it generally known that a large part

of the output of the gifted Moussorgsky was simply written by
Ilhnskv-Korsakow? His Vie muxiruh- abounds in instances of

this sort, and the others have done their share as well. We may
follow their collaboration from page to page.
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First of all there is a "Seherzo," and a chorus from Oedipus,

which Rubinstein had included on the program of one of his

concerts. They did not sound at all badly, because "these com-
positions bad gone through Balakirew's hands."

The orclifiiral prelude in Ike Ck.imlr i.ilini/c en Vi-ranie preceded
tin- opera J.n I'tr.TC d; Narstichimis. Thi- (jrclnftc w,t~ composed and
(irchi'slrjiU'ii by Mdi]ssor(!sky l]l]]]-i:!f. ami 1 slil! have bis oivn scare.

It Inter, [)UL iiilu Mia;;.: liy LiaJow. The detached ir.ltrttxii from
/,:. Khocanslehiiia, which were |>layrd at the second concert (of the
Free Music School, under ifimsky-Korsakow's direction;, were not all

orchestrated by Moiissorgfky. . . . The "I'crsiau DnLce" imls oivhcs-

trated by me. Though he had promised this number for the concert,

Moussorgsky delayed handing it over, ami when I proposed to orchestra le

it for him, he agreed no sooner had I spoken, and appeared very well

1 y work, for all that I had introduced a number of changes

There was even more (lone in this way after MoussurgFky
died. In fact, among the inextricable confusion of sketches found

among his belongings there was, properly speaking, hardly any-

thing y liieb might be termed finished or completed. Paces d liter

-

ing in the most radical manner were discovered uiuuni: these

manuscripts, and it ivas often quite impossible to distinguish the

compositions which had been partially set down from each other
- to say nothing of those Ciw'6 in which survivcrs recalled hearing

the composer play pieces that were entirely complete, and which
they had admired when they grew beneath his fingers on the key-
board, but of which not a trace remained in the shape of written

notes.

Among the works which Moussorgsky had planned and which
were never completed was a Xalamnibo, whose sketches were a
mine from which the composer drew material with which to

build several other works: matter taken from this source has

been discovered evcu in the most inspired pac.es of Boris Gudmtnor.

"After bis death," says Rimsky-Korsnkow, "all his manu-
scripts weir handed over to me lo arrange and order, to complete
the works which had been commenced and to prepare them for

publication." With entire disinterestedness the composer of

BO many original, living works consented to undertake this long,

ardous task, without a thought of remuneration, cither for -Mous-

sorgsky's heirs or for himself. This labor engaged Rimsky's time

for two entire years, and came to a satisfactory end with the

composition of an opera. La Khomnxlchina. that of another,

La Foire de Sorotchine:, choruses, orchestra compositions, etc.,

Dllt'IOCI Dy Cl
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completed after note-sketches, and incomplete and unorches-

trated manuscripts.

In La Kkmanstchina, especially, there was much to rewrite and
rei(impose; there were, fur in-lance. unnecessary and repulsive .sections

in the first and second nets, which tended to make them too Ions: while
the fifth act, on the contrary, was largely lacking, and what there was
of it was sketched out only in the moat superficial manner. The cliorus

of the Bascolnibi, with the bell-effect before they mount the woodpile
to be burned alive, had to be entirely rewritten, since it was quite impos-
sible as it had been primarily written. As for the final chorus, it only
existed in the shape of a melody, written out by Mine. Karmalina. and
given by her to Moussorgsky. Utilizing this melody, I wrote the entire
chorus, as well as the orchestra! episode accompanying tin; scene of the
burninp at the stoke. For n monologue in the fifth act I used music
which I hod token from the first. The variations in Neapho's song, in
the third act, were considerably modified and worked over by ma.

I.a Xui< stir I/' Moiil Chmtrr. a symphonic piece which lias

been played more than once in our Parisian concerts, has under-
gone I h<- must, extraordinary avatars, turn and turn about, at

the hands of Moussorgsky and Hitn.sky-Korsakow. In the be-
ginning it win a youthful cuiripiv.il inn of the first -men tinned

composer, written in imitation ol Liw.t. lialakircw having criti-

cized it severely, tin- composer had laid it aside. Deciding to

appeal from the condemnation pronounced on it, he took it up
again later on, introduced vocal parts, and a place was made for

i; in liimsky's Hlada. Hut M latin was In turn abandoned, and
then the composition passed (still tentatively) into Moussorgsky's

Poire, f/c SomtU-liinelz, where it was to serve to accompany a

fantastic dream. Thus this piece first took form as a .solo for

piano and orchestra, and in its second and third versions became
a vocal composition without orchestra.

Since none of these variants could be played in public, (says Rimsky-
Korsakow), I determined to write on instrumental piece with the material

furnished by Moussorgsky, retaining all that was best and most unified

in the composer's work, and avoiding, so far as possible, to add to it any
conceptions of my own. The proper thing to do was to create a form in

which Moussorgsky's ideas would be framed to the best advantage. The
problem was a difficult one

It was in this way that Moussorgaky's music was written

and to quote our author once more:

All these manuscripts were in a condition of the greatest disorder.
Among them were the most absurd harmonies, monstrous passages of

solfeggio, strikingly illogical modulations, instrumentations which had
foiled of success, orchestrated numbers all giving proof of the most
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impudent amateurishness niul an absolute technical impotence. In
spile of all this, these productions in most case- showed sueh greatness
n[ genius, sueh nrigimdi'.y. and so novel a charaeler. thai (heir peblicni i(in

appeared Id lie indispensable. Nevertheless, the;1 called for arrangement,
for a coisrdLnaliori without ivliinh Lhey could command no mora laan a

biographical interest. In this way. Moussorgsky's works still will ill'.

able to e\i-> in iii! their freshness half-a-eenl ilry after his dealh. When
(Ley beeome public property, il will always lie time enough tn undertake
III is purely biographical edition, since I have handed over all maiuiv-riuts

to the Imperial Public Library,

Even Huri.i Godunai', reprinted during the composer's lift-

time, reflected the mutations undergone owing to these successive

additions. Moussorgsky wrote his store himself, am) his orciies-

tration was conceived without hrilliancy. There was, for in-

stance, a Polonaise, brilliant as regards its musical style and its

form; but whose instrumentation had been written, no doubt in

the spirit of archaism, in the retrospective style of LuUi's iK',ii<

: iulnns. H husky Korsakow invested it with a brilliant Wagnerian
orchestration- -so he informs us and the cifect of the piece v-as

enhanced. And later he elaborates a complete new "edition" of

Boris (jodunov. In this new- working-out. the score was first

executed at the Pctrograd Conservatory, conducted by the

"editor," and was then taken over and definitely placed in the

Maryrasky Theatre.

I was bevond measure sui i.-fii-il with mv editing and orclic. I ration

of Hari.i, (wrote Rimsky-Korsakow), which I have heard for !h,. first

lime wc.li Hie aeeoiupnnniicnt of a grand erchcsl ra. Fervent admirers
of Moussorgsky looked rather hulled and expressed vague reirrt-N Vet
in subjecting Harin to a revision I did not ..oppress liie original v-rsiou.

When the dav comes that (he original is found to be superior to my
revision, [I will onlv be necessary io present Hie work a'::;ordiiu; 1.0

Moussorgsky's own score.

I! is in this final form, however, in whose preparation liimsky-

Korsakow was associated, us we have just shown, that liori.i

Goihtnoc has been performed wherever this fine work has been

After Moussorgsky conies Borodino who died even more
prematurely, and without having completed his musical 1:1 c-ivork.

Even while still living, he had not disdained the aid of his friends.

When, in the season of ]H7H-lfi7!», iimisky-KorsaUw was entrusted

will, (he direetorship of the I'etiogi-ad School of Music, he an-

nounced on his program the tirsl hearing of the dances from
Prince Igor, in the belief that Borodino had completed the opera

in question. But this was not the case. The orchestration was
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lacking altogether, and, isi fact, it was necessary fur Rimsky-
Korsakow and another friend, Liadqw, to get to work and supply

it. To their efforts is due the brilliant instrumentation of tiese

dances, which have become so famous. On another occasion,

Itiin.-ky-Korsakew, disappoint rd at realizing that, his friend

liorodiue, occupied liv other matters, seemed to lack all initiative

!<] proceed wilh the composition of "his hcsl opera," oil.Ted to

aet us his musical secretary, ami carried ofi willi him to the coo n try

pages of sketches in order to put them in shape. Hence, when
Borodine died, it was quite natural that Rimsky-Korsakow
should undertake to gather and save for posterity such precious

fragments as might be found. Prince Igor, notably, was far

from having been completed. After mentioning those portions

which Borodine had last written. Rimsky goes on to say:

of I lie. eoLirn work, the roaipu-itio:! of wl:al was laesoi;; and v.k coordi-

nation of I lie numbers left uai i.:ii]ileted by liorouiuc.

We may admire, in pacing, the penetration of these geniuses

who, under the impulse of their fraternal feelings, could thus

supplement each other in the most natural way in tile world, as

well as the mnemonic, fidelity which allowed his survivors lo

restore nil ire paces that the original composer had never set

down on paper.

Hence, is M altogether fail lo eon cede !o I In: oriilioal composer

the merit of having written a work so evidently collective, and
should not. Boro< line's I'rinrr. !qor with quite as much justice

bear the signature of Itimskv- Korsa knw and Gtazounow as well

as his?

And it. is not. atone to his itnmcdin tc oonl eniporarics, to his

comrades. I hat Uimsky-Korsakow rendered such good offices. We
see him, in addition, busy revising the choruses of Glinka, lie

also orchestra lei I an opera by one of his predecessors. Dargomijsky,
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/. (
- Conrirr de -pierre, which the composer had Ii'ft simply in the

shape of a. vocal score. He even undertook this task twice,

becoming ii in his youth and resuming it later, in order to give

1 lie work of ,1 colleague a definitive existence.

Ife was nlsii accustomed in his own case to undertake such
"rcmakings." i'shovityunku, his first opera, iras written three

times: on the fir>l occasion willi the exuberance and freshness

of ;-onthfnl imagination, lint. al>o with youth's hick of skill. The
.second time lie rewrote it under the disillusionizing influence of

his academic studies; the third lime, finally, with the experience

of an art which had come into its full heritage of development.

Sadko, the symphonic poem, was one of his earliest works

It was played in Paris (at tile ( 'onoerts-I'asdeloupj, when .still

a novelty, a long, long time ago. Later on the composer re-

shaped il, while still allowing it to retain its original form as an
orchestral composition. A! length, he did not shrink from com-

posing a third Sadko, (his lime an opera, in which he employed
all the (hematic elements found in his preceding symphonic pages.

Aviar is one of Iiimsky-Korsakow's most perfected concert-

pieces. Still he mentions it as being among his first attempts,

dating hack to it period when, as he himself avows, he hardly

knew how to write. It must he thut in this case, too, he gathered
up his thenuilic elements and subjected them to a reconstructive

process later on.

The other masters of the croup, I hough Ihev did not work
so hard, acted in the same manner. Rimsky-Korsakow's Vie

Mn.'it'nlf testifies to [he fiiel that. Mons'-orgsky, who left so many
incomplete works at his death, himself subjected some of the

works of ot tiers to this same process by which the musical material

is taken up again, and reworked and reshaped in a thousand
ways. Instances of his having done so are known.

It was because, at the time their group came into being,

these musicians, so truly impulsive, with so fresh an ichor in

their veins, and but newly entered upon a domain of art which
also was practically a novelty in their country, had such confi-

dence in their budding genius that they wished to write nothing

but what was exclusively and directly dictated by it. The
example of their predecessors only seemed to them calculated to

modify their own [>ersonatity: their aim was to stand on their

own feet creatively. Vet they were not. long in realizing that their

improvisations would not withstand the test of time. Hence
their perpetual hesitations, their continual reworking of Compo-
sitions whose generative ideas remained vital, but w hose uncertain

' : r
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formal structure weakens! their effect. They found it necessary,

when experience hull opened their eyes, to abate somewhat that
sovereign contempt which they had flaunted for all that tended
to be scholastic. Rimsky-Korsakow's example in this respect is

most significant.

He had entered Balakirew'a group in 1861, when he was no
more than seventeen years of age. At the time he was a student

in the Naval school, and bad taken a few piano lessons (he always
regretted that they had been so few in number) and, purely by
instinct, he had covered a few sheets of music-paper with his

seribblings. This was the beginning and the end of his musical

knowledge. lie submitted a Nocturne and some symphonic
fragments to Balakirew, and tile latter at once told him that

he would have to write his symphony in complete form. And
in this manner, without even knowing what a chord of the seventh,

a modulation, a development, a tie or a tone really was, the young
man undertook to rival Beethoven.

'the incidental works which they read anion;; themselves mid
then criticized apart, were the only musical examples which the

members of the group could follow. Their repertory was restricted

and their opinions regarding the masters who had produced them
were distinguished principally by tJieir severity; Balakirew and
Moussorgsky being the pianists of the group, they played trans-

criptions of I he Schumann symphonies and the. List quartets of

Beethoven for four hands. As regards the last named composer
his eight earlier symphonies were, in their judgment, only
"middling successful;" their themes "were adjudged feeble." In
fact, these "melodic creations" were but little relished by the

group of young Russian musicians. Chopin's melodies appeared
to them "mawkish and written for the ladies," and he himself

was even termed "a neurotic worlding." Mendelssohn's com-
positions seemed "shrill and written to please the taste of small

shopkeepers," Bach
1

.- fugues, nevertheless, were esteemed, accord-

ing to one paragraph, while in another the composer of the "Pas-
sion" is called "petrified." Mozart and Haydn were regarded
as "antiquated and naive." And, note the following affinity:

"Berlioz, whose acquaintance they were just beginning to make,
was highly appreciated," while Liszt was regarded as "musically

corrupt and at times even caricaturislic." Wagner was hardly
mentioned, according to tie first chapter, but the fourth, recording
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remembrances of tlii- presentation of Liih-'iiyrin in Pctrograd,

smj-s frankly: 'Balakircw, Cui, .\1 onssorgsky am! myself were In

:i l>o\ with Dargomijsky. We expressed all our eon I i-mpt for

Lohengrin."

In fact, the only models which these new creators accepted

were I host 1 which they ottered one another, in I he shape of their

own cuiiLpusit ii.iis, as well as Lin- works of their immediate pre-

decessors in Russia, after Glinka. And they were not gentle,

either, with those composers who did not belong to their own
little group. {I.ivov was aeoounted a m.llilv, liuhin.-tein without

either talent or gift for composition; and, later, T.chaikow~hy

was only tolerated because of his amiable character, not at all

because of his music). "His conscrvntoriul education always

raised a barrier between him and us." says our author. In brief,

there never was a more narrow, more intolerant little group, a

little circle more closely united; and yet one which ha- given an

example of such power. And sti:l, its surprising originality all

resulted from its application of the principle to which it con-

formed with inexorable rigor: Fari da te (Act of your own
volition).

Nevertheless, the moment could not fail to come when a
spirit as judicious and well-balanced as that of Rim ;ky-Ko:-sakow

was obliged to admit that instinct, powerful though it might he,

was not everything in art-creation ; that mere practical develop-

ment, swiftly degenerating into empiricism, does not suffice for

the invention of the diverse and multiple forms without which the

labor of art cannot renew itself; that, in a word, there is a minimum
of technical knowledge, of professional knowledge, "which cannot

be ignored if one wishes to write," and it is the following circum-

stances which opened his eyes to the fact.

In 1871, he was twenty-seven years of age, and was still a
naval officer. He had composed and had presented his first opera.

l^b.i-Huaril.-a. and his first symphonic poem.. Sadhr. and Aatar,

which foretold the musician of the future, though they had not

as yet spread his fame beyond the limits of a somewhat narrow
circle, when he was given a great surprise. He was ottered the

post of professor of composition and instrumentation at the

Petrograd Conservatory. Let us record the name of the unusual

man who showed such unexpected confidence in a school which,

not. without reason, was reputed to be revolutionary, even anar-

chistic in its tendencies. He was called Azantehevsky, had just

been appointed director of the Conservatory, and claimed that

"he would vivify the waters which had grown stagnant."
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century in advance, lo discover truths which our contemporaries

believe they themselves have been the first to note. Let us cite,

us example., what Itaoieail has written, in order to prove I hat.

genius must needs be fructified by art

:

lie whose liisln lias i>i'fii formed merely b\ comparisons wliich lire

within tlit scope of his sensations, is able, at the most, to excel only in

certain yenrcs. When you hike from Mm the characters to which lie is

accustomed, you will no longer recocuize hira. She? he drm all from
his imugination, williotit the ass is ta ace of art in its relations to his

expression, he wears out in the end. In the fire of his first efforts he
is altogether briSimt, yet this fire consumes itself in measure aa he
attempts to revive it, and all that he has to offer arc repetitions or plati-

"He wears out in the end " "His fire consumes

itself " This is exactly what the Russian master, more
than a century and a half after liotneau, observed in his own case.

Rimsky-Korsukow's book is not merely the story of his own
life. Just as a large part of his time, as we have seen, is devoted

to completing and perfecting tile works of his companions, so

his memoirs are the history of the entire group of which he was
a member: in them the figures of his friends live again, traced

in truly striking relief.

One of the most curioua is that of Borodine. Some ten

years older than Himsky-Korsakow, lie nevertheless took up Ins

musical career at a later period, and joined that group which an

irony, perhaps not barren of result, had named "the puissant band."
In this group, hardly a member of which was exclusively a pro-

fessional musician, liorodine was the one who devoted the smallest

portion of his time to the art. Professor of chemistry at the

School of Medicine, he declared that he loved science quite as

much as lie did music. And yet it was neither his laboratory

nor bis academic chair which preoccupied bis attention, for the

major portion of his time was given up to philanthropic and
charitable works, to which he devoted himself with ardor. A
strange physiognomy, a .strange life was that of this man, endowed
with real musical genius, busied at the same time with scientific

researeii, and who, meanwhile, impelled by a spirit of love and
self sucriliee, led the life of an apostle, wellnigh that of an anchorite.

He is worthy of a place in the gallery of characters created by
Tolstoi, who are contented only in the fulness of true and absolute
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renunciation of self. We can see him, as witnessed by Rimsky-
Korsakow, consecrating himself, body and soul, to those works
oi social regeneration which Russi;i saw spring up in great number
during tlie closing years of tin: nineteenth century. He had been

one of the organizers of the Women's School of Medicine, and
was a member of all sorts of charitable organizations ami societies

for the encouragement of studious youth, of female students in

particular. One of these organizations, for which he acted as

treasurer, deprived him of a great part of his time. Society ladies,

while displaying a great deal of enthusiasm for his musical gifts,

took advantage of his unsophisticated character to induce him
to sit on welfare committers, robbing him of all the time he might
have devoted to composition. At the same time he was given

over to the assaults of the Kussian students, who, knowing him
to be a feminist, too often abused his kindness. His wife, though
ill, identified herself with his efforts. They adopted children and
brought them up; often the parents came to sec them and had
to be taken in over night; they were accomodated with divans,

and even slept on the ground floor, and the professor's apartment
situated on the ground-floor of the School «f Medicine itself, was
thus transformed into a species of asylum.

As to the current obligations of life, they were the least of

Borodine's worries. His ineonsequence made his friends smile and
mighl often haverfmriched a monograph—it has already been well-

written elsewhere—with piquant details regarding '"The absent-
minded one." !t; .sunmHT he look hi* vacation, which he passed

in the country, in the middle of Itn^ia. This should lutvr. been

the favorable season for Ills medical work, but was nothing of

the sort. He usually installed himself in a vast, but poorly fur-

nished and uncomfortable izba, and there he lived a regular

peasant's life; his wife going out hare-foot. Thus the summer
went by for them, in the midst of privation and inactivity, and
without profit to art. Borodine died prematurely, having prac-

tically spoiled his musical career, and we have already seen what
would have happened to bis work had Rimsky-Korsakow not
been there to complete and perfect it. It would have perished,

practically in its entirety. And yet, what lofty, vibrant and
delightful musical qualities it evinces.

The figure of Jloussorgsky, as traced by the pen of Rimsky-
Korsakow, is no less characteristic. The composer of Bon's Godonw
had been an officer in the Guards, and had then become an employee
in an administrative bureau. He was a good pianist and had a

pleasant baritone voice: at the meetings o[ the group, when the
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young masters let their friends hear their new compositions, it

was Moussorgsky who sang the grand roles from Iran !c terrible.

Ptkoviiyanka, Cesar Cui's operas and bis own Boris. None had
so deliberately ignored Ike technic of composition as Moussorgsky;
hence he assumed an attitude not alone contemptuous, but actually

gloried in Ids ignorance. He led the lite uf a ISoheinian a Bohem-
ian of Petrogrud, a type quite as strange in another way as that

of Montmurtre or the Italian Quarter of Paris. Hi; friend; at

times found it. diflicuft. to take him seriously. "His brain is feeble

- lie has no head." Ilulakirew s;tid of him. His eccentricities

increased in number when, after the performance of his opera, he

gave up the bourgois duties to which he had hitherto owed his

existence, in order to play the artist. He joined a woman singer

in order to offer a course in music, in which he confined himself

entirely to the part of accompanist; at times he appeared in

order to play the strangest possible repertory of transcriptions,

improvisations and fantasies. Then, bis mind unbalanced by bis

success, be broke with his old friends, and sought the company
of llie self-styled admirers who surrounded him in the nocturnal

cabarets of I'elrogrnd. He look tu drink, became a confirmed

alcoholic and died in an access of drtirium tn-mnn. We have
accn his portrait, his hairy figure, with bushy locks and protruber-

aut forehead, (jiving his features a certain resemblance to those

of Verlnine. Was there not a spiritual analogy between them as

well? Older in years than the poet, he seems to be a personage in

Some romantic drama of the boulevards, one which the pen of

!' red eric i.emaitre. might have portrayed with realistic power;
"(cuius and Disorder!" That, he had genius is not to he con-

tested, the genius which conies from the soul, which is most
intense and most human.

Cesar Cui, one of the elders of the group, played a specially

defined part in it; he was regarded as a lyricist, devoted to vocal

music-, while the others, on llie contrary, were symnhonists.

Uiiiisky-Kiirsiikiiw points an "Aulierian thread" in bis music,

whose presence he explains by tile composer's semi-French origin.

The fact is that he followed a road which diverged notably from

thai I a ken by bis colleagues. In llie earlier peril id of their relations

with eneb oilier, liinisky- Korsakow was aware that he lived in

the finer section of the [own, keeping a hoarding-school where
boys were prepared for a military career, tor Cui was a professor

of fortification. Yet he found time to devote a large portion o£

his activity to music. Less of a sympbonist than the other rep-

resentatives of the group, he composed operas, above all Le
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I'risw.iticr Jit (.'atmtxc, a Russian subject, and William Ilidd iffi:

,

as well as others in which, '.is the result of a marked preference,

lie hud recourse to French subjects: Angelo, after Victor Hugo's
drama; I.c FUbuaticr. whose music he wrote to _M. Jean Riohepin's

verses; isrid even Mudeinuiscllc Fiji, utter Guy de Maupassant's
story. He also, to the very last, was active as a musical critic,

writing for leading Russian papers, and we already know that he
has written for French readers an account of the history of music
in his own land. One of the oldest members of the group of the

"Five," lie was also its last survivor, ant: i( is only quite recent].'

that we were advised of his death, whici occurred after the Revo-
lution had begun and Russia was isolated from the rest of the

world. If he had survival to the present day he would be the

dean of European composers, _M. Saint-Sacns, who holds tile

present rights to that title, having been horn tin: same year ( 1S:!;>i.

but severs] months later. Yet it whs not given Cui to hold his

prerogative to the end.

As to Balukirew, we already know that at the beginning of

this musical movement he plavcd the part of the head of the

school. He had been started on his career by Glinka, and was
the only professional musician of the group. He played piano

had conducted a private orchestra in an artistic home, eircum-

tion, and gave liim, at the onset, thai practice in musicianship

which DO study of the musical theory and method hud given him,

seeing that he hail never studied these subjects. He was, says

Rinisky-Korsakow, "endowed with inate instinct for harmony and
polyphony; and he possessed the technic of composition, partly

as ;i natural gift, partly a» the acquisition of personal experience.

He commanded both the science of counterpoint and that of

orchestration, rind had a feeling for form, in a word, all that the

composer must have." All this he hud aequircd without a teacher,

through the sole power of Ills critical acumen; and it wus because

of these natural acquirements that he in turn was acclaimed the

master. He was touchy and suspicious with respect to his former

companions and disciples, and once they hod attained their full

development after following his guidance, he could not guard
against the intrusion of that evil feeling which it is hard to qualily

by any other name than that of jealousy. iinnsky-Korsakow in

his own person made this unpleasant experience When the time

of maturity had come to all of them, when each was ready to

take his own road, and still younger disciples were joining them.
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Balakirew would still have liked to have kepi them beneath the

shadow of his paternal wing. Yet each took flight in one or

another direction, and once more reunited, they grouped them-
selves under another patronage—that of the Russian Maceanas
Belaiev. "A new season, new birds, new songs," says Rimsky-
Korsakow, philosophically. But Balukircw looked on this deser-

tion as a kind of treason; he retired to his tent, and toward
Belaiev, who had swallowed up his former circle, he showed the

who had become the outstanding musical

We should note that in the interim between these two epochs

the original principle has not chanced: forms alone hare been

modified, have grown more polished from one generation to

another. The proof of this is that if the representative type of

the lir.-t period is Italnkircw, itimsky-Korsnkow is the inearnutioil

of the second; and he is connected in a sufficiently intimate manner
with his precursors. Yet the evolution had been accomplished

and it could not well take place without breaking some ties.

Hence the attitude of the two masters as regards each other was
necessarily fatal, and the sequence of events which developed

between them have almost a symbolic meaning. Both of them
officially entrusted with the duties of conductors of the Imperial

orchestra, they had, to all appearances, remained on a friendly

footing with each other. The day might have dawned which
would have seen them oner more united in cordial friendship;

yet. tin' t'K.'iH opposite I (ink place, tin the occasion (if I he twenty-

lifth aimicer-sai-y of llic bcyinnitie. of liimsky- Korsakoiv's career,

the Russian musical world wished to celebrate the event. Did

Jbdnkircu- ask himself why tile twenty-liftli anniversary of his

own tlttnrt had not been the occasion of a celebration? tine

cannot say, but it is possible. At any rate, Balakircv otlieinUy

presented the compliments of the Imperial orchestra to his former

disciple; but hi.s felicitations did not come from the heart. The
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very first pretest., the self-sumc dav, was seized upon to furnish

the subject of a discussion which degenerated into iL miiirrel, in

consequence of which tlieir rupture became definite. Those who
tiiou tin 1 Ifusshms, iitnl who are acquainted with their suscepti-

bility jmd Hicir suspicions eh ;i racier, '.vill mil he surprised a!, this

disagreement between I wo musters who had become rivals, two

veterans of tlie v.-mguuril wlimn one should have liked to have
seen, on such ,'i day, enjoying the fruit of their common labors

side by side.

As to Rimsky-Korsakow, Ids autobiography, which makes
him so directly acquainted with Jils renders, presents him in a
most favorable light. "I have ludshed the tale of my musical

life." he says, in concluding it.. "It is confused, it Is not well-

written as regards style, it is often (plite dry; on the other liaitd.

it contains untiling but lite truth, and therein lies its interest."

We feel thai tins linal impression is entirety accurate and sincere.

Those who were privileged to know Rimsky-Korsakow ever so

slightly will have been able to realize at once that they had to do
with a personality in whom uprightness and frankness were leading

virtues. The perusal of his memoirs can only strengthen this

impression.

In his recollections we are able to follow the Russian master

step by step through all the circumstances of his life as a musician,

from the day of his first, interview with Ilalakirew, Cesar Cid and
Moussorgsky, in IHfil, up to the close of the year 1900, less than

two years before his death. He does not speak of much sine Ids

art, which, evidently was his exclusive preoccupation. Toward
the close of a single chapter, in a few words, he touches lightly

on his ideas regarding the Beyond, and these thoughts are devoid

of all mysticism, even of spiritualism in its most elementary form.

All in all, the artist appears to us as though imbued with the

spirit of rationalism to a preponderating degree. He informs us

that one day he made up his mind to solve the enigma of philos-

ophy and esthetics, and that for this purpose he attended lectures

and took notes which were to supply material for a book he
intended to write. And he turned these ideas destined to formu-

late theories of the greatest profundity over in his brain until it

made him ill. He feared that he would have a brain storm,

lost his appetite, and was obliged to stop. He resumed his task

on two different occasions, and in each case the same symptoms
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reappeared. Unquestionably Rimsky-Korsakow was not meant
to lie a philosopher: he abandoned his transcendanl speculations,

once more began to write music and all was tor the best.

This was because he was far more the man of action than the

ihmkrr: active, decided, ener^cl itr, gifted with clear insight. The
part he played in the evolution of Russian art is indubitable that

of a leader, one who knows how to command. He was placed in

turn at the head of various important institutions, which prospered

under his direction.

Toward the end of his life, he was drawn into the vortex of

events which, although they were localized in his account within

the bounds of tile world of music, were nevertheless, closely con-

nected with the anuunciatory movements heralding the terrible

upheavals which were to follow. In 1905, the youth of the

universities rose in revolt: the pupils at the Imperial Conservatory-

followed its example. Rimsky-Korsakow, the professor of the

highest class, aligned himself with the young folk, and took his

stand beside them. He was dismissed. The disorders increased.

In the autumn came those historic days, and tile general strike

of six million workmen which brought the national life of Russia

to a standstill for twenty-seven days. These events had their

repercussion in every strata of society. The Conservatory was
reorganized, following the meetings of committees—veritable

Soviets before the fact—in which, during stormy sessions,

Rimsky-Korsakow took a daring part. Death prevented his

taking part in other and even graver events, of which those in

which lie had shared as a witness, and in some sort, as a participant,

were certainly the preliminaries.

More than one detail in his book gives us information regard-

ing the stat i' of Russian society at a time when the illusion of it-

power was still widely impressed upon the world. His struggles

with the Imperial censorship are interesting. It seemed at first

as though he would not be able to have his Pskotityanka performed,

since the Tzar Ivan was one of the characters, and an old imperial

ukase—which, however, authorized tile appearance of tile ancient

tzars on the dramatic stage, provided they belonged to dynasties

anteeeding the Romanoffs—forbade their appearance in opera.

Why this distinction? "Because," the composer was told, "it

would hardly be proper to sec a tzar sing a chansonette." Yet,

under certain forms of government, favor will accomplish much.
Rimsky-Korsakow took advantage of a favorable opportunity to

induce a grand-dtike to take steps to intervene with the emperor,

and the authorization was given.
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Later, the same thing happened again, in the case of another
score, though the affair ended in a different manner: "A Christ-

mas Night" ([/iie lXuit de Noel). The poem, borrowed from
Gogol, had e. port for u tzarinu, who, for all that her name was not
mentioned, and though the characters in the drama were all

imaginary, was recognizable as the Empress Catherine the Great.

H dying on precedent furnished by the performance of Pskoriiyanka

and having received a formal authorization, both composer and
manager thought the; could present the opera without danger;

but on this occasion it was Uie grand-dukes who grew indignant.

The emperor, who had already given his consent, withdrew it

hEUt he had iisti ni'd to them, and forliade the performance. There
was only one thing left to do, and that was to change the empress

of Russia into an imaginary character, a symbolic figure—and
make her a man! It ia an example of the bungling, the arbitrari-

ness, the self-contradiction which were the rule under a govern-

ment at once despotic and feeble, and which, displayed on a greater

and vaster scale, were bound to have those consequences which
are only too well known to history.

To return to more purely musical considerations, we call

attention, without more than mention, to some interesting pages
in Rimsky-Korsakow'sbook, regarding the use made of the popular
mi l(nly. I he folk-tune, in art-works and the legitimacy of so doing.

It is well known what use the Russian school has made of this

material, which is the common property of the national genius,

and tn what de.Kr.'e it has hern revitalized thereby.

We instance, without adding a single word of commentary,
the following definition: "Wagner's leading motive, recalling

vinhut military signals . .
." There is also this appreciation,

which the author lets fall in passing: ".
. . the trend toward

dceadrnce. which riiine In is.-from the iiceidviii.'"

We recall that, during the year which preceded his death,

Kini-ky-Korsakow having come to Paris, was invited to hear

PHleas ri Milisande. Surrounded by admirers who awaited his

judgment with anxiety, he could not help declaring, with his cus-

tomary frankness, that he did not understand a bit of it. We
may recall this judgment as a supplement to what he says in his

memoirs, which he had ceased to edit some mouths anterior to

the time when it was spoken.

Finally, the book stops, from page to page, at each of those

works which, all of them together, make up their composer's

musical liaggage, and here we find that Rimsky-Korsakow has

made confessions which are precious. He quite simply tells us
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what he has done, and what his intentions were in so doing. To-
day we an; fjtiniliji!- will) Ids orohesi rnl music, so picturesque,

so vital, so rich in dazzling fiJnr, mid !wo of his operas have been

heard in 1'iiris; 1 Ji it is enough to allow us to understand liy menus
of analogy his explanations regarding Ills other works with which

we are unacquainted.

What stands out first of all, when we consider them as a
whole, is their composer's almost total preoccupation, altogether

spontaneous, however, with the creation of art-works which would
be exclusively National in charaol er. Practically every subject

he treats is drawn from Itussian legend, history or life. Once,

and (.hut only did lie accept a. Uoinan sobieet, Serriiiti, and he was
greatly taken up willi his thoughts as !o the musical color which

it would he proper to give this work. He also wrote a Polish

opera. Pan Voyevoda, drawing his inspiration from folk-songs to

whose sound he had been rocked in the cradle, and finding an

echo for them in his Slavic soul. As U> Mozart et Safari, with a
subject lukeii from n musical anecdote, this little score does not

occupy an important place among his works; incidentally, its

moral is pointed by Pouchkine, so it is, after all, sufficient Iv

Russian.

But P*lnir!lyuiikti, willi wbieb he made ids tlihat, is truly and
broadly a national drama. Its hero is Ivan the Terrible] the

.score is traversed liy scenes from the life of I he people, living and
colorful, and the composer, not without pride, speaks of the

impression produced on the student youth of Russia by his "Songs

of the Liberators."

Sadko, a subject dear to his heart, is, because of its poem, one
of the most characteristic emanations of the Russian spirit and
soul. Rimsky, in order to interpret it, created the new form of

"the legendary recitative," without doubt an imitation of the

vielopteia upon which the folk-minstrel s recited their ancient

bylines.

There is, above all, one group of works at which he pauses
with satisfaction. It is that which represents the expression of a

naturalism in which the Russian soul lives again in all its spon-

taneity.

The first of these is the "Night in May," in which the musician

gives free rein to his love for the poesy of the ancient sun-cult,

"whose traditions have survived in the masses of the populace

by reason of the songs and ritual games unconsciously tolerated

and maintained by Christianity." Our author adds, "In fact, the

last vestiges of these ancient songs seem to be disappearing, and
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with them all the godheads of the ancient pantheon." Thus it is

in Russia as in France, where analogous traditions of the early

ages disappear from year to year.

Then comes Snisi/iirolwliku, this score whose poesy is so

vernal, which he composed in the course of a few summer weeks,

in the country, and which seemed to him to have been dictated

by "virgin nature" in whose midst he was living, among the

fiire-!s, :lie meadows, the fields, the rii'erbunks, the villages with
their old Russian names, the birds and flowers.

Mlada is a fantasy more exterior in its nature. The com-
poser has sought to find for it effects of sonority as yet unheard,

as, for example, when he introduces the Pandean pipes he had
noticed the Gypsies use at the Paris Exposition in 1889, in the

orchestra.

"Christmas Night," finally, is again inspired by the myths
of solar adoration, anil by the composers' leaning toward "the

gods and demons o[ Slavic mythology." In this score he has the

L-aiithlu sung, those venerable mendicant chants associated with

the traditions of the festival of the winter solstice in Russia.

In this same national, thoroughly Slavic vein, the major
portion of the works which bring Riinsky-Korsakow's active and
prolific career to an end are also conceived. We have Vera

Srliiiagn
, a prelude written [or I'tbirityanka after the completion

of that score; Tmtrsky Xieivsta (The Tzar's Bride), Tzar Saltan,

I'mi f'li.wotft', "Kastehci the Immortal." "The Invisible City of

Kite/h." and a concluding work, Le Coq d'Or, shortly after whose
completion he died. It is not mentioned in his memoirs because

it was written after their completion: the last line in Ma ric

mimkiik is dated August ldufi, while the score of the Coq d'Or
is preceded he a preface written in 1907, and Itimsky-Korsakow
died in 1908. Yet this very preface fills in the gap thus left in

Ihe volume, since it clearly expresses the intentions of Ihe two
authors, the poet and the musician. The former, whose labor

represented an adaptation of Poushkiue, while admitting that the

legend he had developed was of oriental origin, none the less

places its scene of action "among the Russian people, with all the

strong, crude coloring, exuberance and freedom dear to Ihe pod's

heart." Kimsky-Korsakuw, for his part, wishing to end Jus life

with a statement doing honor to his art, upholds the rights of

music and—without dwelling on principles which lie had already

often advanced on other occasions, regarding Ihe subordination

of music to the drama—firmly asserts: "An opera, lirst of all, is

a musical work!"
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All llie-e works lit' handles in the freeesl and most diversilied

musical s!vU*s, without restricting himself to any one sole deter-

mined form; a I times hiking up una in anil irnriliiuiiiij; tlie tradition

o[ Glinka, at others having recourse to Wagnerian procedure,

o relies Lrally and by use of the leading motive. There are occa-

sions when lie docs nut even blush to (ail hack ujiou the operatic

style, gtviji^ llie voices firs! place, "but not in the occidental,

only momentarily connected fashion of making one voire follow

after .mother, as "lias been sllCRested l>y the modern c\i!_'i'ricies of

so-called dramatic verity, according to which two or more persons

must not speak at the same time," but by writing perfectly regular

ensembles, and, in the end, often assigning the most important

part to the symphonic instruments. His individual genius lent

this diversified work perfect unity. The mere continuity. of effect

in such a score as Le Coq d'Or would suffice to fill us with respect

fur the upright and industrious man who produced it, even if the

artist, at the same time, had not created a collective output of

living art-works, representative among those of their period, and
in themselves worthy of admiration. They worthily crown the

collective work of this group of artists of a new generation, young
and ardent and who, with an activity as great as their patience,

and with a conquering spirit of originality, have erected an
absolutely novel monument of art. What they did was to place

under the harrow a plot of virgin soil, and draw from it wealth

which, as we have already seen, in no wise yields to that brought
forth by the nations musically most gifted, and subsisting on the

traditions of a cent uri eel post.

(TronilnHd ig Fndtrict H. Mgrtmi.)
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OF NOTABLE PIANO CONCERTOS,
NEGLECTED AND OTHERWISE

By H. H. BELLAMANN

I
OXCERT-GIVERS and concert -jtoersi have conspired to

make certain piano concei ti>s distressingly well known to »s.

The innumerable n.-fK't it iuu^ of these concertos. Judged by

tin' legitimate demands of musical progress, seems unjustifiable;

lint tlie experience (if those intrepid enough to venture the un-

familiar, exhibit some results of sufficient weight to give Us pause

in the very act of censuring the less courageous.

A uiosl excellent pianist—a pianist of eclectic tastes and
immense repertoire, played in London recently a conecrto by
Tchcrepilin. Ail habitual coitccrt-goer said. "Oh. I can't go and

sit through an unfamiliar work!"

There was but flight critical remark in the press—neither the

concerto nor the playing receive;.' anything 'ike (he fullness of com-
ment which followed later performances l>y the same pianist, of

more familiar works. It is, of course, not conceivable that the

deprivation of certain familiar critical hind-holds conhl deter

critic, and public from an expression of cither approval or dis-

approval. It must be attributed to a state of mind that is quick-

ened from apathy only by the anticipation of familiar applause-

moJiinc moments which render comparative criticism easy.

We are frequently pleased by the utterances of platitudes

because wc believe they give expression to something which we
believe we have thought for ourselves. The confirmation of our

views is fluttering though it may be of things the world has known
and accepted for a thousand years. In some .such fashion are we
pleased ut a concert by the traditional presentation of a familiar

work. It confirms our notion of how the thine, should be done ami
our approbation of the performance and of ourselves proceeds in

hnnd-in-hand amicability by a broad and easy road.

Aside from a very few heaven -sealing achievements in con

ccrto literature sucli as Beethoven's E-flat, Schumann's, and
Brahms' D-minor, whose performance should be frequent and whose
audition should be approached with something of sacramental

gravity, aside from these wc might do well with quite rate hearings
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of the large majority of constantly programmed concertos. Of
course we shall wish, probably for generations to come, to hear

sometimes one or two of the Mozart concertos , if given in eonecrt-

hidls of appropriately intimate size. The Chopin F-minor may not

be a time defying work, but its somewhat overdressed loveliness is

encaging even now "'lien we h;tvc acnistomctl ourselves to !i mure
stimulating beauty. Dust has settled forever, let Us hope, On the

Hummels, the Henselts, the Litolffs and Mendelssohns—"die

imendlicben nichtssageuden." The Concerto Pathetique of Liszt,

originally for two pianos, is forgotten. One of the others will

conceivably follow, linbirislcin's inflated scores enjoy longer and
longer periods- of repose. Sonic of Saint-Saens' show indubitable

signs of dry rot though the fourth and fifth have a right to be
heard more frequently and deserve long mid liajipy lives for their

iui_'rnti,ithig cliann, suavity and sometimes cynically dextrous

hand ling of gossamer material.

The plaster lias already fallen from the poor skeleton of Mas-
senet's one essay in this field; the Wartucei is no more; those by
Dupont and Godard "ere still-horn mid the one liy Tiieo. Ysayc
must. Iiave seen the light hut a sliort time. The tiney i- still fresli.

Many of the Russian concertos are lit by dramatic moments all too

quickly obscured by thick German writing—the later Rachmaninoff
excepted, as well as that colorful and gratefully short one move-
ment concerto by Rimsky-Korsakoff. Of Tschaikowsky, why not

its own way. The extremely Lisztian concerto in B-flat by Bort-

fliere is a hint of something legendary, almost operatic,

is a hand idling, car-filling concerto in D-flat by Siudiug

egrettablo that Sibelius has given us no piano concerto.

He should do a good one. His long melodic line and individual

impressionism—n kind of musical fresco—should make capital

Of concertos written by learned hut rjuite uninspired lesser

German composers there is a small regiment. From these, by
reason of superior taste, emerges one by Otto Singer. The con-

certos by Xaver Scharwenka fail to intrigue the interest. Quite
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unaccountably Minkowski's concerto failed Id lake or:. It de-

serves more attention -it is sparkling, witly and oft™ (list iuguished

.

One must feel grateful fur a wry small number of modern
concertos most useful for teaching. I insist that when a concerto

is too old fashioned, loo trite and threadbare for tbe public, that

the. schoolroom is no place for it and I resent (be remark: "This
should lie l.'it for tin' conservatory student and In lardmg-sehool

girl." We might well be more careful of what we offer to an un-

formed taste than we are of what we offer to the public!

Two modern examples, occuring to memory at this moment,
are highly useful for the teaeber who wishes the benefits of concerto

study for the jiupil who has not the technical equipment for greater
epics; one is by ISuijrivl l'ierne, tin; other, an almost unknown
composition

, by Isaac Albcniz.

Picnic's concerto is very fresh and lovely, though it must
truthfully be said, of extreme paucity of content; but it is so tuneful

and so useful for rhythm and crispness of phrasing and is so grate-

ful to the student that even the most conservative teacher must
be thankful for it. Instead of the usual andante the middle move-
ment is a scherzo characterized by genuine Gallic piquancy. The
Albcniz is less valuable but can be used for less advanced playera.

The first movement affords some excellent practice in double notes,

octaves, and rapid passages. Tbe second movement, a Reverie

arid Seller?,* is slight; the third, built on transformed themes of

the first movement, is good rhythmically. The entire composition

Comparatively recently there has been brought to hearing in

England a concerto by Uelius (I think not yet beard in America),

and in this country one by George W. Boyle.

Arne Oldbcrg's rather Brahmsian but scholarly concerto is

one of the most dignified compositions of large calibre tluit America
can lay claim to. There are some very dull ones which are occa-

sionally heard when their composers elect to feature them. The
MacDowell concertos have made a place for themselves and are

likely to last for a long time, though they show a distressing ten-

dency to wear dull in spots—few concertos do not, for that matter.

Passing in review the number of tine concertos, old and new,

we find a considerable number that disengage themselves and stand

apart and aloft, bill how monotonously similar of conlcnt and
contour! One (ires of even great mountain peaks of unvarying

Contemporary piano concertos lean very heavily on either

Liszt or Brahms. Very few can claim an individual silhouette.
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I can think of three which seem to me to be exceptions. These

seem to be rooted in the nature of the modern piano and to be of

the peculiar genius of that instrument. I am speaking of the

great Concerto in C by Busoni, the Concerto Eroico, Op. 8, by
Otfokar Noviii-ek, and tin: Concerto in C-minor, Op. 77, by Charted

Marie Widor.

The first of these is widely known by reputation or by slight

aeqiLaiiitanec with the neon;; the other two, I fancy, an1 ln-inj;

called to tlic intention of many readers for the first lime. These

concertos, widely different in physiognomy, are yet related in that

they are distinguished from the rank and file of concerto literature

by loftiness of purpose, profundity of content, finished workman-
ship and deep sincerity. Although they show certain hereditary

traits which but acknowledge the debt that every composer owes

to bis predecessors, they are yet so original in concept and execu-

tion that not one of them mny be said to bear more than a super-

ficial resemblance, and these of a technical character, to other

works. One thing they have strongly in common: each one exhibits

the authentic piano idiom, and so stands sharply differentiated

from the two great classes of modern eoneertos, which, as has been

said, lean so heavily on Liszt and Brahms. The Brahms pensee

muaicalc is not of the piano, but is abstract or absolute. The
Liszt habit of thought, while pianistic in every sense, does not

always exploit the. unique possibilities of the piano as it is under-

stood in modern times. He foreshadowed in some pages of the

Sonata quasi fantasia apret tote lecture du Danie the elaborate and

diffused "repetitional percussion" winch Busoni uses so tellingly

in his transcription of the Bach Chaeonne. The intricate and

colorful polyphonic wet which may be woven on the piano key-

lioard waited for larger exploitation on Godowsky and Busoni,

with a contribution, not generally recognized, from Max Itegcr.

Of course, as has often been pointed out, no one can write as though

Debussy bad not. lived—-and no one does.

These features of the piano: its fluid sonority which can be

handled in mass and made to surge like waves of the sea, its pecul-

iarly sculptural play of light and shade which gives us a Ilodinesque

sense of solidity, volume ami profile, its vibrant, impressionism

which the pedal over concurrent harmonies gives us—an impres-

sionism comparable to the effect of broken color in painting

—

these eminently modern developments appear richly and plentifully

jn these concertos.

The gigantic Busoni score—it runs through one hundred and
seventy-eight pages (exclusive of the separately printed cadenza) in
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T'goli Petri's two piimo version— is probably the [tiniest of all pi;n;o

concertos. It is in five movements Kiid utilizes a male chorus in

the last movement to a text from Oehlenschl anger's "Aladm."
It has had public performnnces—Egon Petri, a disciple of Busoni,

being .1 noteworthy interpreter.

The German test of tin- rhoral section will prohably make it.

Impossible of future proiiuel ion in countries where it miglit. ol.lirr-

wisf be heard, though I am sure some other language could give

us an adequate restatement of the text- -Latin perhaps! No one
could charge Latin as being the Vehicle of any unpleasant hand-

over from the late war.

Personally, I have never been quite happy in the German
text for the last movement. It imparts a localizing flavor that

aeems out of harmony with the super-geographical atmosphere of

the work as a whole.

Busoni's commanding position in the world of art has drawn
attention to his work at times when one is constrained to believe

that its transcendental elm meter eoutil have won the notice of

only the very few. He has the uncompromising artistic conscience

of great genius. So colossal a work as this piano concerto must
necessarily wait upon proper perspective for adequate judgment,

but a consideration of its striking differences must impress one
even on superficial examination with the sense of having assisted

at the discovery of a giant and solitary monument of human
imagination.

The first movement, I'wlogo e. Inlralla, begins allegro, dolce

e solcnne. The deftness with which the swift play of harmonic

color is handled proclaims Busoni's Latin blood at once. A lesser

composer could not have resisted the temptation to he grandiose.

The piano solo begins with a series of magnificent chordal

arches whose thematic exfoliation in the following pages imposes

stupendous difficulties upon the executant. The first few pages

suggest, not ill either matter or manner, but in their cosmic mag-
nificence, the opening pages of Strauss' Aha xpracii Zaralhtistra.

It is difficult to recall any composer who has given such aid to

the interpreter as Busoni has done in these pages by vivid and
graphic direction through unusual words. The following words
arrest the eye upon cursory survey of the score: tampeggiante,

burratco, lUmeiato, rimtgliandoti, fracasao, astotigliando.

The second movement: Pfsao giaeoso; the third: Peso icrioio,

containing some of the most beautiful pages in the whole score;

the fourth movement: AW Italiana, a tarantella movement which
in itself demands the utmost of the pianist. The fifth movement:
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('•Milieu, beginning with a swinging figure similar to the solo begin-

ning of the first movement leads into the choral section. This is

very suave mid beautiful writing ami proceeds by gravely mounting
lines over a piano ohbligato to a thrilling climax.

It is not the purpose of tins article to analyze a score easily

accessible, but to redirect attention to a great artistic gospel which

no serious student of music can aiford to ignore. Very few will

ever play it—very few can, but the pianist can learn much aliout

novel effects which may be carried bach to the familiar repertoire:

tiie composer will be struck by the amazing unity in a work of

siieli dimensions and variety. It is an unforgettable lesson in

composition to observe how even the slightest ornament is made
to bear lis slum' in the symphonic burden.

The brief notices of Ottokar Novucek in biographical diction-

aries yields the scant information that he was bom in Hungary
in 1S00 and died In New York in 1000. He played in the Boston
Symphony under Xikisdi and in the New York Symphony under

Damrosi'li until weakness of the heart compelled him to give up
playing when he devoted himself to composition. Three string

quartets, two concert caprices for piano, the first a Prarludium,

the second a Toccata, both dedicated to Grieg, some compositions

lor violin and a few songs make up the list of his published composi-

tions with the addition ol his remarkable Concerto Eroico which
is dedicated to Busoni who later gave it its first public performance.

Of the concert caprices for violin, the "Pagininistrich" and the

"Perpetuum Mobile" are especially effective. Among the songs,

the "Flammentod" approaches greatness.

The Concerto Eroico is in one movement with a number of

divisions. Li content it is abstruse, technically it is very difficult,

requiring in addition to exceptionally strong wrists, great dexterity

of finger and the mental capacity to sustain an unusual mood
through forty-five pages of closely woven score. Sombre without

being fretful, fateful without being pessimistic, funereal at times

without lugubriousness, triumphant without becoming bacchannal-

ian, the conclusion leaves one with a sense of the spiritual greatness

that accepts life without entirely vanquishing fate. There is just

that acceptance of life, almost defiant, which we feel in so many
of licet haven's greatest works, the Appassionata sonata for ex-

ample- -in fact, the impression N'ovaeck leaves is that of a rather

Hungarian Beethoven. There is a tragic grandeur that wears a

garb more brilliant and exolirally colored than docs Beethoven.

Heading the concerto from the dramatic and threatening opening

in C-minor to its clangorous conclusion in E-flat one receives a
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picture which might be most well expressed by the splendid lines

that open Edwin Arlington Robinson's "The Man Against the

Sky":

Butwuil tue and tliu suii5GL, like a <iome

Against the glory of a world on fire,

Now burned a sudden hill,

With nolhing'on It for the flame to kill

Save one who moved and was alone up there

To loom before the chaos Bud the glare

As it he were the last god going home
Uuto hie but desire.

Most musicians arc likely lo be surprised at the claim that

the great organist at St, Sulpice in Paris, distinguished composer
of the now classic organ symphonies, is the creator of a noteworthy

piano concerto. Anyone familiar with his first concerto for pia.no,

a work written many years ago and bearing the stamp of bygone
pianistic fashions, would totally unprepared fur the work of

tbe muster's maturity as set forth in his Op. 77.

Charles Marie Widor has been growing steadily through a
long life devoted to musical composition—he was born in 1845 and
has been organist at St. Sulpice since 1870! His output has been

very large although lie works slowly. A survey of his compositions

would reveal that lie has always been most keenly conscious of

the tendencies in musical composition. Hut Parisians, like a large

part of the musical world, have been unable to think of Widor
in any other rOle than that of organist and composer for the organ.

The impressive and unequalled performances of Bach have over-

shadowed the composer of the charming piano pieces such as the

delicate, gay and very French Curnatal. The Fantasie, Op. 6S, for

piano and orchestra, a large work dedicated to Isidor Philipp and
the sonata for violin and piano, Op. 79, dedicated to Massenet, are

works of extremely modem character. They have a quality that

is highly individual—they are scholarly without being in the least

dry, and original with a dextrous avoidance of the commonplace
that is greater than cleverness. But works of monumental mag'
nitude for the piano are very little to the taste of the Parisian

musical public. Widor has traveled less than most French com-
posers and virtuosi and has therefore not made a public for himself

outside of France.

The Concerto, Op. 77, is dedicated to Francis Plante but was
played for the first time at the Cologne concerts by Philipp.

Philipp has played it several times since, occasionally under the
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composer's baton. It has not been publicly played, I think, in

America, eM-cptiiu: out obscure performance on two pianos.

Certainly, this concerto could be recommended only for a

cultured and mink-ally sophisticated audience. It is very long, it

is inordinately difficult to play and its import is not easily grasped,

but every pianist should know it as an example of the French

school of composition at its distinguished best. For the formation

of a pianistic stylo informed with French clarity and precision,

limpidity and grace Ibis concerto is invaluable. The many tech-

nical problems arc varied and great. Oft-times the phrase under
the hand is crabbedly intractable, but the problem solved means
an enormous gain in that polish and finish which arc so admirable
in the playing of the best French pianists.

There is but little "brilliant" work in the first movement—
little brilliancy of the fire-works type, but the entire movement
is alive with the restrained brilliancy of a well cut and well set

jewel. The means are beautifully subordinated to the end and the

entire concerto is a document in proof that French piano com-
position, Hke French piano playing, has remained true to the

genius of the instrument. Everywhere in these pages there is

published a profound knowledge of the peculiar sonorities of the

piano, whether it is in a simple unisono, two octaves apart, but
lying in the best sounding registers as at the beginning of the

solo part, or whether it is in widely dispersed arpeggio passages

in cross rhythms such as occur near the finale—always the piano

seems to be at its best and graciously disposed to yield a surprising

euphony upon the economical material used.

The slow movement is contemplative to a degree almost

Franckiao, though there is no suggestion of Flemish mysticism:

Widor is always French. The orchestration is ravishing here for

the first twenty-five or thirty bars, then the piano part moves in

greater animation and finally breaks from the orchestra in a very

striking cadenza. The second movement merges into the third

without a pause.

One of the most effective passages in the last movement is

made up of rapid descending scales played in the lower registers

of the piano against strings only in which the divided violas playing

a wavering cross rhythm of sertolets seem to drop veil upon veil

over the rising and falling piano figures and the later entrance in

the wood wind of a sharply rhythmical transformation of a theme
from the first movement.

This concerto is much less read)' to yield results of the kind

designated as "effective" than either of the other two we have had

I 'la I ZOd by
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under consideration. Like many other art-works of a very ad-

vanced and sophisticated civilization if. presents at times a rather

glacial e.vtcrior. The pianist learns gradually that he is dealing

with a quite different set of values. These are not the shouting

colors of the virtuoso school. Making all the demands of a virtuoso

technic, it asks a more delicately modulated tone, a greater com-
mand of half lights, and more degrees of force between mezzoforte

and pianissimo. The pianist is suddenly required to speak a very

finished French with his fingers!

The music of Widor is a music very different from the music
of Debussy and Itavel. He lias little ki (In with Mint pastel impres-

sionism which is tetmieraiiietitally such close kin to Oriental mys-
ticism, nor lias lie much mini: to do will] that Rabelaisianisin which

Romain Holland says is more essentially French. His music, as

I see it, is of that finely tempered French spirit which expresses

itself with an aristocratic disdain of the commonplace and keeps

absolute faith with artistic integrity.

These three concertos represent three widely separated phases

of modern musical thought; they differ from the large number of

II impositions in this form not only in degree but in kind: they

make widely different demands upon piano technic and upon
musical understanding. The pianist who is familiar with them
will find himself surprisingly well prepared, musically and tech-

nically, for the future development of his art.



THE ASSAULT ON MODERNISM IN

MUSIC

By It. D. WELCH

MODERNISM. new-Lorn in every generation, utters its

first cries in unwilling ears. Cliild of Tradition and
Change, it is repudiated liy both parents. Not as the

legitimate iu'ir of if- clien'sheil treasure-; dues ;• .aeiieralinn ;;reet

ils modernism, Imt as an uglv iiTiyt-] i iiy wlio.se features forebode

neylert and des Intel ton (if I'll lliat one nf its parents prices. Yet,

somehow, ill spite nf neglect, tfiis u rnvelruiHe iufj^jl crimes

to maturity; imperceptibly its words lose (.heir harshness; its

features -often and its acts prove it the legitimate heir oE all its

finest heritage. Such is the life-history of the New Idea of any
generation.

The musician who stands on a vantage ground, mid-way as

it were, between two generations, may review tile whole process

of birth, growth and acceptance of modernism. Time was (and

not long since) when our ears were assailed by strange, new sounds

from the piano and orchestra, evoked by one Claude Debussy.

Contemporary criticism strengthened the belief of many of us

that music had fallen upon evil times; that men had turned their

backs on beauty; that melody had been deformed; ant! that

harmony had become an instrument of torture. And then, after

a few short years, Debussy becomes our familiar, fireside friend.

Hp appears without apology on conservative concert programmes;
his name becomes a symbol for the delicate and imaginative and
suggestive in ail modern art; he is given over to the tender mercies

of the young person who practices the piano, and he attains the

fame of mention in the Victor catalogue. But while this pro-

cess has been going on, we have been confronted by new and
more merciless modernists. Schoenberg, Stravinsky, Malipiero

and the "enfant terrible" Komgold, now hear the brunt of our

hostility. Yet, one may, if he read the future from the past,

see fur these writers an approaching fate not unlike that which

has overtaken Debussy.
Our experience with Debussy—I use Him as a symbol for

many; substitute Richard Strauss and the argument remains

the same—does not encourage us for the future. Nor does it
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induce ies In temper uur assault on modernism. We are not con-

tent to say that we shall, in time, accustom ourselves to these

strange sounds.

But it is not just to lay the blame for all our hostility at the

door of prejudice and tradition. We feel—and the sentiment

is genuine—that what is beautiful, and for which the greatest

minds of our past have labored, has been set aside and neglected.

I believe we are sincere, although we may be mistaken, in the

feeling (hat uur dislike of a new work is of far greater importance

than our mere pleasure or displeasure. We feel, and I think it

an admirable feeling, that our distaile is dircoted ;il a fundamental

error, and that our protest may serve to rectify that error. We
sincerely do wish to see the good in tin.- new; we sincerely do Fee!

that art is falling upon evil time.-; ami more than this, we do try

to believe that a vita;, immutable truth, although it. may appear

in ugly strangeness, lives in ami animates the art. of our day.

connect iiitr it with the past, ami assuring the health of its future.

Precisely that we may discern this eternal ami unchanging
principle in music, i.s it of value to analyze tin' assault on modern-

ism, not only as it is delivered to-day, hut as it 1ms licen launched

in other generations? If we can detach these features of modern-

ism which have invited attack, we shall then know whether or

not the works which have survived the attack have been strong

enough to do so because of those very features or for some other

It makes no difference into which age wc dip, wc find that

war is the natural state of man—critical war—and curiously

enough we find, too, that the casus belli is much the same, and
that the strategy of offence and defense differs very little.

I'hrynis was a Greek, lie lived in the fifth century before

Christ and at a time when man had just found that music could

he made by instruments—on the cythera and the aulos—without
aid of the human voice. Men had learned it, hut by painful steps;

and not all men were willing to admit it as a truth. But I'hrynis

and his fellows, Tiniotlieus and Melanippides, plea-ed their public

with this musii: anil while they pleased their public, at the same
time, they brought against themselves the charge of having

corrupted tile art. I'hrynis was reproached "for striving after

unexpected effects, striking contrasts, and a taste for the difficult,"

while his friend, Thnotheus, was censured tor transforming the
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dithyramb, a hymn to Dionysius, into a show-piece < 1 i-^-t. titi-d lo

give glory to the talent of a virtuoso. The spectators who had
heard a certain tragedy, written by Epijjene.H, are said to have
cried out, "But what is there in this [or Dionysius?" "What is

there in this for Dionysius?" is the cry of all those mho feel that

art is being torn away from its exalted place and distracted from

Palestrina, two thousand years after Phrynis, directed on
his deathbed that the publication of his last manuscripts should

be devoted '"to the glory of the must high God and tin; worship

of His holy temple." and at another time tills same gentle Pales-

trina accused his contemporaries in these words,

the Greater blame, therefore, do those deserve who employ so great and
-nlendid ii gift of Rod in light, or unworthy things, and thereby excite

men, who of themselves are inclined to all evil, to sin and misdoing.

In his own way, and in a new film-. I'alest.rina was maintaining

the standard of the Hellenistic audience; "What is there in this

for Dionysius?" A little later, when music had come out of tile

cloister and the church, and had frankly given up its allegiance

to the services of the "most high find," another aim of its being

was sought in giving pleasure. With, the beginning at opera,

music turned to a new purpose and it was held accountable for

ii- deeds in the light of that purpos,— to give pleasure.

Monteverdi, who fur dramatic reasons introduced dissonancc

mto hi.- scores, became the center of an attack by one Arlu-L who
in lo'Ot) wrote bis treatise concerning "The Imperfections of Modern
Music." riignor Artusi, accused the modern composers of having

"lost siiihl of the proper function of music, which is to jrivo pleas-

ure." Dionysius lias been dethroned. We ask no longer ''What

is there in this fur Dionysius?" but "What is there in this that

gives us pleasure?" The intent is the same. Music in both

cases is claimed to have lost sight of its purpose.

. From Monteverdi to Bach is, after all, but a short step.

Bach, too, was reproached lor havinp; forgotten the purpose of

ill I It f per.

iment. There is, hi an official record, a rebuke delivered in these

He hath heretofore made sundry perplr:xus^ variat inns and imported
divers strange harmonies of such wise tli;d the congrtyal ion was thereby
confounded,

and a witness added that
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tlie organist Bach hath at the first played too tediously, hawbcit, on
miti'T received from [lie .superiiiteridtint, tie hatli slraightway fallen into

the other extreme and made the music too short,

which goes to inform us that the future author of the St. Matthew-

Passion and the It Minor Mass at times found his parishioners a

little tiresome, and that he had a sense of humor.
But the assault on the modern does not limit itself to the

purposes that the modernists cultivate or fail to cultivate. Tech-
nical virtues or errors come in for a large share of the attack.

Mozart's publishers, sending the scores of certain of his quartets

back with a sarcastic comment regarding the "obvious misprints,"

pronounced a sentence on their own harmonic obtuseness. They
were not the first, nor alasl the Inst, to find in every unfamiliar
coml iir.;it inn of sounds .in object of contempt and scorn. Here
is Kcllstnb, the once highly accredited critic of Berlin, anent
certain minor works of Chopin:

Chopin is indefatigable, and 1 might say inexhaustible in his ear
s;ilittir.s discords, forced transitions, harsh melodies, uejy distortions of

melody iiiiil rhythm. Kveryl hire! il. is pr>ssil)!:- to think of is rased up
to produce tlie effect (if ornduality but especially strange kcitf and tlie

unnatural position of chords.

The nowadays better known Ernest Newman puts himself

on record, in his work on Richard Strauss, in this way:

Merely a piece of laborious stupidity; a blatant and liiili s piece

of work. There must be a Haw, one thinks, in tlie mind of a man who
can deliberately spoil a great anil beautiful, artistic eonee|itii>ii l>y insert-

i ill; ..oca monstroikies us tiicsc in it.

Henry T. Finck likewise finds Strauss deserving the sharpest

censure for the same reason—Henry T. Fiuck, who, lie it remem-
bered, writes with such heroic protest against all the critics of

Richard Wagner because they used almost, the same words ad lie-

used in his book on Richard Strauss:

There are too many dissoaantcr.l blotches in Strauss' pages. Not
content, like Liszt and the other great, masters with (iissonances, lie

progresses to cacophonies for their own sake. Hideous daub:! of sounds,
lliev torture the ear like a concerl of steamboat whistles on a loggy

morning in the bay. To these cacophonies, even the admirers ol Strauss
leel tike suyiiik;, "Out, damned s|H)t."

The assault in all of these latter instances is being delivered

not at the failure to maintain a high purpose, hut at the use or mis-

use of tools. It is beyond the purpose of this article to consider

whether or not in any of these cases the critics were justified in
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llii'ir feeling that harmony was misused, but if may be observed

that the disharmony of one generation commonly becomes (lie

current usage of the next, and there is a sense in which tile whole
history o[ music may be said to be tile history of the acceptance

of discord.

Our critics direct their all nil ion U> melody us well ;is harmony.
There is one instance of such criticism thai might, on account of

its authorship, have weight for the unwary. Here is what liuskin

found in the Meistersinger:

Of all the bete, clumsy, blundering, boiling, baboon-headed stuff

1 ever saw on ji human stage, tliat tiling last night, as far as the story and
acting went, ami of all the affected, sapless, soulless, beginningless, end-
less, topless, liolloiulcss, topsiltirviesl, timeless, scrannclpipiest, tongs
anil boniest doggerel of sounds I ever endured, the dcadlincss of that

eternity of nulliing was tin: deadliest as far as its sound went. I was
never so relieved, so far as I can rcnieinl.er, in my life by the stopping ..if

any sound not excepting railroad whistles, as I was by the cessation of
the cobbler's bellowing, even the scrcnador's caricatured twaugle was ft

re.-l after. As for l.lie great lied, 1 never made out where it began or

where it ended except by the fellow's coming off the horse block.

Evidently Mr, Ruekin had a bad evening! To be sure

ltuskin has been proved mistaken in his judgment of other

arts than music, but wliat he snys here was asserted also by
eminent musicians among his contemporaries. And then there is

Romain Rolland, who "could not find a single melody truly

original or interesting in itself in Strauss' works." Rolland, too,

brings up the question of purpose again when he summarizes

the whole work of Strauss:

And this is how the work of Hichard Strauss appears to me up to

the present, (inuirnm kills Duke Hubert, and immediately lets fall Li-

sword. The frenzied Inugli of Zarathustra ends in an avowal of dis-

couraged impotence. The delirious passion of Don Juan dies away in

nothingness; Don Quixote, when living, foreswear:.: his illusions. K\v:i

the Hero (Das IleldenUhen). admits tfie futility of his work and seeks

oblivion in an indifferent Nature. We get all this display of super-

human will, and the end is only 'My desire is gone.' It was not thus

thnt Beethoven overcame his sorrows. Snd adagios moke their lament
in the middle of his symphonies, but n note of joy and triumph is always

sounded at the end. His work is the triumph of a conquered hero;

that of Strauss is the defeat of a conquering hero.

Rhythm, also, that more subtle and easily confused element

in tie whole musical mixture, receives with harmony and melody,

its share of the attack on modernism. From the multitude of

examples that might be quoted I choose a criticism of Debussy's
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Pel&at et Militande written by Henry Edward Krehbiel in his

"Chapters of Opera."

A floccuknt hazy web of dissonant sounds, now acrid, now bitter-

sweet, maundering along from scene to scene, unrelieved by a .'ingle

melodic phrase.

Still,. Mr. Krehbiel is inclined to a grudging realization that

others may nut agree with hint. He continues:

No one should be ashamed to proclaim his pleasure in lour hours of
uninterrupted, musically inflcc'.ed sjjenrh, m-,jr :i .silb-tr:llili)L of sliiftiiiif

harmonics, each with it i mdividnnl Lu-.g and iris-.runicnta! color. Neither
should anyone he ashamed to say (list nine-teatl:* (if (tie tnusic is a
dreary monotony because of [ho absence of ivliat stands to hie.i as musical
thought.

There is an unusual critical generosity about all this: it isn't

common for a critic to admit that those who disagree with him
have a perfect right to do SO.

And, finally, form is likewise the object of attack. But I

shall not labor the case.

The instances might be multiplied almost without number,
all [minting '> 'lie same conclusion; namely, that the altaek on
modernism is directed at an alleged failure to maintain the high

purpose of art, and at an ugliness and a strangeness which has

come about through the use of new harmonies, unfamiliar melodies,

obscure rhythms and unconventional forms. As one reads a large

part of modern criticism, one feels that their writers could not
hear the music for the notes. In many respects they recall the

ancient fable of tile three blind men who went out to acquaint
themselves with tile elephant. One of these blind men, on ap-
proaching the elephant, got hold of his tail; a second seized the

beast by the leg; and the third explored its car. When they re-

turned and compared accounts, they fell into a desperate wrangle
because one declared the elephant to be very like a rone, and the

second was equally sure that an elephant was like a tree, while the

third maintained stoutly that an elephant resembled a fan. Each
was right and each was wrong. In one instance we find the mod-
ern critic ha- seized music by its harmonies, and he reports that

the new work is like nothing so much as "a concert of steamboat
whistles;" the second has turned his attention to melody, and he
declares that modern music is either deficient in this desirable

element or else that such melody as is to be found give3 evidence

of a disjointed and irrational mind; and lastly, our third critic
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picks up the rhythm and assures us tlint we have nothing but
amorphous meftiidi rings, "without form mid void.''

Now the interesting fact with regard to nil of the quotations

that I have cited (and a very large nuinlicr of others that I have
omitted), is that there is a measure of truth in each of them. In-

deed, as each of these criticisms was written, it seemed without

ilimlil wholly true to its writer. It must. In- admitted that there

was "nothing for Dionysius" in that lyrical tragedy of 'Uplines.

Wagner's harmonies did and some of Strauss' do hurt the ear.

SelnH-nlnTjj front ly sets about, to avoid what is commonly
known as rhythm, and as for melody, if it i~ to lie found in cer-

tain modern works we shall have to revise the meaning of the

word melody. Vet many of the works which we have seen so

censured are masterpieces! Are they such in spite of their faulU?

A thousand times, no; rather because of lliem, or rather because

of what was commonly reckoned faults by contemporary critics.

But leaving aside the question as to whether or not the works

which have born the brunt of the assault on modernism have sur-

vived in spite of or because of their faults, it is clear that the

reason fur the greatni'ss of these worts must be sought •I-.-wIhtl-

than in those details which seize tile critics' mind. It will not
suffice to say simply tlint the critics were wrong. It will lie more
true, perhaps, lo say that they were partial, biased, or of small

vision. The fact remains that these works, however they may
have appeared to their contemporaries, emliodied a living spirit

that pervades the art of tone; a spirit that does not destroy, but
fulfils the law.

Can we find that spirit? Can we isolate it from the accidents

of harmony and melody and rhythm, or from Uie purpose to

which a given work is directed, whether that purpose 'ju something

"for Dionysius," "to the glory of the most high God" or "to give

pleasure?" If we pursue such a search, are we likely to find our-

selves in the position of those anatomists who, having dissected

away all the limbs and organs of the body in their search for the

vital spark, find that they have only dead debris? The obvious

insufficiency of the criticism that attaches itself only to harmonies

and rhythms and purposes, leaves us so unsatisfied that the search

for some deeper truth presents itself almost as an obligation. We
cannot escape it unless we arc content to be partial and superficial

in our judgment. If at the end of our search we find we have
nothing, tliat tlicre is no informing life in a work of music tran-

scending the accidents of form and structure, wc shall at least be
on solid ground, though that ground be "of the earth, earthy."
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There have been many who have attempted this search, and
they have left us an illuminating record. In a word, they posed
the question, "What is music about; in what consists its beauty,

and what human purpose docs it serve?" Here ore some of the

".Music is the art of combining sounds in a manner agreeable

to the ear." Thus concludes J. J. Rousseau. It is the same
doctrine that Artusi hurled at Monteverdi when he reminded him
that the purpose of music was to give pleasure, and it is adoctrine

by no means out of vogue to-day. It has fallen, to be sure, into

discredit since it has been overworked by that type of critic or

semi-critic who doea not know anything about music, but knows
what he likes. It has long been a favorite sport of the newer
generation of intellectuals to show up the absurdities of the con-

clusions of the eighteenth century. The eighteenth century had
no automobiles and no electric lights; no sewing machines and
no victrolas. What could it know of life? By the same token

the eighteenth century did not have a Beethoven or a Wagner or

a Strauss. Its musical conclusions must consequently be wholly

fallacious. Yet in all seriousness, even if Rousseau's doctrines

were strictly correct, we should never have witnessed the phenom-
enon of works seeming at first appearance very unpleasing to the

ear, and upon better acquaintance revealing great beauties. More-
over, if to please the ear were the the sole end of music, what
becomes of the other values we instinctively and unconsciously read

into fine compositions, such as seriousness or gaiety or vigor or

pathos? The fifth symphony of Beethoven pleases the ear and
at the same time it satisfies the mind with a complete presentation

of an idea, however intangible the Idea and difficult to put it into

words. The same may be said for the symphony by C6sar Franck,

but how different the ideas that we impute to the two works.

"Music is a combination of arabesques in sound." It was
Hanslick, in 1854, who came to this conclusion in his treatise on
"The Beautiful in Music," after rejecting Rousseau's doctrine and
also combating the idea that music is the language of emotions.

For Hanslick, music need not please the ear, and for him il cer-

tainly was not a means of expressing an emotion. For his clearing

up of the emotional quagmire into which music seems to fall in

the minds of a large number of writers, we are the eternal debtors

of Hanslick. He pins us down to a precise confession of faith.

"'Is the adagio of such and such a sonata, a love story or a medita-

tion or despondency or what you will?" and we retire in confusion.

Emotion plays a large part in any work, but music goes at it so
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vaguely
—

"all things to all men"—that we are forced to the con-

clusion that if music occupies itself with nothing hut the expression

of emotion it does its job very badly. Furthermore, this continual

picking and probing at emotion. Is just a little tiresome. No
emotion pure and unadorned ever produced a work of art, or even

a rational human utterance. And yet Hanslick's theory that

music is arabesque, leaves us quite cold. Arabesque is, after all,

a pretty, but unessential adornment. Has the human race devoted

so much of its time and attention to an unessential and decorative

ornament when it has cultivated music? Is the weaving of

pretty patterns the aim and end of music?

Better than either of these theories of music, or better than

any of the many others that might be quoted, seems to me
this one formulated by Jules Combaricu: "Music is the art of

thought in tone." I have no doubt that this definition is found
by many to be full of flaws, and that though it may receive general

recognition now, will be found by subsequent generations to be as

inadequate as those that our forefathers have set before us. Never-

theless, the more o.ic considers that simple sentence, the more
eomp relicu sivc does it seem of all those elements: purpose, rhythm,
melody, Ji;i riiiony, style—what you will—that enter into the mak-
ing of a musical composition. Its first four words. "Music is the

art" define for us immediately the category of human activity

in which music is placed. As an art it must take due account of

unity and variety, symmetry and balance, and other inescapable

conditions of artistic expression. The artist takes colors, forma,

light, marble, and combine-, them ivit.H his own inner conceptions;

he think* with find in llu-in. .lust so the musician takes tone, not

lone as it exists in nature, but tone as man has refined it. Only
rarely does a sound occur in nature that we may call a lone.

Sentimentalists an; rapturous over the Music of Nature. The
expression contains a contradiction of terms. Bird songs come
as near to tone, as opposed to noise, as one will find it in nature,

but bird songs are not art, for art is a conscious human product;

it is the embodiment of man's will in the search for beauty. Man
takes tone as he takes marble, and he does something with it. Ill

other words, he thinks in lone. He makes it express his thought.

"Music is the art of thought in tone," or stated in another nay,

thought, using tone as its medium, creates an art-work. It builds

structures that eye hath not seen and it weaves indeed—at times

—

arabesques. Thought in tone reveals the grandeur or the smug-

ness, the loftiness or the meanness of the human mind

—

thought in

tone, with no responsibility to anything but thought. No purpose
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enters in except tlmt tile thought express itself. Whatever tools,

harmonic or melodic, are needed that the thought may express

itself, these tools must be employed. And that of artist.ic neces-

sity, though Nicy may >lien;k Irj.dition and hurt the car.

We foniid out, not many yesterday.-, ago, that modern painters

(let us take no more modern a group than the post-impressionists)

strove for a beauty not of accidents or externals, but one that was
fimilnmental and eternal. The light that played upon the surface

of things, the phenomena that so fascinated Ihe iinpi-cssiwiist.s

to tlit post-impressionists seemed trivialities of llieir art; true

forms and the nature of tilings remained to lie revealed. The
modem musician is working in much the same spirit. He is not

concerned with pleasing the ear; he is not concerned with niceties

of traditional style, but I believe he is concerned with the funda-

mentals and the realities of thought as it is found in a complex,

changing, strident, modern world. The one abiding fact that is

true of all great works of music of any kind is this—that a man has
tried to reveal what seemed true to him. Not the current senti-

ment; not a traditional style, not even that which men call beauti-

ful, have of themselves been the goal for which the truly original

creative mind bus ever worked. He has hud allegiance io nothing

except Ike integrity of his own mind. There will always be minds
so saturated, so engrossed with their own subjects that they will

see purposes hidden to the many, and they will speak with a

language, that, while it seems familiar, seems forbidding. So
there will always be musicians who understand so much better

the untouched possibilities of tone, and whose "thought in tone"
is 90 much more advanced than that of their contemporaries that

they will write music that is music of the future. But whether a
musician uses harsh means or gentle, whether he be simple or

obscure, there is only one question that matters: Has the mind
used tone purposefully to the ends of artistic creation?

In the contemporary estimate of new and strange works it

is generally at first the accidents, the harmony, the melody, the

form that are hit upon, but when the attack launched against a

great work aims at these accidentals, it glances, and in no way
reaches the essentials.



THE PIANO WORKS OF
CLAUDE DEBUSSY

By GUIDO M. GATTI

|HE piano works of Claude Debussy, which characterise the

composer of PdUai above all others, should lie considered by
themselves for this very reason, withdrawn , as it. were, from

the influence of the esthetic total of that musician's output. And
even if we withdraw their musical substance—which, as lias been

remarked, is great—the group made up of Debussy's piano compo-
sitions still remains important in the highest degree, if we study

them merely from the point of view of the instrument for which
they were composed.

The pianoforte has passed through that succession of teehiiirul

piloses—we use the word technical to indicate, not mute anil lifeless

mechanism, lnil 1 In- lirinij complex of expressive writing combined
with especial regard for instrumental iiossilu'lilics—which is charac-

teristic of the development of every instrument, and which may
advance only to a certain boundary of constructive mechanical

perfection which it parallels. From Ihe primitive keyboard with its

plucked quill, to the dynamic arid coloris tic possibilities of the latter

nineteenth century pianoforte, represents an immense stride for-

ward in the art of the piano builder; hut as a result, what a broad-

ening out, and, at the same time, what a wealth of elaboration in the

field of pianoforte literature. From the early forms of a thin and
transpurent schematism, we move through successive sta'loos lo

the complexity nf the Bcelliovcniaii and Braliuisian sonata, in which

the piano must, fairly burst its bounds in the effort of a distention

which drives it ever onward in an endeavor to overtake and equal

orchestral effects. For the orchestra is the dream of the German
romanticists! Owing to this, Ihe piano, liltlc by litlle, becomes none
other than an orchestra of reduced means, the echo of an immense
instrumental phalanx, and the arena for ejfecls. It gives the

composer the maximum of happiness when he is able to hear
in the pages of his piano score the blare of the trumpets, the blast

of the horns, or the gurgling of the bassoons; the sharp song of the

violins or the grumbling of the basses. Just as the piano tends to
lose ils autonomy in an increasing measure, its distinctive character,

thus the compositions written for it lose their intrinsically pianistic
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design, and increasingly convey the impression of being orchestral

scores reduced for the keyboard instrument. From the chaste elo-

quence of Mozart to the Clementian sonata, from the intimacy of

Haydn to the virtuosity of Cramer and Kalkbrcnnur, the road is a

long one; but the transfonnation is uninterrupted. There, too, we
find the powerful works of Beethoven—an admirer of the school of

Clement i—which reflect a distinct suggestion of the orchestra or, at

limes, of the quartet (tliis lust is noticeable occasion idly . in Mozart
as well); and the no less suggestive works of Schumann, which

reveal symphonic echoes fit every step, at times in sharp contrast to

the dynamic economy of the composition (as, for example, in the

Sonata in D minor, for violin and piano); and finally, the marvel-

lously varied works of Johannes Brahms, that -towering musical

genius, endowed with imaginative powers us vast as it is possible to

conceive; but obsessed at times by the fixed idea of piling up effect

on effect, without heeding the limitations imposed by his form and
instrument. This, of course, with tile natural exceptions to the rule,

in particular the three Intermezzi. All that Claude Debussy has

written for the piano, on the other hand, exists in testify to a regen-

erated and savorous piano technic-, instrinsically pianistic in its

nature, whose every dynamic and timbre effect is born of the

instrument itself, and which generates an ample, novel and fascinat-

ing sonority. With all this, however, one cannot assert that this

revival and renewal are exclusively the work of the Freneh com-
poser. Even without harking 'jack to the French composers the

seventeenth and eighteenth cen Varies—that is to say to those

etavecinitiea who have elsewhere been mentioned by me as the true

ancestors of contemporary French music and to Mozart (of whom
our subject was wont to say: "O, what a pity that Mozart was not

a Frenchman! He would then have found more imitators!")

—

Debussy had a great master quite near at hand in our own time:

Chopin

.

It has been stated more than once in what tender affection

Debussy held works of the meat Pole. He hituself (we must remem-
ber that he was the pupil of a pupil of Chopin), publicly cn pressed

this potent love of his a number of times, a love which is disclosed,

incidentally, in his revisions of Chopin's works for the firm of

Durand. Yet, even if his own confession hail not made this clear

to us, it would be easy to discover the spirit of Chopin dwelling in

the composer of the Images, by means of clues often enough

revealed in his piano compositions.

Chopin was a poet of the keyboard, and for that very reason

he hears all its voices, even those which arc most subtle and most
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evanescent. He loved to create atmospheres of sound, in which
his melodies, so pure, iiud profoundly human in their emotion,

move slowly as though through their own natural ambient, the

ambient out of which they arc created, out of which they are

born like perfumed flowers, at the same time giving it, in turn, the

imprint of their own firmness. Chopin in his pages has created that

right harmonic medium by means of which we are able to discern

and understand his winding melodic line; a line at times dear and
limpid, as though seen through an immaculate crystal lens, as ii

appearing against a serene and diaphanous sky; at others as though

suffused with mist, veiled in a light wreath of smoke, in a pearlaecous

cloud traversed by vivid and irradiant gleams. And tins sonorous

realization, of such exquisite lyric and coloristic sensibility, is

achieved in the must simple, most spontaneous, most fluid maimer,

one that rouses our admiration on every page. Where Liszt has

overemphasized elaboration, as though he were not sufficiently

satisfied with his sonal power and structural complexity, where he

indulges himself in interlacing part with part, voice with voice, and

lumbering across the keyboard in a close, but heavy and resounding

gallopatle, Chopin has simplified more and more; and has eschewed

the page black with notes, clustering on the staves like a pushing

crowd at a theatre entrance, to attain a page white and pure, where

all that is superfluous, all tliut does not iron tri but.!-, effectively and

necessarily to the expressive expression, is elided. For Liszt and for

his followers, the pianoforte was an end and virtuosity was an ideal

of art: for Chopin the instrument was merely the means best adapted

for him—since it was the most varied and most ductile—to express

the inmost soul of his music, and the height at which he sought to

arrive was to create in the spirit of the player and listener a poetic

state of being—dramatic and more particularly, lyric—to refine, as

much as possible, the stream which discharged his musical speech.

And it is for this reason—one of many—that Liszt's piano music is

almost always mechanically difficult; while that of Chopin, on the

contrary, is supremely difficult to interpret; yet not insurmountably

nor transcendnntly difficult with respect to finger agility, and
mechanical dexterity.

A clear proof of this is the difficulty in fingering compositions

"poorly thought out" for the piano keyboard. Among such compo-
sitions are many of the Beethoven sonatas, which literally oppress

the phulanues of the executant, not infrequently subjecting them to

inhuman and unnatural efforts. In Chopin, on the other hand, "the
musical concepts are, to a certain degree, dependent upon and
inseparable from the marv ellous 'nanual possibilities of their author"
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(Casella) . It is true that Chopin is not easy—nithough many think

that he is, and acting on that supposition too often delight thcin-

selves with formless executions of his music—yet by reason of hi*

clear, strictly pianistic manner of writing, he does not rail for that

strength of wrist and fingers which still makes certain or the Liszt

Itudes, so to say, a bug-bear to pianists of more than average ability.

Only, it is not enough to play Chopin's music; one needs must under-

stand it as well. It is not enough for the hand'! to disport, themselves

on the keys: it is necessary for the intellect and, above all, for sensi-

bility and the heart to play their part, which is one of the first

importance. And then, when the soul of the composition is quite

clear to the player, and he has absorbed it. he may proceed to an

artistic execution in a short time. If tic does not do this, it is quite

probable that he may arrive at playing a i.is/l Rhapsody wit

h

more or less success; but not even the simplest .and shortest of the

Chopin I'rlhidcs.

Now, many of l.he above observations may be repeated with

regard to the piano compositions of Claude Debussy, who never-

theless extends—and at the same lime rest i-iets , from I lie symphonic

point of view—the boundaries of the instrument, in common and
along parallel lines with the wealth of his means of expression. For

liiin, idso the pianoforte was a most faithful friend, and the guardian

of his most profound and cherished secrets; to the piano he eonlided .

within the intimate privacy of his chamber, his sensations of the

world of iipparitions and actual beings; for it lie has written his most

personal and his most moving pages. And although lie conceived

the piano piece as enclosed in the brief ambient of a picture; yet.

he knew how to give it so much of light and air as to cause it, by

reason of its ample sonority and the universitalily of its pathos, to

spread beyond the narrow limits of its frame in a manner that is

ideal. He also had an affection for psychic states of being, caught

up in their most significant features, and considered in a union more
and more sustained and expressive. For this reason, and b order

to draw new sonorities from the instrument he, like the Pole, gives

the greatest [jossible measure of extension to his chords, now repeat-

ing the tones of the chord several times, at the distance of an
octave, now arpeggiating them. And this arpeggio, like that of

Chopin, is aerial, light and luminous, while that of Liszt is massive

und noisy, and in the majority of cases, inexpressive. This Chopin

influence, also betrayed by a number of other more or less significant

signs, is more especially visible in the piano compositions preceding

the Priludcs, and may be said to end only with the second book of

the Images, in which the traces of Debussy's Chopinian passion
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grow more feeble, ami finally disappear: though not in all tlie twenty-

four pieces contained in that collection. Yet they only disappear as

signs, that is to say, tangible and formal tm Ilea lions, and always

remain present in the spiritual continuity which these two great

masters had ill cumuion. And I myself, reading the exalted words

which Georges Sand wrote al>oul her pathetic lover, can do no less

than think of Claude Debussy: "Chopin's genius is filled to over-

flowing will i sent inieu t, ami with eniolinus which have never existed

in i-idier variety. lit- endowed a .single instrument with llie lan-

guage tif the Infinite; he knew how !n sum up, in a few lines, which

a chilli could play, poems of the greatest loftiness, dramas of un-

equalled energy. Nor did he have to have recourse to extended

uialci-ial nn-ans to give the measure of Ids genius: he did not have lt>

fail back either on the saxophone nor on the ophicleide in order to fill

Ihr soul with terror, nor on the church organ to fill it with faith and
cntliusiii.-in." Willi certain limitations, these lines may serve to

trace some of the outlines of Debussy's personality.

In the rapid survey which we arc about to make of the piano

works of Claude Debussy, we shall have to speak of periods. We
might at once say thai such subdivisions, proposed and accepted by
some for convenience of reference, arc, nevertheless, without .able

as criterions in serious critical writing, such periods are broad time

divisions in which to ciicli.se certain character is tic and unchanged
features of Debussy's music; but to speak of successive phases

of development already constitutes an error where any artist is

concerned, and more particularly so when the artist in question

is an artist like Debussy. All these fanciful conceits of esthetic

criticism are in reality devoid of meaning: the expression of a
genuine artistic personality is not subject, to a species of perfecting

process, though n't may speak of an enrichment of means; in

other words, (if changes in ipuirdil;i —but t.he intimate essence

of the artist's personality simply exists, and dot's not change in

i/iialiiy from the artist's very firs! cxprcisiun on (I mean expression

in the sense of Hem-detlo Croee, the ariistie realisation of an
individual intuition; there being no such thing as a nun-artistic

(.i/irc-'Miwf ). The personality of Debussy is one of those which
unfolded in concentric circles, and indeed, one may say that

nothing vitally necessary had been forgotten on the road of its un-

folding; while at the same time no conquest could have been made
which was not, ipmlitntwely possible from the very beginning.
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There are, in tie works of his first youth, not alone iiints, but
conspicuous gestures autl poses which wo find again in the works of

his maturity (for one, in order to cite a single example, the theme
of Miliaande may be found in the first measure of the lyric Nuit

<TttoHc», of the year 1876), just as in his lust pages he returns to

some of the earlier gestures, which lie appeared to have forgotten

—compare a few passages of the Sonale with some of those in

Qualuor poor conies. Yet these arc isolated cases: aside from
these are a multitude of echoes which repeat themselves again

and again, insistently, occasionally in a fleeting manner; yet always

in .sin ti ivi.se as to establish a cohesion of form and spirit throughout

the whole of the master's very considerable creative output. We
need only add: that we will always take for granted that chrono-

logical references have a merely relative value, since when they are

used arbitrarily they serve to build up—as has already been re-

marked—a sequence, and not a organic coming into being, which is

what really lakes place in the artist's inward consciousness.

We begin then, with a first, youthful period, which already has

the earmarks of original talent, and of a decisive will to escape from
the enclosure of romantic form, exhausted and impotent, and in-

capable of renewing itself. And the light which irradiates the new
road comes from the eighteenth century: C'ouperin, Daquin,
Ramcau, Costah-y, and all the clavecinistcs who return to earth

for the baptism of the first expression of the Debussybo creative

gift. Debussy, approaching his art to the echo of the Wagnerian
tubas, in the presence of Berlioz's conception, muddy yet. a-boil with

genius, and in that of the metaphysical Franckian mysticism, could

find nothing better to do than to take refuge in the past of the Isle-

de-France; anil in daily nnd fraternal communion with the great

spirits DL the eighteenth century to recreate a style, clean-cut nnd
positively French, yet at the .same time modern. And as he was
precisely Kamcair.s successor, all showered their invectives on what
they insisted was the offspring of an abnormal sensibility ami
degenerate sensibility, or of an ab.strn.se and disorganized :neo:alily;

all this, of course, in the name o[ tradition, whose self-appointed

paladins they tsmsliluted themselves. Few among the intelligent

could Ihen realize that Debussy, like all real innovators, was moving
in the path of the great, the true tradition. (It would be interesting

to appose the situation sonic thirty years ago in the France of

Gounod and Massenet, with the more recent and still existing bitter-

ness in our ov^ il l'nerininn and Mascagnian Italy.)

The first piano numbers by Debussy of which we know, are

the two Ambe.iijM's: but immediately afterward come the Ballade,
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the Mazurka, the Reverie, etc., as well as the Suite Bergamaaque

which, however, not having been published until lfW5, may have
undergone a final revision. I confess my admiration for these

compositions though the latter-day Dcbussyisti-s have but con-

tempt for them. We find in the four movements of the suite in

question so moving a grace, so delicate a sensibility, that we cannot

show preference for other pages mote interesting, perhaps, yet not

more sincere. Clair de lime! Here we have, among all the most
exquisite utterances that Debussy the man matured wrested out

of his genius, the vision of a landscape bathed in moonlight; here

we have all the effects, only less simply expressed, which r.\i]>]>f;ir

in the Images and in the Priliides. For example, what an airy

flowering of arpeggios ascends the keyboard, to leap up again like

a fountain-jet which scatters its water on the air, then relapses

into calm again in solemn tonic and dominant undulations, upon
which the theme spreads out, ample, sonorous, expressive. And
therein lies—and it is what is of import above all eke—all the

poesy of nature which the musician can voice.

It is of no importance that today our admiration of these pieces

is shared by those well-meaning critics who relegated them to

limbo, because they found in them melodic blossomings of five

After ten years, dedicated principally to vocal chamber music,

came the suite Pour U piano. In connection with it, Debussy's

predilection for the old classic forms should be noted—for the French
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suite, for the danees—in which lie has known how to frame his new
li;n ineiniis, his restli'ss rhythms, ;im! his exquisite itioilerni.it spirit,

with such elegance and finish. In pages of this kind (we have already

mentioned some of them, others we rediscover in the Chihbenx

Ciirner, in the Etudes), the composer has known how to couple his

rhissic-isiu—intense in the broadest sense of the word—with his

modernism, the serious and solemn with the light and brilliant.

The Priiude with which the suite begins is a conspicuous example.

It is built up on two themes: one, rhythmic, vigorous and, if one

wishes, slightly Iberian in character, appearing in the first measures;

the other, slow and solemn, confided to the basses (this recalls, like-

wise in the accompaniment certain Bachian themes, such as that

of the organ Prelude in A minor). These two themes follow, inter-

weave, fly from each other, and return to bear each other company;
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;uid :!!> most delightful contrast characterizes the actual coexistence

of the nobility and majesty of the second theme, and the playful

vivacity of the first. The composition ends with a long harp ca-

denza, light, aerial and coming suddenly, with effect, after the

seriousness of a few chords in the form of a chorale. It is the aus-

terity of the cathedral together with the license of the highway:

Old Johann Sebastian Bach and that "good sport," Chabrier.

If, in the suite Pour U piano, we are still in the aislhesis of the

compositions thus far discussed—although this work was written

after the Xocturnes and at the same time as PeUiae—the short com-
positions which fulliiw, in //mm rnhier d'vxqiMses, already offer some

ant ieip al ions of the future to whirl] \w will have occasion to refer

again at various times. This cahier, this book, though little known
because published outside of France, is siifficit'titlv inti-iv.: iu<r be-

cause it realizes new sonorities, and draws rare and singular effects

from the instrument; in the other book, among other things, there

appear for the first time those low pedal resonances joined with a

rapid play of arpeggios in the high registers, and their sustention

of a theme, repeated pianissimo, in the interval of an octave.
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The Estampes are among the most highly developed composi-

tion) which the master has written lor the piano. If, in the ease of

the Preludes, one may speak of impressions, in so much as they

determine a certain integral moment of intuition, in the Estampes
we cannot hide from ourselves the loyalty existing to the forms of

composition there made manifest, with their well-established boun-
daries and repetitions. Yet all this thematic and constructive

workmanship is overshadowed by a continuous uninterrupted veil

of far-away poesy, through which the music is transported into a

fantastic world, realized by the musician with the intrinsic magic of

sound. The Estampes, perhaps, have something of the delicately

faded color of ancient copper-plates, in which the transitions of light

and shade have been suavely mellowed by the hand of time, and
which, when we now rediscover their forgotten sheets, recall none
too remote a past with a sense of infinite melancholy and longing.

The musician holds us and immerses us in the dream which his own
moved soul lias visioned in the beginning: in the Pogodes evoking a

Chinese landscape of vaporous and fascinating unreality; in the

tic/ire? 'inn* (ircnnje intoxicating us with the melancholy ardor

of a night of fragrance, upon whose air sound the thousand and one

echoes and rhythms of songs and dances; in Jardins sous la pluie,

leaning against the window-pane to watch the gardens beneath the

April rain, a loose and beneficent shower which gives the verdure a

shining brilliancy and clarity, and makes all things appear newer and
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purer after their heavenly Lath. To evoke visions of this hint] by
means other thai: those, supplied by musk; is something more than

difficult, it is impossible. Music alone—and the music of Debussy
Is marveilo'jsly adapted to the case in point— ean give oi.lr sensi-

bility those thrill), those blight shocks, tliose caresses which trans-

mute themselves into visions of the imagination. In these pictures,

which are of frequent occurrence in the Debussyian output, lliere is

no attempt to draw tlu outlines nor to recall anything to our memory
by way of onomatopoeia, or to try the application of material or

photographic actualities; f nit instead we bavc. the surest ion which

carries them over into a spiritual world, where every line becomes an
idea, evcrv color a sentiment, every sound a passion. Neverthe-

less, the language of Debussy remain- absolutely musical. And
this because the feelings of the artist himself are absolutely so. Those
who have thought to estimate the value of the works of the composer

of PcUcas, as they would those of an exquisite artist, yet one who is a
painter and poet rather than a musician, have advanced the most
negligibly valuable supposition which their brains might have orig-

inated. They have confused—and this should not surprise us too

grcath—the tindetermined and unlimited language of sound, with

tlu fixed and established language of their books. For people of

this kind there exists a certain musical vocabulary which is far from
taking into account the variety and multiplicity of musical speech,

and these people, therefore, denounce as faulty and ungrainmatica!

those who are unaware of such limitations, or who know them only

to deny them.

Nevertheless, if the Estnm-pes really belong to that group of

compositions which has called forth the consideration of the critics

aforementioned, it is a sign that in their entirety they are still

conceived in the spirit of those which have preceded them. Among
them we find pages of wonderful breadth and of high poesy (such

as the first two pages of the Pagoda, for example), as well as pages

less happy, and quasi conventionalized (such as the last two of the

same composition). At bottom, this composition maintains that

symmetry which demands a slowly moving episode half-and-half

religious in character, intercalated between the brilliant, rather

lively Dtovementerf Tempo prima, and the last section, which is a
more or less varied reprise of the first one. Yet with what a sense

of breadth, of wide horizons, and wtih what n variety of life and
posture! We need onl> recall the rhythmic vivacity oi the SoirCe

dans Grenade, where the sense of movement is never held down, not

even transiently, within stereotype patterns, nor loses itself in inex-

pressive gaps. We need only think of the Jardiru torn la pluie, in
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which a figuration anvlliinif bul, h 1 Ln

i

jIi- mi! varied srives place

In |iiii;es which arc of unattainable sweetness and perfection. The
imisieiim has understood the snag of [li<* rain which falls upon the

leaves and on the ground, he lias fell its freshness on his fair, and

lias voluptuously inhaled the perfume of the flowers bedewed hy ii

,

and the scent of the humid earth. The driving rain is falling, with

gusts of wind and sheeted falls of water. Then it clears up, and
drop by drop, the leaves let fall the first notes of an infantile round:

.Yon," ti' irons plus au bois, lea louriers soni coiij>6$. . . , Another

driving gust of rain, and the childish fugitive round is frightened

off. groping, with difficult breathing, for a chance to return. The
water runs in rivulets, the rain beats like a tambourine against

the window-panes. And then comes the rainbow. . . . Who is

there who ennnot feel the subtle poesy of the exact detail contained

in the last two pages of the composition, the tremulating of the last

rain drops, irradiated by the sun, already peering through a gap in

the opening clouds, and which in a single stride breaks forth

resplendent in the luminous chord of E major?

The Maaqaet and L'lslejoyeuse seem to belong to an antecedent

period : to that of the Suite bcrgamasque rather, than to that of the
E.'Uunprs. They are two brilliant compositions, in which, as is

invariably the case, the composer's two instinctive qualities are

shown forth—acute sensibility and refined taste; yet in which we
find lacking those accents of undeniable originality to be discovered

in other works, contemporary or antecedent, such as the Nocturnes,
already instanced, and the second of the Fetes galantes for the voice.

Nevertheless, some (if the rhythmic gestures in the Masques deserve
attention. Of particular interest is the rhythmic effect due to the
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fact that the movement is in three-quarter time, while the accentua-

tion is in six-eight time.

A new step in advance is taken the following year—1905—with

the first collection of the Images: a short step, for the suite in ques-

liim is still i losciv allied to the Esiampes, with the exception, not-

withstanding, of the first tempo of Reflets dans Veau which, owing to

a certain harmonic coloring, and a tendency to amplify its compo-
sitional limits, [irt-sissjt-s |!h- Hj.rily of I be second book of the Images.

In this pieee Debussy depicts a musical landscape: the reflections

mirrored in a pool, shifting and chai^eaKle, liavii:^ all the tenuity

of tender fancies. There dwells in these pages the feeling of solitude

and of revery, expressed in the three notes which are born inde-

pendently of their chorda! tissue, and which repeat without inter-

^T" "
1 F

ruption, while lifiht plays over the entire gamut of their notes, from
the sparkling of the sunlight to its evanescence in the evening shad-

ows. And they return, these three notes, now that night has come,
"in distant and harmonious sonority." The last page of Reflets dans
Veau is worthy of a very great poet. Of the other two movements,
the Hommage a Rameau stands for a tribute of devotion to this great

man of the eighteenth century, whom Debussy helped to rescue

from undeserved neglect. (Of such "homages," Debussy wrote only

one other, for Haydn, a brief little occasional number, without any
particular pretentions.) Houvemeni represents the pleasure taken
by Uie superbly skilled artificer in the combination of innumerable
triplets with a brief and untamed theme, and in his drawing from
them cveiy possible effect.

With the second book of the Images we already enter upon a
new period of Debussy's art: that which has been called its third

period—of which his symphonic suite La Mer rings the magnificent

annunciatory chimes. This period may be summed up in a single

word—but one to be understood in a certain definite sense—the

word "melodic." The harmonic sensibility predominating in the

Nocturnes and in the Estampes gives way in the second book of the

Images to an affirmation of the melodic line which is no less
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sensitive. Wc say melodic, since the word does not mean a specified

quality of melody, but all melody, melody in general, the song which
finds its egression in a firm, monodic and essential line. And aline

of this sort—which may he filiform, thread-like, or built up of small

successive masses, established the character of the composition

—

constitutes its real substance, and Its living and moving frame-work.

This difference in attitude in the field of music—first disclosed

in Debussy—finds its analogies in painting and in literature, in

which it arrives, nevertheless, as always, a step in advance. Sym-
bolism and impressionism are no longer the only concepts which

divide the field of esthetics; it is besiiiniiis; to be admitted that art

has become an instrument of marvellous delicacy; yet that presently,

it must and will have to have recourse to something more definite,

more exact. In painting, Gauguin sublines nature with the authority

of bis figures, void of detail, and of bis colors whose harmony
is all the richer after their gradations have been removed. The
artist regains his right of straightforwardness of interpretation:

Mat ii.50, Cezanne, l'ioasso, ISraquo. join themselves to Gauguin.

Literature wishes to eliminate from poetry above all what pertains

to the history of some individual consciousness, and instead pre-

serve all that which shows itself to be a legacy of life in general.

Mallarmc passes on, and in his place appear new idols: Claude),

Pcguy, Holland, Suares, Bertraud. etc. In music all this is trans-

lated into an affirmation of greater definiteness and of greater

solidarity; and in addition, in a new conception of sentiment which

turns toward a multiplicity more vast and simple. Debussy's art

no longer wishes to be an art of langour, which might be defined,

nitre litteram, by Verlaine's celebrated stanza, than which no other

better express its emotion:

Je aub I'Empire n la an de la decadence,

qui regard passer Is grands Bnrbares hlancs,

<-n <'.>][i|]Li-.u[jt (11^ jicmstirh''* iil'iui.-lLls,

d'un style d'or ou la langeur du aolei) danse.

(I am the Empire which, in decadence spent.

Watebea tlie huge, white Barbarian advance;

While writing acrostiches indolent

In golden jtyle, where the sun's languors rlance.)

The humanitarian crisis which the musician traversed during

this period finds its apogee in the first book of the Preludes, and in

the 7fj.Tra.iu which tlie hitmmt values are of absolute, if not exclusive,

importance. Yet emotion is always restrained within certain limits

not established by the composer's will, but insisted upon by the

expressive contents themselves. And nevertheless, there is not a
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note, not an effect, not a sentiment that is obscure in it. All is

expressed with so great a humility, with so chaste a modesty (or,

rather, in the spirit of that famous saying, "take eloquence and
wring its neck!") that it seems as though it were the passionately

trembling evocation of our own inmost living. In not any one of its

moment docs this music of Debussy's surprise us: iu any 0:1c of life's

hours, listening to ii ,
we ran yield ourselves up to it. interiorly,

allow ourselves to he cradled upon its raves with eonfidenee and
joy. We do not understand, therefore, why the emotion which

vibrates ill the Erst movement of the Soiiul.a '.jnasi una fantasia

should be considered potentially human, and that which is born of

the miraculous recvocation of the Tempt quijnit, illumined by the

rays of a pallid moon, should not. A vast, sleeping country-side, a
moon which at times peeps through the clouds which crown the

skies, and at others irradiates the simulacrum of Ilia!, which has

been fa temple? the temple of our failh. the tomb of our love, with

all the softness of oar smiles, and whose recollection brings the tears

of home-sickness to our eyes;) '1'bere are alternations of diaphanous

clarity, and of deep and awesome obscurity; a forest crowded with

allurement, full of attraction and mystery. And above this land-

scape a voice—our OTim voice—which sings intimately. Beethoven
makes his melody prin t ed out of an arpeggio in triplets in the suave
tonality of C sharp minor; and Debussy gives shape to his lunar

atmosphere with its son;;. And it. is more than a melodic line, it. is a

figure in fall, in which the musician, a sculptor iu tones, has con-

densed all the vanishing life round about, in which he has enclosed

all I he radiance, and all the meaning of the surrounding landscape,

and is the incontest ible master of the scene . In the second one of t e

Images—in particular the one of which we have spoken, and in the
Cloi-hi-s a t-uu'T? h-i: fcuilles—vfv find realized for the first time that

intimate, creative process of the .tngijexlions of the picture, ancnt

which so much has been said. Debussy does not wish to describe a
picture in its actuality; with the musical realism of Wagner—not-

withstanding that in the Trilogy there already are discoverable Ink-

lings of new expressional evocations—Debussy has sought to trans-

late, to carry over into music the musieality expressed by the natural

landscape, by means of tonal reproductions. For example, a char-

acter piece, let as say one that is slow and religious, becomes a

mountain impression if nt. times in: feci the ehime of bells ringing

through it; or a shepherd's melody intoned on a rustic pipe gives a
page of pastoral character. And the latter, when written in certain

traditional rhythms definitely regarded as bucolic in style, becomes a

woodland sketch, no sooner has the composer uttered a bird-cry, or
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caused the brooklet to murmur in triplets, or flow in arpeggios; and
thu3 it goes. This relocation proceeds, therefore, out of the rxte-

rior und the extrinsic, inasmin-li as Huti- may he mountains without

bells or shepherds, and woods without brooklets. Debussy, on the

contrary, wishes to express the inner, intimate musicidity, I lie inex-

pressed music, of tilings; thai aspccl of them which is capable of

transforming ilself in the inwardness of a musical being in rnusical

expression; to present auditive sensations, musical rather than
visible. Suggestion takes the place of illustration. The tilings which

lie hears and sees are those for which il is impossible to find a definite

musical form (that is to say a formula); yet the non-acoustic

phenomena of nature make so decisively a musical impression on
liim, that its expression irresistibly brings us into direct contact

with the phenomenon itself, with its outward appearance. (In this

connection I should mention that it is not even possible to affirm to

what degree Debussy's last compositions, the Preludes in particular,

really contribute to illustrate their respective titles. Their com-
poser was so conscious of this fact that, in effect, in some of the

pages lie has placed the title after the composition, as though to

leave the question of the precedence of the visual impression upon
his auditor, or the contrary, quite open.)

From the standpoint of musical expressiveness in itself, the

second book of Images gives evidence of far more simplicity than the

first, be it by reason of the stripping off of unnecessary elements, be

it because of a condensation of substance in phrase and harmony.
This trend toward simplicity is the sign of the artist's maturity. A
certain excessive thickness of writing, which we rediscover here and
there in the Estampes, and in the first book of the Images, disappears

in tfiis second book; in which, however, the composer takes pleasure,

at times, in certain gestures of his own, personal if one wishes; yet

which end by becoming stereotype (we notice some such, which from
being no more than passing, hardly stressed, have grown more
frequent and disadvantageous, more pattem-likc). Such are, for

example, those contained in the first measures of Et la lune descend

... a progression of chordial blocks to give a sense of mystery

and, so to say, of immobile movement; the appoggiatura in thirds.
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whose employ is discreetly abused, from the Poissonn d'or to De-
bussy's very lust numbers, and the insistence mi the whole-tone

scale which in the Cloches ii tratrrs h.i feuille.1 ends by causing a.

certain monotony. Yet, on the other hand, the harmonic unity of

the composition shows itself in all its perfection. We have elsc-

where said that Debussy found :; species of music which develops

itself, conceived in its own measure, in such wise that it becomes

necessary to seek in the bents which follow, the meaning hidden in

the preceding ones. Yet at other times he has written pages in

which, us it were, the music is confined to the moment; in

which not alone the individual chord, but each individual note as

well, seems to be vitalized with the most intense life.

This condensation must of necessity lend the French composer
away from the more spacious and complex forms, and conduct him
toward the composition which is brief and succinct: in the Iile

joycusc, looking across the Images, we almost attain the synthetic

expressiveness of the Preludes. To simplify and to condense, such

was the constant preoccupation of Claude Debussy (we observe it.

in his pianoforte compositions, but it also exists—though somewhat
less evidently—in those for orchestra: Compare La met with San
Scbaxtuia). On the eve of the war he wrote to a friend: "The
further I progress, the more I detest that intentional disorder which

is no more than a means of tricking the ear, consisting only of odd
and entertaining harmonies which arc merely society amusements.
. . . Whatever happens, we must first find, then suppress, in order

to reach the living heart of emotion!" It is the speech of a master

artist, whose soul knows the incessant and dolorous labor of crea-

tion, and the anxiety of finding the expression which will reveal it in

its every vibration.

In his twenty-four Prtiuda, and especially in the first twelve,

Debussy has given us his master-work in pianoforte composition.

Before this, however, aside from the two brief pages of the

Hammage a Haydn and the waltz La plus que tenle, we have a short

parenthesis, dedicated to childhood or, belter said, inspired by child

life: the collection known as The Children's Corner and the Boite a

jmijmu- (this last, in fact, actually appeared three years after the

Prllvdes; hut because of its kinship to The Children's Corner, we
doubt that it was written later).

Debussy was a great lover of children; he had but one child of

his own, lively and graceful, who was his whole joy. For his
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"CliourhiMi" lie wiiii].! drop any work upon which be nvigM be

engaged. In amuse himself willi this hahy of his (poor "("hnuchou
."

she lias rejoined Iht father in the realm of disembodied spirits!), for

her he would have given up the conversation of all of his great col-

leagues. He was one who remained t.i the very las!— as an artist

who was on terms of brotherly affection with him lias related
—

"a

genuine big child. "That, same marvellous hmoeenoy ami clarity of

sentiment which is the fundamental characteristic of his art . showed
itself in his every gesture, in his every word. At the age of fifty he

still look great pleasure in his baby, in handling and playing with

her as a mother might." This, whieli might present the appearance

of a vague form of senility, was instead no more than the etpfinsive-

nds of his clear and limpid soul, to whieh things still presented

themselves in the same forms, and were productive of tile same
sensations width they might have given a babe. He realized in the

most perfect manner those anti-intelk dualist esthetics of mystic

origin, which have brought forth Claudel, Barri's, and Snares, and

which have achieved their philosophic apogee in Jicrgson's work.

The latter says in one of his pages {La Perception du changement):

There exists at least one class of tbese privileged beings, who move in an
nmliii-nV ul pure jJ!r,.-r

I
'i.'iiri:rsi. wliiih is, in the pure feeling or sensitiveness

to things, untouched by the intellect, and they are artists. These care only about
extending tlieir perceptions, without seeking to rise above Uiern . . .

Art, b a word, must show them things as they actually are, and
not in the misformations wrought by the intellect. Now no art has

a more emotional origin than that of Debussy: in no music does the

intellect play a more secondary role than it has played in Debussy's

music. It is childlike then, an art like this, when we take into con-

sideration that with the child, sensations arid perceptions predom-
inate over idea and representation. It is cliildlike, also, insomuch as

it looks upon the appearance of things and the birth of phenomena
with the eyes of stupefaction; insomuch as it thinks that all is novel

and miraculous, and that man, in giving names to things, and tabu-

lating in the form of definite conceptions spiritual and physical

attainments, only destroys poetry and beauty. Indeed: the art

which draws its inspiration from these esthetic principles—mystic

or spiritistic, if one chooses to Call them BO—denies the isolation of

things, and thereby their very self-determination; it precludes the

possibility of things being recognized and comprehended in them-

selves alone, ringed with some definite sign which is built-up around
them like a preserving barrier. The indistinct

—

the idea of the un-

ordered, as Bergson calls it in his Evolution criatiee—is not regarded
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as a negation of the definite, but by itself alone, as a positive value.

It is precisely the application of these esthetic principles in the

field of figurative impressionism, that javt birth to 'lie paintings of

the ultra modem;; and there is more than one example of it to be

found in Debussy's music.

All that has been said by way of digression is put forth to make
clear that this attitude of sympathy on the part of the French musi-

cian for little children and child-life, as the result of a consciousness

of an art particularly directed to their sensibilities, makes it easier to

understand its esthetics, as displaying a natural trend toward the

intimate.

The "Children's Corner" is a suite of six pieces, of modest
dimensions, in some of which smother aspect of the composer's

sensibility is revealed; namely that whirli seizes upon the grotesque

in men and in things, and e\erci-es its irony upon them, not in a

caustic, yet in a sharp and pungent manner. The Dartar Gradus ad

Parnassmn is a caricature of the vain scientific inflexibility of the

compilers of studies and methods and, in a broader Hay, a satire

upon the whole world of professors and those "strong in their sub-

ject." The arrow flies straight to the mark and hits the majority

of the German musicians, the contemporaries of the guild, mathe-

maticians and scientists of musical art, whose sensitiveness is

slightly pachydermatous; like that of the poor elephant Jumbo, per-

haps, who follows immediately after, and who suddenly falls plac-

idly asleep. lulled like a good bourgeois by a saccharine cradle-song;

for the proximity of the two pieces is not without its significance.

Yet all the composer's capacity for irony or satire— which, never-

theless, must be regarded as an intellectual matter—seems for the

moment, exhausted, and docs not reappear until we reach the last

piece of flic collection Gnllimoft! Cakewalk, where i! is camouflaged

in the form of a dance, and supplies a practical reason for a conclu-

sion. Debussy is quite the reverse in his grenade a la jiou;iec, in his

La i\cigc rian.n; and in his Petit herger, in which bis heart is a-quivcr

with homesick emotion, and finds accents of miraculously lyric

quality. To speak of the stylistic perfect ion of these pages is no

hyperbole: the beauty of the compositions is revealed in their

harmonic entirety, in the balance of their episodes, in Stic delicacv

of their detail.

Never, perhaps, did Debussy combine in fixed forms, such as

those of the "Children's Corner," a greater lucidity of expression

with a feeling so full of humanity and of tenderness. Certain

touches in the Serenade (in particular that in which the passionate

phrase is entrusted to the left hand) are characterized by a movement



such sincerity—the composer will not be Med to find again. "The
Snow is Dancing" is the precursor of the subtle poesy of the

Preludes, and the latter's evocative power; while at the same time

it is able to speak with a voice that appeals to the heart (notice the

repeated theme, which emerges from the swirling extravagance of

the innocent snowflakes)

.

The Petit berger is written with a simplicity and purety which
make us think of the elocution of the second number of the Fetes

galantes. All together, the six numbers of the collection once more
affirm the composer's tendency to ever further clarify expression,

to ever further simplify the language of tone, making no more
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oonccssions to technical virtuosity or to the instrumental executant,

something we have already had occasion to accentuate and which,

before long, we will find realized in full. The ballet botle (tjaujoux

came to the composer's mind as a result of the celebrated perfor-

mances of Serge Diaghilefl's "Russian Ballet" at tbe Chalelet, which

took place in 1011; and it undoubtedly reflects the influence of these

enmposilions, in particular, and in quite a special way that of

Stravinsky's Petrouxchka. Tlus last remark, however, refers rather

to thetoul ensemble of the inspiration, to its scenic plot and the dispo-

sition of its parts, tlian to the quality of its music which, as may be
imagined, is different enough from that of Stravinsky. Yet,

even in his conception of the ballet, Debussy was somewhat at

variance with the Russian spirit. At bottom of the burlesque scenes

of Peiromchka , there is something indescribable of bitterness and
tragedy, transcending the boundaries of the comic—though the

scene quasi be played by wooden marionettes—and which invcsln

them with a symbolic significance altogether human. The magic
of the Charlatan, so tbe author informs us, has communicated to

the rest, to the marionettes, to Petrouaehku, to the Ballerina, to

the Moor, all the feelings and passions of human beings. In tbe

Boite li jougoux, on the other band, we have genuine wooden mari-

onettes, in whom, at the most, a somewhat awkward tenderness

serves to indicate their human quality. Andre Helle's argument,

however, infantile in form, is delicious by reason of its poesy:

This story happened in n box of toys. Boies of toys, are, in fact,

kinda of cities, In which the toys live just like people. Or rather, per-

haps, cities arc only boxes of toys in which the people live like play-

things. The dolls dunce; a soldier -sees one of them, and falls in love

with her; but the doll has alreadv Riven away her henrt to an idle,

frivolous and quarrelsome clown. Then the soldiers and the clowns
have a great battle with each other, in the course of which the poor
little wooden soldier i- f;rievnnslj wounded. Ahimdoned by the villain-

ous clown, the doll takes in the soldier and loves him. They many, arc

liuppy and hitve numerous children. The frivolous elown become* a

village constable—and life rocs right on in the box of toys.

Here wc have all that there is in Debussy of sensibility; of subtle

tenderness and humor, and delicate sentiments, for whose intimate

expression the composer decided the piano would suffice, and in

consequence of which the ballet takes its course with no more than

a pianoforte annotation, (Later, Andrfi Caplet orchestrated the

piano score, and in this new dress it was recently presented at the

Thldlrt Lyrique.) It is a little jewel: the silhouettes of the elephant,

of the negro, of the policeman, are drawn with restraint; yet
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incisively and conclusively drawn; the effeminate sweetness of the
bambola is all contained in that sinuous and extraordinarily common-

place waltz and the proud vacancy of the English soldier in that
march which well-nigh recalls The Golliwog's Cakewalk. (We might

mention in passing that this frequently recurs in characteristically

English subjects—landscape and figure subjects—and is one of the

characteristics not neglected by the French artists of Verlaine's

period. England, a land of fogs and of pale suns, seemed to them
to be the background best adapted for their dreams, and their

indeterminate nostalgia. And this is another point of contact

between musicians and poets who were brethren: it is the pre-

Raphaelite England of the Demoiselle ilu, of "The Blessed Damo-
zel"; the Verlanian England of Green; the Shakespearean England
of Puck, and of his sisters, the Fates; the Turneresque England of

the BrouilUtrds; the humorous and funambulistic England of Ptck-

utc/t, Esq., of General Lavine, of the Minstrels.)
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The four-and-lwenty Preludes (twenty-four: tin; perfcet number
where Preludes arc concerned, from Bach to Chopin and Kcriahin,

no mutter Iioiv they inuy compare as regards their tonal specifica-

tions!, were printed in two books, eaeh containing' twelve, in 1 !J 1

0

and 1918 respectively; yet we may lake, for granted tlmt they were

written without interruption in the years from HHIil to 1 SI];!, accord-

ing tn information supplied by the composer's friends. In the first

twelve, little by little, Debussy, as be goes, abandons by the road-

side Ike hist traces of any personality save his own -hi particular as

regards their instrumental dress—and creates for himself a nuisieal-

[ilauisl io language which is truly his personal possession. Hi* reduces

his com posit ions, so far as length is concerned, within more modest

limits, henceforth does away with all nyrals, and with episodes not

called for by inspiration, but merely by the symmetry of parts. He
frees himself from al! restrain I . and is able to express himself in full,

recounting his impressions in a manner at. once strong and si nt.hetie.

Kile] i of the Pridmli-H—A I ilk only too unfitting to express the inform-

ing spirit of these compositions—is a picture in itself, matured in its

every portion, and expressing a special musical condition of being on
the part of the artist. Tlis impressions couie to him from every side;

from visions of the country, from recollections of distant lands, from

poetic and literary reactions, from the figures of plastic art: in the

very centre of his extraordinarily vivid life, he sees and listens; and
this is how these translations into music are generated within his

inner self, and thus come to signify to him the true meaning and
conduct of his art. It is a collection of sensations illimitable as

regards space and time, and which are all equally a legacy on the

part of the composer's decisive personality.

When he began to write them Debussy was already master of

his characteristic mode of expression to such a degree that he
could dispense with his favorite patterns. The variety of his

musical gestures, and the multiplicity of his sensations allowed him,

to use on the one hand the whole-tone scale, even to the extent of

building up a whole prelude on it (as in Voiles, where the only excep-

tions nre the six measures, en animant, and the little chromatic

fragment in measure 31a), and elsewhere, to stick to the most ortho-

dox of harmonies, the most permissible tonal observances and
modulations (as, for example, in the delightful LafiUe am cheveux

de lin, informed with so straightforward and moving a poesy) . Yet,

even where he employed traditional means, Debussy knew how to

infuse them with novel feeling. Certain of the Preludes, when we
come to examine them, after having been fascinated by their

sonority, leave us somewhat disillusioned, and at the same time

L;i:i I z C
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filled with admiration for their simplicity, their transparent clear-

ness, and the unveiled nudity of their technicul construction. All,

or nearly all, are built up on one or two themes, linear and self-con-

tained, with little modulation, and with hardly any embellishment;

nor episodes either, if by episode we understand, as usual, something

which enters to interrupt the course of the principal idea. The whole

of the prelude Det pas sur la neige (What sad things they say to each

other, those footsteps which lose themselves in the snow!) may be
said to have been born of a single theme, which from time to time is

emphasized by a desperate invocation, and after which there

resound "tender plaints," to die away slowly against the sonorous

background of an equalized design, one balanced without closing

afterbcats, which gives us the feeling of the naked, snowy country-

side, where all things have lost their shape, and noises have no echo.

Elsewhere Debussy gives us the impression of the even sweep of the

furious wind, without having recourse to the venerable chromatic

scale, the passages played with great finger-power up and down the

keyboard, without trills or arpeggios. How? By means of a design

of the greatest simplicity, which is neither more nor less than the

minor second. Thus it is that "the wind in the plain" wails and

ululates, and we feel all tile Iragir p.jr-v i>f lliis invisible and omni-

present force. Elsewhere the composer's srnsil ivrm-.'S is, wvto
speak, divided, cut in two: in sons d lea jiorTumi tourncnt dans

Fair du soir—as one of our musicians, who is a pure and acute inter-

preter of Debussy has remarked—two distinct conceptions may be
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noted in more than one passage (the first measures, for instance), in

which the elements contained in the two principal lines express, so-

to-say, the tone-poet's human feeling, that of "his tender heart,

which abominates the vast blackness of nothingness"; and the mystic

atmosphere of evening and the skies, "sad and lovely, like a great

open-air altar." The prelude has no development, but is a succes-

n of ideas and of fragments, a multiplicity of vague and indistinct

id colors, among which one can hear emerge at times the

olin which trembles "like a heart afflicted." And from
aof this page, so rare, so tormenting in their volupty—

truly Baudelarian in their particolored .->.] uisiteiicss—we come to

those which follow, clear, ojien and meridional, of Ixs callings

d'Anacapri, luminous with the radiance of the key of B major.

Debussy wished them not only to olicy the laws of diatonic harmony,
but also those of time-hallowed form, and the whole composition is

rigidly constructed us regards its themes, with its frank coda and its

frank intermezzo, moderate, without showing any signs of the

monotonous or commonplace, owing to the variety of colors and
designs, uf i.)iiti'iL|i:mtal details so informed with good taste, and
whose i-ijiiiil it wuiilil lie bard to find. For all this we need only refer

to the detail of measure 81, and the measures following, where the

populur folk-tune theme is handled contrapun tally with the descend-

ing scale of the key, and in the reprise of the last five measures,

which form such ;i liitiiiiniui close. Then there is the vast open-air

canvas of La CathMrale englouiie and that of Ce qu'a mi U vent

d'Ouesl. Debussy's music has an extraordinary affinity with the
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spirit of water: it lias mobility, transparency, a rapid shifting of

colors and reflections: the magic empire of Debussyan musicality is

surrounded and, so to say, immersed in the fluid element. Water
slumbers lightly in the grot, or flows laughing from the hollow of lov-

ing hands from which the snow does not dissolve {Le promenoir des

<j iijii.'j /.>:; iN ai;il ' jet sijjlis upwaril limsri] the lihll- (Stmpir) , or falls

back in a liquid, flowered medley like a rain of tears (Le jet d'eau);

Ihe ht-iirl weeps when "it rains on the town." The water sings with

the voice of the Sirene*. iuid from sea to sea one views tlie horizon

widening In end in the infinity of the occnned freshness of La mer.

And let us note the legend of the CatliMrale engloulie. The
fishermen of Brittany believe that they can beh»M, ^nu'rgirif; from

the waves at dawn, the legendary city of Ys, buried for centuries

at the bottom of the sea. Yet the musician gives us no more than

tin; suL'srestiuii of this definite vision: a suggestion that is the very

intensity of the emotion which the poesy of the legend has called

forth in his soul. Whether or no there be bells is a matter of slight

importance: the scene has no realistic value. But what no one will

fail lo experience in this simple composition—altogether developed

along a fragment consisting of three notes, D, E, and B—is the

sense of the sen's infinite mystery winch it diffuses, the feeling of

the grandeur of this aqueous plain, and finally, a sense of eternity

which cannot be put into words, in whose presence one is overcome

by a sentiment of humility and devotion. What more effective

impression of eternity exists than that given in the last page of the

Prlladc where, upon a muted undulation of eighth-notes, an octave

lower, gravitating about the tonic note, rises the harmonic theme,
in liquid chords which move with all the solemnity of officiating

priests? The sea, lashed by the cast wind, no longer shows a tran-

quil surface, but becomes a battle-field: halcyon birds and storm-

petrels pierce the air, like arrows, and the wind ululates and quivers;

all nature is in a tumult. Yet the musician still remains within

the pianoforte ambient, although occasionally the orchestra makes
itself felt for the first time, in the exuberance of his colors and the

complexity of his vocal web.
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This first book of the PrOudet, we note, opens with a
number that is candid with Hellenic serenity, one which may he
compared to a Parthenonian baa-relief. They pass lightly by,
hardly touching the earth with their hare feet, the Donseuses de

Delplies (a simple line, rising over melodies strictly written in the

scale tonality, with hardly any modulation). Their dance is a rite:

the dancers are imbued with the spirit of Apollo, and the gestures

of their arm3, and the movements of their bodies flower into the

attainment of sheer beauty. Not a gesture rising out of the figu-

ration, not a motion, breaks the rhythm of their sacrifice. What a
contrast to the Dante de Puck! Puck, the burlesque spirit of the

Shakespearean "Dream," is—a little—the ironic sprite in the com-
poser's soul, for Puck appears to some extent in all his amiable

musical caricatures, in which, nevertheless, he is a good fellow and
never really succeeds in enraging his victims. This dance of his is

all a bit of embroidery; as regards the elegance with which it is

written, an elegance of which it is one of the collection's most
notable examples, and also, because of its variety of mood; its

playfulness, its burlesque note, its sentimentality, hypocritical seri-

ousness, and above all, its lightness, lightness, lightness. Ah, what
a divine gift is this lightness of Debussy's which he never loses, from
his first to his very last work!

The second book of the Priludes, though, as regards expressive

richness and perfection of means, it represents an advance on the

fir.il book, seems inferior to it in its emotional contents. When he

reached his thirteenth Pr&ude, Debussy's soul appears to have
turned away—more or less—from any human subject: as though

his soul no longer vibrated save in response to the refinements and

One need only* turn over the pages of the book in order to be
convinced of this fact. First of all, the titles of these compositions

in themselves are such as to show that their inspiration, the motive

of their composition, has, in most cases, an iiiti-lleciurd origin.

Debussy wished to write these Priludea of his second book, but did

not /<W them intimately and driven by necessity, as he did those of

the first. La Puerto del Vino, General Lanuu, Hommage d S.
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Picfneick, Esq., Les tiSrces allernSes, Feux (Tartifice, are so many little

jewels, considered as extrinsic music; yet they no longer give us

those sensations of life and poesy which Voiles and Des pas sur la

veigr awake in us. We feel that the composer is always ready to

sing about what he likes, indeed, to sing merely for his own
pleasure. A species of blast humor stops him in the midst of his

enthusiasm, and in his yielding to the promptings of inspiration.

He may show himself inn free and dazzling guise; but his grip is no

longer firm. We have the impression as of something faded,

spoiled by caresses, even confused. Hence the character of his

emotion, which, if it be not superficial, is at any rate peripheral, and
in a measure no more than epidermic, skin-deep.

And beside, from the pianistic point of view, these pieces no
longer possess that expressiveness restrained within the instrument's

established limits of sonority. Some among them even decidedly

overpass these limits, in endeavoring to give the piano orchestral

volume of tone (one may note, incidentally, thut these are in nearly

every case written upon three staves, which is not an indication of a

movement toward more perfect pianist elaboration, but rather

denotes a trend in the direction of expansion, something like intol-

erance of the keyboard's limitations). At times the effect is more
one of groping for what he is in search of than finding it. Certain

sonorities, for instance, in the Feux tFartijire, look better on the

printed page than they sound at the keyboard.

At other times some heterogeneous element, some episode—and
here, indeed, we may use that term in its customary sense

—

obtrude themselves in the development of tie composition, which

are neither beautiful b themselves, nor homogeneous and "at

ease" with the contest aa, for esample, in measures 20-ti of La
terrasse des audiences da dak de lune.

In fact, it seems at times as though Debussy had run short of

thoughts, and were satisfied, for this binding reason, to work over,

though always with good taste, elements and phrases which he had
given their most vital ejrprcssion in other pages. More significant

in this respect than any of the others is the prelude CanopS, which

Digitized t>y Google
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clearly betrays the anthology of the Debussyan formula:

from the first to the last measures (see measures 1-4, 13-15, 84-85

und others). The melodic progressions of the initial harmonies of

the prelude in question may be found with but slight rhythmic

variants, in the Feuilles mortes, measures 8-9.

Yet now, the worst having been said, and the necessary reser-

ever, there are pcarla of price; and among them, in first instance, we
w ould place Ondim. This prelude gives evidence of an exquisiteness

of harmonic elaboration which Debussy, perhaps, docs not achieve

elsewhere: its swiftness and elegance of idiom are only exceeded by
the grace of its melodic line, and the mother-of-pearl iridescence of

its harmonic web. The composer has caressed with a lover's hand
this magnificent marine creature, so full of living movement, drip-

ping water and with a smile like a sunbeam. Bntylres has been

conceived in the same vein as IjifiiU aux eheeeux de lin, but with a

greater wealth of emphasis. It also has a sweet and delicate theme
of afflicted tendering, coiniirisiiig but a few lines, with brief plaints

and fragments which j'oin, part from and appeal one to the Other.

The whole piece breathes an atmosphere of candor and innocence.

Debussy knows the language of its simple soul: it seems as though
the angels and the filleltes with linen caps are the only ones who can

speak it; and in it he puts the whole heart, all that there is of passion

Two other masterly pieces, humorous this time, are General

Lurint, "exceiitric," ;inil Hmmnvge a I'lrliricl: . The first is no more
than a Cakewalk—with a few short parentheses—but it is a Cakewalk

written by Claude Debussy, who knows how to endow the most
commonplace things with grace and refinement. We need but recall

for a moment what a relish the very ordinary guitar accompaniment
into which the theme of the grotesque insinuates itself, has received

at his hands. In PicA-inH1 the English character-sketch is still more
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of a success; the seriousness, at times ridiculous, of Ail) ion's sons

is here depicted in an insuperable manner. Suddenly, after the

solemn theme of the English national hymn, which lends itself so

readily to the forming of an admirable framework for choral har-

monics, there darts forth the leaping design with appogiaturas

,

which give sliape to the whole composition, and which above all is

characteristic of English dances. And after It reenters the solemn
theme, making a contrast full of relish and humor. This is in truth

the Samuel Pickwick of Dickens's immortal portrait, down to a

species of little whistle which he utters, so to say, in the back-

ground, before withdrawing.

In the year which succeeded the publication of the second book
of the PrMudea, the war began. Terrible, during its first months,
for every French heart; ruin swept across the most smiling

provinces of France and a frenzy of violence and of destruction

seemed to have turned man into a beast. Art quite suddenly

seemed to be a far-away and useless thing, to which it seemed no
one could continue to listen; those among the artists who went away
were, perhaps, happier than those iv)u> remsimrd, si tinned and inert

amid the rising and falling tides of enthusiasm and dejection which

alternated, turn and turn about. Debussy did not rally from the

blow; his own rising fever notably increased by the universal rise in

temperature, his illness, from that time on, manifested itself in all

its inexorable violence. No more soft, sweet evenings during which,

in his little study in the Aoenue du Bois, he could catch the echoes

of a serene and carefree life, echoes of songs and dances, and of

serenades; but instead the vertigenous phantasmagoria of arms and

of armed men, the commands of "Forward, march!", the howling
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of the mob cursing the enemy, and working itself up into an exalta-

tion of patriotic valor, religion, humanity. And Debussy for a time
is silent. The musieian of eighteenth century France, imbued with
its delicate refinement of spirit, cannot well be the musician of the

rSmnche and the Sombre et Mexue. The subtle music of Vcrlaine

and Mallamic is succeeded by (lie tumultuous and militaristic music
of Paul IJenml rile, and the empty anil resounding music of Edmond
Iio-lnnd. Since Debussy's .-.en tic I ice. had not been touched by the

dramatic impetus uf romanticism, and a feelinK fur the heroic, ami
epic was [urcifjn in liis nature, lie did mil thrill to the national drama
which developed day hy day (I am speaking, be it clearly under-

stood, of the composer's esllietk, not of his moral sentience; for

Debussy lvas a good citizen and a zealous Frenchman). "He
Iielonsrci! to that tribe of artists," says Laloy, "whose art can produce

only love, nothing else, and which ignores hatred, dispute, violence

and vulgarity. Among the unisiciiiiis he rei-alls Mozart in particular,

owing to a like ilispensatiem of innocency and charity; both pos-

sessed I he power of investing all that they touched with a limpid

serenity, whence their thought, progresses toward peaceful ncss and

joy"
Hence there was missing for his aislhens those sensations which

he drew, so to speak, from tin* atmosphere which surrounded him,

those things idiich he saw within lln* imim-diaiicy of his daily per-

ceptions, He sought to attune himself to this new life; and in the

three Sonatas for different instruments there is, in Fact, more than

one tentative toward a broadening out and renewing of substance

which opened up to him uew roads of expression. He sensed,

whether confusedly or clearly we cannot say, that he had exhausted

all the possibilities of the trend in which he was the supreme
leader; but a considerable space of time was needed to allow the

vision which had come to him to mature and express itself in works

as perfect as those which had signalized the apogee of his preceding

output. The compositions of the last three years of the French

master's life—I am speaking, naturally, of his pianoforte works,

but might also refer to the pages for viola, flute, violin, etc.,

already cited—with the exception, perhaps, of the £tuda, are weak,

either because they are built up out of material largely barren in

itself, and not capable of a new vital deploy of strength, or because

manifestly elements of a new aisthesis not as yet well proportioned,

and at any rate, not always in homogeneous accord with other pre-

dominating components. These compositions are: the P.pigraphcs

antiques, the Berceuse hhoique, the twelve Etudes and En blanc et
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Furthermore, Debussy moves sensibly toward a change in his

pianist ii* style, which reached its highest degree of perfection in

the second book of Images, and in the first book of the Prelude*.

From the three staves mentioned we pass to jaur-hand pieces and
to such for lino piano*. In his mania for increasing the sonority of

liis |iianistic elaboration, the composer dors not see that lie is enter-

ing upon the wrong road, one which will no longer lead him to purity

but to contamination.

In the six bas-reliefs which Dclmssy Inh entitled tipii/rtiphy, he

comes near to renewing I ht* stylistic perfect ion which is the beauty

of the Chansons de BUitis. These si\ pieces ire closely connected in

unity of inspiration and affinity of conception; in addition, the

composer wishes us to realize this solidarity, for at the conclii-siun of

the work, he once more calls up the theme with which it began.

And yet, regarding the Six ipigraphes antiques, we must repeat what

has already been said with respect to the seeond book of the Prf-

ludes: Debussy makes use of all his clichis, Ms patterns—for this is

what some of his individual "ways of putting things" have become—

g : „•••-.

f f f r r rf

in'order to write pages which still have a fleeting beauty; yet which
savor of artifice, and are lacking in life and movement. Of
what account is it that everything is in its place, and that the hah
anceof the composition, as always, is marvellouslyobserved. To-day
we stand silent before these pictures: they no longer have anything
to say to us. The cold admiration we may concede them wakes no
echo in our hearts. And when, for all that it has been done with
indisputable mastery, the composer struggles with the difficulty of

lending accents as varied as possible to a fundamental elaboration

throughout three entire pages on the whole-tone scale (II. Pour
un lombeau sans nom), we are oppressed by all this effort which is

deployed without any noteworthy result. And when he hunts for

newjonomatopeia to depict the rain (VI. Pour remercier la pluie an
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matin), we think with longing and sorrow of the freshness and
radiance of Jardins sous la pluU.

Passing over the Berceuse htroique, an Occasional number dedi-

cated to the King of the Belgians in a moment of exaltation for that

outraged land (fur more truly felt is the Nod des cnfanls qui n'ont

phis de inaiion, composed—words and music—on the eve of a painful

operation): wc will not dwell at length on tiic three larger composi-
tions for two pianos which Debussy has named En blane ei noir,

perhaps to indicate the arqita forris character, the etched quality in

its accentuated contrast with color. Although standing out among
the composer's productions, by reason of their unusual dimensions,

these pieces tell us nothing that we do not already know. The first

movement is vivacious in spirit, and has great rhythmic fluidity;

yet at bottom it is no more than an elegant value-caprice, whose first

chord-successions and whose tonality bring to mind the Gradus ad
Parnaitmm. In the second Debussy gives us a war scene, in which
he endeavors to present a great fresco, perhaps better adapted to

symphonic than to pianistic expression. The various phases through
which the composition moves, may be traced and described with

case, so well deferent iated and characteristic arc its various episodes.

The piece begins with a signal alarm on a double pedal (F sharp and
C), whose upper note is a far-away beat of the drum; after a few

measures a folk-song, a nod, redolent of home-sickness, is heard,

immediately succeeded by another song, liturgic in quality, as

though a priest were celebrating funeral rites. Meanwhile, as the

song rises once more in the distance, against a gloomy and sym-
metric harmonic background, the rallying beat of the insistent drum
continues on the same menacing pedal-point which announces the

imminent liatile. Then we have Luther's solemn chorale, to which is

alertly opposed a ringing French fanfare. These are, practically,

the various moments as they succeed each other, and the alarm signal

completes the military picture. We have not overmuch sympathy
for Ibis species of invocation, in whose episodes we find a logic more
rational than artistic, and which, musically, give evidence of no more
than a far-off affinity among themselves. In the third movement
ivc have, in a fashion, the effect of being transported into the inti-

macy of a rutin i, while without the wind is whistling (see, for a move-
ment similar to this one, Le real dans la plaint) , bringing with it

wails of lamentation. Hie rain bents against tiie window-panes
and the old castellan relates a terrifying legend (narrative rhythm
in the seventh measure, later renewed with chords of the ninth, and
with major thirds in chromatic progression) . The whirlwind passes

and dies in the distance; the sky regains its serenity, and the moon
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illumines 11 while ami silent landscape. Although as regards this

last movement of the composition, we may repeat what hits already

been said regarding the sceond; it evinces, besides, a more annoying

meed o( disorganization, and shows in a more evident degree an

extension beyond thepotentialitics of its generating material. How
far superior are the Eludes, contemporary with thcra. The twelve

Debussyian Etudes, albeit loyal to the exigencies of a mechanical

formula chosen among the principal difficulties of pianoforte technic,

are very far from conveying that impression of weariness and
monotony which we experience when listening to other celebrated

studies written merely to overcome mechanical difficulties, and to

bring them to a head in concert virtuosity. Debussy, in his Eludes

wrote imaginative compositions, in which is evident the predomi-

nance of his personality over their didactic end and aim. He
wrote compositions which are named according to the mechanical

formulas predominating in each: yet which may be provided with

titles in accordance with individual taste. As a result, it would be

absurd and puerile to think of these Etudes, these studies, as means
for proportioning vigor to the hand and freedom of movement to the

fingers; rather is it opportune to regard these pages as an ultimate

of perfection, as an end of conquest, in which the composer's imagi-

native intelligence, and his virtuosity, in turn complete cacli other,

without interference.

As is natural, among the many artifices of piano technic De-
bussy chooses those in particular which arc ]>ccnliar to his own man-
ner of musical expression; and in so doing he reveals himself most
completely, with the greatest freedom from c-cmnl riiint in his method
of procedure, ami spontaneity in iiceoinjilishinenl . This, for

example, in the studies for fourths and for sirths—intervals dear to

tliis French composer—and those for contrasting sonority, for eom-

posite arpeggios, and for chords. In these, whoever is familiar with

Debussy's works and loves them, will find reborn, across the web
of bis harmonic delicacies, the most felicitous moments of the past,

retold with discretion, and what is more, with all the comjHJser's

marvellous science, which he shows in the broadest sense of the

word. In such wise that these Etudes, though difficult beyond the

ordinary, should not intimidate the player who attempts them,
after he has truly felt and comprehended the spirit of Debussy's art

.

When the pianist endowed with a good technic will have dissected

their organic structure, and their musical conception, they will all

prove to be manageable to the fingers, owing to the pianistic man-
ner, akin to the nature of the keyboard itself, in which they have
been written. And it will be as easy for him to give a title, in his own
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mind, to each one of these compositions, as it is for one who lias long

lived in communion with the human soul to divine a word or a

name from a gesture. As regards the first of the Rtudes, for

example: the one "for the five fingers," after Monsieur Czerny, we
may repent, what has already been said anent the first movement of

the Suite -pour piano. In it two adversaries, equally well muni-
tioned, confront each other, Debussy and Czcmy. At first Mr.
Czerny has the word, and tranquilly begins with the most pedantic

of diatonic exercises on five notes; but along comes Debussy to annoy
him with notes which do not belong to the key, and with a jig

rhythm. His impertinence is without any limit, and a battle rages

nil along the line of the five white and the five black keys. Then Mr.
Czcmy begins Ic. lose his calmness and—his memory of the key in

which he was playing!—and with impetuous fun- attacks a long

scale in D flat major, in order to take refuge from the mockery of

his obstinate rival, or to shout out in desperation his excellent pro-

fessorial arguments. Debussy, joining him in the hass, makes fun

of him with his most terrible scherzo: with one turn of the hand he

forces him back within the confines of law and tonality, and leaves

poor Mr. Czcmy with a finger to his nose. This magnificent study

niight well be named: "A personal affair between Messrs. Czerny,

teacher by profession, and Debussy, without fixed profession."

Perhaps the suggestion of what it expresses might evoke a

melancholy and arid landscape in Ihc case of the second study. Pour
les tierces, which, nevertheless, is not composed of thirds only, but

in which these are in most cases preceded by abrths and fourths,

with frequent hints of Les tierces alter/lien. The following one, Pour
Us quartes, is more a prelude from the second book of the Preludes

than a true study. In the fourth Hiuie we find a few fugitive echoes

of Chopin in the middle part; while in tlie fifth study a graceful bell

design, which recalls" Hjilikircw mid other Russians, is developed in

the movement of a waltz caprice. In the study for Pour Us kuii

doigts, the composer's suggestion excludes the thumb in the four-

note groups confided to each of the hands, and which make us think

of the technic of Bach's day, employed in the preludes, the fan-

tasias, and in the toccatas.

In the second book of the Eludes, the composer frees himself

to a still greater extent from the bonds of form, abandoning himself

to ill p i lyric fancy which has given us the Prlludes. The study Pour
les smturitcs trppusies presents, in alternatives of light and shade, the

contrast between lofty irradiant peaks and deep, shadowed abysses,

oppositcs of sonority heard in the most profound silence. And only

the chime of a bell in the distance (see the first measures of Les
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Collate* £Anacapn) brings an echo of human life inlo the solitary

mountain regions.

In the eighth elude, nymphs and fauns are dancing; and in the

one following, the eccentric figure of good General Lavtne reappears;

while the chromatic design of the Study devoted to precision in

chromatic steps, makes one think of a sea-breeze. It is worthy of

note that in these two compositions the composer succeeds in

reconciling us to the use of certain stereotype designs, which no
longer seemed r-apulilc of renewing themselves in his spirit; be it the

design which records the numberless "spinners" and "at the foun-

tains," or the one in repeated notes, dear to every composer of salon

music during the past century. The final etude leads up to sonorous

effects of a novel experience, and is given the characteristic gait

of a barbarous dance.

We venture to hope tlint the hour may never strike in which

such fitudes will be "adopted" (is that what they call it?) in the

schools and conservatories; for that hour would mark the decline

of their beauty. That clay would see their entire sacrifice to the

materialism of mechanism, and the victims to whom they were thus

laugh)., would end by loathing this divine [Kiel of soiitkI, perhaps

mure I ban he himself lonllied I he "schulaslic family" in general.

This overdoing in the technical dim-lion has been the fate uf other

composers of the past, not excluding Chopin, who have been in a

fair way of becoming mere program numbers in examinations for

a diploma. Students devoid of more than normal talent, have
ended by placing in the same category the studies of Liszt and
those of Czerny, those of Brahms and of Moscheles, of Schumann
and of Hensclt. of Chopin and of Rubinstein; as llicy may end,

to-morrow, by bracketing Debussy and— for all I know—Schulhoff!

It is thus, with a tribute of devotion to the great Pole—to whom the

Eludes arc dedicated—that Debussy's works for the pianoforte end.

The entirety of his output for piano discloses itself-—we repeat

—

as particularly significant of the personality of the French com-
poser. Debussy's production as a whole embraces—it is true—
many other genres and turns to other instruments; to the voice in

his chamber lyrics; to the orchestra; to tiie harp; to the clarinet; and,
toward the end, to the flute, and to the viola, the violin and the

'cello as solo instruments (in the last three Sonatas). But the piano

remains his preferred instrument, since it is at the same time the

moat intimate and most capable of variety; its sonal resources are

those which seem to express most completely, and in its most subtle

nuances the atmosphere in which Debussy's art floats, Debussy
achieves a union of the greatest loftiness with the drama and the
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symphonic poem; yet the impression he makes on us is that he has
not revealed himself to the full in them as in his piano pages. The
effect conveyed is that, one portion .if the sensitive soul of this shy
ami timid artist—who hated, as strongly as it is possible to hate,

jurrjunliltKi [n-i Lt. gestures, resounding cries, mastodoninu composi-
tions and muli.iple orchestral phalanxes—must always have re-

mained in hiding when he came to express himself symphonically.

And although, at bottom, just as many pianoforte compositions by

a few of Debussy's symphonic scores, perhaps, we feel the piano.

This is because he lias made such extensive use of those subtle

sonorities, sonorities delicately high, or as though drawn in siurap-

trucery :it. is hard to find words which really express artistic sensa-

tions no exquisitely French, perhaps!), which arc the property of the

piano, even more bo of the clavicembalo or of the pianoforte of fifty

rears ago: in a word of an instrument of percussion, or one plucked.

We need only recall for a moment, in the composition of the De-
faussyan orchestra, the major importance of the "battery" of

percussives, the xilophonc. celesta, carillon, etc., as well as of the

harp and the company of the wood-winds, ns contrasted with the

string quartet and the brasses. With all this we do not wish to

belittle the perspicacity of expression of the Dcbussyait orchestra.

Whosoever would deny it. would he not be questioning the perfect

fit of the instrumental garb to the thought of Iberia or La Met*
\\c merely desired to emphasize the importance of his pianistic

production, as a medium which reveals in the most exquisite

manner Debussy's sensitiveness and esthetic personality.

This piano music is little played, and that but poorly. The
pianists have begun to introduce a few of the Prrlmhs in their pro-

grams, yet usually attribute to them only a color value: it is as

though a pinch of sail were put in a cauldron of water. True
pianistic importance—beyond its musical value—as a rule, is not
conceded the music written by Claude Debussy for the instrument.

Very few appreciate the importance which such an output occu-

pies in the history of the pianoforte literature. A more reflective

study of this music would open up to the pianist a vast, new
horizon, and would place the public in more frequent contact with

this musical idiom, so pure and so characteristic in quality.

We have already emphasized the difficulty inherent in this

music, a difficulty more of an intimate order, interpretatirc rather

than mechanical. Because of this, many who cannot succeed in

liberating their sense of hearing from the four-squareness and
symmetry of classical pieces, call Debussy diffieitlt: and difficult the

. b i z :: L"-,' Gi
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music of Debussy will always remain for those who can see in it

nothing but dissonances, and are desperately seeking Iheir melody.

There is no need of searching in Debussy's couiposit inns for some-

thing which is not there; it is enough to understand fully that which

they do contain: in particular as regards their poesy. Then we will

already be well advanced toward becoming its qualified interpreters.

But iu order to attain this end, it is necessary, before all. to lay aside

the idea of drawing out "effects," because frequently such effects

were not in the composer's mind, and only the pianist is apt to

aim at such. "That quality of execution which is of major im-

portance is tonal unity," is Luloy's precious dictum, and he may
be considered the most faithful interpreter of the master's idcu.

"All that disturbs this unity, vocal portamenti, suspensions in

rhythm, arbitrary ruUiiitundi or aecclerandi, is not only useless

but fatal. It would be better, perhaps, to deceive one's self

completely with regard to the character of a ramposition

and, for instance, play the Pagades rapidly, or the Soiree dans

Granule after the manner of a toreador on guard, than to brusquely

shattcr the charm of the music by a blow of the fist, or a grimace.

. . . The pianists should, in addition, give up their pretentions to

emplutvzintj the melndy; whatever slight relief of this kind may be
necessary will come of itself and to insist would be to drop into

romantic affectation. On the other hand, pianists should not draw
undue attention to the rapid figurations whose business it is to

envelope the principal »ong theme, to signalize it with a linear

harmony, uniforming lo the individual ebaraeter of I he piano it-elf.

and to give life lo the background. It is better to confound, to mix
these deigns, even lo drop occasional false notes, than to conquer

their ddfie.illics in order to celebrate a triumph, and bid for applause

with a gymnast's grace. . .
." As regards those notes marked with

a lit tie line, some are played xtaceato, others are emphasised. What
should deleroiloe the oiarmcr of rendition, "is, instead, a transpa-

rent Minority, which may be secured by a frank at lack for a tone

without hardness, whieli the pedal iv i ! 1 prolong, the finyer suddenly

releasing tbe key. . .
."

To these counsels of a more special order, may lie added a final

word of advice whieli covers the execution of all that Debussy lias

written for the piano, and which may lie defined as a consequence

deducted from the very essence of Debussy's works themselves.

Debussy's piano music does not develop: a measure depends neither

on its successor nor on its predecessor for its own reason for being:

the measures are not subordinate parts, one of the other; but all have

their own essential value. The measures suggest themselves, one
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after another, but in cnrh one of them the music is complete, as

though sill elaboration hod been condensed, and the component, ele-

ments hud come to place themselves one beside the oilier. T!ic

executant, therefore, must pay heed, almo.sl to llii^ point of inveri-

similitude, lo the expressiveness of each melodic fragment, of each

chord. In the interpretation of each page he must follow an ana-

lytical criterion, far removed from that which he would adopt in

interpreting the pages of other composers who have preceded

Debussy. The results which he will ohtain will he such as will

compensate him largely for his patient toil ami the violence done his

usual habit.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Claude-AcMUe Debussy, b. at Saint-Germain-on-Laye, August 28,

1863; d. in Paris, March <n, 1918.

I he following is a complete list of all the compositions IJclm^sy has

written for the piano, and which have been published to date. (The

date of CLUiijxwititni precede* each work: the date ol publication

follows it. The data has been drawn from well-authenticated

sources, such as Laloy and Jcan-Aubry.)

1888. Deux Arabesques, pub. Durand (1001).

1888. Fanlaitie for piano and orchestra, 1 pub. Fremont (1011).

18B0. Ballade, pub. Fremont (1880).
Dante, id.

Mazurka, id.

RieerU. id.

Vain romantique. id.

Socturnt. pull. S,:n,'!r f,,Iilum.i Mu.iimlrs (pniYLOiLslv. Fii_-«">

Musical) (180U).

'This Fsnlsuii «u plnjoi lir the Bnt line in public on December 7. 1D19. It iLe

Cmttrti Lamtrtux. run! has. • Mile history Uiat

'J^"
1 ' I),-,,,,.,,- wralc

U wis then erurnved by a Puis publisher (FromonlP): bill wrien the composer received
|,rri,(s. li r wit, .. s.Tii|ili's. ii rid "midi; In [nitkc .,..ni.' iin..lili.-Ll;'in'

.
Tlif [..ililltliL T

I'. I. i:n.liiiil.!,-.llv !.nr r.\L.-.>:i, <if i-.v i.i.iii v .
:;:].! in vi.'ft i iin Ir^-Ll i:iNLl|. LiL-d,,,,^ u"

tin. ivi:i:hh.t, Ufliiul |Mil,l>:Lti.,ii ,.[ Nil- ^ ink «ns iinji.-ml.-.l
. . . until jflu 1>!) j"y'l

We haw not Im "lile I" i-uuninc thi' *„.,:„!„: „„rV liv conitiostr. CTortDl

SdltniU tells m tint it "suriJUsra tin' Drmtiirrlir in ii,l,T..il. an,] slranfly :i ill 1.
1
[uili-s

™£cerr»5f ThisVwk'iiSiriM™
"* »

/.^fircWfi, ,(>..,/„,.„,., I (I,, frt,., ,.,[,1 1 1.- J,;,.r,l- r,,,;,.'.. . . . Is fur »s I In- |.ii in. !'«rl

i> CDrHierTBd.it ia handled in sufficiently diaraclniatic fruhion, [onriinjr. an inlerfr.] IMilol
1>« orrheaUs. in the Manner of aulii-ipalinii the- procession in MwrU-n, »ilr:oul lu.ii..^

snvtbine in Lummun Willi the u^resi i
n- virlunsilv ul tin' -u.ro ronferU."

L''|-a
: t-zod C
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btrgamaique; pub. Fromont (1905).
Pttlnde.

Menuet.
Clair it June.

1891. March? ,'ninmiFtt (Murrlie <!cs Cnmtc* tfe How) oq a
orchestrated in 1908—pub. Fromont.

Pour U piano; pub. Fromont (1901).
1. Prfiuie,

2. Sarabande.
3. Toccata.

1903. D'un cahier d'ttq

Eilampcs; pub. 1

1. Paga&ei.

2. Lo Soirie dans Grenade.

3. Jardini iouj la plvie.

1904. Miuaue.; pub. Durand (1904).

L7»fe jojiense,
'

'

1903. Images. First Scries; pub. Durand (1905).

1. RtfleU dans Vtan.
2. Rommagc i Ramean.

1B07. 7maje». Second Scries; pub. Durand (1908).

1. CIocn«a(roiwMi«/eui/[e».
S. Bi /u iu?ie ieteend (Mr Js tempi* quijnt.
3. Powmim d'or.

1908. Children's Corner [Coin del enfauU). Utile Suite; pub. Durand
(1908).

1. Doctor Gradus ad Parnassum.
2. Jimbo's Lullaby [Berceuse dej f(fpfton(j).

3. Serenade f..r r.lu> doll (Hfrni-uie a la pauper).

4. Tli., =n,vv, • ;,o WI}h(bw).
5. The little Shepherd i f,r jir.'ii feyjer).

0. Golliwogg's ™fct>w»lk.

i; pub. Durnnd (1993); but previously in the

1910. La^luequelcnlt. Walts; pub. Durand (1910).

VoiUs.
3. Le cent dam la plaine.

4. "Lei sans it let parfunu toarnmt dam i'air da aot'r" (Baude-

5. Let collinei d'Anacapri.
B. Des paa stir la neige.

7. Cc qu'a m le real d'Oucst.

B. LajUleauxchtcevxdtlin.
0. La strlnadc inlerrompuc
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10.

La cathSdrale enehuHe.
La danse ,h Puck
Minitrclt.

Prfhides. Second Book; pub. Durand (1913).

BrmuOardt.
Feuillet morfei.

Purrta lid (itno.

"Le> Ffei >ont d'exquiiet dameuiet."

General Lacine "eccentric."

;e A S. Pickirick K>q. P. P. M. P. C.

. Ltx tiht'W ilfU'rw'i's.

;. Ftux d'artijice.

Box of Toys). Children's Ballet by
rand (1914).

1914. (December). Berceuse hirmaue, in honor to II. M. Kinfi Albert 1.

of Belgium, and his soldiers; pub. Durand (11)15).

1915-1819. Douze Etude,. Two Books; pub. Durand (1916).
] . Pmir Ir.i "cinq r/,1/7/*" (Afti'r Mr. C/ernv).

3. Pout lea Titteet.

3. Pour Ui Ovaries.

I. Pour leu Sixte-f.

,/, ,[u,-lq„e .Horace
fail Vavcu tout ha,.

("Who stays in his place

Nor dances for choice;
The while siime disgrace

IK' lulniits in luiv vi.iiv.")

(J. Barbier et M. Carre—Borneo el Juliette.)
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II. Prince, porli toii det «r/» Eolut
en l» forest oil ilomine Glaueai,
Ou prid suit de pair, el il'cnpctanrc

ear d'xjiu: lie..' lie y]'j.v>'V,v fttiix

qui mat vouldroil au ror/aitme dc France.
("Prince, or curried by Eolus's serfs

In woods where (ilnucus reigns supreme.
Or robbed of peace and hope's fair choice.

Worth having virtues none I deem
Who wish ill to the realm of France.")

(F. Villon.)

III. ^MMn't*!^-...*,',, . , .

(Ch. d'Orliana.)

(Tver, you are but low-born. . . .")

Much hi!.1

; been written concerning Debussy, particularly in

France: in Italy his works have not as yet been made the object of

mi exhaustive study, at least, unless we wish lo regard as such the

inconclusive pamphlet Debussy a in, hmnrtilore? (Is Debussy an
innovator?) published in Rome, in lillO. and which demonstrates

its author's mediocre eijllijum 111 for a critical comprehension of

modern art, and thai of Debussy in particular. Hathcr there may
he read with in I.'rest Toiiuuasini's cssav ( lliristn M usirnle lial'ianu,

vol. XIV, p. 157); that of IMebrando I'izct ti ( whieh refers especially

to PelUas) published in the same magazine (XV, 351)), and in the

volume M' tmieidi Cmili'iiipiiriiiici (Treves. ami that of Adriano

l.ualdi, mainly devoiod to an cvamiuat ion of Hie Marl.yre dc St..-

Siibtuditn (Iliviskt Musical,- Italians, XXV. 271). We know of no

critical essays dealing specifically with the piano compositions, with

the exception of the insigm'licant one by lluriingame Hill in the

Mercure Musical (Oct. 15, 1000). As regards Debussy's art in gen-

eral there is nothing more worth while calling addition to than

JxMlis Laloy's Debussy (Dorbon, 1!)0!), but now out of print), which

is the keenest and most comprehensive work among those which this

poet and prophet of Debussyism has written, and among those which

have been Written by others on the same subject. Notwithstanding,

among these writings may be mentioned the valuable pages which

G. Jean-Aubry dedicated to the author of Pellfas in La musique

ftanraisc tTaujourd'hui (Perrin, IDlii), those of Uomain Holland in

Musicictis d'aujourd'hui (Hachettc, 1!)UH), Daniel Chenncvierc's

monograph (Durand). and one, in English, by V, Licbich (John

Lane). Among articles appearing it) foreign reviews the following

might be. instanced as being of the greatest interest: M. D, Calvo-

coressi, "Claude Debussy" (The Musical Times, Feb., 1B08);

Lawrence Gilman, "Wagner and Debussy" (Musical Standard,
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Nov. S8, 1908); L. Lsloy, Claude- Debussy el la simplkiU dans la

wuoi/pif i/fi'ciK' Musienlc, i\-h. 15, 1!)91); ].. ],:iloy, Debussy et le

Debussysnui (S. I. M„ Aug., 1!I10); J. Marnold, Debussy (llercure

de France, April Hi. 1 90S); Ernest Newman, "The Development of

Claude Debussy" (Tho Musical Times, May-June, 1918); and the

November issue of the Echo Musical, entirely devottd to Debussy,
with articles by Sclnnitt, Chantavohe, Roussel, Samaztuilh and
others. 1

in 'T.m.l T.h.i.L^^.j^ ip. 11) n „ri "Mu.sir niul S™' (p. 7.1
1 m.Ai- littli- Ixx.k

.>„ "iVl!fu» ,:t MflL„m.l,-" (Srlsir.n.-r). T],f niLnil,,r „f I,. K„«,
(!W. 1. Il'inj is inlir.Jv <itv<4e<! I" IMriiw. "ml a.:,!r Irnra 'Tmnlmii a>
Clmidf. ll.liu.Hsv- in.-jiimial ™ni[Kiaili,itK l.v l>.lUs. !(iiil,„i. Malipicn). lessons,
I i i II ! 1-1, 1 I I •,

( IV,m.li^.i Fnfanct 0. Ifirliu)

Kilurt ifaould inriuifc Ibe irticla puUidwd in

4: "Clinxlr '[—-: liv 3. Jc.ni-.V.jf.rv; jLn.l

\ (l r»lm„l.i. ill U.r,m Giln-r.a "Niilu™
uTlinenl irlln-li.ms or. Urluu.n-a mirk, tiii-

'Musir ami Ih-'S.:, '<;, 7.1.1 m.r hi. littl,. Ixx.k
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MUSIC, MELODIOUS AND ODIOUS
By CARL ENGEL

IN some deep furrow of my brain—where unavowed suspicions

slumber open-eyed, until the ripening rays of disillusionment

awake them into blind convictions—I harbor the belief that

to a multitude of people music has always meant, and will

continually mean, but one thing out of two; something melodious

or odious. Here is the tonic of your critical scale, and here its

higher octave. That listless cars must ever be confounding them,
is but the natural result of similarity. Nor am I thinking only

of her who defined music as "the breath of God made audible,"

or of him who pronounced it "the costliest of rackets." As a
matter of fact, it would require little dialectic to prove that the

most odious and the most melodious music are the same. This

much admitted, we might as well confess ourselves deaf, and remain
dumb to boot. But that would be cowardice, or a temper so

closely resembling it as to rob discretion of its share in valor. It

would stunt the noble courage which makes us enter the tilt-yard

of criticism, where we face, not possible defeat in even combat,

but the inevitable discomfiture of becoming offensive to our

acquaintances and absurd to posterity. We are ever assaulting

impregnable windmills, or fighting invulnerable phantoms, for

the simple reason that the pedal point in all critical debate on

music is that droning diapason, melodious—odious; and never

can a reasonable majority of ears be expected to agree: which is

the higher, which the lower sound?
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Of course, wc know this octave spans an infinitude of other

ratios; at least, the assumption that it docs is the cherished plumb
and compass for all intrepid mariners who venture upon the lane-

less waters of musical arbitrament. But it is nothing unusual

to see the sun rising where wc expected it to set, because the two
polar points of our musical axis, those of melodiousness and odious-

ness, are so very nearly undistinguishable that each individual

sails by a private azimuth of taste. Hence the occasional collisions

between opinionated pilots and the general failure to get anywhere.

The musical landlubber, being equally "at sea," is by his very

uncertainty made nil the more determined to proclaim his stand

on terra firma, while he is merely crowing lustily into the world

hil elevation on a slippery and unfirm mixen. The net result

of this condition is the variously edifying legacy of musical dicta

to which each successive generation falls heir and adds its portion

for the enlightenment and the amusement of all the following.

Would it were always as enlightening as it is amusing.

Unfortunately, contemporaneous musical criticism is not kept

or read long enough after it was written to prove as instructive as it

might be. Only the salient blunders are preserved by tradi-

tion for the titter of those who are just as prone to guess the wrong
way as were their ancestors. One of the distressing effects

directly attributable to this calamity, is the fact tliat so many
wary critics, preferring to play safe, stoop to he downright
"funny." They hope thus to evade the squibs by quipping.

And that is greatly to be regretted. For not the most entertaining

artiele, the cleverest reviling, or the most brilliant persiflage,

will be as illuminative as is the honest mind of the contemporary
reviewer who detected in Beethoven's Ninth Symphony "the
obstreperous roarings of modern frenzy," and who suspected the

composer of writing "to suit the present (1884) mania!" At a
time when Weber's was still "wild and visionary music" and it

could he said that "all the songs in 'Der FreischUtz,' with the

exception of three, are unvocal," poor Marschner was accused
of yielding '"to the prevailing passion of the day—noise!" By
people of acumen the melodic invention of "that merry manu-
facturer," Rossini, was called extremely limited; only a few
phrases were granted him to be bis own, and those he was "re-

peating on all occasions, whether they relate to the low intrigues

of a barber in Spain or to the mighty acts of a prophet in Egypt."
Along came Paolo Scudo, who predicted the early and certain fall

of "Lohengrin" and "Tannhauser" because of Liszt's enthusiasm
for this music—"ce qui est de tres mauvais augure pour l'avenir

Digitizod by Google
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de M. Wagner"—and proclaimed Rossini's "Molse" a work of

true geoitis, asserting that neither Mozart, Gluck nor Weber
"n'egale la feconditfi et la variete d'aecents qui distinguent Ie

compositeur italien!" Who shall blame a music critic after that—

to be designedly humorous rather tban involuntarily so?

Now, the whole trouble lies in the fact that between melo-

dious and odious there seems to be no secure foot-hold. The
truth and the paradox of music is that both extremes constantly

meet, that they are ever undergoing an imperceptible fusion and
transformation. The two terms do not express a difference in kind,

but in degree; and the degree depends on the listener, not on the

music. Keener than the joy of hearing music is that of remember-
ing it. Man dearly loves a tune that he can whistle. But let

him go on whistling the finest tunc for any length of time and
he will drop it like hot coal. The ear must become accustomed

to, and conscious of, a sound before it can derive from it full

[esthetic pleasure: and with the moment that a sound, or suc-

cession of sounds, has been established and accepted, the ear,

grown used and overconscious, immediately begins to tire of it.

Jules Combarieu has defined music as "the art of thinking in

tones." He must have been not a little impressed with his own
definition, since he placed it as a motto at the head of his book
on the laws and evolution of music. While it does not embrace all

the elements, all the aspects of music any more than do other

attempts at concentrating the essence of so volatile a substance,

it may serve, if we take into account not only that thought

can traverse the whole long range from baseness, through com-
monplacencss, to sublimity, but also realize that not all of our
thoughts must necessarily rise to the surface of consciousness.

Our subconscious mind has bad to take the blame for a lot of

things that we arc cither too ignorant to comprehend or too

ashamed to acknowledge. The pleasure of listening to music
is largely a matter of subconscious spheres, in thought or in

emotion. Only when the reasons for this pleasure are wholly

understood, when music becomes sufficiently articulate to

penetrate our consciousness, does tiie thought "register," as it

were, and we have the proud gratification of "following the

composer." To lag behind is no worse than to be ahead of him,

which is a not infrequent sensation derived from hearing the

work of certain men. For if all the arts in common aspire to-

wards the principle of music, all music a.ipire3 towards the state

of obviousness. We may as well go farther and say that music
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which does not at some time or other reach this state, has not

been begot a natural expression of a clear and consequential

thought. But what is obvious "before the time" has no claim

at all to answer our desire for the mystifying, the exalting tenden-

cies of art, which quench a finer thirst, which fill a higher want,

and make of art the noblest form of human satisfaction. Only
what has been so conceived that, once become obvious, it resolve

greater mystery and unveil deeper truth, may hope to live and
to avoid the danger incurred by all things that ore too obvious,

namely of growing odious. The finest music is perhaps that

which persistently evades nil efforts of the patient investigator

to pluck the petals and pistils apart in majorem Dni gkiriam.

and yet is manifestly a symbol of cosmic serenity and human
perturbation. Take the ludicrous attempt to explain Chopin's

Mazurka, Op. 17, No. +, as portraying the altercation between a

Jewish innkeeper and a drunken peasant, earning for it "in

Poland"—so 'tis writ—the name of "Zydki," little Jew! Imagine,

a silly pothouse brawl, that vaguest and most concrete bit of

Chopin, containing in a few measures the nostalgia of a whole
civilization, the subtlest glimpse of personal revealment, exhaling

the sweetness of cancer, smilingly kissing the hand of Death,

frightful and beautiful like all things tragic and compassionlog!
God gave the flower perfume, man gave it a Latin name. No,
when music is pressed between the leaves of an herbarium, it

becomes more ghastly than when organs grind it out in the street,

when fiddles scrape it as a seasoning into our food, or when trom-

bone and rattle accompany with it the rites of modern orgiasts.

The most forward, because the most obvious, thing in

music is a melodic phrase. Hence it is constantly on the point

of becoming odious to someone for whom it has nothing more
to resolve, nothing new to unveil. And thus a piece of music
will make the wider, the more instant appeal the more obvious

it is; and (or the same reason it will fall sooner into dislike and
oblivion. The so-called "popular" music abounds in pertinent

eiamples. Where are the shows of yesteryear? Greater the pity

that such gemllkc bibelot as the "Japanese Sandman" must meet
the abrupt doom of hackneyed clinquant. But all music, in

general, obeys this law. All music that lingers without the

threshold, all that has too far overstepped the line of conscious-

ness, is apt to be equally odious to different individuals.

At all times a musical idiom is forming in which some of us

read a new melodic message, while to the rest, it remains unin-

telligible; on the other hand, we are inclined to reject as stale
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an increasingly large number of tunes which by many are still

held, or just perceived, to contain the magic of melody. "Both
are right in what they admire, both are wrong in condemning the

others for what they admire." We might announce the per-

plexing axiom that melody, "the life of music," is its death-germ.
Undoubtedly it is the "melodious" type of music which becomes
soonest odious, especially if it tries to be too much of a good thing.

Which means that melodies should be picked before they are ripe.

The Paris version of the "Bacchanale" still throbs with the

communicative pulse of passion and flames with scintillating

colors, while the "Evening Star" lias paled before the splendor

of a richer night and the promise of a fiercer dawn. The sands
of time are running nowhere faster than in the realm of tone.

Some of the best music is apt to "wear out," and, in the act of

wearing, it does not gain enhanced attraction as does an old,

familiar suit of clothes. What saves and preserves a great many
compositions, is the fact that we hear them so seldom.

For my part, I do not require the emboldening authority

of Arthur Schopenhauer to own my unswerving attachment to

a good tune. But when Mr. Rachmaninoff presents it to the

readers of "The Etude" as his opinion that the efforts of the poor,

benighted Futurists must fail because of "their hatred for any-
thing faintly resembling melody," I instantly climh upon my
little dunghill and crow out, with all the vigor and lung power I

command, that a few of Mr. Rachmaninoff's prettiest melodies

have to my mind already passed into the stage of odiousness,

while a good deal of music that is alleged to be tuneless holds

me with potent charms. When nil is said and done, the essential

thing in criticism is the particular perch from which we view art

and from which we do our critical crowing. Let the view be a

fairly open one, and let our coclt-a-doodle-do be possessed of an
ingratiating ring, what more can you demand? We shall not
quarrel as to what is melodious and what odious, so long as wc
realize that both terms may be, and are being, applied to the

identical music, and that all we require of the critic is to make
it attractive and profitable for us to mount with him his beacon,

to listen for a "key" note in his call. He must be "the critic as

artist." In that capacity, we may well believe that he is a neces-

sity to art, that he is more creative than the artist himself, because

"there is no fine art without selfconsi/iousiirss, and sclfeonscious-

ness and the critical spirit are one." It matters little, therefore,

whether we range ourselves on the side of a waning or on that of a

crescent phase of art. There :ire, indeed, different standards of de-
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light, but there U only one pure, strong fire burning with which to

search the whole reach of our ken; and we must give a true

account of what we see. For, after all, the highest criticism,

really, "is the record of one's own soul."

Fate has been often kind to me; its hardest blows have
nurtured humbleness and Christian love within my breast. In
all concerns with fellow men (and women) I try to be a stoic.

Towards music I hold incorrigibly skeptic views. The com-
posers for whose works I care, are comparatively few, but they
give much to me. That does not mean that I am snobbishly

impatient with the rest. My familiarity with the great mass as

well as the great masters of music is far from thorough. Thus
have I succeeded in remaining unperturbed by the former, and
in retaining my respect for the latter. Never having learned to

excel on any instrument, I still can go to a piano or violin recital

and find the sest of novelty in pieces which other people, exas-

perated by over-application, look upon us bugbears. Nor is my
enjoyment marred by constraining sympathy with struggles over-

come. I flee academic fervor and anything soiled with the sweat
of drilling. The beat of Cicero and Moliire is irretrievably lost

to me by school associations.

Encyclopedic knowledge of opus numbers was never given me.

My musical horizon is closely bounded. But in that narrow space

there are no obstacles to keep me from the sparing stars above.

Their light meets me undimmcd and warms mc with peculiar

pleasures. The thing is, not to lose sight of stellar fixedness, while

our neighbor sets oh*, with much ado, his Bengal fires, as short-

lived as they are malodorous. Like the moving heavens above,

these musical constellations have a very disconcerting way of

change. They are subject to frequent shifting—around, perhaps,

one or two suns of prime magnitude. New clusters, ever forming,

are floating into the field of vision with startling suddenness, only

to be eclipsed as suddenly by larger planets. There should be in

music, as in astronomy, an open season for shooting stars. Some
of them cannot be shot too soon to suit me.

I have not the slightest pretension lo think that my case*

is unparalleled. My experience, surely, is shared by many
people, unless they be hidebound: in pigskin, levant or crushed

morocco. To all intents it is the same. For the assembling of

impressions and beliefs in art, the card index and loose-leaf book
are unsurpassed. An occasional rearrangement and weeding-out

of cards and leaves 13 to be recommended. Hence such frank,

if otherwise unimportant, avowals as mine have at least the effect
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of a wholesome catharsis on the individual who makes tbem;
sometimes they help others in doing a little house-cleaning among
dusty notions of their own. And nothing gathers cobwebs more
easily than the inherited ideas which, like the priceless and useless

china of grandma, are reverentially placed so high on the shelves

of our mental cupboard, that the daily feather-duster of doubting

does not reach them. Descartes should have been canonized

patron saint of critics. Instead of dissipating doubt, most critics

cast lavishly of it before the public. Only the very old and very

young enjoy the privilege of being recklessly positive or ob-

stinately negative. For that reason their criticisms are the best

reading.

There is nothing more boresome, aside from being well-nigh

inconceivable, than an unprejudiced art-critic. Take away from
any form of expression the personal note, and you have but an
empty blast. What is intolerable is the uninformed critic and
the dull. There can hardly be any question that we have too

much of the wrong kind of criticism, too little of the right. Here
is a pertinent remark penned not in 1921 but in 1780:

With reipecl to ail the (euds and contentions lately occasioned by
Music in France, they seem to have annihilated the former disposition

ol the inhabitants to receive delight from such Music as their country
afforded. There are at present certainly too many critics, and too few
candid hearers in France as well as elsewhere. I have seen French and
German Kri-dUant mnmamtn listen to the most exquisite musical per-

formance with the same tant-jroid (sic!) as an anatomist attends a dis-

section. It is all analysis, calculation, and parallel; they are to be wise.

And the special bone of contention to which these able surgeons

apply thetr saws, is that ossified dilemma: melodious—odious.

The critic as performer of autopsies does not exactly measure
up to Wilde's demands. And yet he should use probe and scalpel,

but on himself. That is the "record of one's own soul." Is not in

literature, in art the autobiographical the most arresting? And
next to ourselves what is there to interest us more than our fellow

sufferer? Rousseau's Confessions will outlive "Le Contrat Social"

for reasons other than those that put the book on the Index. The
pages of musical self-revelation in "Tristan" and "Die Meister-

singer" have other qualities to boast of than the exhibitionist

tendencies of a "Sinfonia domestics." Music is becoming less

and less autobiographical, nor is it getting better for that

reason. By the side of the great confessors in music, Bach and
Beethoven, stand Franck with his fervent de profundi: and the
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maudlin miserere of Tschaikowsky. We have drifted into an era

where music, braggartly self-accusing, more often shouts peccavi.

But on the whole, ours is reflective music, casting reflections of

moods and pictures on the mind. And in this often dazzling

play of mirrors the radiation of music has been intensified, while

its outline and substance have become diffused. Suggestion has

taken the place of statement, and thereby music has learned to

say a great many more things than it had ever said before. But
again we hear cries of "odious" from those who will not recognize

a spade unless you call it by its proper name. Meanwhile the

diggers go on with their excavation which becomes the grave of the

old and the foundation for the new. Perhaps we are writing

music to-day that is too solidly reposing on dead matter. There
is nothing deadlier in music than devices. Christopher Simpson,

came he to earth again, might find that his opinion of 1667, "con-

cerning our common scale of musick," needed revision. If ten

parts in the ultra-modern Schoenherg's compositions are sheer,

prophetic genius, forty are helplessness and fifty are vieux jeu,

that is, obvious before the time!

And yet real art should never age. It links remote epochs of

history into one Spring of high endeavor, and niakes of alien

races kindreds in the search for beauty. Let the artist cater to

fashion, and his work will die with the birth of another whim.
That is the fate of all things which are only timely, that they

recede with time. To create is to build new tombs, to sing is to

increase the sum of silence. But to create and sing is, neverthe-

less, the most precious business we can have here below. It is

its own reward, and we must do it in the face of certainty that

we can only dream those greater treasures, the intangible, elusive

masterpieces of the soul: in painting, a shadowy and fragrant

landscape, hushed in the strange light of an unfamiliar hour; in

sculpture, a vibrantly respondent hand, held but in passing and
forever felt; in literature, a page of opulent imagination, robed
in the sober elegance of clean and clinging prose, describing nothing

of importance save to the heart that languishes; in music, the

echo of a cherished voice, the soft, contented laughter of a mis-

tress known and lost in days when sin was too much innocence.

Here is true art; more, here is lasting art. For through it all

there moves a thread—all art, ail life, aspiring towards the prin-

ciples of music—a thread of living and expressive melody that

will not soon grow obvious or odious.

The skeptic turned sentimentalist—fie! What unseemly

attitude to strike, what challenge to the giggling crowd!

Digitized by Google



ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS

By ARTHUR ELSON

THE velocity of sound in our atmosphere is about 1100 feet

a second—more in warm weather, and less in cold. Sound
travels via the "Air line;" that is, unless disturbed by

reflectors or obstacles, it radiates outward from its source in

straight lines, each particle of air being moved, and transmitting

its motion to the next particle beyond it. Under these conditions

the intensity of sound diminishes in proportion to the square

of the distance it has travelled. In this respect it resembles

light.

But while light is an imponderable vibration in the ether

(if Einstein will let us keep the undulatory theory), sound waves
are movements of actual matter. In this respect they have some
analogy with ocean waves, and will follow curved surfaces in much
the same way that the billows will wash up the slope of a shelving

Sound has also the power of arousing sympathetic vibrations.

The many resonators of Helmholtz, which he used to detect over-

tones, were antedated in principle by the hollow vessels placed

here and there in the Greek or Roman theatres, to reinforce the

speaker's voice.

All of these properties are employed in modern architecture,

which is gradually mastering the rules of acoustics, and is becoming
less of a liit-or-niiss affair than it has been in previous centuries.

The chief obstacles to the best propagation of sound may be
enumerated under five headings—natural diminution, absorption,

obstruction, reverberation, and echo.

The first of these is the lessening of sound mentioned above,

due to the increasing distance traveled. Thus at twice the distance

from the speaker, the sound of bis voice would seem only one-

fourth as loud. This obstacle is encountered only in very large

buildings, in which there is room for many devices that may aid

the spread of sound and obviate this advantage.
Absorption takes place when there are large empty places

above or behind the speaker. This is a negative rather than a
positive action, and merely means that the building is not well
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arranged to intensify the sound. A speaker in such a building

is under much the same conditions as one who talks outdoors,

in which case an ordinary voice is not clearly audible beyond
sixty feet. For this reason the best concert-halls, and even
churches, have performers' seats, or the pulpit, placed in a little

recess, with a ceiling lower than that of the main building, and
sloping upward as it extends forward. Theatres have somewhat
the same structure, though there is no sloping ceiling over the

A more real absorption of sound takes place when it encounters

non-reflecting surfaces. Curtains, draperies, and even the clothing

of the audience, are of this type. Every observant reader will

know of cases in which the reverberation of a room or hall when
empty would sound excessive, while the same structure when
filled with furniture, or people, or both, would seem acoustically

excellent. Usually there is an excess of such reverberation in

public buildings, so that absorption becomes a benefit instead of

a defect. For example, churches are very often improved by the

use of matting or carpets on the floor. A similat treatment of

floor and walls is often used to deaden sound in library reading-

rooms. But in large halls, where power of tone is needed, the

audience will produce all the necessary deadening, and perhaps

too much.
Obstructions should be avoided as much as possible. Columns

for the support of balconies arc often necessary, but should be

made os thin as is consistent with the necessary strength; and
many halls dispense with them altogether. But in addition to

having the hall consist of one large open space, it is advisable for

the auditorium to be so arranged that each seat may command
an unobstructed view of the speaker or performer. This is more
important for speech than for music, as a sight of the orator's

face is often a help to comprehension ; but it is advisable for ail

buildings for public use. The curve thus formed by successive

rows of seats is called the isacoustie curve. It is not always

necessary to make this curve rise by rows, as it may rise by groups

of rows. Thus in Jordan Hall, Boston, the slope is such that

the front rows are on a gentle incline, white those at the back
are steeper; and the effect is excellent. Many Scotch churches,

and a number of concert-halls, make use of this curve, though it

has not been generally adopted by theatres. It is shown in the

Roman amphitheatre at Nimes. Chladni states that a better

effect is obtained by having the stage low and the curve steep

than by reversing these conditions, as sound seems to be delivered
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best on a level {at least by voices), and is then most effectively

diverted upward by the eurving tier of seats.

Obstruction to sound occurs when it suddenly enters a narrow
space, such as that below balconies. The seats in such cases

should be made steeper, so that the sound will be entering the

open end of a wedge, instead of traversing a passage with parallel

sides; but the overhang of the gallery often prevents this. In

such cases the under side of the floor of the gallery should

slope down toward the back if possible. Obstruction also occurs

when sound leaves a very confined space. Thus a noise made
in a tunnel, near its end, will produce an echo from that end,

even though it is open to the outer air. This, however, need

cause the architect no worry, since the boscd-in stage ia never

constricted enough to produce such an effect.

Reverberation is an excess of resonance, that prolongs a

sound and gives It a confused effect without actually producing

an echo. The cause of this defect is sometimes rather hard to

locate. It may arise from the proportions of the building, or

from the materials used in its construction, or from hollow places

outside the walls, floor or ceiling. It may even be due to ft partial

echo at close range. It is an excess of resonance, which is a good

quality when present in proper amount. The best buildings fur

hearing are those that have a large amount of resonance, without

quite reaching the point where reverberation begins. Unduly
high halls, with continuous walls, are apt to show excessive rever-

beration. Large open spaces in the ceiling, such as deep recesses

or skylight openings, seem to cause tile same defect, and should

be cut off from below by some interruption, or should have their

sides tapered whenever possible, to avoid rectangular recesses.

Dampness of the walls seems to be another cause of reverberation,

so that new buildings may seem poor at first, though improving
greatly after a few months. This is usually true of plastered

walls. It has been possible in certain cases to conceal the walls

with drapery until they have become thoroughly dry. The cause

of the trouble is not very clear; but since seasoned wood gives bet-

ter resonance than green wood, it is probable that the wet walls

merely cause an echo, while after drying they vibrate in sympathy
with the sound that strikes them, causing resonance without

echo. Yet excessive resonance, as well as short-range smothered
echo, is held to be a cause of reverberation, which would seem to

contradict the above suggestion. Reverberation is allowable in

buildings of the stock-exchange type, where noise is permissible;

but it should be obviated elsewhere. The most successful case
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of remedying reverberation by a slight change was at Exeter Hall,

England, where a plain ceiling was substituted for one which
was coffered, or inlaid with rectangular recesses.

The formation of echos depends upon principles readily

understood, and therefore easily avoidable. It is only in large

buildings that there is a chance for sound to be reflected directly,

and this is usually caused by the wall farthest from the stage

or rostrum. In smaller rooms an echo follows too closely on the

original sound to be heard separately. It is possible to have
echos caused by a ceiling, as in the reading room of the British-

Museum. In that place, when it is not well filled, a sound in

the middle will produce an echo from the dome, though, of course,

this is not a serious defect in a room devoted to silence. In

halls for speaking or singing, the ceiling echo, if present, is usually

heard by the auditors at the rear.

The lower the ceiling, the less chance there is of its producing

an echo. In cases where this defect is caused by a high ceiling,

something must he interposed to cheek the effect. Thus at

Coblentz, when a large law court, 40 feet high, was found to

show echo, a cloth stretched below tile top remedied the defect

at once, and proved that the ceiliog was the cause. Such a

cloth, or velarium, is in use at Albert Hall, London, where it

serves not only to prevent echo, but to cut off a large empty
space that would deaden the sound by absorption.

In many good halls, the rear wall is made semicircular, or

given some other form that is not a plain surface. If the wall

is plane, tile tendency to echo may be obviated by the use of many
openings in it, or draperies over it, or columns before it. In

some cases the erection of a balcony at the rear has been sufficient

to diminish or destroy an echo. Sometimes more complex echos

exist, due to the diagonal reflection of sound aroud a rectangular

hall. In such cases, entrance doors are sometimes put in the

corners. Another remedy is to do away with the sharp angles

by substituting curved surfaces where walls or ceiling meet. The
walla are usually plane, but the ceiling itself may be made in

two slopes, or a curve, as well as having rounded sides. Symphony
Hall, in Boston, has its ceiling rounded off at the edges.

A noted example of echo was found in one of the Back Bay
churches of Boston, when the congregation first tested it. Every

word of the preacher was duly repeated, producing an effect not

in the least devotional. The owners finally sold the structure

at a loss. The new congregation succeeded in overcoming the

defect only after many trials, their experiments including the
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building of a gallery, with the raising of the floor, and the stringing

of many wires. When the same architect afterwards built Trinity

Church, he was greeted with the remark: "1 hear you have built

a church where they can hear the preacher." Yet the architect

was a famous exponent of his art, which goes to show that acoustics

at that time was even more a terra incognita than at present.

Among the famous echoes of nature, it is said that Lake
Killarney possesses a harmonic echo, returning an overtone in-

stead of giving the original sound. If true (and some writers

mention other instances) this may become another defect to

which buildings could be liable, though the present writer has
not yet heard of an instance.

Bad proportions may make a hall an acoustic failure, in

addition to the defects already mentioned. Usually, however,

the defect of unfavorable dimensions is reverberation; but other

troubles may be caused. Thus if the height is greater than the

breadth, absorption may take place, the sound filling the upper
volumes at the expense of the lower. Great height also makes
ceiling echoes possible. Undue width with too low a ceiling might
cause reverberation, and would be apt to produce certain spots

among the audience where the hearing would be confused. The
best effect is obtained with the width about one and one half

times the height. The length must of course be the largest

dimension. A good effect is always produced by having the

three dimensions proportional multiples of some given number.
This is especially true of the width and hight. Thus in Free
Trade Hall, at Manchester, England, the height is 5S feet, and
the width 78 feet. The length, from the rear to the middle point

of the recessed stage, is about 130 feet. This building is one
of the best examples of good acoustics.

As an example of what to avoid in architectural acoustics,

the Christian Science Temple, in Boston, may easily be awarded
highest honors. The main part of its service-hall would be prac-

tically square by itself; but the height is too great in proportion,

and the dome ut the top causes a fairly noticeable echo. The
side walls of this square, however, do not exist; for each side is

rounded off in a large semicircle, topped by a half-dome. This
makes the width much greater than the length. The back wall

has a gallery, with supports that may divide the air into the

vibrating spaces that produce reverberation; but the semicircular

sides of the building cannot fail to cause this defect, since they
carry a veritable network of arches and columns, rising in tiers,

and extending all around the two curves. The reverberation of
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these air spaces is so marked that the hearing is better and
clearer a fen feet outside of the doors than in the hall itself.

The reader does the best that he can, by separating his syllabic?,

and by giving them a long, sing-song effect, so that the reverber-

ation and muffled echo from one syllable are not allowed to

interfere much with the nest; but the defects are still very
noticeable.

Aids to good hearing in halls may be grouped under the two
general heads of materials to obtain resonance, and reflectors

of various sorts.

The use of sou nil -reflet- tors is widespread, and productive
of excellent effecfa. This is necessarily true, since any reflector

causing a bad effect is promptly and easily removed. A hard,

polished surface is apt to produce a harsh effect, forming a too
distinct echo that is not separate from the original sound, but
produces an unpleasant effect. It is better to use resonant mater-
ial rather than a reflecting surface, and slightly rough rather than
smooth reflectors. The best material for this, as well as one of

the cheapest, is wood.
Theoretically, a reflector shaped like a parabola seemed for

many years the best form. The parabola is a curve so shaped
that all lines reflected from a given point within it, called the

focus, are parallel. Parabolic reflectors for light are used in

automobile lamps and engine headlights. For reflecting sound,

their most common use has been in churches, which always seem
to present problems in architectural acoustics. A prominent
example was a church at Attercliff, near Sheffield. When the

preacher spoke first in the new building, there was a powerful
resonance, but in spite of the resulting loudness, the words sounded
unclear and confused. Changing the position of the pulpit proved
unavailing, and nothing seemed to cause any improvement until

the parabolic reflector was erected. This was hailed as a cure-all,

and many other churches followed the example. But while this

rendered the minister audible, the reflectors were soon found to

have several delects. If the preacher moved about at all while

talking, he would not always be in focus. But even in a fixed

pulpit, trouble arose from the fact thBt the speaker could hear
slight noises among the people, which were magnified by the

reflector. He also heard a distinct and annoying echo of his

own voice. Many of the reflectors, so popular at first, were
afterwards torn down. At Attercliff, it was found that the
original defects were less noticeable, probably because the plaster

of the walls had had time to dry. Some churches had gone as
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far as to build their walls in a parabolic shape; and they came
to regret this procedure.

The parabolic reflector has been used to prevent sound. In

the Berks County prison, in our own country, such reflectors

have been introduced into the ventilating pipes, to prevent
prisoners from communicating with one another. The sound is

reflected back to its source in this case. Asbestos lining is often

used to make walls sound-proof.

A plane reflector, inclined at an angle of from 90° to 30°, and
sloping upward toward the audience, is now the most common
form. Such a reflector cuts off some air space, and thus prevents

absorption; it reflects sound directly toward the audience; and
its material helps the tone by vibrating, as a sounding-board

does in a piano.

The sympathetic vibration in any such material, whether in

a sounding-board or in the wall, floor, or ceiling, adds to the

resonance. This quality is sometimes obtained also by the inten-

sifying power of the air itself. It may be helped by other devices;

and where the ancients uaed resonating jars at various places in

their public buildings, a modern authority has suggested the use

of tubes of various sizes near the foot-lights of our theatres.

Almost all halls depend upon wooden linings for their reson-

ance. The old ducal theatre at Tarma, famous for its acoustics,

was an early example. In this theatre a whisper from the stage

could be heard anywhere iu the auditorium. A more modern
example is the hall of the Paris Conservatoire. The hall is stuffy

and ill-ventilated, but the management is afraid to make any
changes, lest the excellent acoustic qualities be destroyed.

The wooden linings for walls or ceiling, or the floor timbers,

or the sounding-board, should all be thoroughly seasoned. The
linings, and floor-boards, should be of uniform size, and as long

as possible.

Empty spaces under the floor or above the ceiling have

often proved excellent in increasing resonance. In European
theatres and halls, especially in Italy, it has been customary to

construct a hollow chamber below the stage. The value of this

is shown by the case of the Tealro del Argentino, at Rome.
When it became necessary to make the course of a canal run

beneatt the stage, the resulting air-space greatly improved the

acoustics of the building.

That the ancient Romans were acquainted with the value

of wooden construction is shown by a statement of Vitruvius.

He advises the omission of the resonators used by the Greeks,
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"since all public theatres built of wood have man; floors, which
are necessarily conductors of sound."

Wood is so cheap and so excellent a material that as yet no
real substitutes for it are in use. For fireproof construction, how-
ever, thin metal plates have been suggested for use as room panels.

The excessive use of wooden linings may produce too much
resonance, especially if the air-space of a hall is of such a form
as to aid in the effect. But this is a fault that leans to virtue's

side, for excessive resonance is very easily remedied. It must
also be remembered that the presence of an audience helps to

deaden the tone.

In dealing with air resonance, it might seem at first sight

as if this would appear only on certain notes, in which cases the

air would vibrate as a whole, or in fractional parts for overtones.

That this is true to some extent is proved by the necessity for

"voicing" such instruments as organs, or even pianos. The string,

or pipe, that synchronizes with the vibration rate of the whole
body of air will seem much louder than the others; and its power
of tone must be lessened, to obviate this effect. But the example
of the violin will show that it is possible for the semi-confined

air, which must vibrate with the wood, to be set in motion at

any vibration rate. In this way the air of certain buildings may
help the speaker, no matter whether he pitches his voice high

or low. But if he talks on the pitch of the entire air body, his

voice, not "voiced" like the organ pipe mentioned above, will

seem to gain greatly in power and resonance.

Good architects claim that the air resonates best when the

dimensions of the building bear some simple relation to each other,

as already illustrated by the figures given for Free Trade Hall.

Under this condition the vibration rates for a certain overtone
lengthwise will correspond with the rates of another overtone

sirlcwisc, and still another vertically. This reinforcement of

overtones will add brilliancy to the speaker's voice, or the musical

tone, and make it penetrate better.

Air currents are apt to interfere with the best transmission

of sound. The slightest drift of air caused by an outside wind

produces no important effect; but the currents due to heating

have more influence. Some architects advise admitting the heat

nt the sides of the hall, and leavings openings between the balcony

and the wall, through which the hot air may rise. It is also

advisable to admit more than enough hot air from below, and
at the same time allow the requisite amount of cold air to come in

from above, through the roof.

L'l J Mod Ly
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Aerial resonance may sometimes be excessive; and this is

probably the case in Canterbury Cathedral, where a note or

chord is prolonged as if moving slowly around the walls of the

edifice. While this effect may be beautiful in the slow passages

of anthems, it interferes with the distinctness of the preacher's

words, even if he talks slowly. For clearness in speaking, it is

always advisable to diminish the air space as much as possible.

Public halls may therefore be made low; while theatres should

have area restricted, to make up for their great hight. The exten-

sive balconies are thus an aid to hearing, except to those auditors

who are hidden below.

The avoidance of the chief and most noticeable defects that

have been enumerated has been considered sufficient by the archi-

tects of the past. But the fullest attention to all details is most
necessary; for the difference between tolerable halls and good
halls is most marked. The good hall necessitates no severe

effort on the part of the speaker; while a poor edifice, such as a

badly built church, will tax the speaker greatly, so that a preacher's

life may be actually shortened by the work forced upon him by
bad acoustical conditions.

The phenomenon of whispering galleries is one that always
attracts attention. They result from the fact that various sound
waves from one point are made to converge to another. This

may be caused by direct reflection; but sometimes, as in St. Paul's

and in the Capitol at Washington, it is caused by the waves
following the wall around, close to the floor, instead of being

wholly a reflection from the dome.

The very strong tendency of sound waves to follow curved

surfaces is made use of in the Mormon Tabernacle at Salt Lake
City. This edifice is shaped exactly like half an egg, cut length-

wise; and as a result the speaker is clearly audible in every part

of the huge structure, which is probably the most successful

building in the world, acoustically speaking.

Before any further mention of modern successes is made,

it will be decidedly in place to give due praise to the

ancient Greek theatres. The stage was backed by a wall, which
formed an excellent reflector. The semicircular tiers of seats,

up which the sound waves could travel, just as ocean waves
wash up a slope, were practically in an isacoustic curve. To
the good effect of all this was added the resonance of the Echeia,

or hollow vessels. Under such favorable circumstances, it is

no wonder that the Greek drama flourished. Even when the

theatres were built of stone or marble instead of wood, the loss
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of resonance was hardly noticed, resonance being at a minimum in

open air.

It is a far cry from these amphitheatres to the ducal Theatre
at Parma, which flourished in the sixteenth century, and fell into

disuse only when the court left the city. Its form was oblong,

with the back corners of the walls rounded off. It was 130 feel

from the stage front to the rear wall; and the width was 102

feet. Calling tie distance to a point near mid-stage 136 feet,

the width and length were in the proportion of 3 to 4. Before

the stage was an open space, from which the seats arose in a slant.

The wooden boards of the walls were placed vertically instead

of horizontally.

Wore directly derived from the Greek theatres are the semi-

circular or semi-octagonal lecture rooms so common at our univer-

sities. These have their seats arranged on slopes that act like

isacoustic curves; the roof is generally low rather than high; and
the rise of the seats toward the ceiling makes the sound waves
converge, and increases the hearing power in the rear.

The modern theatrical architect is confronted with several

problems. The slope of the floor cannot be made as steep as it

should be, though the floor could could often be given more of

nn isacoustic structure than it usually has, to avoid "dead"
places. The balconies must have their upward slope, though
their under sides should be made to slope downward if possible;

tiers of boxes often injure the reflecting power of the side walls;

ceiling echo must be avoided; and the absorption of the actor's

voice, due to the large space on and above the stage, must be
minimized. The actors always aid in the last point by keeping
their faces toward the audience, and by speaking near the front

of the stage. But even though the performers take these pre-

cautions, the scene should be "boxed in" as much as possible,

even if the boxing is above the range of vision of the audience.

In theatres, the relation of length to height, if correct at one
spot, will be incorrect at others. It may be best made by taking

the distance to the back of the first balcony in some proportion

to the height. The seats under the first balcony, as already

intimated, should be given more slope than the floor, if possible.

The walls may be pear-shaped rather than semicircular, with

the stage corresponding to the stem end, and the side walls straight.

The ceiling is usually curved, and joins the walls with an obtuse

angle if not an actual rounding. Sometimes the ceiling is made
parallel to the floor. Walls nearly or wholly parallel, as in the

Metropolitan Opera House, and the Parma theatre, will make it
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possible to accommodate a larger number of auditors, the pear-

shaped form being best for theatres of moderate size, with restricted

sites. The Haymarket Theatre, in London, is an excellent example
of this form, the back being slightly more than a semicircle,

with straight side walls converging toward the stage. The stage

itself is shallow, and extends forward into the house—a most
excellent practice, in the present writer's opinion. The ceiling is

curved down toward the stage, reflecting the sound excellently.

The boxes are flat in front, so as to give partial aid in reflecting

the sound. There are no columns. The walls in this theatre are

lined with long lengths of thin wood. There are hollow spaces

below the floor and above the ceiling. Originally the floor was
isolated on strong frames; but that seemed to prevent it from
resonating, and the floor is now given the customary structure,

as an integral part of the building.

In view of all the difficulties in designing theatres, it is not

surprising that many writers confine their attention wholly to

this class of buildings.

Law courts form a much neglected class of edifices, from an
acoustical point of view. In many cases they are little more
than large rooms; but even in these, the proper structure would
relieve judge and counsel of some effort. If reverberation is the

trouble, as is usually the case, a gallery for draperies on the rare

wall will often prove sufficient.

Concert-halls should be fairly easy to construct, in view of

the rules now adopted by architects, and described in this Fir-tide.

Any hall that is all bad acoustically will probably be found
lo violate one or more of the principles enumerated. The dimen-
sions (with length to the middle of the stage) should be multiples

of some proportional number; the stage should be recessed, with

a roof (or sounding board) rising at the proper angle as it extends
forward; the ceiling should join the wails in a curve, and the

back wall may join the sides in similar fashion; the ceiling (as

also the walls) should not have any deep rectangular recesses;

and the back wall should be diversified by a gallery, or entrance

doors, or both; or it may be draped if necessary. The whole
building should be lined with seasoned wood, in long pieces.

There should be hollow spaces below the floor, or the stage, at

any rate, and above the ceiling. Promenades outside the walls

will have the same good effect. If necessary, the seats may be
raised in the proper curve as their distance from the stage increases.

Large halls should be oblong, but small ones may be built on the

amphitheatre plan, with nearly semicircular auditorium and rising
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seats. Symphony Hall and Jordan Hall, both in Boston, are

excellent illustrations ot the two types. Concert-halls on the

half-egg principle are also excellent, Steinert Hall, in Boston,

being an example.

The mediaeval cathedrals were chiefly intended for great

choruses, or grand ceremonials. In these the music could fill

all the air space, which was far too lofty for ordinary speaking.

Such edifices, like that at Cologne, contained some small chapels

for devotional purposes. But if it became necessary for the

preacher to talk to a larger congregation in such a building, he

generally had to have a sounding-board placed over him, with a

group of pillars as backing. In such a case, as in all halls used

for lectures, there will be a certain pitch of voice which will obtain

the best effect, this pitch being evidently an overtone of the pitch

to which the total mass of air corresponds. The enclosed air

thus acts like the air in an organ pipe, which will vibrate to one
fundamental pitch, or to any ot the stronger overtones of that

pitch. A speaker may thus gain gain clear and forcible tones

with a minimum of effort, even in a large cathedral.

Churches built with a nave and aisles have often shown
acoustical excellence. The nave, or long main body of the church,

has its aisles marked off by rows of pillars. These divide the

air into several small vibrating masses, which are easily set in

motion. Sir Christopher Wren designed many excellent build-

ings of this sort.

Churches that have one large open space, instead of the

nave-and -aisle structure, have seemed more apt to show acoustical

defects. If the two sides of the roof are too nearly vertical,

they form a sort of sound-destroying trench, and fail to give any
helpful resonance, If they are smooth, they may cause too

definite an echo or reverberation; so that it has become customary
to let the roof timbers show. These defects seem to prove that

the Gothic style, in spite of its large size, was based on correct

principles, the groups of pillars dividing the air in a way to help

the sound. The bad effect of steep roofs in the open church

structure may be remedied by a rounded off polygonal ceiling

placed some distance below the ridge-pole.

The use of iron in modem churches has enabled architects

to call for columns without obstructing the view as much as

formerly. The modern tendency, however, has been towards an
open space, without columns. The architect of churches should

be able to avoid the usual troubles, because he generally has a
free hand in regard to area of site. Where a theatre is often
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built on restricted ground, surrounded by other buildings, a

church is usually placed on an extensive lot.

The position of the pulpit and lectern was formerly influenced

by acoustical conditions. Many churches were found to be poor

for speaking; and sometimes the defects were remedied by moving
the pulpit out among the congregation. At present, with a
recessed chancel, this is scarcely ever necessary. The chancel
is built on much the same principle as the recessed stage in con-
cert-halls.

The use of transepts has sometimes introduced defects. If

the transept is made too deep, and any acoustical trouble arises,

the defect may usually be remedied by galleries, or by anything
that will make the transept shallow in proportion to its width.

If a gallery is used in the nave, it should be located on the
back wall, where it will help to break up any echo effect.

The writer, when in the church of the First Parish in Brook-
line, has found that this edifice seems to combine many excellences.

The chancel is recessed, with the back wall semicircular, and the

top low in comparison with the main building. The pulpit and lec-

tern are well in front, each a little to one side of the centre. The
transepts, almost as far front as the pulpit itself, are only half

as deep as they are wide. The main part of the church has no
columns. At the back are three entrances, breaking up the end
wall below, and a gallery above, for organ and choir. In this

gallery arc some of the larger organ pipes, which break the upper
surface of the wall. The height to the ridge-pole is scarcely

more than the width of the nave. The two sides of the roof

slope at an angle of 45°, an excellent angle, which reflects the

sound down toward the back of the church, and does so too quickly

to cause reverberation. The sides of the roof are lined with wood,
extra strips at short intervals brcuking up tile plane surface.

The resonance from this is excellent. At the top of the walls

(the base of the roof slopes) two or three tie-rods of iron, provided

with turn buckles, neutralize the outer thrust of the roof. The
tie-rods are held on each side by beams projecting inward. These
beams and tie-rods are evidently sufficient to act as nodes, and
let the air-space vibrate in an upper and lower half, instead of

as a whole, thus requiring less effort from the speaker. The side

walls are plane, with very shallow tapered recesses for Ihe stained

glass windows.
Architectural acoustics is not yet thoroughly mastered. If

it were, then every modern building would be as perfect as the

old Parma theatre. There is still much that is empirical, but
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with the rules herein mentioned, and with the ever-present chance

to imitate buildings that have shown acoustical excellence, no
architect should go wholly wrong.





THE MAN BEETHOVEN : AN ESTIMATE
OF HIS CHARACTER

By ALEXANDER W. THAYER

THE year 1800 is an important era in Beethoven's history. It

is the year in which, cutting loose from the pianoforte, he
asserted his claims to a position with Mozart and the still

living and productive Haydn in the higher forms of chamber and
orchestral composition—the quartet and the symphony. It is

the year, too, in which the bitter consciousness of an increasing

derangement of his organs of hearing was forced upon him and the

terrible anticipation of its incurable nature and of its final result

in almost total deafness began to harass and distress him. The
course of his life was afterwards so modified, on the one hand,
by the prosperous issue of these new appeals to the taste and
judgment of the public, and, on the other, by the unhappy progress

of his malady, each acting and reacting upon a nature singularly

exceptional, that for this and other reasons some points in his

personal character and habits, and a few general remarks upon
and illustrations of another topic or two, must be made before

resuming the narrative of events.

A true and exhaustive picture of Beethoven as a man would
present an almost ludicrous contrast to that which is generally

entertained as correct. As sculptors and painters have eacli in

turn idealized the work of his predecessor, until the composer
stands before us like a Homeric god— until those who knew him
personally, could they return to earth, would never suspect that

tiip grand farm and nobli •features of the motr-pri'tynUous portraits

are intended to represent the short muscular figure and pock-

pitted face of their old friend—so in literature evoked by the com-
poser a similar process has gone on, with a corresponding suppres-

sion of whatever is deemed common and trivial, until he is made
a being living in his own peculiar realm of gigantic ideas, above
and apart from the rest of mankind—a sort of intellectual Thor,
dwelling in "darkness and clouds of awful state," and making
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in his music mysterious revelations of things unutterable! But
it is really some generations too soon for a conscientious investiga-

tor of his history to view him as a semi-mythological personage,

or to discover that his notes to friends asking for pens, making
appointments to dinner at taverns, or complaining of servants,

are "cyclopean blocks of granite," which, like the "chops and
tomato sauce" of Mr. Pickwick, contain depths unfathomable
of profound meaning. The present age must be content to find

in Beethoven, with all his greatness, a very human nature, one
which, if it showed extraordinary strength, exhibited also extraor-

It was the great misfortune of Beethoven's youth—his im-

pulses good and bad being by nature exceedingly quick and violent

—that he did not grow up under the influence of a wise and strict

parental control, which would have given him those habits of

self-restraint that, once fixed, are a second and better nature,

and through which the passions, curbed and moderated, remain
only as sources of noble energy and power. His very early admis-

sion into the orchestra of the theatre as cembalist, was more to

the advantage of his musical than of his moral development.

It was another misfortune thai, in those years, when the -strict

regulations of a school would have compensated in some measure
for the unwise, unsteady, often harsh discipline of his father, he

was thus thrown into close connection with actors and actresses,

who, in those days, were not very distinguished for the propriety

of their manners and morals. Before his seventeenth or eighteenth

year, when he became known to the Breuning family and Count
tt'aldstein, he could hardly have learned the importance of culti-

vating those high principles of life and conduct on which in later

years he laid so much stress. And, at that period of life, the

character even under ordinary circumstances is so far developed,

the habits have become so far formed and fixed, and the natural

tendencies have acquired so much strength, that it is, as a rule,

too late to conquer the power of a perfect self-command. At all

events, the consequences of a deficient early moral education fol-

lowed Beethoven through life and are visible in the frequent
contests between his worse and his better nature and in his con-

stant tendency to extremes. To-day, upon some perhaps trivial

matter, he bursts into ungovernable wrath; to-morrow, his peni-

tence exceeds the measure of his fault. To-day he is proud, un-

bending, offensively careless of those claims which society grants to

people of high rank; to-morrow his humility is more than adequate
to the occasion. The poverty in which he grew up was not without
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its effect upon his character. He never learned to estimate money
at its real value; though often profuse and generous to a fault,

even wasteful, yet at times he would fall into the other extreme.
With all his sense of nobility of independence, he early formed
the habit of leaning upon others; and this tile more, as his malady
increased, which certainly was a partial justification; but he thus
became prone to follow unwise counsels, or, when his pride was
touched, to assert an equally unwise independence. At other
times, in the multitude of counsellors he became the victim of

utter irresolution, when decision and firmness were indispen-

sable and essential to his welfare. Thus, both by following

the impulse of the moment, and by hesitation when a prompt
determination was demanded, he took many a false step, which
could no longer be retrieved when reflection brought with it

bitter regret.

It would be doing great injustice both to Beethoven and to

the present writer to understand the preceding remarks as being
intended to represent the composer's lapses in these regards, as

being 7nore than unpleasant and unfortunate episodes in the

general tenor of his life; but as they did occur to his great

disadvantage, the fact cannot be silently passed over.

A romantically sentimental admiration of the heroes of

ancient classic literature, having its origin in Paris, had become
widely the fashion in Heellioven'.s youth. The democratic theories

of the French sentimentalists had received a new impulse from
l lie dignified simplicity of the foreign representatives of the young
American Republic, Franklin, Adams, Jay—from the retirement

to private life on their plantations and farms of the great military

leaders in the contest, Washington, Greene, Schuyler, Knox and
others, after the war with England was over; from the pride

taken by the French officers, who had served in America, in their

insignia of the order of the Cincinnati; and even from the letters

and journals of German officers, who, in captivity, had formed
friendships with many of the better class of the republican leaders,

and seen with their own eyes in what simplicity they lived while

guiding the destinies of the new-bom nation. Thus through

the greater part of Central Europe the idea became current of

a pure and sublime humanity, above and beyond the influence

of the passions, of which Cincinnatus, Scipio, Cato, Washington,

Franklin, were the supposed representatives, Zscttokke makes
his Heuwen say: "Virtue and the heroes of antiquity had inspired

me with enthusiasm for virtue and heroism"; and so, also, Beet-
hoven. He exalted his imagination and fancy by the perusal
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of the German poets and translations of the ancient and English

classics, especially Homer, Plutarch and Shakespeare; dwelt

fondly upon the great characters as models for the conduct of

life; but between the sentiment which one feels and the active

principle on which he acts, there is often a wide cleft. That
Beethoven proved to be no Stoic, that he never succeeded in

governing his passions with absolute sway, was not because

the spirit was unwilling; the flesh was weak. Adequate firmness

of character had not been acquired in early years. But those

who have most thoroughly studied his life, know best how pure
and lofty were his aspirations, how wide and deep his sympathies,

with all that is good, how great his heart, how, on the whole,

heroic his endurance of his great calamity. They can best feel the

man's true greatness, admire the nobility of his nature, and drop
the tear of sorrow and regret Upon his vagaries and faults. He
who is morbidly sensitive, and compelled to keep constant ward
and watch over his passions, can best appreciate and sympathize
with the man, Beethoven.

Truth and candor compel the confession, that in those days

of prosperity he bore his honors with less of meekness than we
could wish; that he had lost something of that modesty and
ingenuousness eulogized by Junker ten years before, in his Nrcr-

gentheim letter. His "somewhat lofty bearing" had even been

reported by the correspondent of the "Allgcmeine Musiknlische

Zcitung," Traces of self-sufficiency and even arrogance—faults

almost universal among young and successful geniuses, often in

a far higher degree than was true of Beethoven, and with not a
tithe of his reason—are unquestionably visible. No one can road

without regret his remarks upon certain persons not named,
with whom at this very time he was upon terms of apparcntly

intimatc friendship. "I value tbem," he writes, "only by what
they do for me. ... I look upon them only as instruments

upon which I play when I feel so disposed." Hi* "somewhat
lofty bearing" was matter for jest to the venerable Haydn, who,
according to a trustworthy tradition, when Tleetjioveii's visits

to liini had become few and far between would inquire of other

visitors: "How goes it with our Great Mogul?" Nor would
the young nobles, whose society he frequented, lake offence; but

it certainly made him enemies among those whom he "valued

according to their service and looked upon as mere instruments"

—and no wonder!
Pierson, in his edition of the so-called "Beethoven's Studien,"

has added to Seyfried's personal sketches a few reminiscences
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of that Griesinger, who was so long Saxon Minister in Vienna,

and to whom we owe the valuable "Biographische Notizen Uber

Joseph Haydn." One of his anecdotes is to the purpose here

and may be taken as substantially historical.

When he was still only an attache, and Beethoven was little

known except as a celebrated pianoforte player, both being still

young, they happened to meet nt the house of Prinee Lobkowitz.

In conversation with a gentleman present, Beethoven said in

substance, that he wished to be relieved from all bargain and
sale of his works, and would gladly find some one willing to pay
him a certain income for life, for which he should possess the

exclusive right of publishing all he wrote; adding, "and I would
not be idle in composition. I believe Goethe docs this with Cotta,

and, if I mistake not, Handel's London publisher held similar

terms with him."
"My dear young man," returned the other. "You must not

complain; for you are neither a Goethe nor a Handel, and it is

not to be expected that you ever will be; for such masters will

not be bom again." Beethoven bit his lips, gave a most con-

temptuous glance at the speaker, and said no more. Lobkowitz
endeavored to appease him, and in a subsequent conversation

"My dear Beethoven, the gentleman did not intend to wound
you. It is an established maxim, to which most men adhere,

that the present generation cannot possibly produce such mighty

spirits as the dead, who have already earned their fame."

"So much the worse. Your Highness," retorted Beethoven;

"but with men who will not believe and trust in me because

I am as yet unknown to universal fame, I cannot hold intercourse
!"

It is easy for this generation, which has the productions of

the composer's whole life as the basis of its judgment of his

powers, to speak disparagingly of his contemporaries for not being

able to discover in his first twelve or fifteen works good reason

for classing him with Goethe and Handel; hut lie who stands

upon a mountain cannot justly riilictsk- him on the plain ft>r tin-

narrow extent of Iiis view. It was as difficult then to conceive

the possibility of instrumental music being elevated to heights

greater than those reached by Haydn and Mozart, ;ts ii is fur us

to conceive of Beethoven being hereafter surpassed.

In tin' short personal ski-tches of Iii't'lhovon's frit-mis which

have been introduced, the dates of their births have been noted
so far as known, thut the reader may observe how very large a
proportion of them were of the same age as the composer, or still
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younger—some indeed but boys—when he came to Vienna. And
so it continued. As the years pass by in our narrative and names
familiar to us disappear, the new ones which take their places,

with rare exceptions, are still of men much younger than him-
self. The older generation of musical amateurs at Vienna, van
Swieten and his class, hud accepted the young Bonn organist

and patronized him, as a pianist. But when Beethoven began
to press bis claims as a composer, and, somewhat later, as his

deafness increased, to neglect Ills playing, some of the elder friends

had passed away, others had withdrawn from society, and the

number was few of those who, like Liclmowsky, could compre-
hend that departures from the forms and styles of Mozart and
Haydn were not necessarily faults. With the greater number, as

perfection necessarily admits of no improvement and both quartet

and symphony in farm had been carried to that point by Haydn
and Mozart, it was a perfectly logical conclusion that farther

progress was impossible. They could not perceive that there

was still room for the invention or discovery of new elements of

interest, beauty, power; for such perceptions are tie offspring

of genius. With Beethoven they were instinctive.

One more remark: Towards the decline of life, the master-

pieces of literature and art, on which the taste was formed, are

apt to become invested in the mind with a sort of nimbus of

sanctity; hence, the productions of a young and daring innovator,

even when the genius and talent displayed in them are felt and
receive just acknowledgement, have the aspect, not only of an
extravagant and erring waste of misapplied powers, but of a

kind of profane audacity. For these and similar reasons Beet-

hoven's novelties found little favor with the veterans of the

concert-room.

The criticism of the day was naturally ruled and stimulated

by the same spirit. Beethoven's own confession how it at

first wounded him, will come in its order; but after he felt that

his victory over it was sure—was in fact gained with a younger
generation—he only laughed at the critics; to answer them,

except by new works, was beneath him. Seyfried says of bim
(during the years of the "Eroica," "Fidelio," etc.): "When he
came across criticisms in which he was accused of grammatical
errors he rubbed his hands in glee and cried out with a loud laugh:

'Yes, yes! they marvel and put their heads together because

they do not find it in any school of thoroughbass !' " But for the

young of both sexes, BeetJioven's music had an extraordinary

charm. And this not upon technical grounds, nor solely for its
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novelties, always an attractive feature to the young, but because
it appealed to the sensibilities, excited emotions and touched the

heart as no other purely instrumental compositions had ever done.
And so it was that Beethoven also in his quality of composer
soon gathered about him a circle of young disciples, enthusiastic

admirers. Their homage may well have been grateful to him

—

as such is to every artist and scholar of genius, who, striking

out and steadfastly pursuing a new path, subjects himself to

the sharp animadversions of critics who, in all honesty, really

can see little or nothing of good in that which is not to be measured
and judged by old standards. The voice of praise under such

circumstances is doubly pleasing. It is known that, when Beet-
hoven's works began to find a just appreciation from a new gener-

ation of critics, who had indeed been schooled by them, he col-

lected and preserved a considerable number of laudatory articles,

whose fate cannot now be traced. When, however, the natural

and just satisfaction which is afforded by the homage of honest

admirers and deservedly eulogistic criticism, degenerates into

a love of indiscriminate praise and flattery, it becomes a weak-
ness, a fault. Of this error in Beethoven there are traces easily

discernible, and especially in his later years; there are pages of

fulsome eulogy addressed to him in the Conversation Books,

which would make the reader blush for him, did not the mere
fact that such books existed remind him of the bitterness of the

composer's lot. The failing was also sometimes his misfortune;

for those who were most profuse in their flatteries, and thus

gained his car, were by no means the best of his counsellors. But
aside from the attractive force of his genius, Beethoven possessed

a personal magnetism, which attached his young worshippers

to him and, all things considered, to his solid and lasting benefit

in his private affairs. Just at this time, and for some years to

come, his brothers usually rendered him the aid he needed; but
thenceforth to the close of his bfe, the names of a constant succes-

sion of young men will appear in and vanish from our narrative,

who were ever necessary to him and ever ready at his call with

their voluntary services.

Beethoven's love of nature was already a marked trait of

his character. This was indulged and strengthened by long

rambles upon the lofty hills and in the exquisitely beautiful valleys

which render the environs of Vienna to the north and west so

charming. Hence, when he left the city to spend the hot summer
months in the country, with but an exception or two in a long

series of years, his residence was selected with a view to the in-
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dulgencc of this noble passion. Hence, too, his great delight

in the once celebrated work of Christian Sturm: "Bcobachtungen
liber die Werkc Gottes," which, however absurd much of its nat-

ural philosophy (in the old editions) appears now in the light

of advanced knowledge, was then by far the best manual of

popular scientific truth, and was unsurpassed in fitness to awaken
and foster a taste for, and the understanding of, the beauties of

nature. Schindler has recorded the master's life-long study and
admiration of this book. It was one which cherished his vener-

ation for the Creator and Preserver of the universe, and yet left

his contempt for procrustean religious systems and eeHesiiistu-al

dogmas its free course. "To him. who, in tile love of Nature,
holds communion with her visible forms, she speaks a various

language," says Bryant. Her language was thoroughly well un-

derstood by Beethoven; and when, in sorrow and iifilictirjii. Iiis

art, his Plutarch, his "Odyssey," proved to he resources too feeble

for^his comfort, he went to Nature for solace, and rarely tailed

Art has been so often disgraced by the bad morals and shame-
less lives of its votaries, that it is doubly gratifying to be able to

affirm of Beethoven that, like Handel, Baeh and Mozart, he

did honor to bis profession by his personal character and habits.

Although irregular, still he was as simple and temperate in eating

and drinking as was possible in the state of society in which he
lived. That he was no inordinate lover of wine or strong drinks

is certain. No allusion is remembered in any of his letters, notes,

memoranda, nor in the Conversation Books, which indicates a

liking for any game of chance or skill. He does not appear to

have known one playing-card from another. Music, books, con-

versation with men and women of taste and intelligence, dancing,

according to JJics (who adds that he could never learn to dance

in time—but Beethoven's dancing days were soon over—), and,
above all, his long walks, were his amusements and recreations.

His whim for riding was of short duration—at all events, tile

last allusion to any horse owned by him is in the anecdote on a
previous page.

One rather delicate point demands a word: and surely, what
Franklin in his autobiography could confess of himself, and Lock-
hart mention without scruple of Walter Scott, his father-in-law,

need not be here suppressed. Nor can it well be, since a false

assumption on the point has been made the basis already of a
considerable quantity of fine writing, and employed to explain

certain facts relative to Beethoven's compositions. Spending
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his whole life in a state of society in which the vow of celibacy

was by no means a vow of chastity; in which the parentage of a
c.'inl in ill's or iiri-liliishop's children was neither a secret nor ;i

disgrace; in which the illegitimate offspring of princes and mag-
nates were proud of their descent and formed upon it well-grounded

hopes of advancement and success in life; in which the moderate

gratification of the sexual was no more discountenanced than
the satisfying of any other natural appetite—it is nonsense to

suppose, that, under such circumstances, Beethoven could have
puritanic scruples on that point. Those who have had occasion

and opportunity to ascertain the facts, know that he had not,

and are also aware that he did not always escape the common
penalties of transgressing the laws of strict purity. But he had
too much dignity of character ever to take part in scenes of low
debauchery, or even when still young to descend to the familiar

jesting once so common between tavern girls and the guests.

Thus, as the rider Simrock related, upon the journey to llergent-

hcim recorded in the earlier pages of this work, it happened at

some place where the company dined, that some of the young
men prompted the waiting-girl to play off her charms upon Beet-

hoven. He received her advances and familiarities with repellent

coldness; and as she, encouraged by the others, still persevered,

he lost his patience, and put an end to her importunities by a

smart box on the ear.

The practice, not uncommon in his time, of living with an

unmarried woman as a wife, was always abhorrent to him

—

how much so, a sad story will hereafter illustrate; to a still greater

degree an intrigue with the wife of another man. In his later

ycurs he so broke ulf his imrc familiar intercourse with ;i dis-

tinguished composer and conductor of Vienna, as hardly to return

his greetings willi ciimiiHin politeness. Setiindler affirmed that

the only reason for this was that the man in question had taken

to his hed and board the wife of another.

The names of two married women might be here given, to

whom at a later period Beethoven was warmly attached; names
which happily have hitherto escaped the ''yes of literary scavengers,

and are therefore here suppressed. Certain of his friends used

to joke him about these ladies, and it is certain that he rather

enjoyed their jests even when the insinuations, that his affection

was beyond the limit of the Platonic, were somewhat broad; but
careful enquiry has failed to elicit any evidence that even in these

eases he proved unfaithful to his principles. A story related by
Jahn is also to the point, viz.: that Beethoven only by the urgent
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solicitations of the Czemy family was after much refusal persuaded

to extemporise in the presence of a certain Madame Hofdemel.
She was the widow of a man who had attempted her life and then

committed suicide; and the refusal of Beethoven to play before

her arose from his having the general belief at the time, that a

too great intimacy had existed between her and Mozart. Jahn,

it may be observed, has recently had the great satisfaction of

being able to prove the innocence of Mozart in this matter and
of rescuing his memory from the only dark shadow whii-h rested

upon it. This much on tills topic it has been deemed necessary

to say here, not only for the reason above given, but to put an

end to long-prevailing misconceptions and misconstructions of

passages in Beethoven's letters and private memoranda and to

save farther comment when they shall be introduced hereafter.



CARMEN
NOVEL AND LIBRETTO—A DRAMATURGIC ANALYSIS

*HE source of "Carmen, " Bizet's masterpiece, justly to be
termed the must original of French operas, was a novel of I lie

sump name, published in 1847 by Prosper Mcrimce. This

distinguished author, whom Goethe esteemed very highly, prefaced

his famous story with Paladas' most ungallant Greek motto:

"Woman ns a whole is hitter. She possesses hut two redeeming

moments: one in bed and the other at death." The contents of

the novel would certainly seem to justify this pessimistic verdict

—which, however, is not meant to be generalized. A "she-devil,
"

as one might designate her, after the famous drama ("Der Weibs-
teufel") of the Austrian author SchcSnhcrr, here plays her game
of destruction with the man. until both man and woman are sent

to eternity. Merimce's novel consists of four chapters: the fourth

ia really only a scientific study on the race of the gipsies: the first

and second chanters also, in which Mcrimce recounts his meeting

with Jose and Carmen, are of only incidental interest in their

description of the characteristics of both. It is the third chap-

ter, an autobiographical confession of Jose when he was con-

demned to death, which became the source and the plot of the

Carmen, a Christian name, very common, in Andalusia,

signifies "garden" or "country-house, " am\ is still met with in

this signification us I he name of cities in Mexico ami Argentine.

The diminutive form " ("annt-ocita," which also occurs in the

opera, i.- more frequently used its a woman's name. MerimtVs
story certainly depicts an actual occurrence. The truthful por-

trayal of Andalusian life with all its sympathetic and repulsive

features must have sprung from very close observation, and the

characteristic psychology of the people can be fully appreciated

only by one who has spent some time in Andulusia, the most
Spanish of Spanish districts. Of special significance, however,

is a feature not mentioned in the later version of the Opera: Jose

By EDGAB ISTEL
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is a Navarraise, therefore not a

proud, self-assertive attitude, int

on the other hand, is a gipsy, both in the novel and in the opera.

Thufl, although the scene is laid in Andalusia, only the subordi-

nate figures are natives of that district. At the beginning of the

novel, Merimee describes an archaeological excursion which he

made through Andalusia, in the autumn of 18S0, accompanied by
a guide from Cordoba, liy a .spring in a woody ravine, they cuinr

across a man of wild appears hit, whom I he guide at once recog-

nised as the notorious bandit, Jose Navarro, for whose capture a

reward of two hundred ducats had been offered. For the dra-

matist the most interesting part of this first chapter is the de-

scription of Josi: "A young man of middle height, apparently

robust, with a proud but gloomy look. His complexion, which
originally must have been beautiful, had been tanned by the sun

to a darker color than his hair." And later: "Blond hair, blue

eyes, a large mouth, fine teeth, small hands, a fine shirt, a velvet

jacket with silver buttons, white leather leggings and a brown
horse." This gives us a fairly clear idea of Jos6 as a bandit.

She had in her hair a bunch of jasmine, whose blossoms gave forth
11 most, intoxicating perfume, she was dressed plainly, almost poorly,
in black, like most of the griseltes in the evening. She was "young,
small, well-built, and she had very large eves. " .Ucrimce says later:

I doubt very much » helher Carmen was thoroughbred : at any rate she
was very much more beautiful than any other woman of licr race that I

have ever seen.

Generally, as he explains in the fourth chapter, the gipsies are

very ugly. After speaking of the Spanish ideal of beauty,

Merimee remarks:

My gipsy could not lay claim to so many merits. Her shin was
very nearly of the color of copper. Hit eye. were oblong, hut mo.it

nnirvelously -lit; l.er lips, a little too thick, were well formed and showed
teeth whiter !h;in iilmisnds jdeintiini; thnuijrli them. Iter black hair,

perhaps too thick, had the bluish reflection of the raven's wing and was
long and glossy. In order not to tire by a lengthy description, I will

summarize hy saying, that to every fault she possessed was added a good
feature, which perhaps proved mure effective by the contrast. It was
a wild, strange sort of beauty, a lace which at Brst bewitdered. but which
one never forgot. Especially the eyes, which had a voluptuous and at
the same time a wild eipresslon which 1 have never since found in any
human face. 'Gip.iy eye, wolf eye,' says a Spanish proverb, which shows
good observation. Such a person was Carmen.
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Later Merimce heard that Jose Navarro, as he was called, or

Don Jose' Lizarabengoa, as he really was, was in prison and
soon to be executed. He visited the bandit, who told the poet
the story of his life after having begged him, if he ever passed
through Navarre, to give a medal which Jose had always worn
around his neck to a "good woman" (JouVs mother) in Vittoria.

"Tell her I am dead, but not how I died," lie added, deeply moved

;

then he began his story.

We have thus far made the acquaintance of the two principal

characters, Jose and Carmen, and gained an important dramatic

motive in the mention of Jose's mother, who, though not appearing
in the drama, influences the plot. Two remarks which Jose in-

cidentally makes to Mcrimfe seem to contain the quintessence

of the third chapter, Uie real Carmen tragedy, or perhaps better,

the tragedy of Josf.

Monsieur, on devient coquin sans y penser. One jolie fille vous
fait perclre ]« tete, on ic hut pour tile, nn tiuillicur nrrivc, il fuut vivre a
la tnoutairne, et dc control, arid ier on devient volcur, avant d'uvoir
reflechi. (One becomes a rogue without realizing it. A pretty woman
makes you lose your head, you fight [or her, have a Lit of had luck, are
compelled to live in the mountains, and from a smuggler one becomes
a robber without reflecting.)

The antecedent history of the Curmen plot in the novel is

exceptionally short. Only a few words are to be found in the

introduction telling how Jose became a soldier. The librettists

have cleverly shortened these words and woven them almost

literally into the dialogue in the third scene of the Er.it act—Jose's
conversation with the lieutenant. Incidentally noting that Mi-
caela is dressed in Navaraise costume, the lieutenant asks: "Arc
you a Navaraise?" Whereupon Jose answers: "And of old Chris-

tian family. My name is Don Jose Lizarabengoa. I was to have
become a priest and began my studies, but did not learn anything,
for I was too fond of the ball game. One day, after having won,
a youth from Alava sought a quarrel with me; I hud the better

luck (that meant most likely that Jose either killed his adversary,

or wounded him severely) and was forced to leave the country.

I became a soldier." Up to this point the antecedent history is

the same as in the novel. Merimee continues: "Within a short

time I became a brigadier, and was promised the position of ser-

Utin Domiuiia. nt thai time i title at i

am! (vitlo cristi-uo) or indent Chriinii:

id fn hii vdm.—whit molt Spiniirdi of i
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geant, when, unluckily, I was detailed as guard before the ciga-

rette factory in Se villa." Here the drama seta in.

This libretto was written by the famous Parisinn play-

wrights, Henri Meiihac nnd Ludovic Halevy. Each had worked
individually until 1800, when they joined forces and achieved

great success with their stage works. In addition to the Carmen
libretto their texts to the best Offenbach operettas are especially

well known; and the original adaptation of the "Fledermaus"
was their idea.

I have shown that the two principal characters were taken
from MerimeVs novel. On the other hand, the librettists were
obliged to invent the character of Micnc'ln as a substitute for

Jose's mother, who docs not appear. This character was neces-

sary for dramatic reasons, in order to create a contrast to Carmen,
and, as it were, to personify the voice of the good in Jose. Never-

theless, one must admit that the figure possesses little individual

life and is too obviously brought in only for construction. As for

the other principal cbaraolers in the opera, the bull-fighter Esca-
inillo (MrritiifVs Lucas'1

, tlie inn-keeper Lilian 1'aslia, the smug-
glers Dancairo and Remendado and also the lieutenant (Zuniga),

they are all to be found it) the novel. The librettists had merely

to invent the two unimportant figures of the gipsies and the

brigadier. And yet how genuinely theatrical the book of the text

has turned out, even though occasional literal expressions are

taken from the novel

!

let us single out a few of the principal scenes to show the

dramaturgic art of the librettists. Take, for instance, the most
important moment of the exposition, Carmen's entry. Observe

how dramatic is her introduction. She does not exactly enter

alone, nor does she come with the swsrm of workers, who precede

her like the personal attendants at the stale entry of a prince-.-;.

After all the tarls have pascd, we hear the soldiers sing: "We do

not see Caruiencita!" whereupon the workers and young men
answer: "There she is! sec the Carmencita!" Carmen is thus

made conspicuous as a very individual figure, similarly to Jose,

who is not on the stage at the beginning of the opera. At lost she

appears. The librettists describe exactly the same costume and
manner ol entry as that described by Mcrimce. She has a buneh
of acacia in her bodice, and a blossom in the corner of her mouth.

Three or four young men enter with her, they follow her, surround

her, and speak to her; she flirts and talks with them. Jose raises

his head, looks at Carmen, and then quietly resumes work on the

chain. The young men urge Carmen to tell them when she will
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love them. Her first words here Rive us a sharply defined picture

of her personality, in contradistinction to the more detailed de-

scription in the novel. It is also to be noticed that Carmen does
not directly approach Jose as in the novel; this would not be so

effective on the stage. Instead, she is obliged to disclose her

character somewhat through her eonvcrsatian with the young
men, and wins time to study more closely t.he handsome lirigiitiier,

whom she has espied at once, and—to entice him. This is ex-

pressed in her first very wilty ntnl precise answer:

Quand je vous aimerai? Ma fois, je ne sais pas.

Peut-ttre jamais, peut-Stre demain;
Mais pas aujourd hui, e'est certain!

This refusal plainly discloses the fact that Carmen has chosen

Jose for her lover of to-day. And still more clearly is this ex-

pressed in the following famous "Habanera"—which reveals

Carmen's conception of love. Nietzsche says: "Kros, as con-

ceived by the ancients—playfully alluring, malicious, demoniacal,

invincible. A veritable witch is necessary for the performance.

I know of nothing to be compared with this song." Another
feature of dramaturgic significance in the first act is the scene

commonly designated as the "tragical moment." In bis famous
book: "The Technique of the Drama", which was preeminently

inspired liy Shakespeare's technique, Gustav Freytag writes as

follows about the introduction of this "moment":

If at u certain point of the plot something sml, gloomy, or dreadful
suddenly oectirs which, tlioujih quite contrary to (hat wtiicli precedes it,

can immediately lie rereym/.cd as u result nf the causative combination ot

incidents preceding and which the assumption ot the plot renders be-

lievable—this new instant is to be cn^idereil a "tragic moment." The
'•tragic moment" must therefore possess the three following distinctive

features:

] . It must be important and momentous for the hero.

9. It must hurst upon one unexpectedly.
3. It must, by in i' ii r is of n chain d subordinate idem perceptible,

to the spectator, aland in a reasonable connection with the lore-

Thesc three conditions arc fulfilled here. The "tragic moment"
in this case is especially caused by the circumstance that, ex-

actly at the moment when Jose, owing to his mother's letter and
the newly sealed love for Micaela, fancies himself to be protected

from Carmen and the "demon," the incident occurs which forms
the first link in the chain of his fate—Carmen's business with the

knife. Without this episode, the entire following tragedy would

be quite inconceivable. To be sure, the "tragic moment" in the
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drama is only one of many effects. It can, as is usually the case,

appear only once, but. it i»n also be used more frequently in the

sunn- play. In "Carmen," for instance, the second "tragic

moment" is to be found in the second act. J out- here hits decided

tn leave Carmen forever, and to remain true to his soldier's honor,

when suddenly he is driven to jealously by the return of the lieu-

tenant. Here the effect is particularly strong owing to the contrast

between Jose's intention and this sudden occurrence, which is so

momentous for him. In Greek dramaturgies the term "pcripetie"

was used for this kind of "tragic moment."
The events of the second act have been sharply worked out

by the librettists from single facts taken from the novel, where
their course is blurred by all sorts of accessories. The choice of

Lillas Pastia's inn as the scene of these events seems a happy one.

In the novel the inn does not play nn important part; there it is

in the house of an old match-making gipsy in the C&ndilejo Street

that Carmen's love-meetings take place, first with Jose and later

with the lieutenant.

The main line of Jose's development in the novel is this: From
a punished brigadier he is degraded to a common soldier, who.
however, retains his soldier's honor; through jealousy, he passes

to open rebellion against an officer and even to murder of that
otficrr; thi'ti. no oilier choice remaining, lie becomes a smuggler.

Let us now briefly examine how the novel proceeds, emphasizing
those points which the dramatis!* could use.

Jose in prison describes his spiritual condition, the regret for

his heedless folly, the contempt lie felt for Carmen. And yet he
could not cease thiuking of her; he became sensually intoxicated

lied ll f 1 r Ik tockings with

passed by the prison to Carmen, found none as beautiful as she,

and unintentionally inhaled the scent of the acacia blossom. "If

there are such things as witches," he says, "then this girl is one."

But Carmen also thought of him. She smuggled a loaf of bread

and a gold piece into the prison. The bread concealed a strong

English file with which he could have filed through the strongest

bars, and with the gold piece he could have bought other clothes

and escaped. Jose, however, looked upon desertion as a crime,

and the gold piece seemed to him like pay and angered him. After

having served his term, he was degraded and put on guard as a
common soldier. Here, in front of the colonel's house, where
Carmen had been dancing, he first saw her again. She asked him
to meet her that same evening at Lillas Pastia's when he came off
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duty. Fastia is described as an "old fish-baker, gipsy, as black

as a Moor, at whose place many of the city-folk ivtc fish, especially

since Carmen had hecn in the habit of going there." Carmen at

once took Jose to walk with her, and in: returned In her the gold

piece, keeping the file, however, as a souvenir. Not having much
money just then, Carmen suggested that they consume the gold
piece together; and so they bought oranges, bread, sausage, a
bottle of Manzanilla, a great quantity of sweets and candied fruit.

Then they went to the gipsy's house, and as soon as they were alone

Carmen began to dance as if she were crazy and to sing, saying:

"You arc my Rom! I your Romi!" (in gipsy language, "Rom"
means husband, "Romi," wife), and falling on his neck cried:

"I will pay my debt according to the law of the gipsies!" The
manner in which .she paid h.rr debt is pretty plainly alluded to in

the novel: "Ah! Monsieur, that day! . . . that day! . . . when I

think of it I forget to-morrow!" cried the bandit, who is telling

the writer of his life after he has been condemned to death. Car-

man and Jo.i(: spent tlie entire day In^t-tlier, ealiiig and drinking,

and there was not a mad prank she left undone. Jose wished to

see Carmen dance. She hud un castanets, so she broke Ihe only-

plate the old gipsy had and danced as if she had had real ones.

"One was never bored with this girl; to that I can swear," said

Jose. When evening came, Jose, healing the retreat, said to

Carmen: "I must return to the barracks." "To the barracks?"

she replied disdainfully, "are you a negro slave that fears the stick?

You are a real canary bird 1 inside and out. Go, you are a coward !"

And Jost remained, though he knew it meant arrest for him again.

This turn of affairs in the novel, where Josfi has already en-

joyed Carmen's favors and fallen a victim to her charm, is most
natural. In the drama it was better to let the conflict between
soldier's honor and love (which in the novel had occurred much
earlier, during Jose's arrest) occur here, and to allow Jose to decide

to avoid Carmen forever. Meantime we arc told that after the

first night Carmen already spoke of parting, though she declared

that she was "a little in love" with Jose. However, she said that
wolf and dog could not agree for long. He should be happy that
she, the veritable devil, had not wrung his neck; he should hurn a
candle hefore the Madonna and forget Carmcncita, else he would
probably finish by hanging on her account. Hut ultimately Car-

men made use of Jose's absolute surrender to win him for the

smugglers' band. She described, in a most tempting manner, the

romantic life they would lead together on horseback in the moun-
TA nick-natte for ILc yellow dragoons.
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tains. No officer, no tattoo for him to obey; absolute freedom!

lie must, [ullmv hiT there if be loved Iter. Wonderful here, and
similar to the parallel seduction scene in the first act, is Jose's

cry, " Ciirmi'ii !" This cry contains all Uit* nuances of his feelings

up to the point where it seems as though he must surrender. But
here, where Carmen demands everything, not as in the first act

only a small favor—here, where his honor as a soldier is concerned,

conscience still is the stronger; he tears himself away and bids

Carmen farewell. She tells him she hates him and that parting

now means farewell forever. Very well; Jose has decided to

break with her. At this point fate appears: as Jose is about to

open the door, some one on the other side knocks and we hear the

voice of the lieutenant culling Carmen. From this moment Jose

is forever at the mercy of the fate which binds him to Carmen, and
the incidents urge rnpidly forward to the inevitable crisis. The
careful manner in which the dramatic entry of the lieutenant is

led up to, beginning with the first act, the way in which his un-

timely arrival occurs exactly on the climax of the last farewell, are

admirable, when compared with the chance meeting in the novel.

Here one is reminded preeminently of Goethe's exposition in his
" Wilhelm Meister's Lehrjahre" (V, 7):

drama, characters and deeds. The novel must proceed slowly and the
sentiments (j[ the principal figures should, in whatever manner it may he,

retard the development of the plot. The dram il shoidd move, quickly and
the character of the principal figure should have the tendency to push on
Id I he end, and only ILen tic retarded. The novel hum should lie passive,

or at least not active in ihc highest degree! one requires effect and action

for the dramatic hero Therefore it is agreed that chance might play

its part in a novel; that, however, such chance must always he con-

trolled and directed by the sentiments of the characters; but that, on
the other hand, a Fate which urges people on without their cooperation,

by means of disconnected outward circumstances, tnward an unforeseen

catastrophy, con occur only in a drama; that chance may call forth

pathetic but never tragic situations; that Fate, however, must always
be terrible, and that it becomes tragic in the highest degree when it

other.

The further development of the second act seems to me
to be an improvement on the novel. In the opera Jost doe3 not

kill the lieutenant. Instead, the officer is disarmed by the smug-
glers who come at Carmen's bidding. And this change to rogue's

humor adds a welcome touch of color to the picture. Moreover,
Carmen's death at the close produces a much more thrilling effect

if no one has been killed earlier in the drama. The less frequent a
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murder, the more terrible its effects. The piling of corpses, of

which Shakespeare was so fond, does not appeal to our modern
taste.

The events of the third act have very little connection with
the plot of the novel, for it was formed quite' independently, al-

though many a feature of the original sketch was used. The
novel describes a great number of adventures i;i 1 tit- si Hurler's
life. A few characteristic features, in so far hs they are of value
for a clearer understanding of the act, shall be mentioned here.

Carmen served the smugglers as an efficient spy; goods were con-

tinually being smuggled from Gibraltar to the coast, then brought
up into the mountains, where they were hidden, and later taken
to Honda (a magnificent lofty crag high up in the mountains).
It is probable that the third act takes place near Ronda. Jose

maintained that the life of a smuggler pleased him more than the

life of a soldier. When he had money and a sweetheart, seldom he
felt remorse. (One should observe how cleverly his remorse U
awakened in the third act by the appearance of Micae'la.) Jose
was highly esteemed by these people because he had already killed

a man, a deed which was looked upon as an act of heroism. At first

Carmen was very much in love with him, but would not admit to

her comrades that he was her lover; yes, he even had to swear not

to say anything about this. Jose soon learned the reason for this

secrecy. For Carmen was married! (This feature was rightly

done away with by the librettists.) Her husband, the one-eyed

Garcia, a crafty gipsy, had up to this time been a galley-slave.

Carmen, who did not lack a certain feeling of faithfulness, despite

her love-affaira with Josi, had succeeded in freeing her husband
by captivating the doctor at the citadel. Soon after, Garcia ap-

peared on the scene, and Jose maintains that he had never met a
more shameful scoundrel and that his soul was blacker than his

skin. The following incident illustrates Carmen's treacherous

character. She wished to lure a rich Englishman to Ronila, where
he should suddenly be attacked, robbed, perhaps even killed.

Jose was to arrange it so that Garcia would be in the foreground,

where he would serve as a target for the Englishmen, who were

good shots, and would probably kill him. Jose shuddered at the

thought of this devilish plan, which Carmen smilingly proposed

to him. He answered that though he hated Garcia, he was his

comrade and that some day he would free Carmen from him, not
by treachery but in an honorable duel. Soon after this conver-

sation, Jose really provoked a quarrel witli Garcia, which ended in

a combat with knives, during which Jose killed his adversary.
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This episode served the librettists as a model for the fight between

Jose and Escamillo in the third act. Carmen, on hearing she

was a widow, remarked: "His time had come, and yours will also

come." Jose answered: "Yours also, if you are not a faithful

wife!" "For all I care!" she cried. "I have often enough, seen

in the grounds of the coffee that we are to end together.—Bah!
come what may!" Tliis feeling of fatalism, which also inspired

Bizet with the touching Carmen theme, has been strongly empha-
sized by the librettists, especially in the third and fourth acts.

Without mentioning further incidents in the smuggler's life, let

us single out an utterance of Carmen, which is very characteris-

tic of her as she appears in the third act;

Do you know that since you arc my husband (Horn) I love you
much less than when you were my lover (Minchorro)? 1 I do not like

I., he tiirmriiled, imd still more i Im^ heiiig rormmtnded. I wish to he
free and do what 1 please. Take eare mil to drive me to desperation;

if you begin to him! me, I shall krmtv whereto find an obliging youth, who

This is the material from which the lib ret lists have formed the

third act. It is not very abundant, and was utilized to a much
less degree than that which was at tiieir disposal for the first

and second acts. What the librettists had in view with their

third act is clear. They wished to sketch a picture of the smug-
gler's life and Jose's new existence, and at the same time to show
that Carmen, weary of the jealous tyranny of her lover, looks for-

ward with keen anticipation to a new attachment, Jose, on the
other hand, though feeling remorse over his new mode of life, can-

not tear himself away from Carmen. The introduction of Mi-
caela and Escamillo into this act, even though their appearance is

"opera-like" and but weakly motivated, serves only to this end.

This third act is, on the whole, not so well founded, in a dramatic
sense, ns the prea-diii]; ones. The Carmen tragedy draws to its

close. The love-affair with the bull-fighter becomes the cause of

the catastrophe in the novel as well as in the opera. The drama-
tists introduced the figure of Escamillo quite early in the plot. In

the second act he is kept in suspense by Carmen, while in the third

it is quite clear that she has grown tired of Jose and bestowed her

affections on him. In the novel the Picador Lucas (the original

model for Escamillo) does not appear until much later. Carmen
makes his acquaintance during the hull-fight in Granada. When
taken to task by Jose, she tries to persuade him to accept the
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young fellow as one of the band. Jose forbids her to speak to the

Picador, as he neither needs Lucas nor his money. "Take care!"

is Carmen's characteristic answer, "if one suspects me of doing
a thing, it soon happens!" In the meantime she seems to have
forgotten Lucas. Then, however, Jose, hearing she had gone to

the bull-fights in Cordoba, followed her in a fury. He saw her
together with Lucas, and immediately grasped the situation.

On this day, however, Lucas met with an accident,

stumbled and threw him in front of the bull, thereby ei

his life. Carmen vanished without leaving any truce, but appeared
:if!:d:i »t twu in the muriiin^ in their joint lurking-place and followed

Jos§ without resistance on horseback. They arrived at a lonely

inn, near a hermitage, in the morning. That which follows. though

differing for the greater part from the drama, none the less

evinces a certain similarity. The difference between novel and
drama can best be studied at this point. Let us merely outline

the most essential moments of the novel:

Joal; Hear me; I will forget everything, and never allude to any-
thing again; but promise to follow me to America and be respectable.

Carmen (defiantly): I do not wish to go to America. I am happy
here.

Jos(: Because you arc near Lucas. But let me tell you, when he is

cured he will not grow old. But why should I lay hands on him? I

am tired of killing your lovers; i will kill you.
Carmen (staring ;il him with a wihi look): I have always known you

would kill me . ,

"

fml (bitterly): We will begin a new life. Carmen; we will live

somewhere and never be separated. (He then began to count the muui'V

he had with him.)

Carmen (smiling): First I and then you. 1 knew it would he that

way (another allusion to Fate).

Josl; Think it over! My patience and strength are exhausted.

Decide, or I shall have to.

Then he left her and went to the hermitage, where he had a mass
read for a soul which perhaps might soon appear before its Maker.
This pious trait in a bandit and assassin is very characteristic of

southern ideas. During the mass, however, he remained out-

side the chapel, and then returned to the inn. He hoped that

Carmen might have escaped—she could have mounted the horse

and fled to safety. But she was still there. She did not want
him to be able to say that she had been afraid. He found her

pouring lead, with a sad expression on her face, and singing an
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old gipsy song. She again followed him on horseback, and after

awhile the discussion was resumed.

Josl: My Carmen, you will conn: with tiie, will you not?

Carmen: To tin- fjriivc. yes. bul 1 will not lonjirt live with you. I

sec that you will kill me, this is written, 1ml you will never force rue io

Jose: 1 beg you to In' sensible. Listen! Let nl! t.hut is past lie for-

gotten! You know it was for your sake alone that I ruined myselt. for
you alone I have become a robber and assassin. Carmen, my Carmen!
I.i't me save you anil myself with you!

Carmen: Jose, you demand the impossible. I no longer love you.

but you love me and 1lutein re wi>h to kill tin-. I could lie to you, but I

will not take the trouble. Between us all is over. As my husband you
have the right to kill your wife, but Curium will id ways remain free.

She was born a gipsy and will die one 1

Josl: You love I.utas, then?
Carmen: Yes. I loved him. as I did you, a moment only, perhaps

less than you. Now I love no one, and hate myself for having loved you.

Jost; Ibrew himself ut lier feel, seized Iter hands anil covered |hem
with tears. lie reminded her of all the happy hours they had
passed together. He would remain a robber for her sake, would
promise her everything if she would but love him again. She
answered, "To love you ajiain is impossible, and I will not live

with you." .... At this he became furious and drew his knife.

He wished she had shown fear and had beeped for mercy, but
this woman was a demon. "For the last time," he cried, "will

you remain with me?" "No! do no!" she cried, and stamping her

foot on the ground, drew a ring, which Jose had given her, from
her finger, and threw it into the bushes. At this he stabbed her

twice, and with Garcia's knife to boot. She fell at the second
thrust without uttering a sound.

I thought (said Jose) I saw her large black eyes fixed on me again;
beciime dim and closed. I stood for on hour unnerved before the

; then it occurred to me that I had often heard Carmen say she

wished to be buried in the woods. I due :i crave for her with uiv knife.

Tor a long while I ..cart-he,! for her ring-, I fuund it at last and placed it,

'.-,.•11,-1 « -rn.JI in i [,* grntr "*1p» I »T--if I »ip
1 mounted my horse, rode to Cordoba and gave myself up to the gen-
darmes. I confessed to having killed Carmen, but refused to tell where
her grave was. The hermit was h pious mini; he had |jrnyed for her,

and hod said a mass for her soul! Poor child! The gipsies arc to

blame; they brought her up that wayl

Such is the dose of Merimec's novel, one of the most touch-

ing descriptions of the tragic end of a great love. Death and burial

in a lonely wood, the hermit's mass. What a picture of poetic
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charm! The dramatists, however, had to be relentless. The
drama demanded brevity and sharp contrasts, and therefore very

few of these poetic features could be utilized. For this reason,

the librettists brought the ruined Jose and tlu- splendidly dressed

Carmen together. This created a sharp outward contrast. They
let Carmen, by no means in reduced circumstances, but rather as

the happy mistress of the brilliant Escamillo, whom she loves in

her turn, die at the very moment when her new lover has won a

great victory. The tragic feature of the ring (also taken from the

novel) which Carmen throws away, is here used as the climax of a

short discussion which more and more provokes Jose. Nietzsche

wrote on tbc margin of his piano score:

Last scene a dramatic masterpiece, to study for climax, contrast.

loi;io. And aaain, eunceritirig lite ctiii.-lu^i.ri of the opera, in tits

"Case of Wapticr"; At last love, love restored to nature! Not the

move (if a" higher virgin"! Nti Kenta-sfulimentality! I! lit love as fate,

as fatality, oynieal, miioi-eut. onirl.- preoisely therein human nature,

l.ove. which in its mean- siiTTtifi.'s war, in its foundation lite deadly haired

of the sexes! I know of no other case whore the tragic yoke, which is the
essence of love, is so sharply fx| ires sod. heeomes so frightful a forumla,

as in Jos£'s last cry, with which the work closes:

C'est moi qui l'ai tuee.

Oh! ma Carmen, ma Carmen adorce!

Such an interpretation of love {the only one worthy of a philosopher) is

rare; it raises a work of art ahove thousands of others. For the most
part artists are like everyone else, even worse—they misunderstand love.

It is very little known, by most theatre-goers, that the "Car-
men" produced on most stages to-day is not in the original form
as composed by Bizet. At the first performance of the work at

the Thefttre de l'Opera-Comiquc, 1 Paris, on March 3d, 1875, it

was given as an "opera comique" in the conventional sense of the

word—that is, an opera with spoken dialogue. In this form it

has been published in Vol. vii of "Theatre de Mcilhac ct Halevy,"

in which the intimate relation of the detailed dialogue to the novel

may be studied. The completely composed version, with the

recitatives, performed on most stages to-day, first sprang into

existence after Bizet's death. The recitatives, musically com-
posed in Bizet's style, were written by Ernest Guiraud, one of his

most intimate friends. Guiraud's recitatives, the texts of which
were presumably shortened and adapted by Meilhac and Halevy,

are certainly a little masterpiece. Strange to say, they were

'Ai everyone knows, the iden of " Optra comique" in quite iacnDMiitpnlly rm-
l]lnyH by i^ip French, Bad is even applied to tragic work*, if tney happen to contain
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composed for the first Vienna performance (Oct 39, 1875) which,

as U well known, inspired the success of the work all over the

world. "Carmen" had been so coldly received in Paris that

Bizet's unexpected early death has frequently been attributed to

the Parisian failure. According to information received from the

Vienna Opera House management, Jauner, then Director in

Vienna, used only a part, to be sure, of the recitatives. Apparently
they seemed to him too incomplete, while he retained the dialogue

for other scenes. To my great surprise I heard the work in this

"Jauner" form in Vienna in 1899. At that time I had no idea

that the original version included the dialogue, and mistook the

form given for a later adaptation. It was not until May SO, 1900,

that Gustuv Mahler produced the opera in Vienna with the

recitatives only. The revival of "Carmen" in Berlin on Dec. 12,

1891, showed that generally speaking no very clear idea prevailed

as to how matters stood. The critics thought ItizeL'.* recitatives

had been "restored," and found the dialogue " ridiculous." Who-
ever takes pains to study the dialogue will hardly be able to agree

with this verdict. On the contrary, the question is, whether it

might not be better to return to the original form. To be sure,

the completely composed version lias the one great advantage,

that it allows our opera singers to reach their "effective" numbers
more quickly. On the other hand, the plot, as a consequence of

this short version, remains in most cases quite unintelligible to

those who have not read the novel. It would overstep the bounds
of this study were I to compare both versions in detail. Those
especially interested in this question may turn to a dissertation

entitled "Carmen as a type of musical poetics" :' 15)15), written

by a young Berlin philologist, Fritz Hilhne. Following my sug-

gestion, Hflhnc used this theme in taking his Doctor's degree at

the University of Greifswald. In this very painstaking study—

I

regret to say, more scholarly than artistic—Hlihne has attempted
to show the contrast between both forms in detail, and with charuc-

teristic German thoroughness has examined the plot with regard

to "idea," "uniformity," and "probability." We can here for-

get all such philosophico -philological fault-finding, and confine

ourselves to an examination of the principal points of the plot

in both versions. On the whole, the recitative form in the first

act does not produce an unfavorable effect; though occasionally it

creates slight improbabilities because of lack of motivation. Take
as an example the lieutenant's first question about the cigarette

factory. In the dialogue, this is very briefly motivated. He
has been only two days with the regiment, and is in Sevilla for the
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first time. In the recitative form, on the other hand, the naif

lieutenant, who questions his sergeant about something known
all over town, appears positively ridiculous. There are many such
passages in "Carmen," but the public has grown so accustomed
to absurd opera text-books, that it puts up with anything as long

an it hears "beautiful" musiu.

Guiraud did right to cut out a flirtation episode, in pantomime,
which took place between MicaBla's exit and the mounting of the

guard, and to replace it with a repetition of the opening chorus-

Though set to music by Bizet, this episode checked the dramatic

progress and was probably written only in order to give the singer

of "Morales" a "grateful" number. It was all the more dis-

turbing, as the public would readily imagine tint the episode would
have importance in the drama later on. The first law in dramatic

art is, never to divert attention from the principal line of action

by the insertion of unimportant incidents.

Guiraud's very much shortened adaptation has an unfavorable

effect especially in the second act, where the fifth scene between
Carmen and Jose is robbed of many essential features. The
original dialogue follows the novel very closely. Jose has just

been at liberty two hours, when Carmen reminds him of the file and
the gold piece, with which he could have bought other clothes and
escaped sooner. Jose answers with an allusion to his soldier's

honor, and returns Carmen's money. She buys all sorts of good
things from Pastia with the gold piece. Jose

1

tells her that he
bore his punishment willingly, because he loved, adored her.

She answers that she will pay her debt according to the law of the

gipsies. They eat together and Carmen deports herself as if

crazy and tells him she hag just been dancing for the lieutenant

and other officers and that the lieutenant had made her a declara-

tion of love. Jose is jealous, but she laughs at him, saying that

she will dance for him alone. She breaks his plate to use the

pieces as castanets, as she cannot find hers at first.

In the recitative version we totally miss the really lovable

sides of Carmen's character. Such a radical method of blue-

penciling robs this scene of very much of its charm. Jose says

he has been in prison two months, but that he bore the punish-

ment willingly because he loves Carmen. Her only answer is

that officers were there and that she had been dancing for them.
Jose is jealous, but she pacifies him by saying she will dance for

him alone. These proceedings are extremely unnatural, and rob

Carmen's character of all sympathetic traits. Her lover comes to

her straight from prison, she has not troubled herself about him,
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does not even offer him the least refreshment, torments him with

jealousy, and then—dances for him. This is apparently nonsense,

but nevertheless Carmen is given with this version on most stages,

year in year out.

In Merimee's novel as well as in Meilhac and Halevy's

dialogue. Carmen is fickle and wilful, but not of such a bud nature.

She is not the "salon-snake" of most of our prima donnas, but a
naive child of the people, who merely follows her primitive in-

stincts. Much of the nonsense ahout Bizet's Carmen character

would never have been written had people taken pains to look at

the librettist's original text. While brevity is desirable for the

stage, it should never he employed at the expense of all that is

characteristic. This seem- could easily have been depicted with

more detail in the recitative version. Again, owing to Guir.nid's

brevity, Micaela's appearance alone in the mountains in the mid-

dle of tin- iii^lil becomes quite ioooniprcliensilile. The original

form called for a guide, who is seen on the rocks shortly before

Jose disappears, and who, afler Tost' is gone, calls Mitacla. who
approaches cautiously. The guide assures her that he is ac-

quainted wilh the smugglers' habits. One of them is keeping

guard, and therefore it is dangerous to be seen. Mieaela answ ers

she wishes to be seen, as she must speak to one of the smogglers.

The guide thinks she is a brave girl, because she had shown no
fear when they met the wild steers, which the famous Escamlllo

was transporting, and now even wishes to go to the gipsies. She
answers she is not afraid to be alone, whereupon the guide

"naively" begs to be dismissed, saying she had paid him well,

otherwise he would never have come. He wishes her good luck,

but thinks it most extraordinary that she should stroll about here.

In the recitative this entire scene is cut and only a short

introduction leads up to Micaela's aria. I do not consider this

to be effective, for her appearance here altmc, in the middle of the

night, is inclined to produce an "opera-like" effect in the worst

sense of the word. Eseamillo's sudden entry would also be more
effective were it better led up to. In fact, at this point the new
adaptation is unquestionably to be condemned. The scenic dis-

position is also poor. Micaela's sentimental aria, written only

in order to give the singer a "grateful" number, and her appear-

ance in the Finale, savour of make-shift construction.

It is not quite dear lo me whether Uizet or (ioirmid shortened

the duel between Kscamillo and Jose. The librettists have
sketched it in detail. Escamillo tights nobly and docs not take

advantage over Jose, declaring that he is a bull-fighter and not a
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man-killer (rather sentimental for one of his calling). Then
Jose gets the advantage over his adversary as Eseamillo slips,

and is about to kill him, despite his noble-mindedness, when Car-
men saves his life in the nick of time. In the final version the

duel takes plaee quickly in pantomime.
Guiraud inserted a Ballet taken from Bizet's "Arlesienne"

into the last act, which originally contained only a dialogue be-

tween the lieutenant and the gipsies. In this way Frasquita

learns many particulars which caase her to warn Carmen. The
adaptation here is good, as it does away with the dialogue, which

was not absolutely necessary and only interrupted the line of action.

Generally speaking, one can say that despite a lack of mo-
tivation which the original Carmen libretto [losse.ssed, the book
in its present form is one of the most eminent opera-tents to

be found. It is a masterpiece, especially in its splendid scenic

construction, fine individual characterization, and real contrasts

for music.

One of the chief merits of the Carmen subject is that it has

no antecedent history. In opera this is generally hazardous,

as the public rarely understands the words, and a detailed expo-

sition remains entirely unintelligible. When the curtain rises in

"Carmen" we are not obliged to know a thing about any of the

character*. All we have to learn is that Jose has an old mother
who has chosen Mieaela for his wife, and that he really loves the

little country girl. We see this simple bit of antecedent history

before our eyes. That Carmen's past is shrouded in mystery
adds to her charm as we follow the development of her relations

to the different men in the opera. The action is masterfully di-

vided among four acts in such o manner as to place the climax

exactly in the middle, at the close of the second act. The close of

each act is in its way the climax of a part of the action. In the first

two acts Carmen attracts Jose; in the last two, up to the catas-

trophe, she casts him off.

It is astonishing how late the recognition of the "Carmen"
libretto came. Comparatively speaking, Bizet's music was ap-

preciated much earlier than the book of the text. Even before the

first performance, the director of the Opera-Com io.ue begged the

librettists to let the opera end "happily," because to please the

public it should under no circumstances end tragically.

At the first performance other objections began to make them-
selves manifest: above all, the heroine's character was found fault

with. The "Menestre!" of March 7, 1875, says: "The fault with

this book is not that it is poorly constructed; on the contrary, it
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is full of talent, but none of the characters are interesting." And
the "Guide Musical" of March 11th maintains that both the

principal characters were "of an antipathetic nature and devoid

of interest." In Vienna the libretto was termed "uninteresting,"

and at the first Berlin performance there were critics who found

Carmen's character "repulsive." For a long time, in spite of

"Carmen's" growing popularity, one might have heard opinions,

especially in "Wagnerian" circles, radically different from that of

Nietzsche, who was enthusiastic in his praise and admiration of

the opera. He called it an untamed piece of nature. Setting

aside the fact that Guiraud decidedly misrepresented Carmen's

character at the most critical moments, it was probably the origi-

nality and genius of the work which was most painful for the

average French and German philistinc to bear. For such natures

arc accustomed to see beautiful wild beasts well guarded in zoo-

logical gardens, and if they happen to run about free and untamed,

the philistines inmit'tliaU'lj- call for the aesthetic police. This

elevating spectacle has been the custom for a long time in all

Kuropcan countries. On the other hand, Goethe once declared:

"America, you are better off than our old continent." Let us

hope that he was right—in this matter as in others.
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WHITHER?
By FRANK PATTERSON

MANY musicians have fallen into the habit of preaching

rather loudly that the music of France is the greatest

in the world and that France is the greatest of musical

nations, an opinion of which the present writer has had the oppor-

tunity, during a long residence in France, of observing the gradual

growth, even before the war, and the sudden excessive develop-

ment during the past year or two of peace.

Unfortunately this belief is not isolated, not that of a few,

but is rather frequent. Of course, the level-headed French artists

preach caution, hut others appear so convinced of the manifest

truth of this belief that they no longer hesitate to proclaim it,

forgetting that "si-lf-praise is no priiife." Yel there must be a

foundation for this belief, there must be an array of facts that

can be placed behind the assertion to support it.

And what is this foundation? Debussy!
Debussy, the great innovator of this century, the man who

has performed the wonder of creating a school which all the world

follows. Debussy, the inventor of u style, a manner. An icono-

clast who set up new idols to worship in place of the old, who
mapped a new country, who chartered unknown seas.

Is this fact or fancy? Is it indeed true that Debussy has

exercised a universal influence over the music of the day? Un-
doubtedly!

There are few who have not conic, directly or indirectly,

under his sway. He was not a great composer. He was not a
Bach, a Beethoven, a Wagner, But he was a very definite com-
poser, if I may use the term. He possessed a definite individuality,

an unswerving unity of style that is a sure indication of a very

strong nature.

And he was French spiritualized, just as Verlaine and
Mallarme' were French spiritualized. They are called decadent

because they have fallen away from the purely impure, the di-

rectly, brutally carnal passions of an earlier generation. Tired

scions of their race, they realize the failure of love to bring any
real, lasting happiness. The dregs of earthly love are bitter to the

111
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taste—therefore, all things are futile and there is no joy but in

dreams of imaginary times, of Hellenic Utopias that had never

any more veritable existence than the fables of the ancients or

the fancies of poetic folk-lore.

Verlaine and Mallarme with their Fauns and the pessimistic

decadence of their love sonnets. Maeterlinck with the mystic

rhapsodies of his early days (the days of his greatness), these are

the concrete expression of the soul of Debussy. And we have but
to study carefully, to follow up step by step, the development of

the arts in France during the past century or century and a half,

to note the impractical dreams of a Rousseau, the Utopianism of

the Neo-Classi cists, the only half concealed carnality of the

Romanticists, the exaltations of the Latin-Quarter and Mont-
mart re Bohemians, and in all and through all the courtly self-

deception of lace ruffles and queens' antechambers— to realize

thai Debussy was no new thing, as no great thing is ever new, but

a simple step in the world's .slow evolution. Just as Bach grew
out of the Ecclesiastical School, just as Beethoven arose as the

apex of tile melodists, just as Wagner was a unified expression

of all that came before, with Weber, Beethoven and Schubert as

his direct forbears, so Debussy was the pinnacle of French art-

growth, not only in music, but in poetry and painting as well.

No one can look at the paintings of the great impressionists,

with their vague coloring and their vaguer lines, no one can read

ibe poetry oi the Romanticists ami their successors, poetry which
seems to say so much hut which really suys so little, and is all the

more expressive for that very fact—without understanding on
the instant Debussy's place in the scheme of things, how he fits

right in with the rest, a mere part of the whole.

But it is a strange thing of these developments that they are,

indeed, always a part, never a whole. From them begins a new
phase of development which seems at first a retrogression, and
that for the reason that these new developments gather up lost

threads and to weave them into a tapestry which is atavistic in

tendency and design.

It would seem that, though we say, perhaps rightly, that

the master founds a school, it is fatal to be his too slavish disciple.

This is curiously contradictory, but it is undoubtedly true. The
imitators of Beethoven failed one and all, so that even their names
are now forgotten. And the imitators of Wagner? Within our

own memory they sprang up by tens and dozens. Twenty or

thirty years ago, every new opera that was given in Germany, and
often enough in France and Italy too, was Wagnerian. I saw

L'q.r: : J v. '.
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in I8B6 or '97, a perfect French "Meistersinger" at the Opera
Comique—and even such a man as Verdi, of Wagner's own age,

with nearly his whole career behind him, made his "FaUtaff"
in the master's own image.

Yet those who took what was best in the Wagnerian plan,

benefited by it and through them we see how Wagner has benefited

the whole of music, or, at least, the whole of opera. Puccini,

for instance, uses the Wagnerian method complete, uses it, having
made it his own, uses it to his own advantage and to the advan-
tage of the whole world of inu sic -lovers. He uses a few set pieces

just as Wagner did, his accompanied recitative is just as truly

dramatic as ever Wagner's was; his harmony is vivid and expressive,

and lie uses a few well-chosen motives to lend unity to the whole.

But, being Italian, he gives melody to tile voices (and may
not that be a distinct improvement?) and, being Italian, he has
written lighter music than the Bayreuth master and has left the

gods and goddesses to the dwellers of the Ithineland. It looks

like a retrogression but is not, just as the music of Chopin looks

like a retrogression when compared with that of Beethoven but
is not, for what it lacks in architectural beauty it makes up for

in the strength and freedom of the passion of a less formal era.

Yet "Wagnerian" is a term of many meanings. It Is used
io express all .sorts of things, almost everything, in tact, except

what it is, what it has proved to be under the successful touch
of Puccini, of Ilumperdinck, of Charpcntier and of many others,

i.e., an architectural design, just as all form in music is an archi-

tectural design.

It is used, generally, not in praise but in blame, not heartily

but sneeriugly. To call a work "Wagnerian" is enough to damn
it in the eyes of many. It is a term of opprobrium, a reproach,

an infamy. Because "Wagnerian" has come to mean heavy,

turgid, all too serious, unsuited to the gay after-dinner parties

and frivolous social functions of the dress circle. It has come to

mean dark stages, mimic storms, gods and goddesses or kings

and queens whose emotions move us too much or too little by their

depth or their height or their remoteness from mundane hopes and
ambitions. Like anything but small-talk and scandal, it is out

of place at the dinner table. Give us something gay and adulter-

ous like Tnsca or Thaix, which leave our deeper emotions untouched

and give us a tickling, tingling delight and a subject for subse-

quent conversation as to the beauty and attractiveness of the

mummers, who are not too far removed from us and through

whose disguises we easily penetrate.
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But "Wagnerian" is also a term of praise. It was intended

so when certain foolish well-wishers dubbed Charpeutier, on the

occasion of the production of his "Louise." the French Wagner.
Yet not without some reason. For if we could possibly imagine

Wagner being French we might also imagine him penning some-

thing like "Louise." Certain it is that Charpenticr emulated the

principles of the master in this excellent work and, notably,

without any slavish imitation. He did, in fact, in his way, just

what Puccini and others have done in their waya.

Vincent d'Indy, on the other hand, and many other French

composers before and alter him. was Wagnerian in the worst

sense of the word. He adopted, notably in "Fervaal," the spirit

and the letter of the Wagnerian style. It is a feeble copy of

"Parsifal" in which the author proves himself to possess as little

ability as a dramatist as invention as a composer. This destruc-

tion, annihilation by absorption, of the weaker men is one of the

most fatal features of Wagnerianism.
And now we come to another feature which is scarcely less

tragic: I allude to the one-work composer. He is one of the

most notable manifestations of our time; and he exists in the

realm of instrumental music, on the concert-stage, as well as in

How is a Mascagni or a Leoncavallo accounted for, with

their single excellent works? And how the dozens, the hundreds,

of composers who have started their careers with one or two
lovely compositions in lighter vein and then fallen into oblivion?

How account for them? Perhaps an examination of the

career of Mascagni, by far the most notable of them all, may
furnish a elew. Let us look at his work. We find his CavalUriu

a bald, unrefined dramatic statement, possessed of neither sub-

tlety nor nobility, yet super-excellent of its kind and of the very

soil of Italy. And then, it seems, this composer wanted to be
what he was not—a noble ambition in a way, and certainly no
one can blame him for it. We find him repudiating his old style

altogether and trying to he, am I wrong to say, Wagnerian?
At least striving to be big, strong, technically complicated, striv-

ing, perhaps, to be recognized as a musician by musicians (and

forgetting to write melody).

Leoncavallo? Did he not plan a trilogy to be dedicated

to the Kaiser Wilhelm or something of the sort? And Verdi?

Can we say that he, too, would not have been led astray had he
come under the august influence earlier in his career, since he

turned his back on the 'song-opera' when he penned "Falstaff?"

. b I z o J I; -,' C
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And now the French? Ia not the same thing taking place in

France on a large scale? The history of French music is a record

rather of lightness than of depth. With the very early composers

—

Couperin, Rameatt we have nothing to do, nor are we concerned

with the importations—Gluck, Meyerbeer, Rossini. We might
also, omit the name of Berlioz. For he was thoroughly un-French.

And was he not one of those unsuccessful successors of Beethoven

of whom we have spoken above? Nor was his talent sufficient

to assure his lasting success—and it is the successful ones who
are copied, copied, often enough, just because of their success.

The others? The real French school? Let us pick out

a few at random as memory brings them to mind: Boieldieu,

Auber, Bizet, Halevy, Adam, Delibes, Gillet, Mehul, Lecocq,

Gounod—all of them successful writers of opera and ballet, all

light with the scintillating lightness of France. And the instru-

mentalists? Lalo, Chausson. Chaminade, Saurct,—Vicuxtemps

was a Belgian, so was Cesar Franek. Then there was Massenet,

Saint-SSens, Godard, Messnger, d'Indy, and, finally, Debussy.'

And where does Debussy belong? Surely, it must be evident

at a glance that he does not belong at all! He stands alone, an
isolated figure, who belongs rather to the painters and the poets

than to the musicians—a curious development which seems to

have taken place in poetry and painting while music drifted along

untouched by its influence until Debussy burst forth with the

glorious song of its emancipation from the old ideals.

It is true that the style of Faure is somewhat related to that

of Debussy and may have influenced it to some smalt extent. It

is also true that there is a certain similarity between the Debussy
manner and that of Dukas and Florent Sehmitt, and, in a curiously

indirect way, certain works of Stravinsky;1 indeed Debussy has
been accused of having borrowed his style from the Russians.

(As if any great composer could really borrow anything worth
while from anywhere !)

It is obvious, of course, that Debussy's modernism kept pace
with other modernism. The whole world of music grew modern,

as we call it, after Wagner; some naturally, others with affectation

and maliee aforethought with the evident object of making up
in originality for what they lacked in talent. This development

'Tbcn were otbtra of couth. I Jmn not tried to "list tbcm nil" but only to

point out tbc general tendency.

'It i. amusing to note tbat a pMMgc in tbc in.1 ion to "l.'Apprrnti Sorcier"

ette" (Gouood). So muebfor relationship^

Digitizod by Google
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u in line with what has already been mentioned with reference to

the immediate succession of all great musical giants and would
lie discouraging did not bistort- point out the strictly temporary
nature of this sort of illness and the world's rapid recovery from
it. It consists in the case of the immediate successors of Wagner,

and perhaps in other cases as well, of stealing the bone and leaving

the meat. All that these modernists could see for awhile was
a freedom from all formal rules, an apparent absence of tonality,

an unrestrained use of discords or dissonances, enlarged contra-

puntal possibilities, and so on and so forth. What they were

blind to, was the firm, healthy, full-blooded flesh that covered

this skeleton and made it possible for it to live: the splendid

melody, the firm rhythm, the unity and sanity of the whole.

They seized upon the dry bones and mistook their janglings and
cracklings for the sweetest of music.

And so it is to-day in France. They are overcome with
modernism, with the spirit of Wagncrism or Debussyism. They
tell themselves, they tell each other, they do not hesitate to tell

the world, that the music of France is to-day the greatest of all

music. "Desormais la musique franjaise a le droit dc reclamcr,

dans le concert des nations, la place qui lui appartient, et qui

c»t., in: n-iiiftnMiis plus de la declarer, l.t premiere"—-thus Julien

Tiersot in "I.'n demisiecle de Musirjue Krancaisc." Heuri Collet

writes in similar vein. Vincent dTndy storms bitterly against

foreign music on the French concert and opera stage. And so

also ninny others. 1

Who are these composers of the day who set French music
above that of the rest of the world? Tiersot says "that he has
been able to cite almost two hundred names of French composers
every one of whom deserves to be applauded for his serious qual-

ities, aod of this number a large proportion are of the first rank."

But who are these composers? We need surely not bother

our heads about Berlioz, Bizet, Bruneau, Chabrier, Gounod,
Massenet, Saint-SBens and others of the older school whom we
know not to be of the highest rank (with the possible exception

of Saint-Sitens.)

And of the others, the younger school? We have Aubert,

Charpentier, Chausson, Dukas, Faure, d'Indy, Pierne, Rabaud,
Ravel and Sihmitl, jliuI a^ain wi; have none that are of the highest

class. For the output of those who are really interesting—Aubert,

'Om uritu: "L-*cole fr.ntsiK rat i t> ttte, dtpuil viugt us, du mouvtratnl
mimicil" uH Lhim untit « iktt on it. Another pl*c« ISOi, firjl ptrformu™ of "Pcl-
l.-:n,' .lh II:,- .i.-^iiiitt- l.-t>-, :1 -inn; ..f til- ^NjnncipatiDn.
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Charpenticr, Dukas, Ravel, Schmitt—is too limited. You canoot

make a career and enter for your nation into the musical world-

Olympiade with but two works like "Silluges" and the "Habanera"
(Aubert) or with on.' "Louise" ICharpcutier} or "1,'Apprenti Sor-

cier" (Dukas) or "Salome" (Schmitt) or the few of Ravel—his
"Ondine," his "Mother Goose Tales," his "Heure Espagnole," etc.

Again we are left with just Debussy—and his successors. But
who are these successors iind whither are they com!;? Sdimitl

and Ravel and Aubert we have already mentioned. As to the

Others, the list is long;—a few may be mentioned: Gabriel Duponl,
composer of orchestral pieces and operas, Roger-Ducasse, orchestra

and piano works and songs, Raoul Laparra, composer of "La
Habanera," Deodat de Sevcrac, Leon Moreau, who wrote an
interesting flute concerto, Albert Roussel, Grovlez, Samuzeuilh,

Caplct, Rousseau, Paray, Milhaud, Koechliu, Rheue-Baton,
Gaubert, Fourdrain, Nougues of "Quo Vadis" fame—these and
many others furnish the programs of the concerts of the Soeiete

Rationale, the Soeiete Musicale Indepcndcnte, the "Oeuvrc
Infdit," furnish occasional new works for the large orchestras

and for the opera houses of Paris and the smaller cities of Prance
and Belgium.

Of these men too many suffer from the strange disease the

symptoms and characteristics of which have already been out-

lined; the disease of insincerity, of striving to be what one is not,

of stretching oneself like a child and saying "I am a giant" and of

imagining oneself so in reality. The successful French composers
—Massenet, Saint-Safins, Bizet, Gounod, etc.—were free from this

(how can any composer be successful without being free from it?).

Even Debussy was nearly (perhaps entirely) free from it. His
larger tilings (with the exception of "Pclleas")

—
"L'Apres-midi

d'un Faune," "La Mer"—are his best. And, if he strove seem-
ingly to out-Debussy Debussy in the exaggeration of his adopted

style, he was, at least, standing on his own legs and not on some-
body else's.

That is not true of the present generation. Whither are

they leading? What path do they follow? It is hard to say,

but, whatever way it may be, it is certainly not their own, for

these vague outpourings, these imitations of greatness, Debussian
on the one hand, Wagnerian on the other, could not possibly be
natural to anybody. The interesting and deplorable part of it

is that many of them evidently have talent and have begun their

careers by pennbg bits of such pure melody that their ability

is indisputable. One may well ask what has become of Pieroe
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since he wrote his charming little "Serenade?" What has become
of Louis Aubert since he composed that lovely bit of song entitled

"Legende?" What has Paladilhe done since he gave the world

"Psyche" and "Mandolinata?" If these and others liad been

willing to walk in the footsteps of Halevy, Gounod, Bizet, Massenet

—but they were not! Faladilhe wrote heavy grand opera and
symphonies, Picrnc oratorios and symphonic poems, Aubert
abstruse, un singable songs.

The songs of Ravel and Louis Aubert, and, indeed, practically

of all of the present generation of French composers, all show the

same glaring fault: the accompaniments are lovely, the voice

parts nil! That is to say, they are musically attractive but as

songs destined to failure. (One of the results of the influence of

Wagner. For did anybody ever think of placing the melody

—

whatever melody there is—entirely in the accompaniment until

Wagner pointed the way?) Does Ravel really imagine that the

sort of discords he is dealing with at present are likely to add

anything to the fame he deservedly won with his "Ondine?"

The influence of Debussy and Wagner, the baneful influence

of modernism (which is the natural expression of the few but

not of all the world), the desire to be "big," especially bigger than

the hated rival, Germany, have pushed out of sight any memory
of the true spirit of the French music of the past. Its greatness

was its charming spirituality, its lightness, its daintiness, its

gaiety, its expressiveness, in other words, of French nature as all

the world knows it.

It is true that there is another side of French nature, or

rather a more refined, and deeper, variant of this other, which

led to Debussy and to the influences, cited above, which were

his artistic paternity. But the musicians of the rising generation

are not inspired by these influences. They are trying to write

chamber music, symphonies, though no French composer (nor

Italian, and the French are surely more Latin than Teutonic) has

ever eminently succeeded in either of these field*—iunl I heir operas

are more Wagnerian than either Ifalian or French. The influence

of the successful opera writers of Frauec is wholly absent. "Faust"

and "Carmen" are not wholly forgotten but indignantly repudiated

(and the works of Puccini are scorned. DTudy even goes so far

as to say that they are "not even well written." In spite ol which

they regularly druw record audiences at the Opera Comique).

The traditional German claim that France could only write opera-

comiquc is felt to be the vilest of insults, though the French might

well reply that Germany has utterly failed in this line.
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But of this the new generation does not think. Massenet,

who was the teacher of many of them, is scorned. They must
be "great," "big," "symphonic," must cling to Wagner's coat-

tails or wear Debussy's old clothes, must be anything but what
they are: charming, affable Frenchmen, descendants of Louis XV
and Louis XVI, with the gilt and frippery of their furniture, the

rococo of their decoration, the spindle-legged delicacy of their

chairs and tables, which remind one, somehow, oi the lluffiness

of toy spaniels— of the "salons" where philosophy was not a
subject for turgid thought and furrowed brows but of light and
bright conversation—of light loves and gay infidelities, of formal

gardens with their statues of mythical beings, of Fauns and Amours,

of Psyches, Nymphs and Hamadryads. Why should the French

Adonis wish to puff himself out (like Mark Twain's 'Jumping

Frog' which could not jump) to imitate the German Hercules?



TWO UNPUBLISHED LISZT LETTERS
TO MOSONYI

By BELA BARTOK'

THE economic distress produced by the War in Central Europe
has compelled many formerly well-to-do collectors of literary

and musical rarities to throw them on the public market or

at least to draw public attention to them for the purpose of finding

a purchaser. The two hitherto unpublished letters by Franz Liszt

belong to this category and form part, together with two unimpor-
tant letters of Richard Wagner, of the collection of Mr. E. Z.

The first of the two Liszt letters—both in German—was
undoubtedly and the second very probably written by Liszt to

his Hungarian compatriot, Michael Mosonyi (1817-1870). Pre-

sumably some of the readers of The Musical Qoarterlt have
seen the group-picture with Richard Wagner as the central figure,

in which Mosonyi attracts the eye by virtue of his native costume.

It is not likely that Mosonyi as a composer, was esteemed in

strictly Wagnerian circles as highly as he was by Liszt who in 1857

intended to perform Mosonyi's German opera "Maximilian" in

Weimar, evidently the opera alluded to in the letter of April 29,

1857. The project came io lutujdit, because Liszt insisted on some
changes, whereupon Mosonyi withdrew the score. On the whole,

his operas and other compositions remained even in his day con-

lined to Hungary and to-day Mosonyi is practirnlly forgotten as a

composer. At the time of Liszt's letter, Mosonyi apparently still

adhered to his more German sounding name. Brand.

This letter is eminently characteristic of Franz Liszt. Pub-
licly he certainly was not in the habit of extolling the merits of his

works, nor of smarting under the frequent attacks on his works by
the opponents of the "Neu-dentsohe richule" who saw in him a

brilliant piano virtuoso but an impotent composer and moreover
resented his championship of Richard Wagner. Liszt's proudly

modest "Ich kann warten" when a disciple of his expressed his

'When preparing editorially these pre!atDryrein»rlu tor tot printnr, I also toot tie
liberty of correcting, la accordance with the indications r.l tii^ oixrard leader among
contemporary Hangarian compoaera, certain nam™ in Liszt'* ordinal teat. Foribitauce
ltoEaavtftlgyi instead of Lisrt'a presumably phonetic ftonavogly.

—

Ei-
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indignation over the public indifference of the master's symphonic
poems has become famous. The letter to Mosonyi, however,

reveals that Liszt, without relinquishing his attitude of grand
seigneur, in the privacy of his correspondence could show quite

human signs oi impatience, irritation and disgust. And on the

other hand, that he took an equally human pride in his own works,

in this case the "Grancr Fest Mcsse" so-called, the mass which he
composed (1855) for the dedication of the Cathedral at Gran.

If this letter is of some importance for the history of this

famous "Missa solemnis," the second letter, probably also written

to Mosonyi, gives us a deeper insight into the history of his

"Legende der hciligcn Elisabeth." Inasmuch as he says that the

score was finished "six weeks ago," September, 1868, would be the

date of this undated letter.

From this letter it hecomes quite evident that and why Liszt

considered the "Legende der hciligcn Elisabeth" a contribution to

"modern Hungarian music" as much as his previous symphonic
poem "Hungan'ii." Cosmopolitan though he was, he never

ceased to consider himself at heart "Hungarian."

The remark about his "answer to Voriismm-ly" will become
clear if the reader remembers that VorSsmarty (1800-1855) was
one of Hungary's greatest poets and in 184(1 addressed an Ode to

Liszt, which in Ilreitkopf and HSrtel's edition of Liszt's complete

works, is prefixed to the symphonic poem "Hungaria."

If Liszt in 1862 for the reasons mentioneil in his letter could

not accept the call to associate himself with the Budapesth Con-
servatory, no such obstacles seem to have prevented him in 1875

to "get in closer touch again with Hungary." In that year he ac-

cepted the directorate of the newly founded national "Ungarische

Musik Akademie" and since then spent every year about three

months in Budapest as the head of the institute.

Fkajji Lozt to Mosonn

Highly esteemed friend

:

It was as a skilled, richly endowed and capable musician and fellow-

artist that I Hr.il learned t" knun- ami ;i|i[>n>f-irtte you; and since 1 have
now come to cherish you as a friend, I feel that we are united by ties of

affection. Your letter whs a snurce of varied pleasure: first, I was glad

to know that you had nearly completed your opera, and that you had
finished the work without any contemptible and cowardly concessions,

in accordance with your most serious convictions. This is the only road
to art: that which leads from the true to the beautiful and elevated, with-
out false hypocrisy or bargaining—Bravo, Brand! I look on you as a
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good, honest fellow, an honor to this Orenburg County of ours! Hold
fast to this admirable manner of thinking and acting; since, as you are

not lacking in the ability to do things, success is sure to crown your
efforts, sooner or later. I shall take uncommon interest in going through
your opera with you from A to Z, and I shall hold you to your promise to
give me this pleasure at the beginning of September, in Weimar. On
September third, fourth and fifth, Carl August s jubilee will be celebrated

here, and probably some of my mixed compositions (the "Faust" sym-
phony and others) will be performed. I will send you the program and a
special invitation later. Ho come to the festival, and we will then at once

make all arrangements for the performance of your opera by the end of

this year. It goes without saying that you are to take up your quarters
with me, where you can work quite undisturbed if you are so minded.
You will also meet your poet, I'asque, with whom I am on quite a friendly

footing, in Weimar (as stage manager).
Your letter also contains a strikingly correct criticism of the situa-

tion which my many-headed though, In most cases, most brainless

opposition creates for me. If wc look at the whole matter calmly, things

must happen as they do. since it is just in the course of this fermentation
that good matter is separated from the dross. As was the case in the
kingdom of Denmark, .onii-thinf; in .iur musical system of management
has grown "rotten," the only difference being that, unlike Hamlet, we
do not want to allow ourselves to he murdered by "fair Rosenkrsnz" and
"gentle Guildenstem." the truth of the matter being that we really have
nothing to do with these busy people; and their impotence, their anger
and their envy cannot wound us in the least. When we meet again I can
tell you a number of similar incidents which will amuse you—regarding

twaddle. As a document of more than consolatory value for tav us

regards the attacks to which I have l>ecn exposed for yi ars. and will still

be exposed for years to come, I am sending you by mail, through Rilijsa-

viilgyi (the publisher], a few copies of Richard Wagner's letter. Will you
be so kind as to pay Rdzsavolgyi the small postal ehnr^c involved, since

it is safer for me to send the package uii.stJiiii|ird, i^i di-ifritmte a frw
copies in my name to Baron Anguss, Count Radav, Dopplcr, Erkel, and
R6zsavolgyi himself. The comparison of the swords with the hilts has
been expressed in this letter in a masterly way. Zellncr has only printed
it in part, but the Neue Zeittckrift Siir ilu,i>: in Leipsic published the
entire letter in the issue which appeared at Easter.

You, esteemed friend, will not l>e dissatisfied, I hope, with the
changes, facilitations and additions which I have carried out in the last

revision of my Moss:

'
'
r r i

f '

|
|

becomes still more elevated, and the final fugues in the Gloria and the
Credo have not been cast in the usual Sechter' mold! The leading motive
of the clonus Dei, too, now stands out more independently in the douhle-

iSimon Sechter, nss-isar, the theorfit.—Ed.
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basses (in your honor!)and the whole thing closes with the motive of the

Credo, ~"X'
I j*' ~l which produces an impression of entire unity.

psychic as well as musical. At the performance in Pest, of all by far the

most successful, (between ourselves the folk at Prague were ton insufficient,

the chorus too small, and many among those taking part too little

acquainted with the work), I felt that there was something missing there

at the close; but not until later, when f had a second copy mud::, did I

find something which I could use. I hope that the score will be printed

nut later than September, and then you can take it along when you
leave here- As regards an intended performance of the Mass in Vienna,

my information thus far has come only from newspaper reports.

Do not forget to send me those Hungarian [things of yours] 1 as

soon as they appear, as well as the choruses which you have composed to

greet Their Majesties. I am eagerly looking forward to your latest works.

My tiresome illness, which forces me to keep to my bed for a few days,

because I had left it at too early a time, prevents my furnishing a con-

tribution to Rozsaviilgyi's allium. I will, however, keep the promise I

made Rozsavolgyi, later, when during the course of the summer I once

more find myself in the mood to write a serviceable piano piece For liim.

My orchestral composition, which I am minded to lay aside this year for

some time to come, since I have already produced sufficient orchestra

music during the past four or five years, now takes up my attention 30

fully and completely that i can find t line for no other work.

On May 15th, I am going to Aachen, which will give a number of

ddtut'slic ami foreign pFipers nnoppiirt unity to revile me. Turanyl visited

me here, and after what you had written him concerning mc, he appears to

he very amicably inclined toward me. ho that I am able to count with

certainty on a most friendly understanding with him as regards the whole
music festival.

Winterberger will probably come to Aachen, and I will deliver your
greetings to him there, which will be sure to please him. He has estab-

lisbed himself for the entire winter in Rotterdam, where he is quite com-
fortable. He gave a couple of concerts there together with Singer, who
was making a Dutch concert tour.

My excellent and admirable Gross sends his best thanks for your
kindly remembrance of him, and will be only too glad to trumpet forth

your praises loudly when you bring us your opera. The day before

yesterday I saw hiin playing double-bass in an ent'racte, something which
he manages to do quite passably.

Once more my heartiest thanks, ray esteemed friend, for your kind
letter, and till wc meet again at the beginning of September—regardless
of all "illwishers," who, like pestilential parasitical plants, make a nui-

sance of themselves everywhere—let our watchword be: Labor and
nobility of thought; and our aim—to serve Art faithfully.

Sincerely your devoted friend,

Weimar, April 90, 1857. F. Liszt.

Send me your exact address when next you write.

'Words to that effect sppareally musing ia the onBiasJ.

—

Ed,
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II

Fhani Libit to Mobonti (?)

My esteemed friend:

Since I have hut this moment writ ten down your name la t? wHlni,
it .seems quite nitturiil for me to write you personally. I r>m >nrr that you
will hold neither (lie mie nor the cither fact against me. I will inform

you, first of nil, how the incident came about. To the score of the

"Legend of Saint I'.hiabeth," which I tilli.-hcd ;ix weeks ny.it, I nin adding

StttoSaaia Elizabeth:
'

a church song "To Saint Elizabeth," from the

both of whicli reached uio, thank, to your friendly solicitude and good
offices. The I'lain Song ;hant fori;;-: the leading motive of the "Legend
of St. Kh/.ahcth."and Ihe church son- {r.„nlir,: ill S. I'Viztibi-ihi:. H i„,i;nnic

Ilttjin Filiii). appears in connection with Stic works of charity, immediately
before the death of the saint. Matray was obliging! enough to write out
the entire "Bong for me. It is to be printed einctly in accordance with

his autograph handwriting, as a supplement to the score, in which I shall

also express my most sincere thanks to the Arch-abhot of .Mnrtinsbcrg,
Michael vim Itimeli, the lliiriin von Aliens., the Hevcread l''afht'r \Iaurns
('zinn (Librarian of the Abbey of Martinsbrrg!, acid our admirable
Father Guardian of the Franciscans in i'est (whose exact name i beg
you will write me when opportunity offers).

As to (lie work itself, I can only inform you thai it is divided into

choruses and solos, and contains six numbers complete in themselves,
yet interconnected, as follows: 1. The Arrival of Elizabeth in the Wart-
burg (the Hungarian m
beginning). 2. The Miracle of the Roses. 3. The Knights of t

Cross. ..1. The Landgravine Sophie KliiMbcth is driven from Wan-
burg. 5. Elizabeth's Prayer—Chorus of the Poor—Her Death ft. So!-

_...n Interment of the Saint by Frederick II, the Hohcnstauffen. __
this must be added the orchestral introduction with the leading motive
(E fiat, already announced), treated in light and melodic fuzal side: as

well as a few completed instrumental movements, such as the "March of

the Crusade" and an "Interlude" (after No. a). The time of performance
will i>c, in all, two anil a half hours; hence the work will fund ,1; an entire

evening concert. Should my wish be rcali/.cd, this work will, later on.

form an integral contribution to a new Hungarian musical literature. I
triiiik ! have alrcadi (riven my answer Id Vdriismarly with my symphonic
poem. Hitwjtiriti. Yd there still remain several things for nic to say.

irrespective as to whether they may he tjuicklj understood and recognized;

L'i j 1 1-y.i Dv
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some time, when I am no longer mi this earth, the rest will find i [self

.

1 can calmly a wail I in; event while 1 flu im irorfr/iliy, am! meanwhile com-
posedly expiate my virtuosi reputation with the disapproval my com-
positions have excited.

You know my thoughts i" this connection, esteemed friend, and
will not take it amis that I continue to follow my "higher aims" in full

In the course of tlic past few ilays a special surprise has been my
portion. ! received a very friendly letter, in the name of the Pest
Conservatory, and signed by Huron I'rnuay. in which ! am invited lo

visit Pest. Unfnrtunntelv it is impossible for me to leave Rome this

winter, and for [he lime being ! was obliged to excuse myself as best I

could to Baron Pronay. Yet omittance is no acquittance; it is mainly a
ipiestion for which reason, and lmdcr which condition- i :ini to jjn there.

My personal position would have to be carefully considered. The centre

of gravity for my musical activity has for several years mo.-l decidedly

been in my compositions, whose interests at present I can further best

and most comfortably in Rome. In addition my obligations as regards

the Grand-Duke at Weimar have not ceased.

Quite a while ago the Grand-Duke excused me from all duties

connected with my position as conductor, and only last year, shortly

dance with the promise I

as 1 leave Rome, to establish myself for the time being- in Weimar. I

also intend to spend several weeks there next summer and perhaps, if

circumstances seem to warrant, to have a performance of -'St. YXvta-

beth" given at ihe Warlburg.
If ,'tl. an earlier date, say live or sis' years ago, I lie matter of con-

ceding me a sphere of activity in Pest had been thought of. it would have
been much easier for me, to lie frank, to make my arrangement- accord-

ingly. Yet I bear them not the shrillest ill will because they did not
know what they were to think of me, and what they were to do with

Must of my i!..|iiaitihmrMs i!o no! even know to this very day.
Only, i must :101V consider very carefully as regards the acceptance of

aiiv proposals, and '.0 what e\lent 1 Inav allow meself lo share in llietil

and assume responsibilities. After having directed more than thirty

different orchestras, and, especially in Weimar, having functioned as a
conductor for full ten years {from '48 to 'SSj, my career as an orches-

tra.! leader has also come lo an cud; although less acceptably than my
curcer as a virtuoso, which i. brought lo a close once and for all in the

year 'Y!, since which time I do not [day in public. 1'r.ssilily, hrmever,

sooner or later, something will turn up—perhaps a task like thai in-

volved in the Gran Mass—which would once more brine, u.e nearer to

Hungary. Then I will gladly come ::n I 'est :, and can promise you lhal

I shall bring alung no worthless .ir.-uimW music.

I*t me hear from you soon, esteemed friend, with regard to your
musical Sailors and, if possible, send me some of your later compositions.

In all probability I shall still pass sever;. I winder., in Rome : do you keep me
company mentally in an agreeable and interesting fashion by means ot
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your works. You know that 1 shall meet them with an open eat and a
sympathetic mind, in which I remain as ever, with sincere sympathy
and esteem,

Your devoted friend,

F. Liszt.

P.S. Since but few people are able or inclined to read my scores, I

seldom offer them to anyone. However, esteemed friend, should you be
able to find time For reading of the sort, I should take pleasure in sending
you {through friend Brendel in Leipsic) the "Faust" symphony and the
last three symphonic poems (o appear.

Will you be so kind as to either give the enclosed letter to Herr von
Anguss personally, or else see that it is sure to reach him? I do not
know where he is at the moment, and am desirous that he have some
news of me. In your next letter will you please remember to set down
your correct address.

(rraiuteri if Fnbnti B. Martnu.)

Digitized b/ Google



MEDICAL MEN WHO HAVE LOVED
MUSIC

By FIELDING H. GARRISON'

, F music, the mathematician LaGrange observed: "Je I'aime

farce qu'Me m'isote." He frequently did some of his

best work during music. But that was in the eighteenth

century.

If a physician, particularly a modern physician, has eared

[or music at all, at least to the extent of becoming a proficient

performer upon sonic instrument, or an amateur composer, it is

usually at the expense of what little leisure he has. He may be
what the Spaniards style an aficionado, frequenting concerts with

the same enthusiasm that tourists at Ban Sebastian followed

the loreo or the virtuosity of some toreador. If dragged by his

wife to musical (unctions, as a lamb to the slaughter, he may
sit [hem out "in sad civility," his professional sagacity saving

him from the affectations of Balzac's critic, who "applauded in

the wrong place, blew his nose during the cavatina, and was ever

on the lookout to appropriate the sayings of witty men"; or he
may be frankly and blankly indifferent, like tile character in

Turgenieff's story, who said: "If music affects us deeply, it is

injurious; if it docs not aflect us at all, it is tiresome." The
doctor of to-day is a busy man; if he is to succeed in his profession

he is apt to be an overworked man, like all professionals or indus-

trials in modern life, with the little of the large leisure which
people enjoyed in the eighteenth century or in other ages gone by.

His hobbies, as a rule, arc likely to be of some literary or technical

kind more intimately related to the details of his profession. Until

recent times, moreover, or at least outside of the Germanic
countries, music and the musician did not enjoy the tolerance and
esteem which wc know of to-day. In antiquity, the "godlike

minstrel" of Homer, the long-haired musician (crinilus lopas) of

Virgil, the glcetnan of the Saxons, the Celtic and German bards
with their rhapsodies (the barditus of Tacitus), were familiar figures

"R,-[.riiLt<-il t.v court,-*)- from lilt Hulk-tin .'I tin; Fwiclt of Mcdii-ll Hillary of

('hicajo. Ili-totiLT. lllii).
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in the halls and courtyards of the great. Greek music, with its

tctrachord and enharmonics, its Doric, Phrygian and Lydian

modes, its double flutes, its strains of psaltery, cymbals and
syrinx, was immediately connected with the rhythmic and struc-

tural origins of lyric and dramatic poetry, the meters of which
were actually stamped on the ground, danee-wisc, by Pindar and
Sophocles, us !hc\ chanted their sublime numbers. The old

pentatonic scale of Scotland and Ireland, which gives this music
its peculiar, quaint monotony, points to the primitive five-toned

instruments of the ancient Celtic bards. In the sixteenth, seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, the spinet (virginals), the harp
and the harpsichord were much in the hands of the ladies. The
contra-bass, the old "boss-fiddle" of N'ew England and the Protes-

tant countries, was affected by the sterner sex, as affording the

ground-bass to psalmody. "Have you played over all your old

lessons o' the virginals," says the goldsmith's wile to her daughter

in Middleton's comedy; and one recalls the scene in the house of

the Lord Advocate of Scotland, where the arch Barbara Grant,

at the spinet, puts David Balfour through his paces:

Hue nut- 1 just got the 1 ill of it 7

Wm nut this the tune that ye whustled?

I am Miss Grant, sib to the Advocate,

You. I believe, are Dau vit Balfour.

11 lit. by this time, Die musician, like the actor and tin- surgeon,

had become a liidasal, almost an outcast. In the seventeenth

century I'ntitanisui began its imprisonment nf tile human spirit

fur three solid centuries; and, in the middle of the sigh! eenlh

century, as humorously documented by Oliver Goldsmith in the

episode <il Mrs. Tilths, snobliery, the mean admiration of mean
tilings, arose, and the composer or virtuoso, while tolerated, came
to be looked on as a half-menial, who, like the needy parson,

might well sit below the salt. Church congregat ions might marvel

at. Bach's organ fantasies upon a figured bass, but he lived in

comparative obscurity. As Hunchnan says, "he hanllv cared to

claim social equality with the citizens who tanned lodes or slnugh-

tercd pigs; and probably the high personages who trimmed the

local Serene Higluiess's toenails scarcely knew of his existence."

Mozart, divine child of genius, was snubbed, insulted and allowed

to starve by his patrons, who addressed him in the third person

singular, and was once kicked down stairs by an archbishop's

lackey. Emerson tells us in ".English Traits" that "when Julia

Grlsi and Mario sang at the houses of the Duke of Wellington
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and other grandees, a ribbon was stretched hotween the singer

and the company." Hans von Billow, Theodore Thomas and
others are said to have interrupted musical performan ccs until

the talking ceased. Arthur Nikisch once declined to conduct at a

private residence at. which his players were instructed to enter hy

the servant's door below stairs. To the nol.lc patron in George
Moore's novel, the idea of a professional musician connotes "long

hair and dirty hands." 'l'lie eph/ram of Ihc jiocl-eomposer. I'cter

Cornelius, summarizes the general bourgeois feeling, that a musi-

cian, as Major Pendennis once observed of the family doctor, is

not a good parli for the daughter of a thrifty Paterfamilias:

Sin sinil als Meosch niir Ranz getinrman t,

Mir Bngenchm durchaua;

Dwh sind Pie nor eip Miniknnt!

Dmiim, Hintuu! Hlnaiis!

Witr'n S ie Assessor, Bat in 'pe.

Daa sMh noch anders aua.

Dock Musikant—0 jemine!

Hinaui! Hinaus! Hinaus!

In John Galsworthy's recent novel, "Beyond," Ilie relation

of the professional musician to married life is worked in detail. Its

remorseless realism is evidence of Ilie distance we have travelled

since the romantic days ot "Charles Auohcsler" and the ssigar-

candy fables of Elise Folko, The whole episode of Gyp's unhappy
marriage with the sensual violinist Fiorscn brings to focus a

world-old problem. The artist, particularly the musical and
dramatic artist, is not well fitted for the married state. It is

sometimes of the essence of his being that he should he mobile

and changeable rather than stable, wild and temperamental rather

than staid and reliable; while for the young girl, carefully brought

up, the French proverb still remains true: Unc dcmoifclle nV.tf

pas vie grisrttr. In other words, artists, if they must mate at all,

usually mate best in their own class and kind. But this is a

kind of biologic law which applies to all classes and grades of

human society; and, other things being equal, it would be difficult

to predict that the morals of a given musician might be worse

than the morals of a given green-grocer.

It seems strange to read, at this time of day, in the biographic

memoirs of the eminent clinician, Henry Ingersoll Bowdltch, that

his father, Nathaniel Bowditch, a celebrated mathematician, who
had translated La Place, actually "gave up playing the flute

because at one time it brought him in contact with companions

whom he thought undesirable in their morals, and in consequence
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of which he denied the study of music to his children." 1 This

parochial spirit, an effect of what President Eliot defines as "the
Puritan, Genevan, Scotch Presbyterian and Quaker disdain for

the fine arts," has been happily obliterated in our own time.

Dr. Bowditch, at any rate, did not allow his father's prejudices

to interfere with this part of his life.

I could not (be says) stamp out the intense love of music which at

my birth was implanted in me. I whittled as a child early, and at all

times. My earliest impressions were of the notes I produced; they came
as freely as they came from the bobolink who, dancing on the dry mul-
lein stalk, warbles forth his rich notes in our spring days. I rejoiced in

mj tones as much as uSa lark docs in his, as he 'ascends towards heaven's
pit*.' My loviriK mother, heins a pious wornim. woild someliin.es say,

as I think now, in despair, 'Do for the lands sake (she did not like to say
Lord), Henry, stop whistling.' My father would launch poetry at me,
and cry: 'He whistled as he went, for want of thought.' Ah, no! How
much was he mistaken, for some of the sweetest, divinest thoughts have
come to me all cny life through music, although incapable of playing at

any time or upon any instrument. How shall I ever forget the scornful

look which father gave me on one occasion when, fascinated by the music
of the Salem Infantry Company (I presume it was the Light Infantry,

for surely even I. a little fellow, could never have followed the Republi-

can (Democratic) Cadets of that day), I followed closely, marching with

the soldiers up the main street in Salem, and expecting of course that

they would turn down Federal or Chestnut streets, and bring me home
in time for dinner. I followed them a little way up along the turnpike,

still hoping for their return. Finally, as I subsequently found, they
were going to Lynnfield Hotel to have a 'good time.' I returned dis-

consolate, and was met with shocked looks from all. My father seemed
to look upon me as contemptible. Alackaday! What troubles music
had brought upon me! Nevertheless, I loved it; and though it became
a part of my conscience even not lo learn on any instrument, I still

whistled. I entered college and soon was thrown in contact with my
lifelong dear friend, Rev. Mr. Paddings, of Pcpperell, Mass. He played
divinclv. I thought, on the flute; and we had frequent "duets' at the

dow-seat in old Hollis during my junior year, f whistling the

3 he playing 'second* to it. Hur.li dulcet tones attracted the

attention of Robert C. Winthrop, a classmate, president of the Pierian

Sodality, and lieing in want of some bass instrument to play on in that

body, proposed to me to try the bassoon. What should I do? Con-
scicnee snu\ 'Say.' l-ove ol music sairl, more slromdy. Take up the

offer.' And so, braving my father's chiding and instructions, I plunged
in medial tee. Imagine nie then, not knowing a single musical note,

seated in my low-studded room in the upper story of Hollis; but Phoebus!
what notes I brought out! 'Whoop!' 'whoop!' and 'whoop!' again,
without variation, was all that I could accomplish. I must say that I
was thoroughly disgusted with myself and with all mankind about me;

'H, I, Bowditch: Life nnd CoTTMpomUnM (by V. G. Boirdilch), BMOB, 1B0J.

'crsf
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and the next Jay I politely returned the bassoon to Winthrop, declined
the honor of membership to the classic Pierian Sodality, and decided
that I was too old to begin then to try to leiirn new tricks. Hut music
has been all my lifelong my delight and my inspiration. I have listened

[while standinj; three and a quarter hours in (lie ^isl.ine Chn;icl) to I he

'Miserere,' and was almost persuaded thereby to become a Catholic.
I.'ntier the magnificent and grand arches of West minster I have been
thrilled by the magnificent anthem, 'His Body Is Burricd in Peace;
His Name Live! h Porcvermore.' as it was sung before thousands ol the
great men and worn™ (if England, adhered there at the reinterment

of the bones ol John Hunter, one of the noblest of men. and whose name
will float down the centuries as one of the grandest and evcr-to-bc-remc in-

hered disciples of our medical profession.

Thus, gentlemen, I have sketched the trials of my youth; and I

compare them with what occurs now. Music i.s not now nece.s.snrily

or commonly connected with drunkenness. Music can be the delight

of every family, for every child now learns music as a part of tile primary

Before closing, let me allude to two persons whose influence has
been for the last quarter of a century leading up to this blessed result.

I allude to John S. D wight, who, bv his 'Journal of Music' and his very

able and nlwavs p-nerous criticism ."has upheld the divine, effect of music
on the human mind and heart; and to Henry L. Higginson, who, by
his noble generosity, has sustained for mi many years the Symphony

lligti ap] is all Ilia! is till]] and ilc in or. hi stral um it:.

Dr. Bowditch's wife was a talented singer and performer on
the piano and harp, sometimes accompanying the fine voices of

her sons on these instruments. Of her playing, he wrote

:

Olivia is just playing that most :ii:ipriifk-i;nS funeral March by
Beethoven, on the death of a hero. It i- one of the limes that say to

me there is something divine in man. Olivia plays it to my taste exactly.

I would like lo hear its noble strains (tie hour of [ical.h. They would
give what Herder asked fur when dying—noble, great thoughts.

Perhaps the earliest of the great European physicians to

follow music us a pleasure or hobby was Felix Plater (I53w-ll>«4),

of Basel, who made a large collection of instruments, which still

exists, played three or four of them, was an accomplished lutanist,

and, in his youth, employed his talents in serenading bis sweet-

heart. In the seventeenth century came the learned Jesuit priest,

Athanasius Kircher (1802-80), of the old mediieval town of Fulda,

who was not only a medical man, but an accomplished mathema-
tician, physicist, optician, mieroscopist and Orientalist. He was
probably the first physician to employ the microscope in investi-

gating the minute organisms causing disease, described "taran-

tism," and made a notable contribution to ethnography in bis
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splendidly illustrated book on China (La Chine iHurfrie, Amster-

dam, 1070), one of the important texts of "sinology." In 1840, he
published, :it Rome, his Mumirgln iniUmulU xiiv Arn magna
consoni el diatom in x. librot digeala, a huge folio of some 1,800

pailei. whii.di is a vast summary of all that was known of the

thuory ol music in liis time, including the anatomy and physiology

of the ear and the throat in man and animals, descriptions and
tuts o[ tile different musical instruments, the science of harmony,

tin' physics of the Pythagorean monoehiml, symphoniurgy or t!ie

art of composing melodies, a history of Greek and later music,

a long account of chromatics and enharmonics, the theory of time

and rhythms in music, in which the rhythms of the Greek, Hebrew
and other poets are considered, canon and the art of writing for

different instruments. It contains notations of the Songs of

different birds and the sounds of animals, well executed full-page

plates representing various musical instruments, and strange

specimens of ecclesiastical and other music of Kircher's time. This

work was written at Rome, when Kirchcr was in residence after

1687, and where, in his museum or "Kirchcrianum," many of

the musical instruments described by him were no doubt to be

seen. Kircher also wrote a Pkonurgia nova (Kempton, 1678).

That the learned and versatile priest must have been a performer

upon some instrument himself, possibly un organist, may be

inferred from the canzone by Pompeo Colonna, Prince di Gallicano,

which follows the dedication of the Musurgia to Leopold, Archduke
of Austria:

Sifjinr In. (.(]<: fra btllicistrninnui.

Pa fare leeure ol tuo sect tro men gravi,

Ti volgi ad oscollar voci soavi,

Ed empi cor di musici concent!.

£ forte in un moetrando. e manaueto,

II nobil sena in simili Jiktti.

Ben e ragion. che ae di music
-

arte

ATAN ISIO eRgi rani spieKal'ainpieiEa.

Al nometuo. che tanto'l montfo appnaan,
Suo profondoaapcrssorile Carte.

Se'l seguoce d' Ippocrnte. e Gaieno,

Nelmo curw ta musica intendeaae:

E coi suoi itudi invealigai snpesse

Le vnrie note diXatura appieno;
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S'awederia ion nostri minor danni,

Che non si tolgoQ da coatrarj i mali,

C'ha'l rimedio col mil vedria cogli Anal.

In 1679, the Danish physician, Caspar Bartholinus (1055-

1738), son of tin famous anatomist
,
published "De tihiis veterum,"

a study of the double-flutes of Greece, from which the clarinet,

the basset horn, the oboe, the English horn, and other woodwind
instruments are derived.

In the eighteenth century, Hermann Boerhaave (1808-1738),

of Leyden, one of the great medical teachers and theorists of his

time, is perhaps the first physician on record as cultivating chamber
music at iiis house.

Dr. William Burton says, in his Life of Boerhaave (1746)

:

His application to study was greater in the last ton years of his

life than in any space of equal duration from the year 1700. When
business was over, lie took the exercise if ridinc or walking, and when
weary, revived himself with music, his mint delightful ciiterfiiiiiineiil

:

being not only a good performer on several instruments, parlieularly

Ihe lute, which lie Licctimpauicd also with his vniec, lint :, good theorist

likewise in science, having read the ancient and best modern authors
on the subject, as appears by the lectures he gave on sound and hearing,

and during Liic winter he had once a week a concert at his own home,
lu which by turns wen; invited Mime select acquaintances of both sexes,

and likewise patients si distinction from other countries.

Leopold Auenbrugger (1788-180!)), of Vienna, the discoverer

of percussion of the chest in diagnosis, wrote the libretto for "The
Chimney-Sweep" {Her RuurhfantjkchTtr), an opera nf Salieri's

which was a great favorite with Maria Theresa. Beethoven often

visited the house of Johann Peter Frank (1745-1881), the founder

of modern public hygiene. In England, John Arbuthnot (1687-

1735), friend and medical adviser of the poet Pope, was a composer
of sacred anthems, and one of these, "As pants the heart," is in

the collection of the Chapel Royal. To him, his colleague, Mead,
jesting! v said: "I look to you, Arbuthnot, to preserve harmony
amongst us." In 1749, Richard Brocklesby (1788-97), one of the

founders of military hygiene, published an anonymous treatise

recommending music for the cure of diseases. The theme is as

ancient as music itself—witness the familiar passages in Homer,
Shakespeare and the other poets, Dryden's "Alexander's Feast,"

and "St. Cecilia." The medical literature of the subject is ex-

tensive. William Withering (1741-99), a Birmingham practi-

tioner who introduced the use of digitalis in heart disease, devoted

his leisure hours to the flute and harpsichord, and Edward Jenner
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(1748-1823) played both the violin and the flute. Anne Hunter,
the wife of the great Scotch surgeon who was Jenner's preceptor,

was a patron of music, and wrote the words for Haydn's "Crea-

tion," and for his charming canzonet, "Jly mother hids me hind

my hair." But John Hunter himself had no taste or liking for

music, as the well-known anecdote makes plain

:

On returning home late one evening, after a hard day's fag, Hunter
une*iiectediy found bis drawingroom filled with musical professors,

connoisseurs, and other idlers, whom Mrs. Hunter had assembled. He
was (jp-eally irritated, and walking straight into i.Ik- mom, addressed the
astonished guests pretty much in this following strain: "I knew nothing
of this kick-up, and I ought to have been informed «[ it beforehand;

but ns I am now returned home to study, 1 hope the present company
will retire." This intimation was of course speedily followed by an

In considering the many physicians who have been amateurs
of music in modern times, it seems an outstanding fact that most
of them have been in the clans distinguished fur original work in

the exact sciences upon which medicine is based. The great

physiologists, in particular, Helmholtz, I.udwig, Engelmann and
others, have been famous as musical enthusiasts. Physiology,

as Leonardo tia Vinci surmised, is, in the last analysis, a mathe-

matical science. We should not lliink much of a bank clerk, a

musician or a physiologist who could not count. There seems a

logical relation between pure mathematics and its musical ana-

logues, harmony, counterpoint and the art of fugue. Saint Sacns

has written very capable papers on astronomy. The thought

of the mathematician, Joseph Sylvester, seems apposite:

Herein I ll.ink mie clearly discerns the. internal grounds ol coinei-

denee of parallelism, which oWrvutioii has kill)! made familiar, between
the mathematical and musk-ill. May net Music be described as the

Malhematic of M'T]..e. Malhcmalic as Music ef the rea.-onf the soul of

each the same! 'thus the musician feeh Mathcmatic, the mathematician
ihink.i Music Music the dream. Malheuialic tin; working life each to

receive its consummation from the ether when the human intelligence,

elevaled to its jjerfeef lv]ie. shall shiuc forth glorified in some future

.Mozart -Diriehiet er Beethoven-Gauss—a union already not indistinctly

foreshadowed in tlie genius and lalaira of a Helmholtz! 1

Helmholtz, the greatest mathematical physicist, who was
also a medical man, is, in fact, the most prominent of the group

of physiologists who have followed music. He was not only a

performer and learned connoisseur of music and musical literature,

but he was the founder of musical aesthetics as a science, the

'Sytmtcr: Phil. Tr., London, ctiT, p. BIS. footnote.

i i"i 1 L :d Co
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author of the most exhaustive treatise on the physiological basis

of tonal sensations which has ever been achieved Musicians

themselves, as we know, care little about the scientific import of

these things and their aesthetic contributions have been almost

entirely of the literary and artistic kind.

Why im oi'tiive i>r a fifth should W: rm>re satisfying to the car tlirm

a minor third; why certain chords had a character of their own; what
wan l.iif: iihy-.iiilur.ie basis ol discords; what whs the true nature "I beats;

what was the physiologic significance of the progression of the notes

in n melody; what were the jihysiiilnjiif laws, if any, that regulated the

development of musical capacity in fhc human race; all these were
questions the musicians cared litlle about, and if they did allow them
to occupy their attention they were dismissed as insoluble. Men took
refuge in the notion that music was music because it was adapted to

our spiritual nature, and they thought there «> little u>e in emleaviiring

to eiamine the physical and physiologic materials of which musical
tones were composed. 1

Helmholtz began to study these things in the fifties, his

papers on the physical basis of harmony and dissonance, the

theory of open organ pipes, musical temperature, timbre {Klang-

farbe), the Arabian and Persian scales, etc., culminating, in 1863,

in his great work on Tonempfindungeii or tonal sensations. This

work, as is well known, was divided into three parts, of which
the first explains tile physiologic mechanism ol the ear und the

way in which sound vibrations and overtones are conducted

through the ear to tile auditory nerve; the second with tile effect

upon the nerve itself of tones and combinations of tones, atld the

third with the psychology of musical aesthetics and the origin

of the different scales or modes and harmonies. He divides the

historic evolution of music into three periods, viz., the homo-
phonic or univocal music of antiquity and of primitive and Asiatic

peoples; the polyphonic or multivocal music of the Middle A.tjes,

and the harmonic music which oruse in the sixteenth century

and lias been promim'Til. in Europe since time of Bach. These
divisions have liecii used by historians of music to date, and it

seems significant tha! the feudal spirit of the Middle Ages should

be typified by massive polyphony; the struggle for freedom of

thought in (he sixteenth and seventeenth centuries by a recog-

nition of the value of melody as well as of thorough bass; and the

industrial democratic movement of modern times by the use of

the folk-song by Haydn and Beethoven, and the extension, by
Wagner and Brahms, of the Greek melos, in which tiie figurations

'McKtmlridc, J. G.: H«m»nn vod Hdmolti, London, 1B90, p. 1ST.
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of the accompaniment are sometimes an essential part of the

continuous melody-

All his life Helmholtz was an ardent concert-goer and could

have been an able critic of music. He was highly appreciative

o[ the admirah Ie performances at the Paris Conservatoire:

a pi™ from h adc^Mtc
nnj-i- Emm t i i

«
- HM*i,,i:,r,rr Sigh!'.- Drew, as well as 8 clioni. nf Bach,

and Handel's Hallelujah Chorus. One hears better choral shipine: in
(',.-.-

1, urny. but tin- perfection uf the orchestra i- unique of it. kin.i. The
ohm:. ,!! H^iy riti'.s SyEr.phony .minded like \ ^ciiIIl ^''phyn cvcTytluns:

wa-i hi [li.-rfi-i't tini'\ iiu'lndini? the hi^li opi-mnir chord-, of tlir- Mendel-
ssohn Overture, allien was rrpe,'it<-i] at the cud. and generally sound
mil i>{ tunc. Tin- Prm-irlhon was thi' nnr. I I'nrhantiii:: m'-iody. ivith the
linrri. [iti'iliiiriinntin^. Tlii-i cunei-rt, after tin- Venus of Milo, was t Ik-

fei tind thine •>( pnri-.t beauty Unit life fan idvi-.'

Professor McKendrick. of Glasgow, fives the following im-

pression of Helmholtz at a concert:

The first time the writer saw him was in 1873, in the Gewandhaus.
in 1-eipr.ig. rliirinp a performance of Mem lei s-j .tin's "Mid .1m oner Night's

with the eves having a rapt eiprcssiim, the sen-uom uin-ir floated

dironeh the lull, and hi- thoueli! "that inii.-l he Helmholtz!" It could
be no other. A few .lav- later In- s.-iw t!if (ireat [ihvsiclst in his own
laboratory, and received kindly advice regarding the ophthalmometer
ami ra mistical apparatus.

Helmholtz had indeed a splendid head of the broad-hrowed
Goethe-Beethoven type, and with the admirable breadth between
the eyes which oliaraol eri'/cs the mathematician pur tang. The
phreiioloj;is! Gall, who is now recognized as a very able investigator

uf Ihe aiialomy uf !he lirain, located the mathematical sense or

'Auldvnxinu Ui'iix t!r.i rupjmrl.' Hex twmhrrs] in the cerebral convo-
lution which, he --ays, is "a continuation of the lowest convolution

of the organ of music, lying against the lateral part of the roof

of the orbit in a furrow or depression which lies anleropos'.criorly

if this convolution is sensibly developed, the outer border of the

roof of the orbit is not curved, but makes an angle, slanting

abruptly downward, causing the outer border of the upper eyelid

to he sunken and to cover the eye more than ordinarily." This
view is born out by the researches of the neurologist, P. J. Moebius,

on the hereditary character of mathematical talent. 1 Moebius,
after an exhaustive study of typical portraits of eminent mathe-
maticians, locales the mathematical sense in the anterior end of

ptvrger, L.. Hermann ran Helmhollt, (Ward, 1B08, p. US.
a,P,J.i UebwditAnl.si'iiirM.lhrinslik. SAuti.UIpnig.lBOf.
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the third frontal convolution {gyrus frontalis tertius). Whatever
the value ot his theory, the resemblance between many of the

mathematical heads in bis portraits and those of some of the

great composers is very striking, particularly in the breadth of

brow produced by widening of the temples and causing the rharao-

tcrislio abrupt straight downward slant of Ih iter margin of

the upper eyelid. There is an equally striking resemblance

between the portraits of certain great composers and those of

certain eminent medical men who liave been devotees of pure

science and of music. If we place in juxtaposition characteristic

portraits of Beethoven, Rubinstein, the anatomist Henle and
the nintliriuatiriai] Jacobi. lids resemblance will at once liraimr

apparent. By the same token Hyrtle, the anatomist, look*

like Haydn; Carl Ludwig in profile is like I.isr.t or Carl Maria
von Weber and ell fare vaguely resembles Chopin; Brahms and
Billroth look alike and there are portraits of Sir Richard Owen
which resemble certain pictures of Richard Wagner. The theory

of -Moi-bius and the points of resemblance in cranial contour and

facial features arc of course only matters of empirical observa-

tion, but at least as striking as tbc significance of a high brow, a

llm

Tm"ii™thT^ who have 'followed music,

the most eminent name after that of Helmholta is Carl Ludwig
of Leipzig, who had over two hundred prominent pupils, most

of whom have been the leading teachers of his subject in our

own time. One of these pupils refers to bis "enchanting person-

ify." He was in fact one of the most attractive of university

professors. In relation to music, bis role was mainly appreciative,

but he followed the Gewandtuius concerts and had chamber music

at his house. As his pupil von Kries relates:

As a great friend of music lie was a constant visitor of the many
concerts with which I-eipzic abounds, particularly those at the Gewand-
haus. Rut he Lived to a.-srrnhle mu.-ical talent at his own home, where

he was a thankful and intelligent listener. . . . When the new Gewand-
haus at f-eip/ij; was creeled and the decorative frescoes of tin! conrcrt-

hall completed, he said to me. with iudijrmLtkm, that if these remained,
tie would attend the concerts no mure. With such paintings in sight,

musical enjoyment would iw unthinkable. But he did not mean this,

and, in any case, reconsidered his derision. 1

Among the other eminent German professors, Theodor
Wilhelm Engelmann, whose name will always be associated with

Gaskell's in the physiology of heart muscle, was a friend of Brahms

'I. von Kries. C* rl LudVig. Freiburg and Ldpdg. 1SBJ, pp. It-tH.
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and to him Brahms dedicated his charming string quartet in B
flat. Ludimar Hermann, Julius Jacobson (the friend of Graefc),

Wilhclm Ebstcin, Karl Kohlbaum, the psychiatrist, were all mu-
sical, soiiirtiincs giving concr-rts at home. The histologist Henle
learned to play the violin, i iol.'i and violoncello, so that he could

take any part at need in an improvised string quartet. Mikulicz

and Neisser were accomplished musicians and Clamer-i-pieler, and
in their youth, had thought of becoming professional musicians.

Wax SclmlUe was a good violinist. Wilhelm His identified the

remains of Bach when they were resurrected in the yard of the

Joanniskirche at Leipzig and had the sculptor Seffner make a

bust of the great composer from his measurements, which turned

out to be an admirable likeness. Naunyn, the eminent clinician

at Strassburg, overcame a good deal of the prejudice which

obtained among the Alsatian population on account of his auslcre

demeanor, through Ins attractive chamber music evenings, which

came to be important social functions in the city. His wife was
a talented singer. Julius Jensen, the alienist, also had a talented

wife and was often seen with Nolcahefle under his arms at concerts.

Duke Karl Theodor of Bavaria, who became a well-known opthal-

mologist, was musical and played in the orchestra. Alfred de

Bary, an assistant of Flechsig at Leipzig, is at once a professor

of psychiatry and a prominent tenor at Bayreuth and Munich.
Borodin, one of the composers of "Prince Igor," was once a
Russian army surgeon.

In England, Sir Richard Owen was a talented player on the

violoncello. His biographer relates:

He was lirvs tired "[ listening In his favorite compositions, although
a? iie grew olilir his t nrtt<_- if, music became much narrower, and ho could
only ii-Si'i! willi pleasure to tin: music admitted to be "classical" in his

younger days. Wagner, Grieg, and iimrn modern ce.ni powers v. ere to his

iniml "intolerable and not to be endured." Tin; keys of bis little old-

Eashiotied piano had been touched by many of bis musical friends—
Moseliclcs, John Ella, and Halle, and had served many a time to accom-
pany Jenny Lind and his own famous 'cello by Poster.

Sir Eobert Chriatison (17!>7-1889), of Edinburgh, who wrote

the first treatise on toxicology in English, although self taught

in music. Was a good bass singer. We rend in his memoirs:

As a singer, both as a soloist and in part-songs. Sir Hubert look a
high place anion),- the amateur musicians of Edinburgh. He was gifted

with a bass voice of uniiMial power and good o.nalily; anil although he
never had time to take lessons, constant practice in quartet singing and
in small musical societies brought his voice to some degree of cultivation.

He had only the most cursory knowledge of the science of music and

Digitized b/ 1
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used to quote, as a signal proof of the low condition of music in Edinburgh
thirty years ago, that people regarded him as an authority on music

i ! I rgh owed a good deal to liim. as he was one of

the first amateurs to disregard and oppose the absurd remnant of Purit-
anism which caused the cultivation of secular musk by societies or dobs
to be considered as a somewhat dangerous accomplishment, allied to

dissipation. When a number uE ymmg men, with smuts lie.sitalims. iuvX

together about thirty-five years ago to form one of the first choral societies

in Edinburgh, Sir Robert eneouraged them by liis presence, and congratu-
lated them on the changed state of opinion which enabled them thus
to come forward, contrasting it with the stricter notions prevalent in
his youth, when no attempt of the kind could have ventured on.

We are indebted to Dr. Peddie for the following notice of the

musical doings in which Sir Robert took a part. "Dr. Christison, Dr.
Bennett, Dr. Maclngsn, and myself were among the first gentlemen
amateur vocalists who ventured to perform publicly in Edinburgh. We
had sung much together, and were known as the singing doctors, at
parties, and at dinners of the Harveiun Society and of the Colleges of
Physicians Hnd Surgeons; but it was not till tile 20th December, 1851,

that we performed in public, at a concert in the original St. Cecilia's

Hall, under the patronage of I,ord and Lady Murray, for the benefit of

the widow of Mr. Maimer, when about £T(J were raised for her, Dr.

Christison, Dr. Maclagan, myself, and Mr. John Christison appeared
as glee and quartette singers in the Music Hall for tins Krst time on the
?7th March, 1803, at a concert for the benefit of the Edinburgh Artisan
Rifle Companies. This public appearance of professional men as amateur
singers made some sensation at the time. We performed sulxcqueritly

at several of the annual concerts of the University Musical Society.

Dr. Christison was one of the most active and enthusiastic members
of the Amateur Vocal Club, from its formation at Dr. Bennett's house
on IB April. 1BS2, till the final meeting in 187B."

Sir Robert's voice retained much of its power and quality till he
was past seventy, and he did not give up taking an occasional share in

part-sin dag for several years afterwards. The last occasion on which
he joined in anything of the kind was on the eighty-third anniversary
(if his birth, when ins taok the bass part of Bishop's well-known glee,

"Mynheer Von Dunck."

On three occasions, Christison was asked by the authorities

to exercise the right of patronage in filling the vacated Chair of

Music in the University of Edinburgh. In making a crossing

from Brighton and Dieppe in his early days, he found that his

travelling companions—two English and two Irish doctors and
Schetky, a drawing master of the Portsmouth Naval Academy

—

were musical, so that he was able to improvise a nautical concert:

We had not been long together when wa discovered that we were
a fortuitous congregation of musical atoms, which soon arranged them-
selves in harmony. Schetky played excellently Turner's violoncello,

Corban played the violin fairly, Crawford the flute well; and Schetky,

liety. Never-
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Turner, and I found no end of trios for tenor, counter-tenor and bass.

Time passed thus very agreeably in spite of baffling breezes, to the high
approbation of the ship's company and the steerage passengers, and
under the frequent applause of the many vessels which we passed near
enough to be within hearing. But, if the whole truth must be told,

the harmony of sweet sounds was apt to be frequently and abruptly
interrupted by the nautical qualms of Turner and Crawford; and we
had the ill-luck, in our fat mate's estimation, to stir up the storm of

the 5th in Yarmouth roadstead.

In America, the early history of private and even public

interest in music is obscure. Mr. O. (i. Sonneck, the learned

Chief of the Division of Music in the Library of Congress, has

shown that the earliest ascertainable date of a public concert in

the country was that advertised in the Boston Weekly .Vch's heller

of Dec. 16-33, 1731. the next in order of time being the announce-
ment in the South Carolina (lazetle for Saturday, April 8-15, 1732.

After the date of this Charleston concert, there arc abundant

records of public performances at Charleston, Annapolis. Balti-

more, Williamsburg, Va., Fredericksburg, Petersburg. Norfolk,

Richmond, Alexandria, Va., Savannah. Xp» ( Menu.-, I'lmailclphiji.

New York, Boston, Salem, Newport, Providence, Hartford and
other New England cities. The St. Cecilia Society of Charleston,

is now an exclusive association" of Charleston's old first families,

devoted to assembly halls and other social functions. The musical

societies of Sloughton (1780], Concord (1707), and Essex (1797),

Massachusetts, followed, and on Jan. 34, 17,15, our theatrical

season began at Charleston, S. C, with, the performance, at tile

courtroom, of Olway's "Orphan," to be followed on February IS

by our first operatic performance, "Flora, or Hob in the Well,"

tickets of admission to the courtroom costing 40 shillings each.

In these valuable records of early concert-life and early opera in

America, which are due to tile patriotic zeal and erudition of

Mr. Sonneck, we find no note of the participation of physicians, 1

although the colonial group of South Carolina physicians is. accord-

ing to Dr, Welch, the most brilliant in our early medical history.

That some of these at least iiuiy have solaced their leisure hours

with flute, violin or harpsichord, like Withering or Jenner in Old
England, would seem a natural inference. The Pierian Sodality

of Harvard University, a gathering of students for mutual improve-

>Thf diitinfuUi.il .ui!l,r,r „f jl-' i.-U- iii ,«ror. In [hese book? 1 mentioned
bh fluondam colleague. Dr. Ail'in. rinliii i 'i I ' I . i 1 :'
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ment in instrumental music, was founded on March 6, 1808.

For a number of years, it had from three to fifteen performers,

who sometimes serenaded the inhabitants of Cambridge. In

1838 there was only on,; member, but more than fortv in 1880;

in 1881 the Sodality fused with the Harvard Glee Club and gave
concerts. In 1885, the Sodality was pronounced by the Ronton

Herald to be "foremost among amateur organizations of the land."

Independent of the Glee Club during 1BB8-19M, and tutored by
n professional coach, it began to take up the higher forms of music,

including the symphonic, about 1907-13, and has now about
sixty members. Dr. John W. Farlow, librarian of the Boston
Medical I.ibrarv. played the liiuno pari.- with the 1'ierian Sodality

in 1873.' The late Dr. James Brown McCaw (1823-1900), of

Richmond, Va., who founded the famous Chimborazo Hospital,

edited the short -lived CmiMerah-il Slut™ MetHcul mid .Siiryinil

Journal (1864-65) and whose son, General Walter D. McCaw.
became librarian of the Surgeon General's office, was for ninny

years president of ihe Mozart Society of Richmond. This isolated

record, at the Suulh. like that of liowditch at. the North, may lie

typical or except icon!. In imisl "German-. \ uicricsiii " families

i:iu-if! i'ecame a household word. Home American physicians

ami hiiihiyists of German descent, such as Drs. Christian A.

Ilerter, Jacques Loeb, Arpad (i. Gerster, John C, Hemmeter
(composer of "Hvgieia," dedicated to Professor William H.
Welch), Sidney Kilt:. D'Orsay lleehl. Otto Juet.tner and Gustav

Of all medical men who have loved music, the mosUnteresting

is Billroth, of all relations between Minerva Medica and Fran
Masicu, between l'olhymnia and the daughters of .Eseiilupius,

the most alluring is to be found in the musical friendship and
epistolary eorrcsponik'Tiee of Hilh-tilh anil !t)-ahiiis. ilrahms, the

stocky, sturdy, hhnirl II innburger, who delighted that his picture

was jxiven in German school Keoi.rr;i phics us :i representative of

the Aryan race, now gruff and repelling, now extpiisil rly sensitive

and tender hearted, now sh resist ic and Lttwhikox, now charitable

in the most stealthy, modest way, incomparably tiie strongest

and worthiest figure in modern German art; Billroth, the stalwart

Viking of the North Seas, pioneer ill I hi; surgery of the larnys

and iligestive tract, and greatest German surgeon of his time,

grandson of a famous soprano, sensitive and melancholy under-

neath his calm exterior, a dreamer and a philosopher, a musician
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and a poet in his. natural instincts, a "sentimental North Sea
herring," as he wittily styled himself—these two met at Vienna
in the sixties to found something more than a lifelong friendship,

indeed a sort of musical brotherhood. At this time, Brahms
was conductor of the Singakademie; in 1872-1, he was directing

the concerts of the GeselUchafl der MusUtfreunde, and Edward
Hanslick, of Prague, whose essays have the literary charm of

Schumann or Liszt, was beginning to make his mark in musical

criticism. Brahms, Hanslick and Billroth formed a sort of artistic

triumvirate. They were frankly an ti-Wagnerian, devoted to

the older classical trend of Bach, Beethoven, Haydn and Mozart,

and the romantic trend oE Schubert, Weber, Schumann and
Mendelssohn, which are combined in tile music of Brahms. Of
this friendship, Billrotli's Briefe, published after his death in 1895,

are a fascinating memorial. I translate most of the passages

relating to music below. The first letter in the collection, ad-

dressed to Billrotli's mother in February, 1850, is an enthusiastic

rhapsody of fourteen pages on the singing of Jenny Lind in GOt-

tingen, the whole-hearted self-surrender of a youth of one and
twenty. The first letter to Brahms is dated from Zurich, May 17,

1866, the last (Jan. 18, 1894) from Abbazia, where Billroth died

on Feb. 0, 1894. In this unique musical correspondence, which
ranks with the Schumann letters or the Wagner-Liszt Brief-wechsel

in interest, we are taken into the full current of the musical life

of Vienna, the concerts, operas and oratorios, Billroth's piano

ducts with his friends, and the chamber music evenings, at which
Brahms was of course the central figure. Billroth, in spite of

bis prejudice against Wagner, is everywhere n charming critic

of music, beginning with his account of a trial performance of

Brahm's Sextet in G major:

Zurich, June 15, 1866. I wanted to play second viola, and have
got famously in touch with my part; but as I began to play, I found
myself trembling with such anxiety and excitement that I could do
nothing. Fortunately Eschmann of Schaffhausen, another viola player,

was there and took my place, I was terribly vexed and must have cut
a farcical figure. The presence of Brahms, the heat of the day, the

fact that I hod been hard at work since 0 a, m„ all contributed to get

mc in this entirely unaccustomed state of excitement, all the more
inexplicable in that I had already taken a part in the Brahm's sextet

fourteen days before, when we played it alone at my house. like an
old boy, I had to undergo the bitter experience that it is foolhardy to
attempt to execute anything in science or art unless one has mastered
the matter in hand. Over and above this experience, I have learned
never to play a piece in the presence of the composer unless it has been
perfectly prepared beforehand. I had previously written to you about

Digitized by
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the second sextet of Brahms in unfavorable terms. Since then I have
got to know it better and find it of extraordinary beauty, so clear, so
simple, so masterly that one cannot enjoy it enough. Hegar. Eschmann
I and II, a cellist from the orchestra, Burkhard and Ganz were the per-
formers. But, as I now knew the piece very exactly, I had a very dear
idea of the pains which Brahm must have undergone, although he passed
it all off in his most amiable manner. Kirchner, Brahms and Hegar
had been carousing freely the night before and were tired; all that
helped tu iriiike t lie general mood a languid one.

Vienna, Dee. 24. 1667. Brahms becomes the more lovable to me
the oftener I meet him, Hanslick says very rightly about him that he
bas the same faults as Bach and Beethoven: he has too little of the
sensuous in his art, both as a composer and player. I believe it is more
From an expressed intention to avoid the sensuous than from a lack of

it. His Requiem, the first half of which was produced recently, is really

so sublime in a supersensuous way, so Protestant, so Bach-like, that it

was only carried through with difficulty here. The hissing and clapping
became a formal passion, a battle of the factions; finally the applause
triumphed. Joachim has been here for two months. I have heard him
often, have been with him often and have found him personally most
amiable. He is a magnificent creature. When one hears him play the
last quartettes of Beethoven, every one must think himself an ass that
he did not hold this music the most beautiful in existence. Everything
became so clear and simple, so beautifully modelled in his hands, that
no one noticed it was being modelled; it went alons of itself like the
rising of the sun or the moon. When Brahms and Joachim play Beet-
hoven, Bach, Schubert together, the notes arc not photographed a la

BUlow, but the conceptions appear to the ear as living tone pictures,

appear and disappear. It seems to me strange that any one should
applaud. This genre does not suit everybody; the modern man, with
his peppered palate, will not find it to his taste; but to me it is the highest
thing ivhicli i:an be dune by reproductive art.

Very different is my impression of Rubinstein, who has given five

concerts. He is a highly gifted man, a talent of the first rank, not
without originality, but badly educated. His compositions (piano

concerto, chamber music) are interesting enough to give one pleasure

in their beauties, and to neglect what is ugly or tiresome. So is it, too,

with his playing. I have never heard any one play so beautifully, yet

never have I seen an artist so belittle the finest things with such frivolity.

An innate crudity sometimes becomes unpleasantly apparent, in com-
bination with a grace of execution, an intensity of tone and execution

of ravishing effect.

Vienna, March SO, 1STS. Brahms is very active here as conductor;
he has got up incomparable beautiful performances and wins the most
cordial recognition from the connoisseurs. His TriumpUUd, with organ
and a colossal chorus, produced a wonderful effect; it is massive, monu-
mental music; its effect being that of a continuously pleasant eerie feeling;

at the same time transparently simple in the grandest ai fraco 3tyle.

It is certain that nothing quite so considerable has been wrought since

HKndel. In the last concert Brahms had the hardihood to attempt one
of the most difficult of Bach's cantatas with text by Luther (CArisf lag
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in Todetbanden). It was damnably tart music (verdammt kerbe Musik),
although of MinKim-cAVcl here and (here, lint at (he hands of a con-

ductor so highly revered as Brahms, even this was plcasanllv received

by (he Viennese. Two Volltalieder by Brahms produced such a storm
of applause that it secured the roof ini^lit cave in. The old Kin)! of

Hanover half hesid" himself with musical intovicatiou. J wish yon
could hear something like this onee; one is really carried away by the
beauty nf intonation of this choir, lis crescendo and deerescendo, its

forte and piano, executed as if by one voice. Brahma directs all that

I'rrnjtfi. Jan. ?. 1H7S. Manfred! Ah, but you should have heard
and seen it! Reflections are useless, it is indescribable; full-blooded

poetry and full-blooded music! II is .stunning in a sensuous way; one
dreams, one floats in (he soft air without effort. The scene of the sj

of Astarte always brine, the (ears In niv eves: even
of il. I am Ihrilled through ami through. Si.rlj music! "Dust pardon
me?" "Manfred, farewell: Pomm-row my sorrows end !" If Astarte
strikes (he rifjlit. warm tone here aad if Manfred is sympathetic, together
with a Vienna orchestra and Herbcck as director! I tell Jim it is mad-
dening. Is it a fortune or misfortune In feel things in this way? For
me every new thing we have hail lalely dwindles by comparison. Espec-

ially the great 1) major Mass of Heel linveu. which I have heard for the

third time, after studying it beforehand. For me this music is more
defunct than the weakest of Haeh and Handel. Not that ii is specially

abstruse! No! Hut tiresome, insignificant in invention. Tortured,
bootless music. Beethoven cannot write (or the chorus, except ineffec-

tually: his fu-al themes are mostly withonl etfeel. and one is so clad

when the tortured squalling comes to an end. If people wanted to be
konc-l, ruosl of them would speak a- I do. For the professional musician

all this is as Michael Ar-do's Sistinc Chape! for the painter. But even

for a cultivated musical ear it is dull music, .specially (or Protestants,

who have no youthful poetic associations in mind. ... I have alrcady
liearil the Brahms string qnarlel.le. seven times this winter, sometimes
at home, sometimes in concerts. In our four handed rendering at

Carlsbad, we look all the tempi much loo fas'. Hrahins requires every-

where very moderate tempi, because this music, on account of its many
harmonic changes, cannot olhcrwi-e rmfnh! itself properly; this is essen-

tially true of all cnmph'N modern music Beethoven, Schumann. Wagner.
Brahms, in all the riper works of their later period, favor tin- Andante-
Tempo which Wagner has called "specifically German." Through

i I mieh t) e vogue; yet
there was much h

to us Cor

Mendelssohn.
Vienna, Aug. 3, 1879. At this moment my fingers tremble after

playing Bach for an hour. That is a tremendous tax for the finders: for

not only etch measure, but the whole must be shaped forth like a Gothic

stone structure, tall and great. This morning I have given myself up
to this music with a kind of passion.

Vienna, Jan. 4, 1881. Von have iiiduridly heard much through

me of Brahms, also of Dvof&k, a gigantic talent. If X speaks of him
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somewhat pityingly, Brahms says: "I do not understand you; I could
almost jump oul of my skin with envy ;it the thoughts ivnirii come to

this man merely by the way." Dvorak often writes very lustily ii-dccd;

in dawdling fashion, hut he dawdles ii la Schubert; ho is now so highly

remunerated by his publishers thut he i.s carried, through his easy pro-

ductivity, into Viiinckm'lierei. Wert' he younger and had he been dia-

covereil earlier, he would undoubtedly have achieved something worth
while; but now, whatever he does not achieve successfully by a lucky
shot, he does not improve at all by brooding over it. Dvofak's nature
is akin to Schubert's, even though he does not come anywhere near bin),

especially in his songs. . , .

Kirchner has arranged the new Hungarian Dances of Brahms,
;iTitl also his LkbrxlinSrr [i.r two bauds, (let these: whoever knows
ivlint beauties Brahms has concealed in the middle and counter voices
of these things will tint fin. I admiration enough fur Kin; Ihut's arrnnge-

hi the plastic ills aside from 1 In- decorative. Vicuna hi.s always
been very weak. Yet I find the Beethoven monument, entirely unique
in its beauty, impressively characteristic, very musical, in any rase.

'I'lm art critics may have their objections to (he figures around the base;
lml you must not abuse I he statin' il.-elf, or i .shall lie cnxs with you.

I'imna, July il, 1883. From some indicating;, it appears that
my house was once owned liy one of liie most famous professor- of the
period in..: after Joseph I!. .lohanu I'ett'r Frank. 1 was satisfied with

the probability a.s far as it went. Hut Pohl went immediately to the
municipal council, burrowed in the dusty property records, and elevated

the prohahililv to cert i' utle. The wife of the (anions Jnhann Peler
Frank's son, an inconsiderable medical professor, was in her time a

famou-, sinter; .she sang in the Creation am: the Seasons under Haydn.
Through this circumstance, HeeIhovc:i niiit to the house, where mu.-ieal

evenings were often given in the garden, with il In mi naled scenes from

the Italian operas of the time. . . . The interesting thing for :nc is

that .Toh. IVicr Frank and Tlecthover rnel in my house, and that a similar

relation—let us not be arrogant!- obtained between yon and toe one
hundred ars later.

. .
Tleelhoveii ocrtaiidy wandered in this direction;

Erlli.s: not llavdn. too, have llad rehearsals ui'h tile above IIlelilioiLeil rali-

tatricc in this house? What a noble triad; Haydn, Beethoven. Brahms!
Abbazia, life. W, 1KB*. i'ceiplc say there are uo promenades here.

Ineoneeivable! Along Ely; seashore, in both directions, are excellent

roads oo which one really finds no hotel guests, though many other

can be seen and heard there. "May Night," "On the Lakeside," "On
the Lake," "Keening Twilight," "Summer Evening" -all the llrahms
melodies stream towards me here. (Der game Brahma ktinijl niir liif

immfrfort rntgrgen.) I trot along the streets to the measures of the lust

movement of your F minor quintette, and the third movement of my
(I mean Ills) A minor string quarlette brines me back in comfortable
time. I can wish nothing better.

Alihtiziti, Jim. 8. 1880. ISrahms is in Vienna and lives at. IV,

Carlsgassc No. -. On the seventeenth of this month hi.s new symphony
([I minor) will l>e produced, after whieb I give a baptismal dinner. The
new work is already known to me From an arrangement for two pianos;
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it is very beautiful and grand in conception and execution. That Brahma
will yet surpass himself does not seem to me probable from his latest

works. Beethoven and Schumann also, and many others of the great,

have really had nothing new to say after reaching fifty. Even the most
original artist will give out at fifty, if he lives that long; if we have
understood his accomplishment up to that time, his later things seem
to give us little that is new. At that time, the artist can still conceive
thin^ lit-imtiful and great, but gains little by attempting to go beyond
the limits of the beautiful a foul prix and surpass himself over his own
head, as Beethoven, to In; Feeling, tried to do. A gigantic exception
is Haydn, who in the "Seasons," has already assimilated the Mozartian
originulily to himself and has begun to transform it into a new Haydn

London, Od. 8, 1888. Dinner at the hotel and then a charming,
but musically very rlirver, opr™, f.lie "Mikado."

SI. Gilgen, Sept. 3, 1888. Wagner was indeed a very considerable

talent in many directions; but if lie had not been a Capellmeister for

twenty years and learned the whole trade of scenario and scoring in

actual practice from his youth up, he could never have brought his

ideas to expression. His scores are the product of a refined practical

ability and a very healthy, sometimes morbid, over-excited human
understanding. He learned the trade of Weber and Meyerbeer. That
he has applied his technical eiperience to the expression of his ideas,

and while remaining himself, has stood upon the pedestal erected by
others, that is certainly a proof of his highly genial artistic individuality.

ffmno.f'tl.. 2*. 1880. (To Professor Engelmann in Utrecht.) You
and I stand apart from our university colleagues, since Brahms has
dedicated bis third string quartette to you and the first two to me.
Lately, Joachim was here with his quartette and played yours in B flat.

I was almost jealous of you; the effect was colossal. The piece has
been repeatedly played here by Hellmesberger, Rose, Heckmann, etc.,

out such a clear exposition of this piece, formless in its beginning and
so complex in its modelling, I had hardly thought possible. The most
difticult rhythmical combinations sounded naturally, as if they could
not have been otherwise. Even alongside of Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn
and Schumann numbers, its success was colossal. The most conserva-
tive old sons of music came up to me (here I pass for a Head-Brahmin)
with the assurance that they had never understood the quartette until

now. And the great glue-boiling public was in ecstasies. The viola

movement had to be played da capo.

Vitana. Dec. 18, 18B3. (To Brahms.) Our conversation of yester-

day was uncommonly instructive to me; your statistics of to-day, for

which I am most thankful, show the extent of your interest. It proves
to me, that in any scientific work, one cannot be too careful in getting

control of his facts before beginning to reflect. . . . That pieces in a
minor key attach themselves easier to us moderns, you will admit; we
have the related fact that, in our immediate surroundings, dull soft

colors are, on the whole, more agreeable to us than brighter ones. In
our youth it was otherwise. Modern man docs not like dazzling tight

effects in his living room. Note the modern preference for painted
windows. High sharp voices are unpleasant to us. In the salon, people
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speak in B minor key. . . . My general impression would bo that with
Handel and Haydn, the major period begins, ami that before that time,
incidentally in the oldest folk-songs, the minor key is supreme. That
this view is incorrect, so far as the folk-son j>s are concerned, you have
lately shown me, even though the minor is more prominent in the Scottish
and Swedish folk-songs than in those of other people. ... All folk-

songs in the major, as well as all modern folk-songs in major, easily

leave with me a trivial impression, while those in the minor seem rii*-

tingvla. An old melody in the minor seems to trie less antiquated than
an old melody in the major. . . . What do you think of the following?

I have the impression that what you call the "specific physiognomy"
Ida* eigene Gsiricht) of ft finnpuwr, and w:ial is otherwise understood
(o be liis specific originality or his novel modi; of eipression, rests mainly
upon new harmonic combinations in the mi, idle voice*, otherwise upon
the peculiarity of the rhythms employed (Meyerbeer). Tbc cessation

of the custom of enhancing the molivcs by means of variations, and
the trick of only repenting (hem, once they have been set up. seems to

me very characteristic of Wagner and the modern French and Italians.

In this case the organic growth of the musical compositions ceases
immediately; it is more a hiving together o[ the self-same stones, a
mtf.aio or k.-ilcidoscupic effect, with unchangeable, multicolored stones.

That can be very pretty; but no other enhancement of values is possible

except through the iritciisitv oi I lie color effects.

Vhnna. Sept. S3, 1K03. (To Brahms.) Unfortunately, my dear
colleague. N-, otherwise so Jim niiiu-Ji t and so widely cultured, is so

absolutely unmusical thru 1 can do nothing with him. lie likes to iicar

music, especially -inning, and soNicliines it Lends concerts with bin musical
wife. Yesterday i played to him "Wir winden dir" in F sharp major,
with accompaniment in F major. He said Immediately, "that is From
the Frcisekulz," but made no other remark. Then f [flayed the melody
in G major, the acconi|janiment in F major, and asked him If he nut iced

any difference. Answer: "I liked the first Letter." Can you form any
conception of such a slate of hearing? It would he- inlerestinjr to make
such investigations frequently. As yet, we do not in the least know how
far people are unmusical who still get a certain definite pleasure from
music as a rhythmic scries of sounds.

This investigation was carried out to some extent iti Billroth'*,

posthumous essay, "Her isf mwiikalweht'" which is & kind of

miniature pendant to Helm holla's treatise on tonal sensation.

The manuscript, somewhat fragmentary in character towards
the end, was turned over, after Billroth'* death, to Uaiisliek,

who published it with an introduction. At the beginning, Billroth

points out that a sense of rhythm, such as is exhibited by Neapo-
litans dancing the measures of tarantella to the punctuation of

the tambourine, by Egyptian porters moving in processional

order to the monotonous rhythms of Arabic verses, by soldiers

marching to drum taps, is perhaps the most essential element of

a feeling for music. From reports made to him by officers in
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various Auatro-Hungarian regiments of different racial complex-

ions, he found there are recruits and soldiers who never have,

never acquire the sense of rhythm necessary to keep step without

watching their comrade's movements. From observations sim-

ilar to the One mentioned in his letters, ho found that there are

persons who are rhythm-deaf as well as tone-deaf or harmony-
dYaf, persons who have kerned to piny musical compositions in

a purely mechanical way, yet are incapable of recognizing the

selfsame pieces when limy arc played by others. The essay is a

neat little discussion of the scientific: aspects of the subject, in the

style of Hanslick, whose biographical memoirs contain, in an

appendix, a number of interest in;: letter.-- from Billroth, Brahms
died in INH7, having survived his friend Billroth three years. We
may take leave of him in the words of that exquisite critic, James
Huneker:

He was the greatest contrapuntist after Bad), tin- yicalcst archi-

tei'tnuist after lScetoovcn, hut 1:1 bis soncs he was as simple, as manly,
it- tender a- Robert Burns. His topmost, peaks iire tremendously remote,

and flitter and gleam in an atmosphere, almost too thin for the dweller;

of the l-lilitu; but. how intimate. ho-.y foil of ehanu, of yraeiousili'--

aie the happy moments in his chamber music! .... Often and pur-

posely he seems to ejieage himself in a hedfje of formidable iplirh.et.

imt oi;eo neiictrato it. and you find bloomiii^ the r arc-it flowers, whose

perfume is delicious. To oie this is the eternal puzzle; that Brahms,
the master of ponderous learnim;. can yet be so tender, so innocent of

soul. s 0 fragile, so eliildlikc. He must have vainly protected bis ..on!

aiwrn-t earthly smudging to keep it so pure, so sweet, to the very end.
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AMERICAN INDIAN CRADLE-SONGS

By NATALIE CURTIS'

I HAVE often been asked if a realization of the. responsibilities

of parenthood dignifies I lie life of tile American Indian. So
important, so sacred even, is- to the red man the sense of

fatherhood and motherhood that the Indian expands the obvious

human tie into a mystic, cosmic relation between man and the life-

giving forces of Nature. "And man is blessed when in the holy

songs the Mountain calls the man 'my son!'" say the Navajos.

"Father!" cries the Indian of the Plains when praying before the

sacred rock, symbol of the force on which the created universe is

builded. "The Evening Star," say the Pawnees, "is the mother of

tin Pawnee people. In the garden of the Evening Star grew the

first corn-plant, the Mother-Corn. And the Evening Star took

her daughter, child of the Morning Star, and placed her on a

cloud and gave into her hand the Mother-Corn saying 'p'ant this

upon the earth.' And the maiden fell to the earth as falling rain."

Thereafter, the division of human labor according to si x is poetic-

ally symbolized in terms of parent bond : "The bow mid arrow is

Father, for the father must defend and protect. But the com is

Mother; it feeds us and gives us life. Take a grain of corn and
split it: within will be found mother's milk. So in old days the

work of planting and tending the Mother-Corn fell to woman.
For she, herself the bearer of seed, is the nourished the mother of

us all." The woman it was who wove the baskets wherein the

garnered corn was carried, who cooked and prepared the suste-

nance for man. "So," said a Pawnee, "we look upon woman as

Mother, always. A man might almost call his own wife 'mother.'

Tor we sec in woman the giver of life."

To emphasize the human, intimate side of Indian parentage,

the following little group of lullabies is offered as a glimpse into

primitive motherhood; for civilization holds no essential human

kCJL l! [ ; I!"! ! i! [j r." A^ |!
"nd"H o^.i"] II « "i!- " 'w 'rJ'Vr i^] n'Jl'l

!'
; mi] H - -To l" Tn" "Vl i *.i

Curiij' c(,l]r:-lmn. "Th,- [nriuiiu' ISnok." Harpi-r «»d linn.. I 'ill >l r.i . The otbtr aougj
ire here ptinled for the first time.

in [.r.niHIIniriK ltn]NL[l U'lt-". -nwAi nr,: g[r>-.i i.] :A',ar.-.i '.is: 'Ound: A=ah
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ties deeper than those felt by early man. The melodies of these

Indian "Jeep-songs" are so potently sleep-giving tliat they may
well be found acceptable to the white mother.

I once asked some school-children if they knew why the Indian

mother carried her baby on her back. A hand flew up: "Because
the Indian mother is always busy with her hands." mien the

toiling woman went about her many tasks, with her went her baby,

bound securely on her back. How often have I seen the little

Ilopi women of arid Arizona, like burdened ants, climbing up the

precipitous trail lo their clilF-perched home, a heavy jar of fresh-

fetched water on the back, and atop of the jar, the baby Among,
some tribes the cradle-board to which the very

j
oung infant was

often bound "Lis highly ornamented with all the red mini's age-old

talent for conventionalized symbolic design. The buckskin cover-

ing might be richly embroidered with porcupine quill in geometri-

cal cubes and angles of color, and the hood which shaded the baby's

eyes festooned with soft featliers and dangling shells for tile tiny

hands to play with; or the board itself might be painted with pro-

tectillK emblems tif those cosmic forces with which the life of this

nature-people is always linked. The Morning Star, elan-emblem
of a Pawnee child, formed the chief design of the cradle-board on
which were traced the arrow heads which tipped the arrows of the

Morning Star for his journey across the sky. The rainbow en-

dosed the whole. Thus protected, the child might find strength

and growth in sleep while the mother lulled it with the soft

syllables, "Hau-wari."

Pawnee Lullaby

"Hau Wa'ri" "Sleep Rocking"

Even as the art of a people reflects—whether consciously or

not—the land of which the race is the human expression, so does

the very person of the individual suggest the environment which
has played upon him. Man must even express Deity in terms of

racial art. The Virgin Mother is an Italian, a Fleming, a German,
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or even, as in the famous "block Madonna," a mother of dark-

skinned men. On the Yuma desert, near the border of Mexico I

came one day upon a young Indian girl who—had the American
Indian been Christian—might have seemed to a native painter a
fitting symbol of Divine motherhood, though she was utterly the

child of the untamed land that stretched on every side of her in

brilliant orange, red and gold. She was sitting bare-foot on the

sand, the folds of her voluminous skirt spread about her like an
inverted flower-cup while the desert wind lifted the purple serape

that flowed from her shoulders. The baby, bound with bright

trappings to the cradle-board, made a flash of red across the knee.

Flamingo cactus-blossoms flamed behind her. Her loose heavy
hair, cut straight across the shoulders with the severity of Egyptian
bas-relief, blued and glittered in the sun like the wing of the black-

bird on the cactus branch. The desert butterfly, with pattern-

painted wing, bad taught the mother the art of decoration which
glowed in a round spot of red paint on each brown cheek. In a
voice as low as the half-heard song of the Colorado (the "Red
River" of which the Yuma Indians call themselves "the sons"), the

mother was crooning. The rhythmic words "Kashmam,' asow'-

wa" ("sleep, child"), alternating with a cooing "loo-loo-loo-loo,"

were strung like colored beads upon a melody whose minor seventh,

added to the five-toned scsle, sounds a typical modal characteris-

tic of many a Yuma song.

Yuma Lullaby

Ash'var Homar' Tashmatsk" "Song for putting Ctuld to sleep'
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[[] Contrast to ( In: rotmuVtl StlftucSS o! till' desert "slecp-soULi"

sounds the iullaby of the- Northwest coast—11 single rectangular

rcfriiiii til" four miles oil against On' rliytlntiir f.i-at ol llie sea along

ivhnst' .shores cluster tin- villages of t lit- Kwnkiull people of Vancou-
ver l-larul. Within !hi' wooden houses whose heraldic totem poles

point skvward, the hahv in its cradle lir.ruis from n oross-l-cam in

the corner. A cord is tied to the cradle, and the mother, her hand
or arm within the loop of the cord, rocks the baby with gentle pull,

singing. To me, her song .seemed to echo the sea, Ihe snatch of

melody healing down and draw nig back like I In* monotonous play

of waves. For the subconscious influence of the ocean's steady

music traces its rctlection on the mind as the sea carves ripples on

the sand; and one is quick to imagine tin* revcrlieral ion of the sea's

voice in the memory of nature-people.

Kwakiutl Cradle-Song
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When the Indian child is taken from the cradle-board, the

rauMipr nil'* and pulls the lilt.lt; [c-rs anil .months the naked btidy

from head to foot. The parents say that the back and limbs

of the baby on the hoard grow straight. And the children seem
happy: they are safe from harm even when [he luisy mother leaus

them up against the nail of the house or hangs them from a lodge

pole; they cannot fall off of anything or crawl into mischief. Some-
time- when the mother is at work outdoors the cradle-boned siravs

from the branch of a tree ("Rockabye baby on the tree-top") and
the Arapaho girls who taught me their Sleep-Song said that often

iii^t a push from the mother's hand would start the cradle s« inline,

ami then 'he friendly wind ivoiild help, freeing tlie mother for her

work. The word "Be-h£-be" (bebe) in the Arapaho language is

undoubtedly from the French whose traders often mixed their

blood with that of the people of the Plains in the old hunting and
trapping days before the Louisiana Purchase.

Arapaho Lullaby

"Nakahu Naad" "Sleep Song"
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Cheyenne Lullaby

"Meshivolzi No-otz" "Baby Song*

On the steep, rocky trails that lead from the level Arizona

desert to the mesa towns of the sedentary Hopi Indiana, the "blind"

beetles clamber in the hot sun, the little beetles sometimes sleep-

ing on the backs of their eldcrs—so the children say. The Hopi
mother sitting in her stone doorway, swaying gently to and fro,

herself a living cradle, tells the baby on her back to be blind like

the beetles—to shut its eyes and see no more while she sings "pu'va,

pu'va," the Hopi word for sleep.

L i i r : by
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Hopi Lullaby

Tuwuch' Tawi"

Not IOO (J5T

The devotion of Indian parents is recognized by all who have
lived among them.' Said a not too sympathetic trader, "Well, I

will say one thing for the Injuns: if it's anything a man is plum
crazy about, it's his kid!" The Indian fathers equal the mothers
in their tenderness to the children. From the Indian house in

which I lived I used to watch the baby toddle eagerly into the

outstretched arms of the home-coming father who would then

lift the child over his head with a laugh anil dance it in the air to

the strange, geometrical ever-changing rhythms of a Hopi Katzina
dance-song. The baby on its father's knee was taught its first

dance-gestures as the man sang and moved the tiny anna rhythmic-

ally, shaking an imaginary dance rattle, invoking rain, or spread-

ing the water over the fields in the symbolic pantomime of the

ancient dance-dramas whose traditions the child thus absorbed

As often from the voices of men as of women did I hear the

soft down-slurring phrases of "pu'va" whose archaic melody had
sung babies to sleep on the Hopi mesas for uncounted generations.

It was a Hopi father—our next door neighbor—who sang the song
for my recording phonograph. The "People of Peace" as these

Indians call themselves, were friendly toward the "box that sang"
and they were always entertained by the squeaky phonographic
record of their own robust voices. At the recording of the lullaby

there was present a white scholar who was making a study of the

Hopi language for a museum. The Indian had scarcely finished

singing the last "pu'va" into the phonograph's brass horn when
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the scicnlist ran to the machine, and pushing the Indian asid<- hp

laughingly asked tlie horn in the Hopi language, "What happens,

my good friend, when the baby doesn't go to sleep? The Indian

stared before him mm-phij.s-ed while the relentless machine whirred

od. Then, too late, when the cylinder was exhausted and I was
obliged to stop the wheels, the pondering Hopi tapped his fore-

head and said, "Why did I not think in time to tell that thing"

—

pointing to the horn—"My good friend, when that song is sung, the

baby ilhl-mjx fjn-s t.j sleep!"

But there are times when even "pn'va" fails to lull the Hopi
child. A "stop-crying soiic." fur nanyhly children is supposed to

lie snug by (lie On 1 -Kiil./.iii;t, a mythological being represented in

Hopi ceremonials by a masked dancer. It was a knotted old

grandmother, with the baby on her back, who first sang for me the

Owl Son;;. Her cracked voice quavered quaintly, and with laugh -

ter wrinkling her eves sin- pointed ominously at the imaginarv

ehiklren, erving as thev lie awake on their cradle-boards. As she-

wing, the little black bead of the babv on her baek bobbed up and
down over her shoulder to the rhythm of the sharp little movements
wit!, which she emphasized the son;;. When in the end we caught

in thi' refrain the "nic" of bloating pin Is am! Ihe foreboding hoot

of the Owl, we agreed with the little old grandmother that no child

could long remain naughty who thus heard the terror of the flocks

at the approach of the Owl-Katzina. A young mother was Stand-

ing near with her baby in her arms. "Hopi children are not bad,"
I said, "you do not often have to frighten them with the Owl
Sonf,'^*' The girl looked down at the little bundle quietly sleep-

ing against her breast and answered proudly, "My baby never

even heard that song."

Hopi Owl Song
"Murigwu Katiiria Tawi" "Owl Katzina Song"
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'I'll!' simple philosophy of the natives of our land, whoso great

teacher is Nature, stirs throughout all creation the birt Ii-ljI viiiff

power of two opposite J'e! mating farces, the male anil female

principles. Symbolized in nature-poetry these primal dement;- of

existence become to the Indian the Hurt h- Mot her, within whose

potent heart lie hushed and unborn all the seeds of life, and the

Sun-Father, a«a!;cjier and fructiticr. Man is the child of these

cosmic parents behind v. hum lies the great life-principle itself, too

vast and unknowable to he deiiuod, a force impersonal and infinite

—the "Great Mystery." At a Ilopi name-giving ceremony which

1 iiilnes-ed, the new-horn infant whose tender eyes had been kept
within doors for the first days, was at. last reverently carried at.

dawn to the edge of the cliff to behold its father, the Sun, whose
first, rays welcomed the child into the elemental world of which

the new life was now a part. Solemnly lire grandmother and
aunts waved ears of corn, symbols of fertility and plenty, reciting

a short prayer while pronouncing over the child its names. Slowly

the sun rose, shining on the upheld infant and on the bronze

women outlined on the austere summit o£ the cliff. Dawn flooded
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the desert with awift waves of amethyst and gold. The morning
air, pure, unbreathed, untainted, seemed the very breath o( a life

infinite and sublime, I forgot the devouring discord of the white

man's towns. The figures at the edge of the upsweeping crags of

rock were as yet the only human forms in a land whose vast

horizon tossed against the sky in unbelievable color-splendor.

The birth-throes of the coming day throbbed glory and promise

and beauty unstained. Into such a world was the Indian baby
born. I wonder, does many a white mother offer to her child a

birth-gift meaningful as thisP And yet the heritancc of Nature is

ours for the outstretched hand and the voice that asks.



ON HEARING WHAT YOU WANT
WHEN YOU WANT IT

By CARL VAN VECHTEN

THERE are times when life seems to be a very faulty reality.

Reflecting to-day, for example, in my garret, I find myself

in a" melancholy mood following a perusal of the advertising

columns of the newspapers. I have looked through the concert-

announcements for the day only to discover that I must hear—if

I hear anything at all—either Beethoven's Seventh Symphony or

Mozart's Symphony in G minor; either the Coriolan Overture or

the Overture to Euryanthe; either Chabrier's Bourree Fantasque
(which I have never heard) or SibeKus's Finlandia; and, at the

opera, I am offered Aida! Now this is all very discouraging

to a man of temperament who would like to order his music as

he orders his library or his veal kidneys. One is never obliged

to eat at some one else's behest, one reads according to one's

fancy, but when one wants to listen to music, one must perforce

listen to what is being played or else not listen at ali, unless

—

and here one must admit the futility of the comparison—one is

Ludwig of Bavaria. This afternoon I have a whim to attend a

concert which shall consist of C£sar Franck's D minor symphony,
Stravinsky's Sacre du Printemps, and Debussy's La Mer.
Franck's symphony will, of course, be performed some time this

winter, but the performance will be sure to fall on a day on which

I have no ambition to hear it, and the other pieces will not, in

all probability, be performed at all.

My temporary prejudices and tastes in music, indeed, never
seem to be in accord with my opportunities. I longed for many
years, for example, to hear Vincent d'Indy's Istar. The idea

of the music disrobing, as the goddess of the legend disrobed,

awakened my curiosity which was still further whetted by the

rhapsodies which Philip Hale and James Huneker have constructed

around the piece. But curiosity dies in time and on the day
when, finally, I saw the thing announced, I discovered, to my
surprise, that all appetite had left me. Nevertheless, on a bright

winter afternoon, when I should have preferred to walk in the
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park or to go !o a moving picture theatre, 1 forced myself into

the concert-hall. The hall was over-heated and stuffy; I was
surrounded by a crowd of hysterical females who had come to
see a Russian violinist, whose name, had it been translated, was
Mike or Alec. I sat through a lung program, lor Istar was last,

and when, finally, it was played I began idly to turn over the

pages of my hook of notes about the music, reading the adver-

tisement- with an interest whidi I found I could not devote to

the composition itself. To that, in fact, 1 scarcely listened. This

is not a uniipie experience: it. is usual. The evenings on which
[ yearn to hear ISoris (iodunolf tfiev alwavs sing 1,'Amore dci

Trc Re at the Opera; the afternoons on which I have a deep
longing to listen to Liszt's B minor sonata, the Hofnvmns and
TSaucrs and Moiseivitschcs nil are husv plaviug Chopin's.

This is very confusing and irritating, for taste in music
chances, especially if yuu hear a good deal of it. I have wor-
shipped a I several altar-. To some of them I return when I

can. The cool, sane, classic beauty of [line's, the gay, sweet-

sour, Iragi-comedy o[ Mozart, I lit: red blare and poster-like dash
of American ragtime, the lovely music of Debussy, so like the

noeiunien of Whistler, the refreshing nn-lutLy of Arthur Sullivan,

these are seldom unwelcome, but the days on which I enjoy the

orchestral orgies of Richard Strauss, the trumpet blasts of Richard
Wagner, the fantastic inventions of Hcclot- Berlioz, ami the

thunderbolts of Heethoven come more rarely. Other inter-

mittent humours find me hankering for the ironic acidity of the

quaintly perverse lTlcure Espagnole, the bombast of Handel,
whom Samuel Butler very nearly succeeded in making famous
again, (meg's piano concerto, Chinese music, |he ad iiiubrat ions

of Charles Martin Loetller. and the thrilling experiments of Leo
Ornstein, but seldom do mood and music strike me simultaneously.

There are days on which the charming melancbolv and
si nfirui Mtulil v of Werther and Eugene Oniegin, Ivric dramas
curiously similar in feeling, would come as a boon. There are

nights when "Les Larmes" would send me sobbing Iron, the

any book or picf.ire willi which 1 am familiar. When Tatjaoa

this is!—the key o£ the play is handed into your keeping, the
soul of the composition communes with your own soul, and a
vagoe sympathy with something perhaps alien to your own nature
takes possession of you.
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Sometimes I am seized with a desire for tlie dance, a desire

for a conventional rhythmic espression, for, at least, even if one
cannot dance, one sometimes wants to hear dance music, but
these will not be the nights on which the Beautiful Danube,
Copp&ia, or Beethoven's Seventh Symphony will be played. Der
Rosenkavalier would fill the breach, but how often can one hear

Der Rosen Itavalier?

I have never heard Die Barber ot Seville without enjoying it.

hut there are times when I burn to carry Rossinian explorations

farther, when I might perhaps take- Might in l.'Tfaliuoa in Algcri,

Tancredi, with its still delicious, although unheard, "Di tanti

pal]>!ti," sac-red to the memory of Glmlitta Pasta, William Tell,

and La Cenerentola. Often, indeed, silting before the fire in

my garret, I wistfully beg the gods to put it into somebody's

head to play me the tunes I have read about so often, but which
now 1 ciin only hear in my mind's cur through the cold formality

of the printed score: Kelicicii David's l.e Desert, for example, that

"ode-symphonic" which Hector Berlioz hailed as a clicf-d'timvre

and which seemingly remained a < hef-d'omvre until the calm ironic

Auber one day remarked, "I will wait until David gets otf his

camel." Either the remark or the subsequent dismounting killed

the piece for now it is never played. But I would like to hear it.

What could be quainter than Second Empire orientalism? Would
Ingrcs's Odalisque conic to life under 'his influence and stand in

ivory perfection in some sheik's harem, listening to the call of

the muezzin, while the camels tramped the desert with their

lunilieriiij;, swaying passing; What of Spnntini's La Vestale?

Would this faded score do for Rome what Gluek's music has done
for Greece? I can decorate my garret with mid-Victorian trophies,

antimacassars, wallmit highboys, wall-paper representing Roman
teni])les with Victorian shepherd hoys playing pipes near their

columns, while troops of ladles, dressed like Mrs. Leo Hunter,

take: boats and embark for Cythcra. I can examine at my leisure

mezzotints and engravings by John Martin, Richard Earlom,
Valentine Green, Goltzius. Kdelinck, or J. R. Smith, and I can
enjoy the mellow cornfields and forests of George Inness whenever
I feel like it, which is not too often. I can take down from the

shelves The Monk by M. G. Lewis, Headlong Hall by Thomus
Love Peacock, The Art of Dining by Abraham Hayward, The
Truth about Tristrem Varick by Edgar Saltus, or read of one of

Ouida's wasp-figured guardsmen ns often as I please. No strange,

old-fashioned byway, no hidden cranny of painting or literature is

denied me, but if I were dying of desire to listen to Purcell's Dido
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and Aeneas, Rameau's Hippolyte et Aricie, Balfe's The Maid of

Artois, or even Wagner's Die Feen or Puccini's Edgar, I should

perish before the medicine arrived.

Watteau, Voltaire, Cranach, H. B. Fuller, Rodin, and Joseph

Hergesheimer stand ready to please me whenever I am in the

proper mood to appreciate their work but, unless I follow Ernest

Newman's example—which I am not likely to do—and purchase

a player-piano, I am dependent on the Paris Opera or Mr.Walter
Damrosch for the privilege of listening to Lully, Couperin, or

Gretry. Even Ernest Newman must listen to most of his music

in transcription—transcriptions, which he admits in his laudatory

book on the subject, have been made carelessly enough for the most
part from transcriptions already fashioned for human players,

without reference to the orchestral scores, which the player-

piano, being gifted with more than two hands, could more nearly

duplicate—and in relation to such music aa has not been cut in

rolls he would stand in just the same position that I stand. Could

he, lor instance, buy a roll of Le Desert? At this very instant,

in reference to my mention of Gretry an inch or two above, I

would rather hear a performance of Richard Cceur de Lion, of

wliich an excerpt, quoted in Tschaikovsky's Pique Dame, has

haunted me ever since I heard that opera, than the complete

works of Giuseppe Verdi. Nayl I think I would desert all

other pleasures, even an evening at the theatre where Delysia

plays, for a performance of the rewritten version of Simone Bocca-
negra. I might want to hear it only once, but how much I do
want to hear it that once! At least I want to to-day. In 1886,

when Gatti-Casazza at last mounts Simone Boccanegra at the

Metropolitan Opera House, I shall probably go to bed entirely

ignorant of the fact. Curiosity and desire will equally be dead,

probably, so far as Cornelius's The Barber of Bagdad, Nicolai's

The Merry Wives of Windsor, and Berlioz's Benvenuto Cellini

are concerned, when the time at last comes when it will be easy

for me to satisfy ttiU curiosity and desire.

The case is no better with modern music. It U just as

difficult to satisfy one's yearning to hear Dukas's Ariane et Barbe-

Bleue as it is to hear Offenbach's Barbe-Bleue. The Boston

Symphony Orchestra probably will perform Ravel's Le Tombeau
de Couperin on the night when I am hungry for the Valses Nobles

et Sentimentales, and Bodanzky will provide these last delights

on the night when I can be satisfied with nothing butDaphnis
et Chloe. This is assuredly music in the modern French idiom,

although Erik Satie has said, "Ravel has refused the Legion oE

. io "
. -J L v'
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Honour, but all his music accepts it," and we know that in ten

years this epigram will become a platitude. We have heard a
good deal from the modern Italians, Respighi and Malipiero
lately, but I wanted to hear them two years ago.

On the whole it is amazing that I or anybody else ever acquires

a taste for orchestral music or the opera. We are, it would seem,
completely in the power of Messrs. Bodanzky, Gatti-Casazza,
Stokovski, Pierre Monteux, the Messrs. Sargent and Milton
Aboro, and Fortuno Gallo. They not only decide what we shall

hear, they decide when we shall hear it. The situation, of course,

is monstrous and unbearable. A few comparisons may bring

it to you more forcibly. Suppose, for instance, that the directors

of the Metropolitan Art Museum issued a decree to the effect

that you could see Manet's Boy with a Sword only on July 17,

1922, and not again until February 4, 1930. Suppose that these

gentlemen further ordered that Renoir's portrait of Madame
Charpentier would be on view only on odd sundays during Lent.

Suppose that the Greek vase room or the room containing the

Chinese porcelains was only open to the public on December 6,

1922. Let us imagine another example, even more terror-inspiring.

Suppose that Messrs. Brentano, Scribncr, and Putnam, arbit-

rarily decided that the public could buy certain books only on
certain days. On January 1, for example, Putnam's would sell

only the works of Harold Bell Wright, Brentano's only Shaw's
new volume of Plays, and Scribner's, Joseph Hergesbeimcr's
San Christobal de la Habana. On January S, one would be per-

mitted to purchase the novels of James Branch Cabell at Putnam's,
Benedetto Croce's Aesthetic at Brentano's, and Charles Dickens's

A Christmas Carol at Scribner's. On January S, Putnam's
would dole out a new novel by Sinclair Lewis, Brentano's would
vend a book by Arthur Machen (if they could find one!), and
Scribner's would sell Mencken's A Book of Prefaces. On January
4, perhaps I might persuade Putnam's to put out my The Tiger

in the House; Brentano's would offer Max Beerbohm's Sovi'ii

Men; and Scribner's would display The Newconies by William
Makepieee Thackeray. January 5 would be the day to buy
Esther Waters at Putnam's, Wiiliam Dean Howell's Heroines of

Fiction, at Brentano's, and Wyndham Lewis's Tarr at Scribner's,

On January 6, Putnam's would sell Philip Moeller's Sophie,

Brentano's Donald Evans's Sonnets from the Patagonian, and
Scribner's, Webster's Dictionary. Of course Dutton's, Malkin's,

Drake's, Stammer's, Schulte's, and Goldsmith's, and the officials

of the Public Library would also make arbitrary decisions about
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the book of the Jay. This would nil seem very strauge, no doubt,
and probably wit w ould stop buying books, because Ihe particular

book we wanted would never be on sale on the day we wanted it,

but it would be no stranger than tie situation in the concert
and opera world.

The plates where one must listen to musk' are also prescribed.

One can read a book by the fire, in an apple orchard, or in the
Grand Central Station—an excellent place to read some books,

by the way—but if I want to hear an orchestra I must go to a
concert-hall where the atmosphere is fetid, sit in a hard-backed
chair, surrounded by women smelling of opopnnax, muguet,
and Mary Garden and men who have been smoking Lillian Russell

And yet, it would appear, there is no remedy. Concerts,

after all, must be given within certain hours, and the number of

pieces that can be played during these hours—a concert that
lasts over ISO minutes is too long—is strictly limited. The
Metropolitan Opera House can give only one full-length opera,

or not more than three short ones, on one evening. Consequently
somebody has to make a choice. The directors naturally choose
the works which they think will appeal to the Rreatest number
of people at the time they are played. This accounts for the

fact that a symphony which perhaps has not been performed at

all for several years will be announced for performance in New-
York by four conductors during as many weeks.

So we must put up with the inconvenience. We must listen

to music when we can, where we can. and with whom we can,

and not when, where, and with whom we want to. I wonder
if there are others who dream of Debussy's l'Apres-midi d'un
Faune while they are I is tenins to Berlioz's Fantastic Symphony,
who go to hear Wagner's Die Meistersiuger when they would
prefer to hear Glnck'a Armide. If some one knows what can be
done about it, I hope he will tell me.



THE MUSIC OF SHADWELL'S "TEMPEST"
By WILLIAM BARCLAY SQUIRE

(HE curiously intricate story of Ihe 'Restoration versions of

Shakespeare's "Tempest" lias been so fully lohl l>y Mr. \V

J. Lawrence ill "J'tic iilizabet linn Playhouse' I1B12), ami
with less detail in tile article on 'Turcell's Dramatic -Music" con-

tributed by Hie present writer to the fifth volume of IbeSamtnel-
biinde of tiie Interna tiona I Music Society, that some apology is

needed for dealing with the matter again. But the recent dis-

covery by Mile. Pereyra in the Library of the Paris Conservatoire
of it manuscript containing .-mine hitherto unknown music for

"The Tempest" by Pclham Humphrey—a discovery which has

been described in the Bulletin of the .Socif'h' I<'rario;ii.se dc M.u.si-

cologie' for last October—renders it advisable to recapitulate the

results of earlier research, more especially as the new material of

the Paris manuscript enables us to correct, in one point, the con-

clusions arrived at. In the above-mentioned papers and in Mr. E.

J. Dent's preface to the "Tempest" music printed by the Purcell

The story of the Restoration versions of "The Tempest" is as

follows: In 10117 there was played by the Duke of York's Company
at the Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre a version of Shakespeare's

play by D'Avenant and Dryden. This was not published until

1070—two years after D'Avenant's death—with a Preface by
Dryden, who says that

Sir William Davenant .... designed the Counterpart to Shakcspenr's
Plot, roonely thill, of a Man who had never seen a Woman. . . . This
cvccllcnt contrivance hi: vva.s pleas'd to communicate to me, and to desire

my assistance in it. I confess that from the very first moment it so

plcas'd me, that I never writ anything with mere delight.

It is not necessary to detail the egregious alterations made in the

original play which were involved by D'Avenant's 'excellent con-

trivance,' but it must be noted that the 11167 production required

the following musical settings:

I, A "Dialogue lUUrr in parts" by two devils, in Act 1!, which begins

"Where does proud ambition dwell." li is followed by tins stage direc-

tion ; "Enter the two thut sung, in the shape of devils, placing themselves
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at the two comers of the stage." They "re joined by Pride, Fraud.
Rapine and Murder, but these do not sing; "after whidi they fall into

a round encompassing the Dutc, etc., singing:

About this cursed p^ace,

Whilst thus we compass in

is and their si

a. "Come unto these yellow sands."

S. "Full fathom five."

4. "The master, the swabber, the gi

There are also dances in the last three acts, notably a Saraband for

Ariel and Milcha, a female spirit with whom Ariel is in love, but
who does not appear elsewhere iu the play.

In 1871 the Duke's Company, then managed by Lady
D'Avenant, her son Charles, and Harris and Betterton, two of the

principal actors, moved to a new theatre on the east side of Salis-

bury Court, on the site of the gardens of Dorset House. The
theatre, which was larger than the Drury Lane house (then

occupied by the King's Company), was designed by Wren. It

had approaches both by land and water and seems to have been a

very beautiful structure. (There are views of both exterior and
interior in the 1673 Quarto of Elkanah Settle's "Empress of

Morocco.") With its largo stage and improved machinery the

Dorset Gardens Theatre from the first became noted for spectac-

ular displays. Thanks to the 'Roscius Angticanus' of Downes, who
was prompter to the Duke of York's Company from 1063 to 1700,

we possess a valuable record of the theatrical performances of tbe

reigns of Charles II, James II and William and Mary, and though

he is sometimes inaccurate and his dates wrong, yet his mistakes

are not so numerous as to invalidate the general correctness of his

evidence. From this source we know that there was performed

at the Dorset Gardens Theatre

in 1873, the Tempest, or the Inchantcd Island, made into an Opera by
Mr. Shadwell, having all New in it; as Scenes, Machines; particularly, one
!?™ie It-ii ivilh Myriads of Ariel Spirits; and another flying away,
with a Tahle Furnisht out with Fruits, Sweetmeats, and all sorts of

Viands; just when Duke Trinculo and his Companions were going to

Dinner; all was things perform'd in it so Admirably well, that not any
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Mr. Lawrence has shown, on the evidence of a manuscript Pro-
logue and Epilogue written hy Shadwell for this production, that

the "Opera" of "The Tempest" must have been performed early

in 1674, and not in 1873. But as the year at that time ended in

March, Downes was not far wrong in his date. The new version

performed at Dorset Gardens was published in 1071, and though
the text was very materially altered from the Dryden-D'Avennnt
version, no notice of this appeared on the title-page, and Dryden's
Preface with the Prologue and Epilogue of the older version were
retained. Curiously enough, when the new version was re-

printed in 1690, though the letterpress was Set up afresh, the

same thing was done, so that, until recently, both the 187S and
169 0 Quartos were taken as being Dryden-D'Avenant versions.

But there can be no doubt that they represent Shadwell's operatic

arrangement for the Dorset Gardens Theatre, and one of the

songs, 'Arise, ye subterranean winds,' occurs with his name as

author in a collection of songs issued in 1680 by Pietro Reggio, a

Genoese musician who died in London in 1886.

The 1873 Quarto is very interesting from the light it throws on
the stage arrangements of the time. At the beginning of Act I

the Front of the Stage is open'd, and the Band of 24 Violins, with the
Harpsicals and Theory's which accompany the Voices, are plao'd
between the Pit and the Stage. While Ike Overture in playing the Cur-
tain rises, and discovers a new Frontispiece, jnyii'd [o tin- greiit Pilaster*,

on cadi side of i. supported by
largo wreathed Columns til the Corinthian Order; I he wreafhings of llie

Columns arc boaulili'd with Moses wound round tliem, and silvern]

Cupids flying about them. On the Cornice, jusl over the Capitals, sit-

on either silk a figure, with a Trumpet in line [land, iind a I'ahn it; the

other, rep resell tiuj; t'linie. A little farther on the same Cornice, on each
.side of a Cumpa.s.s.pediment, tie a Lion and a [/nicorn, ttie Supporlers.il

the Royal Arms of England, In the middle of the Arch are several
Angels, hohlini: the Kings Anns, as if they were placing them in the
midst of that Compass-pediment. Behind this is the Scene, which rep-

resents 11 thick Cloudy Sky, a eery Itoeky ( oast, and a Tempest uons Sea
in perpetual Agitation. This Tempest (suppos'd to bo rais'd by Magics]
has many dreadful Objects in il, a- Severn] Spirits in horrid shapes flying

down among Ihc Sailers, then rising and crossing in the Air. And when
the Ship is sinking, the whole House is darken VI. and a shower of Fire
fails upon 'em. This is ru companied with Liditenine, and several Claps
of Thunder, to the end of the Storm.

From this description il is clear that room was made for an
orchestra by means of a second proscenium, the 'New Frontispiece'

;

the same arrangement is described in Drydcn and Grahu's 'Albion

and Albanius' (1685). The "Band of 24 Violins" was evidently
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the Royal Band, established early in liis reign by Charles II, in

imitation of the band of Louis XIV. The singers were also re-

cruited from the Royal establishment, for in the Lord Chamber-
lain's accounts it is recorded, on 16 May, 1871, that

it is his Majesty's pleasure that Mr. Turner and Mr. Hart, or any other
men or boys belonging to his Majesty's Chappell ltoynl (Wt sing h, v>

Tanpeat at his Royall Highness Theatre, doe remaine in towne all the
week (during his Majesty's absence from Whitehall) to perform that

The number of "men and boys" so employed seems to have been
thirty, for Shad well's Epilogue (in Kg. Ms. 4(59:1) says:

And above 80 Warbling voycefgott.
t°Ug!'''

How the whole house was darkened is not clear; possibly it was
done by raising chandeliers of candles. It seems doubtful whether
foot-lights were used; if so, they must have been drawn off at the

sides or screened by shades.

In changing the D'Avenant-Dryden play into an Opera, be-

sides the usual Act and Curtain Tunes, Shadwell naturally

introduced a number of instrumental dances and 'flourishes,' and
incidental music. Hi' retained the Shakespearean words of 'Come
unto these yellow sands,' 'Full fathom five,' 'The master, the

swabber, the gunner and I,' 'No more dams I'll mate for fish,'

and the D'Avenant-Drydcn 'Dry those eyes.' The 'Dialogue'

sung in Parts, by two devils in Act II was considerably extended.

It was first sung under the stage by three devils, who presently

rose and were joined by Pride, Fraud, Rapine and Murdei—who
were all singing characters. At the end of the scene, as Alonzo
and his companions are going out, "a Devil rises just before them,"
who sings :i sung, 'Arise, ye subterranean winds,' after which
"Two Winds rise, ten more enter and dance: at the end of the

Dance, three Winds sink, the rest drive" Alonzo, Antonio and
Gonzalez off. In Act III, 'Full fathom five' is allotted to Milcha,

and the whole work ends with a sort of Masque, in which Neptune,
Aiiiplntrilr, Oceanus and Tcthys appear in a chariot drawn by
sea-horses ; .liolus descends; winds "from the four corners" appear;

there follows "a symphony of Musick, like Trumpets, to which four

Trytons dance," and after further singing and dancing, the "scene

changes to the Rising Sun, and a number of Aerial Spirits in the

Air, Ariel flying from the Sun, advances towards the Pit" and
"Ariel and the rest" sing "Where the bee sucks," "Song ended,
Ariel speaks, hovering in the Air."
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The interesting question arises as to how far it would be
possible to reconstruct the musical setting of Shadwell's operatic

"Tempest." As to the purely instrumental music, part of it-
composed by Matthew Locke—was printed in 1675 in "The Eng-
lish Opera; or the Vocal Mustek in Psyche. ... To which is

Adjoyned the Instrumental Musick in the Tempest." In the
preface to this work, Locke states that the Instrumental Musick
before and between the Acts, and the Entries in the Acts of Psyche
are omitted by the consent of their Author, Seignior Gio. Baptista

Draghi. 1 The Tunes of the Entries and Dancers in tiie Tempest
(the Dancers being chang'd) are omitted for the same reason.

"Psycho" (the words of which are by Shadwel!) was produced
in 1673, and it is clear that Draghi wrote the dance-music for both
that work and for "The Tempest," though what the expression

"the dancers being chang'd" means, seems obscure. That Draghi's
dunces will ever be recovered is unlikely, but the preservation of

Locke's music: is very valuable. Tt consists of First and Second
Musie (played while the audience was assembling), Curtain Tune
(or Overture), four Act Tunes and a Conclusion. The First

Music comprises an Introduction, Galliard and Gavotte; the

Second Music a Saraband and "talk" (a term which is defined in

no dictionary) ; the Curtain Tune evidently attempts to depict the

storm with which the play opens; the First Act Tune is a Rustic
Air: llie Gerund a Minuet; the Third a Corant; the Fourth a Mar-
( iitl Mg. and the Conclusion (probably played as the audience was
dispersing) a Canon, 4 in 2. The Curtain Tune and the I.ilk were
reprinted in 1818 in Vol. I of Stafford Smith's 'Musica Antiqua.'

Somewhere about the same time as the publication of "Psyche,"
there appeared a smali collection headed "The Ariel's Songs in the

Play call'd the Tempest," which contains music by John Banister
for 'Come unto these yellow sands,' 'Dry those eyes,' 'Go thy way'
and 'Full fathom five'; by Pelhain Humphrey for 'Where the bee
sucks,' and by James Hurt for 'Adieu to the pleasures'—a song
which does not occur in any of the Quartos. This publication

offers a very puzzling bibliographical problem. Rimbault (in

Grove's Dictionary) suys that Banister, jointly with Pelham
Humphrey, wrote the music to "The Tempest,* performed in

1607, some of the songs in which were published in the first book
of "Choice Ayres" in 1678, while the Dictionary of National Biog-

raphy makes matters worse by saying that Banister and Hum-
phrey wrote music for "The Tempest" in 1676—two years after

'By in Mtrtordimrj muUb Giant Dielioniry (I. 7i1) tlua tb«t Draghi
pubtiabed in IC7S the Act-Iunn sod jonie olb« iml rumen 111 muiic Ifi Paycbt'!
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the date of Humphrey's death. According to Husk (Grove's

Dictionary, II, p. 412) the "rare, separately paged sheet" contain-

ing the 'Ariel's Songs' is to be found inserted in some copies of the

1676 edition of "Choice Ayres." The British Museum contains

copies of both the 1675 and 1676 editions of the book, but neither

contains any 'Tempest' music, though the latter does print Hart's

song, but without any indication that it belongs to "The Tempest."

The Museum also possesses a copy of The Ariel's Songs,' without

date, pagination or imprint; and in a very fragmentary copy of

some edition of "Choice Ayres" which is preserved in the Royal
College of Music, there is another copy, in which the 'Ariel's

Songs' axe paged 77-80, with the register signature Vv, but fol-

lowed by a second page 77. This imperfect copy wants the title-

page, but from p. 69 on differs entirely from the 1676 edition,

which is considerably longer. It is very difficult to say from this

evidence which is the earliest edition of the 'Ariel's Songs.' The
discovery of a perfect copy agreeing with the Royal College book

would settle the question, but provisiooally it may be surmised that

it represents a second edition of the 167JS book, and that, previous

to its issue, the 'Ariel's Songs' were printed without pagination ami
then included (with pagination) in the book after it was ready for

publication. Why they were omitted from the 1676 edition

seems inexplicable. Anyway, it is pretty certain that the printed

'Ariel's Songs' do not date from before 1675, and the general

assumption that they represent the musical settings used in the

D'Avenant-Dryden version of 16(17 falls to the ground, while on

the other hand, it is practically certain that they form part of the

Shallwell production.

In this respect the presence of Hart's song is important.

The title 'Dorinda lamenting the loss of her Amintas' (there Is no
Amintas in either version) points to its having been introduced

—probably in the fourth or fifth Act, where Dorinila thinks that

Hippolyto has been killed by Ferdinand—and that it forms no

part of D'Avenant's. Dryden's, or Shadwell's alterations.

James Hart was born at York in 1647 and was a hass-siiiL'iT

in the Minster there until 1670, when he was appointed a Gentle-

man of the Chapel Royal. It has already been shown in the ex-

tract from the Lord Chamberlain's accounts, that he was one of

the singers in the 1674 Shadwell production, and it is safe lo

conclude that his song was introduced either then or at some
subsequent revival. Anyway it could not have been written

for the 1667 D'Avenant-Dryden version, when he was still living

at York. Moreover, Pelham Humphrey only returned from
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studying abroad in October, 1687, and it is not very probable that

he would at once have been employed to set 'Where the bee sucks'

(or the D'Avenant-Dryden version, which Pepys seems to have
seen performed on the 7th November, 1667. In 167* Humphrey
was Master of the Children, Banister Leader of the King's Band,
Locke Composer in Ordinary to the King and Draghi probably

organist to Catherine of Braganza, so that the musical setting of

Shad well's 'Tempest' was entrusted to the most prominent musi-

cians of the day. If the view that the 'Ariel's Songs' really be-

long to 1674 and not to 1667 is correct, they furnish an important

addition to the instrumental music of Locke. Caliban's songs, and
'The master, the swabber, the gunner and I,' were probably not

set to music, but sung by the actors to any impromptu strain.

The missing vocal music has now been supplied by Mile. Pereyra's

fortunate discovery in the library of the Paris Conservatoire.

It consists of fourteen pages of manuscript, written on a stave

of six lines, and was acquired at the Ltbri Sale in 1868. To
judge by the careful copy which Mile. Pereyra has kindly had
made, the manuscript contains a good many errors, though
not such as may not be easily corrected. It is headed "The Vocal
Musick in the Tempest by Mr. Pelh. Humfrey," and contains (in

the following order) The song of the Three Divells,' The Masque,
and the song 'Arise, ye subterranean winds'; thus supplying the

lacuna; in Locke's publication and in the 'Ariel's Songs,' so that

(with the exception of Droghi's dance-tunes) the whole of the

musical setting of Shadwell's "Tempest" can now be recon-

structed. The position of 'Arise, ye subterranean winds' in the

Conservatoire manuscript is noticeable, for in the play the song
occurs in Act II and not after the Masque. It is also the

only part of the music which has a figured bass. The explanation

of this is that the setting is not by Humphrey, but by Pietro

Reggio; it will be found in the rare "Song3 set by Signior Pietro

Rcggio" published at London in 1680 and its presence in the

manuscript thus confirms the surmise that it was written for the

167* performance. It is much to be wished that a work of so much
historical interest as the music to Shadwell's 'Tempest' could be
published. Humphrey's share in it is especially interesting, as

he is generally credited with having introduced into England the

style of declamatory recitative which originated in Italy and was
developed in France by Lully, with whom Humphrey is said to

have studied. Though it was supplanted for stage purposes by
Purcell's music, the "Tempest" of Locke, Humphrey and Banister

has an important place among the incunabula of opera in England.
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It is in cases like these that the need of an English publication on
the lines of the German "Denkmaler" is so much felt. Locke's

"Psyche," the Shndwell "Tempest" music, Eccles' "Macbeth"
and "Semclc," the operas of Daniel Purcell and Godfrey Finger,

the "Macbeth" music before it was tinkered by Boyce—these ought
all to be available to students of the history of English music.

But a country which owns Purcell and yet has not succeeded in

completing the edition of his works begun forty-five years ago
cannot be expected to take any interest in the music of its minor
composers.
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NAPOLEON, MUSIC AND MUSICIANS

By J.-G. PBOD'HOMME

CENTUBY has gone by since Napoleon died at Saint

Helena. On May 5, 1821, the man who bad made the

world tremble, who had east down and set up thrones,

who had essayed to found a dynasty and, in out-and-out modern
times, achieved an epic which bears comparison with the most
prodigious ones whose memory is preserved in general history,

disappeared from earth.

When we speak Napoleon's name, we evoke one of the most
extraordinary as well as the most widely discussed geniuses known
to humanity at large, one of those who give the world an impul-

sion whose repercussions make themselves felt across the centuries.

The hero whom Beethoven wished to honor was not only a warrior

genius, he was also a legislator whose universal spirit of organiza-

tion embraced every manifestation of human activity, whether
scientific, literary or artistic, military or political. To discuss

Napoleon the art-lover, Napoleon the musician, is to endeavor
to uncover one of the facets, and by no means the least interesting,

of his multiple personality: it allows us to fathom his sensibility,

always wide-awake and on the alert, and also to show in hint the

philosopher presenting in a few lines, n few true and conclusive

words, his sociological ideas with regard to Art.

And when we consider Napoleon in his relations to music and
musicians, we recall, in addition, an art-epoch which at a distance

is revealed to us with certain sharply-defined characteristics, as

apparent in the music as in the other developments of the human
mind and intelligence during the fifteen years of the Consulate

and the Empire. Finally, it recalls a source of inspiration to

which musicians—though in a far less degree than other artists

or writers—have had recourse on occasion.

Thanks to the documents, private and official, the papers

and journals, the memoires covering the Napoleonic era which we
possess in such numbers, we are able to present this survey of

Napoleon in his relations to music in the pages which follow.

When young Napoleon Bonaparte went to France, to prepare

himself for a military career in the school at Brienne, and first of

679
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all at the CoUige d'Avtun (where he learned French in three

months), he was ten years old. It is possible that he brought
with him some musical recollections of his island, some folk-tunes,

name (cradle songs), serenades, ballads, noels, tarnenti, roceri or

paghielle, heard in town or in the country. Corsican folk-lore,

recently studied by M. Austin de Croze {ChanU -populaires dt la

Corse, 1912) without being exuberantly luxuriant, at that time
still had preserved a large number of traditional airs, which have
not yet vanished in our own day. And to this anonymous music
there should no doubt be added some songs or ariettes brought
from the Continent, Italy in particular, by travellers.

After having spent three months at Autun (January 1 to
May 18, 1771)), he remained for five and a half years at Brienne
(up to October of 1784). In this monarchical academy, where
young gentlemen were educated for the king's service, they were

not only instructed in the sciences and humanities, but were also

given some idea of the arts which might enable them, later on, to

play a part in society; in addition to fencing, an art with which no
soldier and no gentleman could dispense, and drawing, the students

at Brienne were given dancing—and music lessons. The names
of the professors who taught these brandies arc known: they were
musically speaking, artists quite obscure, Frederic, Morizet and
Gugcnbcrg, the first and last probably of German or Alsatian

origin. They taught both vocal and instrumental music, and
the officers of the future, in their annua! public exercises, gave
examples of their musical aptitudes. Thus, in 1782, fifteen stu-

dents performed an "entree for grand orchestra," two others played

a duo, and still others a quartet, and the "Mannheim Menuet."
Yet the year following, the course in music was suppressed, and
its place taken by another course in living languages, regarded as

a more useful study.

There is no record of the young Napoleon—"not very strong

as regards the amenities and Latin," to quote one of his reports

—

having taken part in the public musical exercises already men-
tioned. Vic know, however, that under the direction of an
"academician" by name of Javilliers (there was a dancer of this

name at the Paris Optra from 1701 to 1713) Napoleon was one
of the thirty-seven students who "took lessons in walking and
bowing," as well as one of the seventeen who "executed the steps

of the quadrille together, and with their evolutions in group made
a pretty sight for the pleasure of the onlookers," at the exercises

of 1781'.

'A. Cbuqi^£g tf'JVaj»fe»>, Tamil.
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Later on, at Malmaison and the Tufleries, the First Consul

and Emperor showed that he had not forgotten the principles he

had acquired at Brienne. Above all, he enjoyed dancing to the

old airs which recalled to him his youth, such aa La Monaco,
which he always called for "aa being the easiest, and the air to

which he danced least badly." (Thibeudeau, Mbnomt stir U
Consulat.)

"What do you think of my dancing?" the Emperor one day
asked Countess Potocka. "Sire," she replied, "for a great man
you dance perfectly"!

As regards music, he could remember only comic-opera
ariettas or chansonettcs, which he sang with a voice as much out

of tune as that of Louis XV.

Usually it was in the moraine (says his valet Constant), that these

little reminiscences cropped up. He would regale me with them while
he was being dressed. The air which I most Frequently heard him exco-

riate was the HarseiUaiae. At times, too, the Emperor would whistle,

but not loudly. The tune of Marlborough, when (he Km]ieror whistled,

represented for me his positive announcement of a speedy departure
for (he army. I remember that he never whistled so much, and that

Tiie oflii-i'rs on duty will* "-its' riistinj,' about his apartment, were
stU[>elied at hearing him sin(! tit tlis ti>[> uf his voire, an air appropriate
to the firm instances, one of those revolutionary refrains which Inid so

oEUti carried the French along tin: road to vii:l.<>rv, I he first stan/a L>F

tin Chant dudtpart"'

Six months later, on November H, between Smolensk and
Krasnoie, the faithful Constant once more draws a picture of

the Emperor, surrounded by the Old Guard, passing across the

firing-line of the battle:

The hand played the air: Or) peut-on Hrc mieux ju'uu xein de na

familler (Where could one be better off than iu the bosom of his family?).

Napoleon stopped it, crj''»K :
''''»>' rather: I-Vi/Wj iw salut de I'empire'.'

(Watch over the safety of the Empire). It would be hard to imagine
anything more inspiring.'

provided with ncn wordi it the time o! tbe Revolution.
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The Baron de Meneval, one of his secretaries, tells us:

When he grew weary of reading poetry, ha would begin to sing
loudly, but out of tune. When nothing vexed him, or when he was
satisfied with the subject-matter of his meditations, the fact was reflected

in his choice of songs. One of his favorite melodies had for its subject
a young girl whose lover cures her of the bite of some winged insect.

It was a kind of Anacreotonic ode with but a single stansa. It ended
with the line:

Un baiter den bouckc enful ie Tnfdecin.

(A kiss from her lips was the cure he used.)

When he was in a more serious frame of mind, he would sing verses

of hymn.', ur .if tin: revolutionary ciml.jilas, such lis i in: ('hunt dit depart,

VeiUoiuau lalul del'empire, or lie would warble the two tines;

He would nt times puss over to a less serious strain, as, for example,
when having finished his work, he went to the apartments of the Kinprissr

Ah! e'en ettfait,ji me mora.

(Ah! now 'tis done and I will we

Nm, ran i
m

ileil impoai&te

D*apoir un pius aimable sn/ani.

(No, no. 'tis quite impossible

A kinder sweetheart to possess.)

From the standpoint of another of his contemporaries,

Arnault (Souvenirs d'un sexagtnaire),

in his case the song was nothing else than the expression of his ill humor.
During his moments of annoyance, walking about with his hands l>eliind

his back, he would hum, as much as possible off tho hey, AM e'en Jail,

je me marie. Everyone knew what this signified. 'If you havf; some
favor to ask of the general, do not ask it at this moment: he is singing,'

Junot said to me.

According to this same Arnault, who followed him to Egypt,

Bonaparte, like all soldiers, preferred "a popular song, arranged

for the oboe, the flute, the trumpet and the clarinet, to the com-
positions of one of the greatest geniuses win) ever existed" (Mehul).

At the time he considered Delia Maria, a Frenchman naturalized

in Italy, whose graceful and spontaneous gifts had been revealed

the preceding winter in Ic Prisannier,' as the greatest of all com-

'A comic epers presented st Uw Fiyiiuu TheMre, Jsnusry iB. 1TSS.

eer par ta patrie.

Jd the wortd subdue
j country should benin.)
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We shall see, in the following pages, how his preferences,

although they underwent some modification in the course of

years, remained faithful to Italian muaic.

After visits to Corsica, and after having taken Toulon,

Napoleon, placed on the retired list, comes to Paris the possessor

of a certain already established reputation. He frequents the

theatres no less than political circles, and it is at this time, with

the prodigious facility for assimilation which characterizes him,

that he is able to educate himself musically at the Opera, the

Opira-Comique and the Feydcau, up to the moment when he is

appointed commander-in-chief of the Army of Italy (1796). And
while preparing his plans of campaign, he does not forget to

occupy himself with civilian affairs, with letters, science and the

arts. Thus it is that, in 1767, together with Salicetti, the execu-

tive commissary of the Directory with the armies, he issues a
deer™ "to make certain, by n-liiible means, of such monuments
of science and art as may he found in the cities conquered by the

armies, and have them sent to France." Nor was music forgotten,

as is so often the case in similar circumstances; and while Jean-

Pierre Tinet, an artist of the Tuscan Legation, is attached to the

army in the character of an agent "charged to gather up in the
conquered territories the paintings, master-pieces and other mon-
uments of antiquity which are adjudged worthy of being sent to

Paris," Hodolphc Krcutzer, then professor of violin at the Conser-

vatoire, accompanies the army or Is sent to join it, and is similarly

active, musically, from the year V to the year VIII (1800). For
nearly two years K relit zer remains in Italy, having copies made
of numerous manuscripts, and sending "IF these "trophies of the

valor of the French arms" (as a memorial he addressed to the
ministry in 1H0H puts it) to the library of the 1'aris ('oimerriiloirc.

Then, when peace was signed at ( nmpo-Formio, he undertook a
concert-tour through central Europe. He was ill Vienna with

Htrnadotte, at the beginning of the year 1798, and there made
the acquaintance of Beethoven, to whom be is said to have sug-

gested the idea of the Erutca Symphony. Beethoven, on the

other hand, a long time after, dedicated the famous Sonata for

violin and piano to him.

Alluding to this mission of Krcutzer's, the poet Arndt, in

his book of travels (Reise, Vol. I, p. 840), wrote at the time in

question:
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The celebrated Kreutzer of Paris came hen; recently (to Vienna),
saying that the French had collected and curried away all the ancient
music by the masters long since dead, and which could only be heard
and studied in Italy. Hence, u regards music, Tor the moment there is

no one able to draw off young Kuropr.'s boots.

In a letter by Bonaparte, actually written from grand general

headquarters in Milan, the Bth Thermidor o[ the Year V (July

86, 1787), to the inspectors of the Conservatoire at Paris, we find

a few interesting lines relating to music:

Among all the fine arts (writes the young commander-in-chief),
music i> till' mil" which exercises [he greatest influence il|jo:i tile p.L— inn.-,,

mid is Ifie (jne which the legislator shouhl must enuoyrape. A musical
ciir[b|].)siliim (-resiled hy n master-hand makes Bn unfaifiing appeal to
I lie feelings, and e\erts 11 (sir greater influence than il good work on morals,
which convinces our restsnn id'hout aftce!w our liahit-S.

Here we already find Bonaparte thinking as a legislator, and
as a general who has observed the effect of music on his men,
rather than as un amateur. His reading or his reflections had
inspired this very accurate thought regarding music. In a similar

manlier lie considers music from the standpoint of social utility

when, (lirce months later, he writes to the minister of the interior

tlie aeth Vendemiare of the Year VI (October 17, 17S7)

:

[ ijeg vim. ci listen minister, to inform I he musicians .s: the Cisul [lirie

Iteputilie ;th;i( is to say. of Northern Italy;, that I offer for competition,
to whoever writes the best piece having lor its subject, the death of

General Hoche, a prize ond o medal to the value of one hundred sequins.

You will lie kind enough to appoint three artists who will act as judges
to allocate this prize.

Bonaparte.

Poets and composers at once set to work, and while in Paris,

on the tenth Vendemiare (October 1), they sang an ingenious

lament inspired by the death of the young general of the Republic,
('heruliini's Hymnc fnnlbrc one of the finest compositions of

iis;' revolutionary period, set to words by M. J, Chcnier and com-
pleted in ciidit day,- l'aisicllu, then mattre-dc-chapcllc ol the King
of the two Sicilies, was working on a Musica funebre alt' occasions

della morte detfu Generate Hoche, cercatagti dal Sigre. General in

Capiic Buonaparte Naples, November 11, 1797.

It was thus that Bonaparte endeavored to rally to the cause

of the French Republic the scholars and artists of the conquered
lands. And this fact may have been partly responsible for the

great and almost exclusive admiration the First Consul showed
for Faisiello. Napoleon himself carried the latter's score to Paris

Digitized by Google
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and deposited it in the Conservatoire: it is inscribed, in his own
hand-writing "Given to the Conservatory of Music by the Citizen

Bonaparte."
Not long after, the Conservatoire, wishing to please its future

master—"Napoleon was already showing through the Bonaparte,"
as Victor Hugo said—had this hymn performed in his presence.

But at the same .time it was unluckily inspired to give a perform-

ance of Cherubini's work as well. When the ceremony had ter-

minated, Bonaparte, addressing himself to Cherubim in a dissatis-

fied manner, told him that Paisiello was the greatest of contem-
porary of composers, and that Zingarelli came next. Divining

the tastes of the great man at a word, Mehul. Gossec, Gretry

and Lesucur, who were present, bowed deferentially; but Cheru-

bini whose spine wits less flexible, showed less patience and presence

of mind and murmured: "Paisiello might pass at n pinch, but
Zingarelli. . .

." We shall see later on how he soon managed to

earn the disfavor of the master of France.

His stay in .Milan, where music played an important part,

finally and completely turned Napoleon's taste in the direction of

Italian musical art, which he had recently enjoyed in Paris, side

by side with operas in Gluck's style, dramas by Lesueur and
Cherubim, and French comic-operas. Nevertheless, his ideas

changed more or less with the years and with circumstances,

notably after his marriage to Marie-Louise, an Austrian princess,

whose musical education had been quite different from that of

Josephine, the former Madame de Beauharnais.

Returning to Paris on December o, 1797, Bonaparte remained
there for exactly six months, until his departure for Egypt (May
4, 1798). He brought back the Treaty of Campo-Formio, and
solemnly turned it over to the Directory, in session at the Luxem-
bourg Palace, on December 10. This solemnity gave the authors

of the Chant du Depart, M, J. Chenier and Mehul, an opportunity

of presenting their Chant du Rctovr, which was performed at the

ComercatoiTe in honor of the Army of Italy, and to celebrate a

peace which none thought as ephemeral as it turned out to be.

In his preparations for the Egyptian campaign, as in those for

the campaign of Italy, Bonaparte developed tremendous activity.

Not only did he occupy himself with military plans, but his spirit

of organization extended to the sciences, to literature, and the

arts, no less than to questions of civil administration. He ap-

pointed a large commission, which was given the name of the

"Egyptian Institute," and included representatives of every

branch of human knowledge. The result of their labors has been
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embodied in a monumenl&l publication known under tie name of

the "Description of Egypt," whose twenty volumes in folio were

published ut intervals from 1H09 lo 1826. Instead of Mehul or

the singer Lays, whom Napoleon had first had in mind, it was

Guillaume-Andr^ YilMeau, musician and singer, who, in the

"Egyptian Institute" became the representative of music. Vil-

toteau has left four memorials on ancient and modem Egyptian
music, and on the music of the Orientals, which have been in scried

in the "Description."

We might here cite the following order of the day, givwi liy

the general -in -chief at his headquarters in Cairo on the 1st N'ivnse

of the Year VII (December 21, 17!>7)

:

Every day at noon, in the squarfs adjoining I he hospitals, till!

Iiands of the differeal corps will play various Lunes calcidatoil Lo make
the sick [eel cheerful, and to recall to them the glorious moint-als of t iicir

past campaign.
Bonaparte.

Willi the Consulate, the musical feln.i of the Revolution,

whose hymns had been liturgic in character, little by little became
exclusively military festivals. However, on July 14, 1800, the

Chant du 25 Mesxiilor, at a "sing" of quiti- grandiosi; proportions,

was given at the Imatides (Temple of Mars), and Mehul assembled

for its performance three choruses and three orchestras. Later,

the fete ol the 1st Vendemiaire (September 32), celebrated with

a hymn by Lesueur, also sung at the lnralidcs, and employing

four orchestras, concludes the era of the Revolutionary/^*.

From that time forward the only music given the people

will be thut of the regiments making victorious reentry into the

capital, or defiling on parade at the TuhVries. where the First

Consul established himself after the grand stroke of Brumaire
(November, 17S9).

The routine of daily life, after an interruption of ten years, is

gradually resumed in the ancient habitation of the kings of France,

whose protocole Bonaparte essays to revive. The First Consul

shows himself quite frequently at the Opera, situated in the

rue de Richelieu (now rue de la Loi), and which at the time is still

known as the Tkt/itre det Arts, His visits are marked by two
historical events, two attempts at assassination which are associ-

ated with the two most recent novelties then presented on the great

lyric stage. On the 10th Vendemiaire (October 18), the first

performance of an opera which had had but little success, let
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'Horaces, by Porta, was to be given when, the evening before, the

police were notified that a conspiracy had been formed against

Bonaparte. During the course of the performance it had been

planned to seize the person of the First Consul end, perhaps, kill

him, improving the opportunity ottered by the panic the con-

spirators intended to create in the hall. One of the latter, how-
ever, overcome by remorse, it is said, told all that he knew to

the police, who made their arrangements and arrested all the

conspirators while the performance was in progress, without the

public being aware of it. The mutter was not disclosed until

some days afterward, by the newspapers, which, be it said, showed
great discretion. One of the heads of this conspiracy was the

Corsican Arenst; another was the sculptor Cerechi, who had
formerly modeled the bust of Bonaparte in Milan, and had gone
to Paris in the hope of disposing of it for 18,000 francs. The
opera lea Horaces is rescued from obscurity only by reason of

this political occurrence connected with it. Bonaparte, inci-

dentally, was soon to return to the Optra, holding his own against

the opposition, notably on October 27 and November 4, at the

same timeas the ministers of Austria and Prussia.

The 3d Nivose (December 24) following, to quote Thiheudcau,

the First Consul set out tor the Optra at ei^lit o'clock in the evening,

with a picket ot guards, having with him in his coach Generals Berthier,

Lances ami his aid-do-oamp Lanriston. When they had rcnohed the

rue Sui'tf-Xicaist; they found a wretched curt, to which a small horse

was harnessed, placed in such a manner as to hlo<:k the thoroughfare.

The coachman was skillful enough to avoid it in passing, though he was
driving very speedily. A few moments later a terrible explosion shattered
the panes of the coach, wounded the last man of the escort, killed eight

persons, and more or less seriously injured livenly-eijdit others, as well

as inflict inj; diiinni'Cs estimated at «(H),0U0 francs to forty-six hilildim;.-;

in the vicinity. The First Consul cimiinued 0:1 his ivay. and arrived at

tlic Open:. There they "eve sinking Haydn's "Creation."

The performance of an oratorio, by two hundred and fifty

musicians and singers, on Christmas Eve at the OpSra, was a
sign of the times. The following year, the first of the new century,

bad not as yet come to an end before peace with the church
was an accomplished fact: the Concordance with the Pope being
signed on September 17. The cathedral of Notre-Dame, restored

to the Faith, celebrated the great event at Easter 1803, with a

Te Deum by Paisiello, whose favor was thus officially confirmed.

And somewhat later, at the Camp at Boulogne, the Chant du
Depart was sung for the last time by more than twelve-hundred
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persons. The two occurrences point out the direction taken by
the new revolution, the successor to the first.

Or, rather than a new revolution, the old social order, little

by little, was once more raising its head, and a new social order

came into being which prudently borrowed some of the institutions

of the ancien regime. Here, too, music played a part in the life

and political activities of the First Consul. Under the title of

"the band of the Consuls," Bonaparte had already established a

military band by Blasius. But now he wished to have a band of

his own, a "band of the First Consul," just as formerly there had
been the body known as "the king's music." The Baron de

Tremont, in an unpublished notice on Rode says:

This musical beginning was not known as an 'orchestra,' and was
made up of only a few of the best instrumental players of Paris. MaJ-
maiaon was the only summer residence which Napoleon and his fm:;ily

had. And any knowledge uf musii: duservinK of honor was so foreign

to Ihc inliwellers ol Maliriaisdn that the first time tin: artists were as-

sembled in the ehflteau, the Consul having been compelled to alsent
himself, no one knew what to do with tin: [rlujieians. Then >ia|].>[f'Lin's

sisters and sisters-in-law, younger and gayer than when they became
queens, thought that it would be a good opportunity to have some
dancing and, without any idea (if I'i'.'inc offence, they asked the artists

whether they could not play Minn: square dam es for then). The latter

replied that they were totally incapable of so doing, and the foolish

request was not repeated.

The musical evenings, the little family concerts at Malmaison,
little by little, brought about the rcestablishment of the music
choir. Eight singers and a body of twenty-seven symphonic
players under the direction of Paisiello formed a corps of mu-
sicians large enough for the place in which they did their duty.

The chapel having been destroyed, divine service was performed
in the hall of the Council of State, where there was room for no
more than the singers and a piano. Arranged in two rows behind

the singers, the violins played in a little gallery facing the altar,

while the basses and wind instruments were relegated to an adjoin-

ing room. The musicians had a good deal of difficulty in

manctuiprinj; on a field so disadvantageous for concerted work.

On each preceding evening the room had to be Stripped of its

furniture, chairs, tables and desks, in order to make an oratory

of it for Sunday use, and all the furniture had to be returned
again on Monday, so that the Council of State might meet there.

Napoleon, when he became Emperor, had a new chapel added to

the Tuileries, on the foundation of the Hal! of the Convention,

in which, during the Revolution, the Concerts spiriiuels had taken
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place. It was inaugurated on February 2, 1806, with a solemn
high mass.

Under the supreme direction of Paisiello, with Lesueur as

second conductor, the imperial chapel-orchestra was made up
of a master of music, two accompanying pianist-organists, thirty-

four singers and choristers, and fifty instrumentalists (1810);

numbering 99 persons in all, in 1815. Its budget, from 90,000

francs in the Year VIII (1801), had mounted to nearly 154,000

by 1812. {See G. Serviires's Epitodes d'kiatoire musieale.)

It was not until 1800, after having heard the music of the

Court of Saxony, at Dresden, that the Emperor began to think

that he, too, would like to have a musical establishment of a kind

not exclusively religious. He engaged Paer "to conduct the music
of the concerts and theatrical representations at Court, and to

compose all the musical compositions he would be ordered to

furnish by command of His Imperial Majesty." with a stipend of

28,000 francs per annum, and three months' leave of absence

every year. The contract was signed at Warsaw on January 14,

1807. This, "special music of the Emperor" at first included a
pianist-accompanist, Rigel, a secretary, Grfgolre, five women
singers (Mines. Grassini, Paer, d'Ellieu, Albert-Hymm, Giacomclli)

and two malcsinjxers (Crcsccntini and Brizzi). Later on, however,

it included Mmes, Barilli, Festa, Sessi, Camporesi; the tenors

Crivelli, Tachinardi, and Nozzari; the bass Barilli, the 'cellist

Duport. etc. The orchestra was that of the imperial chapel.

All artists of distinction who arrived in Paris were invited to ring

or play at the Emperor's concerts, on the express condition that they
would accept, in silver, some honorable recompense, proportionate to

their merit. The virtuosos, the women in particular, invariably refused

Ihcir lionora rill ins in the hope Unit sumi! jWi'l ironlil lu-rnm ti> tlirnl ill

their stead, even though its value might be less than the sum offered.

A present from Napoleon represented the object of their desire, the goal

of their ambition. Mate. Catalan! herself was not accorded this favor,

yet she was renumernted in princely fashion. Five thousand fra:u:s

down, a pension of 1!00 francs, and the loan of the hnll of the Optra,

atl expenses paid, for two concerts, whose receipts came to 49.000 francs,

such was the price the Emperor offered the dim in question for having
sung at Saint-Cloud on May 4 and 11, 1805. (Castil-Blase.)

The Emperor at the time, so the singer Blangini tells us in

his SouMlriVs "was undergoing an attack of urgent musical need,

I might almost say, was in a state of musical frenzy." Every
evening, at Fontainebleau, after the theatrical representation,

"His Majesty would repair to the Empress's salon, where he
(Napoleon) would listen to more music up to one o'clock in the
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morning." According to the same writer, the compositions of

Paisiello, Zingarelli, Haydn, Martini iuul Lesueur made up almost

the whole of tin: repertory ui Liu; imperial iirehestrn.

The theatric, which hud enjoyed I he utmost freedom from
control under the Revolution, according to the decree of 1791,

"ere none the more prosperous- beejtuse of the fuel, tile llpi'rn in

particular whose budget, under the old rigime had always shown,
a deficit 1

. The emigration of the nobles had caused it to lose

lis wealthy patrons, itnd the works inspired by the Revolutionary
government were not calculated to fill its coffers. The Consulat

introduced a little order into the aifnirs of the Theatre des Art-,

and a decree of the 8th Frmiaire of the Year VI provided it with

a director and a responsible administrator. Besides, the First

Consul decided that all the boxes were to be paid for by those

who occupied them. The same course was adopted us regards

the Opfra-Comique, which was raised to the rank of an official

theatre; and in 170D we see "Citizen Bonaparte", with one stroke

of the pen settle arrears of payment amounting to 1,809 livrcs,

for the rent of boxes at the theatre in question. The grand
political stroke of Brumaire had born fruits, and Bonaparte's

sense of order had begun to show itself here as it did everywhere.

Dating from the same time was the interdiction by the

prefect of police, of works dealing with the coup d'Elat, and on
the 33d Germinal of the Year VTU (April 12. 1800), the minister

of the interior arrogated to himself the right to authorize all such

works as might be represented. This amounted to the refistab-

lishment of the preventive censure. At the OpSra "without the

public's paying any attention to the fact, or showing any interest,

the use of the words "throne," "king" und "queen" were intro-

duced in Gluek's "Alccstc." A consular decree allowed the

theatre a subvention of 50,000 livres per month, and did away
with free admissions.

Under the Umpire a series of decrees revived the pension

system, forbade the establishment of new theatres, determined

the kind and variety of those already in existence, and gave the

Opera the exclusive right to perform "those works which are

altogether musical, and hallcts in the noble and gracious style;

'S« my iludy '-

leal Qonicrly of

'Two Hundred .nd Fifty Yen of Oper." (ta6(-lSl»), in toe
ol October, 1B10.
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such as those whose subjects are derived from mythology and
history, and whose principal characters are gods, kings and heroes."

Finally, there appeared the decree of July 29, 1807, reducing the

number of theatres in Paris to eight. Twenty or more others

had to close their doors before August 15, the date of the Emperor's
fete, and that without receiving any indemnity. The Emperor,
who bad already assigned a very definite type of representation

to each theatre, the bounds of which it could not overstep, on
November I, 1807 created Die office of superintendent of the

great theatres. Three stages were dedicated to music: that of

the Opira, which had become the Imperial Academy of Music,

the Opira-Camique and the Qpera-litife—the last as a species of

annex to the Opira-Camique, under the name of "Empress's

Theatre," with a monthly subvention of 10,000 francs.

In 1811 a new decree, dated August 13, reestablished in favor

of the Opira—already richly endowed with an annual subvention
of 750,000 francs*-the unique privilege of levying on all other

theatrical performances dues or fees, which at limes reached the

figure of 200,000 francs per year. Since not a concert could be
given "without the day having been set by the superintendent

of our theatres, after consultation with the director of our Imperial

Academy of Music," it was impossible that the musical life of the

capital, save as regards dramatic music, could develop. The
"exercises" of the pupils of the Conservatoire alone could supply

aliment to nourish the interest of lovers of symphonic music.

As to the Opera-Comiqvc, merged with the lyric theatre of

the rue Feydeau in 1801, the Emperor allowed it to take its place

among the official theatres in 1801, Sometimes in the Salle Favart,

at others in the Salle Feydeau, it continued to represent Mehul,

Gretry, Monsigny, Duni, Fhili'dor, Nicolo, Berton, etc., composers
who were later joined by the young Boieldieu.

The Conaercatmre, a child of the Revolution, was also the

object of the master's solicitude. It was endowed with a new
concert-hall, and with a library 1

. On the other hand the Institute,

beginning with 1803, sent a musician to Rome every year, in

company with the laureates, painters sculptors, and architects

who had been going there since the time of Louis XIV. All in all,

after a dozen years of instability, of demolition and creation,

Bonaparte, then Napoleon, had regularized and hicrachized the

musical institutions of Prance, just as he had all the branches of

his administration.

'S>c Htnri ilt Cuiitin. "Hi.it.iry nml Glory ol the Conctrl-Hall of the Pari! Con-
tmmtorj." in the"Miui«l Qumrttrir." April. 1(17.
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Let us now examine into his personal relations with the artists

of hia period.

According to one of the modern biographers moat at home
with the intimate life of Napoleon, M. Frederic Masson, the

former was very sensitive to music, and was particularly fond of

Among nil the arts music: is the only one for which lip shows s

special and personal liking. As to the others, he patronizes them from
motives of policy, because ol his passion fur Hie grandiose:. sluI the

thought of immortality; but music be really and fully enjoys, is fond

of it for its own sake, and bccan.su of the sensations il. j;ives him. ft

culms hh nerves, il cradles his reveries, it charms his melancholy mo-
ments, it fires his heart. What matter if he docs sing out of tune, if

he have a poor memory tor a melody, and if he does not know Ids notes)

Music moves him to the point of robbing him of his self-control, it drives

him to offer the order ot the iron crown of Lombardy to the soprano
Crc-ccntini; and this shows that he feels it more deeply thim many of

those who believe themselves capable of reading it. (Napotltm et let

All kinds of music did not effect the Emperor with equal

intensity. As we have already said, he instinctively preferred

Italian music, especially that of Paisiello; aud when he honored

Lesueur, whose esthetics, if anything, are opposed to those of the

Italians, one may even nueslion whether he was as sincere as

when he allowed himself to be captivated by the charm of his

favorite Paisiello airs: the finale from the Re Teodoro, the duo
from La Molinara (Frd I'indriottro e la farina), or Mina'n air

(Agitate frd milie pensieri). It appears most probable that the

pompous operas of Lcsuelir, Sponlini unci their emulators, the

creators of the "Empire style" in music:, flatter him as a sovereign

rather than move him as a music lover.

Paisiello had come to Paris in 1801 to conduct the Consular

orchestra, or, according to Reichardt (Vertraute Briefe mi.* Paris,

1, p. !)5) to write a prcjl French opera:

He receives 3,000 livrcs per month, and is provided with lodgings,

was first Riven a poem by Lemereicr to set to music, but Paisiello refused

it, not knowing bow to make the shadow who played the principal part

in it sing in an interesting

Digitized by Google
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an old poem of QuinnuJt's. Proserpine, arranged by Guillard, is being
prepared fur his use. in tin' style of MiLrrtumtel. and lie ii at present

working on the second act (Letter of November 15, 1808.)

While awaiting the completion of Proserpine, the Optra-

Buffa presented la Moliitara, before an empty auditory, as Reich-

ardt adds: the singer Strimasacchi filled the principal role very

poorly indeed, though it was one she had formerly sung in Prague

and in Leipsic. Proserpine, an opera by "the first conductor

and composer in the service of II. M. the King of Naples, for the

moment employed to compose and direct the private orchestra

of the FIRST CONSUL," to quote the libretto—was at last given

on the 8th Germinal of the Year XI (March 39, 1803), and had
but slight success. Fourteen performances sufficed to satisfy

the extraordinary curiosity which the announcement of its prem-
iere had awakened months before. Bonaparte, incidentally, did

not grace either the rehearsal nor the first performance with his

presence, nor did the English Ambassador; a declaration of war
between France and Great Britain was imminent, says Reicbardt,

and, in fact, hostilities wen- re.snmeil in tin* month of May.
After this miscarriage, Paisiello, pretending that the climate

of Paris did not agree with his wife, asked permission to return

to Naples. Bonaparte hud consulted him with regard to the

choice of his successor; but having read in the Journal de Paris

that it was expected that Mehul would be nominated to fill the

vacancy, he immediately ordered Duroc to inform Lesueur of

his nomination to the directorship of the orchestra. And when,

that very day, Paisiello presented his colleague to the First Consul,

the latter said: "I hope that you will still remain with us for a

time; in the meanwhile, M. Lesueur will have to content himself

with the second place," Lesueur replied: "General, I am already

taking the first place when I follow in the footsteps of such a
muster as the illustrious Paisiello." This bit of repartee greatly

pleased Bonaparte, and from that moment on the new director

enjoyed the favor which was shown him to the end of the Empire

—

and even later.

Tile year following, on July 10, the teacher of Berlioz presented

at the Optra, which had just assumed the title of "Imperial Academy
of Music," bis opera Ossian on ies Bardcs, whose subject-matter

gave great pleasure to the master of France, an enthusiast as

regards Ossianic poetry, then very much the fashion. During

the course of the second performance, which he attended. Napoleon
sent for the composer to come to his bos and addressed him as

follows: "Monsieur Lesueur, I salute you! Share in your triumph

!
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Your first two acts are beautiful, but your third is quite inacces-

sible!" And he made him sit down beside tie Empress, in the

front of the box, amid the acclamation of all those present. The
following day Lesueur received a golden snuff-box with the in-

scription: "TheEmpcror of the French to thecomposerof?esBard(j."

The snuff-box contained the cross of the Legion of Honor, together

with six bank-notes, each for a thousand francs.

After the Bardes, Lesueur contributed for the imperial coro-

nation at Notre-Dame (December a) a march and several pieces,

though the mass which he conducted was by Paisiello; then, at

the Optra, in conjunction with I'ersuis, he gave I'lnavguration

da Temple de la Victoirc (January 2, 1807), the Triomphe de

Trajan (October 23) and la Mort d'Adam (March 81, 1809); while

in 1810 he composed a religious cantata for the wedding of

Napoleon and Marie-Louise.

For the chapel of the Tuileries, Lesueur composed little

oratorios which he interpolated in the service. These scores

undoubtedly pleased the Emperor, for one day, wishing to reward

Lesueur, who had just written his oratorio Deborah, whosemilitary
subject pleased Napoleon better than such subjects as Ruth or

Rachel, for in.it.anw, he said:

Your music is grand, elevated, well adapted to its subject, it is

solemn, it. is devotioiiid. II. is what I feel thitt. the music of the church
should be. Hare you composed other oratorios? "Yes Sire, the one
to which Your Majesty has been lisleni::,; is my eighteenth." Then
you have blackened a good deal of music-paper. That is an expense
in itself, and one for which I wish to pay. Monsieur Lesueur, I grant

you a pension of 2,400 francs to pay for the music-paper you have used
to such good effect. H is (inly in pny For the p;i|ier. you linder.stiiiiil,

for such a word as 'gratification' should not mentioned to an artist

ofyourmerit. (Blangini.)

The other great French musicians of the time, Gretry, for

example, never enjoyed the same measure of favor accorded

Lesueur. One evening at Fontaine!) Ieau—Ztmire el Azor was
being sung—the Emperor had Gretry sit down beside him and,

so Bouilly tells us. he "experienced the liveliest emotion while

listening to the admirable trio of the magic picture and said, the

words escaping from him as though against his will: "It is divine!

It is perfect! I am very fond of that music." "Then you arenot

disgusted," replied Gretry, with his malicious smile and his

unserving glance. Napoleon smiled, and pressed the musician's

hand. Yet, not long after, at a reception, he affected not to

recognize Gretry, and asked him to recall his name to his memory.
"Sire, it is still Gretry," was the reply. This witty retort was
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not to the master's liking, however, and he turned his back on
the composer.

With Mehul, who had been appointed a chevalier of the

Legion of Honor when the order was first founded. Napoleon had
been acquainted for some time, through Mme. Beauharnais. He
had considered taking him to Egypt with him, but left him to

remain "in charge at his Conservatory, and, still more important,

at his theatre. These are his true roads to glory." Mehul, as

we have seen, celebrated the fame of the conquercr of Italy, in

1800, at the Temple of Mars. Either after his performance, or

at a later date, the Consul said to him: "Your music, perhaps,

is even more learned and harmonious; yet that of 1'nisicllo and
Cimarosa has greater charms for me." These words suggested to

Mehul the idea of composing an opira-bouffe in the Italian style.

Marsollicr Rave him the hook of I' I rata, or I'EmporU (The Hot-
Head) which was presented in the Halle Favart on February 17,

1SII1, at. Carnival-time, and purported to come from the pen of a
Sir/nor FiorcUi, Its success was very marked and the First Consul
himself enjoyed it greatly. It has been said that Mehul wished

to mystify him in the imitating the Italians, but this is not very

likely. Bonaparte had no patience with pleasantries, and Mehul
might have had to repent his daring. It is more probable that
the deception practiced upon the public had, on the contrary,

been arranged in concert with Bonaparte himself: "'No Frenchman
could ever have written music like this," said the latter. Accord-

ing to Elwart, he also told the composer: '"See that you deceive

me often this way!" Be this as it may, Mehul dedicated the

score of I'Iralo to Bonaparte, in the following terms:

General Consul:
Yuur omviTMititHis ivpinliiij; miisii' linvii

An annotation which follows Oiis dedication contains a decla-

ration of the composer's principles, in which he informs the

public that "it not hasten to boast of his conversion," and further

on plainly affirms: "I know that the general taste is more inclined

to be attracted by music which is purely pleasing, yet good taste

never insists that truth be sacrificed to mere grace in music."

Two years after the production of les Bardes, Mehul. too,

presented an Ossianic opera, Uthal, which the Emperor had per-
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formed at Saint-Cloud. And then came Joseph, his master-work
and one o! the master-works of the imperial epoch.

Napoleon's relations to Cherubini were more strained. As
we have already remarked, Cherubini had invited tile antipathy

of the First Consul by criticizing his musical tastes without

sufficient discretion. "I'aisicllo's music is sweet and beneficent

in its effects," Bonaparte one day remarked to him, "but your
instrumentation is too heavy, and while Paisiello calms me in an
agreeable manner, your compositions demand loo much attention

on the part of the auditor." Cherubim answered with animation

—with too great animation—that one might be a great general

and yet know nothing about harmony. 1

It can be easily understood that with such opinions Cherubim
was not fi favorite at Court. He rice lie made no ditllcullies about

acceptm;: Ihe hospitality of Austria, toward tile year 1800. It

is possible that he might have remained long in Vienna, had not

the chances of war taken Napoleon himself there in November
ISOfl. "Always he, everywhere!" as Victor Hugo said. ... At
the time Cherubim was commanded by Napoleon to organize a

dozen concerts at Sehtinbrumi, after which he returned to France.

In 1808, however, he withdrew to the Ardennes, to the chftteau

of Cliimay, where the former Mme. Tallien resided with the

title of princess.

The misunderstanding between the Emperor and Cherubini

did not come to an end until the period of the "Hundred Days,"
when the composer was made a member of the Institute and
received the cross of the Legion of Honor. But then it was too

late, and it was to the Restoration that Cherubini owed his official

position as director of the Conservatoire,

Spontini was more fortunate. Having gone to France to

seek his fortune there at the tinie when the effervescence of the

Revolution Wits on the decline, at the moment when, together

with Cherubini, an art which showed certain novel features had
obtruded itself upon the lyric stage, he dedicated his "Milton,"

produced November 27, 1804, to the F.mpress Josephine. Not
without some difficulty did he obtain from Jouy an opera book on
one of those subjects drawn from the antique which were the

fashion of the day, la Vestale, one which Cherubini and M6hul
had already refused to set. Two or tliree years of effort, of appli-

cation of retouching were necessary before an actual performance

of this master-piece of the "Empire" style could take place.

Sm the "Memoira" of the B«iob de Trenont, -The Musical Quarterly," July

1840, pp. 881, SB!
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Having become director of the Empress's music, Spontini owed
il to tile snvereinii's protection tfuit lie euiilti al length see his

opera represented on December 17, 1H07—after fourteen months
of rehearsal, and following the Triompke tie Trajan, by Lesueur

and Persius (October 14} which, for the Emperor, had a more
immediate interest than an antique opera. According to Casti!-

Blaze, Napoleon had had the principal numbers of Spontini's seorr

performed at the Tnileries as early as February, and following

their audition had expressed his admiration for the maestro in

the warmest terms

:

Your opera ohounds in new motives. Its dcelarjiatiu:! is sincere

mid in acconliuiet: will] musieal fee!iriL(. There ttrf! line airs, duos whose
effect is certain, il finale wiiicli carries away the listener. The march
to (lie scaffold seems ndmiralile In rue Monsiciir Sjumtiiii, I once
mure tell you that you will ohcain a |ircat success. And you will have
merited it.

If we prune some of the embellishment* which Cuslil-ISlaze

lavishes on all his accounts, there may be some truth in these

words: yet it should be remembered that the Emperor never
supported Spontini's opera before its production, and showed
his preference for the Trioiaphe dc Trajan, which flattered him
personally, and Lesueur's la Mart d'Adam.'

Yet he was obliged to recognize that with Ids la Veslale

Spontini had created the "Empire style" in music. Therefore,

at the beginning of 1800, the Count de Remusat, superintendent

of theatres, informed the director of the Optra, Picard, that the

Emperor had decided to Stage Fcrnand Cartel, Spontini's new
opera, the book by Jouy and Esmenard. This time the rehearsals

did not drag; on the contrary it was necessary to urge on Spontini,

Its premiere, with an extraordinary deploy of scenic means, took

place November 88, ISOU, and a brilliant success crowned music,

action, artists and—Francon i's cavalry, fourteen horses mounted
by the Franconi Brothers and their grooms! Fernand Carle:,

already a forecast of the Mcyerbccrian spectacular opera, held

its place in the repertory until 1830. Yet, for reasons which arc

unknown, the performances were stopped after the thirteenth,

and it was not brought forward a«ain until ten years later. Then
fa Veslale did not leave the boards, however, and in 1810 carried

off the decennial prize of 10,000 francs (only awarded once),

decreed a musical work.

rady." The Me
lave la VtiUli pi
rally." The Ifml
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Appointed assistant-director of the Empress's Theatre that

same year of 1810, Spontini, despite the official favor which he

enjoyed, was dismissed hy M. dc Remusat in 181S, and replaced

liy I'iier. who accepted the appointment on condition that he be

not required to give up his functions at Court.

Before taking up Napoleon's relations with individual singers,

male and female, of his time, sonic mention should he made of

Zingareili, his other favorite composer. ZingarelH was choir-

master at St. Peters in Rome when, having refused to have a

Te Deum sung for the birth of the "King of Rome," in 1811, he

was arrested and brought to Paris, incidentally, be it said, with

every eon sideration. There he remained for a few weeks at the

home of his friend (.1 retry, terrified, according to Cas til-Blaze,

lest he he asked to compose a Te Deum which he had firmly decided

not to write when, one day (it was the first of January) he was
ordered to write a mass, to be performed on the twelfth, and,

later, a Stabal Mater. This last was sung at tile Elysec on Good
Friday, by Crescentini, Lays, Nourrit, Mines. Branchu and
Armimd. ('rrsrentiiii n<'ee,]ii|j]is!u'd marvels in the ver.sct Vidit

suum duicem natvm, which a gesture from the Emperor bade him

After this success nothing further was demanded of the Master.

One day, weary of inaction, Zingareili ventured to ask whether

he might be allowed to go back to Rome, whither his nidations

as choir-master summoned him. The answer he received was:

Tomorrow, the day after tomorrow, to-day even, if that be your
wish. M. ZillJJ'irelli is entirely al lilierly. It is true thai his siljallrn

iii Paris has been u piece i'f ennd fortune in ii-.-,; but His Majesty would
be annoyed were he to neglect his duties.

This reply might be interpreted as a command, and Zingurelli

hastened to leave Paris, after having received the tidy little sum
of 14,000 francs to console him for his somewhat hasty displacc-

It was while this composer's llomco was being represented .it

the Tuileries, that the male soprano Crescentini was given the

cross of the Iron Crown. The scene has been recounted, us

actually witnessed, by Mile. Avrillon, one of the Empress's ladies-

in-waiting:

On the day in question, I could sec hi- Majesty's faee perfe.'lly

Ibroue.)] my loreinrttes, from the box ill which I was seated, while Cres-

eenfini was sinpnj; the famous air Ontlim whin/til (Shadow udeireiij

—

which, according to Scudo, he himself had intcrpolut r-d ii: the score-
ami, without aay mineral ion, il was radia.it with pleasure. The
Emperor moved utiout in his arm-chair, spoke to the great dignitaries
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of the Empire who surrounded him, and scorned to bo trying to make
them share in the admiration which he himself felt. The performance
was not yet over when ho had M. dc Marcscalchi called, and it was
then that he told him to give Crescentini the cross of the order.

"The bestowal of this decoration," Las Casas remarked to

Napoleon at Saint-Helena, at a later period, "caused much com-
ment in Paris:" malevolence seized upon it with the greatest joy,

arid made the moat of it. Nevertheless, at one of the brilliant

soiriei given in the Faubourg Saint-Germain, the indignation which
it bad aroused was drowned in a witty retort. ".

. . It was an

abomination," said one facile speaker, "a horror, a veritable pro-

fanation. By what right could a Crescentini claim it?" he cried.

Upon which the handsome Mme. Grassini, rising majestically from

her chair, replied in the most dramatic tones, and with a theatri-

cal gesture: "And his wound, my dear sir, is that to count for

nothing?" Whereupon ensued such a hubbub of delight and
applause, that poor Grassini was greatly embarrassed by the suc-

cess of her defence (Mcniuria! tie Sainle-Hfline),

The remembrance of "the handsome Grassini" must have
recalled to tile captive of Saint-Helena the happy days of the

second campaign of Italy, and the connection he had formed at

the time with the singer, who was then still young. In 1S00

Guisseppina Grassini was twenty-seven; in the full splendor of

her beauty and talent, equipped with an excellent contralto

voice, pure and even throughout its entire range, and admirable

in operas of the lemi-aerut style.

Bonaparte heard her in Milan, the day following or the

second day after the battle of Marengo, as M. Frederic Masson
has already established. Already, two years before, in the self-

same city of Milan, occupied by the French army, she had vainly

endeavored to attract the attention of the young hero, who was
then still faithful to Josephine. In 1800 he was not altogether

the same; and, incidentally, "in Grassini, it was less the woman
who captured his heart than the singer. She, entirely prepared,

had been awaiting her opportunity for two years: one may imagine

whether she offered a long resistance." The day following her

concert at Milan, her departure for Paris had been decided upon,

together with that of Marchesi and Mile. Billington.

In Paris, she sang together with Bianchi, two duos at the

JHe given on July 14 at the lnralides, preceding M£hu]'s hymn
for three choruses. "A fine piece in Italian, with fine Italian

music," had been the general's demand. He was given two in-

stead of one.
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Bonaparte installed the Grassini in a small house in the rue

Chmdemne—recently rebaptized the rue de la VicUrire—not far

from the one he himself had occupied before going to the Tuileries.

The singer soon grew bored here, (or she bad dreamed quite another

dream io following the vietor of Marengo. In Search of consola-

tion, she formed an intimacy with Rode, the great violinist.

Then she resumed her libertv, after having given two concerts

at the ThiSlre de la RspuUiiiue (March 17 and October 10, 1801).

She returned to Paris after the establishment of the imperial

choir, of which she remained a member uutil 1818. At the time

she received a fixed salary of 38,000 francs, additional annual

gratifications, and a pension of 15,000 francs. Besides this, she

enjoyed the proceeds of a benefit concert given every winter at

the Optra or mix Italiem.

Blangini declares that the sovereign would permit neither

Grassini nor Crescentini to sing in public. He adds:

At the time I was writing several songs, intended for Mme. Grassini's

lovely voice. One day when she was to sing at the Tuileries before

the Emperor, she gave me the words of on air she wished to odd to her
program, for me to set to music. These words, which she had written
herself, read as follows

:

Adorai wnni twi qiiesto mio cuorfedele;

Ma un iguardo lereno. ti chiedo rfamdr.

"Your each comnmid my faithful hear! adores.

I'll be your comrade if you trust in me.

Only one smiling glance my love implores."

In the piece, Cleopatra is speaking to Casar; but on the stage, while

which the Kcriperor's box tviiH Minuted; I am unable to say whether,
that evening, she secured the "smiling glance of love."

In 181*, Mme, Grassini, like so many others, quickly forgot

her imperial successes and favors. Says Scudo:

Always dramatic anil always sensible the prima donna could not
refrain from singing amorous duettos with Lord Castlorcigh. In these

intimate gatherings, at the residence of the man who had been the

principal agent in forming; the coalition against Napoleon, Mme. Grassini

might be seen draped in the great Indian shawl which she used as a
mantle, pompously declaiming the finest passages from the roles she had
presented at the theatre of the Tuileries. The Duke of Wellington was
not vexed when this lovely Cleopatra told him:

Adoroicenniluoi, quttUs mil cuarfidde.
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and history even affirms that tlic Duke of Wellington was not shy when
it fame to replying to this tender supplication with un sgaardo serene

Mme. Catalani, whose contemporaries have praised her

sonorous, powerful voice, full of charm, a soprano of prodigious

range, which reached the superacute G, preferred British guineas

to Napoleons d'or. After her two concerts at Saint-Cloud, which
we have already mentioned, the Emperor went to visit her on the

stage, and asked: "Where are you going?" "To London, Sire!"

"Stay in Paris! You shall have 100,000 francs and two months
leave of absence. The matter is settled. Adieu, Madame!"
Mme. Catalani swept him a courtesy and—fled to Morluix the

following day, whence she made her way to England in spite of

the Continental Blocade. She did not dare return to France
until 1814, when she obtained the management of the TMatre
Ilalien. On the return of Napoleon from the Island of Elba,

however, she found herself strangely embarrassed, and seized the

first opportunity to disappear from Paris a second time, in the

expectation of happier days.

Among the singers who won the esteem of Napoleon, at least

for a time, must be mentioned Garat, who was the rage during

the time of the Directory and Consulat, as a singer and a composer
of romances. He was highly prized by Lucien Bonaparte, min-

ister of the interior during 1708 and 1800. One reception day at

the ministry, Mine, Rccamier tells us, when dinner was served,

the future emperor rose and led the way to the dining-room,

where, without offering his arm to any of the women present, he

seated himself at the middle of the table. Everyone sat down
round about him as chance might dictate; Mme. Laetitia, his

mother, at his right, Mme. Rccamier on the same side, a little

further off. Bonaparte who had counted on having this charming
lady, whom he had failed to secure, for a table-companion, turned

about in annoyance to the guests still standing, and then said to

Garat. pointing to the place beside beside him: "Well, Garat,

sit down there!" After dinner they went to the drawing-room.

Bonaparte seated himself, alone, beside the piano, while the

women formed a circle facing the musician, the men standing

behind them. Garat sang an air by Gluck. After he had sung,

several instrumental pieces were played, and at the close of a
Sonata played by Jadin, the First Consul commenced to pound
the piano violently, crying: "Garat! Garat!" It was an order.

Garat returned to the piano, and sang an air from Orpheus which
enchanted all his listeners.
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The favor enjoyed by the singer-composer was forfeited,

however, before the end of the Empire. Garat frequently sang

at the Tuileries. Yet he was not able successfully to conceal his

royalist sentiments; very witty and caustic, he gave vent to some
hasty sallies which displeased the powers above. Napoleon
thought he could discover an allusion to General Moreau in

Lemereier's BHisake, which Garat sang to music. The singer's

romances Henri IV et Gabriette and Bayard, among others, aug-

mented the imperial resentment, which betrayed itself in a shabby
enough fashion by the withholding of Garat's salary as a professor

at the Conservatoire, during the fourteen concluding months of the

Empire. This, however, had not prevented Napoleon from deco-

rating the singer-composer with the order of the Legion of Honor;
yet Garat, though very vain, did all in his power to conceal the

fact that he had been decorated. However, if he was by no means
a warm partisan of the Emperor, he remained greatly attached to

the Empress Josephine, whom he continued to wait upon, after

her divorce, in her retreat in Malmaison.
A great violinist, also appreciated by the Empress, was

Alexander Boucher, whom we will mention in conclusion, and
who was quite as famous for his extraordinary resemblance to

the Emperor as for his art. Violinist to the King of Spain, Charles

IV, Boucher undertook a journey to Germany in 18D6, and man-
aged to win the favor of Fanny de Beauharnais (who stood god-
mother to his son) and of her niece, Josephine, then at Mnycnce.
Josephine wished to appoint him her first violinist. Received

shortly after at the Tuileries, Boucher made his appearance one

day at a Court festival with the Spanish cmbussy, in the uniform

of a colonel, his proper rank as director of the King of Spain's

music. Napoleon, having noticed the uniform, asked Duroc who
the officer might be. Duroc, having questioned Boucher, told

him that lie was the generalissimo of the sixteenth-notes of all the

Spains. "What is his name?" "Alexander Boucher," replied

the Empress, "he is (he celebrated violinist whom I wished to

present to Your Majesty." "Well, he is sufficiently presented."

replied Napoleon, "he is here right under my eyes." "I had
thought that an artist of his merit," added Josephine. . . ."Could

not be more happily situated," the Emperor continued her phrase.

"Let him return to Madrid; a generalissimo should never leas e

his army." "Still, if he should prefer Your Majesty's service?"

"Do not mention the man to me again," Napoleon said curtly.

The Emperor's self-esteem was wounded by the artists' striking

resemblance to him. When Charles IV was brought a prisoner
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to Fontainebleau, In 1808, Boucher did not abandon him, but
remained with him in Marseilles, until an order of the day coming
from the Emperor, who could not suffer a man to resemble him
physically, obliged him to leave the sovereign.

It would be easy to add anecdotes to those already given,

but we must refrain. We have recalled the most characteristic

among them, and those which present musicians famous for

various reasons. In general, they show the decisive and authori-

tative spirit displayed by Napoleon with regard to music as to

all else, and the importance he attached to an art which he valued,

not only for the pleasure it gave him personally, but also because

he had observed its influence on other men as well as on himself,

and knew how to make it serve his political ends.

It would be pleasant to be able to affirm that the Napoleonic
legend has been able to inspire the musicians with as happy
results as it has the poets, novelists and painters of the nineteenth

century; yet hardly anything at all has come of it, musically,

and it is in the domain of song, more especially, a form highly

prized at all times and under every government, that the French
have celebrated their hero. Is it not in their songs that the people

have always guarded the memory of the great occurrences of

history?

No sooner had he returned from his Italian campaign than
couplets on well-known airs celebrated the praises of the victorious

general; then the defeated of Brumaire were sung; and finally,

the Empire was acclaimed. Napoleon found his Homer of the

people in the person of Beranger (1780-1857); one of whose poems,

U Cinq Mai, or la Mori de NapoMan, is the only one, perhaps,

which has inspired a truly great composer. Berlioz made a cantata

of it for bass voices, which was sung on different occasions, notably

on December 13, 1810, two days before the return of Napoleon's

ashes to the IncalHea. This event itself only brought forth a few

romances by obscure musicians, a quadrille by Musard, and a

gallop suggested by tile frigate fa Belle Poule..

The government of Louis-Philippe had first thought of having

Cherubim's Requiem sung at the ceremony at the Invatides, but
remembering that it had been written for the funeral of Louis

XVLTI, decided that Mozart's would be a more fitting choice.

Three hundred executants were gathered at the Invalidei on
December 15, and each of the solo parts was sung by four of
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the greatest artists in Paris: Mmes. Grisi, Damoreau, Persian!

and Donis, sopranos; Pauline Garcia, Eugenie Garcia, Aibertazzi,

and Stolz, contraltos; Rubini, Duprez, Ponchard, Alexis Dupont
and Nasset, tenors; and Lablache Tamburini, Levasseur, Baroil-

het and Alizard, basses. Adolphe Adam, in a letter written

December 35, to his Berlin friend Spiker, remarked;

B with such bril-

After the mass
and myae

played, and on this occasion I had the pleasure of triumphing c
twti illustrious rivals. AnWn march made no impression whatever;

. fine symphonic composition, lacking
:asion. My own was more fortunate:

1 had written it In two sections, one funereal, and the other triumphant:
and this contrast was perfectly K ras|ied by the. public, which und.'rstoml

as well aa I did, that this funeral, taking place twenty years after the
hero's death, should be a triumph.

The day of the ceremony, together with my two hundred musicians,

1 went to Neuilly, where Napoleon's casket was to be dise inharked, to

conduct these marches. Unfortunately, the cold was so excessive that
I he artists and their instruments were frozen, and the performance was
a very defective one. During the entire progress of the procession,

the musicians played my march and that of Auher. Halevy's march
could not be played, because his symphony was too difficult to execute,
and mil. suhVienlly rhythmic to allow it lo he marched In.

Berlioz, who hud been set aaide in this ceremony, would not

admit that his Requiem, sung two years before in that very chapel

of the Invalided, had not been required of him. He is even said

to have refused to compose a funeral march leaving it to Auber,

HflleVy and Adam, to "break their necks on his Apolhiose do

juiUet" given during the past summer. "O, my divine Emperor!"
he cries, after the ceremony at the Intalides, "What a pitiable

reception was accorded you! My tears froze on my lashes for

Boame rather than cold. . , The Mozart Requiem made a sorry

enough impression, for despite the fact that it is a master-piece

it was not cast in the proportions which such a ceremony
demanded."

There was also in Paris, at this same time, a young German
musician, who was present at the funeral of Napoleon, at the

moment when the processional entered the Invalides, on that

glacial Tuesday afternoon, December 15, 18-tO.
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("Day tor as glory.

Cold u lie lomb.")
—Victor Hugo

His name was Richard Wagner, and be had just arranged Doni-

zetti's La Favorite for the piano, and published a little romance,

entitled "A Visit to Beethoven," in the Gazette mueieale; in addi-

tion he acted as Paris correspondent for a Dresden periodical.

He alludes to the funeral of Napoleon in an article on Rossini's

Stabat Mater, calling attention to the charming Parisicniies in

search of religious music, after having heard Mozart's Requiem
sung at the Involutes, by Rubini and Mile. Persian!, and Rossini

composing for them a Stabut Mater as far from devotional as

possible. It was at this time, too, that Wagner wrote his "Two
Grenadiers" to Heine's poem; Schumann's setting of which was
later to gain the greatest popularity.

Berlioz, Wagner, Schumann—Napoleon received the homage
of the greatest, after his apotheosis, as, while alive, and uncon-

scious of the fact, he had inspired Beethoven to write his Eroica

Symphony, "written upon Bonaparte," which remains the most
sublime and worthy tribute ever paid the hero.

One can understand (hat genuine musicians have not en-

deavored to rewrite the Eroica, nor measure themselves with

Beethoven, whose name will ever be inseparably linked with that

of the First Consul, who inspired him.

(r™l<KBl tntnhk If. Jfan™.)
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